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Abstract
Junior doctors’ help-seeking is an important day-to-day occurrence in the hospital
training environment, commonly described to involve a simple escalation of the problem to a
more senior clinician. This research challenges this assumption by exploring what is essential
to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting of junior help-seeking, thereby advancing
knowledge in this area by viewing these lived experiences as interconnected within the
hospital training environment. To achieve this, I explored the lived experiences via long
interviews with seven junior doctors who had sought help in relation to concerns about
patients, as well as five senior nurses and six senior doctors who had supported junior doctors’
help-seeking, recruited from two geographically distant Australian training hospitals.
In order to derive what is essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking and senior nurses’
and senior doctors’ support of junior doctors’ help-seeking, Giorgi’s descriptive
phenomenological method (2009a) was employed to guide the transcription, transformation
and analysis of the experiences. The result was the identification of a series of key
constituents that make up each phenomenon’s general structure:
•

The constituents essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking were: recognise a problem with
a patient; discern one’s own ability to manage the problem alone; judge one’s professional
‘safety’ in seeking help; own the care of the patient with the problem; reinforce decisions
with trusted colleagues; adjust tactics to solve the patient problem; interact, dialogue with
helper and sense response to cooperate; and account for self and develop one’s
experience of help-seeking.

•

The constituents essential to senior nurses supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking were:
observe and detect when the junior doctor needs extra support; gauge the junior doctor’s
priorities through clinical interactions; foster professional relationships by respecting
clinical roles; prompt junior doctor with their help-seeking; promote and guide the use of
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proactive tactics; and monitor the junior doctor’s progression into an effective,
trustworthy team member.
•

The constituents essential to senior doctors supporting junior doctor’s help-seeking were:
set expectations and tailor support specific to help-seeking; listen attentively and imagine
what help-seeking support is needed; entrust the junior doctor’s ability to seek help
reliably; fulfil role and rely on years of clinical experience to evaluate risks; prioritise,
voicing intentions to support the junior doctor’s help-seeking; and respond, acknowledging
past experiences in the help-seeking support provided.

Each of the general structures was then incorporated into a representative model, which
highlights their interdependency and the roles each plays.
Integration of the studies and the model revealed that the experiences of junior
doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors are intimately linked with each other. When junior
doctors describe seeking help from senior colleagues for a problem related to the care of their
patient, they describe both how they sought help and how their seeking of help (or helpseeking) was supported by the senior colleagues. Similarly, when senior nurses and doctors
describe junior doctors seeking their help, they also describe both how the junior doctor
sought help, and how they supported this help-seeking.
Applying the phenomenological method once again and re-analysing all three
phenomena together contributed to understanding of what is essential to help-seeking
practice in the hospital training environment as a whole. The constituents essential to helpseeking practice were: intentionally owning the care of the patient with others; building trust
between colleagues and being regarded as trustworthy by them; and working proactively in
the hospital training environment.
This research provides junior doctor, senior nurse and senior doctor readers with an
understanding that they are not alone in their experiences and highlights how help-seeking in
the hospital training environment is significantly different from that in other contexts because
of the central role of patients. The thesis reveals that help-seeking support is vital for junior
5

doctors’ clinical progress into independent practitioners and well-being, as well as recognising
the support that senior nurses provide to junior doctors in order to foster effective helpseeking. For senior doctors, this research emphasises how their support role does not start or
finish when a junior doctor seeks help and involves far more planned support than ‘just telling
junior doctors to call if they need help’.
This thesis concludes by suggesting future directions that junior doctors’, senior nurses
and doctors’ interested in improving help-seeking practice can consider in order to advance
help-seeking practice in the hospital training environment and indeed across the health
system.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Science is possible only when the result of thought can be preserved in the
form of knowledge and remain available for further thinking (Husserl, 2012,
page 130).

1.1 Personal interest and relevance to the area of research
My interest in junior doctors’ help-seeking originates from my professional experience
delivering simulation as part of medical training, where I repeatedly observed junior doctors
participating in clinical scenarios where help was available but was often not sought.
Discussion with my potential PhD supervisors and an initial examination of the literature
suggested that improved understanding of this area would be a significant opportunity to
contribute to junior help-seeking in the hospital training environment and how it was
specifically supported.
Over my career, frequently as part of a wider team of specialised technical staff and
medical experts, I have often had the opportunity to observe junior doctors making critical
decisions as they care for their patients, including when to seek help, as part of simulated,
scenario-based training. One scenario in particular still stands out to me, many years later.
The junior doctors had received an extensive pre-briefing session, which included a thorough
introduction to the environment and available technology (both a phone and medical
emergency help button) and told who was available to them if they should find themselves in
need of help. The scenario ended with the simulated patient deteriorating to a critical point.
None of the four junior doctors participating in the scenario sought the help that was waiting
to support them.
At the time, being responsible for the simulation environment, I initially considered
that what was needed was a more realistic simulated medical emergency button close to the
patient’s bed. This prompted me to put in place a simulated one, matched to the ones in the
12

hospital at which the junior doctors worked. But despite this, the same response – letting a
simulated patient deteriorate rather than seeking help – would repeat over and over.
A couple of years later, I worked with a medical educator who, when discussing the
up-coming rural scenarios for the day, stated that the only objective she wished to achieve was
‘for the junior doctors to seek help’. Months later, I received an email from one of the junior
doctors who had participated in this training, who told us of their journey to seek help for one
of their rural patients and thanked the team for the training and support they had received on
seeking help. This had a profound impact on my understanding of the importance of helpseeking in medical training.
These experiences came to the fore when I began to consider undertaking a PhD,
particularly when my prospective PhD supervisors shared their own professional experiences
of help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking. My curiosity was further fuelled
by my initial review of the literature, which demonstrated that very little research had been
conducted into junior doctors’ help-seeking or support for junior doctors’ help-seeking. What
literature there was appeared only to identify that junior doctors did not seek help or were
reluctant to do so (Mitchell, 2012; Stewart, 2007). Additionally, a lack of clear understanding
of the phenomenon, appeared to have resulted in simplified communication protocols and
technology (see Azzopardi, Kinney, Moulden, & Tibballs, 2011; Roberts et al., 2014; Shearer et
al., 2012) that did not appear to have solved the problems or improved the outcomes of
seeking help for sick patients in the hospital training environment.
It was also clear to me that the inability of junior doctors to seek help effectively was
likely to contribute significantly to poorer patient outcomes. This added an important, real life
element to my desire to investigate these phenomena further.
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1.2 Rationale
1.2.1 Definition of help-seeking
By definition, help-seeking is ‘problem-focused’ (Bamberger, 2009, page 53), and
‘problems’ in the hospital training environment can arise at any time and from a number of
different sources. The problems that I consider in this thesis are intimately linked to patients.
Patient problems are dynamic and can manifest through ‘changes in physiological states,
patients’ responses and noticing these transitions’ (Nilsson & Pilhammar, 2008, page 7). Some
junior doctors will seek help for a problem after failed self-management of patients, while
others seek help as a first response. ‘But every person who seeks help’ is requesting help with
a problem that ‘challenges their personal abilities’ (Cornally & McCarthy, 2011, page 282). Lee
(1997) stresses that for help-seeking to occur, not only does the problem or difficulty need to
exist, but the person initially encountering the problem needs to approach someone else and
at least two parties need to engage in an interaction to address the issue.
Interestingly, these important components of junior doctors’ help-seeking (exposing
vulnerabilities, engaging with someone you can trust, adjusting tactics when at first helpseeking is not successful) appear to be lost when terms such as escalated 1 or escalation of
care 2 are substituted imprecisely. In reality, these general, upwards focused, protocol-driven
terms do not appear to capture help-seeking – as Karabenick and Dembo (2011) describe it –
as a number of complex social, cognitive and affective decisions and actions. Especially when
Karabenick and Dembo (2011) go onto add, for those who are involved in seeking help, may
not even be ‘mindful of the steps’ or processes involved (page 34).

To escalate is to ‘involve someone more important or higher in rank in a situation or problem’.
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/escalate. Wood et al. (2001) cited in Bergström, Dekker, Nyce,
and Amer-Wåhlin, (2012), state ‘escalation concerns a process – how situations move from canonical or textbook to
non-routine to exceptional’ (page 2).
1

Johnston et al. (2015) define escalation of care as the recognition and communication of patient deterioration to a
senior colleague (page 831).

2
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1.2.2 Background of help-seeking in the hospital training environment
There are few studies that have explored junior doctors’ help-seeking and support for
junior doctors’ help-seeking explicitly in the hospital training environment. However, junior
doctors’ help-seeking and the need for support for their help-seeking is found in a number of
diverse studies with other primary aims. This literature includes:
•

inquiries into patient safety (see Garling, 2008; McQuillan et al., 1998);

•

reporting on the challenges junior doctors face as they transition to work in the hospital
training environment (see Bearman, Lawson, & Jones, 2011; Sheehan, Wilkinson, & Bowie,
2012; Sturman, Tan, & Turner, 2017);

•

documenting real life experiences within the hospital training environment (see Goodyear,
2014; Lewis & Tully, 2009; Paice, Rutter, Wetherell, Winder, & McManus, 2002; Ross et al.,
2011); and,

•

as a recognised element, important enough to include when designing junior doctors’
orientation, education and training programs (Logan-Collins, Barnes, Huezo, & Pritts, 2008;
Shekhter et al., 2009).
What is known is that the available literature has been mainly concerned with the

risks, barriers and consequences of junior doctors’ seeking help or not. From these sources, it
is clear that the ‘onus’ for help-seeking is on the junior doctor (Watterson, Hyde, Bajenov, &
Kennedy, 2007) and even when junior doctors recognise the need to seek help, it does not
follow that they easily or routinely seek help (Mitchell, 2012; Stewart, 2006). The literature
suggests a number of different reasons for junior doctors not seeking help, including: a feeling
of being ashamed or afraid to seek help (Sutcliffe, Lewton, & Rosenthal, 2004); being unaware
‘that they needed to seek help’ (Mitchell, 2012, page 110); fear of looking like they were
‘abdicating responsibility’ (Tallentire, Smith, Facey, & Rotstein, 2017, page 999); concern about
the risks of seeking help for their ‘patients, themselves and their teams’ (Stewart, 2008, page
42); the perception that frequent or inappropriate help-seeking could ‘threaten their
15

credibility’ (Kennedy, Regehr, Baker, & Lingard, 2009a, page 1); and the perception that
support for help-seeking is not available (Kroll, Singleton, Collier, & Rees Jones, 2008, page
985).
The medical literature, regardless of the brevity in reported findings and discussion,
identifies a gap in our knowledge and draws attention to the importance of studying junior
doctors’ help-seeking and support for such help-seeking in the hospital training environment.

1.2.3 Understanding the Australian junior doctors’ clinical training context
In recent times, considerable effort has been applied in the Australian prevocational
medical education sector in an attempt to address challenges in the vertical integration of
junior doctors’ learning as they transition from medical school to vocational training (Graham
et al., 2007). On graduating from a medical school, Australian junior doctors complete their
first postgraduate year (PGY1), or what is commonly referred to as their intern year, and their
second postgraduate year (PGY2), learning ‘on the job’, primarily in public teaching hospitals or
community general practice settings. The third year (PGY3) may then also include
commencement of a vocational training program with an accredited college working towards
medical specialisation.
Training during this period is delivered under the Confederation of Postgraduate
Medical Education Councils (2012) Australian Curriculum Framework for Junior Doctors version
3.1 (hereinafter ‘the Framework’). The Framework is central to a junior doctor’s vocational
training pathway and aims to enhance ‘self-directed learning, particularly in the domains of
clinical management, professionalism and communication’ (Geffen, 2014, page s21). The
Framework provides a ‘roadmap of the knowledge, skills and behaviours required for junior
doctors in preparation for independent practice’ (Agrez, Vial, & Melrose, 2013, page 10). Its
preamble suggests that it can be used as a starting point for clinical teaching and professional
development, as well as providing a structure for mid and end of term feedback and
assessment (Confederation of Postgraduate Medical Education Councils, 2012).
16

1.2.3.1 Help-seeking expectations
The Framework makes three references, under two headings, to when it is expected
that junior doctors will seek help. Under ‘Clinical Management (Acute and Emergency Care)
Prioritisation’, it states that junior doctors must be capable of:
•

identifying patients requiring immediate resuscitation and when to call for help e.g. Code
blue/MET.

Under ‘Clinical Management (Skills and Procedures) Decision Making’ the framework states
that junior doctors must be capable of:
•

selecting appropriate procedures with involvement of senior clinicians and the patient;
and

•

considering personal limitations and ensuring appropriate supervision.
The Framework’s lack of detail and non-use of the terms ‘help-seeking or seek help’ is

in contrast to The Association of Faculties of Medicine of Canada approach 3, which is much
more prescriptive about what constitutes appropriate help-seeking behaviour. For example,
one ‘entrustable’ activity in the Canadian document includes a requirement that the junior
doctor ‘asks for help when uncertain or requiring assistance, involves team members required
for immediate response, continued decision making and necessary follow-up’ (The Association
of Faculties of Medicine of Canada, 2016, page 18).
1.2.3.2 Hospital training environment for junior doctors
Junior doctors confront immense uncertainty and challenges when they transition
from medical school to clinical practice (Teodorczuk, Thomson, Chan, & Rogers, 2017). As
newcomers they are ‘learning a new role, getting to know new colleagues, and understanding
a new organisation’s culture and norms’ (Cooper‐Thomas & Anderson, 2006, page 388). To
add to this complexity, in current times these newcomers are dealing with ‘increased patient

The Association of Faculties of Medicine of Canada’s approach is documented in their paper entitled: Entrustable
Professional Activities for the Transition from Medical School to Residency, September 2016.

3
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throughput, reduced lengths of stay and increased patient complexity’ (Paltridge, 2006, page
349). As well, they have to cope with new and different environments and experiential
learning opportunities (Angstmann, Angstmann, & McDonald, 2013, page 322) every time they
rotate to a different clinical unit. A junior doctor in first year clinical practice in Australia,
typically changes their practice setting every 8-10 weeks through hospital-based terms
including: medicine, surgery, and emergency medicine (Australian Medical Association, 2007,
page 1). These rapid rotation changes, coupled with a reduction of duty work times (Glasgow,
Bonning, & Mitchell, 2014), mean that junior doctors find themselves in a constant race with
time to build rapport with colleagues and senior staff, so as to demonstrate their skills and
knowledge for professional advancement (Naveh, Katz-Navon, & Stern, 2015, page 61). These
limitations in time also mean that it is difficult for junior doctors to work out what ‘their coworkers consider normal and acceptable behaviour’ (Kammeyer-Mueller, Livingston, & Liao,
2011, page 225) in order to fit in (Teunissen & Westerman, 2011). More importantly, time
constraints decrease junior doctors’ opportunities to get to know patients, direct their own
learning and find time for socialisation. As a result, numerous undercurrents of pressure exist,
on and between junior doctors, to maximise learning opportunities in the hospital and to be
recognised as a junior doctor who gets on with independent decision making at the bedside
(Kennedy, Regehr, Baker, & Lingard, 2009b).
1.2.3.3 Formal supervision
Junior doctors working in the hospital training environment are primarily trained
under supervision by senior doctors. Senior doctors typically have their own patient caseload
and administrative tasks, in addition to this supervisory role. They must juggle the demands of
supervision and the competing demands of the current health care environment, including the
‘increased demand for health care and increased public expectations’ (McGowan, Humphries,
Burke, Conry, & Morgan, 2013, page 874). While it is argued that ‘achieving high quality
supervision and assessment of medical trainees must be a high priority for the health system’
18

(Australian Medical Association, 2012, page 1), ‘in most settings, trainee supervision is largely
driven by the enthusiasm and goodwill of senior clinicians … [and is] … seldom remunerated
directly (although some employment contracts stipulate teaching and supervisory duties) and
this often incurs a substantial opportunity cost for consultants’ (Fox & Arnold, 2008, page 515).
Although funding models vary across Australian states and territories, it is recognised
nationally that it is ‘no longer acceptable for trainees to muddle through procedures and learn
by experimentation rather than guided instruction under appropriate supervision’ (Clinical
Excellence Commission, 2012, page 3). Supervisors and their supervision are regarded as the
foundation of providing safe and appropriate patient care and ‘better trainee performance’
(Rudland et al., 2010, page 117). Essentially, supervision is ‘considered to have at least three
discrete and important functions: educational, supportive, and managerial or administrative’
(Forsyth, 2009, page 196). In terms of my thesis, the supportive function is important to
identify as it helps to justify including senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking. On the basis of my findings, the known list of tasks that supervisors provide
(such as monitoring, guidance and feedback) may be extended to include help-seeking support
specifically, into the future.
1.2.3.4 Informal supervision
In some organisations and settings, it is not unusual for junior doctors to take direction
from senior nurses when ‘coordinating patient care’ (Weller, Barrow, & Gasquoine, 2011, page
483) and, to some extent, these senior nurses informally contribute both to learning and to
supervision (Burford et al., 2013). For example, informal supervision can include making
suggestions and guiding a resident’s decisions, especially at night (Tamuz, Giardina, Thomas,
Menon, & Singh, 2011). This working relationship may be fraught with complexity (Ebert,
Hoffman, Levett-Jones, & Gilligan, 2014, page 548), but for a junior doctor it can be a critical
opportunity to receive information in a timely way and integrate themselves into the team. It
has been reported that effective collaboration, trust and respect between a junior doctor and,
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specifically, the senior nurses with whom they work, can bring great benefits for patient safety
(Tang, Chan, Zhou, & Liaw, 2013, page 292). Senior nurses in most cases have the practical
experience that junior doctors’ lack – their time on the ward means that they know how
systems work, they know their colleagues and they have seen the consequences of not
attending to patients who are becoming more unwell. Most senior nurses would also
understand the challenges of seeking help from a senior doctor and the humiliation of having a
senior doctor ‘dismiss their concerns’ about a patient in their care (Hughes, 2012, page 52).
Furthermore, Wilson, Palmer, Levett-Jones, Gilligan, and Outram (2016) explain that it is
important for junior doctors to work closely with other team members, in order to see what
they do and how they exercise ‘expertise in action’, since this mentorship grows respect, which
results
in a real sense of support and increased willingness to share ideas, seek each
other’s views and opinions, as well as an enthusiasm to work together in
addressing patients’ issues and preventing problems from occurring (page
641).
Thus, informal supervision also can offer many benefits for junior doctors, especially
when received from senior nurses. For example, it has been reported that senior nurses have
often perfected proactive behaviours that see them bridge the gap between their junior nurses
and senior doctors, demonstrate persistence and advocate for their patient’s care (Hughes,
2012, page 57). In terms of my thesis, it is envisioned that junior doctors may also draw on
these ‘subjective norms’ (Shin & Kim, 2015, page 292) within nurses’ supportive training
environments to help them to decide upon and initiate help-seeking, maximise learning
opportunities and safely care for their patients. Identifying this potential for senior nurses to
support junior doctors’ help-seeking justifies including senior nurses experiences of supporting
junior doctors’ help-seeking in my thesis.

1.3 Aims
In the previous sections, I have provided a definition of help-seeking and described
how important it is for junior doctors to be able to seek help when they recognise they have
20

problem with a patient within the hospital training environment. I have also outlined that we
know little about the specific phenomena of junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking. What we do know is focused on the risks, barriers and challenges junior
doctors’ face when attempting to access support for their help-seeking from senior doctors
and nurses around them. Although research that has gone before in this space is very
important, there is still a gap in our knowledge. To advance what we know and understand
about junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking, I decided to
explore what is important and common to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting their
help-seeking experiences and to integrate these elements, in order to derive a full picture of
these phenomena from multiple angles in the hospital training environment.
As a result, this research project has four overall aims:
1. to understand what is essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking experiences in relation to a
patient problem in the hospital training environment;
2. to understand what is essential to senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior doctor
help-seeking in relation to a patient problem in the hospital training environment;
3. to understand what is essential to senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctor
help-seeking in relation to a patient problem in the hospital training environment; and
4. to derive models, and integrate the three studies, to inform the future directions for
enhancing effective junior doctor help-seeking and support of junior doctors seeking help
in the hospital training environment.
The first three aims are significant because the literature to date has tended to focus
on other aspects of help-seeking but has not provided an understanding of what is essential to
junior doctors’ help-seeking, or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking experiences. The
fourth aim provides the opportunity to step back and view these three sets of lived
experiences as interconnected within the hospital training environment – to discover what
appears to be essential to all three experiences and how these experiences are linked, as well
as why this is important. The derivation of a model or models to represent how these
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experiences interrelate will provide a better understanding of the overall phenomenon and
highlight areas that could be improved upon in both help-seeking and supporting junior
doctor’ help-seeking, as further explored in the Conclusion. Achievement of the above aims
will provide junior doctors, clinical educators, supervisors and health managers with a holistic
understanding of help-seeking by junior doctors and how it can be best supported into the
future in the hospital training environment.

1.4 Thesis structure and presentation
There are nine chapters to this thesis. Each chapter has a dedicated purpose and helps
to build our understanding of phenomena of junior doctor’s help-seeking and supporting
junior doctors’ help-seeking. The thesis begins with what is currently thought to be known
about the phenomena, then establishes what it is like for those who have these experiences,
before moving onto consider what hospital training environments should do to support junior
doctors’ help-seeking in the future. The structure of this thesis is depicted in Diagram 1.1
below.
Diagram 1.1: Structure of the thesis
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Specifically, Chapter 2 provides a scoping review of both the academic and ‘grey’
literature related to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctor’ help-seeking.
Scoping reviews have been found to be useful when the researcher wants to conduct an
‘assessment of [the] potential size and scope of available literature’ (Grant & Booth, 2009,
page 95) and then use this information to describe key features of this literature, highlighting
where more work and research could fill potential gaps in knowledge. In this case, the gaps in
literature were used as a springboard to investigate and understand what is essential to junior
doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking.
Chapter 3 is the methods chapter where I explain the reasons for choosing Giorgi’s
(2009a) descriptive phenomenological method (see Section 3.2), how the interviews were
conducted and the exact steps (see Section 3.3.3) that I executed in analysing the results. The
aim of this research was to explore the experiences of junior doctors, senior nurses and senior
doctors in order to gain an understanding of what was essential and how junior doctors’ helpseeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking is experienced. Consequently, it was
important to choose a method that retained the ‘integrity of the subjects’ experiences’ (Sousa,
2014, page 223) and could reliably make them available to inform policy and practice.
Giorgi’s (2009a) modified descriptive phenomenological method is a qualitative
research methodology chosen because of its particular applicability and ability to guide
researchers as they translate, transform and analyse lived experiences. The method provides
an objective basis to investigate subjective experiences that could not otherwise be fully
understood through quantified measures (Giorgi & Giorgi, 2003).
Descriptive phenomenological methodology focuses on a vertical rather than
horizontal analysis. What this means is that, instead of conducting interviews with a large
number of participants and producing broad themes that are ‘horizontal’ across a population,
interviews are conducted with a purposefully chosen smaller group of individuals who have
experienced the phenomenon of interest (Giorgi, 2009a). The data are explored vertically
(deeply), with the intention of discovering what is common to and important (essential) to
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those experiences, with a ‘special sensitivity to the phenomenon being researched’ (Giorgi,
2012, page 5).
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are the first three of four results sections that utilise Giorgi’s
(2009a) descriptive phenomenological five-step method to analysis of the lived experiences of
junior doctors’ help-seeking and senior nurses and doctors’ experiences of supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking. Seven junior doctors’ experiences, five senior nurses and six senior
doctors’ experiences in the hospital training environment are analysed, resulting in their own
set of constituents of what is essential for junior doctor’s help-seeking (see Section 4.2 and
4.3), nurses supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking (see Section 5.2 and 5.3) and senior
doctors supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking (see section 6.2 and 6.3) in the hospital
training environment. The resulting models are derived to depict the constituents and their
relationship with one another.
Chapter 7 integrates the descriptions from these previous three chapters, linking
junior doctors’ experiences of help-seeking, with those of senior nurses and senior doctors.
This integration ultimately led to the title of this thesis: ‘discovering what is essential to helpseeking practice in the hospital training environment’. These results have informed the future
direction to advance help-seeking practice in the hospital training environment suggested in
later chapters.
Chapter 8 is a discussion of the findings of the research and what I believe it provides
in the way of knowledge discovery, as well as the implications for the hospital training
environment. As such, it also includes some new topics from the literature that were not
previously referenced in the scoping review as the focus on what was essential to the
experiences and the integration of these experiences identified other areas that were essential
to help-seeking practice. Finally, it discusses the implications of the studies and provides some
practice future directions for practice and research.
Chapter 9 provides the final summary and synthesis of the work of this thesis. It also
offers core strategies to advance future directions for help-seeking practice.
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Chapter 2: Scoping review
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I consider the existing research relevant to questions of junior doctors’
help-seeking and support for junior doctors’ help-seeking in order to confirm that the aims of
my research have not been addressed previously. As this research area does not appear to be
well established and tends to lack precise questions and answers, I have undertaken a twopart scoping review with a progressively prescriptive methodology. Scoping reviews are used
to map the key concepts underpinning a research area, as well as to clarify working meanings
and the conceptual boundaries of a topic (The Joanna Briggs Institute, 2015).
The chapter commences with an explanation of the scoping review methodology,
drawing attention to Levac, Colquhoun, and O'Brien’s (2010) five stage approach when
forming the scoping review question: ‘what aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking and
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking have been reported on in the medical literature?’ The
process for the selection, charting and collation of the relevant records will then be described,
as shown in Diagram 2.1: PRISMA flowchart of study selection process. The literature will be
charted and analysed and, while there is a diversity of research to be considered, the chapter
confirms in its conclusion that there have been few studies to date that set out with the aim of
studying junior doctors’ help-seeking or support for junior doctors’ help-seeking specifically
and further investigation is needed.

2.2 Scoping review methodology
Help-seeking has been identified as a proactive behaviour that allows individuals ‘to
utilize others as a resource to cope with ambiguity and difficulty …’ (Ryan & Pintrich, 1998,
page 117). A preliminary search of the literature specifically focused on junior doctors’ helpseeking and supporting their help-seeking in hospital training environments found that these
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terms are relatively uncommon and the phenomena have not been explored in a systematic
way to date. In order to capture all relevant literature in this dispersed area, I needed to adopt
a specific methodology that had the capability to identify, chart and summarise all relevant
records pertaining to the topic. The methodology chosen also needed to make the literature
manageable, so that it could be completed within the necessary candidature deadlines. Many
different literature review methodologies were considered but I decided that scoping review
would be the most appropriate. For the purposes of this research, I have taken scoping review
to mean mapping a topic or area of interest that has not previously been outlined, defined or
conceptualised (The Joanna Briggs Institute, 2015). Levac et al.’s (2010) improved five stage
scoping review framework was found to be best suited to my purpose. The originators of this
scoping framework, Arksey and O'Malley (2005), state that:
[a] key strength of the scoping study is that it can provide a rigorous and
transparent method for mapping areas of research. In a relatively short space
of time (compared with full systematic review), reviewers are in a position to
illustrate the field of interest in terms of volume, nature and characteristics of
the primary research. This analysis in turn makes it possible to identify the
gaps in the evidence base, as well as summarizing and disseminating research
findings. By presenting the results in an accessible and summarised format,
policy makers, practitioners and consumers are better placed to make
effective use of the findings (page 30).
In early 2015, I commenced a scoping review with the aim of collating what is known
about junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking in relation to a
patient problem in the hospital training environment. Levac et al. (2010) recommend the
following steps be undertaken when completing a literature review according to the scoping
approach.
1. Development of the research question.
2. Identification of relevant records.
3. Study selection.
4. Charting the data.
5. Collate, summarise and report results.
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Each of these steps in Levac et al.’s (2010) procedure have been explained further in the
following sections. This approach provides a sound account of what literature is available in
this area, whilst fostering rigour and transparency.

2.2.1 Development of the scoping review question
Levac et al., (2010) recommend commencing a literature review with the development
and refinement of the research question. Levac et al. (2010) further suggest that ‘researchers
combine a broad research question with a clearly articulated scope of inquiry’ (page 3). As a
preliminary search indicated that there was a scarcity of research in this area, the literature
review question was developed to allow for a wide range of research publications to be
collected and analysed (Levac et al., 2010). The scoping review question was: ‘what aspects of
junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking have been reported
on in the medical literature?’
For clarity, junior doctors in this review question (as in the entire thesis) are
considered to include any doctor who has graduated from medical school and now is
employed as medical officer in a public teaching hospital (for example postgraduate years
[PGY] 1 – 3), but who has not yet completed postgraduate training in a speciality (including the
specialty of General Practice or Family Medicine). For studies from North America, this
definition would include ‘residents’ and ‘interns’, while elsewhere it would also include
‘registrars’, ‘resident medical officers’ and various grades of ‘house officer’. There were no
restrictions placed on from whose perspective (junior doctors, senior doctors and nurses, etc.)
‘the aspect of junior doctors’ help-seeking support’ had been reported.

2.2.2 Identification of relevant records
Levac et al.’s (2010) second step is to search for and identify relevant research
publications (which I have termed ‘records’). This should be a rigorous process in order to give
the researcher confidence that they have a firm grasp of the state of the field surrounding
their research question. It is also important to report, with a degree of precision, the actual
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process used for searching for relevant records, both to demonstrate the decisions made and
to provide assistance to future researchers who may seek to advance this work (see below
Diagram 2.1: PRISMA flowchart of study selection process 4). For this scoping review, the
search for records was formally completed in May 2017, with only four extra records being
found, discussed and incorporated after this date. Databases searched included MEDLINE
(PubMED), Web of Science (social science citations), PsycInfo (via Ovid), Australian National
University Library ‘super searches’ and Griffith University Library searches. Grey literature
searches were also conducted including Google Scholar, bibliographic hand and citation
searches of the peer-reviewed journal articles. Search terms were broad in order to capture
the diverse ways in which reference has been made to junior doctors within the hospital
training environments around the world and how seeking help is conveyed in medical
literature. Individual terms and their use in combination were searched – these included:
junior doctor* OR trainee* OR intern* OR resident* OR clinical supervisor* OR help-seeking*
OR seek help OR ask for help OR call for help OR support-seeking.
2.2.2.1 Record selection
Levac et al.’s (2010) third step is to review the relevant records to select those that
most directly address the research question. Selection of relevant records for my review was
completed in two phases. The first phase was undertaken by myself and focused on records
that were in English by title. If the title described or had the potential to describe an aspect of
junior doctors’ help-seeking or support for junior doctors’ help-seeking, the abstract or record
was scanned for relevant content. In a minority of cases the entire record was read prior to
being included or excluded at this point. Of the 12,718 unique records identified, 111 were
selected to pass into the second stage of the selection process.

Pham (2007) suggested using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
flow chart because reporting guidelines for scoping review do not currently exist, stating ‘researchers conducting
scoping reviews may want to consider using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses (http://prisma-statement.org/) as a guide, where applicable’ (page 380).

4
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Diagram 2.1: PRISMA flowchart of study selection process
Key to Diagram 2.1: GR – Prof Gary Rogers, NG – Prof Nicolas Glasgow, NJD – Nicole Jones de Rooy.

The reason that many records were excluded was because several of the terms utilised for the
scoping review were common to other kinds of studies, or took on other meanings depending
on the context in which they were applied. For example, the terms resident, help-seeking and
junior doctor occurring together identified a study where ‘residents in residential aged homes’
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(meaning the receivers of care who lived there) had sought help from a junior doctor for
medical problem.
The second stage was for myself and one of my supervisors to read the record in
parallel and then utilise our agreed understanding of what the record should contain to decide
whether it should be included or excluded. The criterion on which we included or excluded
records was directly associated with the scoping review question, namely: does the record
report on an aspect of junior doctors’ help-seeking or support for junior doctors’ help-seeking?
Prior to completing this review of eligibility for all 111 records, twenty records were
randomly selected and rated against the criteria by myself and each of my supervisors. This
standardised our understanding, ironed out any disagreements over the selection and
relevance of records and fostered a stronger understanding of the research question itself. If a
divergence of opinion was found, the record was discussed and a consensus sought. From
these discussions, my supervisors and I refined our understanding of the phenomena and
agreed that the aspect of junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking we were looking for could come from any perspective, although the record needed to
contribute directly to our knowledge in some way (by providing data, theory, or a model of
help-seeking or supporting help-seeking). It was obvious that some records merely referenced
other researchers work on help-seeking and didn’t advance what we already had found. These
records were not included. Probably the most difficult records to categorise reported on
‘notifying’, ‘communicating’ or ‘escalating’ care in the hospital training environment. We took
each record and assessed whether it included the search terms we were looking for (see
Section 2.2.2) and was applying these terms in a way that was consistent with our developed
understanding, thus revealing an aspect of junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking. This was a very important element in deciding a record’s eligibility and
was checked and rechecked over the course of the review.
All 111 records remaining at the conclusion of the first stage were incorporated into a
spreadsheet with pre-populated fields, which included author’s name, the title, the journal or
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other location where the record was published, the location where the study took place, and
the specific aims of the study. This information was taken directly from the abstract or the
body of the record. Any terms used specifically in the record to denote junior doctors’ helpseeking or support for junior doctors’ help-seeking were added to the spreadsheet. I
partnered with one or other of the two supervisors involved to screen each of 89 records
remaining after the twenty that had been considered by all three of us. Each record was
therefore screened by at least two team members in the exact manner described above to
determine its eligibility. The spreadsheet was combined and assessed (through many
iterations) with both supervisors and divergences of assessment were discussed in the same
manner as the initial twenty tested.
2.2.2.2 Charting the data
Levac et al.’s (2010) fourth step is to chart the records and extract information from
each study. This involves sifting through each record and sorting the information into key
characteristics, aspects and issues (Daudt, van Mossel, & Scott, 2013). Each team member
(see Table 2.1: Key to table for names) individually extracted the information for the records
they were allocated. This information included: the research methodology (stated to have
been utilised in the record); the year of post-registration training in which the junior doctors
were working (for example: Post Graduate Year [PGY1 or PGY 2], resident, registrar, senior
registrar); and where the junior doctors were working when the research was conducted (for
example: if the record mentioned that the junior doctors were currently working in a medical
or surgical rotation, or other discipline). Team members also listed any terms found in the
body of the record that were used to describe junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking.
In addition to the standard information used to help answer the scoping review
question, each team member also sought to determine two additional features from the
records. First, they discerned whether or not the record set out with the explicit aim of
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investigating junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking. Second,
they were asked to identify which of the dimensions of the ‘Proactivity Dynamics Framework’
developed by Grant and Ashford (2008), characterised the record’s objective for undertaking
the study. Grant and Ashford’s (2008) framework proposes that there are five main
dimensions that broadly characterise proactive phenomena. I felt, and my supervisors agreed,
that Grant and Ashford’s (2008) framework could be a useful tool to employ here because
both help-seeking (Lee, 2007), and supporting help-seeking (Grant & Ashford 2008), are
considered to be proactive strategies. Grant and Ashford (2008) had also previously stated
that their framework ‘[m]ay be useful for guiding further efforts to conceptualise, theorise
about, and study proactivity as both a general and specific phenomenon’.
In this instance, Grant and Ashford’s (2008) framework dimensions were turned into
elongated sentences to convey their meaning for the review. Subsequently, a sixth heading
was derived and added to the original five, when it became clear after reading the 20 test
records that the benefits of junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking (rather than just the negative consequences) would be an important area to capture
for this scoping review. The six dimensions (now called aspects) were:
Aspect 1: Record reported on the external situational antecedents that enabled or inhibited
junior doctors’ help-seeking or support for their help-seeking.
Aspect 2: Record reported on personal traits or characteristics of junior doctors that
moderated their help-seeking or support for their help-seeking.
Aspect 3: Record reported on the personal psychological mechanisms junior doctors employed
to manage help-seeking or support for their help-seeking.
Aspect 4: Record reported on the behaviours related to junior doctors help-seeking or support
for their help-seeking. This may include: phases, planning, tactics, timing and frequency.
Aspect 5: Record reported consequences for either junior doctors, their supervisors or their
patients, of help-seeking or support for help-seeking.
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Aspect 6: Record reported benefits (implicit or explicit) for either junior doctors, their patients
or supervisors of help-seeking or support for help-seeking.
So, for instance, if the team member felt that this record did or did not report on a particular
aspect (for example on Aspect 4 – behaviours) then the team member would mark either a 1 =
Yes or 2 = No in the designated column. If it were found that the two team members
reviewing the specific record did not initially agree with which aspect should be assigned to a
record, the record was re-read, discussed and a ‘best fit’ consensus agreement was sought
between the team members responsible for evaluating the record. Charting the information in
this way provided an extra level of sense-making. Aspects were, however, more difficult to
deduce from records without an explicit aim of help-seeking, as the brevity of the information
relating to help-seeking and supporting help-seeking was less detailed in these records.
2.2.2.3 Collating, summarising the reporting the findings
The final step in Levac et al.’s (2010) five stage scoping review framework is to collate,
summarise and report findings. After collating all the team members’ spreadsheets into one
version, I arranged the findings into two distinct groups – those records that had an explicit
aim of investigating junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctor’s help-seeking
(see Section 2.3.1) and those records that did not have such an explicit aim (see Section 2.3.2).
For each of these two groups (those with explicit aims and those without), the key information
was extracted (see Section 2.2.2), re-organised and a descriptive summary of their
characteristics was written for each record, with tables developed to display the records
clearly (see Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). Finally, each record within these groups was expanded
on, in the sense that I attempted to highlight what aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking and
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking each record reports (see 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.2.1).

2.3 Scoping review findings
As described above, there are many reasons to conduct a scoping review. These
include identifying gaps in the literature, recommending topics or questions for upcoming
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research and informing the design or scope of this research (Pham, 2007). All of the reasons
listed above are relevant to this review and point to why the scoping review question ‘what
aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking have been
reported on in the medical literature?’ was designed (see Section 2.2.1) to be broad. After
identifying and selecting the relevant records (see Section 2.2.2) and collating and
summarising the findings, two distinct groups emerged. The first group of records (those with
an explicit aim) was small in comparison to the second group, but had much more detail in
relation to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctor’ help-seeking. These
records also developed and identified theories to help explain junior doctors’ help-seeking,
derived conceptual models of junior doctors’ help-seeking and provided recommendations.
Interestingly, neither group reported on all six aspects (see Section 2.2.2.2) as modified from
Grant and Ashford’s (2008) framework. However, there were similarities between the two
groups in that situational antecedents, behaviours and consequences of help-seeking were by
far the most reported aspects in both the ‘explicit’ and the ‘non-explicit’ records.

2.3.1 Records with an explicit aim
There were very few records categorised as having set out with an explicit aim of
investigating an aspect of junior doctors’ help-seeking or support for junior doctors’ helpseeking. Of the 111 records originally screened, only ten records were found to have met this
criterion (see Table 2.1 below). Nine of the ten records were published in the last twelve
years. They included one thesis, eight peer-reviewed published articles and one competency
statement. Over half of the records found had utilised a qualitative methodology, which is
unsurprising considering that help-seeking experiences are complex and subjective. The rest
of the records utilised either a quantitative, mixed methods or theoretical methodology.
Records reported primarily on research conducted in the United States and United Kingdom,
however Canada and Australia were both represented. The help-seeking terms that were
commonly used included ‘seeking clinical support’, ‘seeking senior intervention’, or ‘seeking
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supervision’, as well as more active descriptive phrases such as ‘calling for help’, ‘asking for
help’, or ‘asking for assistance’. Many of the records interchanged the help-seeking words
they used throughout the record, making it sometimes difficult to discern their focus and
meaning. This sometimes also included utilising umbrella terms such as ‘communicated’ or
‘escalated’. ‘Supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking’ was not a phrase that was found
anywhere in the medical literature. Instead, like junior doctors’ help-seeking, when reported
from either the perspective of junior doctor, a senior colleague or the author of the record for
that matter, it was always just termed ‘supported’ or ‘supervised’.
It is important to differentiate between ‘supporting’ junior doctors and ‘helping’ junior
doctors in my thesis. The latter activity (help-giving) may indeed be described in the
experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking, but can only start once the help-seeker
has intentionally initiated a conversation where they seek help. ‘Supporting’ junior doctors on
the other hand, is an all-encompassing term, meant in my thesis to span the time prior, up to
and beyond the act of junior doctors’ help-seeking.
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Table 2.1: Records with explicit aims of investigating junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctor’ help-seeking

Key to methodology in table: Quantitative = Published article utilised quantitative methodology; Qualitative = Published article or thesis utilised qualitative methodology; Ethnography = Published
training competency (ethnographically informed); Theoretical = Published theoretical article.

Year
2005

Author
McDonald,
Joshua M.

Title
Radiology residency call: residents’
perceptions of the on-call
experience

Method (key above)
Quantitative

Location where
participants
were studied
USA/Canada

2006

Stewart,
Jane

Asking for senior intervention:
Conceptual insights into the
judgement of risk by junior doctors

Qualitative

UK

Medicine / Surgery

FY1
(equivalent to
PGY1)

Asking for help or advice, calling for help

2007

Stewart,
Jane

Don't hesitate to call – the
underlying assumptions

Qualitative

UK

Medicine / Surgery

FY1
(equivalent to
PGY1)

Asking for help or advice, calling for help

2008

Stewart,
Jane

To call or not to call: a judgement of
risk by pre‐registration house
officers

Qualitative

UK

Medicine / Surgery

FY1
(equivalent to
PGY1)

Asking for senior assistance, contacting a
senior

2009

Huang, G. C.

Asking for help: internal medicine
residents' use of a medical
procedure service

Qualitative

USA

Internal medicine

Mix of junior
doctors

Help-seeking, seek faculty supervision,
seek formal assistance, professional helpseeking behaviour

2009

Kennedy,
Tara J. T.

‘It's a cultural expectation.’ The
pressure on medical trainees to work
independently in clinical practice

Qualitative

Canada

Internal medicine /
Emergency medicine

Mix of junior
doctors

Contact supervisors for help, asking for
help, seeking help
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Discipline in which
participants worked in
when studied
Radiology

Seniority of
junior doctor
Residents

Alternative terms and phrases for junior
doctor’ help-seeking and supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking
Calling staff physicians, contacting out of
house staff radiologists for help

Location where
participants
were studied
Canada

Discipline in which
participants worked in
when studied
Internal medicine /
Emergency medicine

Seniority of
junior doctor
Mix of junior
doctors

Alternative terms and phrases for junior
doctor’ help-seeking and supporting
junior doctors’ help-seeking
Seek clinical support

Year
2009

Author
Kennedy,
Tara J. T.

Title
Preserving professional credibility:
grounded theory study
of medical trainees’ requests for
clinical support

Method (key above)
Qualitative

2014

Carraccio,
Carol

Competency 1. Develop the ability to
use self-awareness of one’s own
knowledge, skills, and emotional
limitations that leads to appropriate
help-seeking behaviors

Ethnography base

Competency
aimed at
residents in USA

Competency aimed at
Paediatric Residents

Directed at
Residents

Help-seeking

1990

Shapiro, J.

Parallel process in the family
medicine system: issues and
challenges for resident training

Theoretical

No raw data

Aimed at Family
Medicine residents, but
no actual participants

Virtual
residents

Help-seeking, help-giving

2010

Swank, Otto

Why are junior doctors reluctant to
consult attending physicians

Theoretical

No raw data

Not stated

Virtual junior
doctors

Asking for advice, feedback seeking
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Drilling down further, there was a professional mix of junior doctors, in terms of their
years of experience, across all of the records. For example, one study exclusively investigated
junior doctors who were in their first year after medical school (referred to as Postgraduate
Year 1 [PGY1] or interns in Australia), while all of the other studies also included junior doctors
with more seniority such as more experienced residents, registrars and trainees. In some
cases, it was difficult to distinguish where the junior doctors in the records were working.
However, general or internal medicine was by far the commonest discipline in which research
had taken place.
As mentioned previously, each record with a specific aim to investigate junior doctor
help-seeking was further categorised into one of Grant and Booth’s (2009) categories to help
to organise the data (see Section 2.2.2.2). This method was used in order to determine which
aspects had been reported on the most and which had not been reported on at all. Most of
the records that had an explicit aim were categorised into three of the six aspects: situational
antecedents, junior doctors’ behaviours including tactics, and consequences. Only a few
records matched more than one of these aspects and this will be elaborated further (see
Section 2.3).
A further narrative summary of each of the records in relation to the scoping question
‘what aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking have
been reported on in the medical literature?’ is provided in the next section. This summary
highlights the significance of these records and explores whether the authors developed their
own schematics or models of junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking.
2.3.1.1 Records with an explicit aim – ‘what aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking and
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking have been reported on in the medical literature?’
Seven authors are responsible for the ten records that explicitly aimed to investigate
junior doctors’ help-seeking or support for junior doctors’ help-seeking. In this section, each of
these authors’ work will be described, including: their methodology; the aspects of junior
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doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking that have been investigated
and on which they have reported; the models that were derived from their findings; and any
links that were found to each other’s work or to other work pertaining to the hospital training
environment.
One of the first researchers to explore junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting
junior doctors’ help-seeking broadly was Stewart (2006; 2007; 2008). Stewart’s thesis (2006)
aimed to generate a conceptual understanding of clinical judgement in a risky situation.
Through a phased approach, she first explored the use of the term ‘risk’ for UK pre-registration
house officers (PRHOs – today referred to Foundation Year doctors [FY1 and FY2], which are
terms closely aligned with ‘interns’ and ‘junior residents’ [PGY1 And PGY2] in Australia)
working in hospital training environment and then went onto identify situations that PRHOs
considered ‘risky’. From this first phase exploration, Stewart (2006) identified that PRHOs
considered asking for help or advice to be one of the more risky activities in the hospital
training environment. This initial finding became the focus of Stewart’s second and third
phases, where she concentrated and narrowed the aim of her research around ‘factors that
influence PRHOs’ judgement in asking for help or advice’. From the findings of this work,
Stewart (2006) developed a theory to explain the influences on PRHOs’ help-seeking (page 96),
suggesting that there are variety of them. She found that what specifically influenced PRHOs’
judgement when asking for help and advice was their:
•

desire to balance the goals of acting responsibly when dealing with a sick patient with
further progressing and developing themselves towards independent practice;

•

skill and ability at estimating the chance and severity of potential consequences, not only
to the patient, but to themselves and the team;

•

own knowledge and evaluations of the patient and their condition;

•

knowledge of themselves and their ability to understand and manage the situation;

•

knowledge of the organisational rules of contacting a senior for help or advice; and

•

knowledge of a senior’s potential reaction to being contacted (page 218-220).
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Although Stewart (2006) acknowledged that all of these influences are in play at any
one time, one of the key socio-cultural influences that she found to inform UK PRHOs’
decisions to ask for help or advice was that of the positive or negative role of hierarchies
within teams in these interactions (page 236). She highlighted that the training environment
created through senior colleagues making judgements of PRHOs and PRHOs feeling
continuously judged was not favourable for junior doctors seeking help (although, as Stewart
notes, this judgement is crucial and necessary for both individual independence and team
interdependence). PRHOs who avoided risky interactions (that could expose their deficits)
would also avoid senior colleagues and the criticism that might follow from that interaction
(Stewart, 2006, page 243). It is not surprising, then, that Stewart (2006) concluded ‘PRHOs did
not always contact a senior when there was justification’ (page 245), for example when the
junior doctor recognised the patient and themselves would benefit from help being sought
(Stewart, 2007, page 7).
In Stewart’s (2008) later article, she described an updated conceptual model of
influences under the headings of ‘underlying principles’, ‘consequences’, ‘underpinning
knowledge’ and ‘contributing factors’ (page 940). Of particular interest is the emphasis on the
‘dynamic process exemplified by the need to create counter-balances between multiple
consequences’ (page 938). Stewart (2008) highlights that PRHOs were aware that ‘their
actions, including inaction, had consequences’ (page 941) for the patient, the team and
themselves. For example, contacting seniors for help and advice continuously could have
repercussions for them and their ongoing relationship with their supervisor or team. Avoiding
contacting their supervisors could also have repercussions for their ongoing relationship with
their team, if it were found to be a ‘bad call’. The repercussions were greater for the patient
whom they were caring (Stewart, 2006, page 941).
Interestingly, Stewart (2006) also referenced what she termed some potential ‘positive
consequences’ of both seeking help (action) and not seeking help (inaction). For the latter,
Stewart (2006) stated that PRHOs felt there was no benefit to the patient; however, for the
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PRHOs themselves, not asking for help or advice allowed them to push themselves further,
imagine themselves as being more ‘able’ than perhaps they were and to project an image to
their seniors of being an ‘able’ clinician who did not need to ask for help and advice. PRHOs
understood that their team-mates too could benefit from them not asking for help or advice,
because they would be left uninterrupted for longer and therefore could arguably get through
more work. For the former (action), Stewart (2006) stated that PRHOs felt contacting their
seniors would ensure that the patient in particular would receive ‘more informed care, more
experienced care’ (page 217); the PRHO would be able to ‘cover their back’ or obtain backup
and support (both physical and knowledge-based); and PRHOs would feel reassured and safe
as a result of making the call. This in turn would help to reduce worry and uncertainty for
them, with the added bonus that PRHOs could potentially learn through their request for help,
gaining valuable insight and feedback on their clinical decisions (Stewart, 2006, page 217).
Although supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking was not reported by Stewart (2006)
through direct investigation of senior colleagues’ experiences of ‘supporting junior doctors
who are help-seeking’, it was evident (albeit ‘second-hand’) in the findings reported from the
perspective of the PRHOs. PHROs indicated that their decision to ask for help and advice was
sometimes ‘supported’ and sometimes ‘not supported’ by senior clinicians and other,
interprofessional, colleagues. When the PRHOs felt their help-seeking was supported, it was
described as colleagues taking the time to help them fill in the missing pieces by, for example,
volunteering their knowledge of what had gone on before with the patient. PRHOs articulated
that colleagues assisting them to make sense of how a patient had ‘changed’ made them feel
supported and fed into their decisions about when to ask for help and advice (Stewart, 2006).
PRHOs also reported that nurses supported their decisions to ask for help or advice through
directly questioning them about their decisions. PRHOs reported that nurses did this through
both verbal and non-verbal methods, such as displaying body language that indicated they
were happy or not happy with their decision to seek help (page 190). When it came to senior
medical colleagues, PRHOs reported that they were aware and could sense which seniors were
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approachable and would support them when they asked for help and advice, as well as which
seniors might ridicule them. PRHOs described some seniors as being ‘known for being
unfriendly, cross and unhelpful when contacted and, as a consequence, the PRHO would only
interrupt them if there was no alternative’ (Stewart 2006).
In terms of conceptual models, Stewart (2006) offers two original schematics. The
first, as Stewart (2006) states, is a ‘simple diagrammatical representation of the process of
contacting a senior’ (page 196). One tine of the resulting fork is titled ‘Happy’, with the
description ‘[t]he PRHO knows what to do, therefore does not expect any problems and can
inform the senior later as to patient’s progress’. The other tine of the fork is titled ‘Not
Happy’, with the description ‘[t]he PRHO recognises the need for input, relates concerns about
the patient and one’s own ability to manage situation’. At first this model seems to be nothing
remarkable. But on reflection, the use of the simple terms ‘Happy’ and ‘Not Happy’ help
ground this help-seeking decision and process in the real clinical setting, where the PRHO’s
feelings are the products of a much more complex internal process that has possibly weighted
up the risks, discerned limitations, simulated the consequences to self, patient and team and is
now portraying this judgement through how they ultimately feel about the decision they are
making.
Stewart’s (2006) second significant model is a representation of the relationship
between the factors influencing whether or not to contact a senior. Stewart (2008) describes
this as a:
model of judgement as something akin to a child’s mobile: it contains
influencing factors that constantly change, shift and affect one another. The
most important feature of the model (and of mobiles) is how it creates and
maintains its equilibrium through counter-balancing competing demands; this
is essential to ensure the stability and continuity of its structure and, as argued
here, to allow PRHO to function in clinical practice. This conceptualisation
therefore represents judgement as a dynamic, complex cognitive process
(page 941).
The last sentence, describing the judgement (to seek help) ‘as a dynamic, complex
cognitive process’, surely, doesn’t fully elucidate the nature of a judgement to seek help.
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Stewart’s (2006) findings also included influences that were affective in nature, including
‘etiquette for working as junior doctor’, ‘gut reactions to situations and events’ and situational
cues (page 219). Stewart (2006) goes onto admit that ‘hidden in the above list, but essential
for making these judgements are the PRHO’s codified, personal and cultural knowledge’.
Stewart later added this to her model but, perhaps, even more hidden is how the affective and
cognitive processes work together, in parallel and against each other, when junior doctors ask
for help and advice in the hospital training environment.
In relation to the scoping review question ‘what aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking
and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking have been reported on in the medical literature?’,
Stewart (2006) has focused on the influences and consequences of the system within which
PRHOs work and train, the processes they were expected to follow in asking for help and
advice, as well as the factors that inform their judgements when asking for senior intervention
(Stewart, 2006, page 162). To a much smaller extent, Stewart (2006) has also reported on the
benefits of asking for help and advice, but these findings are buried deep within her thesis and
are not found in any of her conceptual models or discussed further in her published work. In
terms of improving junior doctors’ help-seeking, Stewart (2006) has also provided at least one
recommendation, advocating for a re-think on policies that limit PRHOs’ floor experience and
their time at the bedside, stating that less time in practice may contribute to junior doctors
‘taking longer to internalise and appreciate the situation-specific cues for when to call a senior’
(Stewart, 2008, p.938).
Referencing, Stewart’s (2006) work, Kennedy et al.’s (2009a) popular article, based on
her dissertation (Kennedy, 2008), continued the theme that a balance must be struck in the
hospital training environment, but this time from the standpoint of ‘patient safety and trainee
education when negotiating issues of supervision’ (Kennedy, 2008, page 2). Kennedy (2008),
like Stewart (2006), focused on what influences trainees’ requests for clinical support in
Canada, but with differences in the location where the study was conducted, the combination
of the disciplines studied and the varying experience level of the junior doctor participants.
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Kennedy’s (2008) original aim for her thesis was ‘[t]o develop a conceptual model of
influences on the communication between trainees and clinical teachers about supervision’.
Kennedy et al. (2009a) later refined her objective to ‘[t]o develop a conceptual framework of
the influences on medical trainees’ decisions regarding requests for clinical support from a
supervisor’ (page 1), clarifying that ‘quality of care in clinical training depends, to a large part,
on communication between trainees and supervisors in the form of requests for clinical help
when required’ (Kennedy et al., 2009a, page 1). Uninhibited by the restraints that Stewart had
from her original question of what constituted a risky judgement for PRHOs, Kennedy et al.
(2009a) follow the central view that ‘trainees must progressively assume more responsibility
for care of patients to become independent practitioners’ (page 1). They point out that when
the balance of patient safety and progressing towards independent practice is off-kilter, the
results are devastating for both patients and trainees. Using a grounded theory approach,
Kennedy’s (2008) two-phase investigation consisted first of observations and brief interviews
then, in the second phase, in-depth interviews utilising video vignette prompts to initiate and
further discuss with trainees their opinions of the appropriate response to the following
scenarios:
•

trainee asks to do technical procedure independently but is unsuccessful;

•

trainee deliberates about calling supervisor in the middle of the night;

•

trainee waits to check with supervisor about a medication dose after it has already been
given;

•

trainee gives case presentation with subtle discrepancies in clinical information; and

•

trainee orders a test but provides ambiguous information when questioned about
rationale (page 58).
From their findings, Kennedy et al. (2009a) derived that ‘trainees’ decisions about

whether or not to seek clinical support were influenced first by the nature of the clinical
situation in question, as one would expect, but also by factors related to supervisors and to
trainees themselves’ (page 3). In summary, Kennedy et al. (2009a) state that:
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•

clinical influences included the clinical significance, urgency and possible implications of
the problem (page 3);

•

supervisor influences included their availability (physical proximity) and perceived
approachability, ‘the ease with which they could ask a particular supervisor for support’
(page 4); and

•

trainee influences included their expertise in knowing when it would be appropriate to ask
for help, their desire for independent practice and, when evaluation and assessment
dominated trainee’s decisions, whether it was appropriate request or not (page 4).

Although Stewart (2006) did touch on these influences, Kennedy et al. (2009a) narrowed the
scope and theorised that the most important influence, or ‘[w]hat makes these [help-seeking]
decisions so difficult and so complicated’ (page 4), is the risk to trainees’ credibility as
legitimate clinical practitioners. Kennedy et al. (2009a) state:
[t]rainees perceive that their professional credibility could be at risk when they
admit to a supervisor that they need help. Trainees perceive that asking for
“appropriate” support aids credibility (akin to “knowing one’s limits”), but that
asking too often or for too much support threatens their credibility as a
practitioner (page 4).
Kennedy et al. (2009a) went onto describe a number of ways in which trainees
described trying to gain or hold onto their credibility, stating that when trainees sought help
they would ‘use rhetorical strategies’ (page 4). These rhetorical strategies were ‘language
strategies that are purposeful, are targeted towards a particular audience, and serve a
persuasive function’ (page 4). These included: trainees building a case and justifying their
reason for making the request for support to their supervisor; saving questions for more
appropriate time for their supervisor; making a plan prior to requesting support; and targeting
questions to other ‘less powerful members of the team … to avoid exposing a lack of clinical
knowledge or skill to a supervisor’ (Kennedy et al., 2009a, page 5).
Along with exploring these rhetorical strategies, Kennedy et al. (2009b) also explored
the theoretical ‘origins of the pressure on medical trainees to demonstrate clinical
independence’, which, they cleverly add, ‘can act as an impediment to seek help’ (page 646).
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Kennedy et al. (2009b) describe how Lave and Wenger’s (1991) legitimate peripheral
participation (LLP) framework can help explain some of the underlying socio-cultural influences
on trainees working in hospital training environments, stating that there is an ‘imposed
pressure on trainees to act independently’ (page 649) and the potential ‘motivating force for
learners is the sense of “becoming part of the community”’ (Kennedy et al., 2009b, page 649).
The notion of becoming part of the community is translated as working like their supervisors –
independently. This explanation is closely aligned with Stewart’s (2006) explanations of her
findings (see section 2.6.2), where she felt PRHOs’ reasoning for not asking for help and advice
came from the need to project an image to their seniors of being an ‘able’ clinician like them.
Kennedy et al. (2009b) however, discuss other theories that may hold the key to the
wider organisational influences that pressure trainees towards working independently. These
include Amalberti, Vincent, Auroy, and de Saint Maurice’s (2006) general framework for
migration and transgression, which emphasises that there is always an underlying force on
workers to increase productivity continually. This force is envisioned to drive workers to
migrate from first following rules and protocols designed to ensure safety, toward modifying
their processes and work with the aim of increasing productivity. Over time, this modification
becomes normalised, as something that is thought of as beneficial, although clearly these
modifications to process and work are ‘violations of safety guidelines or practice policy’
(Kennedy et al., 2009b). Kennedy et al. (2009b) explain that this might be why trainees take on
more workload than they actually can sustain, work outside of their comfort zones and fail to
seek help when they recognise a problem with a patient, especially when they know it will
stretch their knowledge and skills. Leading directly on from this, the Amalberti et al. (2006)
framework also describes the drive to maximise individual performance, which, again,
Kennedy et al. (2009b) felt adequately explained the pressure on trainees to work
independently because they are rewarded through ‘positive assessments’ for doing so (page
650).
Although Kennedy (2008) did observe and interview clinical supervisors for her
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research, supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking was not mentioned explicitly in her
conception or in her discussion chapter detailing clinical oversight, which Kennedy, Lingard,
Baker, Kitchen, and Regehr (2007) identified as a distinct aspect of a clinical supervisor’s
activities (page 1084). Interestingly, Kennedy provides quotes from only one clinical
supervisor’s perspective in specific relation to supporting their junior doctors’ help-seeking,
and then in an only indirect way. Kennedy et al. (2009a) write, ‘one attending physician
stated: “I have to break them … it’s hard, but by the end of the rotation they are getting it. I
say over and over, its ok to say I don’t know”’ (page 6). Kennedy et al. (2009a) highlight a
number of key implications for medical education practice can be taken from this statement.
They suggest that the supervisor is implying that junior doctors starting their first rotation may
be overwhelmed with the feeling that they should know everything (possibly through their
induction and transition period from medical school). Therefore, Kennedy et al. (2009a)
recommends that clinical supervisors acknowledge this belief may exist and engage actively
with their trainees in order to improve and support their trainees’ help-seeking through
explicit conversations that explore the ‘link between credibility and asking for help’ (page 6).
Secondly, in terms of training provided to trainees to enhance their ability to contact a senior,
Kennedy et al. (2009a) also suggest that junior doctors ‘could be explicitly taught rhetorical
strategies such as “planning before asking” and “targeting questions” to increase their comfort
with requesting support from a supervisor’ (page 6). She also suggests that requesting
assistance could be turned into a competency, to be evaluated and checked off during each
rotation. Alternatively, trainees might be more easily managed through setting simple
meeting times per shift to promote and provide planned opportunities to seek help. This might
be less costly and potentially less difficult for junior doctors than needing to request help
outside of set times (Kennedy et al., 2009a, page 6).
Along with Stewart’s and Kennedy’s research into influences on junior doctors’ helpseeking, Carraccio (2014) has investigated what might be viewed as the other end of the
spectrum. Carraccio’s (2014) Competency 1: Develop the ability to use self-awareness of one’s
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own knowledge, skills and emotional limitations that leads to appropriate help-seeking
behaviours was published as part of the Pediatrics Milestone pilot project (page S80). As the
title suggests, it is a competency and in terms of this scoping review provides an
‘ethnographically informed’ (Carraccio, 2014, page S80) account of, and background to, junior
doctors’ help-seeking in the hospital training environment. At the same time, the document’s
inclusion of developmental milestones also suggests that its intended use can be viewed as
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking.
Carraccio (2014) states clearly that ‘help-seeking behaviours stem from uncertainty’
(page S80), while recognising simultaneously that a junior doctor’s ability to ‘deal with
uncertainty is shaped by his (sic) identity development’ (page S80) and the wider social and
medical culture within the training environment. She describes junior doctors in their early
stages of professional identity formation as relying ‘almost exclusively on external prompts
and judgements to guide behaviour’ (Carraccio, 2014, page S81). But later, as junior doctors
mature in their professional identity, Carraccio (2014) describes them as being able to ‘engage
in help-seeking behaviours despite concerns about the perceptions of others, because [their]
personal value system for patient safety supersedes any perceived values of professional
autonomy’ (page S81).
Carraccio’s (2014) developmental milestones move simply through these professional
identity developmental stages, emphasising that junior doctors may initially have difficulty
recognising and acknowledging uncertainty and their own limitations in a variety of domains.
She suggests that they are unconsciously influenced by external influences and have
immediate and inflated concerns for consequences to themselves. Carraccio’s (2014)
developmental milestones are:
•
•
•

Demonstrates a limited insight into limitations in knowledge, skills, or
attitudes, which results in the learner not seeking help when needed,
sometimes resulting in unintended consequences.
Expresses concern that limitations may be seen as weaknesses that will
negatively impact evaluations. This results in help-seeking behavior
typically only in response to external prompts rather than internal drive.
Recognizes limitations but has the perception that autonomy is a key
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•
•

element of one’s identity as a physician. The need to emulate autonomous
behavior to belong to the profession may interfere with internal drive to
engage in appropriate help-seeking behavior.
Recognizes limitations and has matured to the stage where help-seeking
for the sake of the patient supersedes any perceived value of physician
autonomy, resulting in appropriate requests for help when needed.
Demonstrates the personal drive to learn and improve results in the habit
of engaging in help-seeking behaviors and explicitly modelling and
encouraging these behaviors in others (page S81).

As junior doctors mature and become secure in their own professional identity as a doctor,
they increasingly adhere to their own values, learn from help-seeking and model supportive
help-seeking behaviours for those whom they supervise (Carraccio, 2014, page S81).
In terms of supporting and encouraging very new junior doctors’ help-seeking directly,
Carraccio (2014) suggests that supervisors can prompt or direct junior doctors to seek help.
For those junior doctors who do not recognise or acknowledge their shortcomings in relation
to help-seeking, this may be more difficult (page S81). However, with persistence, positive
role modelling and concrete feedback – especially through providing ‘specific examples of
deficiencies’ – supervisors can see their efforts pay off (Carraccio, 2014, page S81).
Carraccio (2014) strongly suggests that faculty explicitly tell their junior doctors that it
is ‘not only acceptable to acknowledge uncertainty, but that it is a critical ingredient in
improvement’ (page S81). Carraccio (2014) further emphasises the need not only to embrace
learners’ recognition of uncertainty, but also actively to encourage supervisors to praise their
junior doctors’ ability to acknowledge their uncertainty and finally to reward them for doing so
(page S81).
The next record within the cohort with explicit aims of investigating junior doctor helpseeking is Huang, Smith, York and Weingart’s (2009) article, Asking for Help: Internal Medicine
Residents’ Use of a Medical Procedure Service (MPS). Huang et al. (2009) describe the
establishment of a designated medical procedural service, which sought to support junior
doctors’ help-seeking (specifically for placing a central venous catheter [CVCs] or performing a
thoracocentesis) and to evaluate its impact. Huang et al. (2009) found that residents made a
judgement of how much ‘risk’ each patient situation posed and how ‘risky’ it would be to
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progress the care of the patient without seeking help, lending credence to Stewart (2006)’s
work. Huang et al. (2009) also found that junior doctors calculated the time it would take
them to navigate the medical procedural system, opting not to use the service if they
estimated that it would take too long.
Of particular interest to this review was a finding that was hypothesised, but not
realised. Huang et al. (2009) initially thought that less experienced junior doctors would use
the service more often than more experienced junior doctors. Instead he found that the ‘level
of training did not influence use of the MPS’ (page 406). Huang et al. (2009) provided two
explanations for this. First, junior doctors may not seek help because they wanted to establish
themselves as ‘able’ to solve problems independently and second, junior doctors may only
seek help from senior doctor experts, when they do not have access to their (somewhat more
senior) residents.
In providing recommendations to improve junior doctors’ help-seeking, Huang et al.
(2009) recognised that focusing solely on the junior doctor would not work and that a wholeof-system approach was needed. Huang et al. (2009) state that further research into systems
and training that addresses the ‘patient-resident-attending 5 triadic relationship’ may be
needed (page 408). Huang et al. (2009) suggest the following to encourage junior doctors’
help-seeking:
•

an environment that encourages help-seeking;

•

a mechanism to provide assistance when and where it is needed;

•

supervisors with technical expertise; and

•

supervision that supports learning, skill acquisition and graduated autonomy.

Huang et al. (2009) note that these suggestions will be easier said than done in the complex
hospital training environment (page 408).
The inspiration for Huang et al.’s (2009) goal of exploring the ‘patient-resident-

‘Attending’ is a North American term that signifies a fully-qualified doctor, entitled to undertake independent
practice and supervise ‘residents’.
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attending triadic relationship’ further seems to be drawn from Shapiro’s (1990) article, Parallel
process in the family medicine system: Issues and challenges for resident training. Before her
time, Shapiro (1990) specifically aimed to investigate help-seeking and supporting help-seeking
in the hospital training environment, albeit from a theoretical perspective of ‘interlocking
relationships’ (page 312). Shapiro (1990) highlighted that:
the ultimate successful functioning of the helping component of the medical
system hinges on the quality of the relationship between help-giver and helpseeker. At its best, this should be mutually intimate and self-revealing
relationship (page 316).
In doing so, Shapiro (1990) transcended dyadic narratives of help-seeker and help-giver to
introduce the idea that all three members of the patient-resident-attending triad have a role
in, and can provoke reactions in others’ help-seeking and help-giving (see Shapiro Figure 1.
Page 318). To explain this further Shapiro (1990) introduced the concept of parallel processes,
stating that ‘an underlying emotional humanity exists which inexorably links attending,
resident, and patient’ (page 313), making members participating in the system ‘subject to
similar affective experiences and reactions’ (page 313). Shapiro (1990) states that the strength
of studying parallel process was that it:
illuminates for all members of the educational triangle core themes of their
experience which they share. It helps us to see not the rigid, dualistic roles of
resident, attending, and patient, but more fluid, interchangeable notions of
help-seeking and help-giving (page 313).
Shapiro (1990) described stages in the development of a help-seeking and help-giving
relationship (albeit from a theoretical standpoint) and linked these to themes that ‘exist within
the triadic system of patient, resident, attending’ (page 314). These themes include:
‘dependency, authority, trust, and anxiety due to vulnerability and loss of control’ (Shapiro,
1990, page 314). Shapiro (1990) stated that knowing what is common between those who are
seeking help and those who are supporting help-seeking can assist in building a framework in
which ‘more systematically oriented solutions’ (page 314) can be devised.
Shapiro (1990) provided a number of recommendations for those in help-seeking and
help-giving relationships. The first was for the ‘attending to be attentive and sensitive to
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parallel process issues operating between teaching and patient care’ (Shapiro, 1990, page
317). The means that the way the supervisor supports the junior doctor can often be
mirrored along the way and ultimately shape how the junior doctor will support the care of the
patient. She argued that the attending should encourage residents to seek help. To be an
effective supporter of help-seeking, attending’s should monitor and protect the help-seeker’s
welfare including ‘enhancing the help-seeker’s sense of personal responsibility, promoting
help-seeker transition from poorly to well informed, and encouraging creative problem-solving
in the help-seeker’ (Shapiro, 1990, page 314). Similarly, Shapiro (1990) believed that residents,
in their roles as help-seeker and help-giver to the patient, needed to be attentive to parallel
process, as the process of help seeking is not unilateral. She felt that residents should inspire
their attending ‘to come together to address the confusion and suffering of the other’
(Shapiro, 1990, page 313). Residents should work in an agentic fashion, motivate themselves
to acquire extra expertise to solve the problem and curate knowledge (Shapiro, 1990, page
314). She suggested five clinical interventions that has been previously identified as useful for
a help-seeking and help-giving relationship, emphasising that these:
interventions actually do not operate “downward” in [a] unilateral direction
from help-giver to help-seeker, but are in fact reciprocal in nature. Thus,
interventions are not applied to the help-seeker but are rather introduced into
the system, where they operate on all participants in [a] multidirectional
fashion (page 317).
These interventions included:
•

•

•

•

facilitative interventions which communicate positive regard and the
purpose of which is to nurture the help-seeker, reduce anxiety, convey
trust and provided a safe atmosphere to stimulate reflection and
introspection;
confrontative interventions which highlight discrepancies within different
areas (eg, verbal and non-verbal) of the help-seekers functioning and
which challenge the way in which the help-seeker has organized his or her
reality;
conceptual interventions which offer more theoretical or abstract
understanding relevant to the situation and which may enable the helpseeker to learn to recognize central themes and issues from apparently
isolated incidents;
prescriptive interventions which provide protocols in a specific plan of
action for use in a specific situation and are particularly useful in crisis
management;
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•

catalytic interventions, a sort of meta-category of intervention which
precipitates and promotes change in the help-seeker by enhancing a
process already in progress. Catalytic interventions may be either
facilitative, confrontive, or prescriptive in content but have a systemic
focus in that an effort is made to place the specific intervention within the
framework of the overall system, and these interventions are more likely
to take into consideration the significance of probable affect at all levels
(Shapiro, 1990, page 317).

Shapiro’s (1990) message at the conclusion of her article was much the same message
at the start: benefits for patient care are rooted in the relationship between the help-seeker
and help-giver – and this includes the patient, resident and attending. She argued that:
[t]o develop a full and complete relationship, both help giver and help-seeker
must be willing to be aware of their own feelings, motivations, and actions.
The promotion of this version of ‘psychological-mindedness’ holds a crucial
key to unlocking the true potential for healing dormant in the exchange of
‘help’ between the parties involved (Shapiro, 1990, page 318).
The last record with an explicit aim to focus on junior doctors’ help seeking to be
discussed is McDonald, Berbaum, Bennett and Mullan’s (2005) article, Radiology residency call:
Residents’ perception of the on–call experience. McDonald et al. (2005) aimed to study the
level of ‘comfort residents had in contacting out-of-house (off-site) staff radiologists for help’
(page 932). Chief residents were asked ‘[i]f your staff is not in-house for the entire call, do you
feel comfortable calling them at night to ask questions or to have them read difficult studies?’
(McDonald et al., 2005, page 935). McDonald et al. (2005) later clarified that ‘read difficult
studies’ (page 935) meant that residents could not ‘provide explanations for imaging findings
encountered on acute patients’ (page 937) and had a genuine problem on their hands.
McDonald et al. (2005) reported that a high proportion of respondents felt
comfortable to request help, however, those who did not feel comfortable to request help
were also ‘more likely to report the work and responsibility of call 6 to be excessive to their
levels of training’ (McDonald et al., 2005, page 935). What McDonald et al. (2005) found
suggests that being confident or not to seek help when there is a problem is influenced by
residents’ preparedness for the work they will conduct. McDonald et al. (2005) stated that

6

McDonald’s use of the word ‘call’ is a shortened version of ‘to be on-call for a hospital’.
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training programs should ‘examine the preparedness of their residents for call’ … as this …
‘would serve the interests of both [the] resident’s education and patient care’ (page 936).
McDonald et al. (2005) also suggested that their data indicated that some residents had been
given the impression that seeking help was wrong and cautioned how dangerous and
compromising this could be for patient care (page 937).

2.3.2 Records without an explicit aim
Of the original 111 records, 34 records were found to report on an aspect of junior
doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking even though they had not
initially set out with an explicit aim of investigating this area. Despite this, all the records in
this section (irrespective of how big or small their contribution was) have either provided data
(for example: the record may have included direct quotes about help-seeking or supporting
junior doctors’ help-seeking), provided quantitative findings, hypothesised theories, or
developed models of junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking.
The majority of records (see Table 2.2 below) without explicit aims were peer
reviewed published articles that utilised qualitative methodologies, followed by mixed method
articles, government commissioned reports, catalogued theses and conference abstracts, all of
which had been published formally or found in the (grey literature) within the last fifteen
years.
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Table 2.2: Summary of records without an explicit aim of investigating junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking

Key to Method in table: Quantitative = Published article utilised quantitative methodology; Qualitative = Published article utilised qualitative methodology; Mix Method = Published article with mixed
method; Opinion Piece = Published article opinion piece; Mixed Abstract, Report or Thesis = Report, Abstract or thesis utilised mixed methods.

Method (see key
above)
Quantitative

Year
2008

First Author
Jocelyn M
LoganCollins

Title
Management of Common Postoperative
Emergencies: Are July Interns Ready for
Prime Time?

Audience
Journal of Surgical
Education

2009

Matheson,
C.

How well prepared are medical students
for their first year as doctors? The views
of consultants and specialist registrars in
two teaching hospitals

Quantitative

Postgraduate Medical
Journal

2012

Nabi, Hajir

The perils and triumphs of night surgical
residents across South Australia

Quantitative

Journal of Surgical
Education

2015

Morgan,
Simon

In-consultation information and adviceseeking by Australian GP trainees from
GP trainers – a cross-sectional analysis

Quantitative

Education for Primary
Care

55

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking
Reported that only 33% of
junior doctors requested help
from a nurse or senior level
resident when participating in
simulated scenarios. With only
19% of junior doctors calling a
senior level resident ‘early
enough to prevent patient
deterioration’ (p453)
Reported junior doctors were
best prepared to ask for help
(page 582).
Residents reported
experiencing some reluctance
in calling senior staff. Reasons
included feelings that their
seniors' perceptions of them
would be diminished, fear of
chastisement and concerns
about waking them up (page
268).
Reported that there was no
benchmark for optimal rates of
seeking assistance (p162).

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Request help,
calling for help,
call for help, call
for assistance

Ask for help

Residents reported that
they felt their calls were at
times unwelcome (page
268).

Discuss
concerns, calling
senior staff

Reported that the strong
association of inconsultation assistance-

Help-seeking,
advice-seeking,
seeking

Method (see key
above)

Year

First Author

Title

Audience

2005

Lack,
Christopher
S.

Working with registrars: a qualitative
study of interns' perceptions and
experiences

Qualitative

The Medical Journal
of Australia

2006

Sutcliffe,
Kathleen M.

Communication failures: an insidious
contributor to medical mishaps

Qualitative

American Medicine

56

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking

Reported that hesitancy to call
the ‘attending’ was a repeated
theme in their results.
Reported junior doctors’
concern stemmed from
offending those in power
combined with their
perceptions that powerful
others would not listen to their
point of view or would actively
discourage them, disagreeing
with them (page 188-189).

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
seeking from the trainer
with subsequent
generation of learning
goals suggested that
trainees may be taking an
active educational
approach to learning from
clinical exposure rather
than a passive help-seeking
approach (p163).
Reported on the personal
attributes, attitudes and
supervising styles of
registrars that made it
easier for interns seeking
help from them (page 71).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
guidance,
assistanceseeking

Calling me if you
need help, call
me if you have
questions or
problems
Ask for help, call
the attending

Method (see key
above)
Qualitative

Audience
Medical Education

Assessment of competence and
progressive independence in
postgraduate clinical training

Qualitative

Medical Education

Lewis, Page
J.

Uncomfortable prescribing decisions in
hospitals: the impact of teamwork

Qualitative

Journal of the Royal
Society of Medicine

Bearman, M.

Participation and progression: new
medical graduates entering professional
practice

Qualitative

Advances in Health
Sciences Education

Year
2008

First Author
Kroll, Leanda

Title
Learning not to take it seriously: junior
doctors’ accounts of error

2009

Dijksterhuis,
M. G.

2009

2011
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Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking
Reported that patient care was
compromised when juniors did
not access senior help (page
982).

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
Reported the level and
availability of support
appeared to affect junior
doctors' willingness to seek
help (page 985).

Reported that the professional
behaviour of the trainee at the
very least should be evaluated
through their ability to
complete a self-assessment of
their limitations and ability to
ask for help in a timely
manner, prior to progressive
independence being granted
(page 1163).
Reported that junior
doctors were often
reluctant to ask senior
doctors for help in
prescribing (page 487).
Reported that interns
recognised their role was to
work within their capacity and
this meant interns required the
capacity to ask for help
appropriately (page 632).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Did not access
senior help,
accessing help,
interaction and
response of
seniors
Ask for help,
asking for
supervision

Asking for help

Ask for help,
seek help

Method (see key
above)
Qualitative

Year
2011

First Author
Ross, P. T.

Title
Trainees' perceptions of patient safety
practices: recounting failures of
supervision

Audience
The Joint Commission
Journal on Quality
and Patient Safety

2011

Tallentire,
Victoria R.

Understanding the behaviour of newly
qualified doctors in acute care contexts

Qualitative

Medical Education

2011

Weller
Jennifer, M.

Interprofessional collaboration among
junior doctors and nurses in the hospital
setting

Qualitative

Medical Education
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Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking
Reported that deterrents to
seeking supervision were fear,
powerlessness, concerns for
disrupting the medical
hierarchy, or simply being
worried about disturbing
senior doctors in the middle of
the night (page 91).
Reported that junior doctors
were reluctant to call for help
if they hadn't first undertaken
simple investigations, as they
feared they might fall short of
their senior colleagues'
expectations (page 999).

Reported nurses found junior
doctors very open to
suggestions, including when to
seek help. Reported that
nurses would offer to call help
from senior colleague.

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking

Reported senior doctors
recognised the reluctance
of their junior doctors to
call for help, which they
attributed to rolemodelling, concern about
being compared
unfavourably with other
junior doctors and
paradoxically, a desire to
exceed senior doctor’s
expectations (page 999).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Calling for help,
seeking
supervision,
seeking of
guidance or
clinical support
Calling for help,
seeking help,
asking for help

Call for help

Year
2012

First Author
Haber,
Lawrence A.

Title
Effects of increased overnight
supervision on resident education,
decision-making, and autonomy

2012

Sheehan,
Dale

Becoming a practitioner: Workplace
learning through the junior doctor’s first
year

Method (see key
above)
Qualitative

Qualitative

Audience
Journal of Hospital
Medicine

Medical Teacher

59

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking

Reported that junior doctors
learnt when they should seek
help and what tests they
should complete prior to
seeking help (page 940).

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
Reported initiating a
program that employed
‘attending nocturnist’ to
increase the supervision
availability overnight to
house staff. House staff
behaviours changed
included increased rates of
contacting the attending
physician overnight and
reported decreased the
fear associated with
waking up such a
supervisor. However, it did
not change house staff’s
fear of revealing
knowledge gaps, desire to
make decisions
independently, or their
belief that contacting an
attending would not
change a patient’s
outcome (page 608-609).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Requesting
attending-level
help, contacting
an attending
physician

Call for senior
help, ask for
help

Year
2014

First Author
Choo, Kevin
J.

Title
How do supervising physicians decide to
entrust residents with unsupervised
tasks? A qualitative analysis

2014

Goodyear,
Helen M.

First year doctors experience of work
related wellbeing and implications for
educational provision

Method (see key
above)
Qualitative

Qualitative

Audience
Journal of Hospital
Medicine

International Journal
of Medical Education

60

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking
Reported that the clinical
attributes and skills
demonstrated in the context of
patient care that promoted or
inhibited trust included
recognition of limitations and
readiness to solicit help when
appropriate (page 171).

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
Reported task factors
details and characteristics
of task that encouraged or
impeded contacting a
supervisor included
urgency and severity of
illness, proximity of
attending physicians and
support staff and time of
day (page 172).
Reported on foundation
doctors' perceptions
(positive and negative) of
support from senior
colleagues, consultants
and nursing staff. The
positive was that there was
someone approachable to
call and the negative
aspect was that some
foundation officers felt
that they needed to
scream for help before
they were supported in
their help-seeking (page
106).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Solicit help, ask
for help, page
my attending

Call and seek
advice, need
your help

Method (see key
above)
Qualitative

Audience
ACTA Paediatrica

Dealing with the tension: how residents
seek autonomy and participation in the
workplace

Qualitative

Medical Education

“A steep learning curve”: junior doctor
perspectives on the transition from
medical student to the health-care
workplace

Qualitative

BMC Medical
Education

Year
2014

First Author
Kutzsche,
Stefan

Title
What do paediatric trainees require from
their clinical supervisors?

2017

Olmos-Vega,
Francisco M.

2017

Sturman,
Nancy
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Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking

Reported that junior doctors
emphasised the importance of
seeking support in managing
patients safely (page 5).

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
Reported that trainees
wanted to have 24 hour
access to attendant senior,
which could help them find
safe creative ways of
cultivating awareness of
uncertainty,
communicating awareness
of uncertainty, catalysing
action during uncertain
scenarios and managing
them (page e171).
Residents reported that
when they were given too
much autonomy, they
evaluated how safe their
learning environment was
and then either enlisted
the help of supervisors or
of peers (page 1).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Access to
attendant
seniors, support

Enlist help, ask
for help

Seeking help

Method (see key
above)
Qualitative

Audience
Social Science and
Medicine

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking
Reported a number of the
doctors’ they interviewed felt
reluctant to ask for help
because they were intimidated
by senior doctors.

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Ask for help

Year
2017

First Author
Crowe,
Sohie

Title
‘You do not cross them’: Hierarchy and
emotion in doctors’ narratives of power
relations in specialist training

2002

Paice,
Elisabeth

Stressful incidents, stress and coping
strategies in the pre‐registration house
officer year

Mix Methods

Medical Education

House officers reported that
they did not know how to
access help in an emergency
when they first started
working (page 58).

House officers reported
that in some cases the
supervising senior was
available but was reluctant
or refused to come to the
assistance of the house
officer at night (page 58).

How to access
help, failure to
access help

2008

Watterson,
L. M.

The training environment of junior
anaesthetic registrars learning epidural
labour analgesia in Australian teaching
hospitals

Mix Methods

Anaesthesia and
Intensive Care

Registrars self-reported
perceptions regarding their
help-seeking. This included if
they could recognised when
they were doing something
incorrectly, if they could
troubleshoot when they were
having difficulty and if on all
occasions they asked for help
appropriately (page 42).

Registrars uniformly felt
senior staff were
supportive and
encouraged them to seek
assistance. Despite this
finding, the onus for
initiating supervision
appeared to be with
registrars. (page 43)

Help-seeking,
initiating
supervision

62

Method (see key
above)
Mix Methods

Audience
Australian Health
Review

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
Reported that junior
doctors had felt both
abandoned and supported
for their help-seeking.
Abandonment and
overwhelmed when they
could not contact any
senior staff when a patient
was sick and comforted
when senior doctor was
there when they needed
their support for a patient
problem (page 289-290).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Need help,
support, access
to advice and
help

Year
2010

First Author
Iedema, Rick

Title
‘Hands On, Hands Off': A model of
clinical supervision that recognises
trainees' need for support and
independence

2014

Kelly, C.

Failure to escalate: What stops junior
doctors asking for help when they need
it?

Mix Methods

Asia Pacific Journal of
Health Management

Reported that responders
were sometimes not sure what
was wrong with the patient
and so did not know how to
ask for help (page 41).

Ask for help,
escalate, failure
to escalate

2016

Wearne,
Susan M.

Responding to registrars' in-consultation
calls for assistance: Practical implications
from the ReCeNT project

Mix Methods

Australian Family
Practice

Reported that term one GP
registrars asked their
supervisors for help more at
the beginning of the term than
at the end and more often
about how to manage the
patient problem than about
diagnosis (page 445).

Help-seeking,
calls for
assistance,
seeking
assistance

63

Method (see key
above)
Mix Methods

Year
2016

First Author
O'Connor,
Paul

Title
A mixed-methods study of the causes
and impact of poor teamwork between
junior doctors and nurses

Audience
International Journal
of Quality in Health
Care

2016

Sheu, Leslie

How residents develop trust in interns: a
multi-institutional mixed-methods study

Mix Methods

Academic Medicine

2008

Sargeant,
Joan

‘To call or not to call’: making informed
self‐assessment

Opinion Piece

Medical Education

2012

Clinical
Excellence
Commission

Patient safety report from review of
clinical incidents reports clinical
supervision at the point of care

Mixed Abstract,
Report or Thesis

Clinical Excellence
Commission

64

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking
Reported that interns and
nurses differed in their
willingness to recourse to
senior members to obtain
support and advice (page 341).

Reported that when junior
doctors were deciding whether
or not to call a senior doctor
for help, they were also
making a self-assessment of
their capacity to manage this
situation and judging their
need to call for help (page 854)
Reported that within these
data they found that the
reasons for a reluctance to
seek assistance from a senior
clinician included fear that this
may perceived as incompetent
or reprisal, work practices,

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
Reported interns felt their
help-seeking was not
supported. Commonly
attributed to both nurses
and senior doctors being
too busy carrying out other
tasks to be able to help
them (page 341).
Reported that residents
understood that trust and
relationships between
them and their interns
were very important to
ensure junior doctors
sought help (page 1411).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Willingness to
help struggling
team member,
obtain support
and advice

Help-seeking,
asking for help

Needs help, call
for help

Reported that there must
be a change from passive
to active supervision which
includes providing
assistance whether it is
asked for or not (page 12).
Recommendations

Seek help,
seeking
assistance

Year

First Author

Title

2015

Garling, P.

Final Report of the Special Commission
of Inquiry: Acute Care in New South
Wales Public Hospitals

Method (see key
above)

Audience

Mixed Abstract,
Report or Thesis

New South Wales
Government

65

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking
availability, ability to recognise
the need for senior input (page
13).

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
included that at local and
district level, position
descriptions of clinical
directors and senior
managers must emphasis
responsibilities for
promoting a culture which
encourages all staff to seek
help early when
confronted with a clinical
problem (page 14).
Reported that junior
doctors have difficulty
accessing senior doctors
and have reported being
actively discouraged from
seeking their assistance at
home (page 15).
Recommended that state
wide policies be put in
place that defines the
supervisory relationship,
including roles and
responsibilities of clinical
supervisors, sets out
mechanisms for resolving
difficulties relating to
inadequate supervision
(page 45).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record

Ask a more
senior doctor for
help or advice

Method (see key
above)
Mixed Abstract,
Report or Thesis

Audience
The University of
Queensland
(PhD thesis)

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking

Year
2011

First Author
Marshall,
Stuart

Title
The effects of cognitive aids on
formation and function of teams in
medical emergencies

2012

Patel, P.

Improving communication skills for
junior doctors through simulation: when,
whom, and how to call for help

Mixed Abstract,
Report or Thesis

European Society of
Intensive Care
Medicine

Reported that participants felt
that their ability to seek help
(when and from whom)
affected their ability to
manage acutely ill patients
(page S303).

2013

Mitchell,
Imogen

Patient Deterioration: The effect of
humans and systems in one health care
system

Mixed Abstract,
Report or Thesis

The National
Australian University
(PhD thesis)

Reported that junior doctors
were reluctant to seek help
and this was due to them not
being aware that they needed
to seek help or that they did
not want to appear deficient to
their supervisor (page 110111), their sense of ownership
(page 114), approachability of
the supervisor (page 117), and
consequences of making a
wrong, or challenging decision
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Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking
As part of the thesis,
Marshall reported that
cognitive aids supported
junior doctors’ helpseeking, providing them
with what was expected of
their help-seeking and
allowed them to attempt
treatment within defined
boundaries (page 3).
Reported that simulation
training format helps
develop communication
skills, particularly with
regard to calling for help
(page S303).

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record
Help-seeking,
assessing help,
call for
additional help

Seek help

Seeking of
advice, seek
clarity, seeking
further
guidance, call
for help, seeking
expert guidance

Year

First Author

Title

Method (see key
above)

Audience

67

Column 1:
Reported on an aspect of helpseeking
which reflected badly on the
junior doctor (page 122).

Column 2:
Reported on an aspect of
supporting junior doctors
help-seeking

Alternative
terms and
phrases for
help-seeking,
supporting helpseeking utilised
in the record

Similar to those records with explicit aims, these records utilised alternative terms and
phrases for junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking, making it
very difficult, sometimes, to match the content and context of record with our agreed
understanding of junior doctors’ help-seeking or support for help-seeking (see Section 2.2.2.1).
At times it was not absolutely clear what was being ‘supported’ and this in turn made it
difficult to distinguish whether the focus or meaning of the record was specifically ‘support for
junior doctors’ help-seeking in relation to a problem with a patient’ or a more general
educational support or supervision, where there was no immediate patient problem that the
junior doctor needed to solve.
What I feel is clear, when the records are grouped together (see Table 2.2 above), is
that the diversity amongst the records demonstrates how widespread and how often common
aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking and support for junior doctors’ help-seeking are
reported. They also demonstrate that help-seeking and junior doctors’ support of help-seeking
are deserving of more attention and investigation in order to inform future directions in the
development of effective junior doctors’ help-seeking and support of junior doctors seeking
help in the hospital training environment.
2.3.2.1 Records without an explicit aim – ‘what aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking and
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking have been reported on in the medical literature?’
Unlike the previous explicit aim section (see Section 2.3.1), where a detailed
descriptive explanation of records aspects was provided, the findings of records with nonexplicit aims are brief in most cases. Therefore, I have endeavoured to summarise their
references to junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors help-seeking critically,
in the most readable format possible, highlighting some of the key findings.
Many of the records (see Table 2.2) reported contrasting results. For example some
records indicated that junior doctors felt that they could easily recognise problems and when
they needed to seek help (Watterson et al., 2007) and were well prepared to seek help when
they entered the hospital training environment to work (Matheson & Matheson, 2009).
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Others reported that junior doctors had difficulties recognising problems (Kelly, Larwill,
Hamley, & Sandford, 2014) and therefore did not seek help (Logan-Collins et al., 2008) or were
reluctant to seek help, until at least all available tests had been completed (Tallentire, Smith,
Skinner, & Cameron, 2011).
A perceived relationship between the amount of experience and the junior doctors’
self-awareness was a particularly strong subject amongst this group of records. Junior doctors
were reported to understand that they need to work within their capacity and ask for help
appropriately (Bearman et al., 2011) for the safety of patients (Sturman et al., 2017). But this
reliance on junior doctors’ ability to self-assess whether they need to seek help or not
(Sargeant, 2008), ‘is questionable because research into self-assessment by doctors has
repeatedly shown gaps between doctors’ self-assessment and actual performance’
(Dijksterhuis et al., 2009, page 1163). This is made even more difficult in relation to junior
doctors due to their lack of experience and confidence to seek help, especially when junior
doctors are just commencing work in new clinical environments (Paice et al., 2002). The first
few months in a clinical setting are clearly difficult for junior doctors as they work out the
norms and etiquette that come with their particular clinical setting and set of tasks (Lewis &
Tully, 2009). Junior doctors seek help more from their supervisors at the beginning of the
rotation (Wearne et al., 2016) than at the end of their rotations, but there seem to be no clear
guidelines or benchmarks about how much help-seeking is too little or too much (Morgan et
al., 2015).
Researchers tend to recognise that junior doctors are always walking a very fine line
when it comes to help-seeking. Mitchell (2012) reported that even though junior doctors
understood the importance of involving seniors earlier rather than later, patients were found
to have had ‘triggered’ physiological criteria hours prior to a junior doctors seeking help.
These types of situations do not inspire a senior doctor to trust a junior doctor. Sheu et al.,
(2016) described this as just one of the hidden curriculum items in the training environment
and, similar to the riddle ‘what came first – the chicken or the egg?’, to be trusted in the
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clinical setting, junior doctors need to be assessed as being reliable, but to be reliable they
needed to seek help, the catch being that they needed to seek help appropriately!
With trust being reported as vital in the context of patient care between a junior
doctor and supervisor (Choo, Arora, Barach, Johnson, & Farnan, 2014), it is not surprising that
the emphasis on making the ‘right’ decision to seek help or not has introduced unintentional
barriers for junior doctors’ help-seeking. Many records reported junior doctors being worried
about senior doctor’s perceptions of them and their decisions to seek help, for example (Nabi,
Harley, & Murphy, 2012). Records also reported on junior doctors’ fears of being reprimanded
(Ross et al., 2011), or experiencing future reprisals for seeking help (Clinical Excellence
Commission, 2012).
Some records reported that junior doctors felt their supervisors had created an unsafe
environment in which to seek help, where the distance between the junior and senior doctor
made it difficult to predict the reactions of seniors when they did seek help (Olmos-Vega,
Dolmans, Vargas-Castro, & Stalmeijer, 2017). Junior doctors also felt powerless to seek help at
times since they believed that it would be seen as a challenge or opposition to the patient care
decisions made by seniors (Ross et al., 2011). They were also concerned about appearing
incompetent in front of those who had more power than themselves (Sutcliffe et al., 2004).
Other records reported that junior doctors did not feel supported in their help-seeking
(O'Connor et al., 2016); that junior doctors felt they were expected to cope without support
(Paice et al., 2002); that their supervisors were un-approachable (Mitchell, 2012; Nabi et al.,
2012); and that registrars lacked individual characteristics that would make them trustworthy
or approachable (Lack & Cartmill, 2005).
More often than not, junior doctors felt that help was unattainable (O'Connor et al.,
2016). This lack of perceived, experienced or actual support for junior doctors’ help-seeking
reportedly left junior doctors’ feeling abandoned and overwhelmed (Iedema et al., 2010) and
they felt at times they had to literally ‘scream’ to get the help they were seeking (Goodyear,
2014).
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Although limited, some records described that when junior doctors did seek help, they
were supported by a dedicated attending nocturnist (Haber et al., 2012) and turned to peers
outside of the medical hierarchy (Olmos-Vega et al., 2017) to support their help-seeking.
Others reported that junior doctor’s case managed and coordinated their help-seeking,
‘learning what [they] needed to know and tests [they] need to do before making a call for
senior help…’ (Sheehan, Wilkinson, & Bowie, 2012, page 940).
Finally, some records described specific cognitive aids that could assist with helpseeking (Marshall, 2015) and that simulation training could be used to practice seeking help
(Logan-Collins et al., 2008) and ultimately improve help-seeking (Patel, Fox, & Sockalingam,
2012). Others recommended changes to how supervision is conducted in order to create
environments that encourage help-seeking (Iedema et al., 2010; Clinical Excellence
Commission, 2012) and provide access to junior doctors’ help-seeking support 24 hours a day
(Kutzsche, Kutzsche, & Dornan, 2014; Garling, 2008).

2.4 Conclusion to the scoping review
As the literature was charted and analysed, it was apparent that junior doctors’ helpseeking is a day-to-day occurrence in the hospital training environment, which has commonly
been understood through other concepts that simply do not take account of the social,
cognitive and affective judgements and actions integral to seeking help. The scoping review
confirmed that there were few records that set out with an explicit aim to investigate junior
doctors’ help-seeking or support for junior doctors help-seeking. Among those researchers
who did, there has been an emphasis on the influences, barriers to help-seeking and
consequences of junior doctor not seeking help. There has been little to no research of how
junior doctors’ help-seeking (specifically) has been supported by senior doctors or nurses in
the hospital training environment.
To facilitate advancement in this area, I have adopted an epistemological position that
gives priority to subjectivity, to reveal the meaning of lived experiences (see Bunniss & Kelly,
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2010), and has its roots in human science and the study of meaning — the ‘particular way that
the object is experienced’ (that is the meaning) of our experiences (Giorgi, 2009a, page 80).
From this position, I believe that ‘pre-personal, subjective constituted meanings are also
important and can be properly understood within the context of subject-world relations
without being naturalistic’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 188).
The human science paradigm gives great value to context and ‘situations in the life
world in which the phenomena stand out in a pronounced way’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 115). To
put this another way, I would argue that there is a need for a new emphasis on what is
essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking. Such an
approach would deeply explore and describe these lived experiences and help to clarify the
phenomena in a psychological way. My choice of methodology was made with a view to
contributing to the discovery of knowledge and hopefully leading to new insights and
directions for the future development of help-seeking practice in the hospital training
environment.
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Chapter 3: Research method
3.1 Introduction
This research is the first to conduct three independent studies using a descriptive
phenomenological methodology focusing on junior doctors’ experiences of help-seeking and
senior nurses’ and senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking. In
this chapter (see Diagram 3.1 Structure of method chapter below), I provide the rationale for
my choice of methodology and outline the general study design and the background for the
methodology. I follow this with specific information for each study, including the study
question, process for selection of participants and specific ethical considerations. I conclude
with an initial commentary on the trustworthiness of the research method that will be
amplified in Chapter 8.
Diagram 3.1: Structure of methods chapter
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3.2 Choice of research methodology
To obtain reliable and useful results Starks and Trinidad (2007) assert that it is
important to choose a research methodology that supports the aims of the research. In
determining an appropriate research methodology for the current project, a qualitative
(human science) approach was recognised as better able to achieve the research goals (see
Section 1.3) over a quantitative (natural science) approach. This is because:
unlike the objects of nature, the layers of experience are not rigidly ordered,
nor are its moving contents related according to mathematical patterns.
Methods designed to study physical objects are not a good fit for the study of
experience. Qualitative methods [on the other hand] are specifically
constructed to take account of the particular characteristics of human
experience and to facilitate the investigation of experience (Polkinghorne,
2005, page, 138).
After a careful review of methods available from the human science approach (see for
example: Creswell, 2013; Starks & Trinidad, 2007; Wertz et al., 2011). Giorgi’s (2009a)
descriptive phenomenological approach was considered to be the most suited to achieve the
aims of this research, as the objective of the method is to describe, understand, and clarify
human experiences (Wertz et al., 2011). This is achieved by setting aside such ‘theories,
hypotheses, and explanations as refer to biology or environment and [instead investigating]
what is experienced and how it experienced’ (Wertz et al., 2011, page 125, emphasis added).
Importantly, I felt Giorgi’s modified descriptive phenomenological method had the advantage
over other methodologies because, from its inception, the goal was to ‘extend science in the
realm of subjectivity’ (Wertz et al., 2011, page 126) and ‘focus on presences, phenomena, and
irreal 7 givens’ (Giorgi, 2005, page 77). To achieve findings that ‘transcend the consciousness of
the researcher [and therefore are genuine] discoveries’ (Giorgi, 2008a, page 52). Further,
Giorgi (2009a) pioneered his method from a strong Husserlian philosophical base (see Husserl,

Giorgi (2005) distinguishes between real objects, ‘given in space and time and regulated by causality’ (page 77)
and irreal objects. Irreal objects are those that do not physical exist but are instead ‘imagined, remembered,
anticipated or hallucinated’ (Broomé, 2012, page 80).
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2012). He has adopted (and modified) many of the same methodical procedures to describe
and clarify the essential features of a specific phenomenon, from other closely related
phenomena, so that researchers can practice science rather than philosophy (Giorgi, 2009a).
What initially drew me to Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive method was that he explicitly
addressed the degree to which descriptive phenomenological research can be considered
scientific. In many of his works he has highlighted that science is a ‘cultural institution whose
main purpose is to gain knowledge’ (Giorgi, 2005, page 78) and that ‘scientific research in
relation to the knowledge obtained, should be: systematic, methodical, general and critical’
(Englander, 2012, page 17). Giorgi (2005) has gone to great lengths to explain how knowledge
gained in one participant’s experience can ‘relate to other bits of knowledge’ (page 78) found,
and that this systematic flow and clarification of knowledge can build from one experience to
another. Systematic in this context ‘means that a research approach is capable of producing
interrelated findings that contribute to a picture of a whole’ (Applebaum, 2012, page 46). In
other articles, Giorgi has written extensively about the importance of utilising a methodical
approach, which when applied correctly, can facilitate obtaining reliable knowledge that holds
disciplinary value (Giorgi, 1997). Further, he and others have repeatedly stated that any
knowledge gained should be general and applicable (Englander, 2012; Giorgi & Giorgi, 2003),
with the caveat that the knowledge gained through descriptive phenomenology is neither a
universal generalisation nor a generalisation founded statistically (Englander, 2012). Instead, it
is an ‘eidetic 8 generalisation of middle range’ (Giorgi, 2014, page 246) and, in terms of
meaning, is bounded by sociocultural context and the phenomenon studied (Giorgi, 2009a).
The study is not general until the structure 9 of the phenomenon has been worked out,
but when it has it meets the scientific criteria for being general (Applebaum, 2012; Giorgi,
2008b). Lastly, Giorgi (2005) has emphasised through his work that for knowledge to be

Eidetic generalisation uses a procedure named imaginative variation (see Section 3.3.3 Step 4). Eidetic here means
that findings produced are general, so findings go beyond the investigator’s actual experience, but on the other
hand are not universal.
9 Giorgi (2009a) states that all phenomena have a unique structure, that is, certain features (constituents) that help
clarify them in a psychological way (see Step five: Synthesis of the general structure for further explanation).
8
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considered scientific it has to be critically evaluated, by both the researcher themselves and
the wider scientific community (Giorgi, 2008b). So with these four criteria for scientific
knowledge in mind, Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive phenomenology is preferable over other
qualitative approaches for this project, as the method:
•

seeks to discover new knowledge through multiple lived experiences, to reveal additional
‘nuances (and perhaps challenge old notions) that would prove essential for the structure
of the phenomenon’ (Englander, 2012, page 19);

•

seeks to be critical and non-dogmatic, shunning metaphysical and theoretical prejudices,
as much as possible. It seeks to be guided by what is actually experienced rather than by
what we expect to find, given our theoretical commitments. It asks us not to let
preconceived theories form our experience, but to let our experience inform and guide our
theories (Gallagher & Zahavi, 2012, page 11);

•

is descriptive rather than interpretative, that is, in a strict Husserlian perspective,
description means not to go ‘beyond what is given in the data in order to assist in
explaining the meaning of what is already present in the data’ (Applebaum, 2012, page 62,
original emphasis);

•

‘relies upon an orderly sequence of steps in gathering and analysing the data’ (Applebaum,
2010);

•

synthesises the lived experience from participants into a general structural understanding
of the phenomenon (not the individual) (Broomé, 2012); and

•

advocates for an open framework to display the findings, making it easier to perceive,
replicate and recognise the work as yielding ‘intersubjectively verifiable knowledge’
(Applebaum, 2010, page 51), which, Applebaum (2012) states ‘is an attempt to clarify what
is given to consciousness within a given research attitude, not an effort to verify a theoryladen hypothesis about what is given’ (page 48).
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To elaborate on the statement ‘is descriptive rather than interpretive’ above, I admire
Giorgi’s (1985) insistence that descriptions are valuable in and of themselves and that
these descriptions can ‘yield psychological insight’ (page 2), in choosing descriptive
phenomenology over the hermeneutic (interpretative) approach. Although both
methodologies are rooted in Husserlian phenomenology, their differences are well
debated and documented (see Giorgi, 2011). For this thesis and its subject matter, the
most influential difference is that a hermeneutic approach, taking account of Heiddeger’s
critiques of Husserl’s view (Lopez & Willis, 2004), enables researchers to go beyond the
descriptions provided to them, where a descriptive phenomenology does not. Under the
hermeneutic approach, researchers are empowered to utilise their pre-understandings
about a phenomenon to interpret the meanings found in relation to phenomena (Lopez
and Willis, 2004, page 729) and in some versions even utilise a ‘double hermeneutic’
methodology (Smith, 1996; Rogers, Mey, & Chan 2017, page 1252). For some research and
researchers this may be appropriate where they want to make ‘explicit study assumptions
and the researcher’s frame of reference’ (Lopez & Willis, 2004, page 730). However, in my
case, I feel it would be inappropriate to go beyond the descriptions provided and interpret
these experiences, especially when my goal was discovery-orientated rather than
validation-orientated. In contrast to hermeneutic phenomenological methods, Giorgi’s
(2009a) methodological approach advocates reduction, or narrowing attention on the
phenomenon under study but not adding anything to the descriptions I receive.
For all these reasons, I considered Giorgi’s (2009a) method the best to achieve my
research goals. The method was well suited to the study’s aims and, when employed
accurately, could be expected to produce reliable findings. The next sections of this chapter I
take the reader through the research design and analysis; Giorgi’s (2009a) five concrete steps
of the method, including how data were collected from participants; and the ethical
considerations. Finally, I will conclude with an initial discussion of trustworthiness, which will
be later re-examined in Chapter 8.
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3.3 Research design and analysis
This section elaborates on the chosen study design, research instrument, data
collection, data analysis, model development and integration. Utilising the descriptive
phenomenological method involves a number of different procedures and a number of
decisions were made to ensure that the three studies could be effectively integrated to answer
the question ‘what is essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking in the hospital training environment?’. Decisions are summarised in the following
subsections and are elaborated with further detail for each of three individual studies in
Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Planning for the integration of first three studies
To address each of the four aims of the research effectively, both the design of the
studies and the method utilised needed to match for each specific participant group, in order
to provide a holistic understanding when later integrated in Study Four. Three separate but
inter-connected studies were planned and executed using the descriptive phenomenological
method within the phenomenological attitude – starting with the collection of data from junior
doctors, then moving onto senior nurses and doctors. The studies are summarised in Diagram
3.2 Research Design.
Like the descriptive phenomenological method itself, the design of the research
provided the opportunity to move from the particular to the generalised. Delving into each
individual study first, I then utilised the generalised findings of both junior doctors’ helpseeking and support for junior doctors’ help-seeking as the structure to build a model that
depicted: ‘what is essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking in the hospital training environment?’ This model is the basis for the discussion in
Chapter 8 and will help inform future directions in research and help-seeking practice in
relation to patient problems in the hospital training environment.
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Diagram 3.2: Research design

3.3.2 Research instrument and planning for data collection
This section articulates the importance of a well-designed instrument and planning for
data collection when conducting a descriptive phenomenological study. This information
reflects my own experience in planning and collecting data for such a study.
What interests researchers applying descriptive phenomenology is obtaining ‘the
experience as experienced’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 69). Gaining first-person experiences from
participants is as much an art as a science. What sets descriptive phenomenology apart from
other methods is how the research instrument is crafted and applied. The application of the
descriptive phenomenology method commonly involves the research instrument being a
‘describing’ opening question that invites the participant, to ‘tell the researcher about’ the
experience in which the phenomenon has occurred pre-reflectively, rather than prompting
them to provide a self-conscious interpretation or explanatory account of the experience
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(Applebaum, 2014, page 10). The latter interview technique would be considered to depart
from description as it would involve asking the participant to provide reflected experiences
and their own opinions. This would be considered to be adopting an interpretive approach as
the participant is ‘encouraged to add to their experience, to elaborate, to theorise (in a more
or less naïve fashion) about what they’ve lived’ (Applebaum, 2012, page 64). Of course, it is to
be expected that, through the course of an interview, a participant may momentarily step out
of their pre-reflective description of an experience but, as discussed in 3.3.3, step 4, the
descriptive phenomenological method has a way of dealing with such non-descriptive data.
What is important in the application of the instrument is steering the participant back on track
with an open-ended question (for example: ‘can you tell me more about …’), with the aim of
encouraging the participant within their natural attitude to describe more about certain
aspects of their experience while, at the same time, avoiding leading the participant (Giorgi,
2009b).
Giorgi (1985) elucidates that utilising an instrument (that asks study participants to
describe) and collecting data while actively listening and probing for more detail, ‘[o]n the
pragmatic level … does not seem to be difficult’ (page 8). For a trained phenomenologist this
may be true. On the other hand, as a descriptive phenomenological researcher, I needed to be
particularly prepared for these interviews, as both doctors and nurses are professionally
trained to reflect and to analyse. My goal was to collect descriptions that were pre-reflective,
therefore I focused carefully on the data collection. Like all of Giorgi’s method, each step relies
on the previous step having been executed correctly, so this diligence was particularly
necessary. Englander (2012) explains that ‘both the data collection and the data analysis need
to follow descriptive phenomenology in order to achieve rigor’ (page 15). For this thesis, each
interview was transcribed verbatim and became the empirical data on which to base the
descriptive analyses, with the prompting questions commonly included in the results and
visible for the critical ‘other’ to read for themselves (Applebaum, personal communication,
13 November, 2015).
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With each interview, my skills improved and the description was longer, more prereflective and richer. Giorgi (1992) notes that what researchers are trying to achieve here is
not perfect descriptions but adequate ones. Although true, I realised through reflection on my
own interviewing technique that I could achieve more by being in the moment, listening out
for when my participants wandered away from their pre-reflective descriptions and started
explaining their behaviour or providing me with opinions. Sousa (2014) states that adequacy
of data is very important and ‘determines the quality and thoroughness of the ground upon
which the conclusions are based’ (page 214). In order to improve the adequacy of
descriptions, I developed a single sheet of visual sentence prompts that I pinned up in front of
myself and each of participants, so that I could remain alert for non-descriptive data while
maintaining the flow of the experience they were relaying to me. The prompts included: ‘How
did it begin?’, ‘Where were you?’, ‘What time was it?’, ‘What was the situation?’, ‘What
happened next?’ and ‘How did it end?’ Giorgi (2009a) emphasises that participants in the
natural attitude should be focussed ‘on what happened and what was it like’ and there should
be ‘no critical reflection upon how the experience is unfolding’ (page 181). Although this
prompt technique is not specifically stated in Giorgi’s method, I felt a reminder of the task at
hand was appropriate and aided my ability to obtain naïve pre-reflective descriptions.

3.3.3 Data analysis
This section outlines the five steps that I followed, utilising Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive
phenomenological method, to achieve a general structure of junior doctor help-seeking and
support for help-seeking by senior nurses and doctors. These steps, as summarised in Diagram
3.3 and outlined below, were undertaken for each individual study.
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Diagram 3.3: Steps in Giorgi’s (2009a) Descriptive Phenomenological Method

Step one: Assume the phenomenological reduction attitude
To obtain a phenomenological understanding of the participant’s experience, Giorgi
warns researchers that they must be ‘fully and critically present to situations where the
desired experiences take place’ (Giorgi, 2002, page 9). What Giorgi (2004) is highlighting here
is the paradox ‘that human beings who are scientists must efface their own subjective biases in
order to apprehend objectively the subjective expressions of others’ (page 5). Zahavi (2003)
remarks that to suspend human beings’ ‘natural realistic inclinations’ is easier said than done,
and ‘calls for a number of methodological preparations’, to enable ‘a change of attitude
toward reality’ to ‘focus more narrowly and directly on the phenomenological given—the
objects just as they appear’ (page 45). Or, in other words, in order to notice something new, it
was important for me (as the researcher) to bracket (put to the side) what I thought I knew
about the phenomenon and to open myself up to what I may discover.
Giorgi (2009a) prefers this shift – from the everyday attitude to the phenomenological
attitude – to be a part of the phenomenological reduction from the very start of the data
collection stage. He clarifies that when humans focus more ‘narrowly’ on the
phenomenological given, they can bracket ‘past knowledge about the phenomenon being
researched’ so that ‘direct’ and ‘critical attention can be brought to bear on the present
experience’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 91, original emphasis). Giorgi (2009a) cautions that:
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[s]ometimes potential practitioners of bracketing believe that they have to
forget everything about the phenomenon they are investigating, but that is
not the case. It is not a matter of forgetting the past; bracketing means that
we should not let our past knowledge be engaged while we are determining
the mode and content of the present experience (page 92, original emphasis).
Giorgi’s term ‘bracketing’ is synonymous with Husserl’s term ‘epoché’, in which ‘the
researcher allows him or herself to be present to the data without positing his or her validity
or existence’ (Broomé, 2014, page 86). Zahavi (2003) explains that the purpose of epoché is
not to ‘deny, doubt, neglect, abandon, or exclude reality from our research, but simply … to
suspend or neutralize a certain dogmatic attitude toward reality’ (page 45).
It follows that this shift to the phenomenological attitude must be maintained
throughout the entire analysis. Giorgi (2009a) states that researchers ‘must be present to the
“given” precisely as it presents itself, neither adding to nor subtracting from what is “given”’
(page 9, original emphasis).
Step two: Read the participant’s transcript to get a sense of whole description
The reading of the whole description provides a necessary whole sense of the
experience (Giorgi & Giorgi, 2008). Giorgi (2009a) remarks that the ‘researcher is reading the
participant’s description, but within the reduction he or she awakens the phenomenal
characteristics of the description, which in turn make the senses of the described experience
more available’ (page 133). This step is important, as it makes completing the next steps much
easier, especially when there is a ‘strong background presence’ of ‘psychological significance’
(Giorgi, 2009a, page 134). Reading slowly and ‘listening’ to the words of the participant are
vital for discovering new knowledge.
Step three: Determination of meaning units
With the broad reading of these naïve descriptions completed, the research
methodology then involves re-reading and the ‘demarcation of meanings units’ on the
transcript page to separate the text. This demarcation is where the meaning shifts in the text,
‘in practice this often means that the meaning units established are neither univocal nor
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arbitrary’ (Giorgi, 1985, page 15), but are instead ‘strictly correlated with the attitude of the
researcher’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 130). The purpose of determining meanings units is to divide
the naïve description into ‘manageable units’, with a focus on the phenomenon being
researched (Giorgi, 1985, page 10). Meaning units are thought of as a ‘working part’ (Giorgi,
2008a, page 47) within the description as a whole. Some meaning units can hold a ‘heightened
articulation of the psychological aspect’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 154) with respect to the
phenomenon, while others will be filled with the non-descriptive content that is found when
participants slip out of their pre-reflective attitude, that is, they stop describing their
experience but instead provide an opinion (or reflect) on their experience.
Once the naïve descriptions had been separated into meaning units, I moved the data
into a table with the columns set up three-across (see Table 3.1 below). The first column
contained the demarcated meaning units with the naïve descriptions from the participant’s
interview. The format participant number ### / meaning unit number 1 / denotes that this is
the first meaning unit of participant number E###’s naïve transcription. In the discussion
section (see Chapter 4, 5, 6), this format (E###/#/) will guide the reader back to Appendices A
– C in order to find the description quickly.
Table 3.1: Column one – example of demarcated meaning units
Experience from E###’s naive transcript,
divided into meaning units.

Discriminated meaning units (in thirdperson) expressed as much as possible in
E###’s language.

E###/1/ So I’ve worked in [town], and I
was a [junior doctor] there and it was a
small rural hospital it had general medical,
general surgical and [some subspecialities]. It was just two floors,
[number] beds on each and an outpatient
patient sort of area.

So E### worked in [town], and E### was a
[junior doctor] there and it was a small
rural hospital it had general medical,
general surgical and [some subspecialities]. It was just two floors,
[number] beds on each and an outpatient
patient sort of area.

Transformations

E### described that he started his career
in a smaller hospital where the services
and space to deliver care were limited.

This open framework facilitated easy access to the participant’s naïve data throughout
the analysis phase, allowing for the subsequent steps to ‘draw from that ground in order to
come up with transformations’ that highlight what is present in the participant’s experience
(Giorgi, 2009a, page 134).
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Step four: Transform meaning units into psychologically sensitive descriptive expressions
Giorgi (2009a) states that once the meaning units are established, they have to be
examined, probed, and redescribed so that the ‘disciplinary value’ Giorgi (1997, page 247) of
each unit can be made more ‘explicit’ (Giorgi & Giorgi, 2008, page 35). Therefore, in this step
of the methodology, I focused on transforming what the participants said into expressions that
revealed something about junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking.
To achieve this, I first transformed the meaning units from first-person expressions to
third-person expressions, without altering the sense of what was said by the participant (see
Table 3.2 below). Giorgi (2009a) reasons that completing this step is necessary because
researchers have a tendency to identify with the experiences of the participant and this is not
the attitude that a researcher should adopt when completing this step (page 154).
Table 3.2: Column two – example of meaning units expressed in third person meaning
Experience from E###’s naive transcript,
divided into meaning units.
E###/1/ So I’ve worked in [town], and I
was a [junior doctor] there and it was a
small rural hospital it had general medical,
general surgical and [some subspecialities]. It was just two floors,
[number] beds on each and an outpatient
patient sort of area.

Discriminated meaning units (in thirdperson) expressed as much as possible in
E###’s language.
So E### worked in [town], and E### was a
[junior doctor] there and it was a small
rural hospital it had general medical,
general surgical and [some subspecialities]. It was just two floors,
[number] beds on each and an outpatient
patient sort of area.

Transformations
E### described that he started his career
in a smaller hospital where the services
and space to deliver care were limited.

Following this, I commenced a process of detecting, drawing out and expanding on the
expressions in each meaning unit (Giorgi, 2009a, page 131). To complete this step, I utilised a
process that is known as imaginative variation 10. Giorgi (2009a) states that the researcher
utilising imaginative variation needs to imagine the data provided by the participant as
‘different from what they are in order to ascertain higher-level categories that retain the same
psychological meaning but are not embedded within the same contingent facts’ (page 132).

Wertz (1986) states that the investigator ‘begins with a concrete and usually very obvious example of subject
matter and in imagination systematically alters, varies and eliminates its characteristics in order to discover its
invariant–necessary and sufficient–constitutive features, its essential meaning’ (page 195).

10
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Through an iterative process, I wrote and re-wrote the expressions (see Table 3.3
below, third column) to formulate as Giorgi (2009a) states an ‘eidetic form of expression’
(page 196). This eidetic form of expression, or (eidetic generalisation, as he sometimes calls
it), ‘cannot be at the highest level of abstraction (or universal) because such a high level
abstraction transcends psychological interests’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 196). Therefore, Giorgi
(2009a) states, expressions must be written to capture the ‘middle range’ (page 196), neither
losing sight of, nor using language that separates these expressions from their participants,
subject, and discipline.
Giorgi (2009a) states that the level of abstraction is important to get correct, as it will
make integrating ‘the data from various participants into one structure, later on, much easier’
(page 132). Therefore, I cautiously completed this procedure for all meaning units (see column
three of Appendices A – C), while simultaneously:
•

remaining within the phenomenological attitude;

•

ensuring that each transformation was made with respect to relevance for the
phenomenon;

•

avoiding unnecessary labelling or utilising terminology laden with theory when completing
the transformation; and,

•

being alert to when I, or the participant, accidently departed from description (through
asking a non-descriptive question or providing an opinion unprompted). When this
occurred, I changed the word in column two (from stated) and the word in column three
(from described) to the one of the following words: reported, reflected, or summarised
(Giorgi, 2009a).
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Table 3.3: Column three – example of a transformed meaning units
Experience from E###’s naive transcript,
divided into meaning units.
E###/1/ So I’ve worked in [town], and I
was an [junior doctor] there and it was a
small rural hospital it had general medical,
general surgical and [some subspecialities]. It was just two floors,
[number] beds on each and an outpatient
patient sort of area.

Discriminated meaning units (in third
person) expressed as much as possible in
E###’s language.
So E### worked in [town], and E110 was
an [junior doctor] there and it was a small
rural hospital it had general medical,
general surgical and [some subspecialities]. It was just two floors,
[number] beds on each and an outpatient
patient sort of area.

Transformations
E### described that he started his medical
career in a hospital where the services and
space to deliver care were limited.

Step five: Synthesis of the general structure and write-up of descriptive paragraph
The final aim of analysis section is to synthesise the general structure and write up the
descriptive paragraph. The researcher looks at all the concrete data, diverse facts and tries to
imagine how all these details [given by different participants] ‘can belong to the same
phenomenon’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 200). Giorgi (2009a) further explains that the general
structure is therefore, ‘the identification of the constituents that are essential for the
phenomenon to manifest itself in this particular way as well as an understanding of how the
constituents relate to each other’ (page 200). For example, the general structure of junior
doctors’ help-seeking experiences in the hospital training environment will be structurally
unique from junior doctors’ experiences of feedback seeking or from those of novice nurses’
experiences of actualising clinical reasoning in academic simulation (see Brinker, 2016).
To build the general structure, I utilised the transformed meaning units from each of
the participants (see third column Appendix A – C) to ‘form the basis for the writing of general
structure’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page 137). Imaginative variation (see step four above) was employed
again to distinguish which of the transformed meaning units were common, important and did
not vary across the participants (Giorgi, 2009a, page 199). As I was still within the
phenomenological attitude, I became ‘aware of those features that [could not] be removed’
(Giorgi, 1997, page 243), but instead were an essential part of junior doctors’ help-seeking and
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking experiences. Giorgi (2009a) states that Husserl called
such essential parts ‘dependent parts or ‘moments’ (page 115). These moments are important
because they work differently to themes, having a strong and essential connection to the other
constituents (Giorgi, 1985).
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Once this was completed, I was ready to write a descriptive paragraph of the general
structure (see Section 4.3, 5.3, 6.3). Giorgi (2009a) states that to create the phenomenon’s
general structure:
[i]t is not a matter of simply listing the meaning units together but of bringing
a[n] holistic perspective to them and imaginatively trying to determine the key
constituents of the structure as well as trying to remove the key ones in order
to see if the phenomenon stands or collapses (page 200).
Therefore, as in previous steps, it was important to keep the sense of whole – to unveil
a general structure with a ‘global perspective’ (Giorgi, 2009a, page, 199). The general
structure essentially ‘tries to depart from the “specifics” to communicate the most general
meaning of the phenomenon’ (Giorgi, 1985, page 20, original emphasis). Giorgi (2009a) states
that ‘the structure should provide a deeper insight into the unified dynamics taking place
across the varied experiences, and it serves as the basis of essential communication’ (page
200) with fellow researchers, but he also notes that general structure will not ‘grasp the
totality of the original experience and such limits have to be respected’ (page 200). To ensure
the richness is easily accessible to the reader, I have left the naïve descriptions along-side the
transformations (see Appendices A – C) so that the reader can move easily back and forth. The
transformations in Column C are higher ordered transformations that have an undergone an
eidetic generalisation (see Section 3.3), which, according to Giorgi (2009a), makes the
generalised findings more ‘substantial, and thus, provides qualitative analyses with stronger
intersubjective findings’ (page 55).

3.3.4 Model development and integration of studies
Once the general structure paragraph was completed for all three studies, the
development of models for each could commence. Model development is not strictly
necessary for a descriptive phenomenological study to complete. However, Giorgi (2009a)
does state that it is as important to understand the role of the constituents as it is to ‘discover
what the constituents are’ (page 206). The aim of developing these models was to depict
simply:
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•

what the essential constituents of junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking were;

•

the relationship and role between these constituents; and,

•

the relationship and role of those who were the impetus, focus and support for junior
doctors’ help-seeking.
This was an iterative process, starting with pencil sketches, colour sketches, and

migrating to electronic sketches. It was deemed completed when each model revealed a
likeness to the phenomenon it was representing.
The integration of the three studies commenced immediately after the last model was
completed (see Chapter 7 and specifically Diagram 7.3). The integration of these three studies
accomplishes the following:
•

it forms the basis of what constituents are common and important for help-seeking
practice and ultimately is the basis of the discovery of ‘what is essential to help-seeking
practice in the hospital training environment?’; this, in turn,

•

allows for the development of a help-seeking practice model to understand further not
only what the constituents are, but also their role and relationships to each other; and,
finally, understanding these relationships better; and,

•

opens up a wider and more integrated training environment perspective for discussion
(Chapter 8) of help-seeking practice and possible future directions help-seeking practice in
relation to a patient in the hospital training environment (see Chapter 9).
Again Giorgi’s (2009a) five step method was utilised. The first step to integrating the

studies, was to re-read the participants’ descriptions (see Section 3.3.3 – Step one). I then
reviewed all the transformed meaning units from each of the three studies by reading them
(see Section 3.3.3 – Step two) from start to finish (see Appendices A – C). As the transformed
meanings were already demarcated, I concentrated on identifying important meanings
common between junior doctors’ help-seeking and support for junior doctors’ help-seeking by
highlighting them (as in Table 3.5). This step utilised imaginative variation (see Section 3.33 –
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Step 4) to ‘determine which qualities are essential and which are accidental – (present but not
required)’ (Broomé, 2012, page 89). Through a series of iterations, the essential constituents
for help-seeking practice were identified (see Appendix A–C, third column highlights). As
Giorgi (2009a) states, ‘within the phenomenological perspective, what matters is the discovery
of an identical sense that covers multiple factual variations’ (page 84). This is a very important
statement, as each of the junior doctors’, senior nurses’ and doctors’ experiences varied with
their patients, contexts and situations, but these experiences still can share common
meanings, essential to help-seeking practice. Similar to the procedure completed previously
for studies one to three, I added the transformation (now highlighted in the third row) and
then used the transformation from this analysis as the basis to develop the constituents
essential to help-seeking practice (see Section 6.4).
Table 3.4: Example of a highlighted transformed meaning unit denoting which meaning units
are common and important for help-seeking practice
Experience from E###’s naive transcript,
divided into meaning units.
E###/#/ The problem … as well as having
different [senior doctor] on…being in a
[rural] hospital. The main [Type 2] [senior
doctor] … who is fantastic and did come
back and said, “this should have been
done a while ago”. Had gone up to do his
[name of city and town stint] every
fortnight he’d do some work up there and
then come back. So he’d gone.
E###/#/ And the locum said, “Aw – you
know – wait until the others come back”.
And I said, ‘You need to come see them …
Aw’.

Discriminated meaning units (in third
person) expressed as much as possible in
E###’s language.
E### stated the problem … as well as
having different [senior doctors] on…being
in a [rural] hospital. The main [Type 2]
[senior doctor] … who is fantastic and did
come back and said, “This should have
been done a while ago”. Had gone up to
do his [name of city and town stint] every
fortnight he’d do some work up there and
then come back. So he’d gone.
E### stated and the locum said, “Aw, you
know, wait until the others come back”.
And I said, ‘You need to come see them …
Aw’.

Transformations
E### described he felt the setting and
unfamiliarity of staff contributed to the
difficulty he experienced with his helpseeking. E### described he felt that
having to work with senior doctors that
were just at the hospital to relieve, not to
actually own and resolve problems, made
it particularly difficult to get them to own
the care of the patient.
E### described the senior doctor as
oblivious to the suffering the patient was
experienced. E### described the visiting
senior doctor was not taking ownership of
the patient and this was delaying the
patient’s treatment.

Similar to the model development above, to develop the integrated model, I used an
iterative process, starting with pencil sketches, colour sketches, and then migrating to
electronic sketches, until the integrated model revealed a likeness to the phenomenon it was
representing.
The aim of the development of this integrated help-seeking practice model was to
depict the constituents that were essential to help-seeking practice in the hospital training
environment, the relationship and role between these constituents and those who were
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central to these experiences including the patient, the junior doctor seeking help and the
senior nurses and doctors’ supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking.

3.4 Three descriptive phenomenological studies
This section provides detailed information on the studies’ design, including choice of
setting, utilisation of the research instrument, deciding the required number of participants
and the criteria used to judge the quality of the interviews undertaken. This section then
outlines the individual recruitment strategy, the study question utilised and the ethical
considerations for each of three studies reported.

3.4.1 Research setting
Two health services in two geographically separated, urban centres within Australia 11
were used as a recruiting ground for the participants of this study. Human research ethics
approval 12 from the universities and health services involved was sought and granted. To
maintain the anonymity of where the participants worked, the location of these health
services will not be explicitly named.
As descriptive phenomenological research relies on participants’ descriptions of their
own experiences of a phenomenon, the choice of research setting is less important than
purposefully selecting participants who have experienced the phenomenon (see Section 3.3.2).
That said, the choice of research setting can have some impact on participation rates and
whether participants are relaxed and feel safe while participating in the interview. Depending
on the preference of the health service, interviews were conducted either on or off the
hospital campus. When the location was off campus, locations were chosen close to the
health services sites to ensure that participants could easily access the interview room,
typically on their way to or from work. In every instance, the priority was to find a private and

Australian Bureau of Statistics places the two health services studied in this thesis in category Statistical Area 4 for
Urban Centres and Localities (UCL) Retrieved from:
http://www.ausstats.abs.gov.au/ausstats/subscriber.nsf/0/1080B7CB374FC771CA257A980013D404/$File/1270055
004_july%202011.pdf
12 Ethical approval numbers: ETH.2.15.034; HREC/15/QGC/40, 2015/089; MED/29/15/HREC.
11
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comfortable space in which to interview the participant. In some cases, senior doctors had
their own offices and preferred to have the interview conducted in this setting, which was
approved by the health service.

3.4.2 Process of selecting experiences and the role of depth in the descriptions
obtained
In descriptive phenomenology, all participants are purposefully selected based on their
ability to describe a particular experience that they have had (see section 3.3.2) and ‘where
the researcher can substantially learn about the experience’ (Polkinghorne, 2005, page 140).
Participants were provided with some orientation to the phenomenon under investigation,
which was especially important in these studies because, as seen in the literature, help-seeking
is often confused with other proactive behaviours such as feedback seeking. Prior to signing
the consent form, participants were asked whether they had a specific experience of helpseeking or supporting help-seeking to share. Englander (2012) states that determining
whether the participant has had a relevant experience is very important, as including an
experience where the phenomenon is not present can impact the structure of the analysis,
jeopardising the study’s objectives. As a researcher, what I sought from participants was an
affirmative response when I asked them if they had the experience I was interested in
exploring. Applebaum (2014) explains recognition this way:
immediate assent, a ’yes’ that is not the fruit of analytic reflection but instead
bespeaks a spontaneous recognition that the way we have named the
phenomenon in our question is immediately valid for the participant as a
possible name for a specific experience that presents itself to him or her … If
that spontaneous and relatively easy assent is not forthcoming, and if a
potential participant instead struggles haltingly to identify an experience that
might fit the research question advises students that the participant is unlikely
to be a good one, because the easy response to our question is not there – the
name we have provided does not, for him or her, match something he or she
has lived through (page 11).
Once it was established that participants had had the experience in which I was interested,
three standard opening questions were posed to members of each participant group:
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•

Study 1: Junior doctors: ‘Please tell me about a recent experience of help-seeking in
relation to a patient problem in the hospital training environment’.

•

Study 2: Senior nurses: ‘Please tell me about a recent experience of supporting a junior
doctor help-seeking in relation to a patient problem in the hospital training environment’.

•

Study 3: Senior doctors: ‘Please tell me about a recent experience of supporting a junior
doctor help-seeking in relation to a patient problem in the hospital training environment’.
In addition to selecting participants based on their acknowledgement that they have

experienced the phenomenon, it is equally important to evaluate the length and richness of
the descriptions provided. Giorgi (personal communication, 27 May 2016) argued that there is
a ‘trade-off between length of description and number of participants. The longer the
descriptions, the fewer participants are needed’. The process therefore was: first interview
the participant, then examine the length and depth of the description obtained relative to the
number of participants recruited, and finally recruit more participants if descriptions are found
to be shorter or less rich than required. It must be made clear that, in contrast with some
other qualitative methods, descriptive phenomenology does not work on an inquiry to the
point of saturation. Instead, Giorgi (personal communication, 28 May 2016) explains that for
descriptive phenomenology the importance is obtaining the ‘depth, not quantity or numbers.
You need a certain amount of data of course, but once you get it, it is probing the meaningful
depth of what was said that matters, not how many times it was said’. Nonetheless, there is
no ‘magic number’ to select that would work across every phenomenological study. Englander
(2012) quotes Giorgi (2009a) recommending at least three participants be used ‘not because …
the number three corresponds with a statistical analysis but because one or two subjects
would be too difficult for the researcher to handle in terms of their own imagination’
(page 21). Once I had obtained enough descriptions with adequate depth and length, I ceased
recruitment.
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Eight interviewees were excluded on the basis that they were not able to provide the
depth of detail needed when recounting the experience or provided a description of a closely
related phenomenon that was not actually help-seeking for a patient. In all these instances,
the participant could only recount the experience for a few minutes, even when prompting
questions such as ‘tell me more about’ were used (see section above). Unfortunately, these
interviews did not have the depth and length needed for effective descriptive
phenomenological studies. Other specific details, including recruitment of participants, the
specific questions asked of participants, ethical concerns will be outlined below section for
each of the three studies (Section 3.4.3).

3.4.3 Individual Studies
Study one: Junior doctors’ experiences
This section defines the use of the term ‘junior doctor’ for these studies, describes
how the junior doctors were recruited and provides specific details on how their anonymity
was protected. The term junior doctor used throughout this thesis describes any doctor who
has graduated from medical school, is now employed as junior medical officer (for example, in
post graduate years [PGY] 1–3 or beyond), and works in a public teaching hospital
environment, but has not yet completed specialist training and been appointed as a
consultant. Junior doctors are not considered to be senior doctors, by themselves or their
peers, even though they may hold a title as resident, registrar or senior registrar.
I utilised the in-house training offices within the health services to disseminate the
study advertisement to their junior medical officers. Junior doctors voluntarily contacted me
via email if they wished to participate in the study. No attempt was made to single out any one
junior doctor by specific rotation or by department. In the end, nine junior doctors were
interviewed but only seven interviews were included in the analysis (refer back to 3.4.2 for
further information on selection of experiences and the role of depth of descriptions
obtained).
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At the time of interview, only the descriptive questions detailed above was asked (see
3.4.2). One of the main reasons that demographic information was not collected is because it
is the ‘concrete description of specific experience from an everyday attitude from others’
(Giorgi, 1997, page 243) that is the primary interest, not the ‘individuals or groups’
(Polkinghorne, 2005, page 138). Secondly, it was important to maintain the junior doctors’
anonymity.
Anonymity was a very important factor in this study. A number of specific protections
were put in place to ensure that no junior doctor, patient or participant’s colleague could be
distinguished from reading the experience, except perhaps by the participants themselves. All
junior doctors’, their patients’ and colleagues’ gender pronouns have been standardised (to he
or him) and participants were provided with pseudonyms (E#). Colleagues’ names have not
been used, only their nominal titles such as registrar, senior doctor or senior doctor and nurse.
To safeguard these colleagues but enable the reader still to distinguish between discrete
individuals or services mentioned I have used substitution codes such as [Type #] registrar,
[Type #] (senior doctor, consultant or staff specialist), [Type #] nurse, [Type #] area or team.
For example, if the Emergency Department registrar were encountered first, they would be
labelled [Type 1] registrar and would be from [Type 1] team or area. If the participant then
encountered someone else not from their [Type 1] team, like the Urology registrar, the
Urology registrar would be named [Type 2] registrar, the next discipline encountered would be
[Type 3] and so on.
For participants who provided more than one experience, a separate pseudonym
(E###) has been used for each to reduce the potential for identification through the
connection of multiple experiences. At the request of some junior doctors – and in some
instances where the description had the potential to identify them, a patient or colleague – a
word or description has been changed to a different word or description and this is denoted in
square brackets as [word/description].
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Study two: Senior nurses’ experiences
This section defines the use of the term senior nurse for these studies, describes how
senior nurses were recruited and provides specific details on how their anonymity was
protected. The term senior nurse used throughout this dissertation describes any nurse with
three or more years of post-registration nursing experience, who are employed and work in a
public teaching hospital environment. More importantly, senior nurses identified as being
senior in their experience. Senior nurses were recruited from health services that had granted
human ethics approval. I utilised contacts within these health services to disseminate the
study advertisement to other senior nurses. Senior nurses voluntarily contacted me via email
if they wished to participate in the study. No attempt was made to single out any one senior
nurse by specific department. In the end, nine senior nurses were interviewed, but only five
interviews were included in the analysis (refer back to 3.4.2 for further information on
selection of experiences and the role of depth of descriptions obtained).
As with the junior doctors, it was important to maintain the senior nurses’ anonymity,
especially when they were specifically describing experiences that included junior doctor
colleagues. A number of other protections were put in place to ensure that no senior nurse,
patient or participant’s colleague could be distinguished from reading the experience, except
perhaps by the participants themselves. First, all senior nurses’, their patients’ and colleagues’
gender pronouns were standardised (to he or him) and participants were provided with
pseudonyms (E#). As above with the junior doctors, the nurses’ colleagues’ names and
specialty areas have not been used, only their nominal titles such as [Type #] junior doctor,
[Type #] senior doctor, [Type #] senior nurse, [Type #] team or area.
For participants who provided more than one experience, a separate pseudonym (E#)
has been used for each to reduce the potential for identification through the connection of
multiple experiences. At the request of some senior nurses – and in some instances where the
description had the potential to identify them, a patient or colleague – a word or description
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has been changed to a different word or description and this is denoted in square brackets as
[word/description].
Study three: Senior doctors’ experiences
This section defines the use of the term senior doctor for these studies, describes how
senior doctors were recruited and provides specific details on how their anonymity was
protected. The term senior doctor used throughout this dissertation describes any doctor who
has completed specialist training, is employed and works in public teaching hospital
environment as a consultant or staff specialist. Like the junior doctors and senior nurses,
senior doctors were recruited from health services that had granted human ethics approval. I
utilised contacts within these health services to disseminate the study advertisement to other
senior doctors. Senior doctors voluntarily contacted me via email if they wished to participate
in the study. No attempt was made to single out any one senior doctor by specific department.
In the end, six senior doctors were interviewed, but only five interviews were included in the
analysis (refer back to 3.4.2 for further information on selection of experiences and the role of
depth of descriptions obtained).
As with junior doctors and senior nurses, it was important to maintain the senior
doctors’ anonymity especially when they were specifically describing experiences that included
junior colleagues. A number of other protections were put in place to ensure that no senior
doctor, patient or participant’s colleague could be distinguished from reading the experience,
except perhaps by the participants themselves. First, all senior doctors’, their patients’ and
colleagues’ gender pronouns were standardised (to he or him), and participants were provided
with pseudonyms (E#). Consistently, as with the junior doctors, the doctors’ colleagues names
and specialty designations have not been used, only their nominal titles such as [Type #] junior
doctor, [Type #] senior doctor, [Type #] senior nurse, [Type #] team or area.
Although there were no specific requests made by participants in this group, in some
instances where the description had the potential to identify them, a patient or colleague, the
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participant’s word or description has been changed to a different word or description and this
is denoted in square brackets as [word/description].

3.5 Conclusion to the research method
As discussed in this chapter, for a study where the goal was to utilise open-ended
questions to elicit pre-reflective descriptions from purposefully-sought participants with
experiences of help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking, it was important that
the choice of methodology:
•

valued the contribution of subjective content (Giorgi, 2009a, page 68);

•

prioritised the quality of the data collected from participants, rather than the quantity of
data collected (Giorgi, 2009a, page 71);

•

encouraged intentional pre-reflective responses from participants, rather than derived
reactions or opinions (Giorgi, 2009a, page 71);

•

identified commonalities in meaning through multiple variation in facts and context
(Giorgi, 2009a, page 71);

•

managed the researcher’s presence (when collecting the experiences from participants,
right through to the analysis of those experiences) throughout the research process
(Giorgi, 2009a, page 71); and

•

promoted the communication of the precise sense of what the participant described to the
researcher (Giorgi, 2009a, page 183).
The choice of method is also important to the evaluation of trustworthiness, as the

method dictates the procedures employed and whether critical others can trust the research
findings presented. Throughout the chapter, I have articulated how I undertook the analysis
(see Section 3.3.3) and integrated the results (see Section 3.3.4), re-analysing all three
phenomena together using exactly the same sequence and steps, to contribute to
understanding of what is essential to help-seeking practice in the hospital training
environment as a whole. Giorgi (2009a) would be the first to argue that for knowledge to be
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scientific, it has to be derived through a methodical approach – ‘a praxis in which neither the
human realm of meaning nor scientific rigor is sacrificed’ (Applebaum, 2012, page 41). This
nomenclature is easily translatable to the need to evaluate a study’s dependability in other
qualitative approaches (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Stable knowledge needs to be underpinned
and enhanced through attending to and articulating the methodological process employed.
I have discussed how Giorgi’s (2009a) modified descriptive phenomenological method
and procedures, such as imaginative variation are vital to the derivation of eidetic generalised
findings – general structures of the phenomena (see Section 3.3 and 3.4). As discussed in
Section 3.2, for knowledge to be scientific in this context it has to be general. Although it is
true that generalisability and transferability – in the sense it is used in relation to other forms
of qualitative research – are not necessarily mutually exclusive, they can overlap. It is
incumbent on the reader to decide critically (when they are in receipt of these ‘thick’
descriptions and the final general structure of the phenomenon) if it ‘represents’ and
therefore is transferable to their own context (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). To facilitate these
decisions, I have included long quotations from participants within the results section (see
Sections 4.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1) and have also provided the full naïve description (see Appendix A –
C).
To facilitate research that is considered credible (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Sousa, 2014), I
specifically spent time with the participants prior to data collection and during data collection
to ensure they felt comfortable and understood the aims of the research (see Section 3.3.3
and 3.4.3). Giorgi (2009a) like the others above, feels that prolonged engagement is ‘critical’
(page 123) to ensuring that a safer environment is established and can also help to manage
any misunderstandings the participants may have about the research. Along with this, I spent
time within the phenomenological attitude observing my participants as they provided their
descriptions and later explored those same descriptions to identify what was essential to
junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking. Again, familiarity
with those providing the descriptions and with the descriptions themselves, is important. As
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Giorgi (2009a) and others (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Sousa, 2014) have again noted, it is
important that there is consistency between meanings provided by the participants and those
recognised and written by the researcher.
As Giorgi’s (2009a) method is one of ‘discovery, not a mode of verification’
(Applebaum, 2012, page 48; Wertz, 1986), the method does not seek to verify these meanings
with other ‘judges or participants’ (Bearman, 2003, page 543), as is the process for some other
qualitative methods. Instead, Giorgi (2009a) suggests reporting these findings in an open and
in a full format to which critical others can respond (see Appendices A – C). This approach can
also add to the research’s confirmability (Guba & Lincoln, 1989), given that it enables the
reader to judge for themselves whether the description has been faithfully rendered from the
participants’ own words. As Giorgi (2009a) often mentions throughout his work ‘one describes
what presents itself precisely as it presents itself, neither adding nor subtracting from it’
(page 122).
The commentary on trustworthiness will continue in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 4: Findings study one – junior
doctors’ experiences
4.1 Introduction
The findings in this chapter fulfil the first aim of my research – to understand what is
essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking experiences in relation to a patient problem in the
hospital training environment. Following Giorgi’s (2009a) method, this chapter is arranged
sequentially, listing and describing the identified constituents (drawn from the interviews
transcribed at Appendix A) essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking (see Section 4.2),
articulating the general structure of the experience (see Section 4.3), depicting the derived
model (see Section 4.5) and, lastly, providing insights on how I felt the findings in this Chapter
might be later integrated (in Chapter 7) with those from Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 (see Section
4.5).

4.2 Constituents
To derive the findings below, I utilised Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive phenomenological
method, identifying essential constituents of junior doctors’ help-seeking using imaginative
variation (see Section 3.3.3). The constituents identified have been arranged under eight
constituent descriptive titles, which I have accentuated using the naïve expressions 13 of the
participants interviewed. The goal of this explication is to articulate a clear and illuminated
understanding of the interrelated aspects of the constituents and this ‘should provide a deeper
insight into the unified dynamics taking place across the varied experiences …’ (Giorgi, 2009a,

Broomé (2012) states that participant’s expressions sometimes can be ‘one or multiple examples of instances
when the constituents were experienced’ (page 93). This is different from how themes work in other qualitative
methodologies. Broomé (2012) states that it is important to remember how the analysis has been conducted (see
Section 3.3.3 Step two, reading with a sense of the whole). When an expression is used multiple times in different
constituents, this means there is either an explicit meaning being expressed by the participant or there is implicit
meaning within the participant’s description when read as a whole.

13
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page 200). At the end of each constituent described I summarise the constituent’s relationship
to the other constituents and articulate why I believe the constituent is essential to the
structure of junior doctors’ help-seeking. In some constituents, I have chosen to do this by
conceptualising what would happen to the structure of the phenomenon if it were absent. As
Giorgi (2009a) states, the key test of a structure is to see if the structure collapses if a key
constituent is removed’ (page 166).
The eight essential constituents for junior doctors’ help-seeking are as follows.
•

Recognise a problem with a patient.

•

Discern one’s own ability to manage the problem alone.

•

Judge one’s professional ‘safety’ in seeking help.

•

Own the care of the patient with the problem.

•

Reinforce decisions with trusted colleagues.

•

Adjust tactics to solve the patient problem.

•

Interact, dialogue with helper and sense response to cooperate.

•

Account for self and develop one’s experience of help-seeking.

4.2.1 Recognise a problem with the patient
Common to all of the junior doctor participants was the importance of correctly
recognising a clinical problem with a patient. Anxious to recognise this correctly, participants
focused on their patient’s history, signs and symptoms, the context and the situation in which
the patient presented. The participants were eager to trust their first impressions of the
problem and have this match with their learned and experiential medical knowledge to date,
proving to themselves and others that they could work through ambiguity and be certain the
problem was a real problem for which they to needed seek help.
For example, participant E171 recognised a problem with a transferred patient
through others coming to him and voicing their concerns. When he went to the bedside the
patient expressed that something felt ‘wrong’ with him. He stated:
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E171/44/ So he was bloody worried (soft voice). And that was one of the …
that was one of the things that was making us more worried. Was that, he
was saying that, ‘I don’t feel right’.
E171 struggled to take all the information in and assess correctly whether the change in the
patient was due to what was already known or something unknown and evolving. He stated:
E171/11/ I’ve never seen this man before but … that looks bad. [He] looks
bad. I know that X and X have happened … are going on in his [body] but has
something changed?
E171 was uncertain and felt troubled by how this problem had presented. E171 stated,
‘9/ And there had been a few things missed. It was still in the transfers and what not. And it
was still very undifferentiated as what we were doing’. But E171 rationalised that even though
he couldn’t account for the change in condition, it still warranted being considered a problem.
Participant E161 had not previously set eyes on his patient but had a strong sense that
what he observed was not normal. E161 stated:
E161/8/ A man came in who I was quite concerned about instantly. He didn’t
look very well and I suspected he probably had [condition] and was going to
need urgent care.
On further examination, E161 noticed clinical signs that provided him with evidence
that his initial feeling that something was substantially wrong was indeed correct. E161
struggled and felt conflicted about what he sensed was the problem. He was unable to
rationalise his understanding that something was wrong without having what he considered
concrete evidence that there was something wrong to back it up. He stated:
E161/24/ Em … especially because, although my senses said that this was
someone that we really did need to do something with … I could have been –
you know – I could have been wrong. And I didn’t have the blood test results
back or anything.
E161 felt torn as he knew that he could not makes sense or explain to others what he
recognised, but on the other hand he felt an enormous obligation to respond to the problem
he felt existed, but he could not diagnose the problem exactly.
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Participant E151, on the other hand, was familiar with his patient, so when the nurse
called him to the bedside, he realised that a pattern had emerged that indicated that the
patient was in trouble. He stated:
E151/17/ Em … I think when I heard about this patient … I think I had problems
with him in previously – you know – because you go to the same ward over
and over again every night. I’d had some issues with him in previous nights.
Em … that I was a little bit worried about.
E151 was struck with sense of trepidation as he analysed the test results. He questioned
himself again to determine whether he understood what the problem was and where it
originated. He stated:
E151/12/ Em … so, I’d gone up. So they had done an [test] and I can’t
remember the intricacies of the [test] but it wasn’t a good one! (laughs). It
wasn’t like full [test results] or anything but it was very [results] and he was in
significant pain.
E151 grasped that the patient was not improving and that he needed to trust his sense that
this was a real problem and to seek help.
Participant E131 was much the same. He felt that the description of the patient,
provided by the nurse on the phone, warranted a trip to the bedside. E131 stated, ‘4/ Em … at
the time I thought, okay, I better go see this patient because I knew [this condition] could get
unwell’. From the foot of the bed, E131 felt that the patient looked very uncomfortable and
sickly. But E131 was uncertain whether the patient’s condition had changed from when
rounds took place earlier that morning. To establish this, E131 sought further information
from the patient. He stated:
E131/8/ And I asked him the story. And he said that, ‘I’ve just been feeling like
crap all day and I‘ve got the shakes and stuff. And the pain is the same and I
don’t feel like eating anything’.
E131 suspected the worst and immediately commenced a clinical examination to differentiate
between the possibilities. He stated:
E131/10/ But when I examined his [body area] it was rigid and hard and he
was quite unwell and very tender. And I did something called [test] and he
jumped off the bed … like he jolted.
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Drawing on this evidence, E131 built a mental schema that he recognised as a serious medical
condition. He stated:
E131/10/ And I was WOW like he’s really (gasps). These are all red flags for
someone who’s got a [serious medical condition] and usually that means they
need [procedure] and something bad has happened. And I was worried that
he em … [had a catastrophic event] or something like that.
E131 turned his attention to his response, relieved that he recognised the problem as
something he could trust himself to diagnose and name as a real problem. He was hopeful
that his supervisors would agree with him.
Participant E191 was also aware of his patient’s medical history and as he approached
the patient, on reaching the doorway, he noticed immediately that he was witnessing an
abnormal event. E191 observed that the patient was not responding to the emergency care
provided by a very experienced senior health professional. To E191, this was another sign that
the problem was very serious and needed urgent additional attention. He stated:
191/22/ But I could see the patient, he needed help. Especially if there was a
senior [Type 1] health professional in there. He had oxygen on and there is [a]
senior [Type 1] health professional in there trying to do [location] [technique]
you are … can already tell there is something more serious going on.
E191 felt in this instance he could defend himself to his seniors if they questioned him about
why he was calling for help, and called the medical emergency team immediately.
Participant E121 was very familiar with the clinical history of the patient he had been
called to review. E121 completed the clinical examination and immediately had a strong
suspicion that the patient’s discomfort was likely caused by a medical error related to the
procedure conducted the day before. He stated:
E121/6/ Em … but in the back in my mind was, could this be a complication of
the [procedure]? So I asked for a [test], because that would show you if [the
procedure] would have been [correctly performed] and there had been a
complication … and there had been a [complication repeated]. Was there
[certain medical complication] causing his [type] pain? So that is probably one
of the most important things to rule out in that situation. So I arranged for
that to happen.
Over the next couple of hours, E121 sought confirmation that the problem was exactly as he
had recognised. E121 understood that the cause of the problem made it a particularly
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sensitive issue as someone within his organisation might be blamed and he had to ensure that
he was correct before responding.
Participant E111 described a sense of surprise at his patient’s diagnosis. E111 had
worked hard to complete a series of assessments and tests in a very methodical way that
indicated to both him and his team that the diagnosis was rare but correct. He stated:
E111/4/ [Backed up with tests] – you know – em … significant [counts] on
multiple occasions. So coupled with the slightly unusual [test] findings we
decided that we should treat it as [disease] stable. Came in under [our area].
Later however, E111 became very concerned that other specialists did not agree with his
diagnosis. E111 stated, ‘9/ They felt he didn’t have [specific location] failure. They thought we
should look at other reasons why he was [suffering certain symptoms]’. The patient’s problem
grew worse, as E111 failed to convince others of the diagnosis. He stated:
E111/19/ Thursday rocks up and I was off for the morning. And em … and
when I came in he was floridly off his head. Angry, like very [colour] in the
[area of body]. And he pulled out all his lines and wasn’t having any oxygen.
And this was a pre-terminal event – you know – you could tell he was in severe
[episode], in severe distress. One of the worse … some of the worse distress
I’ve seen in a patient in [number] of years. So … so – you know – not good.
Unacceptable in my view!
In all the descriptions above, the participants recognised a problem with a patient and
this appeared to start the help-seeking process off. Junior doctors described trying to
distinguish what they knew from what they felt and observed, hoping too that they could trust
what they recognised as the problem, even when they could not name the problem in medical
terms or provide the origin of the problem. Recognition of a problem with the patient is
therefore essential to the experience of help-seeking for junior doctors in hospital training
environments as it provides one anchor point from which other constituents are joined
together. As the model of the general structure depicts (see Section 4.3: Model of general
structure), if this constituent did not exist, there would be no reason to seek help (as there
would be no problem) and an entirely different phenomenon would then be described.
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4.2.2 Discern one’s own ability to manage the problem alone
Common to all junior doctor participants was the importance of working within their
capacity and being perceived as a safe, conscientious, self-regulating junior doctor. To achieve
this, participants sought to discern their clinical capability. Participants shared that they
scrutinised themselves, the situation and others to find a reference from which to gauge what
they should manage and what, really, they could manage. Participants were conscious that
getting this help-seeking decision wrong, either way, could reflect poorly on them — making
them appear less trustworthy. At various points through each of their experiences,
participants concluded that they were not capable of managing the patient safely on their
own.
For example, participant E161 made a distinction between the level of clinical
experience he understood the role demanded and his own clinical experience to date. He
stated, ‘5/ I was placed onto a roster at a level of someone who should have had a 3 - 6
months experience in the specialty already’. E161 distinguished that the gap between his
ability and his position was significant and, as such, he would struggle to solve the patient’s
problem and live up to the expectations of both himself and others. With workload mounting,
E161 felt that he was unqualified to care for this patient now – let alone manage this patient
alone if his condition deteriorated. He stated:
E161/12/ Em … so I think before I even started, I was feeling quite overwrought and a bit stressed. And going like, ‘I’m not sure I can deal with this.
And I don’t think there is anyone that can help me’.
But even though E161 perceived that his clinical expertise was not adequate, he still
contemplated what he could do, knowing full well that doing nothing to solve the problem
would also reflect badly on him. He stated:
E161/45/ Em … and things. And so I remember walking down the stairs just
thinking, ‘I don’t really know what I am going to do here. Can I wait 45 minutes
until they finish? Maybe it’s okay? But I don’t have enough knowledge to
know – kind of thing. Em ... and should I be starting’ – you know – there are
drugs that we start. There’s [name of drug], there [are] these things. I’d
never started them before – you know. I don’t know and [Type 1] area being a
special area, it’s not something you come across a lot of the time.
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E161’s concern was that his ability to discern whether to manage or not to manage the patient
was in turn being assessed by his supervisors. E161 felt this was unfair when one first starts
out, as everything is new and there was no reference from which to work. He stated:
E161/61/ But that initial month or so when you’re finding your feet and
everyone else [is] kind of assessing you em … can be really tough because it is
the time when you know the least about what you’re doing, the new specialty.
Participant E151 too, discerned that he was unqualified to manage a particular clinical problem
alone. E151 understood that his experience was limited and he could not draw from one
experience in the past where he had managed a similar patient himself or observed another
clinician managing a patient this unwell. He stated:
E151/49/ And as a baby doctor you often ... a [number of years] out, you only
learn as a doctor by the experiences you have. And sometimes you don’t
come across them situations. And when you do, when it’s a situation like that,
where you haven’t – you don’t see people what they do.
E151 felt that his lack of clinical experience meant that he would not be able to react and
respond fast enough to stop the patient from deteriorating further. He stated:
E151/47/ I wouldn’t have known, quickly enough and definitely – sort of – em
… fussing on what doses of medications and things … and all those kind of
things. I am still at a point where things like that … I would want to double
check dosing in those critical situations. You just need to be sure. But I don’t
think I could have done that without the help.
E151 feared that his inability to manage the problem might make him look less like a doctor to
others in the hospital training environment. He stated:
E151/22/ Like now you have the label doctor (laughs). The nurses look at you
and sometimes they know gazillions more than you do because they have
been nursing for twenty years or whatever. And you’re like, ‘aw’. They
obviously look to you to say, ‘look actually we need to do a [medical
emergency team] call’.
Participant E121 on the other hand, knew from when he first recognised the problem
that treatment would involve a procedure to repair the damage caused by the procedure the
day before. It was obvious to E121 that he would not be able to do this himself and to proceed
meant that he needed to navigate the medico-legal aspects that complicated gaining the
patient’s consent for the procedure. Knowing the situation was very delicate, E121 perceived
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that he was too unqualified to do this on his own and sought help to manage the situation. He
stated:
E121/14/ So I then escalated it above the [Type 5] registrar who was very busy
at the time … unfortunately … and wasn’t really able to come and see that
patient. Could only give me phone advice because they were in [Type 3] area
seeing a [type of] patient who needed [a procedure] which is also time critical.
So I thought I better escalate again.
E121 admitted to the registrar that he could speak to the patient but he wouldn’t have the
necessary knowledge to do a good job and would be merely going through the motions. He
stated:
E121/36/ Ya on the phone he said, ‘why are you wasting my time? He has
already signed [specific forms], isn’t the answer clear, [the patient wishes are
clear?]’ And I said, ‘look [details of the paper work] so therefore the
assumption should be that we should re-visit that’. And he said, ‘so why can’t
you re-visit that?’ Well I said, ‘I can, but if you’re going to offer him an
[procedure] … so I’m not the one who is offering it. You should be the one
that comes in and explains the process to him, the risks the benefits. If this is
going to prolong his life and if so, by how long? Or if he has a risk of
[deteriorating] on the table what is that risk? Because I don’t know because
I’m not a [Type 1 doctor]’.
E121 felt exposed as he fought the registrar’s challenge to humiliate him into completing the
task on his own. He felt that the registrar was making him out to be a less competent doctor
for discerning his inability to manage the problem appropriately.
Participant E141 initially assessed his patient as stable and felt that, although he had
limited experience with ‘this type of patient’, his other experience would be adequate to cover
this. When he recognised that the patient was deteriorating, he re-examined his ability to
manage alone. He stated:
E141/26/ And I probably should have said early on that it was [this type of
patient]. And I hadn’t really acknowledged this ‘till afterwards that it was a
[this type of patient]. Even if it looks fine, perhaps … well perhaps, a senior
should have recognised this as well. But perhaps, I should have said, ‘can one
of you come and check?’ Because things are so different on [this type of
patient]. That perhaps there was something that I didn’t notice.
E141 was surprised at his own reaction to the patient deteriorating. The shock of actually not
knowing how to go forward made him realise he needed to recalibrate his discernment. He
stated:
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E141/23/ I’ve worked with a lot of sick people. And get a little bit of an
adrenaline rush from that. But my hair was standing on end … this was … I was
very uncomfortable with this. Em … and I’m quite comfortable with telling
people when I’m not. When I’m out of my depth … when I’m not able to be
doing this. But I didn’t have anywhere to go with this. I was looking at this
[patient] and I was like I don’t know what to do after this.
E141 felt that having good discernment of his own ability was important in the hospital
training environment. Without it, E141 felt he could be accused of bad judgement and
considered less trustworthy. He stated:
E141/43/ In a different situation – perhaps – I would have reacted differently.
Anyway … because when someone changes quickly or was fine you can get
fixated on that. I don’t think I was, but I might have changed, reacted
differently, if they looked unwell from the start … rather than … they were fine
and I’ve told you they are fine. And I can’t find you to tell you that I don’t think
so any more.
Participant E181’s experience to date had been to assess patients who were already
triaged as non-urgent and therefore could be safely seen by a junior doctor. When confronted
with a patient who has been triaged as non-urgent but clearly demonstrated signs requiring
urgent care, E181 discerned that he could provide initial emergency management for the
patient up to a point. He stated:
E181/9/ And he clearly needed immediate intervention. So we went to the
emergency way of dealing with a patient [as] opposed to normal information
seeking. Went to the ABCDEs, getting cannulas in, getting fluid … resuscitating
this man etc.
E181 described that he accomplished this very effectively but knew that to continue on
without additional help could result in both the patient and himself being in trouble. E181
stated, ‘13/ I found the registrar immediately … and said “He’s really sick, I think he is really
sick and you need to see him”’.
Participant E110 distinguished his abilities from those of other doctors and focused on
what he could do now – even though he recognised that the severity of the patient’s condition
meant that he could not deliver the full treatment options himself. E110 stated, ‘13/ I sat on
this [number] bed ward being the [replacement for this specialised equipment], giving aliquots
of [drugs]’. E110 was not completely satisfied with this arrangement as it carried risks for both
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the patient and himself if he got it wrong, but he utilised a verbal endorsement from a senior
nurse as an indication of entrustment to execute the interim solution, while actively pursuing
help. He stated:
E110/14/ So I was chatting to the [Type 1] nurse saying, ‘I think they need a
[specialised equipment] but if I put it up they won’t get the [procedure] they
need … em. Are you comfortable if I chart [these drugs] as needed? At this
rate? And I will cast my eye over them every fifteen minutes?’ He was happy
and I was happy and we were helicoptering over this room for the next couple
of days.
Participant E111 originally discerned that he could care for his sick patient, but later he
recognised that the patient was deteriorating and he had an opportunity to review his ability
to continue to manage this patient or determine whether specialist skills were needed. He
stated:
E111/5/ Em … over the next week or so he clinical[ly] deteriorates quite
significantly with worsening – you know – [specific failure] symptoms. So at
that point in time I felt like … both myself and my boss … were concerned that
this was getting to a management point past which I was really able … which
we were able to manage being [area doctors] (slight nervous laugh) and not
[Type 1] doctors.
E111 was concerned that to continue on managing the patient would be detrimental to his
health and could reveal that E111 had not accurately determined his capabilities to manage
the patient sufficiently.
Along with the first constituent, it is essential that junior doctors trust themselves and
are trusted by others to recognise a problem and discern quickly whether it is a problem they
can solve or whether they need help. This constituent does not guarantee that help-seeking
will commence, but if this constituent were to be removed, junior doctors may be possibly less
worried about regulating themselves, or about what others in the hospital training
environment thought of their abilities to self-regulate. This constituent links junior doctors’
recognition of a problem to the next constituent – judging whether it is professionally ‘safe’ to
reveal vulnerabilities and dependencies in a training environment that is characterised as
being competitive and hierarchical. With this disincentive just on the horizon, participants had
to focus on their patient and their responsibilities, bracketing their concerns to a certain
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extent, so that they could clearly anticipate problems and reinforce their plans and decisions
with trusted colleagues.

4.2.3 Judge one’s professional ‘safety’ in seeking help
Common to all of the junior doctor participants was a desire to remain professionally
‘safe’ when they sought help for a problem they recognised and discerned that they could not
manage alone. To remain so, participants judged whether or not they risked losing face or
others’ trust by seeking help. Participants were concerned that through this immediate loss of
respect and trust their overall clinical reputation and professional relationships – which were
important to them – would be damaged.
For example, both participants E181 and E161 sought help initially from their
immediate supervisors without much consideration of professional risk, confident that they
had been previously directed to do so. When they failed to receive help from these
individuals, each assessed their next options cautiously. For example, E181 weighted up the
potential cost of going beyond his immediate supervisors. He said, ‘16/ I hung up and said,
“now what do I do?”’ He stated:
E181/31/ [The senior doctor goes] home at a 10pm … so I think he had his
[emergency event] after 10pm. So theoretically, I could have escalated above
the level of my [more experienced junior doctor] but that is going outside the
medical hierarchy. So – you know – you really – the reporting structures are
quite clear. The intern reports to the resident, the resident reports to the
registrar and registrar to the staff specialist.
E181 felt that to seek help from his staff specialist would have meant that he had broken rank
by violating the chain of command. E181 understood that breaking rank was a potentially
dangerous move, as it is important to be seen as following the chain of command, especially in
a training environment where one relies on the help of others immediately above.
Participant E161 shared E181’s view that the rules of hierarchy had been established
to keep order and facilitate access to expertise in a coordinated manner. However, these rules
could, at times, undermine his help-seeking. E161 stated, ‘55/ I have to speak to the registrar
and then I will speak to the consultant … or things’. E161 had been unable to seek help from
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his registrar and this meant that, having missed this step, he was very nervous about seeking
help from the on-call consultant and trusting that they would give him the benefit of the
doubt. ‘58/ Em … so definitely what I perceived at that time to be the rules were stopping me
from probably escalating and making more of a fuss em … at the time’. This was not the only
reason he was apprehensive. E161 stated, ‘57/ I think you start in a new place and you don’t
know anyone. So the kind of hierarchy maybe feels more daunting or maybe more fixed and
rigid’. E161 understood that he did not know his colleagues well and so didn’t know how they
would react when he sought help. He felt he couldn’t trust them, especially if it turned out
that he was wrong. He stated:
E161/23/ Em … the consultant that was on was not (long pause) there were
very few consultants in that department who I would have felt comfortable
directly phoning after a week or two in the job. And that, the one who was on,
I certainly didn’t feel that was appropriate.
E161 felt that if he didn’t judge this correctly, his clinical reputation could be on the line. He
feared being judged, unfairly, to be not as clinically good or reliable as other junior doctors,
which in turn could make it even more difficult in the future to form relationships and build
trust with his supervisors. He stated:
E161/61/ But that initial month or so when you’re finding your feet and
everyone else kind of assessing you em … can be really tough because it is the
time when you know the least about what you’re doing, the new specialty.
And also when you, actually, have the least access to the people that do know
because you don’t know them professionally or personally.
Participant E121 understood there was tension between the medical and surgical parts
of the profession, which gave rise to a scepticism in relation to their intentions and strategies.
E121 stated, ‘32/ So people generally identify themselves as either as a medical doctor or a
surgical doctor and there is often a lot of resistance to the other one’s plans’. When E121 was
directed to seek help from the surgeons, he deliberately ignored his registrar, judging this to
be too risky. E121 instead sought help again, by contacting the medical consultant at home, in
an attempt to seek help from a senior colleague whom he trusted to act responsibility for the
patient and whom he felt had much more influence on others. He stated,
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E121/18/ So I rang back the [Type 2] consultant, who insisted that I ring back
[Type 1] registrar and insist that he come in on his orders not mine. Which I
did. And [Type 1] registrar came in two hours later, reluctantly.
E121 understood that from the moment he contacted him, the registrar would question his
intentions and deem him untrustworthy for waking him up for something the registrar felt was
obvious and a bit suspicious. E121 stated, ‘37/ Em … so he … he just said, ‘that’s silly and just a
waste of his time’. E121 did not have to wait long to know whether this experience would
impact their relationship. He stated:
E121/34/ In fact our relationship in the hospital deteriorated to such a point
that I would say that whenever me and that [Type 1] registrar … I would see
him … he would give me a hard time. Deliberately based on that particular
example. And only because he’d been called in back to work only a couple of
hours before he was due to. So it was a really interesting.
Similarly, participant E111 judged whether or not it was professionally ‘safe’ to
escalate across specialities and up the hierarchy. E111 believed that an initial disagreement
about the diagnosis meant that he would suffer criticism and be shouted at or, alternatively,
would be ignored, as he had observed the senior consultants doing to their own junior doctors.
He stated:
E111/26/ But it’s always that (long exhale). It’s always, as a [junior doctor] … I
can call my bosses all the time. But there is still that feeling of oh – you know –
am I going to get, get ... yelled at? Especially if the [Type 2] registrar said, ‘Ah
nah, I’ve done all I can’.
Both were undesirable outcomes for a junior doctor or his patient and E111 sought alternative
plans.
In the first instance participant E171 sought help from a registrar whom he knew and
trusted not to affect his professional safety adversely. He stated:
E171/12/ Call the [Type 1] registrar who is not on-site overnight but is
perfectly happy to be woken up and is a nice dude that I get on with. Say, ‘hey
look, I’d really like to get a [test] on this man. Just wanted to know what’s
happening? What do you think?’ ‘Yup, that sounds totally reasonable, please
do. Thanks for letting me know’. ‘Excellent’.
However, when E171 experienced difficulties executing what the two of them had planned for
the patient, he was reluctant to seek help from the registrar again, in case it was perceived
that he had broken an implied agreement that the registrar does not come in at night. E171
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stated ‘41/ But if you need something for the [Type 1] area then you call the [Type 1] reg. But
they don’t come in and that is kind of understood’. Instead E171 sought help from the [Type 3]
registrar in the hospital, under the assumption that they are in the hospital and would provide
a collegial favor to the registrar at home (not E171) by quickly examining the patient, thereby
saving the [Type 1] registrar a trip in. E171 stated, ‘15/ Don’t bother calling the [Type 1]
registrar because there is always a [Type 3] reg on-site, if you need it’. But this backfired on
him. E171 stated, ‘17/ Call the [Type 3] reg – point blank – refuses to come. “Nah, not my
patient, [Type 1] area. You have to call the [Type 1] reg in”. I’m like, “seriously?”’ E171’s trust
was broken. He was surprised by the lack of collegiality displayed by the registrar and how he
shut him down on the phone. E171 stated, ‘30/ But it was just one of those hideously
frustrating … come on … show some damn collegiality and just …“Nah”’. E171 judged that the
potential consequences of calling anyone else up were too great and he had run out of
professionally safe options.
Participant E191 weighed up the possibility of being reprimanded by his senior
colleagues for going against one of their unofficial rules – never to seek help from an external
medical emergency team. In spite of the potential censure, E191 decided to risk it, trusting
that his registrar would listen, if he could argued hard enough that the patient and situation
warranted the MET call when he was challenged. He stated:
E191/12/ Em … and ours came running. And said, ‘why have we called a MET?’
Because – you know – em … they are far more nervous about the [type]
patients than the [these types of] ones and this was a [the first type] patient.
Who had dropped his saturations to [low number] percent (nervous laugh) and
em … he was obviously in [type] distress. And I stated that.
Like E111, E191 had forged relationships with others and knew the senior nurse at his side
would back his decision to seek external help for the patient, where others who were new to
the area would not. E191 stated, ‘13/ And the nurses were all petrified. The [Type 1] nurse …
the nursing [Type 2] were comfortable, as well. And we both stood there as well and said,
they needed a MET. And he accepted that and it was fine’.
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Participant E131 had previously experienced his supervisors’ indifference towards him.
E131 stated, ‘40/ But whenever I asked them questions at that point they were just one word
and short answers and em’. This perceived snub made E131 doubt his connection with his
supervisors and made him weigh up the cost to their relationship if he had mistakenly sought
help for a patient who was not sick. E131 stated, ‘41/ You don’t want to ask silly questions or
make them un-scrub to see a patient that would be fine’. E131 nonetheless believed that he
had to risk it. He stated:
E131/27/ But I kind of thought … knew … when I saw them in person …
because usually if we gone in there in person and we’ve put scrubs onto go
into the theatre area to talk to them, they know there is something to talk
about.
In all the descriptions above, the participants judged whether it was professionally
‘safe’ to seek help. Ironically, participants shared that their judgement about whether it was
‘safe’ or not, was based on the very perception – of trust and the trustworthiness of others –
that they risked losing. This constituent, coupled with the previous ones, is like a neon sign on
the highway. It cautions junior doctors to slow down and evaluate (albeit implicitly) their
options carefully before proceeding. It does not completely stop junior doctors from making
the decision to seek help, especially as they have a contractual, let alone a moral, responsibility
to ensure the patient’s welfare. But this constituent does appear to emphasise the subjective
act of judging one’s professional safety that complicates help-seeking to a certain extent,
slowing the help-seeking decision momentum and drawing attention away from the patient
and their care.

4.2.4 Own the care of the patient with the problem
Common to all of the junior doctor participants was the importance of ‘owning the
care’ of patient with a problem, directing their full attention and effort for the patient. In doing
so, the participants’ intentions shifted, moving from formal accountability, instilled and set by
the system, to a more personal, moral sense of responsibility and patient care ownership.
Participants described this sense of responsibility as intentionally engaging with the patient,
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advocating for them and committing to deliver quality care. For example, both participants
E110 and E131 took a very personal interest in their patients’ care and made coordinating their
treatment their central mission. Participant E110 led the effort to remedy his patient’s
problem from the start, frustrated that senior members of his own team were expressing a
passive indifference to what E110 saw as the patient’s needed timelines for treatment. He
stated:
E110/18/ And the registrar was just being quite passive and being very
unhelpful, ‘aw – you know – we’ll wait until this doctor comes back’. And it
was … frustrating! And there was no way to escalate it because we couldn’t
get through to any of the consultants. I kept calling.
E110 described his determination to get his patient the treatment he needed,
following up unanswered pages and attending at theatre to seek help. He stated:
E110/10/ The [Type 2] registrar … so I called them couple of times a day and
documented it because I knew that this was going to be real problem. Called
them. No answer. Called them answer said, they’d come … said they already
knew about this one. Paged, called, attended theatre.
With participant E131’s entire team in theatre, he also took primary responsibility for
his patient. E131 communicated his plan with the nurses around him, the patient and their
family. He stated:
E131/59/ And they seemed to … ah … they were very happy with the fact that I
said that I will go get another doctor. But for now we will give you pain relief
and you shouldn’t eat in case you go to theatre. Em … and I will be back soon.
But I am worried about you, I think you’re getting sicker and you may need an
operation. They were okay once I told them what I thought the plan would be.
E131 described his strong intentions to help the patient through his actions, marching down to
seek help from his supervisors, no matter how anxious or worried he was feeling about seeking
help. He stated:
E131/26/ I was worried because I didn’t know how things would go. I was
hoping that they would just come see the patient, which they did. So I em … I
can’t remember exactly. But I was definitely nervous and worried about this
patient at the same time.
E131 described proceeding without further analysis of any possible consequences, changing
into scrubs and walking directly into theatre – his hopes pinned on his supervisors listening to
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his concerns for the patient. E131 stated, ‘21/ And went in to theatre and just got changed into
scrubs and went down to the theatre where everyone was and just told them (exhale nervous
laugh)’.
Participant E181 described stepping up and taking full control of the patient’s care to
ensure they were stabilised. E181 stated, ‘9/ And he clearly needed immediate intervention.
So we went to the emergency way of dealing with a patient opposed to normal information
seeking’. E181 continued with his vanguard approach to care, directing all his energy to
seeking help for the patient, even strongly questioning the registrar on the registrar’s own
commitment to patient care. He stated:
E181/14/ So I rang [Type 2] area and they [were,] like, ‘oh he has [disease]
therefore the [Type 3] area have to look after him’. And I was like, ‘yes he
does have [disease] but he has a [abnormality], it’s a [Type 2 problem] until
proven otherwise, you need to see him’. ‘No, we’re not coming in its [Type 3]
area’ and I was like (exasperated sound). And I was a [junior doctor]. I was
probably only maybe [short time] in to my career as a doctor … huh. So you
don’t really know that you can’t argue at that point with a registrar.
The stress associated with owning his patient’s care and fighting for their treatment only
became apparent when he retold how the pitch of his voice deviated to a higher pitch than
normal when he explained the patient’s dire situation to the next registrar on the phone. He
stated:
E181/17/ So I rang the [Type 3] registrar and explained the situation, including
the fact that I’d rung the [Type 2] registrar. And they’re like, ‘look it is a [Type 2
problem] and I shouldn’t have to come in, but I can hear the desperation in
your voice and I will come’.
Participant E191 knew that, for the sake of his patient’s health, he needed to violate
the in-house help-seeking rules that stated that he could only seek help from his supervisors
and never from the medical emergency teams outside of their area. E191 turned to the nurse
beside him, asking him to seek help from the team. He insisted that they be called, even when
the nurse questioned his decision to seek help. He stated:
E191/9/ Em … so I yelled out, ‘call a MET’ to which someone close to me said,
‘but it’s a [type of patient]’. ‘No they need a MET’ (laughs). We called the MET
and they got there and em (trails off).
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At the time, E191 felt his decision was justified and he later defended his decision face-to-face
with his supervisor. He stated:
E191/13/ And the nurses were all petrified. The [Type 1] nurse … the nursing
[Type 2] was comfortable as well. And we both stood there as well and said,
‘they needed a MET’. And he accepted that and it was fine.
Participant E151 on the other hand, felt that he had initially jumped the gun when he
sought help from his supervisor on the way to the patient’s bedside. E151 stated, ‘19/ Em … I
think this was before I got to the patient because I think you can just get yourself in hackles a
little bit’. But once there, it was obvious to him that he needed to seek help and
communicate to the nurses they needed to call the medical emergency team, even though he
knew that he may be judged harshly by others for doing so. He stated:
E151/30/ And I thought, ‘I’m going to have to do a MET call’. I think it is the
first time I’ve physically had to do the MET call by myself and I was like, am I
being over (elongates the pronunciation over).
In actioning his decision, E151 dismissed his preconceived ideas about what a junior doctor
should be able to deal with and focussed on what was best for the patient. E151 lent over the
patient’s bed and alerted the MET. He stated:
E151/34/ ‘Am I being a bit stupid? Should I be able to deal with this?’ I guess
was my first thought. Then I thought, ‘well, if I’m being a bit stupid then I
would rather be a bit stupid and he stay alive’ (nervous laugh). ‘Than not feel
stupid and actually it go [the] wrong way and not do the MET call’.
With help promised and eventually on its way, participant E141 understood that his
role was to monitor for and alert others of any changes in the patient’s condition. Recognising
that the patient was now deteriorating, E141 delegated his other responsibilities to colleagues
so that he could give his full attention to the patient. E141 stated, ‘20/ So I had – you know –
that sort of thing where nothing else, no other patients were needing me’. E141 also alerted
the nurse-in-charge of the change in the status of the patient. E141 got the team leader and
sought help again from the specialist registrar, this time articulating what he felt were the
perceived risks to the patient. E141 stated:
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E141/22/ And I called the [Type2] registrar and said, ‘look this [patient] is
getting really, really sick … it’s continued to change. There are no other
seniors in the environment, can you come?’ And he said, ‘yep, no worries’.
Participant E111 knew the best way to demonstrate that he was owning the care of the patient
was to find the help the patient needed. E111 stated, ‘111/7/ So at that point in time we
asked the [Type 1] team to be involved and to please help us manage this man’s [condition]’.
With the patient deteriorating, E111 grew more anxious and was pleading with the specialists
to engage. He stated:
E111/18/ Ya … so anyway. So I asked [the more junior doctor] to call my [Type
1] team and the [Type 2] team back because we really need to make a
diagnosis. We really need to sort this today with the plan.
Unable to get a useful response, E111 felt distressed and that he was failing the patient. E111
knew he needed to make something happen and that he needed to take control for the
patient’s sake. He stated:
E111/27/ Em … so in the end, I actually ended up going to [Area 2] because I
know those consultants really well. And em … one of the ones, I just ended up
having a small [breakdown] in front of one of them because I was like, ‘this
man is suffering … no one will give me an answer’.
In all the descriptions above, participants owned the care of the patient with the
problem. Patients are ever present throughout each of previous constituents, but when
participants make their patient central to their considerations, help-seeking gains purpose.
Without this shift to the patient, participants would never truly fulfil their commitment to the
patient and seek help to solve the problem, but instead might opt to adapt their help-seeking
to contain the problem, content with having reached a standard necessary to fulfil their duties
satisfactory. Therefore, this constituent is integral to the structure of junior doctors seeking
help in hospital training environments as it is the very fabric that strengthens the participants’
intentions – driving them to move through perceived barriers and connecting and bonding the
previous constituents together.
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4.2.5 Reinforce decisions with trusted colleagues
Common to all of the junior doctor participants was the importance of connecting with
those whom they felt they could trust in the hospital training environment. These included
colleagues on whom they could rely for an honest opinion when asked, reinforcing their
decisions and through this their intentions. In doing so, participants sought out colleagues
who were friendly, had the necessary expertise and exhibited similar values to themselves. To
a certain extent, participants sought to reinforce their decisions with colleagues who
understood their situation in the hospital training environment, respected their role and had
concern for the patients for whom they were caring.
For example, participant E191 had a split-second to decide whether he was going to
seek help from his supervisors, as previously instructed, or seek help from the MET as the
colleague suggested. He stated:
E191/20/ And he yelled out … and looked at me because we knew each other,
‘call a MET’. Because he just pushed the staff assist button and people come
running. And I think I was one of the first one to the door.
Confirming this decision was made relatively easier due to E191’s familiarity with and respect
for the clinical acumen of the [acute allied health specialist]. He stated:
E191/21/ Em … and one, I absolutely trust his judgement. I could see the
patient … even if hadn’t been able to … he was a very senior [Type 1] health
professional. He is incredibly intelligent and he has really … really good – you
know. You know – the people that you trust at work. And he thought it was a
MET… it was a MET (laughs). And em.
Equally, E191 felt that the health professional had demonstrated behaviours that were
consistent with his own values and his ideals about how healthcare professionals should
conduct themselves. E191 felt that they would stand together to defend the decision. He
stated:
E191/49/ Em … so you learnt that. He was a very experienced [Type 1] health
professional. So it wasn’t that I just knew him … knew that his manner was
going to cope with any other scrutiny that he fell under but also he knew more
than me, with a lot of things. Particularly at that stage.
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Similarly, participant E110 found that he could reinforce his decision by engaging with
a senior nurse whom he felt had the experience to know what acceptable patient care and
support should be in the hospital training environment. He stated:
E110/33/ So they were … the particular [Type 1] nurse on my ward … and
worked in a number of very senior, well regarded and high acuity tertiary
centres in [City]. Particularly in [speciality], he was a very skilled [type] nurse.
He was very … very reasonable and really … really supported us quite a bit. He
was similarly frustrated.
E110 understood after speaking with the senior nurse that the standard the senior nurse
expected was not being reached and what he was witnessing was ‘30/ Appalling’. Knowing
this aided E110’s realisation that the situation was far from normal and that E110’s decision to
persist in his help-seeking and fight for the patient’s right to timely treatment was warranted.
E110 also felt that the senior nurse’s actions to support his own effort contributed to the sense
of trust he had developed for the senior nurse. He stated:
E110/30/ He was engaging the Health Directorate … he was … we were going
through quite a few things at that time where it was attacked from a number
of different angles.
Participant E141, too, felt that he was working in an area where he could rely on the
nursing expertise around him. E141 stated ‘12/ Then em … and then the [patient] just started
to change. And I (long exhale). I was chatting to the nurse who thankfully was a [Type 2] nurse
as well’. E141 felt that he could reveal that he had limited skills to manage the patient
problem and needed more input to help care for the patient without any reputational cost. He
stated:
E141/17/ Em … it continued to change and the [patient] sort of looked like
they stabilised and then continued to deteriorate. And it was quite quick. And
I have not dealt with a [this type of patient], but – you know – that it happens
very quickly. And I actually said to the nurse, ‘can you get your team leader
over to have a look? I am quite limited in what I can do from here’.
E141 understood that the senior nurse had a better oversight of the entire unit, would have
had much more experience with these types of patient and that he could rely on his advice
when making the decision to move the patient or not. He stated:
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E141/21/ Got the team leader. ‘That’s changed a lot since I last saw them’.
That’s the [Type 3] nurse. ‘Yep, we need to move into resus’. You know – we
said, ‘is it okay in there? Because we did not want to go in if it was still such an
[type] patient’. ‘No … no, that’s all been managed and em’. And we moved
the patient in there.
Participant E171 said that the small team with whom he was working provided him
with a sense of camaraderie and belonging. E171 felt he was with an excellent team of nurses
with exceptional skills. He stated:
E171/31/ [S]o the ward that I was on was my home ward although it wasn’t
one of my home patients. The nurses there are very, very good. So I had been
working with them all night … all week. Which is another wonderful thing of
nights … is the small team that is actually there.
E171 understood he could trust the senior nurse in particular, stating that when the senior
nurse voiced concerns, E171 felt his own view about dealing with this patient sooner rather
than later was reinforced. He stated:
E171/32/ So they’d been the ones. He’d … this is the [senior nurse] and he’d
said, ‘look I’m worried about this patient … will you deal with it because I think
X is going on’.
Importantly, the trust between E171 and the senior nurse allowed them to consider and apply
or reject ideas without wider concerns. He stated:
E171/24/ And the nurses say, ‘hey do you want us to call a MET?’ I’m like, ‘aw
… not really because this is all … he’s not yet worrying enough, he just needs
more investigations’.
E171 appreciated that the senior nurse would try to provide him with alternative options to
obtain help and support his help-seeking. He stated:
E171/33/ So this was him … getting very … just being pure wonderful. And
being very defensive on my behalf and on the patient’s behalf. And trying to
get something done.
On the other hand, for participant E131, the seriousness of the situation was even
more apparent after he discussed the patient with a clinically experienced nurse whom he
trusted. E131 stated ‘31/ And he was a really good nurse’. E131 felt that this nurse’s clinical
opinion strengthened both E131’s recognition of the problem and his commitment to seek
help for it. E131 stated, ‘42/ So when the nurses looked worried and stuff it helped me get the
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confidence to go … “they really do need [to] see this patient”’. Hitting a barrier on his first
attempt to seek help from his supervisors, E131 also discussed his intentions to seek help for
the patient with a fellow junior doctor before proceeding again. He stated:
E131/19/ So I ran it by another [junior doctor] and he agreed, ‘he’s sick and
probably needs (long pause) someone else to come and see the patient
because that’s the treatment’.
Like E131, participant E161 confided in and sought advice from a junior doctor in
whom he felt he could confide and on whom he could rely to tell him if he were wrong. He
stated:
E161/28/ And em … I’d phone up one of the other [junior doctors]. Just to be
like, ‘this is what is going on, I’m right aren’t I?’. ‘You’re right, you need to do
something’.
E161 felt that this junior doctor provided him with the support he needed to ensure that his
decision to seek help was clinically reasonable and that he was thinking clearly. E161 stated,
‘31/ But just having that reassurance from someone else that you’re not crazy. And you are
right that this needs to happen … kind of thing’.
To gain additional reinforcement from a source more proximate to the patient, E161
felt it sensible to seek the advice of experienced nurses who had ‘history’ with the organisation
and could put the situation into perspective for him. E161 stated, ‘32/ So at that point … I had
a chat to the [Type 1] nurses and they were very much in agreement with me. And they had
twenty years more experience than me’. This discussion confirmed to E161 that they felt as he
did, that the functional unit in which they were operating could not safely care for the patient
and that help needed to be sought elsewhere. He stated:
E161/33/ Obviously em … but they were (long pause) quite stressed as well
because the little assessment unit that we have is a limited provision service
and they can’t cope with actually unwell patients.
Participant E111 also reinforced his decisions to seek help with colleagues and
described going to those whom he felt knew him the best. He sought out colleagues who
understood what he was capable of clinically and would respect the history that they had
shared professionally. He stated:
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E111/40/ [W]e do ward rounds every couple of days in [Area 2]. So I know
them very well. And my boss [name] has exceptionally good rapport. And he’s
been with the department for [number] years. So that really helps. So … and
they know me and they know where I am at, as well. So if I come in to a …
where I didn’t know them … going [E111 makes a sound that indicates not
sure]. I’m sure they would have still come and seen the patient. But having a
person … having a bit more of a relationship definitely helped. They know the
background on me … so.
For participant E111, being able to rely on these colleagues provided him with someone with
whom to talk confidentially and provided a sense of relief that he had been clinically correct
and was not imagining the patient diagnosis or the poor professional behaviour of others. He
stated:
E111/37/ So it was good, it was really good because first of all he validated for
me for being upset. It just affirmed the fact that we’d had the right diagnosis.
Everything pointed towards that. It was medical student level [condition]. And
that – you know – he was like, ‘look in these situations you bypass that and go
straight to the top. Em … which is what you did – you came to us’. So, he was
fantastic.
In all the descriptions above, participants reinforced their decisions with trusted
colleagues. This constituent highlights how interwoven trust is with the help-seeking
experience and how the experience of help-seeking unravels without having trusted
individuals available to participants to reinforce decisions that ultimately shape future actions.
Knowing that colleagues trusted you and had your best interests at heart meant that
participants could rely on others’ clinical experience to alert them to the unknown, confirm
when a problem was beyond them and help them make better judgements in regard to their
‘safety’ in the training environment, modelling and supporting them in their pursuit of patient
centred care. Further, reinforcing decisions with trusted colleagues was essential to
participants’ ideal of a ‘helping and caring’ profession and ultimately to the meaning that
participants derived from their experiences.

4.2.6 Adjust tactics to solve the patient problem
Common to all of the junior doctor participants was the importance they attached to
their help-seeking being successful, both in relation to the patient and to themselves. To make
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this happen, participants needed to take control; monitor their patient, the environment and
themselves; and purposefully adjust their tactics. Participants shared that they were
persistent in seeking help, determined to maintain a trajectory that would result in help being
obtained.
For example, participant E110 was focused on the patient’s health and was motivated
to get help, but still had to adjust his help-seeking tactics when it became clear to him that
those from whom he was seeking help were not in the least bit interested in supporting his
help-seeking. He stated:
E110/38/ Whereas … I was … I believe … I am very, very assertive. And I was
quite vocal about this. And personally following these [Type 2] registrars
(laughs). And not getting anywhere with that.
E110 devised a plan to utilise his junior doctor network to infiltrate those above with ‘one of
their own’, making the request for help harder to turn down. He stated:
E110/27/ Em … and the [Type 2] team was difficult to get a hold of. And I was
good friends with that [junior doctor] on that team and said, ‘look I’m having
so much trouble’. And he’d go, ‘I can barely see them’. And – you know –
‘they come for a two-minute ward round in the morning and then leave and
I’m supposed to manage all these patients’.
Realising later that the plan was futile as no one would share ownership, E110 was undeterred,
and re-orientated his plan for a top-down approach. E110 sought help from the consultant for
whom the locum was covering, determined that those who were ignoring his help-seeking
requests would not be able to continue resisting. He stated:
E110/21/ There was this one team … the consultant I wanted to chat to. And
when I finally got onto him … I finally got onto him when he was in [Town].
And understandably … and there was a totally understandable … why he
hadn’t been available. ‘Look here is the issue … I’m really sorry to call you …
here is the issue I am facing’. And he said, ‘that’s really not good, I will call the
registrar and call the locum’. He took that on and that’s when it started to
happen.
Participant E111, up to this point, had felt slightly constrained to speak directly to the
other consultants who had been asked to provide care to the patient, shying away from any
face-to-face confrontation that might have developed over the diagnosis. On reflection, E111
felt somewhat remorseful about this. He stated:
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E111/8/ So at that point in time, it was [another even more junior doctor on
the team] that had spoken to [Type 1] team to make – you know – to make …
to … to review the patient and to add to that. 19/ And I think in hindsight I
should have probably just done that myself [rather] than getting the [junior
doctor] to do that.
But after having witnessed the severe distress the patient was suffering, E111 made a
deliberate decision to adjust his tactics, re-routing his help-seeking through another
departmental consultant whom he knew had seniority and power and could influence the
situation. E111 stated, ‘27/ Em … so in the end, I actually ended up going to [Area 2] because I
know those consultants really well’. E111 sensed that he would be much more successful in
getting the decision the patient needed through this approach.
Mindful of resistance between medical and surgical doctors to implement each other’s
plans, E121 mentally strategised about whether to seek help from the registrar directly as
instructed or to first seek help from the consultant on-call. E121 chose the latter, carefully
positioning himself alongside the powerful consultant who ‘out-ranked’ the surgical registrar
from whom he needed help. He stated:
E121/15/ So I thought, ‘[I‘d] better escalate again’. So I rang the on-call [Type
2] consultant who was at home. Who is [part of the management team] and
explained the situation to him and [sought] his advice. And I explain about the
fact that this patient had already signed a [specific] order. But he had the
[another procedure] subsequent to that. And he said, ‘in that case we should
involve the [Type 1] consultants, please ring the [Type 1] registrar and explain’.
Committed to the patient receiving the information they needed to make a life or death
decision, E121 did not give up when the registrar brushed him off, stating about their first call,
‘36/ Ya on the phone he said ”Why are you wasting my time?”’. Instead, E121 called the
registrar back, this time stating explicitly that another consultant whom he had consulted was
ordering the registrar to come to the hospital to help E121 and review the patient. He stated:
E121/18/ So I rang back the [Type 2] consultant who insisted that I ring back
[Type 1] registrar and insist that he come in on his orders not mine. Which I
did. And [Type 1] registrar came in two hours later, reluctantly.
Throughout his experience, participant E141 had been updating the registrar on the
patient’s progress from a distant part of hospital. He stated:
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E141/16/ Em … I updated that [Type 2] registrar and said, ‘look this has
changed, we’ve done this and it seems to be getting better, just letting you
know. Is there anything else I should be doing?’ ‘No, keep an eye on it, let me
know’.
E141 knew that if and when something changed quickly, he had limited skills to resolve further
clinical issues. Therefore, what he needed was to have alternative plan ready to go. He stated:
E141/8/ And I had gone back to check on this [patient] and they were changing
a little bit. Just deteriorating with their [specific area] rate but still stable at
this stage. And I was looking at them going (long exhale). I don’t know about
[age] old [patients] and [these type of patients] and looks well but things
change quickly and something were to change … I don’t … I’m not the person
that can fix this.
E141 changed his tactics from purely monitoring the patient to making an alternative helpseeking plan – knowing that seeking help was something he would be able to achieve. E141
stated, ‘52/ I am always very comfortable to say I need extra help’. E141 first scanned the
environment, searching for others who could help. Locating junior doctors, E141 deliberately
signed off his other patients to focus on this patient. Next, E141 discussed with the bedside
nurse whether they should move the patient into an area that was better supervised and had
specialised equipment, revisiting that decision later with help from the nurse manager. He
stated:
E141/21/ Got the team leader. ‘That’s changed a lot since I last saw them’.
That’s the [Type 3] nurse. ‘Yep, we need to move into resus’. You know – we
said, ‘is it okay in there? Because we did not want to go in if it was still such an
[type] patient’. ‘No … no, that’s all been managed and … em’. And we moved
the patient in there.
E141 understood that he also needed to change the message he was sending to the registrar,
so he sought to communicate clearly that phone support would no longer be appropriate and
that he needed the registrar at the bedside now. He stated:
E141/22/ And I called the [Type 2] registrar and said, ‘look, this [patient] is
getting really, really sick … it’s continued to change. There are no other
seniors in the environment, can you come?’ And he said, ‘yep, no worries’. So
they were there in about four minutes. So once I said, ‘I actually need you
here’, that was fine.
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Participant E161 repeatedly sought help from his immediate supervisor, trying
different communication systems available to him to see if they made any difference. He
stated:
E161/21/ I would say ten or fifteen tiny things. And I’d sent a couple of text
messages. The department worked on phones, if that didn’t work, try texting,
if that doesn’t work, phone a mobile and things. Okay sure, so I’d tried
phoning multiple times and phoned a few numbers. Tried the [specific] phone
that they have and that didn’t work. So then I tried the pager and got no
response to that which told me that they were busy in a room.
Unsuccessful, E161 tried a few other tactics. E161 conducted a physical search around his area
and directly called up other junior doctors and ward areas where it was most likely the patient
would eventually end up, seeking help. He stated:
E161/40/ And so after all the phone calls, wandering around the corridors
(laughs). The parallel help. I remember … I … because the [area] is upstairs.
And I walked up the stairs.
Eventually E161’s extensive search and his persistence paid off.
Participant E131 recognised that his patient was very sick and immediately
directed the patient’s management towards preparing for a procedure. E131 asked
the nurse ‘34/ Can we just make him nil by mouth and give him pain relief’, and sought
out the necessary checklists for consent. He stated:
E131/20/ And I knew that if someone needs emergency [procedure] you need
to speak to two anaesthetists … you need a surgeon to do the operation and
things like that. So I went and found the forms and stuff like that.
E131 attempted to seek help initially from his team remotely, only to be hung up on by
the theatre nurse. E131 stated, ‘18/ So then I thought, “What can I do, who can I
see?”’. E131 considered seeking help from other senior doctors who were not
currently working. E131 stated:
E131/29/ So … I think before I made the decision to go to theatre and just see
them … I was more worried … should I just call anyone? Any of the general
[Type 1] doctors that aren’t [busy]? But then I thought they would just tell me
to talk to the team anyway.
But E131 decided that he needed to seek help directly and he went to theatre to find
them and gain their attention. He stated:
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E131/27/ But I kind of thought … knew … when I saw them in person …
because usually if we gone in there in person and we’ve put scrubs onto go
into the theatre area to talk to them, they know there is something to talk
about.
Having contacted a number of offsite and onsite senior doctors to help with his
patient, participant E171 was offered an easy solution by the nurses – for them to call the MET.
Believing that this option was not appropriate, E171 instead adjusted tactics, taking some time
out to think through alternative options and back them up with further testing. He stated:
E171/25/ So leave it … do a couple more tests. Leave him for a bit. While I am
still dealing with these other vaguely [difficult] patients that are doing things.
In all the descriptions above, the participants adjusted their tactics in order to resolve
the patient problem. Participants shared that they began their help-seeking journey with one
objective but they needed to monitor and change their approach to obtain their goal.
Depending on the obstacles they faced, they avoided resorting to manoeuvres that were less
effective or proactive, or they adapted to cope, but instead sought to maintain their focus on
the patient, aware of their environment and their own moral compass. The participants
judged when it was safe to continue and when it was necessary to re-direct and find a different
path and people from whom to seek help. The participants appeared to be drawn first to
those whom they knew they could trust and who equally valued them as professionals,
knowing that they could expect to receive support for their help-seeking and professional
guidance.

4.2.7 Interact, dialogue with helper and sense response to cooperate
Common to all of the junior doctor participants was the importance of purposefully
establishing a two-way engagement with a helper whom they understood could solve the
patient problem. In acting with intent, participants shared that they put their trust in helpers
to interact, converse and respond professionally and cooperatively. Participants described
sensing responses of professional cooperation that were mediated through different modes –
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the actual words spoken or written, the tone of their voice, or body language expressed when
the exchange took place.
For example, participant E121 sought help again from the registrar and the registrar’s
response could not have been clearer – the contempt in the registrar’s reply revealed that he
thought the reason for which he was being called was stupid and that he did not appreciate
being woken up to go into the hospital. E121 stated:
E121/37 Em … so he … he just said, ‘that’s silly’ and just a waste of his time.
And then I think he hung up on me actually (long pause) yes he did.
E121 was left reeling from the interaction with the registrar. He felt stuck in limbo, unsure
whether this verbal attack meant he was coming in to help or not. When the registrar finally
did come, he berated E121 and when he turned to leave, shouted at him. E121 stated ‘22/
And then he turned around to me and said, “You tell the [Type 5] registrar, to do their job!”
(expressed loudly). Turned around and left the hospital’.
For participant E161, it was not the words used but the ‘engaged’ tone on the end of
the phone that led him to sense that his registrar would not be supportive and that help was
not forthcoming. He stated:
E161/16/ Em … so there is no-one to talk to. So you’re phoning and you’re
getting a busy tone all the time. Em … meanwhile you’re thinking, ‘aw’ – you
know – ‘I think I’ve got someone maybe sicker than whoever you’re looking at
and we need to talk’.
Later, E161 intentionally stopped a different senior doctor in the corridor and for the first time
was able to verbalise the problem that he was so desperate to solve. E161 immediately
sensed from his response that the doctor was willing help without any fuss. He stated:
E161/46/ So kind walking back down the stairs, few deep breaths (nervous
laugh) kind of thing. And that at that moment one of the senior registrars
walked past and I sort of jumped on him (laughs) in a kind of physical and
emotional way. And I said, ‘you have to come now and I need this’. And he
said, ‘yah, okay’ and he came with me and we got it sorted.
Participant E110’s initial attempts to discuss the patient with senior doctor on the
ward were difficult due to the senior doctor rarely being available. When he did finally talk to
the senior doctor, E110 felt the senior doctor brushed him off, by restating the obvious and
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not volunteering to utilise his position to influence the situation to get the help needed. He
stated:
E110/41/ So I was chatting to … and I did call my consultant once and got very
little help. So didn’t bother doing that again. ‘Aw’, he went, ‘keep calling the
[Type 2] doctors, they need to come and see him’. Yep, okay.
Likewise the consultants in E110’s experience were equally absent and elusive. After pursuing
them relentlessly, E110 sensed the consultants’ attitude to his problem as one of
condescension, despite reassuring him that they understood their role and responsibilities and
intended to help. He stated:
E110/15/ Em … they gave me the impression that they were totally
disinterested (laughs). And they knew about it and of course they’d come as it
was a part of their job but they already knew about this patient and, ‘yes we
will do that’.
After gaining clearance from his supervisor to order extra diagnostic tests, participant
E171 sought help from one of the on-call registrars, asking him to come in to conduct a test.
E171 sensed immediately that the registrar was not prepared to provide help unless his
conditions were met. He stated:
E171/13/ Call the [Type 2] reg. Who is also on-call and who is also not on-site.
The [Type 2] reg says, ‘look with all due respect, you’re just [a junior doctor]
and I want a [Type 1] registrar to lay hands on this patient before I will come
and do a [test] on this patient’.
All E171 felt he could do was comply with these demands to get the help he needed, stating
back to him, ‘14/ Fine, I will see what I can do’. E171 later tried to negotiate with another
registrar to help him fulfil this request. Unfortunately, instead of consenting to help, this
registrar shouted at E171 down the phone and refused to support his help-seeking. He stated:
E171/19/ Call [Type 3] registrar, ‘I’m not coming, not my patient’. I tried to
say, ‘seriously I just … all I need is someone to lay hands on this patient and I
can get him seen to. That’s all I need, it will take you two minutes, please’.
‘Nah, nah, nah, nah NAH!’ (explosion sound from lips).
E171 was left feeling frustrated and upset from the responses he had received. He stated:
E171/23/ No one bloody getting up to do anything. And I’m getting to my … I
get frustrated and exhausted … nearly crying stage. The closest I’ve bloody
been. ‘Someone please, I’m worried!’
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Participant E111 on the other hand, felt that their initial exchange with the specialist
consultant had been encouraging, with them promising to discuss the patient with another
consultant and help sort out the patient’s management plan. He stated:
E111/13/ So I’d spoken to them … and they were em … great. On the Monday
the consultant and the registrar came and sat with us, with my consultant as
well. And went through the images and said, ‘obviously this is going to be a
very difficult decision-making process’ em … but they would – you know – he
was going to have another … like a repeat [procedure] done and they would
review it with the [Type 1] consultant and go from there.
But days later with no action from either of the two consultants, E111s’ team had to seek help
politely again. He stated:
E111/16/ Em … then at this point in time, we are asking … like the [Type 1]
consultant didn’t come by again. So em … on the phone again saying, ‘can you
come by?’ And every day … they were saying, ‘no it’s not [specific location]
failure, no it’s not [specific location] failure. It’s something else’.
E111 was left feeling distraught and bewildered at their refusal to support his help-seeking or
care for a patient who was clearly deteriorating.
Participant E141, spoke with his registrar by phone about a problem he had with a
patient. E141 felt that the registrar agreed with his concerns and was willing to help. He
stated:
E141/32/ Em … he certainly was not dismissive. He said, he felt the same as
we did … this wasn’t an issue of not wanting to see the patient … ‘they’re
[age], absolutely I’ll come see them. You’re right they may need admission for
observation’. So there was no issue on disagreement on clinical assessment.
But E141 understood that the registrar had pressing priorities and would not be able to come
to the bedside until those were completed. E141 was pleased to know they were on their way
and that the patient would be seen to eventually. He stated:
E141/11/ Yes … so I told them in the morning, ‘yep no worries, we’ll come and
see them’. And they had said, ‘it’s a weekend, I have to see everyone on the
wards first, you guys are a much more acuity environment so we leave it to
last, make sure you do this, this, this’. Which we had already done. And we
were monitoring what we were supposed to. So I was comfortable with all
that. I had enough guidance.
For participant E131, contacting his supervisors by phone was impossible, so he went
to theatres to speak to his supervisors face-to-face about the problem with the patient. E131
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sensed from the look the surgeon gave his registrar that the surgeon realised that this must be
serious. The surgeon gave the registrar permission to go and see the patient. E131 stated:
E131/21/And went into theatre and just got changed into scrubs and went
down to the theatre where everyone was and just told them (exhale nervous
laugh) next to the patient – ‘this has happened’ and then the surgeon [senior
doctor] stopped and looked at me and said to [other junior doctor’s name] …
my [superior] and said, ‘you need to go see this patient’. So he un-scrubbed
and took his stuff off and we went back to see the patient.
E131 was relieved by the affirmative response, he stated ‘26/ I was hoping that they would just
come see the patient, which they did’.
In all of the descriptions above, the participants initiated intentional interactions with
a potential helper and sensed their response. This constituent is important as it provides
participants with an immediate sense of whether their help-seeking is being successful or not.
With this constituent present, participants know whether their help-seeking is going to be
supported and if they are going to get the help they need for their patient. But, if help is not
forthcoming, participants appear to have the opportunity to react, re-adjust tactics and
execute new plans. Having completed this interaction, participants also can revise their prior
judgements about those with whom they work and the safety of the training environment.

4.2.8 Account for self and develop one’s experience of help-seeking
Common to all of the junior doctor participants was the importance of making sense of
the part they played in the support they obtained. In this sense-making, participants
accounted for themselves and for their intentions, doubts and the consequent emotions that
accompanied the support they received when seeking help in the hospital training
environment.
For example, participant E131 accounted for his help-seeking, relieved that he had
responded appropriately from the beginning. E131 understood that his decision to attend the
patient’s bedside directly instead of prescribing pain relief over the phone saved the patient’s
life. He stated:
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E131/44/ And when they did open him up there was [evidence of infection]
everywhere and apparently it was very messy. So he definitely required a … if
it had been left to that afternoon… he could have ended up [very sick] in an
[Type 2 area] and things like that. So it was good. Good outcome, bad for the
patient unfortunately … but we all did the right thing. So that was good. Was
really good. Because I would have felt terrible if you’d sat on that worried,
especially if … ya.
E131 felt comfortable with his help-seeking execution, having paid special attention to the
most effective route to take. E131 felt that for his next help-seeking experience, he might be
able to take short cuts and get help even faster. E131 stated, ‘51/ So it means in the future it
means … I would worry less about it and may be even quicker to go and see them. Rather than
thinking about it and talking to my other [junior doctor] first’. E131 felt that he had achieved
the outcome for the patient he had been striving for. E131 also sensed that he had done right
by the patient and by his supervisors. E131 stated, ‘52/ And something I thought about, but I
thought over it. Is it something I would do differently or em … and things like that but it’s all
been good’.
Participant E151 accounted for his help-seeking actions through the decisions he had
made. E151 knew he had erred on the side of caution. E151 stated, ‘47/ I wouldn’t have
known, quickly enough and definitely – sort of – em … fussing on what doses of medications
and things … and all those kind of things’. Reviewing the patient’s chart later on, he felt he
could justify this and knew he would do the same again. He stated:
E151/43/ I think I had a look over his [chart] on the next run of nights.
Obviously he was very poorly at the time. But I think it is difficult, the [certain
condition] ones. [The Type 6 speciality] in general because you don’t know
how much to push things … like.
E151 felt that going forward he would not worry about what others might be thinking about
him. E151 stated, ‘48/ There is that thing where you think people are looking at you to be the
doctor and know the answer’. Instead, calling the MET on his own made him realise that he
still had role in caring for the patient. It hadn’t been the primary caring role (as he would have
liked), but instead he communicated vital background information, which is important when
caring for patient in these situations. He stated:
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E151/39/ Ya … obviously as I said, I’d seen him a few nights. I knew his clinical
story. That’s the other thing about a ward call is sometimes it is the first time
you ever met someone. You don’t actually know much of their background.
You’re just in the situation with no background. But I did know the background
of this man at the time, so it would have helped a little bit.
E151 shared that he debriefed with his registrar about the way in which the experience had
proceeded and could see value in having shared the experience with the nurses around him.
E151 stated, ‘45/ I spoke to the [Type 1] reg about it afterwards. But didn’t debrief with the
nurses or anything like that. But suppose may have been a bit useful em’.
Participant E161 accounted for his help-seeking and felt that his decision not to seek
help from the on-call consultant initially distracted from his progress. He stated:
E161/58 Em … so definitely what I perceived at that time to be the rules were
stopping me from probably escalating and making more of a fuss em … at the
time.
E161 internalised this feeling that he was left with, until he realised the significance of what he
was up against and what he had achieved. E161 stated, ‘68/ So you take away the blame you
kind of assigned to yourself and say this is someone else’s issue’. Paring it back, E161 felt that
he had been motivated by his concern for the patient. E161 stated, ‘65/ And I am never going
to be someone who can sit back and say, “Aw it will probably be fine” because I’m thinking
about that five percent chance that it’s going to go really wrong’. E161 knew that he had
recognised a problem, foreseen the barriers that might have derailed his help-seeking, had
responded before the patient deteriorated and had not stopped adjusting his tactics until he
was satisfied that the patient was safe. He stated:
E161/66/ So you reflect on the event. And this event, I’ve thought about a lot.
And it has caused a lot of sleepless nights and things. I didn’t want to go back
to work the next day. Em … but what I kind of took from it by talking through it
with other people. I took – you know – I took a sense of – you know – actually
you weren’t helpless because you had made a clinical diagnosis, you’d done
the appropriate steps, you’d made the patient safe.
E161 felt that, as he developed as practitioner, he would in future put more trust in his
judgment when to he sought help. He stated:
E161/69/ You grow in that confidence and you’re reassured by the fact that
you’re not sort of killing people (laughs). Or you start to think, actually now I
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do trust myself and … and I’m probably right here. So if I am going to make a
fuss I’m prepared to back myself up. And maybe that’s it … maybe that’s the
crux isn’t it? If I’m going to scream and shout and say, ‘no, I need your help’. I
have enough confidence now to say – you know – if they say, ‘you’re being
ridiculous!’, ‘no I’m not!’ And this is the reason why I am not! And be
prepared that if this person still continues, that you’re going to say that you’re
wrong. Or I am happy enough in my decision-making that I think you’re
wrong. Em … ya so I guess it’s that.
Participant E111 accounted for his help-seeking, repeating that his decision not to
confront the consultant directly troubled him. He stated:
E111/25/ Em … so at that point in time again, I felt like (long pause) I’d come
up against a wall. And whether I … I … should have called the [Type 2]
consultant myself and said, ‘look I really, really need you guys to make a
decision now … not tomorrow’.
Although this feeling lingered, E111 understood that his hesitation to not do so was justified.
E111 felt that once there was a conflict in clinical opinion, there was no clear policy or
procedure to follow to resolve this and his help-seeking would not have changed their minds
or enticed them to help him. He stated:
E111/44/ A crap situation! (laughs). We were in agreement that this was …
the politics and the situation … was out of our three … was above our level.
For all three of us because the [Type 2] registrar can’t make a decision
whether or not that … who, he’s … it’s already super complicated as to
whether or not [the patient] should go to theatre.
E111 felt that once he adjusted his tactics to a top down approach he was able to change
course and recover from this standoff. E111 described gaining momentum and starting to
achieve his original goal of a clear plan for the patient when he sought help from trusted
colleagues. He stated:
E111/36/ So I explained the situation to him and he said, ‘okay what we’d do’.
Both him and the other [consultant] came with me. He’s like, ‘right let’s just
go, we’ll go straight’. Saw the patient, assessed the situation. Looked at all
the [tests] and everything. And he picked up his phone, got through to the
other consultant and explained the situation. And had a discussion and said,
‘right that’s it, not for surgery, palliate’.
Participant E141 accounted for his help-seeking and felt there were aspects of his
personality and demeanour of which he needed to be cognisant when interacting with senior
doctors. He stated:
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E141/51/ And the other thing that I realised afterwards because I worked with
him a few times … because he is a very, very senior reg em … that is on his way
to consultant. And I … one other thing that I reflected which I haven’t actually
mentioned … that I have to be more aware of my personality and my
demeanour. As it can inspire a lot of trust because I am very confident with
what I do. And I am very confident with my communication but it doesn’t
mean (laughs) I have the skills.
E141 felt that going forward into the next help-seeking experience he would need to
encourage senior doctors to gain their input, even though they trusted him work
independently. He stated:
E141/54/ And if I am uncomfortable then I probably need to spell it out very
clearly. Just say, no … no … I really need you to come. Rather than, I don’t
know what is going on … I haven’t dealt with this before … I think they are
stable … this is what … this is why. That is all well and good. But that can
often lead people to go, ‘ya … that all makes sense. Fair enough, see you
later’. Opposed to, ‘that seems fine, but can you come and look anyway?’
E141 felt that on the way to achieving his goal and getting the help he need for the patient,
there were steps in the execution of the plan upon which he could have improved. Foremost
was his lack of attention to detail when the patient was initially assigned to him. E141 felt that
he should have flagged to his supervisor early on that he lacked experience with type of
patient. He stated:
E141/42/ I thought I really should have really [have] paid attention to that [the
type of patient]. I think I glanced at it but not actually taken in the [type of
patient] on the system. [Type of patient] that is [different from what] I’ve
seen before. Okay. They look fine, let’s have a chat, they are very [describes
patient, let’s] focus on that.
E141 also considered that instead of leaving the patient to find help, he should have
summoned help to him. He stated:
E141/46/ After that em … the second time I let the [Type 2] reg know. I should
have paged the senior over the intercom in [Area 1]. They can be quite
responsive with that and while I couldn’t find them, I wasn’t doing something
that could have enabled them to find me.
Participant E181 accounted for his help-seeking and felt that his performance had
achieved a positive outcome, but one that had unintentionally wasted time and resources. He
stated:
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E181/24/ The [Type 3] registrar said to the other two, ‘your [junior doctor] has
been trying to tell you for hours that something was wrong with this patient. I
shouldn’t even be here but he was scared and I came’. So he’s like, ‘this is just
inappropriate!’
E181 felt that it was unhelpful to internalise and blame himself for help-seeking going awry, as
he imagined other junior doctors would. Instead, E181 put it into perspective as a systemwide failure and dealt with it. He stated:
E181/38/ But I could imagine somebody else at the same level as me … as a
[junior doctor] at that time … might have taken that differently and might have
thought it was their fault. Not recognising that they were just contending with
what are shitty systems.
E181 did consider changing his approach slightly, moving forward. E181 felt that he needed to
be more forceful and persistent when seeking help from other senior doctors. He stated:
E181/33/ I was just really … very em … aggressive in making sure that I handed
over patients as EARLY as possible to the registrars. So that … and … and said,
that – you know – but this is my … this is my … I’m worried that it could be
THIS. I’m really worried. And I’ve done these tests, but I just wanted to let
you know that I have this patient that is potentially that unwell. Just in case
something goes wrong and you need to step in.
Participant E171 accounted for his help-seeking and felt that his physical and
emotional well-being had been exhausted. He stated:
E171/5/ It was probably 2am and in the middle of a Friday or Saturday night.
So I’d been on nights for at least for five nights in a row before then. So where
you get to the very slump of … I’m exhausted and this is all horrible.
E171 felt that his patience for dealing with senior doctors’ lack of support was tested under
these conditions. He stated:
E171/21/ So I am sitting at the front desk at this stage and everyone just been,
not my problem, not my problem, not my problem. I hung up the phone and
I’m just steaming on – you know – on days five or six of nights. No one bloody
getting up to do anything. And I’m getting to my … I get frustrated and
exhausted … nearly crying stage. The closest I’ve bloody been. ‘Someone
please, I’m worried!’
E171 seemed to be able to put this behind him, shaking off the lack of collegiality he witnessed
as one-off and perpetrated by a particular senior doctor. E171 stated, ‘43/ Anyway, it’s only
been that particular registrar that I’ve had issues with. He’s just mentally flagged on the
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registrars that I don’t like list (laughs)’. E171 felt that he sought help with purpose and
direction and this experience won’t change that in the future. E171 stated:
E171/47/ I don’t think there would have been anything I would have changed.
And I don’t think it has changed the way that I deal with seeking help. And …
and since then … I mean you do have patients that you [are] worried about on
a fairly regular basis and I haven’t had any other problems with getting help.
In all descriptions above, accounting for self and advancing one’s experience of helpseeking was evident. Junior doctors utilised help-seeking experiences to inform their next
experience and so the circle of learning from experience continued. Without this constituent,
it is possible that junior doctors would have no insight into their role and its vital importance in
keeping patients safe. Likewise, participants might accept their help-seeking as adequate and
never take the time to consider how they could improve. Instead junior doctors might
normalise their behaviour, adapt to their environment and fail to grow from their help-seeking
experiences. This constituent places the others in perspective in relation to the junior doctors’
broader worldview, therefore it is essential in junior doctors’ help-seeking in the hospital
training environment.

4.3 General structure of junior doctors’ help-seeking experience
The last step in Giorgi’s (2009) descriptive phenomenological method is to write a
generalised description on the phenomenon. Giorgi (2009a) states, ‘[s]tructures usually
consist of several key constituent meanings and the relationship among the meanings is the
structure. The following is a generalised description of help-seeking from the experiences of
junior doctors working in the hospital training environment:
For P (the ideal participant), the experience of help-seeking begins with
trusting in one’s self to recognise when the problem is a real problem and
discerning whether P can manage the problem alone or not. P is conscious that
a wrong decision either way could be costly to their appearance of
trustworthiness and through this, their relationships, upon which they rely.
With silent concern, P’s attention is momentarily directed away from the
problem with the patient, to themselves, their clinical role and survival. P
judges whether it is professionally ‘safe’ to seek help and trust others to
support their help-seeking while working in the hospital training environment.
P works judiciously, shifting attention back to the patient and committing to
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his fiduciary responsibilities, knowing that providing safe care is all that
matters. P anticipates the help-seeking outcome for the patient and plans the
next move. With the clock ticking, P reinforces decisions with trusted
colleagues and, through this, his intentions to seek help. P purposefully
adjusts tactics to resolve the patient problem before the patient deteriorates
further, initiating an intentional interaction that will enable him to dialogue
with the helper and sense his response to cooperate. P responds, if necessary,
by adjusting tactics again if support for their help-seeking is not forthcoming,
remaining committed to a successful help-seeking outcome. P emerges from
the experience, accounting for self, making sense of the part he played in the
support and care he obtained for the patient. P takes forward valuable lessons,
learnt through practicing help-seeking, for their next experience of helpseeking, which is surely just around the corner.

4.4 Model depicting general structure of junior doctor’s help-seeking
experience
A model for my study was developed utilising the general structure of the junior
doctors’ help-seeking experience (see Section 3.3.4). The aim of this model was to depict
simply what constituents were essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking experience, the
relationship and role between these constituents, as well as the relationship and role of those
who were the impetus, focus and support for junior doctors’ help-seeking.
Diagram 4.1: Model of general structure of junior doctors’ help-seeking experiences
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The basic rule to all models is that they have the ‘minimum amount of detail required to
achieve the project’s objectives’ (Robinson, 1994, page 34). There are a number of features of
this junior doctors’ help-seeking model that support the above objectives and are worth
highlighting.
•

Central to this junior doctors’ help-seeking model is the patient. This feature radiates out
and between each of the constituents and forms the base and anchor for all junior doctors’
help-seeking constituents.

•

Each of the junior doctors’ help-seeking essential constituents are depicted as equal parts;
this to denote that these constituents are of equal ‘essentialness’ to the experience of
junior doctors’ help-seeking.

•

All constituents are connected, albeit invisibly, with each other, centrally to the patient
and those who support their help-seeking. This denotes that these constituents are
interdependent and have a very close, however not always obvious, linked relationship
with each other and with those in their immediate circle.

•

The curved yellow arrows on each of constituents denote that each constituent
(generalised meaning), feeds and is linked to the others, in this dynamically moving, nonlinear model of junior doctors help-seeking experiences.

•

The outer smaller yellow arrows supporting the structure in the opposite direction, further
symbolises the concept that these constituents are not separable, discrete processes or
events in the experience moving in sequence from one essential constituent to another.
Instead they depict that the meaning in each of these constituents is communal and is
constantly moving between them, being redirected, fed back, re-considered and revealed
through these experiences as a whole.
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4.5 Integrating the three studies and conclusion
This chapter has developed an understanding of what is essential to junior doctor
help-seeking experiences in relation to a patient problem in the hospital training environment
by analysing the response of seven junior doctors, as transcribed into Attachment A, and
identifying eight essential constituents. These constituents are illustrated through a number of
examples drawn from the interview material and then integrated into the model summarised
by diagram 4.1.
To complete the fourth and final aim of this thesis, Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive
phenomenological method was applied again (see Section 3.3.4). Meanings (see highlighted
text Appendix C) were combined with those meanings found in studies two and three, to
producing the next level of generality for help-seeking practice (what is common and
important for the phenomenon of help-seeking practice in the hospital training environment).
Again, the actual essential constituents for help-seeking practice overall are revealed in
chapter 7 (see Section 7.2).
The importance of the findings of this study are discussed further in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5: Findings study two – senior
nurses’ experiences
5.1 Introduction
The findings in this chapter fulfil the second aim of my research – to understand what
is essential to senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior doctor help-seeking in relation to
a patient problem in the hospital training environment. Following Giorgi’s (2009a) method, this
chapter is arranged sequentially (like the one before this), listing and describing the identified
constituents drawn from the interviews transcribed at Appendix B essential to senior nurses’
experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking (see Section 5.2), articulating the
general structure of the experience (see Section 5.3), depicting the derived model (see Section
5.4) and lastly, providing insights on how I felt the findings in this Chapter might be later
integrated (into Chapter 7) with those from Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 (see Section 5.5).

5.2 Constituents
To derive these findings below, I utilised Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive
phenomenological method, identifying essential constituents of senior nurses’ experiences of
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking using imaginative variation (see Section 3.3.3). The
constituents identified have been arranged under six constituent descriptive titles, which I
have accentuated using the naïve expressions of the participants interviewed. The goal of this
explication again is to help describe the constituents and articulate a clear and illuminated
understanding of the interrelated aspects of the constituents. At the end of each constituent
described I summarise the constituent’s relationship to the other constituents and articulate
why I believe it is essential to the structure of senior nurses’ experiences of supporting
doctors’ help-seeking.
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The six essential constituents for the senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking are as follows.
•

Observe and detect when the junior doctor needs extra support.

•

Gauge the junior doctor’s priorities through clinical interactions.

•

Foster professional relationships by respecting clinical roles.

•

Prompt the junior doctor with their help-seeking.

•

Promote and guide the use of proactive tactics.

•

Monitor the junior doctor’s progression into an effective, trustworthy team member.

5.2.1 Observe and detect when the junior doctor needs extra support
Common to all the senior nurse participants was their commitment to support the
junior doctors they worked with, identifying what patients and activities are challenging them
and ensuring they were there to lend a hand. For example, participants E224, E222 and E226
were highly invested in knowing and understanding the dynamics of their environment and
made an effort to be mindful of those with whom they were working and the patients in their
care. This alerted participants to situations and areas where patients were potentially
vulnerable and where junior doctors might struggle and need help-seeking support.
For example, participant E224 had completed his rounds and had a strong sense that
the area the junior doctor was covering was at peak capacity. E224 deduced that the junior
doctor’s workload would require prioritisation that would be difficult for a junior doctor to
deal with at this point in their career and this could negatively impact patients in the area. He
stated:
E224/8/ So this particular [junior doctor] has four wards to cover for their
afternoon shift, so I sat down with him and I had a list. So we round the wards
so we have a good idea of what activity is occurring. Em … and I knew [this
junior doctor’s] area was high activity so that’s why we found him first.
Participant E222 was aware of his working environment, the patients who were
vulnerable and the junior doctors who may need some prompting with their help-seeking.
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E222 had previously observed that the particular junior doctor preferred to work without
much communication with the team. This meant that E222 was particularly wary of where and
what this junior doctor was doing and for which patients they were caring. He stated:
E222/7/ And I just happened to be walking to see this patient this one morning
and I walked past this patient’s room. And I could see that this patient’s heart
rate was very elevated and I would anticipate around [high number]. And this
[junior doctor] was hovering over the bed quite nervously with the nurse there
and I walked in and said, ‘what’s happening?’ I said, ‘this patient looks very
unwell we need to call a MET’. ‘No, I’m okay. I’m doing bloods. I’ve ordered an
X-ray’. I said, ‘you need support’. I said, ‘with a heart rate of [number]. Odds
are we need support for the patient’.
E222’s experience told him that this junior doctor was unware of the dangerous situation the
patient was in and was in need of support. He stated:
E222/11/ And now em … the situation was that the patient had come in for a
[injury to specific location on body]. Was day [number day] post OP. Was …
my evaluation was, that the patient was in [distress], struggling to [sustain
life], saturations were low. Effect was the patient was very drowsy despite
using [an area of body] to [function] quite hard. So a quick clinical bedside
assessment in 30 seconds told me that this patient was very unwell.
Participant E225, like the others, was aware of the activity in the hospital training
environment and, at the beginning of his shift, had reviewed all the patients on his own so that
he had an understanding of their current health status. While interacting with the junior
doctor, he was immediately alerted to a situation where the patient’s condition could be
compromised. E225 determined that he needed to take his time and query the junior doctor
further on the patient’s situation, rather than move quickly through the patient list, as the
junior doctor sought to do. He stated:
E225/7/ Okay. So I asked, ‘why are you asking?’ And they said, ‘for this
patient’. Because part of the treatment modality the [treatment modality
name] for [name injury] is [type of fluid]. That is to establish [an effect in] the
patient’s [anatomy] and causing increased [result]. So we have a [number]
percent [fluid], [type of fluid] that comes in [number] mls and they can run it
at 40 to 60 mls an hour. However when you have a significant [type injury],
and the patient has already been fluid resuscitated it can be problematic. So
we have [number] percent [type of fluid] in [number] mls and they can
prescribe that but they also must give it. A [registered nurse] can’t give it. So
we discussed … discussed those choices em.
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Both E223 and E221 were at the bedside providing one-to-one nursing to their patients
when they were alerted to situations where their junior doctors needed help-seeking support.
Participant E223 had prior knowledge that his patient was a difficult candidate for their
planned procedure and that the plan the junior doctor was proposing was associated with
unnecessary risks. E223 had sensed that the situation was potentially dangerous and would
require expertise beyond the junior doctor’s. He stated:
E223/13/ I was quite, in a way I could kind of feel like … could see this
happening. I just … it just had bad news all over it. Even though we were
quite adamant like, ‘maybe you should speak to the consultant, maybe you
should speak to the registrar’.
E223 was aware that there was a specific protocols that should be adhered to at night. These
protocols were designed to flag to senior staff and patient families that a higher risk procedure
was about to take place. He stated:
E223/4/ So we said, ‘okay, so if you are literally going’ … because we had time
to play with, it wasn’t an emergency situation. We said, should you call the
[family]?’ ‘No, no, no we will tell them when they come in … in the morning.
That’s just fine we will just [complete this procedure] on this [patient] and we
can tell them in the morning’.
Participant E221 on the other hand was not concerned for the patient safety as such,
but felt that the junior doctor was not coping with the unusual pathology result and the
situation now warranted the junior doctor seeking further medical help. He stated:
E221/16/ ‘Maybe you should go speak to the other [junior doctor]?’ And it
was only at that point, two hours into that questions and the queries around
the [test result] (long pause) that I realised that I had to say, ‘you need to go
speak to one of the other [junior doctors] and see if they have a good
explanation for this’.
In all the descriptions above, participants’ commitment to owning the care of the
patient encompassed knowing everything that was going on around them and especially
included identifying junior doctors who needed help-seeking support.
On a higher level identifying if those around them were working safely and if care was
being provided safely provided senior nurses with an overall sense of the status of the clinical
training environment. Amongst the other constitutes this constituent provides the
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information on which to act. Without this constituent, senior nurses would not know when
they needed to prompt, guide or monitor junior doctors’ help-seeking and therefore is
essential to the structure of senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking.

5.2.2 Gauge the junior doctor’s priorities through clinical interactions
Common to all of the senior nurse participants was the importance of gauging the
priorities of the junior doctor they worked with and through this whether they could entrust
the junior doctor to seek help for the patient for whom they were caring. For example, for
both participants E222 and E225, it only took the slightest interaction with the junior doctor
for them to gauge that patient care was not being prioritised and therefore the doctor was not
managing the situation. This made them both initially very concerned.
Participant E222 glanced into the room where the junior doctor was caring for a
patient and identified a multitude of mismatched responses to a patient who was obviously
deteriorating. He stated:
E222/18/ And I spoke with him afterwards and said, ‘why didn’t you activate
MET?’ And he said, he basically … that he had it under control and that he was
doing the blood gas and ordered the chest X-ray. You know – but one, ‘you
didn’t alert the in-charge of the day or the other members of your team that
the patient was unwell so we could come and assist you’.
E222 felt that this junior doctor had not sought help so that he could attempt a new procedure
without anyone watching. E222 stated, ‘35/ And [junior doctor] said, ‘he ordered a chest Xray’. But he was very sheepish. Like [the junior doctor had] been caught out’. Failing to
consider the patient care and prioritising his own learning agenda, made the junior doctor
appear less trustworthy to E222.
Participant E223, on the other hand, gauged that the junior doctor he was working
with hadn’t sought help from the consultant on-call as it was more convenient to seek help
from another junior doctor (who was not on-call). E223 stated, ‘3/ Em … so what the [junior
doctor] decided to do again was to call the [more senior doctor than them], not the consultant
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on-call. Em … and they said, “Yup okay I’ll come in”’. E223 felt frustrated by this and
perceived that the junior doctor had not accurately assessed the risks for this patient and
prioritised the patient’s care over their own agenda. Later on, this insight would come to the
fore. He stated:
E223/6/ But when they were trying to [procedure] the [patient], they must
have caused some trauma around the [specific area] and so there was lots of
blood and then they tried to [resuscitate the patient]. But because there was
lots of blood in the [specific area] this [patient deteriorated] and became
[distressed] and we started [another technical procedure]. We started [drugs]
and it came to a point where the [the more senior doctor] taken over and was
suctioning copious amounts of [type of] blood from the [specific area] and the
[more senior doctor] was getting flustered as well.
Like E222, E223 felt that the junior doctor was concentrating so hard on the procedure that
they failed to be situationally aware of what was happening around them and how they were
endangering the patient’s life. He stated:
E223/26/ They just couldn’t [complete the procedure] and the [junior doctor]
didn’t even say, ‘I can’t do this’, they kept going and going. And the [more
senior junior doctor] was like, ‘okay I need to take over’. Em … quite clearly,
but – you know – without em … I guess em.
Similarly, participant E225 felt that the junior doctor had not fulfilled his obligations to
his patient to the best of his ability, primarily by failing to investigate why the current
treatment option appeared not to be working and seeking out alternative options. E225 felt
that the junior doctor’s lack of expertise in the area had played a part in this. But the
participant felt that not knowing something should have enhanced the junior doctor’s curiosity
as to why the current treatment appeared not to be working and made them more
determined to get to the bottom of the problem. Instead, the junior doctor appeared willing
to go along with the current treatment. E225 stated:
E225/8/ However when you have a significant [type injury], and the patient
has already been fluid resuscitated it can be problematic. So we have
[different treatment regime] and they can prescribe that, but they also must
give it. A [registered nurse] can’t give it. So we discussed … discussed those
choices em.
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Further, E225’s interaction with the junior doctor left him with mixed feelings as to whether
the junior doctor had intentionally sought help from him in order to avoid initially seeking help
from the senior consultant who was visibly present on the ward. E225 stated:
E225/50/ So, if they aren’t sure about something, they feel safer perhaps going
to senior or junior nurses before they go ask their consultant. So [junior
doctors] get some backup information and then they can feel like they can ask
the consultant. They don’t want to look foolish I guess.
Participant E221 on the other hand, felt that the junior doctor they were working with
was committed to patient care and on previous occasions had demonstrated the necessary
knowledge and skills to work safely. E221 stated:
E221/38/ Em ... I suppose. Being a senior member of staff in the [area] you get
exposure to [junior doctors] doing procedures and how they act around
deteriorating patients. How they perform those, gives you. Well I think it
gives you a good perspective of their medical knowledge and medical
confidence and capacity. And so it’s just … just not them being there. Or how
long they have been there. It’s what they’ve done when they are there. And
certainly with this particular doctor I felt. I knew he was very clinical, very
competent with his procedures. How [junior doctor] performed his
procedures and his decision-making around deteriorating patients has been
prompt – you know – and has always been concise and certainly effective.
It took E221 some time to realise that, on this occasion, the junior doctor was taking E221’s
cues about whether to be concerned or not about the patient problem and had intentionally
not sought further help. E221 stated:
E221/18/ So in my mind after our first conversation about the [test result], I
assumed [the junior doctor] would have gone and spoken to somebody else.
And … and got – you know – either an explanation of why the [result] could
have been up or a treatment. So when we talked about another hour and then
another hour down the track. I think I was a bit surprised that he didn’t have a
reason for why it was happening. And hadn’t sought any queries from
anybody else about it. And just kept to himself.
E221 felt that he could not judge the junior doctor too harshly, but instead needed to give
them the benefit of the doubt about their help-seeking. As he felt partially responsible for
influencing the decision, E221 stated:
E221/19/ And whether that was because he was too busy or he didn’t feel
confident in his skills or was busy doing other stuff. I don’t know but em … and
I think some of it was he wasn’t particularly concerned because I wasn’t
concerned.
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Participant E224, on the other hand, had not worked with the junior doctor before but
made himself accessible to ensure they would have the opportunity to seek help if needed.
Once this interaction was initiated, E224 judged that the junior doctor’s priorities were
genuine. E224 felt that the junior doctor’s willingness to seek help and close their knowledge
gap meant that they were dedicated to providing the best care for their patients. E224 stated:
E224/6/ So [junior doctor] went, ‘oh can we talk about it, not here?’ Because
we were at the nurses desk with a couple of the nurses. So I said, ‘yep’. So we
went into a private room and [junior doctor] was quite emotional. Em … when
we got away from the nursing staff that he was around. And [junior doctor]
was like, ‘I have no idea how to manage my workload, like it’s overwhelming
me, can you help me?’
In the descriptions above, senior nurse participants gauged whether the junior doctor
was prioritising the patient’s care – that is whether the junior doctor’s intentions were patient
focused and whether they were working safely and seeking help when they discerned they
could not manage alone. In all instances, senior nurse participants appeared to base their
opinion on their daily face-to-face interactions with junior doctors as they cared for patients.
This constituent is important because the structure would collapse without some indication of
junior doctors’ priorities and intentions. It was situationally essential for the senior nurse
participants to know the intentions and priorities of those whom they work with, even if that
assessment was refined and replaced with another experience in the future. As it appeared,
senior nurses could then plan and activate strategies, committing more or less effort into
guiding and developing a particular junior doctor’s help-seeking such as by fostering a
relationship, promoting proactive tactics and monitoring junior doctors’ help-seeking progress.

5.2.3 Foster professional relationships by respecting clinical roles
Common to all of the senior nurse participants was the importance of fostering
trusting and respectful professional working relationships through the careful navigation of
clinical roles. For example, participants E224, E222 and E225 each described an experience
where the junior doctor needed their experiential knowledge and skills to complete their tasks.
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This had the potential to put the junior doctor into a necessary but awkward position within
the hierarchy.
Participant E224 welcomed the opportunity to support the junior doctor in a way that
protected the junior doctor’s confidence within the training environment and challenged the
perceived myths that doctors had to work solo and deal with patient problems independently.
Indeed, this gave him a strong sense of job satisfaction. E224 took a number of cautious
measures to facilitate this interaction, including validating how the junior doctor felt and
reassuring the junior doctor that they had made the right decision in seeking support from
him. He stated:
E224/19/ Em … and I just explained to him that don’t em – you know – don’t
feel bad or beat up yourself. The fact that you felt so overwhelmed that you
were very emotional in front of me. I’m not going to tell anyone – you know.
I’ve been through this with dozens and dozens and dozens of doctors that feel
overwhelmed on ward call. And it’s a normal feeling. And you did the right
thing to come up to someone who you felt like you could trust to say that you
were overwhelmed can you help me. Because when you do that problem
solved in 90 minutes. Shifts back on track and everyone’s feeling okay and
you’re feeling okay. Em … and stuff like that.
Further, E224 felt that approaching this interaction with empathy and respect for the junior
doctor enabled him to foster a healthy clinical relationship where he could count on the junior
doctor to lend a hand in future.
For participant E222, the interaction with the junior doctor called for decisive action
that, nonetheless, cautiously suggested the correct line of action, without telling the junior
doctor what to do. E222 felt that it was important not to challenge the junior doctor openly in
front of the other staff, but E222 also needed to make the care of patient a priority before he
could support this junior doctor’s help-seeking. He stated:
E222/31/ Em … I was very mindful not to do it at the bedside where if possible.
But I walked into that situation and I did question, ‘did you activate a MET?’
Because sometimes you don’t have to push all the bells and the whistles, you
can do it through switch and that can be very orchestrated. You can call them
so all the bells are not going off on the ward. ‘No, it hadn’t been called’. So I
said to him, ‘I’m going to activate MET’.
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E222 felt that to chastise the junior doctor publicly on their poor patient care choices and
inaccurate assessment would only derail management of the patient and widen the fracture
between them and the other nurses in the room. To maintain the junior doctor’s credibility,
E222 chose instead to ask for further instructions. He stated:
E222/34/ So I said, ‘look’… I took it from a supportive angle which is what you
call a MET for anyway. Em … that – you know – ‘you may want to wait until the
MET team comes’ – you know. ‘Do you want us to do some [drug] or’ – you
know. Started off doing blood sugars and all the routine things that we should
do with a review.
E222 felt that if he had not respected the junior doctor’s role, he would have lost any
opportunity to develop an effective relationship with the junior doctor, or encourage them to
work more effectively as a team member in the future. He stated:
E222/26/ So [the junior doctor] was quite off me that day, which was okay. I
just carried on the professional communication that we need to do on the
ward. 29/ And the doctor was on the roster the next day as usual and I treated
him exactly as I would any of the other members of staff. 30/ And em … I think
from example of the other teams and how things work on the ward he could
see. And had spoken since, that you can’t survive doing it on your own – you
know – from a safety perspective and supportive perspective as well and for
patient care. So it was actually a good outcome and it could have gone either
way.
For participant E225, his role as a senior nurse provided some unacknowledged
responsibilities in educating and supervising junior doctors, but he was aware that it was a fine
line, not to be overstepped. E225 stated, ‘25/ Because there is always that slight distance
between doctors and nurses. Even though I am a senior nurse’. So even though E225 felt it
was an honour that the junior doctor was comfortable to seek help from him and valued his
expertise – ‘24/ So [junior doctor] asking me? Made me feel … ah … oh (long pause) respected’
– he also understood that he had to navigate the potential conflict that could arise cautiously.
E225 also understood that he had a less recognised role in providing junior doctors a direct
and burden free help-seeking support link to senior doctors and that this was an unspoken
benefit provided to junior doctors, which ultimately helped build rapport and relationships
with them. He stated:
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E225/50/ So if they aren’t sure about something they feel safer perhaps going
to senior or junior nurses before they go ask their consultant. So [junior
doctors] get some backup information and then they can feel like they can ask
the consultant. They don’t want to look foolish I guess.
Participant E221’s experience of supporting this junior doctor ended with E221
reflecting on how difficult it is to have the knowledge and experience to value-add when
managing patient problems, but how it can also negatively impact patient care when capability
is confused with responsibility for the patient. E221 felt that he influenced the junior doctor’s
decision to seek further help, an action with which he was not comfortable. He stated:
E221/21/ In isolation the patient seemed okay in every other respect. But that
was always going to be at the back of my mind that the [test result] was high.
And I was relying on [the junior doctor] to be the last word. To say, it was
okay. (Big inhale). And I think in some respects, I think he was relying on me
because of my experience with the [specific] patients. Em … but if [E221]
wasn’t worried he wasn’t going to be worried. And that probably wasn’t a
good scenario for us to be in as nurse and doctor.
E221 felt that fostering relationships with junior doctors was rewarding but certain elements
needed to be navigated carefully, as there was the potential to detract from maintaining a
clear chain of command. He stated:
221/36/ So I made a bit of excuse to myself for not saying [coughs] anything.
But em … it was a nice reminder to me that I should – regardless [of] who it is
or their experience [ask] ‘have you spoken to anyone else? Have you asked
them about why this could be the case?’
For participant E223, the correct time to step in and provide support depended on his
sense of how receptive the particular junior doctor would be to accepting help-seeking
support from him. E223 stated, ‘24/ Very receptive … well it depends on their personality.
Some of them like to just figure things for themselves’. Nevertheless, E223 was cautious to
assert his senior status as a patient advocate, although he did question the junior doctor about
his help-seeking. E223 stated, ‘13/ Even though we were quite adamant like, “maybe you
should speak to the consultant, maybe you should speak to the registrar”’. But once this
support was eschewed by the junior doctor and the procedure started, E223 did not give up.
Instead, he observed attentively and listened out for any indication from the junior doctor that
he could support their help-seeking. He stated:
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E223/29/So we could see what was going on, on the monitor. And that and
there was just no tracing on the [saturation monitor] and the [specific] rate
and monitor the second level of [drugs]. And we knew that like was not … we
just needed them to say this is what is happening … ‘we need more help now!’
As highlighted in each of the senior nurse participants’ experiences above, this
constituent is particularly important as it acts like adhesive, pulling all the constituents
together and linking the top structure with the bottom. This constituent describes what it is
like for senior nurses to support junior doctors help-seeking. Developing proactive junior
doctors required cautious, reliable and supportive interactions, where unprejudiced
assessment and understandings of each other’s priorities and intentions for patient care can
be established, so that better decisions for patient care could be made. Senior nurses needed
to stay alert and put their previous working experience with junior doctors to good use,
choosing when and how to provide support and promoting what they advocated at every
opportunity. Senior nurses activated strategies that did not undermine the junior doctor’s
professional role but respected the training environment context in which the problem had
arisen. Senior nurses also described that, with strong nurse help-seeking support, junior
doctors can become effective and trusted team members.

5.2.4 Prompt the junior doctor with their help-seeking
Common to all of the senior nurse participants was a sense of the importance of being
confident and trusting oneself to draw upon the appropriate resources to prompt junior
doctors help-seeking in the hospital training environment successfully. For example,
participants E222, E223 and E225 all prompted a junior doctor to seek help in one way or
another, selecting strategies that were specific and appropriate for the junior doctor and the
context. For participant E222, a particular junior doctor’s patient care clearly disappointed
him, as he had pride in the ward as a place where junior doctors came to develop their
professionalism and help-seeking practice. He stated:
E222/16/ For myself I felt a bit em … deflated because I didn’t want that
experience for the [junior doctor] to be a bad one. But I was also mixed with
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being very angry as well because [the junior doctor] didn’t follow protocol of a
deteriorating patient.
E222 felt that he needed to ensure that this junior doctor learnt a lesson early but was also
aware that how he handled this experience with the junior doctor could have long term
consequences for both the doctor’s patients and for their ongoing professional relationship.
E222 carefully regulated his initial emotional response to the situation and later provided
detailed and transparent help-seeking support that he communicated to the junior doctor,
which emphasised good patient care and help-seeking, including the importance of
intentionally seeking help from their team members, paying particular attention to those who
were supporting them and attending to their patients’ needs. He stated:
E222/19/ You know – but one, ‘you didn’t alert the in-charge of the day or the
other members of your team that the patient was unwell so we could come
and assist you. You’ve got a relatively junior nurse here who couldn’t really
support you with all aspects of the follow up and care that was needed. And
em … that you’re not following hospital protocol with the deteriorating
patient’.
Further, E222 provided the junior doctor with a poignant example upon which to reflect,
highlighting decisions that were not in the patient’s best interests. He stated:
E222/24/ The other thing that didn’t happen was [the junior doctor] didn’t
inform the family that the patient was unwell and subsequently needed an
[Area 2] transfer. So I rang the family because [the junior doctor] didn’t feel
comfortable to do that. So again we had a bit of a discussion that he was
happy to do [a specific procedure] unsupervised and that was [the junior
doctor’s] first one. But not ring the family. And not inform the patient what
was going on as well.
E222 also felt it was necessary to ensure that the junior doctor’s medical supervisor also spoke
to the junior doctor to ensure that the message was both reinforced and processed. He stated:
E222/27/ Em … and I did feed that back to his supervisor as well, [senior
doctor name]. Em … who had a feedback session with him two days later.
Saying that it was very, very important that [the junior doctor] had open
discussions with the nursing staff and particularly the [senior nursing role] if
there is an unwell patient. And encouraged the use of the MET call and
following procedure.
Participant E223 recognised that the junior doctor had not adequately thought
through all of the aspects of providing their patient with the optimal care. E223 used his
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frontline status as the nurse responsible to advocate for the patient, as well as his seniority to
question firmly the junior doctor’s decision to commence the procedure without senior
doctors on hand. He stated:
E223/23/ Because overnight they are by themselves and they don’t have …
don’t have another [doctor] they are the only doctor in [Type 1 area] unless
they have the people on-call. Which they are, like 10 minutes away. That is
long time to wait.
Even though the potential disaster was averted, E223 felt compelled to remind the junior
doctor involved of their obligation to seek help appropriately. E223 understood that he needed
to seize the opportunity immediately, surrounding himself with a group of senior nurses to
send a powerful message of exactly what their expectations were. He stated:
E223/10/ Afterwards … as the senior nurses we kind of said to the doctor,
‘should have spoken to the parents. You should have spoken to the
consultant’ (exasperation sound). This [patient] was known as very hard kind
of … was very hard to [reverse the procedure on]. Wouldn’t say [the start of
the procedure] but really hard to manage. So really should have waited or
called, or had a more senior person.
For participant E225, his extensive experience of working with junior doctors meant
that he knew not to provide clinical advice or make a decision without getting the patient’s full
history. E225 encouraged the junior doctor to provide a proper handover where the patient
history and proposed treatment plan were laid out and communicated to him. He stated:
E225/30/ Well [junior doctor] was asking me, ‘how many millilitres he should
prescribe of the [number] percent [type of fluid]’. And I know what it is. But I
need more information and so I collected more clinical information on the
patient and said, ‘so what is your … what do you want to achieve?’ This was
part of the [therapy].
Participant E225 recognised quickly that the patient was not being provided with the optimal
care. E225 understood that he needed to lead the coordination of a spontaneous teaching
session, assembling other team members to bridge this junior doctor’s knowledge deficit. E225
stated, ‘13/ And as a [junior doctor], they shouldn’t be ordering [number] percent [type of
fluid]. We need more senior involvement but it is also a teaching hospital’. But E225
understood that he needed to go about this very delicately, to ensure the junior doctor did not
construe that he was revealing their deficit to the senior doctor. Therefore, E225 encouraged
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the junior doctor to ask the senior doctor directly, with the foresight that the senior doctor
would listen and realise that more clinical knowledge was needed and would impart this
information themselves. He stated:
E225/16/ I called that consultant over and we had a discussion of the
treatment modalities for [type of injuries] and for this patient in particular.
And I encouraged him to handover or give more information so we could
decide … so the consultant was informed and could consider the treatment
modalities and we looked at the pathology. We looked at the [scans] again and
then [number] percent was decided upon with some education for both of us.
And the nurse at the bed-side along the way.
Participant E221 felt that the junior doctor’s query had provided an opportunity to
support their help-seeking and was happy to be utilised as a sounding board, confidently and
openly discussing the patient problem and sharing his expertise. He stated:
E221/9/ And I was sort of (long pause) I suppose … was giving advice around
this specific patient. Em … as far as I was could see, there were no clinical
indications to say there was any good reason for his [test results] to go up. He
had a good [vital signs].
When the problem continued without a clear reason, E221 realised that he had momentarily
forgotten that he had a role to prompt the junior doctor to seek help from others in order to
resolve this issue, rather than relying on him solely. E221 stated, ‘34/ And so I think I just gave
myself a mental reminder, “why didn’t I say that earlier?” I should have, maybe should have
told him to go talk to the other [junior doctor]’.
For participant E224, the junior doctor’s vulnerable state meant that he needed to use
his previous experience of working with other junior health professionals to ensure that the
junior doctor would trust him and feel safe from the outset. E224 clearly communicated why
and how he would prioritise and address this patient’s problems. E224 made a point of saying
out loud to the stressed junior doctor that their feelings were valid and he was going to
support them through the entire shift. He stated:
E224/44/ And so I just said to [the junior doctor], ‘so we’ll go and see these
patients first’ and gave him a rationale as to why. Because I knew the other
patient. I knew [the patient] was okay and that’s when I said to him, ‘I’m
going to come with you and we will review the patient together, so you don’t
feel alone because you’re not alone’.
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E224 listened to the junior doctor’s concerns and where they had experienced barriers with
their help-seeking in the past. E224 drew on his expertise as senior nurse to provide the junior
doctor with an insight into the role of an on-call senior doctor and their workload. E224
emphasised that even though senior doctors can sometimes be difficult to seek help from, it
should never deter a junior doctor from attaining the help they need for their patients to
thrive. He stated:
E224/13/ [The junior doctor] said, ‘but the last time I rang when I was on ward
call. The [Type 2] registrar … I got yelled at down the phone’. So I said, ‘okay’
and I explained to him the dynamics between – you know – a [junior doctor]
ward call and the [Type 2] registrar. That a [Type 2] registrar … that he’s got
[number] wards and the [Type 2] reg has got every ward plus admissions in ED.
So the [Type 2] registrar is busy but that shouldn’t excuse unprofessional
behaviour. So I went through some tips on how to communicate over the
phone to a more senior medical officer.
From experience, E224 knew that patient care outcomes were realised in a number of
different ways in the hospital training environment. E224 felt that, through his mentoring, if
he could facilitate one junior doctor from disengaging with their clinical colleagues or their
patients, then the training environment was safer for both staff and patients. He stated:
E224/26/ But when we catch [a junior doctor] that is sinking so badly. Em …
and ya. And we just think that’s what we are here for and we know that
patients are going to have better outcomes because we do have, I guess, us as
a safety net. So and we put lots of things in place to ensure that we are always
that safety net.
But E224 warned that if senior colleagues were not careful at regulating their own emotional
behaviour in front of junior doctors, then efforts to mentor and form relationships with junior
doctors would be jeopardised. He stated:
E224/27/ So if we’re – you know – under the pump and having a bad day ourself. We do a lot of … I guess we do a lot of reflection not only as a team but
individually. So right, if you’re having a bad day so there’s a lot of codes or
particularly distressing codes. When a [junior doctor] does come to you, if it
happens on that shift as well and they are distressed. You have to make sure
… you are more – you know – technically the more senior person. Em … you
need to make sure that our busyness and possibly our distress from a bad
code or whatever. We’re not going to put on to them because they are
already in a vulnerable situation.
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In all the descriptions above, participants used their expertise and experience to
prompt junior doctors to seek help for their patient and provide the best care. This
constituent is essential and supports, and is supported by, the other constituents to form the
structure. For participants to prompt junior doctors effectively it was important that they:
•

chose an approach informed by their previous experience and judgements that correctly
detect that the junior doctor was in need of support; and,

•

understood that by initiating a conversation around seeking help, they were entering a
informal supervisory role that meant that they would need to respect clinical roles and be
cognisant of how the encounter could affect future professional relationships.

Importantly, for the general structure to remain intact, senior nurse participants also had to
commit to proactive work practices that involve anticipating that they may need the skills to
prompt junior doctors’ help-seeking and foresee and continually monitor when they may have
to employ these skills.

5.2.5 Promote and guide the use of proactive tactics
Common to all of the senior nurse participants was the importance of being proactive
and guiding practices that enhance both patient and team outcomes through being an
effective part of the training environment. In doing so, participants typically demonstrated
these tactics to achieve their patient goals and concurrently encouraged junior doctors to
incorporate these proactive tactics into their daily work routine.
For example, participants E222, E225 and E224 all led proactively by example –
anticipating problems, taking charge and encouraging proactive measures to ensure that junior
doctors worked effectively in their teams. Participant E222 exemplified an effective team
member by actively reviewing a patient and checking that the junior doctor was adequately
supported. In doing so, E222 realised the dangerous position the care team was in, taking
temporary control of the situation and seeking help the moment he confirmed that assistance
had not been called. Later, E222 took the initiative and supported the junior doctor’s help160

seeking by debriefing with him and reporting the incident to a senior colleague, with the
objective that these conversations would lead the junior doctor to reflect further on their
practice and even prevent a similar event from happening again. E222 understood that other
health professionals in the hospital training environment were potentially effective guides for
junior doctors and pointed out how they were all achieving best outcomes for their patients
when they intentionally sought help from each other. He stated:
E222/2/ I think, broadly, the [Type 1] team do extremely well because they
have each other to bounce off issues with and they have their … have their
[junior doctors] and they also work very closely with [other staff].
E222 understood that from the onset this junior doctor had been on the periphery of the
team. E222 stated, ‘6/ This particular [junior doctor] I was alerted to straight away because
from the get-go … he particularly didn’t want to be in that team play’. And E222 planned steps
to aid this junior doctor’s integration to ensure that they felt included and confident to seek
help from other team members when they encountered patient problems.
Participant E225 understood that effective teams are made up of proactive individuals.
E225 recognised that the patient was not being provided with the optimal care and, to address
this, seized the opportunity and encouraged the junior doctor to seek help. E225 stated, ‘31/
And then I initiated, “why don’t we talk to the consultant about this because this patient has
been here and things aren’t working”’. E225 understood that encouraging the junior doctor
to seek help from others around him was one way that a junior doctor could be encouraged to
their peers and supervisors and start to build trusting relationships. E225 stated, ‘28/ And I felt
this collaborative approach. I ensured that the nurse at the bedside was included. So we had
a team approach’. E225 also understood that by leading proactively by example, as he did, the
team avoided a potential emergency situation and instead used the time they had together to
host a training session at the bedside for the junior doctor, where treatment decisions could
be calmly discussed and clarified. E225 stated, ‘42/ This wasn’t an emergency situation so it
can be all be discussed. And the [junior doctor] was doing the answering’.
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Like E222 and E225, proactive work practices were routine for E224. Prior to their
interaction with the junior doctor, E224 had anticipated that the area that the junior doctor
was covering would be at peak activity, which would mean that patient care would be delayed
in some instances. Concerned, and hoping to avoid such delay in delivering care, E224 actively
planned his time and visited this junior doctor as the first part of his rounds. He stated:
E224/4/ So, so part of our role is to check in with each of the [junior doctors]
and basically see how they are going with their level of activity. And if they
require assistance. And if they do, what assistance they actually require? And
then we will look at the after-hours team I guess, the resources we have and
possibly deploy resources to go and help them.
After listening to the junior doctor’s concerns and helping them to prioritise their workload,
E224 actively encouraged the junior doctor to seek feedback on this plan from the registrar.
E224 stated:
E224/15/ And [junior doctor] went through that with the [Type 2] registrar and
[Type 2] registrar’s reply was, ‘yep sounds like you’re going good. Go back and
review the patient in an hour or get the nursing staff to ring you within that
hour if they are deteriorating any more. If not, review them in hour and just
give me an update but I think you are on the right track’.
Like the others, E223 and E221 both had plenty of experience of working with junior
doctors and promoting proactive work practices to ensure that team members worked
effectively. For E223, being proactive meant anticipating when a doctor needed help-seeking
support and what help-seeking support they needed, dedicating time and effort to
encouraging them to adopt cooperative and anticipatory work practices. He stated:
E223/22/ So it is almost like em … a culture of mentorship of junior doctors.
So we often support them and we go to [different procedures] and em …
different high risk things. We support them. Okay, ‘you should call the
registrar you should call the consultant, you should do this. I will get … will get
you this piece of equipment and this is what you should do and we are very,
very helpful’. And we kind of nudge them along the way and say, ‘okay you
need the consultant. You need to this now. Have you thought about this?’
In this experience, E223 did just that, suggesting that a junior doctor seek help from the senior
consultant and advocating that the patient’s family be contacted before commencing the
procedure. He stated:
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E223/4/ So we said, ‘okay, so if you are literally going’ … because we had time
to play with it wasn’t an emergency situation. We said, ‘should you call the
[family]?’ ‘No, no, no we will tell them when they come in … in the morning.
That’s just fine we will just [complete this procedure] on this [patient] and we
can tell them in the morning’.
E223 realised that he may be pushing the boundaries of his role if he persisted with this
suggestion and, as an alternative, kept a vigilant eye open to any further opportunities to
support the junior doctor’s help-seeking. He stated:
E223/16/ So I left because, as you know, in a resus situation you should just do
what you’re doing and let the other people do … I had the consultant’s phone
numbers so I just jumped out of doing that and called [the other consultant]
quickly. Em … got [the consultant] to come up.
E223 also made a point of seeking help from other senior nurses in his area to assist with his
help-seeking support. E223 stated, ‘15/ Oh right, well, so there was a couple of other senior
nurses there as well. As obviously everyone came and ran’. And although they were not able
to persuade the junior doctor to seek help from the consultant or speak to the family, they did
not give up looking for opportunities to support his help-seeking further. He stated:
E223/31/ We are a bit of a well-oiled machine when we are in a resus
situation, everybody has their jobs. So we kind of know and we kind of
anticipate what is happening but when someone says something like that …
it’s like ya. You’re not saying it because obviously this is what’s happening …
but we need to do something different.
It was similar for participant E221, who had previously encouraged junior doctors to
seek help in a variety of circumstances. He stated:
E221/31/ And that’s something that I have consciously done with junior
doctors that I feel have been out of their depth in the past. I’ve directed them
to go and speak to one of the senior medical or seek advice from medical staff.
E221 felt that team members were effective when they showed that they were both open and
receptive to new ideas and willing to share their expertise. E221 was thanked by this junior
doctor for his dedication to interprofessionalism and his help-seeking support. He stated:
E221/41/ And it was funny ‘cause that night and the previous. It was that
night and the next night, I was working with [this junior doctor]. And that was
his last night in the unit. And he thanked me when he was leaving because he
was going back overseas. ‘I really appreciate your help and I really appreciate
– you know – you em … talking me through things’.
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In all the descriptions above, participants promoted proactive work practices to ensure
that team members work effectively together. Senior nurse participants demonstrated a clear
intention to build environments based on trust and proactivity in order to facilitate team
effectiveness. Without this constituent, the structure, like the strength of the hospital training
environment, could be diminished. Hospital training environments need senior nurses who
are actively working to reinforce expectations, encouraging teamwork, make opportunities to
share expertise and most of all, support junior doctor’ help-seeking. It is only through
promotion, observation and adoption of proactive behaviours by individuals do we build
proactive teams.

5.2.6 Monitor the junior doctor’s progression into an effective, trustworthy clinical
team member
Common to all of the participants was the importance of trusting junior doctors as
functioning and dependable members of the team. In doing so, participants monitored junior
doctors’ ability to receive, respond to and value their help-seeking support and their
willingness to seek and reciprocate help when the team was in need. For participant E224,
years of building trust with junior doctors and providing help-seeking support appeared to be
making a difference. E224 felt that, over time, the junior doctors he had worked with had
adopted a more mature, receptive approach to learning from him and he could rely on them
when he needed them the most. He stated:
E224/37/ And – you know – we know because of that rapport that we have.
When we have multiple medical emergencies, which happen in a facility of this
size. You know we can ring one of the [junior doctors] and say, ‘we got a third
code blue happening. And it’s on the surgical wards and they might be one of
the medical [junior doctors] – you know. You don’t have this, ‘I’m doing
medicine, I’m the medical [junior doctor]. Why do I have to go there?’
[Instead] ‘What ward? Yep not a worry [name], I’ll go up there and give them a
hand’. So you get a lot more team work.
E224 felt that the junior doctor in this experience valued the previous support he had provided
and this meant that he could now rely on the doctor as an effective team member, a team
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member who would aid him in assessing and monitoring the clinical workload in the
environment and help to identify deteriorating patients. He stated:
E224/22/ And three months down the track [junior doctor has] done another
round of ward calls since then. And at the start of the shift he would normally
ring the [someone in the role], ‘I’m on, I’ll let you know if I need a hand. I’ll let
you know any patients I’m escalating to the medical registrar’. So he has also
a more of a comfortable relationship with the [role].
E221 reflected that in the past he had dealt with junior doctors who had not
responded to his suggestions to seek help. This provided him with an indication that they
were not clinically mature as they still perceived seeking help as a sign of weakness that should
be avoided and therefore could not be immediately trusted. He stated:
E221/33/ And how they sometimes respond to that question, ‘I think you
should go talk to someone else’, gives me a good indication of their confidence
level, in terms of their treatment decisions.
E221 perceived that although, in this instance, this junior doctor had not been actively
listening to his suggestions to seek help, he gave him the benefit of the doubt, as he knew that
he played a role that may have altered the junior doctor’s decision to seek help. E221 felt that
a valuable lesson had been learnt never to assume that a junior doctor has sought help and a
junior doctor should always seek help. He stated:
E221/26/ And so the two of us had – you know – had a realisation I suppose …
together. That this was something we could have picked up if we’d looked a
little bit deeper into what medications he was on.
Participant E222 recognised that the way the junior doctor initially withdrew from him
after the experience was a not a good sign, but he accepted that the junior doctor might need
some time to process the help-seeking support he had provided. E222 stated, ‘26/ So he was
quite off me that day, which was okay. I just carried on the professional communication that
we need to do on the ward’. In the days after, E222 put considerable effort into socialising the
junior doctor and his final observation was that the junior doctor had come to accept the value
of what a collaborative approach provided for the patient and themselves, and discussing
patients and seeking help from your team was something they would do in the future. He
stated:
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E222/30/ And em, I think, from example of the other teams and how things
work on the ward, he could see. And had spoken since, that you can’t survive
doing it on your own – you know – from a safety perspective and supportive
perspective as well and for patient care. So it was actually a good outcome
and it could have gone either way.
For participant E225 there was, at the beginning of the experience, a general trust in
the junior doctor’s motives for seeking help from him. E225 stated, ‘33/ And it wasn’t that I
solely suggested. I’m sure this [junior doctor] would have said, “I’m about to ask the consultant
– you were walking past”’. But this feeling slightly waned through the experience, after the
senior nurse went to considerable trouble to support the junior doctor without receiving any
acknowledgement of the effort or gratitude. He stated:
E225/46/ Not that I need to be thanked, but the three of us should have been
… it would have been nice. The bedside nurse is involved as well so. The
consultant did that though. He came and thanked everyone. 48/ Reminded us
what to look out for and the bedside nurse. 52/ Em … some will say thank you
most will not.
E225 understood that junior doctors tended to seek help from nurses prior to going to senior
doctors. E225 stated, ‘51/ So [junior doctors] get some backup information and then they can
feel like they can ask the consultant. They don’t want to look foolish I guess’. E225 felt that
this junior doctor probably fitted in to a group of junior doctors who didn’t seek help because
they did not want to look silly in front of their peers, for not knowing something E225 stated,
‘49/ I think for the [junior doctor] they were still a little bit overwhelmed’.
Participant E223 felt that the junior doctor lacked maturity from the start, because
they had not sought help directly from the consultant on-call. It was only luck that an
alternative consultant could be contacted when the patient’s condition quickly deteriorated,
while the junior doctor was performing a procedure that should have been supervised. He
stated:
E223/12/ And this [patient] was in grave danger if this [consultant hadn’t been
in the hospital], who knows what would have happened. But ya. So even then
they were ‘no, no, no’. Even though we were quite adamant like, ‘maybe you
should speak to the consultant, maybe you should speak to the registrar’.
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What horrified E223 about this experience was that a second junior doctor, who had
marginally more experience than the first, allowed the first junior doctor to continue the
procedure for much longer than was safe. E223 stated, ‘26/ They just couldn’t [complete the
procedure] and the [junior doctor] didn’t even say, “I can’t do this”. They kept going and
going’. This led E223 to believe that both junior doctors were really unware of the impact
they were having on the patient and that they were not being safe or effective team members.
In the descriptions above, senior nurse participants monitored junior doctors’ helpseeking practice for signs that they were developing into trustworthy team members who
could be entrusted to seek help when they discerned that their limitations had been reached.
Without this omnipresent constituent in the structure, it would be impossible to distinguish
the changes in junior doctors’ perception and adoption of healthy help-seeking practices. This
would leave senior nurses working in the dark, unable to detect adequately which junior
doctors needed extra support or when to prioritise their efforts to promote help-seeking to
them. Further, without this constituent, limits would be placed on senior nurses’ abilities to
navigate clinical roles effectively and respectfully, as they would only be able to use their initial
assessments of trust to guide them. Nothing more concrete would be available, that could
show that a pattern of trust was developing, or indicate that junior doctors were seeking help
responsibly and were on their way to working effectively in their teams.

5.3 General structure of senior nurses’ experience of supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking
The last step in Giorgi’s (2009) descriptive phenomenological method is to write a
generalised description of senior nurses’ experiences of supporting a junior doctor with their
help-seeking in the hospital training environment. Giorgi (1985) states ‘the criterion would be
that all of the meaning of the transformed meaning units are at least implicitly contained in
the general description’ (page 19). The aim is that the ‘general description of the situated
structure tries as much as possible to depart from the specifics to communicate the most
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general meaning of the phenomenon’ (Giorgi, 1985, page 20). The results of the descriptive
phenomenological analysis produced one structure:
For P, (the ideal participant), the experience of supporting junior doctors helpseeking begins far in advance of the actual exchange. P is positioned close to
patients and hospital activity at all times and therefore is in an advantaged
position to observe and interact with junior doctors in the hospital training
environment. P gauges junior doctors’ priorities and intentions to provide care
for the patients, sensitive to situations where patients are vulnerable and
when junior doctors should be seeking help. P forms an initial judgement
about whether the junior doctor can be trusted and if they are receptive to
help-seeking support. P respectfully activates strategies to ensure that best
practice is achieved, facilitating and communicating in such a way that junior
doctors feel secure and can reflect positively on their role, relationships and
experience. For P, this takes what only experience can provide, a sense of
confidence and understanding in their own role within the hospital training
environment. For P, the strategies they utilise and when they decided to
intervene are paramount for patient safety. P understands when to prompt
junior doctors to help-seek, when they need to negotiate or take action and
when and how to debrief with junior doctors after help-seeking. Concurrently,
P promotes the help-seeking work practices and team-based communication
that they expect from junior doctors working in the hospital training
environment. P knows that the hospital training environment cannot operate
without junior doctors and has an understanding that time spent now
developing junior doctors will prove to be time well spent as they evolve into
senior doctors. As such, P monitors junior doctors’ progression and determines
whether they can entrust them to work as effective team members into the
future.

5.4 Model depicting general structure of senior nurses’ experiences of
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking
A model for each study was developed utilising the general structure of supporting
junior doctors’ help-seeking experience (see Section 5.2). The aim of this model is to depict
senior nurses experience of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking simply, with its essential
constituents; the relationship between, and role of, these constituents; and the relationship
with, and role of, those who were the impetus for, and target of, the help-seeking support.
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Diagram 5.1: Model of general structure of senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior
doctor’s help-seeking

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the basic rule for all models is that they have the ‘minimum
amount of detail required to achieve the project’s objectives’ (Robinson, 1994, page 34).
There are a number of features of this senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking model that support the above objectives and are worth highlighting.
•

•

•

Central to this senior nurses supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking model is the patient.
This feature radiates out and between each of the constituents and forms the base and
anchor for all senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking
constituents.
Each of the senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking are
depicted as equal parts. This to denote that these constituents are of equal ‘essentialness’
to the experience of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking.
All constituents are connected, albeit invisibly, with each other, centrally to the patient
and to those who are help-seeking. This denotes that these constituents are
interdependent and have a very close, but sometimes not obvious, linked relationship with
each other and with those in their immediate circle.
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•

•

The curved purple arrows on each of the constituents denote that each constituent
(generalised meaning) feeds and is linked to the others, in this dynamically moving, nonlinear model of senior nurses’ experiences.
The outer smaller purple arrows supporting the structure in the opposite direction,
underline the idea that these constituents are not separable, discrete process or events in
the experience moving in sequence from one essential constituent to another. They
depict that, instead, the meaning in each of these constituent is communal and is
constantly moving between them, being redirected, fed back, re-considered and revealed
through these experiences as a whole.

5.5 Integrating the three studies and conclusion
This chapter has developed an understanding of what is essential to senior nurses’
experiences of supporting junior doctor help-seeking experiences in relation to a patient
problem in the hospital training environment by analysing the response of five senior nurses as
transcribed into Attachment B, and identifying six essential constituents. These constituents
are illustrated through a number of examples drawn from the interview material, and then
integrated into the model summarised by diagram 5.1.
To complete the fourth and final aim of this thesis, Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive
phenomenological method was applied again (see Section 3.3.4). Meanings (see highlighted
text Appendix C) were combined with those meanings found in studies one and three, to
producing the next level of generality for help-seeking practice (what is common and
important for the phenomenon of help-seeking practice in the hospital training environment).
Again, the actual essential constituents for help-seeking practice overall are revealed in
chapter 7 (see Section 7.2).
The importance of the findings of this study are discussed further in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 6: Findings study three –
senior doctors’ experiences
6.1 Introduction
The findings in this chapter fulfil the third aim of my research – to understand what is
essential to senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctor help-seeking in relation to
a patient problem in the hospital training environment. Following (Giorgi, 2009a) method, this
chapter is arranged sequentially (like the ones before this), listing and describing the identified
constituents drawn from the interviews transcribed at Appendix C essential to senior doctors’
experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking (see Section 6.2), articulating the
general structure of the experience (see Section 6.3), depicting the derived model (see Section
6.4) and lastly, providing insights on how I felt the findings in this Chapter might be later
integrated (into Chapter 7) with those from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 (see Section 6.5).

6.2 Constituents
As with the previous two studies, to derive these findings below, I utilised Giorgi’s
(2009a) descriptive phenomenological method to identify essential constituents of senior
doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking using imaginative variation
(see Section 3.3.3). The constituents identified have been arranged under six constituent
descriptive titles, which I have accentuated using the naïve expressions of the participants
interviewed. The goal of this explication again is to help describe the constituents and
articulate a clear and illuminated understanding of the interrelated aspects of the constituents.
At the end of each constituent described I summarise the constituent’s relationship to the
other constituents and articulate why I believe the constituent is essential to the structure of
senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking. The six essential
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constituents for senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking areas
follows.
•

Set expectations and tailor support specific to help-seeking.

•

Listen attentively, imagine what help-seeking support is needed.

•

Entrust the junior doctor’s ability to seek help reliably.

•

Fulfil role and rely on years of clinical experience to evaluate risks.

•

Prioritise, voicing intentions to support the junior doctor’s help-seeking.

•

Respond, acknowledging past experiences in the help-seeking support provided.

6.2.1 Set expectations, tailor support specific to help-seeking
Common to all of the senior doctor participants was the importance of setting explicit
expectations for junior doctors to seek help and tailoring support specific to help-seeking.
Senior doctors were committed to providing junior doctors with ample opportunities and time
to support their help-seeking. For example, participant E334 ensured that their junior doctors
understood for which actions and decisions it was mandatory for them to seek help and what
was left to their own discretion. He stated:
E334/19/ But it is explicit that they have to ask about things that are really
important … absolutely. And this absolutely did because this is a medication
change and a change in behaviour and higher risk to staff and patient and
other patients in the area, so I think that was clear to everyone.
E334 felt that it was his responsibility to encourage junior doctors to seek help actively and to
break down barriers. E334 adopted an open-door policy, which signalled to the junior doctors
he supervised that he was open to, and available for, help-seeking. He stated:
E334/16/ My door here is normally open. They just sit [a few] meters down
the road. We’ve got our consultant offices here and the [junior doctors] have
the open plan office. I don’t know how often it happens, maybe ten times?
Someone comes in and asks. I usually have two junior doctors – an intern and
registrar – sometimes more. And we usually have medical students here and
they basically walk in and out.
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E334 also set identifiable boundaries, to ensure that junior doctors were discerning and
prioritising their help-seeking correctly and he could do the same with his own workload. He
stated:
E334/18/ Yup, that is explicit at the start of the year. They kind of joked about
… because sometimes my door is more closed and then a bit more open. So
alright they know that it has to be more important (laughs). The problem has
to be a little bit more urgent or important to come in.
Participant E333 was aware that there had been times when his junior doctors should
have sought help but did not. E333 stated, ‘2/ There are occasions where we find out things
later on, second-hand and third-hand and wonder like, “why we weren’t contacted earlier?”’
E333 felt that there were many reasons for this, but recognised that this was primarily because
each junior doctor was an individual with a unique experience and perspective. He stated:
E333/30/ Em … and the way em. Every [junior doctor] is a bit different in the
ways they … they approach or present cases. And so I give them some space
or opportunity to do things their way initially.
E333 understood that he needed to invest time to ensure that his help-seeking message was
adopted. He tried to make himself available for every help-seeking eventuality, taking phone
calls after hours and scheduling specific times when junior doctors could seek his help for a
number of cases. He stated:
E333/29/ So the ward [junior doctor] calls me almost every day before or after
lunch, after they do the morning rounds, and gives me an update. Em … or we
meet here for a face-to-face. So I guess it’s not just phone calls, this is just
general help-seeking.
On this particular occasion, E333 was at home when he receive a call from one of his new
junior doctors that had not sought help before from him. He stated:
333/4/ So em ... the experience is em ... from a couple of months ago. And em
... I was at home. So, I was on-call for [Type 1] admissions and I got a call
which is not unexpected in the late afternoon by one of the doctors in our
[name of unit].
E333’s felt with this particular junior doctor he needed to step-by-step coach them. He stated:
E333/11/ This was his initial first term … things. So we talked through how to
navigate the processes, to address and deliver the care. So – you know – who
are the other relevant people to contact. And how ... so I helped [junior
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doctor] in finding, ‘okay this is the first person you should call, and then if
there’s no headway this is the second’.
E333 felt this tailored support would provide the junior doctor with the opportunity to
experience first-hand what help-seeking could offer them in terms of answers to their problem
and their confidence after seeking help. E333 stated, ‘20/ And em ... the doctor was very
reassured. So because they’d found [a] path of management’.
Similarly, participant E331 anticipated and expected junior doctors to seek his help
routinely in order to ensure the safe and effective functioning of his area. He stated:
E331/26/ So you’ve got the clinicians, the [junior doctors], the consultants. So
not every patient is going to be seen by a consultant. Not every patient is
going to be discussed with a consultant. If a [junior doctor] feels uncertain
with particular factors in a patient which is causing them concern, they have to
discuss with the consultant.
E331 felt that sometimes junior doctors needed to be directed in their help-seeking. E331
supported some newly developed guidelines that set out when and who should be contacted
when junior doctors were seeking help. He stated:
E331/27/ Of late our [Type of manager] has actually made it much more
prescriptive as too … there is a very clear set of guidelines as to when and
how. And – you know – and which circumstance the [junior doctor] has to call
the first tier, the second tier and then advanced training. So there are three
categories, first years, second years and advanced trainees. So each of them
will have different level which they will have to call the consultants. The more
lower you go, the more frequently you have to call the consultant. The higher
up you become, the less you have to call. So they have a very good procedure
around this as to when and how call.
E331 also knew that he could rely on this as guidelines only, and that he needed to try to
support his junior doctors on a patient-by-patient basis. E331 stated, ‘31/ But at times there is
something really difficult or complex, we should be there personally to see what’s happening’.
E331 tried to make himself available whenever possible to support junior doctors’ helpseeking. He stated:
E331/32/ But over here, because I’m based over here, I can more easily see
the patient or have face-to-face discussions with the [junior doctors]. They
often walk into my room and say, ‘this is what I’ve just seen. I’ve just seen this
person. This is what I am feeling, I just want to run this past you’. ‘Yup that’s
fine’.
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For participant E332 also, there had been work done recently in his clinical area on
establishing a list of prescriptive scenarios identifying when a junior doctor would be required
to seek help from the senior doctor on-call. E332 felt that this list was a genuine attempt to
make the help-seeking easier for junior doctors and to signal to senior colleagues that they
needed to support help-seeking. He stated:
E332/16/ In our department, our previous director who is now the
[management] has written a very concise summary of situations where the
[Type 1] consultant must be rung during after-hours, when [senior doctors] are
not on-site. That was done basically, I think to help the [junior doctors] … ring.
Em … and get over that stumbling block of actually waking people from their
sleep.
E332 felt that it was his responsibility to tailor support that would allow junior doctors to feel
comfortable to seek help from him when he was on-call. E332 stated, ‘20/ Because my
reasoning for coming in is, for them to ring us at night … they have already made that massive
step’. E332 understood that the help junior doctors needed was for the benefit of the patient
for whom he was ultimately responsible. E332’s helping the junior doctor made the patient
and E332 safe. He stated:
E332/23/ I think the … the process that I’ve set up personally, where you ring
me … I come in no questions asked. Nothing … no problems, means that there
is no issue afterwards. I mean for me, I consider it a no-brainer. I don’t go
back to bed thinking oh my God, have they thought about this, that and the
other. Was I really listening? Was I half asleep? It’s a win, win for me and I
think it is a win, win for them as well.
Participant E336 understood how important it was both to set expectations for junior
doctors to seek help and to provide opportunities for help to be sought. In his former role, he
had supported junior doctors daily. But he had observed recently that, even though he had
moved roles, his genuine concern and openness to listen to junior doctors’ problems had
endured. He stated:
E336/38/ I am heartened that a junior doctor within our service still knows
that I am available. I am heartened that they consider me to be approachable
and on my part, I am proud of the fact that I make myself available in order to
bridge the gap.
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E336 understood that his experience with this particular junior doctor made him realise the
immense responsibility health organisations have to ensure that junior doctors have help
available. It made him reflect on his own responsibility to remain available. E336 stated ‘40/
And I will continue to make myself available for that.’ In this experience, E336 specifically
tailored his support and ensured that the junior doctor was okay. He stated:
E336/21/ So in the two weeks that followed we had a number of emails back
and forth. And most of our communication was via email. Mainly because
there was just a lot of information to impart, some attachments. But also
because it was late-night-type dialogues and that was just logistically more
feasible.
Participant E335 also set out to fulfil his responsibilities by both setting expectations of
when junior doctors should seek help and by providing opportunities for help to be sought.
E335 understood that his coming in demonstrated the importance he placed on junior doctors
seeking his help. When junior doctors sought help from him, saying they did not have the
capacity to manage their patient, E335 acted, dropping everything and making it clear to the
junior doctor that he would come in and help. E335 stated that he had told the junior doctor
‘9/ I will come in. And with the help of everyone together we will make things work for the
[patient]’. Through E335’s actions, his expectations of his junior doctors to seek his help were
enforced. E335 felt that his responsibilities also extended to those junior doctors peripheral
to the experience.
E335 understood that he also needed to feed back to the other junior doctor that, for
this patient, they had needed to seek help earlier. He stated:
E335/30/ But I had given feedback to one of the [Type 2] [junior doctors] and I
felt he should have been called a little bit earlier to that patient. I said, ‘just to
make sure that next time when you’re in that situation’. That situation went
well.
In all of the descriptions above, the senior doctor participants understood that they
needed to set explicit expectations for junior doctors to seek help from them and to provide
opportunities and time to support junior doctors’ help-seeking. Senior doctors appeared to
normalise help-seeking for their junior doctors (from even before the help-seeking took place)
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and provided a constant reminder to junior doctors that they are willing to support helpseeking. Without this constituent present in the structure, junior doctors might never know
whether it is safe to seek help and when it was appropriate to do so. I can imagine a very
different structure would have been conceived if this constituent were not present. A
structure where the next constituent was not imagining what help was needed, but instead
wondering why the junior doctor had not sought help in the first place.

6.2.2 Listen attentively, imagine what help-seeking support is needed
Common to all of the senior doctor participants was the importance of listening
carefully and imagining what support was needed. It was vital that senior doctors paid
attention when junior doctors’ sought help from them and were quick to identify when there
was a disconnect between what the junior doctor was communicating, what they were seeking
help for and what help-seeking support was actually needed. For example, participant E332
received a call from a junior doctor on night shift and from the initial statements E332 sensed
that there was more to this junior doctor’s help-seeking than was being communicated. He
stated:
E332/3/ Em … and had phrased the question as saying he was in a dilemma
because further management decision had … that there was a difference in
opinion between the [junior doctor] and the [another junior doctor] from the
team who was accepting care of the patient as an admission. Em … so that is
how it was framed.
E332 tried to imagine what other problems this junior could be experiencing. E332 stated, ‘21/
So whatever they tell you over the phone, there is often an underlying issue, concern,
whatever … that sometimes doesn’t get transmitted by the phone’. Prior to hanging up, the
junior doctor finally revealed the extent of the patient problems they were trying to manage.
He stated:
E322/8/ Em … in that phone call after … in that initial phone call after that first
case was presented. Em … then my, the … our [junior doctor] then said, ‘em …
oh by the way I’ve got another two cases that I wouldn’t mind running past
you as well’. So in total it was three cases that were discussed over the phone.
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For participant E333 as well there was an expectation that junior doctors would seek
help from him when he was on-call, but when he did receive these calls, he at least expected
to have the junior doctor state the problem they were having. On this occasion, all he could
hear from the junior doctor was the panic in their voice. E333 stated that the junior doctor
was, ‘21/ floundering and wondering how to manage this case’. E333 felt that the junior
doctor was giving more away than just a deficit in knowledge about a rare problem. He stated:
E333/10/ Em ... so ‘I’ve got this patient with this condition. And em ... I don’t
want to do Google medicine. I’m very uncomfortable’. Em … so I think those
were his words. ‘I’m very uncomfortable because I’ve never heard about this
condition and I’ve looked into Google and its rare and I don’t want to do
Google medicine’.
E333 imagined where he would like this junior doctor’s help-seeking to be by the end of the
rotation. He knew he had to step back and take this junior doctor from beginning to end if
they were going to work beside each other. E333 stated, ‘11/ This was his initial first term …
things. So we talked through how to navigate the processes, to address and deliver the care’.
Participant E334 imagined what help the junior doctor could be asking for, when the
help-seeking started with a slightly vague concern about how they could help this patient. He
stated:
E334/2/ And the junior doctor approached me and asked me, ‘what we are
going to do’, basically, ‘with this particular patient?’. Em … so the … the
concern basically was he already had had a certain amount of medication and
what other medication we could use or what other treatment plan would sort
of implement. That was the main concern.
E334 felt that he did not know what the extent of the deficit in knowledge about the
medication was exactly. E334 stated, ‘32/ I knew not the extent, I think of what his
uncertainty was, but I knew he was uncertain about [these types of drugs]’. E334 felt that this
junior doctor probably knew the answers to his own problem but just wanted to talk it out and
be reassured that it was the correct plan. He stated:
E334/33/ Em … knew the medications that we had discussed so they weren’t
coming out of left field, there was a set that we use often. He knew the side
effects of all of these and the benefit profile and so on. So he knows all of
that. And he came up with most of that answers, so I thought he was probably
in the position to weight that all up.
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Participant E335 was contacted by his junior doctor who initially started the helpseeking request with an open ended concern. E335 stated, ‘5/ So em … my [junior doctor]
asked me for help and “what can we do about it?”’ This was followed by more information
about the patient and a specific statement that the junior doctor felt he couldn’t manage this
patient. He stated:
E335/6/ So what he asked was … he described the patient and said, ‘it’s a
[type] patient em … who’s sick and needs our help and I do not have the
capacity to manage this patient. What can we do about this?’
E335 listened to this request and imagined all the things that could go wrong for this junior
doctor. E335 stated, ‘11/ I was at home and I decided to come in. He didn’t request me to
come in. But I decided to come because I felt it was little bit over … for him to deal with
himself’.
Both participants E331 and E336 received calls from junior doctors who had
formulated a plan and sought help to implement it. For E331, the plan was in its advanced
stages and was being overseen locally by another senior doctor. He stated:
E331/2/ I had a call the day before yesterday from the [area] where a senior
clinician from the acute care team had seen a patient and he had wanted the
[junior doctor] to review the patient. And they both reviewed and then they
called me, already with a decided plan of action. Which was to discharge the
patient and have that person followed up by phone call.
E331 understood that they had sought support, but that their interest in drawing on his
expertise was secondary to their seeking his endorsement of the plan they had already
prepared. However, E331 recognised the opposite: that the help they really needed was to
benefit from his vast experience with this type of patient and to hear his genuine opinion of
their plan.
Participant E336 was also contacted with a plan in place, but the junior doctor wanted
backup and help to ensure that the correct processes were completed. He stated:
E336/4/ So the initial contact from the junior doctor to me was really just to
say this has happened. Em … and in actual fact he didn’t ask me a question as
such. But it was … was said as such that what he needed was support and
some direction from the outset.
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Although E336 understood that the junior doctor did indeed need guidance on the processes,
in this situation he felt that the help they needed was more in the way of emotional support:
E336/15/ From then I decided two things. I decided, em … that my role in this
really needed to be a support and mentor. And em … and em … for various
reasons, I wanted to separate myself from the person whose role it would be
to provide formal and more direct guidance.
In all of the descriptions above, the senior doctor participants listened to their junior
doctors’ help-seeking, interpreted the help they sought by asking themselves ‘what is the
reason for them calling?’, and imagined what else about the problem or the management of
this patient might be causing them difficulties - ‘is there something I am missing?’. Without
this constituent, it is conceivable that junior doctors would only receive the information for
which they explicitly asked, rather than the broader help-seeking support they may really be
seeking. It is vital that senior doctors look beyond what is presented as the problem and
imagine what else junior doctors are actually seeking, and need support with to become safe
practitioners.

6.2.3 Entrust the junior doctor’s ability to seek help reliably
Common to all of the senior doctor participants was the importance of entrusting
junior doctors to work safely. Part of this process was to entrust junior doctors’ ability to seek
help reliably for patients whom they discerned they could not manage alone. For example,
participant E332 initially felt that their junior doctor had managed the patient appropriately.
E332 stated, ‘2/ Em … got the phone call from the em … one of our [junior doctors]. Em … who
had essentially managed the patient quite well initially’. But E332 felt that the junior doctor
had not clearly explained why they needed to seek help and had concealed their true reasons
for doing so. He stated:
E332/30/ It was interesting that he felt he had to give me a reason for calling
me in. He couldn’t say, I em … I em … I’m not sure or I don’t feel confident
enough to override. He presented it as a not a clinical em … not a lack of
knowledge but a … lack of confidence … not a clinical lack of confidence but he
presented more of a process issue a systems issue of arguing between two
teams. Where it wasn’t just that. I’m sure that the [Type 2] junior doctor
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would have been quite easy to have damped down, if [the junior doctor had]
been more confident enough clinically. So it was quite interesting that he
didn’t … I saw it as an issue of I’m not confident enough to call it. Em … but he
presented it as a systems issues of two teams clashing, which it wasn’t really.
33/ Em … and I think the other thing that drives it home, was a couple of days
later [the junior doctor] was chatting in the corridor with the [manager for
professional development] from our department and em … and I walked past
and I heard him say em ... that. And he was obviously … he was discussing the
case because he said, ‘I wasn’t sure of the infusion dose, I rang up [name] at
home, he took me through it and he came in blah, blah, blah’. So [the junior
doctor] obviously went back later to another person and he had said it was his
lack of confidence, so his lack of knowledge.
This inability for the junior doctor to show their vulnerabilities concerned E332. He stated, ‘35/
I think it is a big stumbling block for the junior doctors in not being able to come out, straightout, and say, I don’t know, give me help, that it needs to be skirted around almost’. E332 felt
that they would continue to provide direct supervision to this junior doctor until they could
admit to why they needed help. E332 stated, ‘26/ Em … will I change anything? “No”. I still
think if they are ringing me, I’ll come in always’.
Participant E336, on the other hand, felt that the junior doctor who sought help from
him presented himself as a doctor who was respectful, humble, and conscientious. He stated:
E336/29/ So he introduced himself. He’s incredibly respectful so, despite the
fact that I know him and know him well, he will always introduce himself and
describe himself to me as if I probably don’t remember him. And I guess that
reflects a significant humility on his part.
This coupled with how the junior doctor had taken care of his previous patients and had
sought help for them, leading E336 to assess him as trustworthy doctor who would seek help
when he discerned that he could not manage the patient alone. E336 stated, ‘11/ I knew he
was a good conscientious doctor who would have provided a high level of care’.
E336 felt that nothing in this particular experience had made him assess that particular
junior doctor as anything but entrustable. E336 stated, ‘33/ Just attesting to the fact that he is
a – you know – an outstanding doctor within our service and we have no concerns about his
professionalism or his competence’.
Similarly, participant E335 understood that their particular junior doctor was reliable
and felt that he could entrust the junior doctor to care for patients, as they had previously
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demonstrated that they would seek help when they needed it. E335 stated, ‘5/ So em … my
[junior doctor] asked me for help and “what can we do about it?”’ E335 had a good opinion of
the junior doctor and described the close rapport between them. E335 stated, ‘29/ And he’s
usually a guy with a good resonance and he can usually trust [can’t hear word] that is my
opinion about him. And he was fine’. E335 also knew that he could rely on the junior doctor
to pull together with him as team and focus on what was best for the patient. E335 stated,
‘23/ But we were working as a team em … for the one goal and we all knew our roles and we
worked together. And that worked well’. E335 trusted the junior doctor to carry out tasks
independently. He stated, ‘28/ I asked before I leave, “is everything okay…you’re fine?” He’s
looking okay and he’s really comfortable’.
Participant E333 felt that the junior doctor’s initial help-seeking was appropriate,
although it was awkwardly communicated and unknowingly concealed a dependent approach.
He stated:
E333/8/ So, terrible communication. The junior doctor was coming from a …
the bare ... there was a lot of confusion and uncertainty regarding patient
management. And over-seeking guidance on how to navigate that uncertainty.
E333 was aware that junior doctors sometimes didn’t seek help in a timely manner,
saying, ‘2/ There are occasions where we find out things later on, second-hand and third-hand.
And wonder like, “why we weren’t contacted earlier?”’ But he knew this was not one of those
times. Instead, E333 understood that this was their junior doctor’s first term and they were
juggling multiple ambiguities – from the problem with which the patient presented, to the
environment in which they were working in. He stated:
E333/11/ This was his initial first term … so we talked through how to navigate
the processes, to address and deliver the care. So – you know – who are the
other relevant people to contact. And how ... so I helped [the junior doctor] in
finding, okay this is the first person you should call, and then, if there’s no
headway, this is the second.
Moving forward, E333 felt that through adequate support for the junior doctor’s helpseeking, the junior doctor would develop into an independent practitioner who could be
entrusted to care for patients with less direct supervision. This idea is supported by this
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experience when a junior doctor bounced back after seeking help, ‘18/ ‘Oh, everything is fine
now. I’ve got a plan, they’ve given me the contact details, and he’s emailed me a plan. And
this is what we’re doing, the work is just starting’.
Participant E331 felt that it was paramount to be able to entrust junior doctors to seek
help when they discerned that they could not manage the patient alone. This was especially
important as he was often was not on-site or directly overseeing the patients for whom they
were caring. E331 stated, ‘30/ So the two [departments] we cover over the phone because it
is not always possible or feasible to run up and down to [them]. So much of the work we do is
over the phone’. In this particular experience, a junior doctor had sought help and had
suggested a plan for the patient. E331 stated, ‘4/ They are very good, both are very good
workers, clinicians and doctors. But despite that I didn’t agree with their plan’. E331
understood that, before a junior doctor could be completely entrusted to work independently,
he needed to trust that they would seek help and get the right plan. In this case, the only thing
preventing the junior doctor from being fully entrusted to work independently was more time
in the hospital training environment looking after patients. He stated:
E331/23/ If I look at my [junior doctors] … the more advanced ones. In terms
of knowledge, even skills they are as good as or better than me. But what they
are missing is the years of experience I’ve had in this field.
Similarly, participant E334 felt that he could trust a particular junior doctor to seek help, but
this junior doctor, too, needed more experience in the hospital training environment. It was
especially apparent that this junior doctor needed more experience of prescribing medications
for sick patients. E334 stated:
E334/30/ Because I always ask them, ‘is there anything you want to talk about
in the supervision session?’ He said that was his. And em … I noticed that one
of his major concerns then was … but I don’t think I was aware of it at the
time, was how do we choose our [type of drugs]? 31/ What [type of drug] do
you give to what patient? Because the research or the guidelines don’t really
guide you in that sense. So there is a lot of em … there is a lot of em …
personal preference in that. Or personal anecdotal experience I guess. Just
what you use to, is what you do. But also you can, to an extent, think about
due to their actions or side effects, that kind of work.
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In all of the descriptions above, senior doctor participants assessed junior doctors’
ability to seek help reliably and this in turn contributed partially to senior doctors’ overall
decisions about whether to entrust the junior doctors to work independently or not. Without
this trust based assessment, it would be impossible for senior doctors to know whether the
time provided to supporting junior doctors help-seeking was adequate, if they need to revisit
expectations and tailor help-seeking more support, or needed to plan and prioritise patient
care depending on their knowledge of a supporting previous experiences of help-seeking.

6.2.4 Fulfil role and rely on years of clinical experience to evaluate the risks
Common to all of the senior doctor participants was the importance of fulfilling their
role and responsibilities to both their patients and the junior doctors who were seeking help.
To do this, they relied on their years of clinical experience to enable them to evaluate the
situation and the risks involved successfully. For example, participant E335 understood that
the patient for whom the junior doctor was seeking help could deteriorate quickly and,
therefore, was slightly more complicated. This, coupled with the fact that E335 recognised
that he not a specialist in this clinical area, contributed to the overall risk he associated with
the patient and his responsibilities as a supervisor. He stated:
E335/39/ Em … I especially sensitive to the [this type of patient] as well
because I am [more familiar with other patient types]. My em ... my skills are
limited in area. So that is why I just want to do things by the book all the
time. It doesn’t mean I don’t want to look after [another type of patient] in
that way. But yes. But I am little bit more anxious to look after a [these types
of patients than the others].
E335 evaluated the risks of trying to manage the patient and supervise the junior doctor from
home and knew that it was just best to come back to the hospital to support the junior
doctor’s help-seeking. E335 stated:
E335/11/ Em … and I was at home and I decided to come in. He didn’t request
me to come in. But I decided to come because I felt it was little bit over … for
him to deal with himself.
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Similarly participant E332 understood that part of his role responsibilities was to
evaluate the risks when junior doctors were about to attempt procedures they had not
completed previously. He stated:
E332/32/ [The junior doctor had] never seen this kind of thing before. He had
never dealt with it. And it is something fairly rare that you would put up this
type of infusion on a [patient] in a ways.
In this instance, E332 felt the risks to the patient in question and the other patients in the
junior doctor’s care were too great for him not to come in to the hospital. He stated:
E332/10/ Em … clearly this [junior doctor] was overwhelmed or had felt
overwhelmed. Or there were enough questions there that they felt they
needed to ring me. So I thought it was safer to just to come in, which is my
practice.
While at the hospital, E332 took the opportunity to check on other patients in the department
for which he was ultimately responsible. He stated:
E332/11/ Em … and em … quite interestingly when we sorted out those three
patients. I sort of gone through the rest of the department because what
usually happens when you’ve got two or three, that cause a lot of grief. There
is a lot more bubbling in the background.
E332’s past experience had taught him that completing a full round after supporting a junior
doctor who had sought help could avoid adverse events in other patients who had not been
the focus of the help-seeking.
Participant E334 recognised that he had multiple roles to fulfil when junior doctors
sought help from him. First and foremost, E334 understood that changing a patient’s
medication could have a knock-on effect that could be disastrous for the patient and for those
trying to care for the patient. E334 stated, ‘19/ this is a medication change and a change in
behaviour and higher risk to staff and patient and other patients in the area’. E334 also
understood that the junior doctor was relatively new to the field and had limited experience,
so supporting his help-seeking needed to be a priority. He stated:
E334/7/ Em … but hasn’t worked in [this field] before. He started here about
[time] ago, or so. And had come from a different job before that. Em…so he is
not very experienced in [Type 1] discipline.
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E334 also recognised that the junior doctor had flagged previously that prescribing was
something with which they needed particular support. He stated:
E334/30/ Because I always ask them, ‘is there anything you want to talk about
in the supervision session?’ He said that was his. And em … I noticed that one
of his major questions then was … but I don’t think I was aware of it at the
time, was how do we choose our [type of drugs]? What [type of drug] do you
give to what patient?
E334 understood that he needed to go one step further to support this junior doctor’s helpseeking and, therefore, took the opportunity to describe the method he used to determine
which medication is best for patients. He stated:
E334/12/ So, basically, we went through all the side effects, that are possible
with the – you know – all the pros and cons basically of a number of different
medications. A number of the medications were completely … what we had to
choose from were completely [type] medications or [type affect] with a [this
mediation] effect. We went through which ones were available, feasible. Like
all the oral ones were out of the question because [the patient] wouldn’t take
oral medication. Then we went through the side-effect profile of what could
do. Making sense of what made less sense.
For participant E331, fulfilling his role responsibilities in this instance was complicated
by the fact that he did not agree with the plan the junior doctors were proposing for the
patient. E331 stated, ‘3/ But when I heard the story, I didn’t agree’. E331 drew on his
experience with past patients and supervising junior doctors to provide an explanation of why
he did not agree with his junior doctor, in a way that would not permanently damage the
relationship he had built with him. He stated:
E331/4/ And so I had to carefully … because the person … both the [junior
doctor] and the clinician were [advanced] not [interns]. They are very good,
both are very good workers, clinicians and doctors. But despite that I didn’t
agree with their plan.
E331 felt uneasy about this, as he knew that overriding other doctors’ plans carried a degree of
risk as well. He stated:
E331/16/ Em … I could sense, a sense of hesitation in [junior doctor]. But at
the same time, once I gave him my reasoning. What was the basis … which
was simply not overruling him. Just for the pleasure of doing so. I was doing it
because there was some em … a degree of – you know – of discomfort on my
part.
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But E331 had to trust his clinical experience and evaluate all the risks. After doing so, he could
not take the risk of letting their plan go to ahead. He stated:
E331/10/ But my point was [they didn’t know the whole history]. Em … but in
order to prevent him [getting injured] again … [and being hurt]. Even that he
survived with such a small amount – you know – damage to him was a miracle.
Em … but next time he might not survive.
Participant E333 on the other hand could hear clearly on the phone that his junior
doctor was agitated and was feeling very vulnerable when he sought help from him. He
stated:
E333/26/ [Junior doctor was speaking at] a higher pitch. Talking very rapidly.
Em … did not actually have a coherent plan. The whole discussion was about,
‘I don’t know how to go about this. I’m very uncomfortable about it’.
E333 understood that he had to be very careful to not derail this junior doctor’s confidence as
they were very new to the job. E333 stated, ‘11/ This was his initial first term’. E333
understood his role responsibility was to ensure that the patient well looked after, while
carefully guiding the junior doctor through a number of steps that would get them back on
track. E333 stated, ‘11/ I helped [junior doctor] in finding, “okay this is the first person you
should call and then, if there’s no headway, this is the second”’. E333 understood that by
supporting the junior doctor towards success, the patient problem would be solved. He
stated:
E333/28/ So, there was actually two issues – one is managing the patient. And
one is helping the junior doctor formulate a plan and then get a plan and then
get some confidence in, in. And moving forward from it. Yeah.
Likewise, participant E336 understood that working in the hospital training
environment was stressful and that what he needed to communicate first and foremost to the
junior doctor, when they sought help, that the situation and problem can happen to any junior
doctor and that he would be there to support his help-seeking. He stated:
E336/7/ But I decided in the five minutes what I mostly wanted to impart to
him that it was going to be okay. I told him … even without knowing what the
clinical scenario was and the fact that he had even done anything wrong or
not.
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E336 also understood that he needed to communicate to the junior doctor that his expertise
was in one area rather in them all. E336 felt he needed to set clear expectations to ensure the
trust was maintained. He stated:
E336/17/ And I advised him, basically, I advised him of the role demarcation.
I’d advised him I would be his support and that we needed to contact some
other people within the organisation to basically [help fix this problem].
In all the descriptions above, senior doctor participants fulfilled their role and
responsibilities to own and care of their patients and support the junior doctors who were
seeking their help. Senior doctors relied on their vast clinical experience (and possibly their
own help-seeking experiences) to guide them in supporting their junior doctors’ help-seeking,
(when to step in immediately, when to wait, when to offer a shoulder rather than an answer).
I doubt that without this constituent that many of the other constituents would be possible.
Supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking appears to take a mixture of knowledge, skills and
experience, with none more important than acknowledging that one can always try harder in
their role to support junior doctors’ help-seeking. It is fathomable that senior doctors who
could not rely on their clinical experience to evaluate risks accurately could then wrongly
prioritise their support for junior doctors’ help-seeking, resulting in situations where patients
deteriorate and junior doctors struggle to manage the work they have been asked to carry out.

6.2.5 Prioritise, voicing intentions to support the junior doctor’s help-seeking
Common to all of the senior doctor participants was the importance of being
perceived by junior doctors as being trustworthy and supportive of their help-seeking. To
achieve this, it was vital for the participants to prioritise and voice their intentions to support
help-seeking. This appeared to provide junior doctors with an indication of when support
might be available and helped convey the senior doctors’ intentions of supporting the junior
doctors in a manner that would build strong supportive relationships with them. For example,
participant E334 made time straight away to discuss the problem with the junior doctor and
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ensured that the pair observed the patient together to understand the full extent of the
problem. He stated:
E334/10/ I’d said, ‘right, let’s go downstairs and see first-hand what’s going
on’. And then we went downstairs and the setup that is there is a nursing
station in [describes nursing station] that you can basically see pretty much
everything which is in the common area of the [area]. And pretty much we
could just see that [the patient’s] [behaviour was disturbing] one of the other
[patients] [and this caused trouble] and it was all getting a bit much.
Participant E335 understood that his junior doctor was worried and anxious about this
patient problem. E335 stated, ‘20/ I think my [junior doctor] was a little bit overwhelmed.’
E335 wanted to make the junior doctor feel comfortable and prioritised his help-seeking
accordingly. E335 stated, ‘21/ You know, I’m there and he feels comfortable for something
that cannot be done’. E335 also provided explicit advice that he was coming in to support his
junior doctor’s help-seeking and they would work as a team to solve the problem. He stated:
E335/8/ So I say, this [type] patient is sick we need to resuscitate and stabilise
before we transfer. But we need to bring the patient in. And I will come in.
And with the help of everyone together we will make things work for the
[patient].
For participant E336, it was not possible to address the issue right away. E336 stated,
‘6/ Em … so at the time I only had about five minutes to speak to him’. So E336 used what
time he had to convey some key messages to start the support off and reassure the junior
doctor that he would attend to his help-seeking requests as soon as he could. E336 voiced his
intentions to support the junior doctor’s help-seeking stating, ‘17/ I’d advised him I would be
his support and that we needed to contact some other people within the organisation to
basically, [help fix this problem]’. E336 that felt it was important to ensure that their junior
doctor was not left with a feeling of abandonment, articulating to him when he would have
time to discuss the problem further. E336 stated, ‘12/ And we planned at the time … I would
phone him back later that afternoon to have a more detailed discussion’.
Participant E333 understood that he had to give priority to this junior doctor’s helpseeking, as the tone of their voice on the telephone was of someone who was desperate for
help-seeking support. E333 stated, ‘26/ You could tell. [The junior doctor was speaking at] a
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higher pitch. Talking very rapidly’. E333 slowed the conversation down and methodically
stepped through the management process that he would take so that the junior doctor had
time to compose himself. E333 stated:
E333/22/ First I was like, ‘alright let’s step back, let’s identify what are the
different things we need to do’, and then, ‘how we are going to go about it’.
So, like, ‘what is the condition? Okay? What has been done? And now let’s
identify which are the relevant people we need to get involved’. And that will
be looking up the notes and making a few phone calls.
E333 provided his junior doctor with a list of tasks to undertake independently and voiced his
continued intention to support them to the end. E333 stated, ‘17/ The instruction was to, yes,
talk to the [senior doctor]. And then I’m going to call you back around 20 minutes to half an
hour. And we’ll see where we are going’.
Participant E331, on the other hand, didn’t have much choice about when he
supported the junior doctor’s help-seeking. The situation called for him to support the junior
doctor immediately. To formulate and articulate the right approach, E331 stated, ‘22/ If you
always try to strike a balanced response’. E331 also felt that he needed to take care when he
was responding back to the junior doctor, as disagreeing with the junior doctor could be
construed as not supporting their help-seeking. E331 stated:
E331/16/ Em … I could sense, a sense of hesitation in [junior doctor]. But, at
the same time, once I gave him my reasoning. What was the basis … which
was simply not over-ruling him. Just for the pleasure of doing so. I was doing
it because there was some em … a degree of – you know – of discomfort on
my part.
Similarly, Participant E332 was conscious of building a strong supervisory relationship
with the junior doctor who had sought his support. E332 prioritised giving the junior doctor
the information that they needed. E332 stated, ‘4/ Em … over the phone I gave instructions on
a … what needed to happen. Which was namely starting up an infusion’. E332 then advised
the junior doctor that he was coming in. E332 stated, ‘5/ I said, “I was coming in to see the
[patient]”. So got dressed and came in. Em … saw the [patient]. Worked it out. Em …
everything went smoothly’. E332 felt that giving the junior doctor their undivided attention
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would make the junior doctor feel completely supported and would ensure that any concerns
that came up after the initial call could be conducted face-to-face. He stated:
E332/24/ I don’t go back to bed thinking, ‘oh my God, have they thought about
this, that and the other. Was I really listening? Was I half asleep?’ It’s a win,
win for me and I think it is a win, win for them as well.
In all the descriptions above, senior doctor participants prioritised their junior doctors’
help-seeking as best as they could, voicing their intentions to support them. Prioritising helpseeking appears to set a precedent for all the other constituents and actively draws them
together under the banner of ‘prioritise and support’ junior doctors’ help-seeking. The
constituent is essential because it takes the guesswork out of what a senior doctor may be
thinking and adds some context to why, what, how and when they are doing it, to form
building blocks of any working relationship.

6.2.6 Respond, acknowledging past experiences in the help-seeking support
provided
Common to all of the senior doctor participants was the importance of how their past
experiences of help-seeking as junior doctors themselves guided their perceptions, values and
strategies to support current junior doctors’ help-seeking. In supervising junior doctors now,
participants proactively sought strategies that encouraged help-seeking and minimised the
potential cost of help-seeking.
For example, participant E332 felt that seeking help was still very difficult for junior
doctors, describing that the experience was analogous to drowning. E332 stated, ‘45/ I’m
looking back on intern days. As an intern you just felt like you were swimming badly’. He
stated:
E332/43/ Awe (laughs) Yes, I do … I do and em (trails off). Ah it was awful. Em
… again it is hard to know what is personally inflicted upon oneself and what
comes from outside. Em … I do remember feeling awful every time you had to
ask a question. Em … perhaps because I felt I should know that.
E335 felt that one of the hardest things about help-seeking for him was discerning the
problems for which it was acceptable to seek help. He stated:
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E332/50/ I remember one particular case where I was really worried about a
patient that was in the emergency department. I’d asked a physician that was
in middle … was in the end of their ward round seeing their other patients in
ED with their team. Em … this … and I was fobbed off basically. Yah, (lowers
voice) so. It’s always stuck in my mind what he said to me (nervous laugh).
E332 understood that his sense of trust about seeking help from that particular doctor was lost
that day. The terrible way the senior doctor made him feel was something he would never
forget. E332 stated, ‘52/ Feeling as … as probably as one of the people who felt a little bit
more clinical competent in that field … I was having issues and being fobbed off. I thought was
very difficult’. E332 acknowledged that how he supervises now reflects these experiences. In
order to lessen the burden of help-seeking he said that he utilised strategies that provided
some certainty to junior doctors whom he was there to help. E332 proactively endeavoured to
help build junior doctors into confident, independent practitioners. He stated:
E332/53/ The issue with us at the moment. Well not at the moment but
anytime. It is just a disgusting environment to work in. Time wise, pressure
wise em – you know. I always keep it in the back of my mind that experience
that I’ve had. And try to change it. That’s why I’ve always said things like at
night, I will come in. So to try to break down some of that problem.
Participant E334 laughed when asked to provide details an experience from his days as
a junior doctor. E334 stated, ‘37/ (Laughs out loud) well obviously I sought help many times’.
E334 understood that there was variation in how help-seeking was perceived and dealt with,
depending on the culture and location of the organisation. He stated:
E334/38/ It is quite interesting. I’ve worked in many different countries and I
started working in Australia and I did my [number of years] of training here.
Where it is expected, you call the consultant afterhours, with – as I said – any
important decision. And then went back to [country] and did some … a couple
of years of my training there. And em … one of the first on-call shifts actually
where I assessed a couple of patients and called the consultant on-call. And
got an earful of abuse, ‘what I was thinking calling him at’.
E334 acknowledged that although an extreme case, it was one that shocked and hurt him.
Still, E334 felt that supervisors have a responsibility to support junior doctors’ help-seeking.
But E334 also understood that getting the right balance of safety, supervision, independent
and dependent practice was complicated. He stated:
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E334/45/ I’d like to get the message through that really we’re there to
support. And if they need to ask, they should ask. If they feel they should ask,
they should ask. And em … which is sort of is. Because you em … you
obviously need to let them do things. And make some mistakes or otherwise …
so it is a constant weighting up of how … should we … ‘cause if we make it too
obvious if they should ask they will always ask, never do anything on their
own. It’s also, it’s a bit tricky, I’m not sure.
E334 felt that he modelled his supervision from his past experience, aiming to build trust with
junior doctors and progress them into independent practitioners. He stated:
E334/47/ Em … so the way I do it … I sort of constantly ... Or when something
happened or when they come and discuss things, I say, ‘yes, I would have done
exactly that … and next time … but that was absolutely fine’. So they feel that
they can make those decisions.
Participant E333 on the other hand, understood that his experiences had all melded
into one another. E333 stated, ‘34/ I probably have a more cumulative experience … rather
than … em … what I mean by cumulative is, memory is cumulative, rather than one event’. But
he could recall one situation where his colleagues had voiced that they were having difficulty
with a particular supervisor when they sought help. He stated:
E333/35/ I haven’t had had a very difficult situation myself. I have had
colleagues who’ve had difficult situations. And have had colleagues who have
reported to me that they’ve had difficult situations with a particular
consultant, whom I haven’t had a difficult situation with. Em … and I have
sought help. And I have called them. And I’ve called that particular consultant
in very odd hours as well.
E333’s analysis of this was that his colleagues mistook that the senior doctor was upset about
being contacting for seeking help, when the senior doctor was really just annoyed at how they
went about articulating the problem with the patient to him. He stated:
E333/37/ And my take on that was (long pause) it wasn’t that the consultant
didn’t like to be contacted. It was more that they wanted the information in a
particular way. 39/ Actually in a very succinct and directed way. And they also
wanted to know my plan – what I had formulated and what I had the patient
on, before they gave their input.
E333 understood that the senior doctor had no patience for junior doctors who did not put
effort and thought into their help-seeking. He stated:
E333/46/ And em … and it also comes across that they are a bit em …
temperamental. In the sense that they didn’t have a lot of patience, to listen
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to a lot of long descriptions. They just wanted everything bullet pointed for
them. And they also wanted every decision backed up.
Having realised this about the senior doctor, E333 understood that communication was
important and he had crafted strategies when he was a junior doctor to ensure that his helpseeking was in a format that this consultant was looking for. He stated:
E333/44/ This is what I’ve done but this is what I don’t know. And there are
some points that I don’t know really what’s happening. But this all the
parameter. This is the tests I’ve done and this is the people that I’ve spoken to
all ready. Do you have any further thoughts?
E333 continues to teach junior doctors this technique, knowing that it would spare them the
misfortune of feeling like their help-seeking was not welcomed. E333 stated, ‘22/ First I was
like, “alright let’s step back, let’s identify what are the different things we need to do, and then
how we are going to go about it”’. E333 felt that employing this technique could result in
building trust between a junior doctor and their supervisors, in a similar way to how he came
to trust that particular senior doctor many years before. He stated:
E333/50/ And I also knew that particular [senior doctor] was very sharp. He
had a very good clinical acumen. So provided that I had given him the right
information, I was confident that they would give me the right plan and the
right advice.
Participant E331 recalled working in an environment that was very busy, and where he
was conscious of not adding to the senior doctors’ workloads. He stated:
E331/35/ (Smiles) A month before I became a trainee in [type of discipline], I
was just [a junior doctor] working in a big hospital in [another country]. And I
was working there with the [Type 3] area and I … it was a department. As –
you know – departments can be very hectic – you know – all kinds of things
happening around you.
E331 recalled recognising signs in a patient that others had previously missed. E331 stated,
‘38/ So that rang alarm bells for me’. E331 sought help from his senior doctor and was
delighted by the instant respect he gained by doing so. He stated:
E331/39/ So then I informed my senior consultant that was covering the [Type
3] that night. He came and he checked [the patient] out and was immediately
convinced that [the patient] had a very serious [type] condition. So he’d
appreciated what I had done. And so I still recall telling my colleagues, young
doctors back then, many, many years back now. That I’d felt like I’d been
given a lollipop, you know? (Both laugh).
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E331 understood the importance of building trust and maintaining mutual respect between
junior doctors and senior doctors. E331 understood how these good experiences could
enhance confidence. E331 stated, ‘41/ It felt so good to be appreciated and acknowledged.
You had picked up something that was most likely to be missed if I hadn’t done that particular
test. So ya’. E331 understood that, even if they did not agree, how supervisors responded was
key.
Participant E335, like E331, felt that his experience of seeking help as a junior doctor
guided his own supervisory approaches. E335 felt that as a junior doctor he had sought help
often and when he needed to. E335 stated, ‘41/ Em … probably a lot’. E335 understood that
junior doctor progression was, to a certain extent, up to them and their discernment of what
they were and were not capable of providing to patients. E335 stated, ‘44/ There were things
that I felt comfortable doing, there [were] things that I wasn’t comfortable doing. And always,
when I wasn’t comfortable, I asked for help’. E335 felt that he received mixed responses to his
help-seeking as a junior doctor. E335 stated, ‘46/ There were some of my senior colleagues
that were very much into that. And some who were not. So there was a whole mixed bag’. In
E335’s own practice as a supervisor, he sought to be consistent and supportive to junior
doctors’ help-seeking and to demonstrate a passion for education and genuine interest in
junior doctors and their development. E335 stated, ‘50/ I do, I always try to do better than
what I got’. E335 gauged his success on how others responded and interacted with him. He
stated:
E335/52/ But I feel people around me look happy and there are happy faces.
They are responsive and smiling. And that is telling – especially in an [certain
type of] environment where there is a lot of stress and a lot of demand for
work.
For participant E336, help-seeking as a junior doctor was a formative experience,
something that would ultimately live on with him and shape him as senior doctor and
supervisor. E336 remembered having to seek help as a junior doctor. E336 stated, ‘41/ Oh
vividly (laughs) and probably the first example that … what first comes to mind, is a very similar
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story to this’. E336 understood that the circumstances of the two experiences he described
were different, but he felt they shared the similar meaning. He stated:
E336/42/ And I think this is why I feel so empathetic towards this doctor. And
it was a patient that I saw one evening when I was acting in a [type] role …
because I just finished [some activity]. And I was probably feeling quite
invisible.
E336 knew he could not deal with the problem on his own and was thankful that someone had
stepped in and helped him to defend his professional career and patient care decisions. He
stated:
E336/46/ And I remember a senior colleague of mine, a very senior colleague
supporting me through that process. Em … and he has a completely different
demeanour to me. He is completely, a completely different demographic to
me. But he just provided support in an extremely practical way. And em … I
just immediately trusted his expertise and his experience. And I felt confident
to put my entire professional well-being into his hands and it was a huge relief
to be so well supported.
This support enabled E336 to gain some perspective on the problem and get back on his feet.
E336 stated:
336/44/ I think that I acted correctly but unfortunately for various reasons [a
serious event happened] the night after I saw him. I was paralysed for about
twenty four hours. And once I overcame my paralysis, I then had to respond to
at the time to the [official organisation].
E332 understood that this was a transformative experience for him. E332 knew that he
needed to commit actively to ensuring that junior doctors had ready access to support for their
help-seeking that was empathetic and respectful to their needs. E336 stated, ‘40/ And I will
continue to make myself available for that’.
In all the descriptions above, senior doctor participants acknowledged how past
experiences of help-seeking guide them now. Without this constituent, I think it would be hard
to bridge the divide between junior doctors’ help-seeking experiences and senior doctors’
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking experiences. It takes special clinicians to learn from
their own past experiences and give ‘better than they got’ and to acknowledge that they ‘don’t
get it right, all the time’. Supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking is complex and it takes
supervisors who are willing to work at it, listen and communicate openly with junior doctors
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and importantly, respond in a way that encourages junior doctors to seek help in the hospital
training environment.

6.3 General structure of senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior
doctors’ seeking-help
The last step in Giorgi’s (2009) descriptive phenomenological method is to write a
generalised description of senior doctors’ experiences of supporting a junior doctor with their
help-seeking in the hospital training environment. Giorgi (2009a) explains that one way to
look at generalised descriptions derived by the descriptive phenomenological method is as a
clarification of real life ‘situations in psychological way [that] contribute[s] to a deeper
psychological understanding of the everyday situations’ (page 102). Again, the generalisation
is not to the level of the universe, as would be the case in philosophy, but instead to a level of
generality that is appropriate to the ‘reality of the matters under investigation … data and
analytic findings along with the research problem’ (Wertz et al., 2011, page 159). The results
of this descriptive phenomenological analysis produced one structure:
For P, (the ideal participant), the experience of supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking appears to be concomitant to their own experiences; how in the
intervening years they have come to understand the hospital training
environment, their role and responsibilities to encourage and support helpseeking. P makes help-seeking expectations explicit, proactively backing up
their declarations with tailored time and support. P takes each junior doctor
at face value, imagining that the help sought is different from what actually
should be sought or is needed. P is conscious that junior doctors are still very
junior and through more help-seeking practice will start to appreciate and
understand the importance of help-seeking to both their development as
practitioners and their perceived trustworthiness. P heavily relies on their own
expertise and experience to assess the situation and risks quickly and
accurately to ensure that patients and junior doctors are safe. P knows that
everything is on the line here: the patient’s and junior doctor’s health and
safety. Maintaining trust between P and junior doctors is paramount. The
hospital training environment is a dynamic workplace where emergencies take
precedence. P must prioritise effectively, voice their intentions and respond in
a way that ensures they continue to build strong relationships with their junior
doctors, providing explanations for their decisions, actions and non-action. To
support help-seeking successfully, going forward, P needs concurrently to take
into account their previous impressions of, and experiences with, junior
doctors, in combination with what they learnt about this particular junior
doctor through this help-seeking experience. P entrusts junior doctors to carry
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out patient-care responsibilities in the future, with level of supervision that
reflects their propensity to seek help when they discern that they cannot
manage patients on their own.

6.4 Model depicting general structure of senior doctors’ experiences of
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking
A model for each study was developed utilising the general structure of experiences of
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking (see Section 6.2). The aim of this model is to depict
senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking simply, with its essential
constituents, the relationship between, and role of, each of these constituents, as well as the
relationship with, and role of, those who were the impetus for, and target of, the help-seeking
support.
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Diagram 6.1: Model of general structure of senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior
doctor’s help-seeking

As mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5, the basic rule for all models is that they have the ‘minimum
amount of detail required to achieve the project’s objectives’ (Robinson, 1994, page 34).
There are a number of features of this senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking model that support the above objectives and are worth highlighting.
•

•

•

•

Central to this senior doctors supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking model is the patient.
This feature radiates out and between each of the constituents, forming the base and
anchor for all constituents of senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking.
Each of the senior doctors’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking are
depicted as equal parts. This to denote that these constituents are of equal ‘essentialness’
to the experience of supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking.
Each of the constituents is connected, albeit invisibly, with the others, centrally to the
patient and those who are help-seeking. This denotes that these constituents are
interdependent and have very close, but sometimes not obvious, linked relationship with
each other and those in their immediate circle.
The curved green arrows on each of constituents denote that each constituent
(generalised meaning) feeds and is linked to the others, in this dynamically moving, nonlinear model of senior doctors’ experiences.
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•

The outer smaller green arrows supporting the structure in the opposite direction
underline the idea that that these constituents are not separable, discrete process or
events in the experience moving in sequence from one essential constituent to another.
They depict, instead, that the meaning in each of these constituent is communal and is
constantly moving between them, being redirect, fed back, re-considered and revealed
through these experiences as a whole.

6.5 Integrating the three studies and conclusion
This chapter has developed an understanding of what is essential to senior doctors’
experiences of supporting junior doctor help-seeking experiences in relation to a patient
problem in the hospital training environment by analysing the response of six senior doctors as
transcribed into Attachment C, and identifying six essential constituents. These constituents
are illustrated through a number of examples drawn from the interview material, and then
integrated into the model summarised by diagram 6.1.
To complete the fourth and final aim of this thesis, Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive
phenomenological method was applied again (see Section 3.3.4). Meanings (see highlighted
text Appendix C) were combined with those meanings found in studies one and two, to
producing the next level of generality for help-seeking practice (what is common and
important for the phenomenon of help-seeking practice in the hospital training environment).
Again, the actual essential constituents for help-seeking practice overall are revealed in
chapter 7 (see Section 7.2).
The importance of the findings of this study are discussed further in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7: Findings study four –
integrating the first three studies
7.1 Introduction
The findings in this chapter partially fulfil the fourth and final aim of my research – to
derive models, and integrate the three studies, to inform the future directions for effective
junior doctors’ help-seeking and support of junior doctors seeking help in the hospital training
environment. The future directions section will be articulated and completed in Chapter 9.
Again, following Giorgi’s (2009a) method, this chapter is arranged sequentially, listing and
describing the identified constituents drawn from the interviews transcribed at Appendix A – C
essential between junior doctors’ help-seeking and senior nurses’ and doctors’ support for
junior doctors’ help-seeking in the hospital training environment (see Section 7.2), articulating
the general structure of the experience (see Section 7.3), and depicting the integrated derived
model (see Section 7.4).

7.2 Integrated constituents
To partially complete the fourth and final aim of the research, the three studies were
integrated (see Section 3.3.4) in order to understand what was common and important
between junior doctors’ help-seeking and senior nurses’ and doctors’ experiences of
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking in the hospital training environment (see Diagram 3.2).
The integration of the studies ultimately lead to the discovery of ‘what is essential to helpseeking practice in the hospital training environment’. What is important to remember here is
that the constituents’ meaning comes from the whole experience and although great lengths
have gone into selecting quotations that are indicative of these higher ordered meaning, there
will be times when the strength of the meaning is implied through the reading of the whole
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(see Footnote 12), rather than in the particular quotations used and therefore, will appear less
strong than in previous chapters.
The three essential constituents for help-seeking practice are as follows.
•

Intentionally owning the care of the patient with others.

•

Building trust and being regarded as trustworthy.

•

Working proactively in the hospital training environment.

7.2.1 Intentionally owning the care of the patient with others
Common to all of the help-seeking practice participants was the importance of
intentionally owning the care of their patients and being aware of others sharing the same
intentions. Participants described being cognisant of their colleagues’ intentions to own the
care of the patient (or not) through what they said, what they did and when they did it. In
doing so, participants appeared to be able to anticipate whether others would put the patient
first and either seek help for the patient or support help-seeking for the patient, now and into
the future.
For example, when intentionally owning the care of the patient is not demonstrated, it
really stands outs, for example, when junior doctor participant E121 sought help from a more
senior colleague, he was aware immediately that the senior doctor was failing to own the care
of this patient. E121 was shocked by the senior doctor’s indifference to E121’s help-seeking.
E121 stated, ‘37/ Em … so he … he just said, “that’s silly” and just a waste of his time. And then
I think he hung up on me actually (long pause) yes he did’. E121 was also conscious that when
the senior doctor finally approached the patient, he showed a lack of empathy and concern,
failing to ensure that the patient understood the decision he was making and the outcome it
would have. He stated:
E121/19/ And [Type 1] registrar came in two hours later, reluctantly. And em
… we went to see the patient together. And he couldn’t [communicate fully]
on the account of [the patient’s] [specific] disease, so all [the patient’s]
interactions were [limited]. Em … and I was putting in a cannula at the time
and he walked in and saw the patient and said to him, ‘do you want an
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operation?’ Didn’t introduce himself, didn’t tell him anything. ‘Do you want an
operation?’ And [the patient] shook his head. And he said, ‘okay’.
E121 decided to seek help from an even more senior doctor whom he trusted to put the care
of the patient first, allowing him to align his intentions and values concerning patient-centric
care with theirs and work together to ensure that the patient had the best possible outcome.
Similarly, senior nurse participant E222 was taken aback when he came upon a junior
doctor putting their own training needs above the health and safety of the patient in the bed.
He stated:
E222/11/ And now em … the situation was that the patient had come in for a
[injury to specific location on body]. Was day [number day] post OP. Was …
my evaluation was, that the patient was in [distress], struggling to [sustain
life], saturations were low. Affect was the patient was very drowsy despite
using [area of body] to [function] quite hard. So a quick clinical bedside
assessment in 30 seconds told me that this patient was very unwell. So the
[junior doctor] was attempting to do a [procedure]. And [I recognised] that he
was having a go and didn’t want an audience watching.
E222 recognised immediately that this junior doctor was deviating from protocols and was not
owning the care of the patient. E222 felt he needed to step in to seek help for the patient.
E222 stated, ‘10/ I activated MET call’. Later on, E222 followed up with junior doctor by sitting
down to have face-to-face conversation to explain very plainly what was in the patient’s best
interest and what was not. He stated:
E222/24/ The other thing that didn’t happen was [the junior doctor] didn’t
inform the family that the patient was unwell and subsequently needed an
[Area 2] transfer. So I rang the family because [the junior doctor] didn’t feel
comfortable to do that. So again we had a bit of a discussion that he was
happy to do an [procedure] unsupervised and that was [the junior doctor’s]
first one. But not ring the family. And not inform the patient what was going
on as well.
E222 worked hard with the junior doctor to press upon him the importance of owning the care
of the patient and, in the end, E222 felt that his efforts paid off. He stated:
E222/30/ And em … I think, from example of the other teams and how things
work on the ward, he could see. And had spoken since, that you can’t survive
doing it on your own – you know – from a safety perspective and supportive
perspective as well and for patient care. So it was actually a good outcome
and it could have gone either way.
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Senior doctor participant E334 was aware that a junior doctor was genuinely
concerned for the patient and was going out of their way to ensure that the patient’s wellbeing and care were optimal. He stated:
E334/9/ So he had one [drug] that hadn’t worked to the extent we wanted it
to. And, ‘what are we going to do?’ 2/ Em … so the … the concern basically
was he already had had a certain amount of medication and what other
medication we could use or what other treatment plan would sort of
implement. That was the main concern.
Aware of this shared intention to own the patient’s care, E334 didn’t hesitate to prioritise the
patient and support for the junior doctor’s help-seeking. E334 voiced his intentions to support
the junior and they went to see the patient together. He stated:
E344/10/ I’d said, ‘right let’s go downstairs and see first-hand what’s going on’.
And then we went down stairs and the setup that is there is a nursing station
in [describes nursing station] that you can basically see pretty much everything
which is in the common area of the [area]. And pretty much we could just see
that [the patient’s behaviour was disturbing] one of the other [patients] [and
this was causing trouble] and it was all getting a bit much.
Further, E334 and the junior doctor engaged and had open discussion with nurses about what
they felt would work best for this patient. In the end, E334 and the junior doctor sought the
patient’s consent and agreement to the medication change. He stated:
E334/23/ And then em … after taking all these views into account. I said, ‘let’s
go for that … it keeps everyone at the time…they need to settle’. And then em
… we went in again to [area] to talk to the patient and said, ‘this is what we
are going to do. Does that sound alright?’ [The patient] actually agreed to it
and then we wrote it down. The [junior doctor] wrote it down and that was it.
In all the descriptions above, when help-seeking practice participants intentionally
owned the care of the patient, their intentions shifted towards the patient and they became
conscious of their colleagues’ intentions, noting whether they were similar or diverged from
their own. Having a shared intention to value and own the care of patient appeared to bring
colleagues together and bonded them in their mission to provide the best care for the patient
through their help-seeking practice. The constituent appears to be the foundation from which
participants could gauge who they could trust. It provided them with sense of control in an
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otherwise ambiguous situation and aided collaboration and cooperation between participants,
which was not apparent when disparities in owning the care of the patient existed.

7.2.2 Building trust between colleagues and being regarded as trustworthy by
them
Common to all help-seeking practice participants was the importance of building
trusting relationships and being regarded as trustworthy. Trust appeared to underpin all of
the participants’ experiences of help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking.
Trusting relationships appeared to strengthen junior doctors’ readiness to seek help and their
commitment to retain the trust given. For senior nurses and doctors, a sense of trust was
developed through their junior doctors’ willingness to seek help for the patient, both now and
going forward into the next help-seeking practice experience.
Again most apparent by the example where trust isn’t evident, when junior doctor
participant E161 arrived in a new hospital, he knew no one and no one knew him. Having no
prior professional relationships, he found it difficult to know whether he could rely on others
to support his help-seeking. He stated:
E161/23/ Em … the consultant that was on was not (long pause) there were
very few consultants in that department who I would have felt comfortable
directly phoning after a week or two in the job. And that, the one who was on,
I certainly didn’t feel that was appropriate.
E161 was concerned that he wouldn’t be considered trustworthy if he sought help from
colleagues whom he did not know well and with whom he had no relationship. He was
concerned the first thing they would know about him was that he had clinical limitations and
was not able to work independently. He stated, ‘49/ And they didn’t know me. So they didn’t
know if I was an idiot … if I was going to send them up someone that didn’t need to be there.
Which is a big problem’. However, what E161 did know was that in time, when those around
him got to know him professionally and understood his clinical acumen, these relationships
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would flourish and the difficulty he was experiencing with seeking help presently would
dissipate. He stated:
E161/60/ Em … and I think, that’s … this is specific example of time in [Type 1]
area. I’ve done [number of] years of clinical practice. I worked in lots of
departments and that’s … I think always been a problem for me … and other
people, I assume. That when you move between departments and suddenly
you’re the new guy, you don’t know what really is going on. Those things …
actually accessing the right help, at the right time and from the right person is
the struggle. And a few weeks later once you have worked out, where you sit
and where everyone else sits … it’s really easy. But that initial month or so
when you’re finding your feet and everyone else kind of assessing you em …
can be really tough because it is the time when you know the least about what
you’re doing, the new specialty. And also when you, actually have the least
access to the people that do know because you don’t know them
professionally or personally.
Senior nurse participant E221 understood that he had a good working relationship
with a particular junior doctor and that the junior doctor had previously demonstrated to him
that they would seek help when they recognised they could not manage alone. He stated:
E221/35/ I think I explained it ‘way-to-myself. That I was less worried about
him because he had been in the unit for some period of time and he [had]
worked with [this particular junior doctor] before and I know he had been
around for a while. So I didn’t consider him a [new] doctor. I didn’t consider
him to be not capable. 38/ And because it’s not just seeing him around
though. Em ... I suppose. Being a senior member of staff in the [area] you get
exposure to [junior doctors] doing procedures and how they act around
deteriorating patients. How they perform those, gives you. Well, I think it
gives you a good perspective of their medical knowledge and medical
confidence and capacity. And so it’s just … just not them being there. Or how
long they have been there. It’s what’s they’ve done when they are there.
Nonetheless, senior nurse participant E221 understood that on this occasion there was no
reason for the junior doctor not to have sought help from one of their senior medical
colleagues in relation to this patient’s problem, as it had been obvious to both them that the
problem was not resolving on its own. He stated:
E221/18/ So in my mind after our first conversation about the [test result], I
assumed he would have gone and spoken to somebody else. And … and got –
you know – either an explanation of why the [result] could have been up or a
treatment. So when we talked about another hour and then another hour
down the track. I think I was a bit surprised that he didn’t have a reason for
why it was happening. And hadn’t sought any queries from anybody else
about it. And just kept to himself. And whether that was because he was too
busy or he didn’t feel confident in his skills or was busy doing other stuff. I
don’t know but em.
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E221 understood that it was essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking practice that they both
build trust with colleagues and then they also had to maintain that trust.
Similarly, senior doctor participant E333 understood that the trust that he had built
with his junior doctors had been eroded away when they didn’t seek help appropriately. E333
stated:
E333/2/ There are occasions where we find out things later on, second-hand
and third-hand. And wonder like why we weren’t contacted earlier? But then
we end up focusing more on the issue they (long pause) the effect at hand,
rather than going back and sorting out why you wasn’t, weren’t contacted.
What issues were there.
E333 discerned that building relationships with junior doctors was integral to fostering trust
between them. He knew that it took time, patience and effort to ensure that he provided a
supervisory environment that gave junior doctors the space they needed to act independently
but showed that he was there to support them when they needed it. He stated, ‘31/ I give
them some space or opportunity to do things their way initially’. This was something of a risk,
but it did pay off in the end because, with this approach, he felt he improved the confidence of
the junior doctors. He stated, ‘20/ And em … the doctor was very reassured. So because
they’d found path of management’. If his junior doctors felt the need to seek help from him
again, he believed that they now regarded him as a trustworthy and approachable supervisor.
In all the descriptions above, help-seeking practice participants emphasised how
important it was, in working relationships, to trust and be regarded as trustworthy, especially
as they relied on others when seeking help or providing support for help-seeking. The
perceptions of trust and being regarded as trustworthy appeared to manifest themselves in
others’ consciousness through the sensing of others’ intentions both intentionality to own the
care of the patient and then to follow through on those intentions. Trust supported all
participants to go beyond what one could do to what one should do when working in a team,
and within a system, committed to prioritising patient care.
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7.2.3 Working proactively in the hospital training environment
Common to all of the help-seeking practice participants was the importance of
working proactively within the hospital training environment. In working proactively, junior
doctors were agentic in their actions, actively anticipating barriers to, or delays in, their helpseeking, planning their tactics and adjusting them when they weren’t achieving the care
outcomes they intended for their patient. Similarly, senior nurses and doctors went out of
their way to plan and create favourable hospital training environments that supported junior
doctors’ help-seeking, foresaw problems for and with junior doctors who were seeking help
and seized opportunities to support and develop junior doctors’ help-seeking.
For example, junior doctor participant E110 understood that leaving the patient’s care
in the hands of his registrar would not advance the patient’s wellbeing. He stated:
E110/5/ So we wanted the [Type 2] doctors to come and see [the patient]. And
had a great deal of trouble getting the [Type 2] doctors to do that because the
consultant wasn’t on the ward. And em … would come in usually most
mornings but briefly. But not every morning. And would come to his ward
round and say, ‘yep, no, sort that out’. Em … and would leave. The registrar
wasn’t particularly assertive and wasn’t going to get (long pause) he found it
very busy and stressful and I took it on myself to chat to the [Type 2] doctors.
He was happy that we have told the [Type 2] doctors and now we have to wait
for them to come to do something.
E110 foresaw that his help-seeking was not going to be easy as he perceived the senior
doctor’s indifference to the patient’s situation. He stated:
E110/10/ [S]o I called them couple of times a day and documented it because I
knew that this was going to be real problem. Called them no answer. Called
them, answer said, they’d come… said, they already knew about this one.
Paged, called, attended theatre.
E110 took it on himself to continue to seek help from the senior doctors until he obtained the
support he felt the patient deserved. In doing so, his proactivity won the admiration of a
senior nurse. E110 stated, ‘36/ And at one or two points that [Type 1] nurse said, “thank
goodness you’re proactive! Thank goodness we have junior doctors that are proactive”.
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Senior nurse participant E224 understood, as part of his role, that he needed to
monitor the activity level of certain clinical areas to ensure there were enough resources to
care for patients’ safely. He stated:
E224/3/ So afternoon shift you are peaking in activity and we are actually
decreasing in staffing resource. And that is a very common model throughout
most hospitals as you probably know. So … so part of our role is to check in
with each of the [junior doctors] and basically see how they are going with
their level of activity.
E224 went looking for a particular junior doctor, seizing the opportunity to support their helpseeking to ensure that the barriers he had encountered previously with their help-seeking
were resolved. He stated:
E224/11/ So we went and reviewed the patient. You know and the patient
just needed a little bit of TLC in regards to their mild [functional] distress and
we just treated them appropriately with a little bit of [drugs] and [life
sustaining therapy]. Got a [diagnostic test] and did those things. And once the
[junior doctor] had done [their] assessment and worked out the management
plan that we were instituting. I just said to [them], ‘do you feel what you’re
doing with this patient is appropriate with this patient? Do you feel the need
to escalate this patient to a more senior medical officer?’ Em … and [the junior
doctor] said, ‘ya I think the [Type 2] registrar should know about this patient’.
13/ [The junior doctor] said, ‘but the last time I rang when I was on ward call.
The [Type 2] registrar … I got yelled at down the phone’. So I said, ‘okay’ and I
explained to him the dynamics between – you know – a [junior doctor] ward
call and the [Type 2] registrar. That a [Type 2] registrar … that he’s got
[number] wards and the [Type 2] reg has got every ward plus admissions in ED.
So the [Type 2] registrar is busy but that shouldn’t excuse unprofessional
behaviour. So I went through some tips on how to communicate over the
phone to a more senior medical officer.
Senior doctor participant E332 understood that patients were safe when junior
doctors had all the support for the help-seeking they had sought and this included him coming
in to ensure that any further questions about the patient could be solved immediately. He
stated:
E332/4/ Em … over the phone I gave instructions on a … what needed to
happen. Which was namely starting up an infusion. And I also gave them the
dose. I went through the story of what had happened with this … it was a [type
of patient]. What had happened [type of patient] just to make sure there was
nothing else going on. Em … and I said I was coming in to see the [patient]. So
got dressed and came in. Em … saw [the patient]. Worked it out. Em …
everything went smoothly.
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Further, E332 actively checked on each patient in his department, to ensure that nothing had
been missed, before he went home. He stated:
E332/11/ Em … and em … quite interestingly when we sorted out those three
patients. I sort of gone through the rest of the department because what
usually happens when you’ve got two or three, that cause a lot of grief. There
is a lot more bubbling in the background. That perhaps the [junior doctor]
isn’t even aware of because they have been diverted by these three. So I
always make a point of going through the rest of the place. And yes … there
was another patient there that was actually quite sick. That wasn’t being
managed as well as it should have been. And so we pulled that one into the
resus area and started on that one as well.
In all the descriptions above and in Appendices A – C, participants emphasised how
important working proactively was in the hospital training environment. In working
proactively, participants were focused on the future and the outcomes through a shared
purpose with others to own the care of the patient. Participants were deliberate in planning
and readjusted their help-seeking or help-seeking support tactics as they felt necessary when
they perceived that they were not achieving the desired goals.

7.3 General structure of help-seeking practice
The last step in Giorgi’s (2009) descriptive phenomenological method is to write a
generalised description of participants’ experiences, in this case integrating both junior
doctors’ help-seeking and senior nurses and doctors supporting junior doctors with their helpseeking, in the hospital training environment. Giorgi (2009a) explains that one way to look at
generalised descriptions derived by descriptive phenomenological method is as a clarification
of real life ‘situations in a psychological way and contribute to a deeper psychological
understanding of the everyday situations’ (page 102). The generalisation is not to the level of
the universe, as would be the case in philosophy, but instead to a level of generality that is
appropriate to the ‘reality of the matters under investigation … data and analytic findings
along with the research problem’ (Wertz et al., 2011, page 159). The results of the descriptive
phenomenological analysis produced one integrated structure:
For P, (the ideal help-seeking practice participant), in hospital training
environment, it appears that knowing that others are directing their efforts to
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own the care of their patients is valuable. P’s relationships with others are
built on and built from day-to-day interactions and cooperation with others. It
is integral for P to know that those on the other side of help-seeking practice
are working intentionally and are willing to support each other through the
experience as best as they can. Patient care can only be accomplished safely
when others, like P, elect to contribute fully with others in the care of patients,
through help-seeking practice processes. P cooperates and prioritises their
efforts to provide care through actively anticipating, planning and responding,
with the patient at the centre of their thoughts and motivations.

7.4 Models integrated and conclusion
The integrated model below depicts these three essential constituents for helpseeking practice, together with the original experiences and constituents from which they
were derived.
Diagram 7.1: Models developed in the three studies combined
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Diagram 7.2: Integrated model of help-seeking practice

There are a number of features and levels to this help-seeking practice model that are worth
highlighting.
•

•

•

•

•

Central to the integrated model is the intentional ownership of the care of the patient with
others. This constituent and feature radiates out and between each of the help-seeking
practice constituents and forms the base (grey platform) and anchor for experiences of
junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking and their
constituents.
Working from the grey platform, the next level is the blue base. The blue base is the
source from which the deep lived experiences of junior doctors’ help-seeking and
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking are derived. As you move inwards, each
experience has its own constituents – represented by the first word in the constituent’s
title and matched to their individual colours (yellow – junior doctors, purple – senior nurse,
green – senior doctor).
Each of the help-seeking practice circular constituents (in white text) are encircled by one
of the three constituent’s titles. This represents that these higher level constituents are
derived from these constituents’ generalised meanings.
The dark grey extended infinity figure, with arrows that pass around each of the helpseeking practice constituent, signifies that help-seeking and supporting help-seeking
constituents are not confined to their current location, but contribute other help-seeking
practice constituents as depicted. On a lower level, it also depicts the journey junior
doctors take as they navigate the hospital training environment – weaving their way
around different unknown and known patient problems, colleagues, patients and
situations.
This dark grey extended infinity symbol also is multi-level feature. At the lower level it also
signifies that junior doctors’, senior nurses’ and senior doctors’ experiences and
interactions are ever changing, dynamic and non-linear. Each experience may have a
different patient, different senior staff-member and different context. However, what is
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essential to these experiences are the essential constituents (which have been derived
from integrating these data together).
The help-seeking practice constituents, the model (see above) and the significant relationships
to the constituents from which they are derived, will be explored further in the discussion (see
Chapter 8).
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Chapter 8: Discussion
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I follow the flow of my thesis, returning to chapters in sequence to
discuss the significance of my findings. I then continue on to consider the implications for the
hospital training environment and make connections with the broader literature to enhance
our understanding of help-seeking practice moving forward (see Diagram 8.1: Structure of the
Discussion).
Diagram 8.1: Structure of the discussion

Where appropriate I will point to literature beyond that found in the scoping review
reported in Chapter 2 in order to connect my findings with other areas that have not
previously been explored within the context of help-seeking practice. Further efforts in these
areas might advance and inform future directions for the exploration of effective junior
doctors’ help-seeking and support for junior doctors’ seeking help in the clinical training
environment. I have chosen to do so because I believe that connecting this broader work with
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my own research, will strengthen and advance our understanding of help-seeking practice
moving forward.
Lastly, in this chapter, I acknowledge and discuss in detail the limitations of my studies
and how I have tried to mitigate their effects on the findings presented.

8.2 Returning to the aims, literature review and methodology
Returning to the thesis’ aims, literature review and method allows me to highlight that
this research is significant as it appears to be the first descriptive phenomenological research
undertaken concerning what is essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting of
junior doctors’ help-seeking in relation to a patient problem in the hospital training
environment. Further, integrating the three studies and deriving models, utilising Giorgi’s
(2009a) method to ascertain what he refers to as higher-level categories (see Section 3.3.3
Step four) has provided a unique opportunity to step back and view these three sets of lived
experiences as interconnected within the hospital training environment. This exploration has
ultimately led to the discovery of what is essential to help-seeking practice within the hospital
training environment – a phenomenon that, up to now, appears not to have been investigated
in this level of detail in the published literature.
At the simplest level, the aims (see Section 1.3) were developed as a result of the
initial review of literature, presented in Chapter 2, which was added to over the duration of
the study as new sources where published or identified. Levac et al.’s (2010) improved five
stage scoping review framework was identified as best able to advance the aims of my
research with sensitivity to the preferred methodology. The rigour for the scoping review was
established through efforts to appraise methodically and map thousands of potential records
that matched my search terms. These records were reduced by myself and my supervisors
down to those that we felt directly contributed (by providing data, theory, or a model) to an
understanding of junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking. As
it turned out, there were only a handful of these.
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One of the first insights gained from the literature was how words and terms were
utilised within records to take on similar meanings to having ‘sought help’, or ‘supported helpseeking’, such as ‘communicated’, ‘escalated’, ‘paged’, ‘supported’, ‘supervised’ and so forth.
It was obvious that the records were replicating the terms and phrases used in the hospital
training environment without consciously standing back to question the substitution of these
terms and phrases and the underlying reasons for their adoption or what utilising these terms
and phrases means for junior doctors currently training in the hospital training environment.
For me, the lack of consistency regarding the terms and phrases utilised by authors to describe
junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking is a significant problem.
It appears to confuse multiple complex phenomena with each other, most likely without the
authors consciously knowing that they are perpetuating the use of terms that mask the
importance of junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting of junior doctors’ help-seeking and
their proactive attributes. In favour of euphemisms that seem, at the outset at least, aimed at
minimising a perceived or actual threat to independent practice. Further, I believe that the
result of utilising terminology other than help-seeking or supporting help-seeking in the
hospital training environment has masked the complexity of junior doctors’ help-seeking and
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking and possibly the need for a better understanding of
the phenomena, while undermining efforts to address the issues associated with help-seeking
practice as a result of a misdirected focus and simplification.
The scoping review also clearly highlighted what aspects of junior doctors’ helpseeking and supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking have been reported on, revealing that
there are very few studies that have explicitly set out to investigate junior doctors’ helpseeking (see Section 2.3.1), with no explicit published studies focusing on senior nurses
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking and only few studies documenting how senior doctors
might consider supporting junior doctors help-seeking. These low numbers are surprising
considering the quantity (see Section 2.3.2) and diversity of records ‘without explicit aims of
exploring junior help-seeking and support for junior doctors’ help-seeking’ that have reported
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findings related to junior doctors’ help-seeking and the important role that help-seeking has
within the hospital training environment. It is not entirely clear why explicit research to study
junior doctors’ help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking has been overlooked by
researchers. It is possible that junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking might seem to some researchers as transgressive to narratives of junior doctors’
as (relatively) independent practitioners, since help-seeking may be considered by some to be
a dependent behaviour, rather than a proactive behaviour. Whatever the reason, I foresee
this thesis providing a timely wake-up call for those working with and training junior doctors in
the hospital training environment that help-seeking practice needs to be considered explicitly.
The identification of a number of records ‘without explicit aims of exploring junior
help-seeking and support for junior doctors’ found in the scoping review provides further
support to these claims that more needs to be done in this area. The records ‘without explicit
aims of exploring junior help-seeking and support for junior doctors’ were diverse in their
objectives, focus and content. Some records were investigating the experiences or
preparation of junior doctors transitioning into and working in the medical environment, while
others focused on training innovations or models of clinical supervision. Others still set out to
investigate issues with patient safety or clinical systems that were meant to facilitate rapid
responses or improvement in patient outcomes. The diversity amongst the records focus and
content (see Section 2.3.2) demonstrates how often aspects of junior doctors’ help-seeking
and support for junior doctors’ help-seeking are reported. Although the individual records in
most instances only provided a glimpse into junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting of
junior doctors’ help-seeking, when grouped together they become a powerful reminder that
help-seeking is important and advancing junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting of junior
doctors’ help-seeking is imperative in order to provide safe training environments and,
ultimately, quality care.
In addition to the scoping review providing evidence that this topic hadn’t been
thoroughly explored and there was a genuine need to investigate. The aims of the research
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(see section 1.3) were achieved through the gathering of descriptions of participants’ lived
experience of help-seeking and supporting of help-seeking via a series of one-on-one
interviews. The descriptive phenomenological method developed by Giorgi (2009a) was
rigorously applied throughout these four studies from beginning to end. Phenomenology is
described as having but one criterion, ‘fidelity to the phenomenon … seeking situations as
faithful as possible to the situation the researcher is trying to understand …’ (Giorgi, 2002,
page 10). In this work, I have careful designed the instruments and planned to collect data
that prioritised pre-reflective, first person descriptions to ensure that I captured what is
essential to the experience. Applying the descriptive phenomenological method to these aims
also supported the methodology’s growing application and particularly provided the
opportunity to introduce researchers with an interest in the hospital training environment to a
different way of gathering, transforming and analysing data concerning lived experiences.
Perhaps most substantially, the method has also has been able to generate knowledge that (by
Giorgi’s (2009a) standards) is systematic, methodical, general and critical.
Together, the aims, the scoping review and the choice of method are significant
because all of these components together fill a clear gap in the literature. They provide a
demonstration of the phenomenological method to a new audience and advance our
understanding of what is essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking in relation to a patient problem in the hospital training environment.

8.3 Returning to study one
The first study, presented in Chapter 4, drew on the experiences of seven junior
doctors, obtained through interviews, each of up to 60 minutes in length. The raw data from
this activity totalled approximately 34,000 words and are included as Appendix A to this thesis.
The inclusion of these data provides an opportunity for a future researcher to consider,
endorse or describe them in another away. My analysis identified eight essential constituents
that were common and important in each of the descriptions provided by the junior doctors
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interviewed. These were: recognise a problem with a patient; discern one’s own ability to
manage the problem alone; judge one’s professional ‘safety’ in seeking help; own the care of
the patient with the problem; reinforce decisions with trusted colleagues; adjust tactics to
solve the patient problem; interact, dialogue with helper and sense response to cooperate;
and account for self and develop one’s experience of help-seeking.
These findings are significant for a number of reasons. First, the quantity and diversity
of constituents suggest that help-seeking is much more complex than was previously imagined,
with links to: the social milieu of the hospital training environment; the junior doctors’ own
ability to discern their limitations cognitively; their affective sense of safety in relation to
seeking help; their sense of owning the care of patient; and their need to trust those who are
there to support their help-seeking. In reality, it does not take only one or two of these
constituents to seek help. Rather, it takes all of them together and that is why we describe
them as essential to junior doctors’ help-seeking. This justifies my decision to look beyond the
literature on ‘escalation’ (see Section 1.2.1 and refer to definition in foot note 2) as this is too
imprecise a term to be substituted for junior doctors’ help-seeking. Further, the junior
doctors’ help-seeking constituents identified are extensive and go beyond those themes
previously provided in the literature concerned only with identifying what influences junior
doctors’ help-seeking or prevents it taking place. What I mean here is that the barriers to helpseeking, although important to research, are focused on the barriers (as identified) and are not
a substitute for research that specifically sets out to explore what is essential to help-seeking
exclusively.
Second, the interconnection between the constituents provides an indication of how
junior doctors’ help-seeking plays out whilst embedded in the hospital training environment.
Help-seeking doesn’t appear as a logical sequence of decisions, where a junior doctor never
has to review their thoughts, feelings and actions. Instead, it appears to be best represented
as a repeating cycle that is continually feeding back, with some of the essential constituents
touched on every rotation, while others fade in and out of the experience (see Section 4.3).
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Third, the constituents are significant because they provide an insight into helpseeking as an experience that encompasses other participants’ experiences. Help-seeking is
intentionally interactive (see Section 1.2.1). Help-seeking is not help-seeking if it does not
involve seeking help from others – in this case patients, peers and other junior doctors, as well
as senior colleagues. As such, the findings are significant as they form a shared base for helpseeking practice (see Section 7.3).
Leaving aside the implications of the first study for future organisational and research
change (see Chapter 9), this study is also significant for the value that an individual junior
doctor might gain from reading the experiences of other junior doctors – an understanding
that they are not unique or alone in their experiences of seeking help for a patient problem in
the hospital training environment. The study highlights that even the most competent junior
doctor struggles with the challenge that help-seeking represents and these struggles do not
appear to manifest only with new junior doctors but instead appear to extend and
metamorphose, continuing to challenge junior doctors as they progress in their training.
Junior doctors need to recognise that with every patient comes an inherent challenge to their
help-seeking that they may not have encountered before. These variations may relate to a
new patient problem, unfamiliar colleagues or a distinct context.
Perhaps because ‘recognition of the problem’ can appear to researchers be the most
obvious point where junior doctors may be challenged (since help cannot be sought if no
problem is recognised). Some researchers have focused their efforts on recognising and
managing patient deterioration (Kelly et al., 2014); and also see a review of the broader
literature (Callaghan, Kinsman, Cooper, & Radomski, 2017). For example, much work has gone
into trialling and implementing formal tools such as modified early warning score (MEWS)
charts and decision trees to aid health professionals (including junior doctors) to recognise
when a patient is deteriorating (Mitchell et al., 2010). Interestingly, there also has been a
steady stream of research in both medicine and nursing that tries to understand the nature of
how clinicians recognise that a patient is deteriorating. Authors studying recognition from this
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perspective often describe this phenomenon as a triggering a ‘gut feeling’ or a ‘sixth sense’
that something is wrong (Mitchell, 2012; Stewart, 2006), which enables a doctor or a nurse to
recognise that their patient is deteriorating and respond.
The participants in my research described utilising their feelings of concern or worry as
a prompt to aid their recognition that there was a problem with a patient. Additionally,
however, they also described collecting and synthesising cues from other sources, such as
listening to other trusted colleagues’ concerns and, in some instances, what their patients
were saying had changed with their own health status. This finding emphasises how important
it is for junior doctors to be trained to use multiple input paths – to listen to what their feelings
are telling them, to what they are seeing trending in front of them on charts and patient
monitors, as well as talking to those around them so that all of the information to hand can be
integrated. It is clear that without recognising a problem as a problem and, therefore,
something that needs to be acted upon, the help-seeking process cannot start.
Hand-in-hand with the recognition that there is a problem with a patient is where a
junior doctor discerns that they cannot manage the problem alone. Traüffer, Bekker,
Bocârnea, and Winston (2010) state that although there is no ‘simple definition of, or scholarly
consensus about, what discernment means’ (page 177), when people discern something, there
are elements of knowing, or the capacity to know something, as well as the process of
acquiring knowledge (Traüffer et al., 2010). Discerning one’s limitations is not new to the
medical literature. Stewart (2006), for example, describes PHROs deciding whether the
situation ‘was personally beyond their capabilities’ (page 188), with Kennedy (2008) adding
that discernment of the abilities of junior doctors is important because supervisors appear to
base at least a portion of their assessment of a junior doctors’ trustworthiness on whether
they can distinguish between ‘what they do know and what they don’t know’ (page 92).
However, Watterson’s (2007) findings suggest that, although some junior doctors are
confident that they can accurately determine their limitations, there is ‘wide inter-individual
variation’ (page 38). This, Sargeant (2008) argues, is because junior doctors (when they are
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judging their own limitations) need to collect both accurate performance data, including data
about their own capacities and abilities, as well as explicit and implicit criteria against which
they are being measured, and then integrate these data and compare them.
My study is significant here because it provides a real-time insight into how junior
doctors go about collecting and analysing information when they are trying to distinguish
whether their capacity and abilities match the patient’s care needs. Junior doctors in my study
describe continuously:
•

utilising their internal senses to perceive how they feel about the situation and deciding
whether they do or don’t feel comfortable to begin or continue, especially if they feel that
they are not able to progress safely;

•

drawing on experiential data – actually reflecting on their own experiences, of their own
clinical ability and that of others, estimating their acumen with a particular patient to
determine whether they can solve the problem alone; and

•

engaging in active reasoning about whether their clinical ability, acumen and experience
would get them and the patient through if they were to continue to manage alone.
In a way, the junior doctors in my study describe their discernment of their limitations

not as a global assessment as they go into the experience, but more like how Eva and Regehr
(2011) describe self-monitoring, as ‘a moment-by-moment awareness of the likelihood that
one maintains the skill / knowledge to act in a particular situation’ (page 311). What is
noticeable and (alarmingly) absent from the lived experience of junior doctors’ help-seeking
descriptions in my study is the second criterion invoked by Sargeant (2008), for junior doctors
to compare their self-assessed limitations to the explicit or implicit criteria against which they
are supposed to measure themselves. This information, I suspect, should (but often doesn’t)
come from senior staff giving explicit instructions on when it is appropriate to seek help for the
patient (see Chapter 6).
Following on from a junior doctor recognising a problem and discerning that they can’t
manage alone is the process of considering seeking help. A significant finding arising from the
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experience of junior doctors in my study concerns judging one’s professional ‘safety’ when
seeking help. Kennedy’s (2009a) research into the influences on trainees’ decisions about
whether or not to seek clinical support theorised that one of the main influences on junior
doctors’ decisions was that they wanted to preserve their reputation and credibility. My
participants, on the other hand, described that they would willingly ‘take a hit to their
reputation’ if it meant that the patient stayed safe. What concerned junior doctors, more than
anything, was whether they had to break a rule or an unspoken help-seeking protocol, which
could result in a senior colleague becoming angry and verbally abusing or bullying them.
Crowe, Clarke, and Brugha’s (2017) work, in particular, highlights these same concerns, finding
that ‘respect for hierarchy, anger, fear, intimidation and disillusion’ (page 70) were key themes
within the narratives of junior doctors working in the clinical environment. Crowe et al. (2017)
provide examples suggesting that such threats within the clinical training environment have
the potential to make junior doctors second guess their decisions to ‘ring the consultant for
guidance for fear of provoking their anger’ (page 73). Interestingly, Crowe et al. (2017) also
states that ‘[d]octors are socialised to respect and reproduce hierarchy from the start of
medical school’ (page 72), which appears to shed light on why, when some participants in my
study tried to seek help from colleagues who were only a year or two more senior than
themselves, they described thinking about their decision very carefully and judging their
professional ‘safety’ to seek help from even these ‘nearby’ colleagues working in the
organisation.
This constituent also appears to suggest that help-seeking in the clinical training
environment is still often equated to being dependent, which is not a characteristic valued by
senior doctors or a label that junior doctors are always willing to wear. The fact that junior
doctors judge their professional ‘safety’ when seeking help, leads to consideration of what
implications this could have for junior doctors’ overall job stress, satisfaction and personal
well-being. A number of workplace incidents and elements known to contribute to stress in
junior doctors have already have been identified in the literature (see Paice et al., 2002).
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Recently in Australia there has been increased emphasis on junior doctors’ personal well-being
(see Tallentire et al., 2017), following a number of completed suicides, which makes the
findings of this study stand out for their timeliness and potential contribution to junior doctors’
feelings of ‘safety’ in the clinical training environment, albeit through a help-seeking lens.
At the heart of this study is the importance of ‘owning’ the care of the patient as an
essential constituent of junior doctors’ help-seeking. Much of the explicit literature on helpseeking found in the scoping review did not appear to acknowledge the central role that
‘owning the care of the patient’ was found to play in my study of junior doctor help-seeking.
Stewart (2006) was one (albeit slight) exception, noting that that the junior doctors’
commitment to their ‘team, consultant and also the patient’ appeared to act ‘as a control on
what actions the PRHO would, and would not take’ (page 156). Commitment to the patient’s
care, along with advocacy and autonomy, have been identified in the broader literature as
some of the behavioural descriptors for owning the care of a patient and can used to
determine whether a junior doctor is competent (McLaren et al., 2013, page 72). This includes
junior doctors demonstrating that they are:
•

advocating and being assertive about the patient’s best treatment and care, and
challenging others if the care is not provided;

•

critically thinking about what the patient needs; and,

•

committed to patient care, going the extra mile, actively participating in their patient’s
care (McLaren et al., 2013, page 76).
In the context of seeking help, there were times in each of the junior doctors’

descriptions where they demonstrated persistence in their help-seeking, independence and
devotion to the care of their patients. However, what made owning the care of the patient
distinct in these experiences was when the junior doctor’s intentions shifted on to the patient,
where they actively engaged and sought help with commitment. This is important because,
along with observed acts that demonstrate a junior doctor owning the care of the patient,
there also appears to be an internal psychological shift within the junior doctor. So, the
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importance may lie not only be in what we can observe, but also in what is core to the junior
doctors’ intentions and what drives them to want to do the best for the patients. This finding
highlights the importance of senior staff getting to know the junior doctors who work in
hospital training environment and finding out what drives them.
There has been limited research published that includes junior doctors’ direct accounts
of the help-seeking support that senior doctors provide (for examples see Lack and Cartmill,
2005; Ross et al., 2011). My thesis adds significantly to the literature in this area, highlighting
multiple vivid examples of senior doctors not owning the care of their patients and failing to
support their junior doctors’ help-seeking. It is disturbing that this is the case, but it does draw
attention for the need for adequate and reporting and monitoring of professional behaviours
specific to supporting help-seeking. If junior doctors cannot access support for their helpseeking, how is safe care ever to be delivered?
In light of the previous constituents, making a connection with trusted colleagues and
reinforcing one’s decision to seek help is very important. Olmos-Vega et al. (2017) state that
developing a shared understanding between trainees and peers in the clinical workplace is
paramount as it facilitates joint opportunities for patient care and workplace learning,
‘especially when the relationship between resident and supervisor is not optimal’ (page 8). My
thesis highlights that when junior doctors have trusted colleagues they are able to:
•

reinforce their diagnosis and feel confidence in their ability to do this correctly;

•

analyse what is considered acceptable and non-acceptable support for help-seeking; and

•

better coordinate their help-seeking, (utilising others’ clinical experience to alert them to
the unknown and confirm when a problem is beyond them).
This finding also lends weight to the call in the broader literature that advocates

elevating help-seeking and help-giving from a simple and occasional interaction between two
staff members (Shapiro, 1990) to a much wider organisational routine (Grodal, Nelson, & Siino,
2015). I find the concept of adopting a joint focus on help-seeking by both help-seekers and
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help-givers over time especially relevant in the clinical training environment because, in reality,
junior doctors work in teams. The team should work together to support the junior doctors’
help-seeking, stepping up to offer (both cognitive and emotional) support and this includes the
peers and supervisors (as well as, I propose, patients) within the clinical training environment.
On the other side of the model (see Section 4.3) are two constituents that depict
junior doctors thinking for themselves and adjusting their help-seeking tactics, especially after
their initial attempts to seek help by interacting with one supervisor or another are
unsuccessful. What is significant about this finding is that, up to now, the narratives published
in the literature (focused on junior doctors’ help-seeking) appear to depict junior doctors
adapting their help-seeking to a more conservative approach and utilising what Stewart (2006)
would describe as a ‘balanced’ response in hospital training environment in order to protect
their career and reputation (Kennedy, 2008). Of course, this can’t be true of all junior doctors,
as my findings are a testament to junior doctors’ working proactively, owning the care of their
patients and being quite innovative when they sought help, adjusting their help-seeking to get
the support they need.
The last constituent I wish to discuss is the junior doctor accounting for (them)self and
developing their experience of help-seeking. Sheehan et al. (2012) state that one of the many
relevant and important lessons junior doctors must learn in their workplace is ‘knowing when
to ask for help’ and this resonates with my study when the junior doctors contemplated
throughout their experiences whether they got this right (for example: correctly recognised a
problem existed, discerned their limitations and judged if it was professionally ‘safe’ to seek
help). It was also obvious that these junior doctors were trying to making sense of the part
they played in the help they attained for the patient. They sought to understand their helpseeking experience, internalise what they had learnt and tried to let go of the events that they,
in the end, could not control and wished not to remember. Junior doctors were keen to
understand their experience and to develop their knowledge and skills, through it, for future
help-seeking experiences. Again, reflective practice explicitly concerned reflecting about ones’
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help-seeking, has not previously been explored in the literature, but my thesis emphasises that
it is essential for junior doctors’ development into confident help-seekers.
In summary, the first study, which drew directly on the lived experiences of junior
doctors seeking help, is significant for its subjective account of junior doctors’ help-seeking,
highlighting how the their recognition, discernment, judgements, intentions, adjustments and
reflections contribute to structure and outcome of help-seeking. Together, these constituents
reveal that shifting one’s attention to the needs of the patient and owning the patient’s care
are central to safer working practices, that healthy professional relationships are vital to create
safer working environments and that working proactively is essential.

8.4 Returning to study two
The prominence given to senior nurses in this study focused on junior doctors’ helpseeking will be, for some, one of the most meaningful elements of this thesis, and not just
those who place value on correcting the under-emphasis on the role that senior nurses play in
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking in the hospital training environment. The informal role
of senior nurses in the development and support of junior doctors is significant but tends to be
downplayed when observers instead focus on the formal elements of the organisation’s
hierarchy – where staff in need of assistance are expected to go to their direct supervisors.
The second study demonstrates that in the modern, complex, hospital training environment,
support for help-seeking can be directed towards anyone who is willing and able to join in
owning the care of the patient and help-seeking can be supported by these trusted, willing and
able colleagues.
The second study, as presented in Chapter 5, drew on the experiences of five senior
nurses, obtained through the conduct and transcription of five interviews, each of up to 60
minutes in length. The raw data from this activity totalled approximately 10,000 words and
are included as Appendix B to this thesis. The provision of these data is significant as it
provides an opportunity for a future researcher to consider, endorse, or describe them in
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another away. My analysis identified six essential constituents found in the words and
descriptions provided by each of the senior nurses interviewed. These were to: observe and
detect when the junior doctor needs extra support; gauge the junior doctor’s priorities
through clinical interactions; foster professional relationships by respecting clinical roles;
prompt the junior doctors with their help-seeking; promote and guide the use of proactive
tactics; and monitor the junior doctor’s progression into an effective, trustworthy team
member. Each constituent suggests its role in the whole experience and further consideration
of the context in which the experience is embedded. The second study described each of
these constituents and illustrated them through the elaboration of their own models (see
Section 5.3).
In parallel with the first, this second study has value for the insight a senior nurse
reader would gain in reading other senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking – an understanding that they are not unique or alone in their experiences.
Second, nurses may also appreciate reading (albeit from another perspective), what it means
for junior doctors to have their support when they sought help.
Senior nurses’ work may be underrepresented in the research about aspects of
medical training (see Burford et al., 2013), however, it was evident throughout my study that
the senior nurses I interviewed were very ‘hands on’ in supporting the junior doctor’s helpseeking. For example, senior nurses described observing junior doctors and detecting where
and when they were struggling with patients, going out of their way to foster relationships
with junior doctors to facilitate help-seeking in the future and, even though senior nurses had
no formal supervisory role, continuously monitoring junior doctors’ progression into
trustworthy team members. These constituents are important because they contribute
substantially to the broader literature (see Rehnstrom and Dahlborg-Lyckhage, 2016) on
proactive interventions carried out by senior nurses within the hospital training environment
and specifically with junior doctors, something that appears not to have been captured in the
literature to date in relation to help-seeking.
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Significantly, the study recognised that senior nurses often need to prompt or
otherwise ‘make it safe’ for the junior doctor to seek help, suggesting that, while they
recognised that they needed help, there was sometimes an extra step required for a junior
doctor to feel comfortable by having their feeling affirmed by a colleague from outside the
strict supervisory structure of a junior doctor reporting to a senior doctor. Weller et al. (2011)
is one of two references that corroborated this finding. Weller et al. (2011) note that junior
doctors and nurses established ‘formal processes for sharing concerns with each other’ and
‘encouraged speaking up to challenge dangerous actions’ (page 485). Their research suggests
that nurses were known to bring protocols to junior doctors’ attention and even offer ‘to call
for help from a senior colleague’ (page 484). Stewart (2006) also reported the senior nurses
were known to question junior doctors directly about their decisions to seek help or not.
All of the constituents’ essential to senior nurses’ experiences of supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking had a substantial impact on the construction of the integrated model. It
was senior nurses who were continuously oriented towards supporting help-seeking and who
were often best placed to: sense whether junior doctors were intentionally owning of the care
of their patient; built trust by demonstrating various trust-building actions, particularly
reciprocation; and work proactively, through the senior nurse prompting action when junior
doctors found themselves debating whether was professionally safe and unsure of whether
and how to go about seeking help.
For any who would question my decision to involve senior nurses in this study, I think
the proof of their engagement in junior doctors’ help-seeking is evident. This also highlights
that any system improvements to junior doctors’ help-seeking and help-seeking practice need
to include nurses and a nursing perspective.
The second study also provides a strong illustration of how supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking is fundamental to the oft-flagged goal of effective interprofessional collaborative
practice ‘to provide quality patient care’ (Tang, Zhou, Chan, & Liaw, 2018, page 11). It offers
practical examples of interprofessional collaborative practice (see Wilson et al., 2016) and
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describes, through the narratives of both senior nurses and junior doctors, how they come to
understand the role that each plays, as well as how a different perspective is highly useful and
can be relied upon to provide insights and encouragement when making tough decisions to
ensure that patients receive the care they deserve. The implications of this finding for the
hospital training environment are important. Orientation and training of junior doctors should
involve senior nurses and opportunities should be made for these parties to engage in critical
conversations about help-seeking and supporting help-seeking, which can be amalgamated
and then grown with continued clinical interactions.
Finally, the second study highlights how a focus only on the junior doctor and senior
doctor interface, while important, is simplistic. Interactions between junior and senior
doctors, and indeed the work of healing patients, for the most part, occurs within a broader
hospital training environment where junior doctors must navigate multiple relationships. In
practice in most hospital training environments, junior doctors will frequently have
relationships with multiple supervising senior doctors at the same time. The second study not
only demonstrates the role that senior nurses play in supporting junior doctors’ help seeking,
but highlights how an effective clinical career involves relationships beyond the obvious junior
doctor and senior doctor dyad.

8.5 Returning to study three
The third study is significant because, no matter how comfortable and skilled a junior
doctor is at seeking help and no matter how supportive a senior nurse can be for that junior
doctor, it is the senior doctor who is best positioned to provide the help and it is in the senior
doctor’s long term best interest to establish a hospital training environment where junior
doctors can most effectively seek help. The third study emphasises the point made in the
junior doctor study that it is not enough for a senior doctor to say flatly, ‘I’m available’, as
these words are often not enough to guarantee that the junior doctor can trust a senior
doctor’s intention to support their help-seeking.
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The third study, as presented in Chapter 6, drew on the experiences of six senior
doctors, obtained through the conduct and transcription of five interviews, each of up to 60
minutes in length. The raw data from this activity totalled approximately 12,700 words and
are provided as Appendix C to this thesis. The provision of these data provides an opportunity
for a future researcher to examine them or use them to support their own research. My
analysis identified six essential constituents, which I found in the words and descriptions of
each of the senior doctors interviewed. These were to: set expectations and tailor support
specific to help-seeking; listen attentively and imagine what help-seeking support is needed;
entrust the junior doctor’s ability to seek help reliably; fulfil role and rely on their clinical
experience to evaluate the risks; prioritise, voicing intentions to support the junior doctor
help-seeking; and respond, acknowledging past experiences in the help-seeking support
provided. Each constituent provides revelatory content in its own right, but also explains how
the constituents weave together to form the general structure. The third study described each
of these constituents and illustrated them with their own models (see Section 6.3).
The third study is important for flagging the need to break away from the dichotomy
perceived by some senior doctors of junior doctors being either: independent and not in need
of support and supervision; or dependent, forever seeking help and in need of continuous
support and monitoring. The reality is that junior doctors are at various points between these
two states – indeed, the point of training and providing appropriate supervision and helpseeking support is for the junior doctor to move gradually along this spectrum. With this in
mind, my findings are significant for highlighting that there is an inherent subjectivity involved
when senior doctors support junior doctors’ help-seeking, which is deeply and unknowingly
rooted in the medical culture, but is conveyed to junior doctors daily. As such, my research
echoes Carraccio’s (2014) concerns that for improvements to be made in supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking, senior doctors must acknowledge and embrace the value of their junior
doctors’ seeking help from them, by modelling back positive help-seeking supporting
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behaviours and communicating ‘that not only is it acceptable to acknowledge uncertainty, but
that it is a critical ingredient in improvement’ (page S81).
The third study is also important for describing what effective help-seeking support
demands and what it should achieve, ‘enhancing the help-seeker’s sense of personal
responsibility, promoting help-seeker transition from poorly-to well-informed, and
encouraging creative problem-solving in the help-seeker’ (Shapiro, 1990, page 314). Effective
support for junior doctors’ help-seeking, as in the preceding studies, requires that all
constituents contribute. Senior doctors need to be conscious that junior doctors are indeed
junior and will start to appreciate and understand the importance of help-seeking to both their
development as practitioners and their perceived trustworthiness through more effective
help-seeking practice over time. Supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking demands that senior
doctors set and clearly communicate their expectations of when the junior doctor should seek
help, and have frank discussions about how help-seeking forms the basis of trust within their
working relationship. Senior doctors also need to be active listeners each and every time they
have a junior doctor seeking help from them and they must invest time and thought into how
they support help-seeking. Further, senior doctors’ need to respond to junior doctors’ helpseeking in a tone that facilitates the future relationship between the junior doctors and
themselves. No junior doctor appreciates a response to their seeking help where the
supervisor, who is supposed to support that help-seeking, fails to: articulate their priorities in
respectful manner; explain why they are or are not attending right away; develop rapport or
communicate their appreciation for help-seeking or reinforce that it was indeed the right thing
to do; or let them, at the very least, use this help-seeking as experience to learn from,
providing them with the confidence to take on this problem for themselves the next time they
encounter it. As Carraccio (2014) states,
[a]lthough faculty behaviors will not alter the developmental stages of helpseeking behaviors per se, they can slow or hasten a learner’s progression
through them. This has important implications for faculty development and
emphasizes the need for faculty to embrace and reward the acknowledgment
of uncertainty by learners (page S81).
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Often, in the literature, it is reported that junior doctors feel that they need to be selfsufficient, self-directed, and self-driven (Kennedy et al., 2009b) – essentially to be effective
self-regulators. This study, in particular, should remind readers that self-regulation is also
absolutely necessary for busy senior doctors when they support their junior doctors’ helpseeking. My research also enriches Shapiro’s (1990) list of what supporting help-seeking
should achieve (as described above), by highlighting that the ultimate aim of supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking is that it should always facilitate the junior doctor seeking help and
delivering the best care to patients – next time and every time.
Further, the creation and assessment of trust in the hospital training environment has
been a topic for popular discussion in recent times (see Choo et al., 2014; ten Cate, 2013; ten
Cate, 2005; and Section 8.6.2 for an extended conversation). My study adds to this research
by describing senior doctors’ entrustment of junior doctors’ help-seeking (like any other skill
they might assess). The senior doctors interviewed actively assessed the trustworthiness of
the junior doctors’ help-seeking by monitoring a number of subjective cues that indicated that
the junior doctors’ help-seeking requests were genuinely needed, appropriate, timely, well
communicated and demonstrated a proactive working approach. Senior doctors also
described that their previously formed relationships with the junior doctors and their previous
impressions of the junior doctors’ help-seeking also weighed into this assessment. As
Carraccio (2014) points out, along with junior doctors needing to be aware that effective helpseeking can facilitate relationships and trust with senior staff, senior staff need to be aware
that the same is needed when they assess junior doctors’ help-seeking. This observation is
especially true when taking into account senior doctors’ descriptions of their own help-seeking
experiences as junior doctors. The help-seeking support that a junior doctor receives today
appears to ‘last a life time’ emotionally (good or bad). Accordingly, it is especially important
that these experiences are ones that junior doctors want to remember, reflect on and grow
from.
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In summary, the third study was significant for highlighting what is essential in
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking, the challenges to supporting junior doctor training in
the hospital environment and senior doctors’ roles in this training. To advance superior
patient outcomes, senior doctors must appreciate how complex junior doctors’ help-seeking is,
recognising that a junior doctor is on a spectrum of competency in any particular
circumstance. Further senior doctors also need to appreciate the impact they have when they
don’t full support junior doctors’ help-seeking, modifying and developing a style of supporting
junior doctors’ help-seeking that establishes trust and fosters communication.

8.6 Returning to study four, and the literature
The fourth aim of this thesis was to integrate the three studies so as to understand
help-seeking practice in the hospital training environment from three different perspectives.
This was achieved by re-examining the findings and models derived in each study above. As a
result, I was able to identify three new constituents that are essential to help-seeking practice
broadly and which form the core of the integrated model. The findings of this fourth study,
presented as Chapter 7, revealed three essential constituents. These were: intentionally
owning the care of the patient with others; building trust and being regarded as trustworthy;
and working proactively in the hospital training environment. Each of these constituents drew
from the experiences of all three perspectives – junior doctors, senior nurses and senior
doctors – and are revisited below.
The meanings of the three constituents play sophisticated practice-driven roles that
are omnipresent when help-seeking practice occurs. The integrated model demonstrates that
there is much to do in supporting help-seeking prior to the actual help-seeking or help-seeking
support. This has largely not been explored in the literature covering the hospital training
environment to date.
This study is also distinctive, compared to other studies of help-seeking in the broader
literature outside the hospital training environment (see van der Rijt et al., 2013), because, in
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contrast to the often self-focused nature of help-seeking in the wider human experience,
junior doctors are help seeking on behalf of another – a patient – rather than for themselves.
In the wider help-seeking literature there is no third player or patient involved, so this adds
another dimension to the study and model that is of vital importance.
Finally, one the most evident values of this fourth study is the integration of the three
earlier studies’ descriptions of lived-experience in the hospital training environment of what is
essential to help-seeking practice and the development of a single multi-layered integrated
model, as per Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive phenomenological method. Bringing the knowledge
and experience gained through the interviews conducted for this thesis down to the three
overarching constituents provides both a platform for further research and a framework (see
Chapter 9) to enable individuals and organisations to do something practical to enhance helpseeking practice for the benefit of patients.
The next three sections will point to literature from broader discourses in order to
connect my findings to other areas that have not previously been explored within the context
of help-seeking practice 14 and where further efforts might advance and inform future
directions for effective junior doctors’ help-seeking and support for junior doctors’ seeking
help in the clinical training environment.

8.6.1 Intentionally owning the care of the patient with others
All of the participants, when asked to describe an experience of help-seeking or
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking, gave attention to the importance of being aware of
others sharing the intention to own the care of the patient or not. The first part of this
constituent is intentionality, which, in the phenomenological sense, Giorgi (2009a) describes as
individuals’ consciousness being directed towards an object ‘other than themselves’ (page 17).
Schweikard and Schmid (2013) takes this one step further when they describe shared

The connection of this work with the phenomenon was not apparent prior to collection and analysis of my data
and so it would not have been appropriate for it to be included with the original scoping review in Chapter 2.
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intentionality as ‘the power of minds to be jointly directed at objects, matters of fact, states of
affairs, goals or value’ (page 1). With Searle (1995) in Zahavi (2015), stating that humans
possess a ‘unique form of shared or collective intentionality that allows them to create forms
of social reality’ (page 85). Schweikard and Schmid (2013) states that shared intentionality
permeates our ‘everyday lives’ and allows humans to ‘establish a basic sense of common
ground on which other agents may be encountered as potential cooperators’ (page 21). In the
clinical training environment, it appears that it is essential for help-seeking practice that junior
doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors are aware and share each other’s’ intentions 15 to
own the patient’s care. Without shared intentionality, help-seeking may not successful.
This constituent of intentionally owning of the care of the patient with others links
closely to the other two constituents identified in the fourth study (see Section 7.3). When
participants are aware that each other is intentionally owning the care of a patient and
correctly seeking to share the ownership of that care, trust appears to be built through this
common commitment. For junior doctors, when others working around them, intentionally
own the care of a patient, it appears to signal to them that they are committed and open to
them seeking help. For senior nurses, whose roles bring them in close contact with their
patients, it appears that they particularly value this shared ownership of patient care and the
trust it imbues, as it appears to assist senior nurses with keeping their patients safe. When a
senior nurse is aware of a junior or senior doctors’ intentions to care for their patient, they can
focus their efforts (monitoring, gauging and prompting) on those junior doctors who are not.
This linkage of intentional ownership of care and trusting and being trustworthy also goes for
senior doctors, knowing whom they can trust to seek help and be part of their care ownership
team.

Zimmerman (1989), quoting Bratman (1987) explains that intentions are: ‘[p]arts of incomplete, hierarchically
structured plans of action, plans which are products in part of deliberation (undertaken on several discrete
occasions, perhaps) and which are used to facilitate intra- and interpersonal coordination’ (page 187).
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8.6.2 Building trust between colleagues and being regarded as trustworthy by
them
Trust, in terms of building trust and being regarded as trustworthy, was also an
essential constituent of the experiences of help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking, as identified in the three studies. The centrality of trust to help-seeking is significant
because it adds a new dimension to the common one-sided approach to discussing trust in the
hospital environment, which focuses on whether or not ‘the hospital’ – that is, senior doctors,
administrators and so forth – can trust new staff (such as junior doctors) to be well trained,
capable and able to work with a degree of independence. While my findings extend the
growing view (see Damodaran, Shulruf, and Jones, 2017; Choo et al., 2014; ten Cate, 2017)
that the need to be both trusted and trustworthy is a crucial part of the junior doctor
experience. This thesis is also significant for drawing attention to the junior doctor’s need to
be able to trust others in the hospital training environment and, specifically, senior doctors,
when the junior doctor identifies that they need help. The perspectives of senior nurses on
junior doctor help-seeking adds a further feature to this trust environment.
The fourth study’s inclusion of building trust and being trustworthy as a key
constituent of an integrated model of help-seeking in the hospital training environment
followed from all participants describing a desire for others to trust their clinical and
supervisory decisions. As Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman (1995) explain, ‘working together
often involves interdependence, and people must therefore depend on others in various ways
to accomplish their personal and organisational goals’ (page 710). Mayer et al. (1995) suggest
that trust is one mechanism to minimise the risk inherent in working relationships. My model
(see Section 7.3) depicts how the intersection between help-seeking and trust goes in various
directions. The junior doctor must possess various forms of trust when seeking help. They
also must have confidence in – that is, trust – their own training and experience in recognising
they need help. They must trust that they will gain help when they seek it. There must be
trust in the training and experience of others. They must trust that they will not suffer
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consequences if their help-seeking is unwelcome – that is, that it is professionally safe for
them to seek help. Importantly too, successful help-seeking appears to build future trust
between junior doctors, senior nurses and doctors and the patients that are in their care.
The literature to date has gone part of the way towards recognising the importance of
trust and provides a useful frame for highlighting the role trust plays in help-seeking. For
example, ten Cate’s (2016) recent work adds a help-seeking element to the common approach
to medical training supervision by stating that trust in clinical training environment can be
defined as ‘the reliance of a supervisor or medical team on a trainee to execute a given
professional task correctly and on his or her willingness to ask for help when needed’ (page
192, my emphasis). This description builds from ten Cate’s (2006) earlier work, and
emphasises both that it is essential for senior doctors to build trust with their junior doctors
and that it is essential for senior doctors to place their trust in a junior doctor’s ability to selfregulate their learning and practice by specifically ‘identifying what they do not know when
caring for patients and … seek[ing] help from supervisors when they need it’ (Brydges & Butler,
2012, page 71).
The three studies –particularly the third, which interviewed senior doctors – reinforced
the criticality of senior doctors’ decisions to trust junior doctors to take responsibility for
patient care and the role that this takes in junior doctors’ clinical training. Trust in the hospital
training environment, for the participants, was variously described as a complex process that
relied on the beliefs and expectations of others combined with informal interpersonal
performance evaluations. If trust were successfully built, participants felt the trust
relationship had the potential to enhance work flow and make caring for patients more
efficient and effective. Trust also significantly enhanced training outcomes and the
participants’ sense of professional and personal well-being. However, this trust relationship
was only achievable through multiple, respectful clinical interactions, where the participants
felt safe with the trustee in the hospital training environment and especially in the specific
scenario of help-seeking and supporting help-seeking.
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Where this thesis makes a distinctive contribution to discussions of trust and
entrustment in medical education is in highlighting the trust that junior doctors place in others
when they seek help. As demonstrated particularly in the study drawing on junior doctors’
help-seeking experiences, junior doctors are concerned that inappropriate help-seeking could
harm how others in their team judge their help-seeking practice and whether they regard
them as trustworthy. This essential constituent of help-seeking practice is consistent with
Kennedy’s (2009a) research, which also found that junior doctors felt that inappropriate helpseeking was a risk to their perceived professional credibility, stating that ‘[t]rainees perceive
that asking for “appropriate” support aids credibility (akin to “Knowing one’s limits”), but that
asking too often or for too much support threatens their credibility as a practitioner’ (Kennedy
et al., 2009a, page 4).
Further, my findings also described countless instances where a junior doctor did not
trust those around them to support their help-seeking. There is little yet in the literature that
considers how junior doctors make trust judgements in relation to their senior clinicians, nor is
there adequate consideration of the role trust plays in fostering help-seeking in the hospital
training environment. At best, the trainee is depicted as a legitimate participant in
relationships where trust is being built, for example in Sheu et al. (2016). The literature does
offer some suggestions about where a junior doctors’ trust is lost, for example: when their
registrars have a ‘don’t know, don’t care attitude’ to their help-seeking (Lack & Cartmill, 2005,
page 71); when they are or feel powerless, and are being actively discouraged (Ross et al.,
2011), or are obstructed from making help-seeking decisions for patient care (Mitchell, 2012);
or lastly, when they are in a system with poor interprofessional leadership or coordination
resulting in ‘nurses not helping the intern’ (O'Connor et al., 2016, page 341).
Giving prominence to trust has a number of implications for enhancing junior doctors’
help-seeking in the hospital training environment for junior doctors, for senior nurses and for
senior doctors. For example, junior doctors can consider how their ‘practice’ can build and
maintain trust and senior doctors can articulate how junior doctors can best achieve this.
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Along with the dimensions of trust that ten Cate proposed above, Kennedy et al. (2008) have
sought to define further dimensions (such as knowledge and skill coupled with discernment)
that might aid physician to assess trainees’ ‘trustworthiness’, adding that trainees needed to
gather and follow through with tasks conscientiously, as well as to interact with colleagues
without ‘deception’ (page S90).
This constituent of building trust and being regarded as trustworthy links closely to
ownership of the care of the patient with others, as noted above, and with the third
constituent of working proactively (see Section 7.3). When help-seeking is facilitated by
trusting relationships, junior doctors and those around them appear more able to work
proactively in providing care for the patient.

8.6.3 Working proactively in the hospital training environment
The third essential constituent identified after integrating the three studies was that
help-seeking involves working proactively in the hospital training environment. All of the
participants across the three studies had given attention to four actions that collectively define
being agentic and working proactively. Whether they were junior doctors, senior nurses or
senior doctors, they had anticipated problems, foreseen these problems escalating, taken
charge of their environments and made moves that changed the outcomes for themselves and
their patients. In working proactively in this manner, they had adjusted their tactics on the
way and reflected on the part they played in either help-seeking or supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking. Working proactively in the hospital training environment ‘concerns a domain of
behaviour where employees are agentic and anticipatory in their actions’ (Grant & Ashford,
2008, page 9). Further, proactive behaviour has been described as an agent purposely ‘taking
control to make things happen, rather than watching things happen’ (Parker, Bindl, & Strauss,
2010, page 828). This description is helpful as it closely aligns with how junior doctor, senior
nurse and senior doctor participants described their behaviour and approach to their help-
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seeking and supporting of help-seeking in my study. Additionally, it clearly connects their
intentions of owning the care of a patient with their explicit actions.
Bandura (2006) provides perhaps the most useful framework for understanding and
defining human agency and working proactively, as well as the linkage between these concepts
and the overarching model of help-seeking developed as a result of my three participant-based
studies. Bandura identifies four core properties of human agency. The first is intentionality.
He observes that ‘[p]eople form intentions that include action plans and strategies for realising
them’ (page 164), generally involving other participating agents. We have seen this in the first
of the three essential constituents of the overarching model of help-seeking, where junior
doctors seek to own the care of the patient with others. The second is forethought, which
Bandura explains is the temporal extension of agency. Each of my three studies included a
constituent that aligned with this property: where junior doctors reinforced their decisions
with trusted colleagues; where senior nurses prompted junior doctors with their help-seeking;
and when senior doctors anticipated junior doctor’s difficulties with help-seeking, setting
expectations and tailoring specific support. Bandura’s third core property is self-reactiveness.
For our purposes, this highlights that, when help-seeking, junior doctors and their supporters
do not just intend and plan, they motivate and act – such as when we constitute junior
doctors’ adjusting their tactics to overcome resistance or senior doctors prioritising when
supporting help-seeking. The fourth core property of agency under Bandura’s framework is
self-reflectiveness – that is, that people self-examine the efficacy of their plans and actions.
This is apparent in the constituents that highlight how junior doctors adjusted their tactics and
later accounted for those adjustments, how senior nurses monitored the junior doctors’
progression after promoting and modelling proactive tactics, as well as how senior doctors
fulfilled the duties of their role.
From a traditional perspective, these elements of working proactively seem to be what
every medical professional is, or at least should be, doing when caring for a patient with a
problem: determining what to do; estimating likelihoods; implementing actions; and then
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reviewing. However, my study is significant for using the lens of help-seeking to identify that,
for successful patient outcomes in the hospital training environment, a key element of working
proactively is to be doing so by intentionally owning the care of the patient with others, and
with trust, which are, of course, the two other essential constituents of our model for helpseeking and supporting help-seeking.
The participants identified that, while their help-seeking was proactive in nature, they
were frequently challenged by the assumption made by some senior doctors, or prevalent in
the over-riding culture of their organisation, that help-seeking was dependent behaviour that
should be discouraged and indeed sanctioned. Help-seeking from the traditional view is
associated with being passive and for a junior doctor to seek help is seen as a degrading act
that should be avoided.
It is here, when we consider the essential constituent of working proactively, that the
strengths of the model and the challenges facing effective help-seeking and support for helpseeking in the hospital training environment become most apparent. Help-seeking in medicine
has historically been codified as being helpless, in an undesirable dichotomy with
independence. However, my research shows that this is not an accurate view of the hospital
training environment, since central to help-seeking is a proactivity that is described by junior
doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors alike.
Recognising that help-seeking is proactive helps us to see its place along a spectrum
between helplessness – which is undesirable in the hospital training environment of scarce
resources – and full independence, which is undesirable when we see patients receiving
incorrect care due to either overconfidence or an aversion to an individual doctor being seen
to be wrong. What indeed is the point of bringing medical staff together in one place – i.e. to
have a hospital – if not to make the most efficient use of scarce resources while reducing the
hubris of individual physicians? This means that we need to advance appropriate help-seeking
as the effective ‘optimum spot’ between being helpless and an unnecessary burden on
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resourcing, on the one hand, and being wrongly independent resulting in poor patient
outcomes, on the other.

8.7 Limitations of the research
It is important to address the limitations of the study for number of different reasons.
Firstly, it acknowledges that I was mindful of the limitations when I applied the method.
Secondly, it verifies that I attempted to take reasonable steps (to the best of my ability), to
mitigate or at least reduce their effects when formulating the study’s findings. Thirdly, it allows
the reader to make their own judgements of the thesis’ rigour, generalisability and
transferability.
In Chapter 3 (see Section 3.5) I stated that the choice of method was very important to
the evaluation of trustworthiness (Guba & Lincoln, 1989), as the method chosen dictates the
procedures employed and whether critical others can trust the research findings presented. In
choosing Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive phenomenological method, I committed to a number of
protocols and procedures that may be seen as having intrinsic method driven limitations.
These include:
•

sampling purposefully, with a relatively small number of participants with a particular
experience;

•

drawing and relying on the participants’ memory to tell me the whole and honest account
of the experience;

•

maintaining the phenomenological attitude throughout the research; and

•

not to returning to participants to verify the meaning of their experiences.
In the case of purposefully sampling, as outlined in Chapter 3, I was focused on the

quality of the experiences that I was receiving from participants, rather than the quantity of
experiences. As mentioned (see Section 3.4.2) descriptive phenomenology does not work on
an inquiry to the point of saturation. Instead, Giorgi (personal communication, 28 May 2016)
explains that for descriptive phenomenology the importance is obtaining the ‘depth, not
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quantity or numbers …’. It was very important therefore that I conducted sampling as a realtime quality evaluation, checking both the depth and length of the interviews collected, as
suggested by Giorgi (2009a). I spent significant time recruiting participants and probing
whether they could describe their experience to me at length before interviewing them. I also
spent extra time post-interview reading and re-reading each experience to ensure that it was
an experience of sufficient depth.
Following on from this, participants’ descriptions have been relayed from past
experiences, which may affect their ability to report their experience with accuracy. Broomé
(2012) states that, like many different methodologies that utilise self-reported strategies for
data collection, descriptive phenomenology is not focused on reconstructing the facts of the
experience but instead on finding essential structures of the phenomenon. Additionally, Giorgi
(2009a) notes, researchers are not ever going to get perfect descriptions but should focus on
getting adequate ones. This being said, while interviewing, I listened carefully to participants
describe their experience and at all times tried to ask open-ended questions, sometimes asking
them to repeat sections for further clarification later on. I did this to ensure that participants
stayed on track in terms of presenting a clear account of their experience.
The general structure (see Sections 3.3.3 Step five, 4.3, 5.3, 6.3 and 7.3) itself is
predicated on the participants providing honest and opinion-free subjective accounts of their
lived experience. Prolonged engagement (see Giorgi, 2009a; Guba 1989 and Section 3.5) is
very important and again I spoke with the participants before and after the interview in an
attempt to assess whether their intentions to participate in the research were genuine.
Throughout the interviewing process, I had no concerns that participants were providing
anything but an honest description. However, there were times when the participant and I
both departed from our pre-reflective stance. To minimise this, I spent extra time in preparing
myself for the interviews and tried my best to prompt the participant with an open question or
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statement, such as ‘tell me more …’, with the anticipation that the participant would remain in
their everyday or lifeworld 16, pre-reflective state.
In those instances when it is clear that I had departed from description (see
Appendixes A – C second column) or that the participant reflected or summarised part of their
experience (sometimes in the form of an opinion), I tried re-wording my question to the
participant. After the interview, I have tried to identify these reflections clearly in the
appendices with the word ‘reflected’ and avoided using these reflections in my analysis (see
Appendices A – C third column).
Equally, preserving fidelity is very important in Giorgi’s (2009a) descriptive
phenomenological method, including across step four (transformation) and step five (synthesis
[see Section 3.3.3]). Giorgi (2009a) notes that no one procedure in his method can singularly
account for richness in the general description, but it is up to the researcher to maintain the
phenomenological attitude throughout the research process. Giorgi (2009a) states:
[e]very lifeworld description will be richer than the psychological structure
derived from it, in part because the psychological structure is a consequence
of a perspective more narrow than the lifeworld perspective that produced
the raw data. A deeper appreciation of the psychological reality is gained, but
the price paid is that anything that is not psychologically relevant is left out.
An analysis such as this can never grasp the totality of the original experience
and such limits have to be respected when it comes to interpreting the results
of the study (page 200).
In order to maintain the phenomenological attitude throughout the analysis I had to make the
shift in attitude from the start of my research and perform the phenomenological reduction ‘in
order to do intentional analysis’ (Giorgi, 2010, page, 171). Giorgi (2009a) explains:
[t]o assume the phenomenological attitude means to enter into the scientific
phenomenological reduction, which means that all of the objects, person, and
states of affairs that the participant describes are taken as phenomenal givens,
that is they are seen as subjectively construed givens, fully embedded within
the subjective desires, and interpretations within which the subject perceived
and understood them (page 181).

Giorgi (2009a) defines lifeworld as the ‘the everyday common world into which we are all born and live’ (page
10).

16
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To maintain the phenomenological attitude, I prepared myself prior to the interview by
pausing and reading my materials, and after the interview, I re-read the transcripts to get a
sense of their quality in relation to the phenomenon I was investigating. I focused on what
was common, important and essential to the phenomena in the transformation and synthesis
steps. Throughout this time I was particularly mindful of Wertz’s (2010) words that it is on the
part of the researcher to ‘start out with naïve judging, reflect, and return to living sources with
continual openness to criticism and acceptance of accountability’ (page 294).
Following on from the conversation regarding reliability in research (see Section 3.5)
and the ways to achieve this goal in terms of descriptive phenomenological method, (Giorgi,
1992) states:
The descriptive scientist believes that the unified meaning can be teased out
and described precisely as it presents itself, not in order to substitute words, it
is the very structure, ‘variation of an identical meaning’ or ‘unified variations’,
that matter and not variations as opposed to unity. Again, note that at this
level of analysis no further epistemological claim is being made for the
identical meaning other than that it is implied in the variations themselves and
that rendering it explicit is a clarifying and useful task. The goal of attempting
to account for an essential structural description is what makes the
clarification of the identity a necessity for the descriptive scientist (page 123).
As Giorgi (2008b) states above, the goal of descriptive phenomenological method is to present
a general structure and the general structure is derived through variations of identical
meanings given by several participants (page 5). Therefore, he argues, there is no need for
participants to verify or correct the description or general structure as is the way of some
qualitative methodologies (Giorgi, 2008b). Not verifying the meaning with participants, may
be considered a limitation, but is, in fact, a deliberate part of the method. As (Giorgi, 2008b)
explains, verification by participants does not enhance the trustworthiness of this particular
method, because ‘participants are surely privileged when it comes to what they experienced,
but not necessarily concerning the meaning of their experience’ (Giorgi, 2008b, page 6).
Finally, in terms of the generalisability of my work, the transferability to other settings,
or both, as mentioned previously, I specifically described whom I purposely sought out to
participate – that is informants who had had the experience for which I was looking (see
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Section 3.4.3 Study one, two and three) – and, across these participants, I derived the general
structure through variations of identical meaning (see Section 3.2 on what it means for a
scientific study to be considered general). Giorgi (2009a) states:
[a] psychological perspective implies that the lived meanings are based on an
individual but get expressed eidetically, which means that they are general.
And because they are general, it means that in principle the structures are
applicable to more individuals than the persons upon which they were based
(page 166).
To help the reader to make an assessment of transferability, I have noted that I conducted the
research across two locations and have provided some general details of where this
recruitment took place (see Section 3.4), including who has participated (see Section 3.4.3
study one, two and three). In the findings (see Section 4.2, 5.2, 6.2, and 7.2), I have used long
quotations from the participants and in the appendix (see Appendix A–C first column) I have
also used an open framework to provide as much of the content and context as possible. The
fact remains however, that the results may not be transferable to all clinical, or for that matter
hospital, training environments, including those outside of Australia and it is incumbent on the
reader other to make that decision.

8.8 Conclusion to the discussion
The findings and further considerations discussed in this Chapter 8 are significant
because they explain more fully that when a junior doctor seeks help they are owning the care
of the patient and demonstrating their trustworthiness through anticipating problems in
advance, thereby working proactively to avoid adverse outcomes for their patient. This is most
explicit in the overarching model, which builds on the models generated in the first three
studies. The chapter has also discussed how a junior doctor’s help-seeking in the hospital
training environment should be considered amongst other indicators that they are developing
the ability to make independent decisions, based on the fact that they have recognised a
problem and they have discerned that they cannot manage it alone. Support from both senior
nurses and senior doctors appears to be essential for junior doctors’ successful help-seeking.
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Senior nurses need to provide support daily by fostering of professional relationships in the
hospital training environment, through promoting and modelling proactive tactics like seeking
help for their patients and finally prompting junior doctors to do the same. Senior doctors
similarly, need to support junior doctors through setting expectations about help-seeking from
the start of term and reinforcing these expectations through constant feedback. Further, it is
essential for senior doctors to listen out for junior doctors who are genuinely struggling,
entrust their help-seeking and prioritise and respond accordingly to each junior doctor they
supervise. This support appears to provide junior doctors with the information needed to
make real-time informed help-seeking decisions and aids on-going relationships in the hospital
training environment. Lastly, help-seeking practice brings to the fore the subjective essential
constituents that appear to show the link between intentions, interrelatedness and working
proactively. Help-seeking practice is important to each of the participants and is essential for
safe patient care.
To conclude, the various constituents identified in each of the three interview-based
analyses are aligned, as shown in the fourth study, to provide the three overarching
constituents of junior doctor help-seeking and its support by senior nurses and doctors in the
hospital training environment. The discussion in this chapter has shown the deeper links
between these elements and started to suggest future directions, which will be elaborated on
in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9: Summary, future directions,
and conclusion
9.1 Summary
The research topic and subsequent aims were born from my personal experiences of
working in medical simulation and observing junior doctors participating in clinical scenarios
where help was available but sometimes not sought, resulting in sub-optimal outcomes for
(simulated) patients. My initial attempts to improve local matters came to no avail and,
through further experiences, I recognised that help-seeking was a complicated roundabout of
intentional interactions that challenged even the most highly motivated and trained
individuals. What the reader has before them in this thesis is the sum of several years of
striving to provide a deeper understanding junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking in the hospital training environment.
In Chapter 1, I expanded my understanding of this problem and developed the
rationale, background and aims of the research. I resolved to understand what is essential to
junior doctors’ help-seeking experiences in relation to a patient problem in the hospital
training environment, along with what is essential to senior nurses’ and senior doctors’
experiences of supporting this activity. This quest for understanding would result in three
studies and a series of accompanying models that can inform future directions for improving
help-seeking and supporting help-seeking.
The aims were revisited as the literature review detailed in Chapter 2 was conducted.
Chapter 2 established, via the application of Levac et al.’s (2010) scoping review method that a
thorough understanding junior doctors’ help-seeking and supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking in the hospital training environment had not been provided by earlier work. The
scoping review concluded that although a large number of unique records were initially
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identified as potentially relevant to the thesis, only 44 had something to say about junior
doctors’ help-seeking or its support in the hospital training environment specifically. This was
a significant finding in itself – that while use of the language around help-seeking was
common, research explicitly into help-seeking was rare, to the point where the literature had
not yet connected or developed a sense of narrative or advancement.
This paucity of research on which to build suggested an opportunity to adopt a
methodology that, while unfamiliar for some readers, aligned closely with the research goals
and offered the greatest opportunity for insight. As outlined in Chapter 3, a qualitative or
human science approach, specifically in the form of Giorgi’s (2009a) phenomenological
method, was adopted to guide the investigation of the research aims. Put simply, in looking to
understand the subjective experiences of junior doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors, it
was essential to have a method that prioritised subjectivity, description and could aid clarifying
human experiences (Giorgi, 2009a). My understanding of the research problem and my review
of the literature was advanced and refined as a result.
With these preliminary matters settled, lengthy interviews were then arranged and
conducted with seven junior doctors, five senior nurses and six senior doctors. These
interviews were rigorously transcribed, scrutinised and analysed over a nine month period.
The transcripts and analyses are provided as Appendices A – C. Anonymisation procedures
governing this approach closely complied with university and hospital protocols and ensured a
strong ethical basis for the conduct of this part of the research. The interviews and their
analysis resulted in the findings of the three studies provided as Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
The key step in Giorgi’s descriptive phenomenological method is the identification of
generalised meanings, known as constituents, through the use of imaginative variation.
Drawing on the interviews with junior doctors, eight constituents were identified and detailed
in Chapter 4, utilising extensive quotations from the interviews. These eight constituents
were: recognise a problem with a patient; discern one’s own ability to manage the problem
alone; judge one’s professional ‘safety’ in seeking help; own the care of the patient with the
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problem; reinforce decisions with trusted colleagues; adjust tactics to solve the patient
problem; interact, dialogue with helper and sense response to cooperate; and account for self
and develop one’s experience of help-seeking.
From the senior nurse and senior doctors’ experiences, two sets of six constituents
were identified and detailed in Chapters 5 and 6. For the senior nurses, the six constituents
were: observe and detect where junior doctors need extra support; gauge junior doctors’
priorities through clinical interactions; foster professional relationships by respecting clinical
roles; prompt junior doctors in their help-seeking; promote and model proactive tactics that
enhance outcomes; and monitor junior doctor’s progression into an effective, trustworthy
team member.
For the senior doctors, the six constituents were: set expectations and tailor support
specific to help-seeking; listen attentively and imagine what help-seeking support is needed;
entrust junior doctors’ ability to seek help reliably; fulfil role and rely on years of clinical
experience to evaluate risks; prioritise, voicing intentions to support the junior doctors’ helpseeking; and respond, acknowledging past experiences in the help-seeking support provided.
For each of the three studies, the constituents identified formed the general structure
of the experience, which was then presented diagrammatically as a model of help-seeking
practice. The models drew particular attention to the essential constituents, the relationship
between the constituents and the role of each, as well as the target of the help-seeking or of
the support for help-seeking.
The constituents and models derived in the three studies were then integrated in
Chapter 7. The integration of the studies led to the discovery of what is essential to helpseeking practice in the hospital training environment. The three essential constituents for
participants in help-seeking practice were: intentionally owning the care of the patient with
others; building trust and being regarded as trustworthy; and working proactively in the
hospital training environment. These essential constituents drove the construction of the
integrated model shown in Diagram 7.2.
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The significance of this model, and the thesis as a whole, was discussed in Chapter 8. I
discussed the significance of the three studies and returned to the aims, literature review and
methodology to reconsider the strength of research findings and the integrated model. This
conversation continued into the current concluding chapter where I will argue that, while
there are substantial opportunities to advance help-seeking practice, proactive individuals are
needed to lead help-seeking practice reforms within hospital training environments moving
forward.

9.2 Future directions
The findings of this research suggest a wide range of future directions, improvements
and innovations that could be undertaken, at the earliest opportunity, to advance both
practical help-seeking in the hospital training environment and research aimed at addressing
any further gaps in understanding and enhancing help-seeking over the longer term. Helpseeking in practice can primarily be improved through conscious leadership and in Section
9.2.1 I outline strategies that may inform improving help-seeking practice in the future. In
Section 9.2.2 I suggest some future directions for research on help-seeking practice, including
repeating my studies with controlled variations, as well as considering the role of the patient,
technology and enhanced workforce and health service planning.

9.2.1 Future directions in practice
As stated in Chapter 1 (see Section 1.3), the last aim for this thesis to achieve was to
‘inform future directions for enhancing effective junior doctor help-seeking and support of
junior doctors seeking help in the hospital training environment’. To this end, I have
synthesised my thoughts, based on what the participants have described, into eight core
strategies that may improve help-seeking practice moving forward.
The core strategies, derived directly from my findings, include the following:
•

Advocate reflection in help-seeking practice interactions and systems

•

Convey a vision for help-seeking practice that encourages personal transitions
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•

Renew local professional relationships and partnerships to improve help-seeking practice

•

Reconsider how help-seeking practice messages and experiences can be integrated into
local training

•

Develop local supervision structures that prioritise help-seeking practice

•

Champion local help-seeking practice innovations and research especially with an
interprofessional or patient focus

•

Collect data, develop metrics and report on local help-seeking practice

•

Examine (self, services, and systems) for improvements in help-seeking practice.
Modelling of best practice help-seeking behaviours and support should be on the mind

of every junior doctor, senior nurse and senior doctor. It is important that individuals take the
opportunity to influence practical future directions and advance help-seeking practice in the
hospital training environment, whilst also directly benefiting from these improvements.
Reflecting on the results (see Chapters 4 -7), I believe that junior doctors, senior nurses and
doctors’ need to consider the following:
•

Communicating their vision for help-seeking practice after their own deliberation

•

Lending their voice and drive to help-seeking practice transformations locally

•

Investing in help-seeking practice innovations and stimulate collaborations

•

Prioritising ongoing collection, collation and analysis of data, for future help-seeking
practice planning.

To help with this, I have organised my practical recommendations into a model of help-seeking
practice that I have labelled ‘Healthcare Excellence, Leading Professional Proactivity (HELPP)’
(see Diagram 9.1 below). The aims of the HELPP model are: to depict core strategies that I
believe junior doctors, senior nurses and doctors’ need to consider for initial and ongoing
improvements to help-seeking practice; to show how these core strategies relate to each
other; and to provide some examples for each of these core strategies.
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Diagram 9.1: Healthcare Excellence, Leading Professional Proactivity (HELPP) model

The first strategy I am suggesting in the HELPP model above is that individuals
advocate for reflection in relation to help-seeking practice interactions and systems. It is
important that junior doctors, senior nurses and doctors’ communicate where help-seeking
improvements could be made, emphasising the connection to patient care. I am suggesting
this strategy because each of the participants described in their experience some type of
reflective practice. For example: junior doctors in their experiences accounted for themselves
and were keen to advance their help-seeking practice; senior nurses monitored junior doctors’
progress and reflected on whether they were progressing into effective team members; and
senior doctors responded to junior doctors’ help-seeking, acknowledging their own past
experiences and reflecting on how they could provide or improve on the help-seeking support
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they had received as junior doctors themselves. For example E335 described contemplating
how he sought help when he was a junior doctor and the support he was provided stating that,
despite not always getting the help-seeking support he needed himself, he now gives the best
he can always.
The second strategy included in the HELPP model is that junior doctors, senior nurses
and doctors’ should formulate and articulate their vision for advancing help-seeking practice,
ensuring that it is inclusive and sets a standard that encourages those working in the training
environment to reflect on their organisations’, patients’ and colleagues’ needs and
expectations. I am suggesting this because, in my findings, each of the participants described
behaviours that had ‘missed the mark’ in relation to where they and others would have
expected help-seeking practice to be. For example, E222 described a junior doctor who didn’t
seek help in a situation where they felt they should have and this was below the standard he
expected.
Variations in knowledge and application for help-seeking practice need to be
addressed through a clear vision, which is communicated to everyone in the hospital training
environment and the broader community that supports these professionals. A vision will
provide transparency and aid transformation of help-seeking practice in hospital training
environments.
Following on from conveying a vision for help-seeking practice, the third element of
the HELPP model is that junior doctors, senior nurses and doctors’ need to renew their
professional relationships and encourage others to do the same with other specialities and
services with the aim of improving help-seeking practice. For example E111 described how
having a professional relationship with other senior consultants made them feel comfortable
to seek help and this relationship ensured that their patients received the care they needed.
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Further backing up this recommendation, Chapter 7 describes, at length, the
importance of building trusting relationships and being regarded as trustworthy. This includes
fostering relationships between supervisors and peers within and outside of immediate
specialities and rotations. While in the literature review, Shapiro (1990) states that ‘the
ultimate successful functioning of the helping component of medical systems hinges on the
quality of relationship between help-giver and help-seeker’ (page 316).
The fourth strategy is focused on reconsidering how help-seeking practice messages
could be integrated (informed by the vision above) and how experiences could be provided
and reinforced through training opportunities for junior doctors and supervisors. For the
latter, simply reminding junior doctors at the beginning and end of orientation, rounds or at
training courses where they can seek help and find more information about help-seeking could
be beneficial. For example E161 described that they were never provided with any direction to
how they should seek help while caring for patients in their rotation.
Junior doctors and supervisors need to build knowledge and skills through additional
conversations and learning activities (such as simulation scenarios, see Section 1.1) around
help-seeking practice. For example, E151 described that they had never been in a situation
(real or simulated) where they didn’t have anyone more senior making the decisions to seek
help for the patient.
Throughout the findings, each of the participants described the immense pressure that
hospital training environments are under to care for patients and concurrently to provide
supervision to ensure that patients receive quality care. Accordingly, the fifth strategy I am
suggesting is that junior doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors work together where they
believe that local supervisory structures could better prioritise help-seeking practice. This
would mean that supervision would not to only meet the accreditation standards but would go
one step further ensure patients are safe, rather than just ‘covered’. This means that clinical
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teams should closely look how their junior doctors can seek and receive help within acceptable
time frames and may include investment in supervisory structures that better reflect the daily
work. For example, E131 described his experience of being left to care for a number of
patients with no immediate support for his help-seeking.
Closely intertwined with this strategy is a sixth element of investing in help-seeking
research and innovations. As with strategy number two, collaboration will be paramount as
improving help-seeking practice also requires partnerships to champion help-seeking research
(research specific recommendations will be provided in section 9.2.2) and innovations of large
and small scale (for example, specific education for help-seeking practice, developing models
for practice and building then trialling technology to support them). It will be necessary for
junior doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors to lend their skills, influence and resources to
advance help-seeking practice. Junior doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors also need to
pay particular attention to research and innovations that incorporate other disciplines and
those that have an emphasis on the patient. I make particular mention of these two areas
because my model of help-seeking practice (see Section 7.3) highlights the centrality of the
patient. It also advocates that support for help-seeking can be provided by anyone who is
willing and able to join in owning the care of the patient and help-seeking can be supported by
these trusted, willing and able colleagues (whether they be nurses, doctors or other health
professionals).
The seventh strategy is a testament to this thesis documenting and reporting on helpseeking practice experiences in the hospital training environment. For me, this translates into a
need for hospital training environments to ensure that they have the foresight to develop
metrics and collect data in order to track and report accurately on help-seeking practice. For
example, E333 described an experience where he felt a junior doctor should have contacted
him earlier about a problem with a patient. In responding to the late call for help from the
junior doctor, E333’s focus was directed at the care of the patient and he couldn’t stop to
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speak to junior doctor about their help-seeking. E333 admitted that sometimes he did not get
the time to follow this up with a junior doctor. What I feel is needed therefore, is an
immediate way to flag that an event occurred, to track help-seeking events over time, so that
feedback can be provided when time allows. This would include feedback provided by both
senior nurses and senior doctors in both the rotation the junior is working in now and between
rotations (with different senior nurses and doctors). Further, data could be used to track the
time to response and satisfaction of the help-seeking support provided by senior doctors, once
a junior doctor has sought help. Trending this data over time may provide an insight into the
systems and support for junior doctors' help-seeking in the local hospital training environment.
Without this specific strategy, it is highly unlikely that junior doctors’, senior nurses and
doctors’ will be able to determine accurately where improvements can be made, and whether
advances are being made in a number of different help-seeking practice areas.
This leads directly into the final strategy of examination of self, services and systems.
This strategy is a reminder that critiquing help-seeking practice (continually) is a shared
responsibility. For example, E221 described a moment when he examined the verbal direction
he should have provided to the junior doctor, vowing to himself improve in the future. Junior
doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors all need to examine self, services and systems, make
adjustments to behaviours and improve programs and support that reinforces the local helpseeking practice vision, ensuring important findings and advancements are disseminated
locally.
On the basis of my findings, I believe that these are the eight core strategies that I
recommend junior doctors, senior nurses and senior doctors can pursue in order to advance
help-seeking practice into the future and I offer the HELPP model as a first step to facilitate this
process.
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9.2.2 Future directions in research
There are a number of specific research directions that could continue the work I have
undertaken to further advance our understanding of help-seeking practice. These include
repeating my studies in a similar hospital training environment or repeating the same studies
in different clinical training settings such as private hospitals, General Practitioner clinical
training environments or different areas such as rural or remote settings in Australia (or
elsewhere in the world). Further independent and specific studies into any one of the 20
constituents identified could further improve our understanding of this area. These potential
research projects could also be conducted using the same methodology or different
methodologies. This suggestion is especially relevant since Appendices A – C are available for a
future researchers to utilise.
It also might be useful to expand on my study to include patients’ experiences in
relation to junior doctors’ help-seeking, as well as the related experiences of other healthcare
professionals. As I mentioned above, I believe that allied health professionals have an
important role in help-seeking practice within the hospital training environment and further
research could examine this aspect of the phenomenon of junior doctors’ help-seeking, as well
as the ways in which other health professionals seek help themselves.
Additionally, conducting research to determine what roles technology may have in
advancing help-seeking practice may be very useful, as would studying how better health
service planning, aligning service delivery to meet service needs (including through workforce
and infrastructure design) might advance help-seeking practice. A number of times in my
research, participants noted the significance of having access to appropriate technology to
advance their help-seeking or the absence of such technology. Participants also repeatedly
described shortfalls in a rostered workforce or described expertise levels limiting their abilities
to seek help or support help-seeking. Further, the sequence and duration of junior doctor
rotations was also mentioned. Participants also described the impact of infrastructure design
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on their help-seeking practice including the unplanned implications of separating
administrational and clinical spaces so that senior doctors and junior doctors have little chance
to interact with each other except in a pre-organised manner (for example at rounds).
Further research with a professional development and change-management focus
might measure changes in the well-being of staff, as well as patients, in association with
various help-seeking innovations. Developing and then evaluating help-seeking orientation
programs for junior doctors beginning in new areas and the impact of such programs would
also provide a rich area for further research. On a similar note, developing help-seeking
practice training materials and courses (for junior and senior nurses and doctors) and
evaluating them would provide the necessary knowledge for making appropriate revisions to
curriculum and training frameworks. Further, future researchers might study the impact of
revised clinical policies, guidelines and procedures aimed at improving help-seeking practice
from a national through to local organisational level in light of my findings.
Finally, as the body of research becomes larger, it may be important to conduct further
systematic literature reviews in relation to help-seeking practice, specifically evaluating the
quality of the research to date and making suggestions for the way forward. All of these
research initiatives will in their own way help to advance what we know about help-seeking
practice into the future.

9.3 Conclusion to the thesis
Contemporary medicine is conducted within complex hospital training environments
involving multiple professionals with differing experiences, abilities, aptitudes and roles. Given
the rapid change, growing complexity of treatment, and increasing interactions with multiple
specialities and experts up and across healthcare hierarchies; junior doctors’ help-seeking and
supporting junior doctors’ help-seeking practice will be one of the many phenomenon’s likely
to need advancement to ensure practitioners are able to seek help and receive the best of it
for the patients they are caring for.
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This research is a significant first step, in what I believe is an important journey to
acknowledge the importance and future advancement of help-seeking practice. It should be
an important reminder to junior doctors’, senior nurses and doctors’ that they are not alone in
their decisions to seek help or support junior doctors’ seeking help as these experiences are
intimately linked with each other through intentionally the owning the care of their patients,
through building trusting professional relationships with their colleagues and through their
ability work proactively every day.
I hope that this thesis becomes part of a lasting contribution to help-seeking practice
and improves experiences and outcomes for both practitioners and patients.
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Appendices
Appendix A:
E111’s transformed data
Experience from E111’s
transcript, divided into meaning
units

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E111’s
language

Transformations

E111/1/ Sure. So the most memorial
one that has occurred in the last
week.

E111 stated sure. So the most
memorial one occurred in the last
week.

E111 understood that a recent helpseeking experience was of particular
significance and resonated with him.

E111/2/ Was a situation where we
had an [age] [title], admitted under
our team with [a serious disease].
But otherwise had been em … when
he was first admitted was reasonably
stable on the ward.
E111/3/ And it was a bit of surprise
diagnosis to start off with because
em … he had never had any [specific
signs that indicated this diagnosis].
So it was all a bit of an unusual
diagnosis. But anyway.
E111/4/ [Backed up with tests] – you
know – em … significant [counts] on
multiple occasions. So coupled with
the slightly unusual [test] findings we
decided that we should treat it as
[disease] stable. Came in under [our
area].
E111/5/ Em … over the next week or
so he clinically deteriorates quite
significantly with worsening – you
know – [specific failure] symptoms.
E111/6/ So at that point in time, I
felt like … both myself and my boss …
were concerned that this was getting
to a management point past which I
was really able … which we were
able to manage being [area doctors]
(slight nervous laugh) and not [Type
1] doctors.
E111/7/ So at that point in time, we
asked the [Type 1] team to be
involved and to please help us
manage this man’s [condition].

E111 stated he was a situation where
they had an [age] [title], admitted
under his team with [a serious
disease]. But otherwise E111 felt the
patient when he was first admitted
was reasonably stable on the ward.
E111 stated that it was a bit of
surprise diagnosis to start off with
because he had never had any
[specific signs that indicated this
diagnosis]. So it was all a bit of an
unusual diagnosis. But anyway.
E111 stated [Backed up with tests] –
you know – significant [counts] on
multiple occasions. So coupled with
the slightly unusual [test] findings we
decided that E111’s team should
treat it as [disease] stable. Came in
under [our area].
E111 stated that over the next week
or so he clinically deteriorates quite
significantly with worsening – you
know – [specific failure] symptoms.
E111 stated so at that point in time,
E111 felt like … both himself and his
boss … were concerned that this was
getting to a management point past
which I was really able … which we
were able to manage being [area
doctors] (slight nervous laugh) and
not [Type 1] doctors.
So at that point in time, E111 asked
the [Type 1] team to be involved and
to please help us manage this man’s
[condition].

E111 described the patient as being
sick but currently in a stable
condition. E111 understood this
patient’s condition was serious but
not immediately life threatening.

E111/8/ So at that point in time, it
was [another even more junior
doctor on the team] that had spoken
to [Type 1] team to make – you know
– to make … to … to review the
patient and to add to that.
E111/9/ And so at that point of time,
I was (long pause) they felt he didn’t
have [specific location] failure. They
thought we should look at other
reasons why he was [suffering
certain symptoms]. And while I

E111 stated so at that point in time,
it was [another even more junior
doctor on the team] that had spoken
to [Type 1] team to make – you
know – to make … to … to review the
patient and to add to that.
E111 stated and so at that point of
time, E111 was (long pause) they felt
he didn’t have [specific location]
failure. They thought we should look
at other reasons why he was
[suffering certain symptoms]. And
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E111 described he felt confident that
the correct diagnosis had been made
so he didn’t spend time debating this
with his team.
E111 described that this diagnosis
was confirmed through repeated
testing.

E111 described he recognised the
patient deteriorating and it was time
to seek help.
E111 recognised that they are not
progressing with this patient. E111
questioned their expertise to
manage the patient and get the best
outcomes for the patient.

E111 understood that if they
continued on the same trajectory,
the patient’s life was going to be in
danger. E111 described he made the
decision to act, prior to the patient
getting really sick and seek help from
another team.
E111 described delegating the helpseeking, initially to a more junior
doctor on the team.

E111 described that he was annoyed
that other doctors did not agree with
his diagnosis. E111 described he felt
he could not argue with the team
because he was not trained in this
area of medicine. E111 described he

clinically didn’t agree with that,
obviously I am not the [Type 1]
doctor.

while E111 clinically didn’t agree
with that, obviously E111 was not
the [Type 1] doctor.

E111/10/ So em ... so ya, to start off
with I felt like they were not
particularly interested in – you know
– this gentleman.

E111 stated so … so ya, to start off
with I felt like they were not
particularly interested in – you know
– this gentleman.

E111/11/ And I was on over the
weekend he really significantly
deteriorated.

E111 stated was on over the
weekend he really significantly
deteriorated.

E111/12/ But in the meantime,
before he did that (long exhale). We
asked that [Type 2] consultant to see
him as well. Because like … well, if
he’s getting worsening [specific
location] failure in the context of
[this diagnosis] we really need to
think about is he suitable for
surgery? And really that’s not our call
at all that is the consultants.

E111 stated but in the meantime,
before he did that (long exhale). We
asked that [Type 2] consultant to see
him as well. Because like … well, if
he’s getting worsening [specific
location] failure in the context of
[this diagnosis] we really need to
think about is he suitable for
surgery? And really that’s not our
call at all that is the consultants.

E111/13/ So I’d spoken to them and
they were em … great. On the
Monday the consultant and the
registrar came and sat with us, with
my consultant as well. And went
through the [tests] and said,
“Obviously this is going to be a very
difficult decision making process”.
Em ... but they would – you know –
he was going to have another … like
a repeat [procedure] done and they
would review it with the [Type 1]
consultant and go from there.
E111/14/ Em … so that was the
Monday after the weekend where
he’d gone south. Em … so I was
certainly very happy with that
interaction. I thought it had gone
really well.
E111/15/ Em … in the meantime, I’d
personally had a discussion with the
patient and so – you know – ‘look
probably to fix this we are probably
going to have replace the [area] but
that pretty major surgery’. And he
expressed to me at the time, “look I
just want to know either way
because if I can’t, then I need to set
my affairs in order”. Which was very
astute of him.

E111 stated he spoke to them and
they were great. On the Monday the
consultant and the registrar came
and sat with us, with his consultant
as well. And went through the
[tests] and said, “Obviously this is
going to be a very difficult decision
making process”. But they would –
you know – he was going to have
another … like a repeat [procedure]
done and they would review it with
the [Type 1] consultant and go from
there.
E111 stated so that was the Monday
after the weekend where he’d gone
south. So E111 was certainly very
happy with that interaction. E111
thought it had gone really well.

E111 described initially he felt his
help-seeking was supported. E111
described trusting the doctors he
spoke with and feeling like this
interaction would lead to the good
outcomes for the patient.

E111 stated in the meantime, he
personally had a discussion with the
patient and so – you know – ‘look
probably to fix this we are probably
going to have replace the [area] but
that pretty major surgery’. And he
expressed to me at the time, “look I
just want to know either way
because if I can’t, then I need to set
my affairs in order”. Which was very
astute of him.

E111 shared information, engaged
the patient in the decision making
and spoke directly to the patient
about their current medical
situation. E111 described he felt
that the patient understood the
seriousness of the situation.

E111/16/ Em … then at this point in
time, we are asking … like the [Type
1] consultant didn’t come by again.
So em … on the phone again saying,
‘can you come by?’ And every day …
they were saying, “No it’s not
[specific location] failure, no it’s not
[specific location] failure. It’s
something else”.
E111/17/ Em … by Wednesday, he
was really not (long exhale) …
looking particularly good. But he
was still with it and able to have a
discussion. But he was having
episodes at night where he just
getting this severe [episodes]. So

E111 stated that then at this point in
time, we are asking … like the [Type
1] consultant didn’t come by again.
So on the phone again saying, ‘can
you come by?’ And every day … they
were saying, “No it’s not [specific
location] failure, no it’s not [specific
location] failure. It’s something
else”.
E111 stated by Wednesday, he was
really not (long exhale) … looking
particularly good. But he was still
with it and able to have a discussion.
But he was having episodes at night
where he just getting this severe
[episodes]. So just having these

E111 described he felt frustrated and
powerless when the team refused to
review the patient as they had
promised. E111 suspected the team
refused to acknowledge the patients
diagnosis so they would not have to
take responsibility for such a sick
patient.
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felt that the specialist doctor was
questioning his competence by
asking him to review his original
diagnosis.
E111 described he felt the doctor did
not want to own the care of this
difficult patient. E111 felt the
patient’s problems were being
ignored.
E111 described he felt awful that the
patient was suffering.
E111described he felt helpless to
manage the patient with helpseeking support.
E111 described forecasting that the
patient may need surgery in the
future. E111 described being
proactive in his attempt to care for
his patient.

E111 described he felt relieved that
the care the patient needed would
finally be provided, now that the
consultants were engaged in the
decision making process.

E111 described he was exasperated
that his efforts to seek help had not
been successful and the patient was
suffering. E111 deliberated on what
his next move should be.

just having these awful, awful
episodes of severe [symptoms]. Em
… and so at that point in time em
(long exhale). Em … ya.
E111/18/ Ya, so anyway. So I asked
[the more junior doctor] to call my
[Type 1] team and the [Type 2] team
back because we really need to make
a diagnosis. We really need to sort
this today with the plan.
E111/19/ And I think in hindsight I
should have probably just done that
myself, [rather] than getting the
[junior doctor] to do that. Thursday
rocks up and I was off for the
morning. And em … and when I came
in he was floridly off his head.
Angry, like very [colour] in the [area
of body]. And he pulled out all his
lines and wasn’t having any oxygen.
And this was a pre-terminal event –
you know – you could tell he was in
severe [episode], in severe distress.
One of the worst … some of the
worst distress I’ve seen in a patient
in [number] of years. So … so – you
know – not good. Unacceptable in
my view!
E111/20/ So I just felt like no one
was listening.

awful, awful episodes of severe
[symptoms] and so at that point in
time (long exhale).

E111/21/ But this time he has been
accepted under [Type 1] team. And
he’s gone to the [Type 1] ward. So
finally they agreed that … yes he did
have [specific location] failure. So I
had the [Type 1] registrar and [Type
2] registrar next to me and said, ‘we
need to make a decision now, not in
five minutes, not in’ – you know –
because ‘this man is going to die.
And if he isn’t for theatre then we
need to get [Area 2] involved and get
him to [Area 2] now’.

E111 stated but this time he has
been accepted under [Type 1] team.
And he’s gone to the [Type 1] ward.
So finally they agreed that … yes he
did have [specific location] failure.
So E111 had the [Type 1] registrar
and [Type 2] registrar next to him
and said, ‘we need to make a
decision now, not in five minutes,
not in’ – you know – because ‘this
man is going to die. And if he isn’t
for theatre then we need to get
[Area 2] involved and get him to
[Area 2] now’.
E111 stated the [Type 2] registrar
which is a lovely fellow said to him,
“look I’ve spoken to the consultant”–
by this time it is a different
consultant – “and he said, he’d
review the patient tomorrow”. And I
said, ‘mate, the patient isn’t going to
be here tomorrow’. And he said,
(lowers voice), “ya, I know, I’ve tried.
Maybe you should ring him?”
E111 stated so, what E111 did in that
situation is E111 called his boss
[name]. And he’s in [another city].
And he’s trying to call the [Type 2]
consultant. Can’t get on, ‘cause his
mobile was off or whatever.
E111 stated that the [Type 1]
consultant just came in and said
“This patient needs to be palliated"
and walked out. So on a scale of 1, 0
– 10 helpfulness it was a 1.
E111 stated so at that point in time
again, E111 felt like (long pause) he’d
come up against a wall. And

E111/22/ The [Type 2] registrar
[who] is a lovely fellow said to me,
“look I’ve spoken to the consultant”
– by this time it is a different
consultant – “and he said he’d
review the patient tomorrow”. And I
said, ‘mate, the patient isn’t going to
be here tomorrow’. And he said,
(lowers voice), “ya, I know, I’ve tried.
Maybe you should ring him?”
E111/23/ So, what I did in that
situation is I called my boss [name].
And he’s in [another city]. And he’s
trying to call the [Type 2] consultant.
Can’t get on, ‘cause his mobile was
off or whatever.
E111/24/ And em … and the [Type 1]
consultant just came in and said,
“This patient needs to be palliated”
and walked out. So on a scale of 1, 0
– 10 helpfulness it was a 1.
E111/25/ Em … so at that point in
time again, I felt like (long pause) I’d
come up against a wall. And

Ya, so anyway. So E111 asked [the
more junior doctor] to call his [Type
1] team and the [Type 2] team back
because we really need to make a
diagnosis. We really need to sort
this today with the plan.
E111 stated he thinks in hindsight he
should have probably just done that
himself, [rather] than getting the
[junior doctor] to do that. Thursday
rocks up and E111 was off for the
morning. And … and when E111
came in he was floridly off his head.
Angry, like very [colour] in the [area
of body]. And he pulled out all his
lines and wasn’t having any oxygen.
And this was a pre-terminal event –
you know – you could tell he was in
severe [episode], in severe distress.
One of the worst … some of the
worst distress E111 seen in a patient
in [number] of years. So … so—you
know – not good. Unacceptable in
his view!
E111 stated he felt like no one was
listening.
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E111 described reverting to utilising
another junior doctor to seek help
from the other team again.

E111 described that he felt very
guilty for not calling the two teams
himself. E111 felt partially
responsible for the patient’s
deterioration.

E111 described he felt intimidated
and powerless to seek help from
these teams again. E111 understood
they were not interested in
supporting his help-seeking and were
not interested in the patient.
E111 described he felt exasperated
that care for the patient was not
instantaneous, even when he and
the other doctors agreed what the
problem was.

E111 described reproaching a fellow
junior doctor for not doing more to
engage with his supervisors. E111
understood that it was an option to
seek help directly from the other
junior doctor’s supervisor but he felt
he was powerless to change their
mind. Especially if the senior doctor
was not willing to listen to his own
junior doctor.
E111 described seeking help directly
from his own supervisor.

E111 described the other team had
no interest in the patient and did not
want to discuss other care options,
other than end of life management.
E111 described experiencing guilt for
not calling the senior doctor himself
to plead the patient’s case with him.

whether I … I … should have called
the [Type 2] consultant myself and
said, ‘look I really, really need you
guys to make a decision now … not
tomorrow’.
E111/26/ But it’s always that (long
exhale). It’s always, as a [junior
doctor] … I can call my bosses all the
time. But there is still that feeling of
oh – you know – am I going to get,
get ... yelled at? Especially if the
[Type 2] registrar said, “Ah nah, I’ve
done all I can”.
E111/27/ Em … so in the end, I
actually ended up going to [Area 2]
because I know those consultants
really well. And em … one of the
ones, I just ended up having a small
[breakdown] in front of one of them
because I was like, ‘this man is
suffering … no one will give me an
answer’.
E111/28/ So he was fantastic and we
got one of the [Area 2] consultants …
two of them came with me and saw
him. They assessed the situation.

whether he … he … should have
called the [Type 2] consultant
himself and said, ‘look I really, really
need you guys to make a decision
now … not tomorrow’.
E111 stated but it’s always that (long
exhale). It’s always, as a [junior
doctor] … E111 can call his bosses all
the time. But there is still that
feeling of oh – you know – am I going
to get, get ... yelled at? Especially if
the [Type 2] registrar said, “Ah nah,
I’ve done all I can”.
E111 stated so in the end, E111
actually ended up going to [Area 2]
because E111 knew those
consultants really well. And one of
the ones, E111 just ended up having
a small [breakdown] in front of one
of them because he was like, ‘this
man is suffering no one will give me
an answer’.
So he was fantastic and we got one
of the [Area 2] consultants … two of
them came with E111 and saw him.
They assessed the situation.

E111/29/ Got onto the [Type 2]
consultant who was on and said,
“Look mate, this man is not going to
make it through [procedure] for this,
this, this reason and we don’t think
[this patient is] a suitable candidate”.

E111 stated that [Area 2] consultants
got onto the [Type 2] consultant who
was on and said, “Look mate this
man is not going to make it through
[procedure] for this, this, this reason
and we don’t think [this patient is] a
suitable candidate”.
So the [Type 2] consultant, the other
one, never saw the patient. But
E111 was happy with that decision.
We just needed it to be made. So
we could palliate him and he died.

E111/30/ So the [Type 2] consultant,
the other one, never saw the
patient. But I was happy with that
decision. We just needed it to be
made. So we could palliate him and
he died.
E111/31/ Em … but what I found so
frustrating is the fact that em … ya
(long pause) what I found out later
on that there are major, major issues
within the [Type 2] department –
you know – I didn’t know that … the
bosses don’t see eye to eye.
E111/32/ The fantastic one that had
been down on Monday. Who I’ve
had fantastic dealing with. He
actually came up to me later and
said, “look I’m really sorry that
happened”.
E111/33/ I said, ‘aw it’s not your
fault’. And he said, “well, we are all
adults, this shouldn’t happen”. So, I
don’t know exactly what has
happened but some communication
problem or disagreement or
personality problem between the
two consultants. The one, the
second one that was supposed to be
involved, never saw the patient. In a
man who has died of [complication].
Which as [boss name] was saying,
“That is the first or second one of his
career” – you know – that has died.
So em … ya unsatisfactory (exhale).

E111 stated but what he found so
frustrating is the fact that … ya (long
pause) what E111 found out later on
that there are major, major issues
within the [Type 2] department –
you know – E111 didn’t know that …
the bosses don’t see eye to eye.
The fantastic one that had been
down on Monday. Who I’ve had
fantastic dealing with. He actually
came up to me later and said, “look
I’m really sorry that happened”.
E111 said, ‘aw it’s not your fault’.
And he said, “well, we are all adults,
this shouldn’t happen”. So, E111
doesn’t know exactly what
happened but some communication
problem or disagreement or
personality problem between the
two consultants. The one, the
second one that was supposed to be
involved, never saw the patient. In a
[patient] who has died of
[complication]. Which as [boss
name] was saying, “That is the first
or second one of his career” – you
know – that has died. So em … ya
unsatisfactory (exhale).
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But E111 described he felt any
additional effort to seek help, would
not have advanced the chances of
getting the patient the help they
needed from this team.
E111 described he considered his
professional safety and therefore his
personal wellbeing prior to seeking
help from his supervisors.

E111 described changing tactics,
trying a new approach to solve the
problem. E111 described turning to
trusted colleagues in another area to
seek out help for the patient to
resolve the problem.

E111 described he felt the doctors
listened to his problem and
understood what help-seeking
support he needed. E111 described
his prior assessment to trust the staff
in this specific area had been
warranted.
E111 understood that he needed to
seek help from a colleague that had
both the capability to support his
help-seeking and power to demand
an outcome for this patient from the
other team.
E111 described being disturbed that
the second team involved never saw
the patient and therefore did not
contribute to their care. E111
described he was relieved have
finally made a plan for the patient.
E111 understood his horrible
experience of help-seeking for the
patient and himself had some-how
been influenced by a dysfunctional
team with communication issues.
E111 described receiving an apology
from the first consultant that he
sought help from, as it was known
that his help-seeking experience had
been unreasonably difficult for him.
E111 described that unbeknown to
him at the time, his help-seeking and
the patient suffering was influenced
by a by a disagreement between two
senior doctors.

E111/34/ Take me back to when you
talking to the [Area 2] consultant,
you said that you were upset? But
what happened just after that? Just
give me some more detail. Ya sure,
so I had a little (crying sound). And
em … the particular consultant I was
with was like, “okay, this is what we
are going to do. Look – you know –
it’s okay for people to die but we
need to make sure they die in
comfort not distressed”. Then he’s
like, “okay we are going to go find
[name of other consultant]”. Who is
the other [Area 2] consultant that
knows all the other [Type 2]
consultants by name. Knows them
really well. “We’re going to find him,
em … were going to have a talk to
him”.
E111/35/ And so at that point we
found [the other area 2] consultant.
Em … discussed the situation and
explained everything that was going
on with the patient. They had sort of
heard about him, as he had MET calls
on him overnight. But [Area 2]
consultant had deemed that he
wasn’t for [Area 2]. So he’d been on
their radar.
E111/36/ So I explained the situation
to him and he said, “okay what we’d
do”. Both he and the other
consultant came with me. He’s like,
“right let’s just go, we’ll go straight”.
Saw the patient, assessed the
situation. Looked at all the [tests]
and everything. And he picked up
his phone, got through to the other
consultant and explained the
situation. And had a discussion and
said, “right that’s it, not for surgery,
palliate”. Okay
E111/37/ So it was good, it was
really good because first of all he
validated for me for being upset.
[Participant asked the interviewer to
take next sentences out]. It just
affirmed the fact that we’d had the
right diagnosis. Everything pointed
towards that. It was medical student
level [condition]. And that – you
know – he was like, “Look in these
situations you bypass that and go
straight to the top. Em … which is
what you did – you came to us”. So,
he was fantastic.
E111/38/ So there was good clear
plan, good communication at that
point. Ya, that’s amazing.

The interviewer asks for more detail
when E111 sought help. E111 stated
ya sure, so I had a little (crying
sound). And … the particular
consultant E111 was with was like,
“okay, this is what we are going to
do. Look – you know – it’s okay for
people to die but we need to make
sure they die in comfort not
distressed”. Then he’s like, “okay we
are going to go find [name of other
consultant]”. Who is the other [Area
2] consultant that knows all the
other [Type 2] consultants by name.
Knows them really well. “We’re
going to find him, were going to have
a talk to him”.

E111 was comforted by someone he
trusted. E111 described he felt
exonerated from blame when he
described the help-seeking situation
to a senior doctor. E111 was relieved
that the senior doctor listened to
him and supported his help-seeking.

E111 stated and so at that point we
found [the other area 2] consultant.
Discussed the situation and
explained everything that was going
on with the patient. They had sort of
heard about him, as he had MET calls
on him overnight. But [Area 2]
consultant had deemed that he
wasn’t for [Area 2]. So he’d been on
their radar.
So E111 explained the situation to
him and he said, “okay what we’d
do’. Both he and the other
consultant came with him. He’s like,
“right let’s just go, we’ll go straight”.
Saw the patient, assessed the
situation. Looked at all the [tests]
and everything. And he picked up
his phone, got through to the other
consultant and explained the
situation. And had a discussion and
said, “right that’s it, not for surgery,
palliate”. Okay
So it was good, it was really good
because first of all he validated for
me for being upset. [Participant
asked the interviewer to take next
sentences out]. It just affirmed the
fact that we’d had the right
diagnosis. Everything pointed
towards that. It was medical student
level [condition]. And that – you
know – he was like, “Look in these
situations you bypass that and go
straight to the top. Which is what
you did – you came to us”. So, he
was fantastic.
E111 stated that so there was good
clear plan, good communication at
that point.

E111 described the patient was
known to many doctors around the
hospital (including overnight junior
doctors) as the patient had
experienced multiple episodes, over
a number of nights, where the
medical emergency team was called.

E111/39/ But I think … I … I honestly
think. I mean, (long pause) if I hadn’t
known the [Area 2] team, that
situation might have happened very,
very differently.

E111 stated he thinks … he … he
honestly thinks. E111 means, (long
pause) if E111 hadn’t known the
[Area 2] team, that situation might
have happened very, very
differently.
The interviewer asked E111 if it
made it easier to have someone
somewhere else. Ya, that’s right.
Because we do ward rounds every
couple of days in [Area 2]. So E111
knows them very well. And his boss

E111/40/ Em … So having someone
to go to somewhere else? Ya, that’s
right because we do ward rounds
every couple of days in [Area 2]. So I
know them very well. And my boss
[name] has exceptionally good
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E111 described that he was
reassured that he could seek help
from trusted senior doctor that were
committed to patient’s care. E111
understood that in the end, the
correct care plan had been reached
for the patient after careful
consideration of the all the
information.

E111 described he felt vindicated for
seeking help from the other team,
after they made it clear to him that
this problem needed those higher up
in the hierarchy to help solve.
E111 understood he had recognised
correctly the initially medical
condition, when the other senior
doctors did not.

E111 described he felt relieved to
finally have a plan for the patient
where their pain and suffering would
be managed appropriately.
E111 understood that his
relationship with the team he sought
help in the end of the experience
were instrumental in finalising the
plans for the patient.
E111 understood that his frequent
interactions with the other
department made him more familiar
to them and this assisted him when
he sought help from them. E111
described that if he had been

rapport. And he’s been with the
department for [number] years. So
that really helps. So … and they
know me and they know where I am
at, as well. So if I come in to a …
where I didn’t know them … going
[E111 makes a sound that indicates
not sure]. I’m sure they would have
still come and seen the patient. But
having a person … having a bit more
of a relationship definitely helped.
They know the background on me …
so. So they can assess what. Ya.
That you’re being valid within your
concern? Ya.
E111/41/ Okay interesting. Okay
that first em…you said you saw the
[Type 1] team then the [Type 2]
consultant. I just want to make sure
I’ve got that. That first [Type 1] team
was that just on the phone? Aw no,
they actually. Their team…obviously
the [junior doctor] comes first,
assess the patient (long pause)
interestingly his em … assessment
was the same as ours. But his boss
was like, “nah, it’s not [this
condition]”.
E111/42/ So em … he was stressed
out of his mind. He looked like he
was about to cry on the day the
patient deteriorated too because he
was like, “I really though he has [this
condition]”. And I was like, ‘he does
have [this condition]! There is no
question! I’m sorry that you’re
caught up in the middle of this so’.
E111/43/ So this is a face-to-face
conversation? Yes. Was this at the
bedside? It was outside the patient’s
room. And what day was that? So
em … so the [Type 1] registrar had
been … seen him two or three times
before he got transferred. Before he
really crashed overnight and got
transferred to the [specialist] ward.
Em … so … ya. So em … [my team’s
other junior doctor] phoned him to
get the referral and get the review.
He reviewed, discussed it with his
boss. Then his boss came by once,
then came by when he was
deteriorating.
E111/44/ So this is the conversation
you had outside the room as he came
to review? Ya, on that last day he
had just finished seeing him. I was
there and the [Type 2] registrar was
there too. And it was all a face-toface discussion outside the room.
And you were all in agreement that
this was [gets cut off]. A crap
situation! (Laughs). We were in
agreement that this was … the
politics and the situation … was out
of our three … was above our level.
For all three of us because the [Type
2] registrar can’t make a decision
whether or not that … who, he’s …
it’s already super complicated as to
whether or not [the patient] should
go to theatre.

[name] has exceptionally good
rapport. And he’s been with the
department for [number] years. So
that really helps. So … and they
know him and they know where he is
at, as well. So, if E111 comes in to a
… where he doesn’t know them …
going (E111 makes a sound that
indicates not sure). E111 is sure they
would have still come and seen the
patient. But having a person…having
a bit more of a relationship definitely
helped. They know the background
on me … so.

unknown to them and they didn’t
trust his clinical acumen, then the
outcome for the patient may have
been very different.

The interviewer asked the sequence
and sequence and method of how
the teams were contacted. E111
stated Aw no, they actually. Their
team…obviously the [junior doctor]
comes first, assess the patient. (long
pause) interestingly his assessment
was the same as ours. But his boss
was like, “nah, it’s not [this
condition]”.

E111 described that the other junior
doctor would have found it difficult
to help him with the patient as their
immediate supervisor did not agree
with the diagnosis and this meant
that they were powerless to render
help to the patient.

E111 stated he was stressed out of
his mind. He looked like he was
about to cry on the day the patient
deteriorated too because he was
like, “I really though he has [this
condition]”. And E111 was like, ‘he
does have [this condition]! There is
no question! E111 is sorry that
you’re caught up in the middle of
this so’.
The interviewer asked more of the
story with E111. E111 confirms it
was a face-to-face conversation,
outside the patient’s room. So … so
the [Type 1] registrar had
been…seen him two or three times
before he got transferred. Before he
really crashed overnight and got
transferred to the [specialist] ward.
So … ya. So [his team’s other [junior
doctor] phoned him to get the
referral and get the review. He
reviewed, discussed it with his boss.
Then his boss came by once, then
came by when he was deteriorating.

E111 described he felt that the
disagreement about diagnosis
created tension and a stressful
environment that left the junior
doctors without adequate direction
to care for the patient and get the
help they needed.

The interviewer asked for further
detail of this part of the experience.
E111 stated that on that last day the
other junior doctor had just finished
seeing the patient. E111 was there
and the [Type 2] registrar was there
too. And it was all a face-to-face
discussion outside the room. And
you were all in agreement that this
was [gets cut off]. E111 stated that
it was a crap situation! (Laughs). We
were in agreement that this was …
the politics and the situation…was
out of our three … was above our
level. For all three of us. Because
the [Type 2] registrar can’t make a
decision whether or not that… who,
he’s … it’s already super complicated

E111 described that the junior
doctors were powerless unless the
senior doctors decided to support
their help-seeking and share the care
and responsibility of the patient.
E111 suspected the underlying risks
to both the patient and the doctor
who would eventually care for this
patient, were making it difficult to
engage senior decision makers in this
help-seeking process as no one
wanted to make the final decision.
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E111 described that there were
multiple junior doctors seeking help
for this patient, but each was
unsuccessful.

E111/45/ It’s interesting that the
[Type 1] reg didn’t even want to go
back to talk to his senior. That was
the [Type 2] registrar Sorry. Ya … ya
– I know. That makes you wonder.
Ya, he’s like, “you could talk to him …
he’s just at lunch”. And I’m like, ‘he’s
at lunch?’ (Exhales through gritted
teeth). ‘Tell him to come over here
and look at the patient’ (long
exhale). Fair enough that he’s in the
middle of an operating theatre.
E111/46/ But I don’t really know why
that was not … whether there were
lines of communication there – you
know. We’re not there in terms of
how sick the patient was. I don’t
know because it seems to me it’s a
bit strange that he’ll see him
tomorrow. Especially with multiple
METs being called. Ya.
E111/47/ Did you speak to any of the
nurses that were looking after this
patient? Ya, by that time he’s in the
[ward] and the nurses there were
like what is going on with this man?
What are we doing? This time he
was so distressed that he wouldn’t
let anybody give him anything. So
they were quite concerned and
upset. That must have been terrible.
This was particularly bad. This is a
particularly bad situation.
E111/48/ Okay. Was there anything
after one of those MET call nights
that you came back in the morning,
that you spoke to the nurses and had
a conversation about the patient and
what they could, how they could
escalate it? Ya, we’d had … before
he went to the [Type 1] ward he
been under us. Em … so before he
had the MET calls, he had two or
three nights. Every second night
where he would have worsening
[symptoms]. Which prompted a
registrar review. So when I’m on the
morning they kept saying, “well this
keeps happening. What are we
going to do about it?” ‘I know
(quickens voice) I’m trying to come
up with a plan for this man’. So ya,
so they were quite distressed by
that.
E111/49/ And then when he went to
[ward] (long exhale). Again because
I’m not the [Type 1] registrar. They
were probably more channelling
their concerns through [Type 1]
team. They were certainly [doing
that] the day when he was very bad.
They were outside their room saying,
“We need to do something now!”
E111/50/ Okay. It would be
interesting to know if you heard any
conversations about it going up the
line with the nurses because it
sounds like the situation was dire?
Ya, I think at that point because they
had escalated beyond the [other

as to whether or not [the patient]
should go to theatre.
The interviewer asked E111
understanding of why the [Type 2]
registrar didn’t want to speak
directly to their supervisor. Ya ... ya –
I know. That makes you wonder. Ya,
he’s like, “you could talk to him …
he’s just at lunch”. And I’m like, ‘he’s
at lunch?’ (Exhales through gritted
teeth). ‘Tell him to come over here
and look at the patient’ (long
exhale). Fair enough that he’s in the
middle of an operating theatre.
E111 stated he doesn’t really know
why that was not … whether there
were lines of communication there –
you know. We’re not there in terms
of how sick the patient was. E111
doesn’t know because it seems to
him it’s a bit strange that he’ll see
him tomorrow. Especially with
multiple METs being called. Ya.
The interviewer asked what other
professionals were saying to E111
about the situation. E111 stated by
that time he’s in the [ward] and the
nurses there were like what is going
on with this man? What are we
doing? This time he was so
distressed that he wouldn’t let
anybody give him anything. So they
were quite concerned and upset.
That must have been terrible. This
was particularly bad. This is a
particularly bad situation.
The interviewer asked if any
conversations were had with the
nursing staff after the MET was
called. E111 stated we’d had …
before he went to the [Type 1] ward
he been under us. So before he had
the MET calls, he had two or three
nights. Every second night where he
would have worsening [symptoms].
Which prompted a registrar review.
So when E111 was on the morning
they kept saying, “well this keeps
happening. What are we going to do
about it?” ‘I know (quickens voice)
I’m trying to come up with a plan for
this man’. So ya, so they were quite
distressed by that.

E111 stated that he went to [ward]
(long exhale). Again because I’m not
the [Type 1] registrar. They were
probably more channelling their
concerns through [Type 1] team.
They were certainly [doing that] the
day when he was very bad. They
were outside their room saying, “We
need to do something now!’
The interviewer asked if E111 had
any more of the experience to add
about what the nurses were doing.
Ya, I think at that point because they
had escalated beyond the [other
junior doctors] to us. Whether they
… E111 doesn’t think they would
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E111 described that the other junior
doctor would not challenge their
supervisor’s patient care priorities.
E111 describes the senior doctor not
prioritising the patient.

E111 described speculating that
when the other junior doctor sought
help, they didn’t necessarily provide
the consultant with a sense of how
urgent the problem was with the
patient.

E111 described he felt responsible
for the patient’s predicament and
empathised with the nursing staff
that were trying to care for the
patient.

E111 described he felt that he was
responsible to come up for a plan for
the patient. E111 described he felt
that he was looking incompetent and
less trustworthy in front of the
nurses because the patient was
suffering and he was not able to
advance this patients care.

E111 understood that the nurses
were very concerned about the
patient and seeking help from the
doctors in their area.

E111 understood that the nurses
would not have sought help from a
senior doctor because all the junior
doctors that needed to be involved
were right there. Going over or
above these junior doctors would

junior doctors] to us. Whether they
… I don’t think they would have
escalated it any further because of
the three specialty, sub-specialty
registrars were right there. But it
sounded like they had been trying to
sort it out all morning.
E111/51/ And has there been any
feedback after this session? You said
all the registrars were all together
and had a chat but what about
broadly? Not really. I had a big rant
to both of my bosses’ em … ya,
[name] who’s one of the consultants.
I like to have a good rant with him
because he’s very … and also with
[name of boss], because [name of
boss] was the consultant in-charge of
this patient (long pause). I don’t
think [name of boss] particularly
keen to escalate the situation any
further. But I think the [other] team
are pretty keen to escalate because I
think they have had other situations
in the past and they want to use it as
another example for where
communication and things like that
are breaking down.

have escalated it any further
because of the three specialty, subspecialty registrars were right there.
But it sounded like they had been
trying to sort it out all morning.

have broken the trust between
them.

The interviewer asked how the
experience ended – was there any
conversation or debriefing? E111
stated not really. E111 had a big rant
to both of his bosses’ ya, [name]
who’s one of the consultants. E111
likes to have a good rant with him
because he’s very … and also with
[name of boss], because [name of
boss] was the consultant in-charge of
this patient (long pause). E111
doesn’t think [name of boss]
particularly keen to escalate the
situation any further. But E111
thinks the [other] team are pretty
keen to escalate because E111 thinks
they have had other situations in the
past and they want to use it as
another example for where
communication and things like that
are breaking down.

E111 described that he and his boss
felt they weren’t necessarily in a
position of power and could
successfully escalate this problem to
hospital administration. E111
described he felt that the other team
that supported his help-seeking were
in a position of power, had sufficient
evidence that the care provided by
that offending team was not up to
standard and would report this to
hospital administration.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E121’s
language

Transformations

E121’s transformed data
Experience from E121’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units
E121/1/ I’d would say this would
have been about midway through [a
previous] year and I’d would have
been at that point [junior doctor] …
so [number] years from medical
school.
E121/2/ And I was on a night-shift in
the hospital. And I was covering the
… predominately the [Type 1] wards
but some other wards as well …
[specifically Type 2]. I think a total
of six wards on the evening shift.
And I think it was my last night … of
my run of nights that goes over the
[number] weeks and it was probably
about (long pause).
E121/3/ It started around ten pm in
the night-shift and the problem
continued onto about six thirty of
that shift as well … six thirty am.
E121/4/ And em … what had
happened was there was a patient
that I was called to see by the nurses
on that ward. Who had had … who
had been complaining of some [type
of] pain. And this was a patient that
had [type of] disease and was in
hospital because he had had [a
specific procedure] because [it] was
predicted that he would soon not be
able to [preform specific function].

E121 stated this would have been
about midway through [a previous]
year and E121 would have been at
that point [junior doctor] … so
[number] years from medical school.

And E121 was on a night-shift in the
hospital. And E121 was covering the
… predominately the [Type 1] wards
but some other wards as well …
[specifically Type 2]. E121 thinks a
total of six wards on the evening
shift. And E121 thinks it was his last
night … of his run of nights that goes
over the [number] weeks and it was
probably about (long pause).
E121 expressed that it started
around ten pm in the night-shift and
the problem continued onto about
six thirty of that shift as well … six
thirty am.
E121 stated that what had
happened was there was a patient
that he was called to see by the
nurses on that ward. Who had had …
who had been complaining of some
[type of] pain. And this was a
patient that had [type of] disease
and was in hospital because he had
had [a specific procedure] because
[it] was predicted that he would
soon not be able to [preform specific
function]. So [the patient] would
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E121 understood that this experience
took place at an important moment
in his development when he was
reliant on senior support to manage
patients safely and navigate the
hospital system.
E121 described that this experience
occurred as he was finishing up a
roster of nights in the hospital where
his responsibilities were particularly
demanding and he had responsibility
for a number of patient across the
hospital.

E121 described he felt that the
patient problem was not solved in an
appropriate time frame.
E121 responded to a nurse’s call for
help for a patient with a problem.
E121 described that the patient’s
health was deteriorating.

So [the patient] would have to be
[assisted with that function].
E121/5/ Em … and so he had the
[procedure] done a day before but
then subsequently been using the
[device to assist him]. In other
words, they had said it was safe to
[use it]. Em … so I was called to see
him for [type] pain. I did a
preliminary work up for [that type]
pain.

have to be [assisted with that
function].
E121 stated so he had the
[procedure] done a day before but
then subsequently been using the
[device to assist him]. In other
words, they had said it was safe to
[use it]. So E121 was called to see
him for [type] pain. E121 did a
preliminary work up for [that type]
pain.

E121/6/ Em … but in the back in my
mind was, could this be a
complication of the [procedure]? So
I asked for a [test], because that
would show you if [the procedure]
would have been [correctly
performed] and there had been a
complication … and there had been
a [complication repeated]. Was
there [certain medical complication]
causing he [type of] pain? So that is
probably one of the most important
things to rule out in that situation.
So I arranged for that to happen.

E121/9/ So I rang [Type 4] area and
insisted that they come immediately.

E121 stated but in the back in his
mind was, could this be a
complication of the [procedure]? So
E121 asked for a [test], because that
would show you if [the procedure]
would have been [correctly
performed] and there had been a
complication … and there had been
a [complication repeated]. Was
there [certain medical complication]
causing his [type of] pain? So that is
probably one of the most important
things to rule out in that situation.
So E121 arranged for that to
happen.
7/ And then unfortunately E121 kept
checking back with him in the night
and the [test] hadn’t occurred
because of triaging issues with [Type
4] and [Type 3] area. So overnight
coverage for [Type 4] comes from
[Type 3] area and they had a
particularly busy night down there
with multiple [incidents] and things
like that. And E121 spoke to them
and said, ‘when will this happen?’
“Look we are really sorry but we are
getting to it, it is on our radar”.
E121 stated and by about four
o’clock E121 got the call from the
ward that he was in terrible
amounts of [type of] pain now and
that his [monitoring was] trailing off.
Which they hadn’t been the night
before … well when E121 first seen
him at ten. So then E121 knew this
obviously whatever it was … was
evolving.
E121 rang [Type 4] area and insisted
that they come immediately.

E121/10/ Which they did. And they
did the [test]. And sure enough …
unfortunately with the [procedure],
he had a [medical error had
occurred] and had a [name of
complication]. So his [body] was
[abnormal], causing the pain.
E121/11/ And there was only one
solution to that problem … is that
they have to go for a [procedure].
But the complication with this
particular patient is that he had
[signed specific form] em … in the
hospital. So … which is basically a
[states outcome]. But that particular
form had been put into place before

E121 stated which they did. And
they did the [test]. And sure
enough … unfortunately with the
[procedure], he had a [medical error
had occurred] and had a [name of
complication]. So his [body] was
[abnormal], causing the pain.
E121 stated there was only one
solution to that problem…is that
they have to go for a [procedure].
But the complication with this
particular patient is that he had
[signed specific form] … in the
hospital. So…which is basically a
[states outcome]. But that
particular form had been put into

E121/7/ And then unfortunately I
kept checking back with him in the
night and the [test] hadn’t occurred
because of triaging issues with [Type
4] and [Type 3] area. So overnight
coverage for [Type 4] comes from
[Type 3] area and they had a
particularly busy night down there
with multiple [incidents] and things
like that. And I spoke to them and
said, ‘when will this happen?’ “Look
we are really sorry but we are
getting to it, it is on our radar”.
E121/8/ Em … and by about four
o’clock I got the call from the ward
that he was in terrible amounts of
[type of] pain now and that his
[monitoring was] trailing off. Which
they hadn’t been the night before …
well when I first seen him at ten. So
then I knew this obviously whatever
it was … was evolving.
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E121 understood that the patient’s
discomfort could be linked to the
procedure from the day before. E121
described that he had direct orders
from senior doctors to use the device
from the procedure. E121
understood he could not be held
accountable for any problems
associated with its use.
E121 was aware that it was important
to rule out any other possible reasons
for the patient’s condition and
ordered tests to make a differential
diagnosis.

E121 continued to monitor the
patient’s need for care. E121
described overnight services were
limited and this prevented E121 from
making a diagnosis for the patient’s
pain much later than anticipated.

E121 perceived that the patient was
deteriorating and that he needed to
act immediately.

E121 described being proactive and
insisting that the patient be tested
immediately as waiting any longer for
the results was detrimental to the
patient’s health.
E121 recognised immediately from
the test results that an adverse event
had occurred and was threatening
this patient’s health.

E121 accepted immediately that he
needed to seek help for this patient
as he didn’t feel comfortable or felt
he had the necessary skills to perform
the procedure. E121 wanted to
clarify the legality of a new plan for
the patient before implementing it.
E121 understood that he needed to
be cautious when he sought help, as

[this procedure] (long exhale). [Type
of procedure], so that kind of
[complicated] what he had [agreed
to].
E121/12/ So I … so he was under the
care of the [Type 2] doctor.

place before [this procedure] (long
exhale). [Type of procedure], so
that kind of [complicated] what he
had [agreed to].
So E121 … so [the patient] was
under the care of the [Type 2]
doctor.

E121/13/ I rang the [Type 5]
registrar and explained the situation
to him. He said to me that it needed
to be escalated to the [Type 1]
registrar on the basis that if [the
patient] needed [procedure] he
needed to be involved.
E121/14/ So I then escalated it
above the [Type 5] registrar who was
very busy at the time …
unfortunately … and wasn’t really
able to come and see that patient.
Could only give me phone advice
because they were in [Type 3 area]
seeing a [type of] patient who
needed [a procedure] which is also
time critical.
E121/15/ So I thought, ‘I better
escalate again’. So I rang the on-call
[Type 2] consultant who was at
home. Who is [part of the
management team] and explained
the situation to him and [sought] his
advice. And I explain about the fact
that this patient had already signed
a [specific] order. But he had the
[another procedure] subsequent to
that. And he said, “In that case, we
should involve the [Type 1]
consultants, please ring the [Type 1]
registrar and explain”.
E121/16/ So I rang the [Type 1]
registrar, who refused to come in on
the basis of the fact that … that he
had already signed that order and
that I was wasting his time by asking
him to come in.
E121/17/ Because unlike the [Type
5] registrars that are on-site
overnight the [Type 1] registrars are
just on-call and come from home.

E121 stated he rang the [Type 5]
registrar and explained the situation
to him. He said to him that it
needed to be escalated to the [Type
1] registrar on the basis that if [the
patient] needed [procedure] he
needed to be involved.
So E121 then escalated it above the
[Type 5] registrar who was very busy
at the time … unfortunately … and
wasn’t really able to come and see
that patient. Could only give him
phone advice because they were in
[Type 3 area] seeing a [type of]
patient who needed [a procedure]
which is also time critical.

E121/18/ So I rang back the [Type 2]
consultant, who insisted that I ring
back [Type 1] registrar and insist that
he come in on his orders not mine.
Which I did.
E121/19/ And [Type 1] registrar
came in two hours later, reluctantly.

So E121 rang back the [Type 2]
consultant, who insisted that he ring
back [Type 1] registrar and insist
that he come in on his orders not
mine. Which E121 did.
E121 stated and [Type 1] registrar
came in two hours later, reluctantly.

E121/20/ And em … we went to see
the patient together. And he
couldn’t [communicate fully] on the
account of [the patient’s] [specific]
disease, so all [the patient’s]
interactions were [limited].

E121 stated that they went to see
the patient together. And he
couldn’t [communicate fully] on the
account of [the patient’s] [specific]
disease, so all [the patient’s]
interactions were [limited].

E121/21/ Em … and I was putting in
a cannula at the time and he walked
in and saw the patient and said to
him, “do you want an operation?”
Didn’t introduce himself, didn’t tell

E121 stated he was putting in a
cannula at the time and he walked in
and saw the patient and said to him,
“do you want an operation?” Didn’t
introduce himself, didn’t tell him

E121 stated he thought, ‘I better
escalate again’. So he rang the oncall [Type 2] consultant who was at
home. Who is [part of the
management team] and explained
the situation to him and [sought] his
advice. And E121 explain about the
fact that this patient had already
signed a [specific] order. But he had
the [another procedure] subsequent
to that. And he said, “In that case,
we should involve the [Type 1]
consultants, please ring the [Type 1]
registrar and explain”.
So E121 rang the [Type 1] registrar,
who refused to come in on the basis
of the fact that … that he had
already signed that order and that I
was wasting his time by asking him
to come in.
E121 stated because unlike the
[Type 5] registrars that are on-site
overnight the [Type 1] registrars are
just on-call and come from home.
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numerous mistakes with this patient
had already been made and he didn’t
want it to reflect badly on him.
E121 identified that another doctor
was legally responsible for the
patient’s overall care whilst in
hospital and he should seek their
approval.
E121 described seeking help from
doctors in the hospital prior to
seeking the on-call doctor outside the
hospital. E121 described being told to
call the doctor on-call directly.
E121 described that he didn’t feel
comfortable to seek help from the
on-call doctor.

E121 described avoiding seeking help
from the on-call doctor. E121
described wanting to back up his
reason for calling the on-call doctor
with the approval of another senior
doctor before attempting to speak to
on-call doctor.

E121 described recognising that the
on-call doctor was not owning the
care of this patient and was being
completely non-cooperative.
E121 described that it is much easier
to seek help from doctors that are in
hospital rather than home. As there
is a chance that you will wake them
up on nights.
E121 described seeking help from a
more senior and powerful consultant
to command the on-call doctor to
come to the hospital and care for the
patient.
E121 was shocked that on-call doctor
did not act immediately, but instead
showed up at the patient’s bedside
much later than anticipated.
E121 understood that the patient’s
disease and subsequent deterioration
over the last couple of hours made it
difficult for the patient to accurately
provide information and interpret
what was being communicated to
them.
E121 was shocked by the on-call
doctor’s abrupt bedside manner and
lack of empathy for the patients’
situation or well-being. E121
recognised that the doctor was not

him anything. “Do you want an
operation?” And [the patient] shook
his head. And he said, “okay”.

anything. “Do you want an
operation?” And [the patient] shook
his head. And he said, “okay”.

E121/22/ And then he turned
around to me and said, “You tell the
[Type 5] registrar, to do their job!”
(expressed loudly). Turned around
and left the hospital.
E121/23/ So as it was, because the
[Type 5] registrar was occupied still
in [Type 3] area and it was coming to
the end of the nightshift and the
handover point.
E121/24/ Unfortunately, I had to
make the phone call to this patient’s
family to advise them that he was
dying and that he had refused em …
the treatment that would sustain his
life and that they needed to come in.

E121 stated and then he turned
around to him and said, “You tell the
[Type 5] registrar, TO DO THEIR
JOB”. Turned around and left the
hospital.
E121 stated so as it was, because
the [Type 5] registrar was occupied
still in [Type 3] area and it was
coming to the end of the nightshift
and the handover point.
Unfortunately, E121 had to make
the phone call to this patient’s
family to advise them that he was
dying and that he had refused the
treatment that would sustain his life
and that they needed to come in.

E121/25/ And then [the family]
came in and I had to have end of life
conversations with the family at six
o’clock in the morning. When he
had come in for an [elected]
procedure and was expected that
he’d go out with [expectations of an
extended life and quality life] after
that procedure.
E121/26/ And I was… [The family]
had never met me before. So I was
not … I was not his regular doctor.
So none of those conversations
could be had with [the patient’s]
team.
E121/27/ And em … so I guess in this
instance, in terms of help-seeking …
so we sought help from some people
and they gave me what was
probably appropriate, but when I
had to seek help from the other
people there was none.
E121/28/ And then what
subsequently happened was that the
patient [deteriorated further] within
a few hours and the [Type 2] team
that was managing him came in and
did speak to the family at the very
tail end. But didn’t have those initial
conversations with him which would
have been more appropriate than
me.
E121/29/ And also I think the
problem with that whole scenario is
because it’s the night space and it is
not as well supervised as the day
space.
E121/30/ You’ve actually got no one
to debrief with. So as the night
doctor, I didn’t have anyone to ring
up and say, ‘did I do the right thing?
Was that timely, was my interactions
with these teams appropriate?’ So
you have no feedback as well on
your own escalation processes.

E121 stated and then [the family]
came in and he had to have end of
life conversations with the family at
six o’clock in the morning. When he
had come in for an [elected]
procedure and was expected that
he’d go out with [expectations of an
extended life and quality life] after
that procedure.
E121 stated he was… [The family]
had never met me before. So I was
not … I was not his regular doctor.
So none of those conversations
could be had with [the patient’s]
team.
E121 summarised his experience.
E121 states in this instance, in terms
of help-seeking ... so we sought help
from some people and they gave
him what was probably appropriate,
but when he had to seek help from
the other people there was none.
E121 stated and then what
subsequently happened was that
the patient [deteriorated further]
within a few hours and the [Type 2]
team that was managing him came
in and did speak to the family at the
very tail end. But didn’t have those
initial conversations with him which
would have been more appropriate
than me.
And also E121 thinks the problem
with that whole scenario is because
it’s the night space and it is not as
well supervised as the day space.

E121/31/ So I think that would be
the most recent example of helpseeking that went a bit awry.

E121 stated you’ve actually got no
one to debrief with. So as the night
doctor, E121 didn’t have anyone to
ring up and say, ‘did I do the right
thing? Was that timely, was his
interactions with these teams
appropriate?’ So you have no
feedback as well on your own
escalation processes.
E121 summarised this experience as
the most recent example of helpseeking that went a bit awry.
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owning the care of the patient. As he
made no effort to inform the patient
fully of the life and death
consequences of refusing the
procedure.
E121 described he felt shocked and
threatened at the on-call doctor’s
behaviour and patient care.
E121 understood that it was up to
him to handover this patient to the
next team as he couldn’t access helpseeking support from anyone more
senior to do this.
E121 described he felt uncomfortable
to advise the family that their family
member had refused treatment,
knowing that the information
conveyed to the patient may have
not been enough for them to make
an informed choice.
E121 described he felt ethically
challenged to have an end of life
conversation with the family after
witnessing the on-call doctor’s
interaction with the patient.

E121 described the patient’s family
was not able to have a discussion
with a doctor with whom they had a
prior relationship with and trusted.
E121 reported that he evaluated the
help-seeking support he received and
felt that in some instances it was not
adequate.

E121 described he felt that the family
finally received the necessary support
and information from the team that
was responsible for the patient. But
this came too little too late for the
patient to have time to change their
choice to refuse treatment.

E121 described he felt that if this
scenario had taken place in day time
hours where adequate supervision
was in place it may have resulted in a
different outcome for the patient.
E121 described he felt the helpseeking support for him on nights
was inadequate. E121 would have
preferred to have a trusted
supervisor to debrief with and gain
insight into how to cope with the
emotional and procedural demands
of help-seeking process.
E121 described he felt that a
standard of care and professionalism
provided to the patient was not
adequate. E121 described the

E121/32/ When you phoned back the
[Type 1] registrar, what was his tone
after the [Type 2] consultant had
told you to phone him, the registrar
back? Well there is always an
underlying tension in the hospital
between medical and surgical
doctors. And this exists even prior
to working in the space. So people
generally identify themselves as
either as a medical doctor or a
surgical doctor and there is often a
lot of resistance to the other one’s
plans. So I think in part it
contributed to that.
E121/33/ The [Type 1] registrar just
felt, and he was a very junior, junior
[Type 1] registrar … I should add. He
felt that the senior [Type 2] was
wasting his time. And so obviously,
he took his frustration out with that
division on me, being the junior that
just had to relay that information.

The interviewer asked the tone of
the registrar when told they needed
to come into the hospital. E121
reported well there is always an
underlying tension in the hospital
between medical and surgical
doctors. And this exists even prior
to working in the space. So people
generally identify themselves as
either as a medical doctor or a
surgical doctor and there is often a
lot of resistance to the other ones
plans. So I think in part it
contributed to that.

experience as being different to what
he had experienced previously,
where the goal was quality patient
care and training.
E121 understood that it was not him
personally that made the on-call
doctor address him in an
unprofessional manner. Instead it
was typical of what he’d come to
understand was the underlying
division between disciplines and
deliberate acts of resistance to
implement other disciplines plans.

E121 described he felt he was an easy
target to unload on, as he was junior
and didn’t have any power to stop or
report the on-call doctor. E121
described he felt the doctor was
unloading years of frustration — of
being woken up and having his time
wasted.

E121/34/ In fact our relationship in
the hospital deteriorated to such a
point that I would say that whenever
me and that [Type 1] registrar … I
would see him … he would give me a
hard time.
E121/35/ Deliberately based on that
particular example. And only
because he’d been called in back to
work only a couple of hours before
he was due to. So it was a really
interesting. Em ... (gets cut off).

E121 stated the [Type 1] registrar
just felt, and he was a very junior,
junior [Type 1] registrar … I should
add. He felt that the senior [Type 2]
was wasting his time. And so
obviously, he took his frustration out
with that division on me, being the
junior that just had to relay that
information.
E121 stated in fact our relationship
in the hospital deteriorated to such
a point that E121 would say that
whenever him and that [Type 1]
registrar… E121 would see him … he
would give him a hard time.
E121 stated deliberately based on
that particular example. And only
because he’d been called in back to
work only a couple of hours before
he was due to. So it was a really
interesting (gets cut off).

E121/36/ Do you remember details
of that conversation, how they …
when you phoned up? Ya, on the
phone he said, “why are you wasting
my time? He has already signed
[specific forms], isn’t the answer
clear? [Aren’t patient wishes
clear?]” And I said, ‘look [details of
the paper work] so therefore the
assumption should be that we
should re-visit that’. And he said,
“so why can’t you re-visit that?”
Well I said, ‘I can, but if you’re going
to offer him an [procedure] … so I’m
not the one who is offering it. You
should be the one that comes in and
explains the process to him, the risks
the benefits. If this is going to
prolong his life and if so, by how
long? Or if he has a risk of
[deteriorating] on the table – what is
that risk? Because I don’t know
because I’m not a [Type 1 doctor]’.
E121/37/ Em … so he … he just said,
“that’s silly” and just a waste of his
time. And then I think he hung up on
me actually (long pause) yes he did.

The interviewer asked what was said
between the E121 and the [Type 1]
registrar. E121 stated ya, on the
phone he said, “why are you wasting
my time? He has already signed
[specific forms], isn’t the answer
clear? [The patient wishes are
clear?]” And E121 said, ‘look [details
of the paper work] so therefore the
assumption should be that we
should re-visit that’. And he said,
“so why can’t you re-visit that?”
Well E121 said, ‘I can, but if you’re
going to offer him an [procedure] …
so I’m not the one who is offering it.
You should be the one that comes in
and explains the process to him, the
risks the benefits. If this is going to
prolong his life and if so, by how
long? Or if he has a risk of
[deteriorating] on the table – what is
that risk? Because I don’t know
because I’m not a [Type 1 doctor]’.
E121 stated … so he … he just said,
“that’s silly” and just a waste of his
time. And then I think he hung up on
me actually (long pause) yes he did.

E121 described he felt shocked that
the doctor was trying to make him
feel bad for not speaking to the
patient himself. E121 described he
felt it would be unacceptable for him
to explain the risks and benefits to
the patient. E121 recognised that the
on-call doctor was not owning the
care of the patient through what he
communicated and his non-action.
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E121 understood that the on-call
doctor made him feel unsafe every
time he saw him. It was a constant
treat for him not to speak out about
his unprofessional conduct or ever
seek help from him.
E121 described he felt that the oncall doctor’s behaviour was
unprofessional, deliberate and
revengeful for being asked to
complete a job that he was actually
being enumerated for.

E121 described the on-call doctor
blatantly discouraging him from
seeking help from him again by
disregarding his help-seeking as a sign
of incompetence and hanging up on
him. E121 described he felt that
doctor on-call was trying to get out of
his responsibility to care for the
patient and come into the hospital.

E121/38/ And I remember turning
around to the [Type 1] nurse …
that’s the nurse [Type 1] nurse for
the night and this is what has
happened. And they were quite
distressed by it as well.
E121/39/ And he did take his time
coming into the hospital. At least
two hours after that initial phone
call. And ya his documentation was
appalling as well. Like he saw the
patient, did what I said, then just
went away and didn’t even really
document anything.
E121/40/ He didn’t speak … Oh! He
did actually also go find the [Type 5]
registrar who had suggested in the
first place that he be rung, before
the consultant. And had it out with
him as well. So it was quite
aggressive, his approach to being
called in ya.
E121/41/ And it probably should
have been a [name of incident
report] in the hospital. But because
there is no reporting mechanism for
that and because in fact the patient
did refuse the [procedure] … we
could never argue that his approach
to it had compromised him. So
there really is no way of reporting
that as shoddy behaviour.
E121/42/ And unfortunately … that
… that particular registrar, who at
the time wasn’t even on the training
program … he was an unaccredited
[Type 1] registrar. He has
subsequently got onto the training
program and moved to another
hospital. But is on his way to
becoming a [Type 1] trainee of some
description. So ya. Thank you for
that. Oh that’s alright.
E121/43/ Tell me how you felt? How
[that] affected your help-seeking?
Em … I would say that it probably
makes you less inclined to call
someone who is not in the hospital
to come and review a patient. I
would be more inclined to seek help
from somebody that was on-site
than someone that was off-site.
E121/44/ Even if that person was
not the direct person that you would
escalate to. Em … so I think that
would even delay your efforts to get
things done for them the patient.
E121/45/ I think specifically you’d be
hesitant to speak to any of the [Type
1] registrars.

And E121 remembered turning
around to the [Type 1] nurse …
that’s the nurse [Type 1] nurse for
the night and this is what has
happened. And they were quite
distressed by it as well.
E121 states that [registrar] did take
his time coming into the hospital. At
least two hours after that initial
phone call. And ya his
documentation was appalling as
well. Like he saw the patient, did
what E121 said, then just went away
and didn’t even really document
anything.
E121 expressed that he didn’t speak
… Oh! He did actually also go find
the [Type 5] registrar who had
suggested in the first place that he
be rung, before the consultant. And
had it out with him as well. So it
was quite aggressive, his approach
to being called in ya.
E121 stated and it probably should
have been a [name of incident
report] in the hospital. But because
there is no reporting mechanism for
that and because in fact the patient
did refuse the [procedure] … we
could never argue that his approach
to it had compromised him. So
there really is no way of reporting
that as shoddy behaviour.
E121 stated and unfortunately …
that … that particular registrar, who
at the time wasn’t even on the
training program … he was an
unaccredited [Type 1] registrar. He
has subsequently got onto the
training program and moved to
another hospital. But is on his way
to becoming a [Type 1] trainee of
some description. So ya. Thank you
for that. Oh that’s alright.
The interviewer departs from
description to ask how he felt. E121
stated he would say that it probably
makes you less inclined to call
someone who is not in the hospital
to come and review a patient. E121
would be more inclined to seek help
from somebody that was on-site
than someone that was off-site.
E121 stated even if that person was
not the direct person that you would
escalate to. So he thinks that would
even delay your efforts to get things
done for them the patient.
E121 thinks specifically he’d be
hesitant to speak to any of the [Type
1] registrars.

E121/46/ I don’t think that is an
experience that is unique to me. I
think it’s something that comes up a
lot, when you talk to the other
juniors. The [Type 5] registrar is very
approachable. The [Type 1]
registrar, in the evening space is not.

E121 reported he doesn’t think that
was an experience that is unique to
him. E121 thinks it’s something that
comes up a lot, when you talk to the
other juniors. The [Type 5] registrar
is very approachable. The [Type 1]
registrar, in the evening space is not.
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E121 described he felt affronted by
the doctor’s actions and confided in a
nurse for support.

E121 described he felt that doctor’s
actions demonstrated that he was
beyond reproach and did not care
about his work, fellow doctors, or
patients.

E121 described that the doctor’s
intimidation was not only directed at
him, but was extended and directed
to others that had been involved in
the help-seeking.

E121 understood that this incident
should be reported but felt that the
system was not equipped to handle
incidents where help-seeking support
was delayed for no reason.

E121 understood that if this doctors’
support for help-seeking was not
reported to authorities early on in his
career. The doctor would continue
to perpetrate behaviours that put
staff and patients at risk in the clinical
environment.

E121 reflected that he felt that his
experience had made him less
inclined to follow protocol in the
future and seek alternative helpers
that are on-site.

E121 reflected that help-seeking was
influenced by the professional
behaviour and approachability of
senior doctors whom supported
junior doctors’ help-seeking.
E121 reflected that the experience
had made him hesitant to call any of
the doctors at home in case he is
again accused of wasting their time at
night.
E121 reflected that he was not alone
in in his hesitation to call the doctors
at night. Most junior doctors didn’t
trust this discipline of senior doctors
to support their help-seeking.

E121/47/ And so your feeling is that
em … in the future you would be
happier to talk to someone that is in
hospital environment but is not your
direct … not in your direct hierarchy?
Ya, I think so, ya. Just to say that
phone call has wasted their
time…em – you know – the
associated issues with their belief
that you’ve wasted their time. Ya, or
working on. Okay.

The interviewer asked their tactics
for seeking help, from not the most
appropriate person, but someone
they felt they could trust. Ya, E121
stated he thinks so, ya. Just to say
that phone call has wasted their
time – you know – the associated
issues with their belief that you’ve
wasted their time. Ya, or working
on.

E121 described this doctor’s
professionalism only confirmed what
he already believed was true about
the way this doctor would support
help-seeking.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E131’s
language

Transformations

E131’s transformed data
Experience from E131’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units
E131/1/ Em … ya, I think two weeks
ago. I was two weeks into my … so
I’m now four weeks. But I was two
weeks into my [Type 1] rotation.
And two weeks ago we had em …
(trails off).
E131/2/ After the weekend we had
thirty patients. After being on-take
for the weekend. So our [Type 1]
team took every patient that came
in over the weekend. So on Monday
we may be gone from having five or
six patients on Friday to twenty
something on Monday. So it was
very busy. And em … on top of that
it was a very busy week. We had
lots of big [procedures] on that
week.
E131/3/ So em … I remember it was
the Tuesday about lunch time or
something. I got a phone call for a
patient, who was in pain. I knew, I
had met him the day before on the
ward round. And that day, as well.
And he had [this condition]. The
nurse was saying, “he’s was in pain,
could I chart … come and see him
and chart some pain relief”.
E131/4/ Em … at the time I thought,
‘okay, I better go see this patient’,
because I knew [this condition]
could get unwell.

E131 thinks two weeks ago. It was
two weeks into E131’s … so E131 is
now four weeks. But I was two
weeks into his [Type 1] rotation.
And two weeks ago we had (trails
off).
E131 stated after the weekend had
thirty patients. After being on-take
for the weekend. So E131’s [Type 1]
team took every patient that came
in over the weekend. So on Monday
E131’s team went from having five
or six patients on Friday to twenty
something on Monday. So it was
very busy. And on top of that it was
a very busy week. E131’s team had
lots of big [procedures] on that
week.
E131 states he remembers it was the
Tuesday about lunch time or
something. He got a phone call for a
patient, who was in pain. E131
knew, he had met him the day
before on the ward round. And that
day, as well. And he had [this
condition]. The nurse was saying,
“he’s was in pain, could I chart …
come and see him and chart some
pain relief”.
E131 stated at the time he thought,
‘okay, I better go see this patient’,
because he knew [this condition]
could get unwell.

E131/5/ And so I went to see the
patient and he was pale and like he
had a dry mouth. You can tell when
people have a dry mouth you can
hear them and you can see it their
mouth. And he didn’t look very well.
He was kind of shaking in the bed,
he looked sick from the end of the
bed.
E131/6/ And his [relative] was there
and they were worried.

And so E131 went to see the patient
and he was pale and like he had a
dry mouth. You can tell when
people have a dry mouth you can
hear them and you can see it their
mouth. And he didn’t look very well.
He was kind of shaking in the bed, he
looked sick from the end of the bed.

E131/7/ And the nurse was, “Ya, the
…” Because I had gave over the
phone … to give him some [drug].
And then I came to see the patient.

And the nurse was, “Ya, the …”
Because I had gave over the phone …
to give him some [drug]. And then I
came to see the patient. And that

And E131 stated his [relative] was
there and they were worried.
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E131 understood that moving to a
new department and working in
unfamiliar team was essential for
junior doctor’s to gain new
experiences.
E131 described that on this particular
week, his teams resources were
stretched to their limits and that he
was tasked at manage the patients
on the ward independently.

E131 described vividly his experience
with this patient. As it all started like
most routine calls. But it quickly
turned into something he’s never
dealt with before.

E131 described attending the
patient’s bedside, after a running a
scenario in his head of what could
happen to the patient if timely and
appropriate care was not provided.
E131 described recognising subtle
medical signs from the end of the
bed that this patient was
deteriorating.

E131 described that the patient and
relative felt worried about the
patient’s current state of health.
E131 described that that the patient
was not responding to the
medication ordered and this was
another sign for him to recognise

And that hadn’t really done
anything. So he was in a lot of pain.
E131/8/ And I asked him the story.
And he said that, “I’ve just been
feeling like crap all day and I‘ve got
the shakes and stuff. And the pain
is the same and I don’t feel like
eating anything”.
E131/9/ Em … so then I examined
the patient and examined his [body].
And I’d never seen a patient this sick
before … as a student …or anything
like this. This was the first time I’d
seen someone like this.

hadn’t really done anything. So he
was in a lot of pain.
And E131 asked him the story. And
he said that, “I’ve just been feeling
like crap all day and I‘ve got the
shakes and stuff. And the pain is
the same and I don’t feel like eating
anything”.
E131 stated he examined the patient
and examined his [body]. And E131
never seen a patient this sick before
as a student … or anything like this.
This was the first time I’d seen
someone like this.

that something seriously wrong was
happening with this patient.
E131 described taking the time to
listen to the patient’s understanding
of what was going on before making
his final assessment.

E131/10/ But when I examined his
[body area] it was rigid and hard and
he was quite unwell and tender.
And I did something called [test] and
he jumped off the bed … like he
jolted. And I was WOW like he’s
really (gasps). These are all red flags
for someone who’s got a [serious
medical condition] and usually that
means they need [procedure] and
something bad has happened. And I
was worried that he em … [had a
catastrophic event] or something
like that.
E131/11/ So the first thing I did was
… this time I was a bit worried
(nervous laugh, followed by along
inhale). I gave him more [drugs] for
the pain relief and said to the nurse,
‘He should be nil by mouth. I think
the only thing we can do here is he
needs [procedure]. But obviously I
can’t make that call as an [junior
doctor]. I need to talk to my
superiors’.
E131/12/ So my entire … my two
registrars and the surgeon were all
scrubbed in on a [name] procedure
which is a major all-day [procedure].

But when I examined his [body area]
it was rigid and hard and he was
quite unwell and tender. And I did
something called [test] and he
jumped off the bed … like he jolted.
And I was WOW like he’s really
(gasps). These are all red flags for
someone who’s got a [serious
medical condition] and usually that
means they need [procedure] and
something bad has happened. And I
was worried that he [had a
catastrophic event] or something
like that.
So the first thing E131 did was … this
time he was a bit worried (nervous
laugh, followed by along Inhale).
E131 gave him more [drugs] for the
pain relief and said to the nurse, ‘He
should be nil by mouth. I think the
only thing we can do here is he
needs [procedure]. But obviously I
can’t make that call as an [junior
doctor]. I need to talk to my
superiors’.
So E131’s entire … E131’s two
registrars and the surgeon were all
scrubbed in on a [name] procedure
which is a major all-day [procedure].

E131 was surprised at how sick the
patient was. E131 describes how this
simultaneously excites him clinically
and worries him at the same time.

E131/13/ So I rang their phone and
the nurse answered in the theatre
and he said, “doctors phone, can’t
talk to you”. And I said, ‘can I just
talk to one, any of the doctors that
are scrubbed in about a patient that
is sick on the ward’. And so they just
yelled that out and they said, em
(trails off).
E131/14/ When I spoke to the nurse
… actually when I was called into the
room to see the patient I said, ‘he
sounds … have you talked to the reg
as well?’ They said, “they had called
the theatre and they said to call you
because they are scrubbed”.

E131 stated he rang their phone and
the nurse answered in the theatre
and he said, “doctors phone, can’t
talk to you”. And E1331 said, ‘can I
just talk to one, any of the doctors
that are scrubbed in about a patient
that is sick on the ward’. And so they
just yelled that out and they said
(trails off).
E131 stated when E131 spoke to the
nurse … actually when E131 was
called into the room to see the
patient E131 said, ‘he sounds … have
you talked to the reg as well?’ They
said, “they had called the theatre
and they said to call you because
they are scrubbed”.
E131 stated so that was the other
thing, so when E131 saw the patient
… E131 was like they need to see
him.
So I rang and they just said, “The
doctors’ scrubbed and they can’t talk
to you”. So they hung up (nervous
laugh) so I though right, ‘okay’.

E131/15/ So that was the other
thing, so when I saw the patient … I
was like they need to see him.
E131/16/ So I rang and they just
said, “The doctors’ scrubbed and
they can’t talk to you”. So they hung
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E131 described he felt confident
examining the patient. But was also
surprised to find a patient that was
so sick, outside of what had been
described to him in his medical
textbooks.

E131 understood that the first
priority was to provide comfort to
the patient. E131 forecasted that he
needed to start preparing the patient
for the procedure. E131 described
that it was not within his experience
or role to make the final decision for
the patient and he must seeking help
from his team.
E131 described that he had no team
members available to seek help from
in the immediate area and it was
unlikely that a team member would
just appear as they were scheduled
elsewhere.
E131 described his first priority was
to seek help from his supervisors
directly.

E131 understood that his team had
been alerted to the patient problem
and were expecting him to sort it out.

E131 understood to manage the
patient effectively he needed to get
the attention of one of his team
members.
E131 described he was morally
obligated to take action, calling the
theatre immediately. E131
understood that being hung up was

up (nervous laugh) so I though right,
‘okay’.
E131/17/ Really they hung up on
you? Well ya, the nurses often do.

The interviewer asked that the nurse
hung up on E131. E131 stated well
ya, the nurses often do.

E131/18/ So then I thought, ‘what
can I do, who can I see?’

So then E131 thought, ‘what can he
do, who can he see?’

E131/19/ So I ran it by another
[junior doctor] and he agreed, “he’s
sick and probably needs (long pause)
someone else to come and see the
patient because that’s the
treatment”.
E131/20/ And I knew that if
someone needs emergency
[procedure] you need to speak to
two anaesthetists … you need a
surgeon to do the operation and
things like that. So I went and
found the forms and stuff like that.
E131/21/And went into theatre and
just got changed into scrubs and
went down to the theatre where
everyone was and just told them
(exhale nervous laugh) next to the
patient – ‘this has happened’ and
then the [senior doctor] stopped and
looked at me and said to [other
junior doctor’ name], my [superior]
and said, “you need to go see this
patient”. So he un-scrubbed and
took his stuff off and we went back
to see the patient.
E131/22/ Em … and so ya. I just told
them the story. And what I though.
And they said, “okay we’ll come and
see him”. So me and [registrar’s
name] went back and we reviewed
the patient.
E131/23/ And he em … took a little
bit more of a history. A bit more
focused than mine would have been
… and examination.
E131/24/ And he agreed and em …
and we went back and told the boss
that we need to find someone to do
the [procedure].
E131/25/ And so actually one of the
other surgical teams the [Type 2]
team … they were operating but had
a spare spot so they did the
[procedure] that afternoon. So that
point he kind of switched to their
team but that was the gist of how
things went.
E131/26/ Wow, how did you feel
when you were scrubbing up, taking
me back to when you were going to
go into the … talk to them? Ah
(laughs). I was worried because I
didn’t know how things would go. I
was hoping that they would just
come see the patient which they did.
So I em … I can’t remember exactly.
But I was definitely nervous and

So E131 ran it by another [junior
doctor] and he agreed, “he’s sick and
probably needs (long pause)
someone else to come and see the
patient because that’s the
treatment”.
And E131 knew that if someone
needs emergency [procedure] you
need to speak to two anaesthetists
… you need a surgeon to do the
operation and things like that. So
E131 went and found the forms and
stuff like that.
E131 stated he went into theatre
and just got changed into scrubs and
went down to the theatre where
everyone was and just told them
(exhale nervous laugh) next to the
patient – ‘this has happened’. And
then the [senior doctors] stopped
and looked at him and said to [other
doctor], his [superior] and said, “you
need to go see this patient”. So he
un-scrubbed and took his stuff off
and we went back to see the patient.
E131 stated so ya. He just told them
the story. And what E131 though.
And they said, “okay we’ll come and
see him”. So me and [registrar’s
name] went back and we reviewed
the patient.
E131 and he took a little bit more of
a history. A bit more focused than
his would have been … and
examination.
And he agreed and … and we went
back and told the boss that we need
to find someone to do the
[procedure].
E131 stated and so actually one of
the other surgical teams the [Type 2]
team … they were operating but had
a spare spot so they did the
[procedure] that afternoon. So that
point he kind of switched to their
team but that was the gist of how
things went.
The interviewer asked how E131 felt
seeking help. E131 (laughs). E131
was worried because he didn’t know
how things would go. He was hoping
that they would just come see the
patient which they did. So E131 he
can’t remember exactly. But he was
definitely nervous and worried about
this patient at the same time.
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not a reason to be deterred for
seeking help for the patient.
E131 described that he accepted the
nurse was acting unprofessional
when he ignored his help-seeking and
failed to make any effort to direct
him to someone that could support
his help-seeking.
E131 described that he needed to
take action and was actively planning
his next move to ensure that the
patient received the care they
needed.
E131 gained further insight and
encouragement to seek help for this
patient, from a fellow colleague that
he felt had his best intentions in
mind.
E131 described anticipating which
documents he would have to
complete for the patient to get the
care they needed. E131 understood
that his supervisors would appreciate
that he had the foresight to get the
necessary paper work ready.
E131 described focusing on the
patient, and approaching his team
members while they were caring for
another patient. E131 understood
the senior doctor was listening to
him. E131 described the senior
doctor prioritised his help-seeking
support and allocated one of his
team members to respond
immediately.

E131 described he felt relieved that
his assessment and concerns for the
patient were taken seriously and one
of his team members immediately
came saw the patient.
E131 described comparing his
method to assess the patient and
that of his colleague. E131 identified
areas that he can improve on.
E131 described that his colleague
recognised the patient was sick and
that he had made the correct
decision to seek help when he did.
E131 understood that his role in this
patient’s care had come to an end,
when another team took
responsibility of the patient.

E131 described he felt nervous
approaching his team in the
operating environment in case they
dismissed his concerns. But equally
E131 was motivated to seek help for
the patient as he knew that they
were sick.

worried about this patient at the
same time.
E131/27/ But I kind of thought …
knew … when I saw them in person
… because usually if we gone in
there in person and we’ve put scrubs
onto go into the theatre area to talk
to them, they know there is
something to talk about.
E131/28/ And [other junior doctor]
was quite good actually. He just
looked at me and [I] walked over
and just said, ‘I think this patient is
sick’. And I told him the story and he
said, “okay”. And he kind of yelled a
couple of words to [his boss] and he
was like, “yep, go see him”. Then he
came.
E131/29/ So … I think before I made
the decision to go to theatre and just
see them … I was more worried,
‘should I just call anyone? Any of the
general [Type 1] doctors that aren’t
[busy]?’ But then I thought, ‘they
would just tell me to talk to the
team anyway’. So I thought, ‘I’d just
go in there’.
E131/30/ Did you speak to the nurse
before you even got down to [Type 1
area]? At the bedside? Em … I did at
the bedside … he … the nurses on
that particular ward because it is an
overflow ward … because it’s not
often open … are often pool … and
nurses not experienced with surgical
patients. Generally, the overflow
[Type 1] ward but the nurses from
there are often agency nurses or
pool nurses. They aren’t
comfortable … they don’t work in
that ward a lot. So often when I
communicate or work with those
nurses, I just don’t get much
confidence from them or they are
the most experienced … or stuff like
that.
E131/31/ But there was one nurse
there on the day which I had worked
with on my last rotation … when he
was doing [Type 3] rotation]. And he
was a really good nurse. Em … and
he’d just recently switched to pool.
And I’d seen him down there
sometimes. And I’d seen that he’d
come in as well … as I was seeing the
patient. And just to see because …
and that … and when I saw him
there … an experienced nurse who
isn’t even looking after that patient
… was checking up on him … I knew
they were very worried as well.
E131/32/ But that wasn’t necessarily
communicated to me by the nurse
that was taking care of the patient.

But E131 kind of thought … knew …
when he saw them in person …
because usually if we gone in there
in person and we’ve put scrubs onto
go into the theatre area to talk to
them, they know there is something
to talk about.
E131 stated [registrar’s name] was
quite good actually. He just looked
at me and [E131] walked over and
just said, ‘I think this patient is sick’.
And E131 told him the story and he
said, “okay”. And he kind of yelled a
couple of words to [his boss] and he
was like, “yep, go see him”. Then he
came.
So … E131 thinks before he made
the decision to go to theatre and just
see them … he was more worried,
‘should I just call anyone? Any of the
general [Type 1] doctors that aren’t
[busy]?’ But then E131 thought,
‘they would just tell me to talk to the
team anyway’. So he thought, ‘I’d
just go in there’.
The interviewer asked if E131 spoke
to any other health professionals
throughout his experience. E131
stated he did at the bedside … he …
the nurses on that particular ward
because it is an overflow ward …
because it’s not often open … are
often pool … and nurses not
experienced with surgical patients.
Generally, the overflow [Type 1]
ward but the nurses from there are
often agency nurses or pool nurses.
They aren’t comfortable … they
don’t work in that ward a lot. So
often when he communicates or
work with those nurses, he just
doesn’t get much confidence from
them or they are the most
experienced … or stuff like that.
E131 stated but there was one nurse
there on the day which he had
worked with on his last
rotation…when he was doing [Type
3] rotation. And he was a really
good nurse and he’d just recently
switched to pool. And E131 saw him
down there sometimes. And he’d
seen that he’d come in as well … as
he was seeing the patient. And just
to see because … and that … and
when E131 saw him there … an
experienced nurse who wasn’t even
looking after that patient …was
checking up on him … he knew they
were very worried as well.
E131 stated that wasn’t necessarily
communicated to E131 by the nurse
that was taking care of the patient

E131/33/ So ya, I had a chat to the
nurse and said, ‘I think he will need
[procedure], I’d need to run that by
people and have someone come see
him’.

So ya, E131 had a chat to the nurse
and said, ‘I think he will need
[procedure], I’d need to run that by
people and have someone come see
him’.
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E131 described that he had to take a
professional risk to seek help. E131
hoped his supervisors would
recognise the effort he had made and
respected his clinical judgement.
E131 described how the other junior
doctor listened to his concerns and
put him at ease. E131 understood
the doctor was responding to his
help-seeking and was sharing the
care of the patient with him.

E131 described his decision process
to seek help from his team directly.
E131 described he felt he would be
wasting valuable time consulting
others and it was best to seek help
from those he knew were ultimately
responsible for the patient.
E131 described he felt that the
agency nurses that were rostered on
that day, did not have the needed
clinical experience or expertise that
would warrant E131 asking them for
their help.

E131 described his intentions to seek
help for a problem that he
recognised were reinforced by a
nurse that he trusted in the clinical
environment.

E131 described that the nurse at the
bedside hadn’t effectively
communicated to him that there
were other senior nurses who felt the
patient was very sick.
E131 understood that he had neither
the authority to confirm what the
problem was or how it might be
treated without seeking help from his
team.

E131/34/ ‘Can we just make him nil
by mouth and give him pain relief.
That was all we can really do’. Was
that the bedside nurse or the one
that you knew? The bedside nurse.
E131/35/ And as I left the room to
check the chart and write up the …
write up some more pain relief …
and fluids and nil by mouth. He, the
other nurse walked by and went in
there. And I went and saw and said,
‘the fact that you don’t even know
this patient but you’re checking in’.
He went, “ya”. ‘I think he will need
[procedure]’. He went, “oh good
because he’s sick”.

E131 stated ‘Can we just make him
nil by mouth and give him pain relief.
That was all we can really do’.

E131 described making the patient
comfortable and safe, while ensuring
they would be ready for any future
procedures.

And as E131 left the room to check
the chart and write up the … write
up some more pain relief … and
fluids and nil by mouth. He, the
other nurse walked by and went in
there. And E131 went and saw and
said, ‘the fact that you don’t even
know this patient but you’re
checking in’. He went, “ya”. ‘I think
he will need [procedure]’. He went,
“oh good because he’s sick”.

E131 described the senior nurse who
checked in on the patient’s condition,
even though they weren’t clinically
covering the patient, were
demonstrating their commitment to
patient care.

E131/36/ That made me feel a bit
better because when you have two
nurses that look worried and
another one, it just made me feel
good.

E131 stated that made him feel a bit
better because when you have two
nurses that look worried and
another one, it just made him feel
good.

E131 described he felt reassured that
the problem was genuine when he
perceived both nurses to be
apprehensive about the patient’s
health.

E131/37/ Because I’d never had to
go up to my bosses. And em … only
being there for two weeks. I’d only
be on … been on [Type 1] rotation
for 6 or 7 days at this point because
it was the beginning of the second
week.
E131/38/ And so I didn’t know the
[other doctors] very well but they’re
very quick, very abrupt.

Because he’d never had to go up to
his bosses. And only being there for
two weeks. He’d only be on … been
on [Type 1] rotation for 6 or 7 days
at this point because it was the
beginning of the second week.

E131 understood that having other
health professionals agree with him
about the seriousness of this patient
condition made him feel more
confident to seeking help from his
supervisors.

And so E131 didn’t know the [junior
doctors] very well but they’re very
quick, very abrupt.

E131/39/And now I could ask them
anything and it would be fine.

And now E131 feels that he could
ask them anything now and he
would be fine.

E131/40/ But whenever I asked
them questions at that point, they
were just one word and short
answers and em … (trails off).

But whenever E131 asked his
registrars questions at that point,
they were just one word and short
answers and (trails off).

E131/41/ Just getting to know your
team when you don’t really know
what they are like and you don’t
have much of a working relationship
yet. You don’t want to ask silly
questions or make them un-scrub to
see a patient that would be fine.

E131 stated getting to know your
team when you don’t really know
what they are like and you don’t
have much of a working relationship
yet. You don’t want to ask silly
questions or make them un-scrub to
see a patient that would be fine.

E131 understood that previous to
this experience the other doctors on
his team discouraged him from helpseeking with their dismissive
behaviour.
E131 described he felt that after this
experience that he had gained the
trust of the other doctors on his team
and could now seek help for anything
without worrying about it.
E131 described prior to this
experience the other doctors in his
team didn’t trust his clinical
judgement. E131 described he felt
this was the reason they didn’t
provide opportunities to learn from
their knowledge or support his helpseeking.
E131 described that strong
relationships with team members
made help-seeking easier and made
him less conscious of seeking help
when he felt he couldn’t manage
alone.

E131/42/ So when the nurses looked
worried and stuff it helped me get
the confidence to go … they really do
need see this patient. And when you
go to see them. That was a pretty
big call to go down there and talk to
them. Ya, it was.

E131 stated so when the nurses
looked worried and stuff it helped
me get the confidence to go … they
really do need see this patient. And
when you go to see them. That was
a pretty big call to go down there
and talk to them. Ya, it was.

E131 described that it was reassuring
to have other health professionals
concerned about the patient’s health
as it boosted his confidence to seek
help.

E131/43/ But since then everyone
says that like … I was very good that
I did the right thing. I didn’t just
order pain relief and not go see the
patient. And when I did … I acted
very quickly. Ya, exactly.
E131/44/ And when they did open
him up there was [evidence of

E131 reflected since then everyone
says that like … E131 was very good
that E131 did the right thing. E131
didn’t just order pain relief and not
go see the patient. And when E131
did … E131 acted very quickly.
E131 stated and when they did open
him up there was [evidence of

E131 described he had told other
junior doctors about his experience
since and they all endorsed his helpseeking as appropriate.
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E131 described he felt justified about
seeking help as later the patient was

infection] everywhere and
apparently it was very messy. So he
definitely required a … if it had been
left to that afternoon … he could
have ended up [very sick] in an [Type
2 area] and things like that. So it
was good. Good outcome. Bad for
the patient unfortunately. But we all
did the right thing.

infection] everywhere and
apparently it was very messy. So he
definitely required a … if it had been
left to that afternoon … he could
have ended up [very sick] in an [Type
2 area] and things like that. So it
was good. Good outcome. Bad for
the patient unfortunately. But we all
did the right thing.

found later to have a life threatening
condition.

E131/45/ So that was good. Was
really good. Because I would have
felt terrible if you’d sat on that
worried, especially if … ya.
E131/46/ So in the end, looking back
it was all good. But I remember
feeling anxious before doing it and
ya.

E131 stated so that was good. Was
really good because he would have
felt terrible if he’d sat on that
worried, especially if … ya.
E131 stated so in the end, looking
back E131 felt it was all good. But he
remembers feeling anxious before
doing it and ya.

E131/47/ And that’s because? Its
inexperience. Like you … that’s the
biggest difference between me and
all the other doctors in the hospital.
That they’d might have seen more …
more sick patients. But at the same
time, it met all the text book things
that I knew. I’d never seen a patient
like that before. So it was quite
good to go yep … pick the sick
patient and escalate it to the higher
up and go. Respond? Agree.

The interviewer asked why E131 felt
anxious. E131 stated its
inexperience. Like you … that’s the
biggest difference between him and
all the other doctors in the hospital.
That they’d might have seen more …
more sick patients. But at the same
time, it met all the text book things
that he knew. He’d never seen a
patient like that before. So it was
quite good to go yep … pick the sick
patient and escalate it to the higher
up and go. Interviewer asked what
E131 was looking for out of this
interaction. Interviewer suggests
that it is for them to respond? E131
stated he wants them to instead, to
agree.

E131 described that he was conscious
that the experience could have
resulted in the death of the patient if
he had not sought help when he did.
E131 reflected that this help-seeking
experience ended with a good
outcome. E131 understood his helpseeking experience was stressful as
he had to trust in his team to listen
and respond professionally.
E131 understood that his stress was
manifested through the uncertainty
of not knowing what he didn’t know.
E131 described recognising the
patient was sick, even though he had
never seen another patient with the
same problem. E131 described it was
important to him that his team
acknowledged that he had good
clinical judgement.

E131/48/ Tell me how you felt? How
[that] affected your help-seeking?
Em … ya, I definitely … if I was. Ya, I
think the more experience of going
to the boss and communicating that
the patient is sick … than worried.
And having them to come to the
bedside. Yes, because it kind of
reinforced that when … that they
were all in agreement they weren’t
that scary to confront.

The interviewer departs from
description to ask how he felt. E131
stated ya, he definitely … if he was.
Ya, E131 thinks the more experience
of going to the boss and
communicating that the patient is
sick … than worried. And having
them to come to the bedside. Yes,
because it kind of reinforced that
when … that they were all in
agreement they weren’t that scary
to confront.
E131 reflected that’s one thing [Type
1] doctors tend to have a tendency
to be known for being kind of abrupt
or ah … dismissive and things like
that.

E131 reflected he had gained
valuable experience from his helpseeking.

E131/50/ But when there is a sick
patient, you need to communicate
that quickly. And everyone’s in
agreement. It wasn’t that … I wasn’t
shut down or anything like that.

E131 stated that when there is a sick
patient, you need to communicate
that quickly. And everyone’s in
agreement. It wasn’t that … he
wasn’t shut down or anything like
that.

E131/51/ So it means in the future it
means … I would worry less about it
and may be even quicker to go and
see them. Rather than thinking
about it and talking to my other
[junior doctor] first.

E131 stated so it means in the future
it means … E131 would worry less
about it and may be even quicker to
go and see them. Rather than
thinking about it and talking to his
other [junior doctor] first.

E131 understood that you have to
put side all the possible negative
reactions you may encounter from
colleagues and focus on the fact that
you recognise that you’re dealing
with a sick patient and seek
immediately.
E131 provided how he’d seek help in
the future.

E131/49/ Because that’s one thing
[Type 1] doctors tend to have a
tendency to be known for being kind
of abrupt or ah … dismissive and
things like that.
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E131 provided an opinion.

E131/52/ Because I got your email
recently. And something I thought
about, but I thought over it. Is it
something I would do differently or
em … and things like that but it’s all
been good. It sounded (gets cut off).
E131/53/ But it was a horrible day. It
was like one of the worst days I’ve
had as an [junior doctor] because on
top of that there were 20 other
patients. It was just so … a very high
work load.
E131/54/ And then we rounded all
the patients in like 45 minutes that
morning. And I still don’t know all
them like … all because like …
because after the weekend there
were four people with [the
condition]. So in my mind they’re all
the same. And you don’t ... don’t
meet them when they come into the
emergency. As [junior doctors] you
just make the plan happen.
E131/55/ So you don't know the
patients. You don’t know their
background history. So when the
nurse rings you to ask you questions,
you feel bad because you don’t
know them all. And a lot of them
were gone in another two or three
days … so I didn’t … didn’t know
them all properly. Until I got time to
do there discharge summary.
E131/56/ So that day was very
stressful and that happened and
then on top of other things to do for
the patients and not knowing them
and stuff … so.
E131/57/ You mentioned when you
were at the bedside that the
patient’s family member was there
what did you articulate to them back
and forth about what you were
doing? Ya, em … so I … ah … I was
just very frank with the both of
them. ‘You were admitted with the
[condition], the worst complication
that can happen from this is you can
get worst not better. Which having
examined you now, you look much
worse and possibilities that you
need an operation and I am least
experienced doctor on the team but
I can tell that you’re sick so I will get
someone to come see you. And they
may do that’.
E131/58/ Em … and I explained it to
both of them. And they asked me
one or two questions but I think I
answered them fine. I just said, ‘I
can’t tell you what the operation
involves’ but things like that but I
think … I can’t remember it clearly
but I do remember they asked one
or two questions. I gave them a
brief answer but a ‘better
explanations will come from the
doctor that comes and sees you,
that I work with that will do the
operation’.

Because E131 had [received the
interviewers advertisement for the
study] recently. And something
E131 had thought about but, E131
thought over it. Is it something E131
would do differently or and things
like that but it’s all been good.
E131 stated that it was a horrible
day. It was like one of the worst
days E131 had as an [junior doctor]
because on top of that there were
20 other patients. It was just so … a
very high work load.
E131 stated and then we rounded all
the patients in like 45 minutes that
morning. And E131 still doesn’t
know all them like … all because like
… because after the weekend there
were four people with diverticulitis.
So in his mind they’re all the same.
And you don’t ... don’t meet them
when they come into the
emergency. As [junior doctors] you
just make the plan happen.
E131 stated so you don't know the
patients. You don’t know their
background history. So when the
nurse rings you to ask you questions,
you feel bad because you don’t
know them all. And a lot of them
were gone in another two or three
days … so E131 didn’t … didn’t know
them all properly. Until E131 got
time to do there discharge summary.
E131 stated so that day was very
stressful and that happened and
then on top of other things to do for
the patients and not knowing them
and stuff … so.

E131 reflected on his own
professional behaviour and if he did
the correct action by asking for help
on this occasion.

The interviewer asked what E131
articulated to the patient and their
family. Ya … so E131 … ah … E131
was just very frank with the both of
them. ‘You were admitted with the
[condition], the worst complication
that can happen from this is you can
get worst not better. Which having
examined you now, you look much
worse and possibilities that you need
an operation and I am least
experienced doctor on the team but
I can tell that you’re sick so I will get
someone to come see you. And they
may do that’.

E131 openly communicated to the
patient and the patients relative
what he thought might be the
problem and solution. E131
described that he was the least
experienced doctor on the team
therefore to ensure no errors would
be made, he would seek help in this
situation.

E131 stated that he explained it to
both of them. And they asked me
one or two questions but E131
thinks he answered them fine. E131
just said, ‘I can’t tell you what the
operation involves’ but things like
that but E131 thinks … E131 can’t
remember it clearly but he does
remember they asked one or two
questions. E131 gave them a brief
answer but a ‘better explanations
will come from the doctor that
comes and sees you, that I work with
that will do the operation’.

E131 openly communicated to the
patient what questions he couldn’t
answer for them but promised that
he would seek help from a colleague
that could answer them.
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E131 understood that the number of
patients that were assigned to him
on this day made it difficult to make
decisions and prioritise who to seek
help for first.
E131 understood that the high
workload left him struggling to learn
and know the intricate background
details on patients he was caring for
and this made for a dangerous
situation.

E131 also understood that not
knowing all the details of the patient
he is caring for is dangerous. That it
reflects badly on his professionalism
as it doesn’t convey that E131 is
owning the care of the patient and
can be trusted with patient care.

E131 emphasised that workload
contributed to excess uncertainty in
his work environment and produced
mental strain on his decision making
capabilities.

E131/59/ And they seemed to … ah
… they were very happy with the
fact that I said, that I will go get
another doctor. But for now we will
give you pain relief and you
shouldn’t eat in case you go to
theatre. Em … and I will be back
soon. But, I am worried about you, I
think you’re getting sicker and you
may need an operation’. They were
okay once I told them what I thought
the plan would be.

E131 stated and they seemed to …
ah … they were very happy with the
fact that I said, that I will go get
another doctor. But for now we will
give you pain relief and you
shouldn’t eat in case you go to
theatre. And I will be back soon.
But, I am worried about you, I think
you’re getting sicker and you may
need an operation’. They were okay
once I told them what I thought the
plan would be.

E131 understood that the patient felt
reassured that he was going to
seeking help for them. E131
described owning the care of the
patient and planning for their upcoming procedure.

E131/60/ And when you and the reg
came back was the … that patient
(obviously still in the bed) but was
the family member still there? All of
us were there. The nurse, my reg,
myself, the patient and his [relative].
Was there any chatting while the reg
did that extra examination? They
were very quiet. Em … he asked
them questions and had a feel of the
[location] and then said, “I agree
with [junior doctor]” and said, “I
think you need an operation, I think
your [condition] which was [getting
worse] for the past few days has
now [gotten much worse]”. No
there wasn’t … there was maybe one
or two questions really but they
were in agreement.

The interviewer clarifies what
happened at the bedside when the
registrar attended. E131 stated all of
us were there. The nurse, his reg,
himself, the patient and his
[relative]. They were very quiet. He
asked them questions and had a feel
of the [location] and then said, “I
agree with [junior doctor]” and said,
“I think you need an operation, I
think your [condition] which was
[getting worse] for the past few days
has now [gotten much worse]”. No
there wasn’t … there was maybe one
or two questions really but they
were in agreement.

E131 was satisfied that he’d clinically
recognised a sick patient. E131
described he felt good to have this
confirmed in front of the patient, as it
on one level proved in a very
personal way that help-seeking saved
lives.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E141’s
language

Transformations

E141’s transformed data
Experience from E141’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units
E141/1/ I’m currently in the [Type 1]
area. Em … and I started a morning
shift and … normal day … and one of
the consultants asked that I go and
see em … a [age of patient] in the
[specific] section. Not uncommon, it
was a pretty small handover. I didn’t
need to stick around for that.
E141/2/ Neither of us had looked at
the age and I walked in and saw a
[patient age] old. And (laughs) …
that was a bit surprising but they
looked fine and we see all ages and
not a problem.

E141 is currently in the [Type 1] area
and E141 started a morning shift and
… normal day… and one of the
consultants asked that E141 go and
see a [age of patient] in the [specific]
section. Not uncommon, it was a
pretty small handover. E141 didn’t
need to stick around for that.
Neither of us had looked at the age
and E141 walked in and saw a
[patient age] old. And (laughs) …
that was a bit surprising but they
looked fine and we see all ages and
not a problem.

E141/3/ Em … had a bit of look at
them. Went back and told a different
senior, ‘I had no concerns at this
time’.

E141 stated he had a bit of look at
them. Went back and told a different
senior, ‘E141 had no concerns at this
time’.

E141/4/ And this [patient] looked
very well and very [term of
endearment], [family member] was
calm and said, “this is why I am here,

E141 stated this [patient] looked
very well and very [term of
endearment], [family member] was
calm and said, “this is why I am here,
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E141 expected and described himself
as being happy to be provided with
the opportunity to see a range of
different patients as they presented
to the area.

E141 understood when he arrived at
the patient’s bedside that both he
and the senior doctor had not taken
proper note of the patient’s age and
this meant that E141 was initially
surprised at who he’d been assigned
to. E141 described that he assessed
the patient and quickly recovered
from his initial shock as the patient
seemed fine and this meant that he
felt he could manage this patient on
his own.
E141 completed an initial
assessment of the patient and
communicated to a different senior
doctor, that he has no concerns
about this patient’s health.
E141 described that both the patient
and the family’s story were
acceptable. E141 felt he had the
situation under control and there
were no alarm bells signalling any

I’m a bit concerned”. It all made
sense.
E141/5/ And I went and chatted a
different senior who said, “Yep get a
[Type 2] review because they are so
[age], probably this … I agree … your
assessment sounds fine”. Because
the first senior was off with another
patient.
E141/6/ Em … everything went as
usual that morning. I had a few
other patients. It was quite a quiet
morning so I got to [stay close to] the
[patient] when [patient’s family
member] went got something else …
that was great.
E141/7/ And then we had a few
things come in that required most of
the seniors. We had someone that
came in that was quite [a security
risk] and needed [drugs]. Which
pretty much took most of our [Type
1] area out. And em … a lot of the
seniors were in there. Em … that
took quite a while and then we had a
couple sick ones come in.
E141/8/ And I had gone back to
check on this [patient] and they were
changing a little bit. Just
deteriorating with their [specific
area] rate but still stable at this
stage. And I was looking at them
going (long exhale). I don’t know
about [age] old [patients] and [these
type of patients] and looks well but
things change quickly and something
were to change … I don’t … I’m not
the person that can fix this.
E141/9/ And there are no senior’s in
sight (nervous laugh). Because it was
a really busy shift. Em … so no
registrars either as well as no
consultants.

I’m a bit concerned”. It all made
sense.
E141 stated he went and chatted to
a different senior who said, “Yep get
a [Type 2] review because they are
so [age], probably this … I agree …
your assessment sounds fine”.
Because the first senior was off with
another patient.
E141 stated everything went as usual
that morning. E141 had a few other
patients. It was quite a quiet
morning so E141 got to [stay close
to] the [patient] when [patient’s
family member] went got something
else … that was great.
E122 stated that then we had a few
things come in that required most of
the seniors. We had someone that
came in that was quite [a security
risk] and needed [drugs]. Which
pretty much took most of our [Type
1] area out. And a lot of the seniors
were in there. That took quite a
while and then we had a couple sick
ones come in.
E141 stated that he had gone back to
check on this [patient] and they were
changing a little bit. Just
deteriorating with their [specific
location] rate but still stable at this
stage. And E141 was looking at them
going (long exhale) I don’t know
about [age] old [patients] and [these
type of patients] and looks well but
things change quickly and something
were to change … I don’t … I’m not
the person that can fix this.
E141 expresses that there are no
senior’s in sight (nervous laugh).
Because it was a really busy shift. So
no registrars either as well as no
consultants.

E141/10/ And things … I was
constantly updating the [Type 2] reg
who is a very senior on … I know
personally and em … (trails off).
E141/11/ Did you do that by phone?
Yes, by the phone. Yes … so I told
them in the morning. “Yep no
worries, we’ll come and see them”.
And they had said, “it’s a weekend, I
have to see everyone on the wards
first, you guys are a much more
acuity environment so we leave it to
last, make sure you do this, this,
this”. Which we had already done.
And we were monitoring what we
were supposed to. So I was
comfortable with all that. I had
enough guidance.
E141/12/ Then em … and then the
[patient] just started to change. And
I (long exhale). I was chatting to the
nurse who thankfully was a [Type 2]
nurse as well.
E141/13/ And said, ‘we need to do
this’ and he agreed. And was
comfortable doing this there
because I said, ‘I hear that [area] is

And things … E141 was constantly
updating the [Type 2] reg who is a
very senior on … E141 knew
personally and (trails off).
The interviewer asked how E141
spoke to the [Type 2] registrar. Yes
… so E141 told them in the morning.
“Yep no worries, we’ll come and see
them”. And they had said, “it’s a
weekend, I have to see everyone on
the wards first, you guys are a much
more acuity environment so we
leave it to last, make sure you do
this, this, this”. Which we had
already done. And we were
monitoring what we were supposed
to. So E141 was comfortable with all
that. E141 had enough guidance.
E141 stated then and then the
[patient] just started to change. And
E141 (long exhale). E141 was
chatting to the nurse who thankfully
was a [Type 2] nurse as well.
And said, ‘we need to do this’ and he
agreed. And was comfortable doing
this there because E141 said, ‘I hear
that [area] is not ideal for [patient
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medical reason to worry about the
patient.
E141 understood that the senior
doctor past experience guided their
management and this meant that
just to be on the safe side, he had
instructed him to have the patient
reviewed by a specialist.
E141 described that in the earlier
part of the morning the environment
was unusually quiet and E141 had
time to bond with the patient and at
different times had sole
responsibility for the patient.
E141 recognised that the
environment in the department
changed and access to senior doctors
was now limited.

E141 recognised that the patient’s
health was deteriorating and that if
this scenario were to turn into an
emergency situation he discerned
that he didn’t have the skills to
control the situation.

E141 described a situation that saw
him recognising deterioration in a
patient but the usual in-area support
from senior doctors was absent. This
left E141 struggling to comprehend
how to alert others that the patient
was deteriorating.
E141 described he felt comfortable
to ring back the specialist registrar
and communicated any changes in
the patient condition.
E141 understood that the weekend
roster meant that there was limited
number of doctors in the hospital
and the [Type 2] registrar prioritised
his patients on the basis on need.
E141 had indicated that the patient
was fine and E141 was currently in
an area with readily available help if
he needed it.

E141 turned to a nursing colleague
for support as the senior nurse had
prior expertise dealing with these
types of patients.
E141 reasoned it was safer for the
patient to complete the procedure
they had planned in the area they
were currently in due to the risks of

not ideal for [patient and family
member]. ‘Let’s do it here’. It wasn’t
too busy and he was happy for that.
E141/14/ Then the other [Type 2]
nurse em … left abruptly in the
middle of the shift due to a family
reason and something had
happened. So then we had one
nurse in that area, with six [patients]
and one of which was getting sicker.
E141/15/ But again … I didn’t want
to take them into [area] and he
agreed just because … we didn’t
know what the situation was like
there in there and I didn’t want to go
and check … that.
E141/16/ Em … I updated that [Type
2] registrar and said, ‘look this has
changed, we’ve done this and it
seems to be getting better, just
letting you know. Is there anything
else I should be doing?’ “No, keep
an eye on it, let me know”.
E141/17/ Em … it continued to
change and the [patient] sort of
looked like they stabilised and then
continued to deteriorate. And it was
quite quick. And I have not dealt
with a [this type of patient], but –
you know – that it happens very
quickly. And I actually said to the
nurse, ‘can you get your team leader
over to have a look?’
E141/18/ ‘I am quite limited in what I
can do from here. I agree, I can
recognise that it needs more help. I
can’t see a registrar in the
environment … like a registrar or
consultant nearby’.
E141/19/ Em … and this is where
[area] is quite different to other
areas. And so I didn’t have anyone,
any more senior than me that I could
see. There was one or two interns
around and I did tell one of my
colleagues at the same level, ‘look
I’ve just picked up someone else, I’ve
clicked my name off them. They are
quite high acuity. Can you go and see
them? I’m stuck with someone who
is changing quite a bit’.
E141/20/ So I had – you know – that
sort of thing where nothing else, no
other patients were needing me.
And looking at this [patient] (exhales
nervous laugh) going, ‘I don’t know
what to do here’.
E141/21/ Got the team leader,
“That’s changed a lot since I last saw
them”. That’s the [Type 3] nurse.
“Yep, we need to move into resus”.
You know – we said, ‘is it okay in
there? Because we did not want to
go in if it was still such [type]
patient’. “No … no, that’s all been
managed” and em ... And we moved
the patient in there.

and family member]. ‘Let’s do it
here’. It wasn’t too busy and he was
happy for that.
E141 stated that then the other
[Type 2] nurse left abruptly in the
middle of the shift due to a family
reason and something had
happened. So then they had one
nurse in that area, with six [patients]
and one of which was getting sicker.
But again…E141 didn’t want to take
them into [area] and he agreed just
because … we didn’t know what the
situation was like there in there and
E141 didn’t want to go and check …
that.
E141 stated he updated that [Type 2]
registrar and said, ‘look this has
changed, we’ve done this and it
seems to be getting better, just
letting you know. Is there anything
else I should be doing?’ “No, keep
an eye on it, let me know”.
E141 stated it continued to change
and the [patient] sort of looked like
they stabilized and then continued to
deteriorate. And it was quite quick.
And E141 had not dealt with a [this
type of patient], but – you know –
that it happens very quickly. And
E141 actually said to the nurse, ‘can
you get your team leader over to
have a look?’
E141 stated, ‘I am quite limited in
what he can do from here. I agree, I
can recognise that it needs more
help. I can’t see a registrar in the
environment, like a registrar or
consultant nearby’.
E141 stated this is where [area] is
quite different to other areas. And
so I didn’t have anyone, any more
senior than me that I could see.
There was one or two interns around
and E141 did tell one of his
colleagues at the same level, ‘look
I’ve just picked up someone else, I’ve
clicked my name off them. They are
quite high acuity. Can you go and see
them? I’m stuck with someone who
is changing quite a bit’.
So E141 had – you know – that sort
of thing where nothing else, no other
patients were needing me. And
looking at this [patient] (exhales
nervous laugh) going, ‘I don’t know
what to do here’.
E141 stated got the team leader,
“That’s changed a lot since I last saw
them”. That’s the [Type 3] nurse.
“Yep, we need to move into resus”.
You know – we said, ‘is it okay in
there? Because we did not want to
go in if it was still such [type]
patient’. “No … no, that’s all been
managed” and …. and we moved the
patient in there.

E141/22/ And I called the [Type 2]
registrar and said, ‘look, this
[patient] is getting really, really sick

And I called the [Type 2] registrar
and said, ‘look, this [patient] is
getting really, really sick … it’s
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moving the patient into an area that
could be potential distracting and
unpleasant.
E141 recognised that the expertise
and support for him in the area was
further diminished with the nurse
leaving.

E141 struggled with his decision not
to move into an area that had
specialised equipment and possibly
more senior help-seeking support
available.
E141 reported to the specialist that
the patient’s condition had
deteriorated but didn’t specifically
ask for the registrar to come to the
bedside. Instead E141 asked for
more information on how he could
manage the situation further.
E141 was having self-doubts about
his expertise and was very concerned
for the patient’s welfare. E141
sought support from other senior
nurses in the area to help him make
a decision of what to do next with
the patient.

E141 acknowledged his skill
limitations to manage this patient
and rationalised his need to lean on
the nursing staff for support, due to
the lack of medical staff available.
E141 was acutely aware of his
environment and surveyed the
surrounding area for other doctors
to seek help from. E141 prioritised
and delegated to another colleague
to pick up one of his other assigned
patients. This free up time for E141
so he could attend to the patient
that was deteriorating.

E141 discerned that he didn’t have
the capability to care for this patient
and it was making him very nervous
not to have a senior that he could
easily access.
E141 understood their concern for
the patient was justified as the
senior nurse confirmed that the
patient was deteriorating. E141
described that the team leader had a
wider knowledge of what was
happening over the entire
department and discussing this with
him made the decision easier to
move the patient immediately in an
area that would provide the best
resources.
E141 verbalised that he needed help
and this information cued the

… it’s continued to change. There
are no other seniors in the
environment, can you come?’ And
he said, “yep, no worries”. So they
were there in about four minutes. So
once I said, ‘I actually need you
here’, that was fine.
E141/23/ I’ve worked with a lot of
sick people. And get a little bit of an
adrenaline rush from that. But my
hair was standing on end … this was
… I was very uncomfortable with
this. Em … and I’m quite comfortable
with telling people when I’m not.
When I’m out of my depth … when
I’m not able to be doing this. But I
didn’t have anywhere to go with this.
I was looking at this [patient] and I
was like I don’t know what to do
after this.
E141/24/ So we had everything that
we could. They were still changing
and so we got them into resus and
the [Type 2] registrar walked in
behind me and it all settled from
there. And I stayed with them but
feeling of, ‘aw’ (nervous laugh) it was
very, very uncomfortable.
E141/25/ And I sort-of afterwards
reflected that I should have probably
paged them over the intercom, one
of the senior doctors. And hadn’t
quite done that.

continued to change. There are no
other seniors in the environment,
can you come?’ And he said, “yep,
no worries”. So they were there in
about four minutes. So once I said, ‘I
actually need you here’, that was
fine.
E141 has worked with a lot of sick
people. And gets a little bit of an
adrenaline rush from that. But his
hair was standing on end…this was
E141 was very uncomfortable with
this and he’s quite comfortable with
telling people when he’s not. When
he’s out of his depth … when he’s
not able to be doing this. But he
didn’t have anywhere to go with this.
He was looking at this [patient] and
he was like E141 doesn’t know what
to do after this.
E141 stated so we had everything
that we could. They were still
changing and so we got them into
resus and the [Type 2] registrar
walked in behind me and it all
settled from there. And E141 stayed
with them but feeling of, ‘aw’
(nervous laugh) it was very, very
uncomfortable.
E141 stated afterwards reflected
that he should have probably paged
them over the intercom, one of the
senior doctors. And hadn’t quite
done that.

E141/26/ And I probably should have
said early on that it was [this type of
patient]. And I hadn’t really
acknowledged this ‘till afterwards,
that it was a [this type of patient].
Even if it looks fine, perhaps … well
perhaps, a senior should have
recognised this as well. But perhaps,
I should have said, ‘can one of you
come and check?’ Because things are
so different on [this type of patient].
That perhaps there was something
that I didn’t notice.

E141 stated he should have said
early on that it was [this type of
patient]. And E141 hadn’t really
acknowledged this ‘till afterwards,
that it was a [this type of patient].
Even if it looks fine, perhaps … well
perhaps, a senior should have
recognised this as well. But perhaps,
E141 should have said, ‘can one of
you come and check?’ Because
things are so different on [this type
of patient]. That perhaps there was
something that I didn’t notice.

E141/27/ Em … the [Type 2] registrar
after this … we spent a number of
hours in there. This [patient] was
fine. Went to [Area 2] but [Type 2]
registrar certainly said afterwards
em … I was watching everything he
was doing and taking note of what to
do next.
E141/28/ But I wouldn’t have been
able to get bloods on [this patient] –
I don’t think. He ended up, a [Type
2] registrar, an [advanced doctor]
took [number] goes to get blood in
different veins. So I sort went like,
‘that’s why I don’t’.
E141/ 29/ It was ya … it was a
scenario that I haven’t encountered
before and necessarily didn’t know
how progress with. I … that I
couldn’t do anything myself, except
stay there and notice what was
happening. So that I could provide
accurate stories afterwards.

E141 stated the [Type 2] registrar
after this … we spent a number of
hours in there. This [patient] was
fine. Went to [Area 2] but [Type 2]
registrar certainly said afterwards
E141 was watching everything he
was doing and taking note of what to
do next.
E141 stated he wouldn’t have been
able to get bloods on [this patient] –
E141 doesn’t think. He ended up, a
[Type 2] registrar, an [advanced
doctor] took [many] goes to get
blood in different veins. So E141 sort
went like, ‘that’s why I don’t’.
E141 stated it was a scenario that he
haven’t encountered before and
necessarily didn’t know how
progress with. E141 … that he
couldn’t do anything himself, except
stay there and notice what was
happening. So that he could provide
accurate stories afterwards.
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registrar into reprioritising his
workload and helping immediately.

E141 discerned that he usually
relished the challenge of working
with sick patients but this patient
pushed his boundaries to work
safely. E141 described he felt
uncomfortable with the uncertainty
this patient posed. E141 described
he felt confident to seek help
because it was about providing
quality care to patients. E141
understood it did not undermine his
professional identity as a doctor to
seek help.
E141 described he felt very strongly
about caring for this patient. E141
was committed to assisting as best
as he could to ensure the patient had
the best possible care. For E141 the
thought of losing this patient pushed
E141 to a very uncomfortable place.
E141 was relieved to have finally
gained senior support.
E141 reflected that when the patient
deteriorated quickly he became
absorbed in the situation not
stopping to think of an alternative
way to locate other senior doctors in
the department.
E141 described that it is difficult to
continually evaluate your skills and
knowledge when treating patients
especially when you have been
specifically assigned a patient and
there are unspoken expectations
that E141 should be able to manage
this patient. E141 understood that if
protocols were in place that
mandated every patient of this type
had a senior doctor review it,
undetected problems would be
possibly picked up sooner leading to
better outcomes.
E141 described making a learning
opportunity out of seeking for help
for the patient.

E141 described he felt that there was
a progression of development where
you tried and completed new skills
but this was not the appropriate
moment for him to do that and
instead it was best for the patient to
let the expert manage their care.
E141 described being in a situation
that tested his notion of what a
doctor is meant to do. E141
described he felt he was not
experienced enough to advance the
current treatment of the patient.
E141 described he understood he
was still contributing to the patient

E141/30/ Em … and I should have
looked for seniors in the department
in other ways as well. And I hadn’t
been able to find them and I thought
I’m wasting my time away from the
patient. And yet it is all things in
hindsight that I look back on.
E141/31/ The [Type 2] registrar said,
“There was nothing else you could
do … they changed so quickly, you
wouldn’t have been able to
anticipate this”. But it was certainly
a situation that has made me
uncomfortable and most situations
don’t.
E141/32/ So when you called the
[Type 2] registrar the first time, what
was their tone? So, I know this [Type
2] registrar quite well and he was
busy and he can be quite serious, but
I … comparison to a lot of other
junior doctors, that doesn’t bother
me too much. Em … he certainly was
not dismissive. He said, he felt the
same as we did. This wasn’t an issue
of not wanting to see the patient
…“they’re [age], absolutely I’ll come
see them. You’re right they may
need admission for observation”. So
there was no issue on disagreement
on clinical assessment.
E141/33 But we know how busy they
are on weekends and some are able
to come quickly. And some of them
in … in [Area 1] and some others go
realistically, they’re probably okay.
I’ll deal with these first then go
there. So he’d taken that approach.
And at the point I believe it was
appropriate. He knows much more
than I do and the patient was stable
em … (trails off).
E141/34/ How did you feel when you
gave him the second call when the
[patient] started to deteriorate? The
second call, I was em (trails off). The
first call, I was perfectly comfortable.
Went back and saw the patient, it
was about hour and half after that I
gave him the second call. So there
had been quite a while that they had
been fine. And when you look back
on it … it was only twenty minutes in
which they were fine to into [area]
and not fine. So I called him up and
maybe three times in that second
twenty minute block just giving him
up-dates each time em ... the second
time I called him … I (long pause) my
hair was on end.
E141/35/ And I remember thinking
that was really … really strange
because I don’t … I love the high
adrenaline situations. That’s the
most enjoyable time of the day for
me. And a [this patient was]
(nervous laugh) different. The [other
patients] adrenaline ones, I feel like

E141 stated he should have looked
for seniors in the department in
other ways as well. And E141 hadn’t
been able to find them and E141
thought he was wasting his time
away from the patient. And yet it is
all things in hindsight that E141 looks
back on.
The [Type 2] registrar said, “There
was nothing else you could do …
they changed so quickly, you
wouldn’t have been able to
anticipate this”. But it was certainly
a situation that has made me
uncomfortable and most situations
don’t.
The interviewer asked how the [Type
2] registrar addressed him? So, E141
knew this [Type 2] registrar quite
well and he was busy and he can be
quite serious, but E141 …
comparison to a lot of other junior
doctors, that doesn’t bother him too
much. He certainly was not
dismissive. He said, he felt the same
as we did. This wasn’t an issue of
not wanting to see the
patient…“they’re [age], absolutely I’ll
come see them. You’re right they
may need admission for
observation”. So there was no issue
on disagreement on clinical
assessment.
E141 stated but we know how busy
they are on weekends and some are
able to come quickly. And some of
them in … in [Area 1] and some
others go realistically, they’re
probably okay. I’ll deal with these
first then go there. So he’d taken
that approach. And at the point
E141 believe it was appropriate. He
knows much more than E141 does
and the patient was stable (trails
off).
The interviewer asked how he felt
when he sought help the second
time. The second call, E141 was
(trails off). The first call, E141 was
perfectly comfortable. Went back
and saw the patient, it was about
hour and half after that E141 gave
him the second call. So there had
been quite a while that they had
been fine. And when you look back
on it … it was only twenty minutes in
which they were fine to into [area]
and not fine. So E141 called him up
and maybe three times in that
second twenty minute block just
giving him up-dates each time … the
second time he called him … E141
(long pause) his hair was on end.
E141 stated he remember thinking
that was really … really strange
because E141 doesn’t … E141 loves
the high adrenaline situations. That’s
the most enjoyable time of the day
for him. And a [this patient was]
(nervous laugh) different. The [other
patients] adrenaline ones, E141 feels
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safety by closely monitoring the
patient and seeking help.
E141 reflected that he should have
used other strategies to locate senior
doctors that brought them to him as
his concern was leaving the bedside.

E141 described he received
reassurance from the registrar that it
was not his fault the patient
deteriorated. E141 described this
experience as one he learnt from.

E141 reported that registrar had a
reputation of being stern and to the
point. E141 described the registrar’s
behaviour did not provide a barrier
to seeking help from him. E141 felt
that he received the help he sought
and that the registrar did not
question his clinical judgement or
reason for seeking help.

E141 reasoned that the registrar
adequately assessed the situation
and appropriately prioritised his
patients. E141 described that there
was an assumption that if the patient
was in this department then the
junior doctor and patient were
surrounded by senior staff and that
made the patient safer than being in
another area in the hospital.
E141 sensed that the patient was
deteriorating and he needed to seek
help. E141 described his body
reacting to the situation as it got
more intense.

E141 described he felt particularly
protective of this patient after
spending all morning with him. E141
described he felt this patient was
different from others where he knew
he could administer life-saving care if
they were to deteriorate.

this is so exciting, this is great.
Nothing can happen really. If they
get to certain point, I can fix that as
well.
E141/36/ This [patient], it was much
different. And part of that is just the
lack of experience in that area …
with that.

like this is so exciting, this is great.
Nothing can happen really. If they
get to certain point, he can fix that as
well.
E141 stated that this [patient], it was
much different. And part of that is
just the lack of experience in that
area … with that.

E141/37/ But I (long pause) I felt like
things were still – I was still able – I
still knew what I was doing. In that, I
knew that I could recognise if
something kept changing.

36/ But E141 (long pause) he felt
like things were still – E141 was still
able – E141 still knew what he was
doing. In that, he knew that he could
recognise if something kept
changing.
And E141 could contact the registrar
… if. He was answering pages and
all that sort of thing. E141 knew …
he wouldn’t be able to do much if
something changed more. But again
not having seen it before … or how
quickly to expect that change.
So E141 was (long pause) he was
certainly … E141 was very, very
aware of everything that was going
on. E141 thinks it is quite infrequent
in [Area 1] to forget about other
patients and everything else that is
going on. And E141 was only aware
of this patient. And E141 wasn’t
thinking about anything else and
E141 didn’t care about the other one
that needed E141 to do something
because E141 had three other
patients that morning and they were
just not even in his (long exhale).
They … E141 wasn’t aware of them
at that point in time. So E141 was
very fixated on … E141 was very
aware that this could change and
that he didn’t have any skills to deal
with that.
So E141 was using what was there,
which was the [Type 2] registrar.
But it was like, it was a bit
uncomfortable that they were so far
away as well.

E141/38/ And I could contact him …
if. He was answering pages and all
that sort of thing. I knew … I
wouldn’t be able to do much if
something changed more. But again
not having seen it before … or how
quickly to expect that change.
E141/39/ So I was em (long pause) I
was certainly … I was very, very
aware of everything that was going
on. I think it is quite infrequent in
[Area 1] to forget about other
patients and everything else that is
going on. And I was only aware of
this patient. And I wasn’t thinking
about anything else and I didn’t care
about the other one that needed me
to do something because I had three
other patients that morning. Em …
and they were just not even in my
(long exhale). They … I wasn’t aware
of them at that point in time. So I
was very fixated on … I was very
aware that this could change and
that I didn’t have any skills to deal
with that.
E141/40/ So I was using what was
there, which was the [Type 2]
registrar. But it was like, it was a bit
uncomfortable that they were so far
away as well.

E141/41/ Tell me how you felt? How
that affected your help-seeking? So I
was nervous at the [time of] year
because I was an [junior doctor].
When I’d go into [Area 2] … because
I didn’t just know enough about
[these patients]. And [Area 1]
you’re often … you have to make the
assessment and with [junior doctors]
you have … seniors will come see
almost every patient you see.
E141/42/ Em … I’m pretty
comfortable with them this year.
And I haven’t had that experience
then … when I walked in and went,
‘aw’. I thought I really should have
really paid attention to that [the type
of patient]. I think I glanced at it but
not actually taken in the [type of
patient] on the system. [Type of

The interviewer departs from
description to ask how he felt. E141
stated he was nervous at that [time
of] year because he was an [junior
doctor]. When he’d go into [Area 2]
… because he didn’t just know
enough about [these patients]. And
[Area 1] you’re often … you have to
make the assessment and with
[junior doctors] you have … seniors
will come see almost every patient
you see.
E141 stated he’s pretty comfortable
with them this year. And E141
hasn’t had that experience then …
when he’s walked in and went, ‘aw’.
E141 thought he really should have
really paid attention to that [the type
of patient]. E141 thinks he glanced
at it but not actually taken in the
[type of patient] on the system.
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E141 described he felt his lack of
experience with this type of patient
challenged his cognitive ability as he
had no other experience to compare
to and predict what to expect next.
E141 was mindful that as a junior
doctor he was fulfilling a role that
included recognising when it was
time to get someone at the bedside,
not necessarily there to fix the
patient.
E141 described he felt that he had
adequate support from the registrar
as he was responding to updates
about the patient’s condition.

E141 monitored his environment but
at the same time he was acutely
aware of intentionally blocking out
all other non-urgent problems and
focusing on this patient only.

E141 accessed what help was
available to him at the time. E141
described he felt anxious at the
distance that help was being
provided from. E141 understood the
time it would take to get to the
bedside if the patient should
deteriorate could mean the patient’s
care could be jeopardised.
E141 reflected that his confidence
developed with these types of
patients as he’s made more point of
care decisions for patients with the
guidance of senior doctors.

E141 described what he should have
done when he found himself in front
of this type of patient. E141
described he felt he should have
acknowledged that this was a patient
that a senior needed to see
regardless of the initial presentation.

patient] that is [different from what]
I’ve seen before. Okay, they look
fine, let’s have a chat, they are very
[describes patient], let’s focus on
that.
E141/43/ There are quite a few
things in hindsight I went, it was fine
this time. In a different situation –
perhaps – I would have reacted
differently. Anyway … because when
someone changes quickly or was fine
you can get fixated on that. I don’t
think I was, but I might have
changed, reacted differently, if they
looked unwell from the start …
rather than … they were fine and I’ve
told you they are fine. And I can’t
find you to tell you that I don’t think
so any more.
E141/44/ Em … so I certainly, have
taken more notice of [this type of
patient] since then. Em … I think if I
saw any [of these types of patients]
em … I would ask a senior to
review…regardless, ‘I think they are
fine, can you come have a look’.
Because I think they were fine but
the (long pause) the finesse in
examining [this type of patient] em
… I think it requires more experience
than a [junior doctor]. They may
have picked up something that I
didn’t. Then later you can reflect on
and that may add more information.
E141/45/ And again it is not
necessarily things that were missed
in this case, but things that could
have been really…really important
and maybe it would have changed it.
E141/46/ After that em … the second
time I let the [Type 2] reg know. I
should have paged the senior over
the intercom in [Area 1]. They can
be quite responsive with that and
while I couldn’t find them, I wasn’t
doing something that could have
enabled them to find me.
E141/47/ And perhaps advise the
nursing team leader earlier.
E141/48/ Well I was quite aware of
the department … made
assumptions on the [area] scenario
which was going on. Which really if
there was someone sick enough that
needed [to be there], they would
have arranged that. And I was
probably too aware of what I
thought the situation was, in a
different area of the department.
Where I wasn’t physically present
em ... (trails off).
E141/49/ Ya, there are a few things.
Like alerting people earlier … I don’t
think I delayed in anyway em (long
pause) I didn’t get to a point where I
felt that I should have told someone
earlier. It is just in hindsight that
would have more oversight.

[Type of patient] that is [different
from what] he’s seen before. Okay,
they look fine, let’s have a chat, they
are very [describes patient], let’s
focus on that.
There are quite a few things in
hindsight E141 went, it was fine this
time. In a different situation –
perhaps – E141 would have reacted
differently. Anyway … because when
someone changes quickly or was fine
you can get fixated on that. E141
don’t think he was, but he might
have changed, reacted differently, if
[the patient] looked unwell from the
start … rather than … they were fine
and he’s told [the senior doctor] they
are fine. And E141 can’t find [the
senior doctor] to tell them that he
doesn’t think so any more.
E141 stated so he certainly, has
taken more notice of [this type of
patient] since then. E141 thinks if he
saw any [of these types of patients]
he would ask a senior to review …
regardless, ‘I think they are fine, can
you come have a look’. Because
E141 thinks they were fine but the
(long pause) the finesse in examining
[this type of patient] E141 thinks it
requires more experience than a
[junior doctor]. They may have
picked up something that he didn’t.
Then later E141 can reflect on and
that may add more information.
E141 stated that again it is not
necessarily things that were missed
in this case, but things that could
have been really … really important
and maybe it would have changed it.
E141 reflected after that the second
time E141 let the [Type 2] reg know.
E141 should have paged the senior
over the intercom in [Area 1]. They
can be quite responsive with that
and while E141 couldn’t find them,
E141 wasn’t doing something that
could have enabled them to find me.
E141 stated that perhaps he should
have advised the nursing team
leader earlier.
Well E141 was quite aware of the
department … made assumptions on
the [area] scenario which was going
on. Which really if there was
someone sick enough that needed
[to be there], they would have
arranged that. And E141 was
probably too aware of what he
thought the situation was, in a
different area of the department.
Where he wasn’t physically present
(trails off).
E141 stated there are a few things.
Like alerting people earlier … E141
doesn’t think he delayed in anyway
(long pause) I didn’t get to a point
where I felt that I should have told
someone earlier. It is just in
hindsight that would have more
oversight.
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E141 reflected that the way the
problem was first encountered led
him to communicate that he was
more confident with this patient
then he would have been if the
reverse had been encountered.

E141 reflected that his approach to
managing this type of patients had
changed due to this experience. It
now centred on ensuring the most
experienced doctor had reviewed
the patient regardless of
presentation. E141 reflected that
with the added information from
help-seeking he had the opportunity
to learn.

E141 reflected that he didn’t miss
cues but may have not understood
their significance or how they could
potentially influence the outcome in
this type of patient.
E141 reflected that he was used to
having senior doctors readily
accessible and that when they were
not, he failed to employ other
methods to seek help from them.

E141 reflected that the nurse team
leader had knowledge and resources
that could have enabled quicker
access to senior doctor support.
E141 described he assumed certain
scenarios without verifying the facts
and based his decisions on those
assumptions.

E141 reflected on how he could have
made better decisions when caring
for this patient.

E141/50/ I just thought of a question
back at [the experience]. With the
senior doctors that put you into the
room [with the type of patient] in the
first instance. Did you get any … did
you ever talk to them about
situation? Afterwards yes! And they
went, “aw, I didn’t even realise!”
Because when I came back to chat to
the other senior, actually the senior
for that shift em … and told him
about it and said, “yep get a [Type 2]
review”. Again, they were stable at
this point. When he came back from
… the initial one that assigned me to
that … when he came back from
(long pause) from seeing his patient,
I said, ‘did you realise they were [this
type of patient]?’ “No, I had a look
at that after you went and I hadn’t
quite realised that. Are they okay.
And are you okay?”

The interviewer asked if E141 ever
discussed case with the senior
doctor that assigned the patient.
E141 stated afterwards yes! And
they went, “aw, I didn’t even
realise!” Because when E141 came
back to chat to the other senior,
actually the senior for that shift and
told him about it and said, “yep get a
[Type 2] review”. Again, they were
stable at this point. When he came
back from … the initial one that
assigned me to that … when he came
back from (long pause) from seeing
his patient, E141 said, ‘did you
realise they were [this type of
patient]?’ “No, I had a look at that
after you went and I hadn’t quite
realised that. Are they okay. And are
you okay?”

E141 described confirming his
assumption that the patient was
assigned initially without careful
attention. E141 understood that the
senior doctor was apologetic for not
paying attention to what patient he
had assigned him.

E141/51/ And the other thing that I
realised afterwards, because I
worked with him a few times.
Because he is a very, very senior
[doctor] em … that is on his way to …
consultant. And I … one other thing
that I reflected which I haven’t
actually mentioned. That I have to
be more aware of my personality
and my demeanour. As it can inspire
a lot of trust because I am very
confident with what I do.
E141/52/ And I am very confident
with my communication but it
doesn’t mean (laughs) I have the
skills. So I don’t believe that I ever
say, ‘I’m comfortable with something
that I am never not’. And I am
always very comfortable to say, ‘I
need extra help’. But I think people
can always assume that because I’m
going, ‘yep willing to go see that.
Yep, done this. This is what I’ve
done so far’ and … they can
sometimes make the leap that
you’re fine. “That’s alright”. Rather
than, “you’re a [junior doctor],
should I have a look?”
E141/53/ And so I was aware of that
afterwards as I have worked with
him quite a bit and he was very able
to say, “we’ve got that Cat2 can you
go see them”. Even if I was in the
middle of something he was
confident that I was able to manage
those different things and juggle.
We’d had a few very busy shifts
immediately prior to this where I’d
worked with him and we’d been
understaffed and everyone had been
sick, nurses and doctors. And we’d
gotten through them pretty well for
only three doctors on one site and
he’d said, at the end of these shift
“Thank you guys so much, without
you guys this would have been a
nightmare and this has worked very
well”. So I did reflect on that if …
that might have been a factor as
well.

E141 stated the other thing that he
realised afterwards, because he
worked with him a few times.
Because he is a very, very senior
[doctor] that is on his way to …
consultant. And E141 … one other
thing that he reflected which he
hasn’t actually mentioned. That
E141 has to be more aware of his
personality and his demeanour. As it
can inspire a lot of trust because he
is very confident with what he does.
E141 stated he is very confident with
his communication but it doesn’t
mean (laughs) he has the skills. So
E141 doesn’t believe that he ever
says, ‘I’m comfortable with
something that I am never not’. And
he is always very comfortable to say,
‘I need extra help’. But E141 thinks
people can always assume that
because he’s going, ‘yep willing to go
see that. Yep, done this. This is what
I’ve done so far’ and … they can
sometimes make the leap that
you’re fine. “That’s alright”. Rather
than, “you’re a [junior doctor],
should I have a look?”
And so E141 was aware of that
afterwards as he has worked with
him quite a bit and he was very able
to say, “we’ve got that Cat2 can you
go see them”. Even if E141 was in
the middle of something he was
confident that E141 was able to
manage those different things and
juggle. We’d had a few very busy
shifts immediately prior to this
where E141 worked with him and
we’d been understaffed and
everyone had been sick, nurses and
doctors. And we’d gotten through
them pretty well for only three
doctors on one site and he’d said, at
the end of these shift “Thank you
guys so much, without you guys this
would have been a nightmare and
this has worked very well”. So I did
reflect on that if … that might have
been a factor as well.

E141 reflected that he felt his
enthusiasm for his work and
willingness to take on new
challenges inspired his senior
colleagues to entrust him.
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E141 described that his confidence
to communicate led to situations
where he was entrusted to do more
than he was qualified to complete
without supervision.

E141 reasoned that the senior
doctors’ familiarity with his work
ethic and capability to deal with the
demand of a high work load
contributed to the senior doctors’
entrustment.

E141/54 And if I am uncomfortable
then I probably need to spell it out
very clearly. Just say, no … no … I
really need you to come. Rather
than, I don’t know what is going on
… I haven’t dealt with this before … I
think they are stable … this is what …
this is why. That is all well and
good. But that can often lead
people to go, “Ya, that all makes
sense. Fair enough, see you later”.
Opposed to, “That seems fine, but
can you come and look anyway?”
E141/55/ That is really interesting
how you have reflected on that. Ya,
particularly when I look around at
other junior doctors. There are a
few of us that are very comfortable
with it and I think quite clinically
good for our level but that doesn’t
mean were not that level. There are
few of us … I watched friends who
are similar in their demeanour …
they’re also just a bit of a
personality. So I joke around a bit
and you are loud and comfortable
with seniors and you are able to do
that.
E141/56/ And then I’ve watched em
… peers that are again the same level
that are quite shy and you can see
the difference in way the bosses do
interact. Where if you are little bit
shy, they will take a step back. They
will probe a bit more and “Have you
thought about this? So you want me
to come see?” So I think there is an
assumption and usually I would
agree – you know – it’s nice not to
be questioned on things that you
have already looked at, and already
ruled out. And not mentioned
because it is not relevant em ... when
they realise that they have done it
with a few patients with you … and
realise that you’ve already got those.
It could be a leap of what else you’ve
got.
E141/57/ Em … it’s them trusting
you? Yes! And it’s realising when
you need to say, ‘it’s great. But in
this situation I don’t have all the
confidence to deal with it’. It was
afterwards when I went … I don’t
want to have this situation with
someone sicker and goes worse
(laughs).

And if E141 is uncomfortable then he
probably need to spell it out very
clearly. Just say, no … no … I really
need you to come. Rather than, I
don’t know what is going on … I
haven’t dealt with this before … I
think they are stable … this is
what…this is why. That is all well
and good. But that can often lead
people to go, “Ya, that all makes
sense. Fair enough, see you later”.
Opposed to, “That seems fine, but
can you come and look anyway?”
Ya, particularly when E141 looks
around at other junior doctors.
There are a few of us that are very
comfortable with it and E141 thinks
quite clinically good for our level but
that doesn’t mean were not that
level. There are few [junior doctors]
… E141 watched friends who are
similar in their demeanour … they’re
also just a bit of a personality. So he
jokes around a bit and they’re loud
and comfortable with seniors and
they’re able to do that.

E141 described that if he provided a
clear explanation of what was
making it difficult for him to progress
with the patient, instead of justifying
his own point of view. There would
be better outcomes for patients in
the future.

And then E141 has watched peers
that are again the same level that
are quite shy and you can see the
difference in way the bosses do
interact. Where if you are little bit
shy, they will take a step back. They
will probe a bit more and “Have you
thought about this? So you want me
to come see?” So E141 thinks there
is an assumption and usually he
would agree – you know – it’s nice
not to be questioned on things that
you have already looked at, and
already ruled out. And not
mentioned because it is not relevant
when they realise that they have
done it with a few patients with you
… and realise that you’ve already got
those. It could be a leap of what else
you’ve got.
The interviewer asked it’s them
trusting you? E141 stated yes! And
it’s realising when you need to say,
‘it’s great. But in this situation I don’t
have all the confidence to deal with
it’. It was afterwards when E141
went … he doesn’t want to have this
situation with someone sicker and
goes worse (laughs).

E141 described how junior doctors
are supervised depends on their
ability to in-part show confidence in
their clinical decisions, but also how
they interact and dialogue with
senior doctor about those decisions.

E141 described a group of colleagues
with carefree attitudes that had
easily forged relationships with
senior doctors. E141 felt these
junior doctors were entrusted by
their supervisors prior to them being
ready.

E141 understood that he needs to be
conscious of senior doctors letting
him work independently and that it
is up to him to help-seek and ensure
safe supervision.

E151’s transformed data
Experience from E151’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units
E151/1/ Em … there probably is one,
but I can’t remember the intricacies
of the clinical scenario. I might help
you, I might be able to try.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E151’s
language

E151 stated that there probably is
one, but E151 can’t remember the
intricacies of the clinical scenario.
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Transformations

E151 understood that he has a
meaningful help-seeking
experience to share but is not clear
on the clinical facts.

E151/2/ So [junior doctor year], so
[number] year out. So it was a part of
our [previous junior doctor] year, last
year.
E151/3/ Em … you do a [number of]
week’s night ward call cover. So at
[name of hospital] because you do it
at both [name of hospital] and
[another name of different hospital].
I had to do it at [first hospital named].
E151/4/ Em … and there are three
[junior doctors] on shift at a time.
Supervised by one [Type 1] reg and
we all have different wards that we
cover.
E151/5/ My wards for that [number]
week block were [lists wards] and
one of the general [Type 2] wards.

The interviewer stated she would
help.
E151 stated that he is a [junior
doctor], so [number] year out. So it
was a part of our [junior doctor] year,
last year.
E151 stated that you do a [number of]
week’s night ward call cover. So at
[name of hospital] because you do it
at both [name of hospital] and
[another name of different hospital].
E151 had to do it at [first hospital
named].
E151 stated that there are three
[junior doctors] on shift at a time.
Supervised by one [Type 1] reg and we
all have different wards that we cover.

E151/6/ Em … the [Type 1] reg also
has responsibility for admission of
[Type 3] patients at the time. So their
overnight … so they are already quite
clinically busy … quite often.

E151 reported his wards for that
[number] week block were [lists
wards] and one of the general [Type 2]
wards.
E151 stated the [Type 1] reg also has
responsibility for admission of [Type 3]
patients at the time. So their
overnight … so they are already quite
clinically busy … quite often.

E151/7/ Em … so the idea is you go
around and if you need to call them
they will give you advice and come
see patients sometimes.

E151 stated so the idea is you go
around and if you need to call them
they will give you advice and come see
patients sometimes.

E151/8/ So it was a patient on the
[Type 4] ward and I can’t really
remember what he was in there for
because [Type 4] ward patients can
come in for any problem. But the
[Type 4] doctors are very … they will
look after any problem to make sure
their [name of organ] stay safe. It was
a [another organ] problem that night.
But whether he was in there for a
[name of organ], [condition] problem
and just been on the [Type 4] ward
because he had really [organ health].
I don’t know. I can’t really
remember.
E151/9/ Em … so basically it wasn’t
on the routine ward call. Wards you
just go around every so many times in
the night and just check their job lists.
And obviously in the in-between
time, you might get a phone calls
from the nursing staff concerned
about a particular patient without
waiting for you to see the job list.
E151/10/ So he was one of those calls
… for em … [condition] and they had
already done a [test] at the time.

E151 stated so it was a patient on the
[Type 4] ward and he can’t really
remember what he was in there for
because [Type 4] ward patients can
come in for any problem. But the
[Type 4] doctors are very … they will
look after any problem to make sure
their [name of organ] stay safe. It was
a [another organ] problem that night.
But whether he was in there for a
[name of organ], [condition] problem
and just been on the [Type 4] ward
because he had really [organ health].
E151 doesn’t know. E151 can’t really
remember.
E151 stated that so basically it wasn’t
on the routine ward call. Wards you
just go around every so many times in
the night and just check their job lists.
And obviously in the in-between time,
E151 might get a phone calls from the
nursing staff concerned about a
particular patient without waiting for
you to see the job list.
E151 stated that so he was one of
those calls … for [condition] and they
had already done a [test] at the time.

E151/11/ And as I said … I can’t
remember what the intricacies of the
reasons why he was in hospital but
he was quite [description of age]. He
was sort of in his [description of

E151 stated and as E151 said … he
can’t remember what the intricacies
of the reasons why he was in hospital
but he was quite [description of age].
He was sort of in his [description of
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E151 understood that how this
experience unfolded was due in
part to how much experience he
had at the time.
E151 described that it was
resolved that he would need to do
night ward cover at some point but
when it came down to it his first
hospital was the more difficult out
of the two to start out at.
E151 described that the afterhours coverage at this hospital as
being minimum and this meant
that the three junior doctors
needed to work independently
with only one busy senior registrar
supervising them all.
E151 described he felt that his
responsibilities were immense as
he was responsible for a number
of diverse wards on nights.
E151 understood that the
supervising registrar had
enormous responsibilities and it
would challenging to get their
attention if he needed to seek
help.
E151 described in the best case
scenarios the supervisor would be
available to take questions and in
some instance, be able to support
him in decision making at the
bedside.
E151 described the patient’s
condition on that night was in
direct contrast with the ward the
patient was on and this made
seeking help from someone with
expertise in this area on this ward
difficult.

E151 described he was alerted to
this patient and the severity of the
problem when the nurse called
him outside of when he would
usually visit the ward.

E151 described that the call for
help from the nurse was for a life
threatening problem and that the
nurse had already completed a
test that indicated the patient
could deteriorate and this
immediately concerned E151.
E151 understood that the patient
was in critical health state already
and was experiencing a condition
that could lead to a natural demise
while he was on shift.

years] early [years] and was obviously
unwell. And was as at the
[description of health provided to
date] of his health. I would say.
E151/12/ Em … so, I’d gone up. So
they had done an [test] and I can’t
remember the intricacies of the [test]
but it wasn’t a good one! (Laughs). It
wasn’t like full [test results] or
anything but it was very [results] and
he was in significant pain.
E151/13/ Em … I guess I had never
had to deal with that situation in an
environment where there is no other
senior doctors around.

years] early [years] and was obviously
unwell. And was as at the
[description of health provided to
date] of his health. E151 would say.
E151 stated he had gone up. So they
had done an [test] and E151 can’t
remember the intricacies of the [test]
but it wasn’t a good one! (Laughs). It
wasn’t like full [test results] or
anything but it was very [results] and
he was in significant pain.
E151 guesses he had never had to
deal with that situation in an
environment where there is no other
senior doctors around.

E151/14/ Em … and so I charted him
some [drugs] and the nurse went off
to get that.

E151 charted the patient some [drugs]
and the nurse went off to get that.

E151/15/ Em … this is a nurse that
I’ve known for maybe two … two and
half weeks into the ward call rotation.
Em … so I knew a few of the nurses in
the different wards at that point. So
he was one of the nurses I was quite
comfortable with.
E151/16/ But the only other time I
have had to do a MET call … again
was a ward call, but the nursing staff
were with me at the time.

E151 stated that this was a nurse that
E151 had known for maybe two … two
and half weeks into the ward call
rotation. So E151 knew a few of the
nurses in the different wards at that
point. So he was one of the nurses
E151 was quite comfortable with.
But the only other time E151 has had
to do a MET call … again was a ward
call, but the nursing staff were with
him at the time.

E151/17/ Em … I think when I heard
about this patient … I think I had
problems with him in previously –
you know – because you go to the
same ward over and over again every
night. I’d had some issues with him
in previous nights. Em … that I was a
little bit worried about.
E151/18/ Em … the [Type 1] reg that
was on, was a really nice [Type 1] reg.
You know – you get a different [Type
1] reg on every set of nights. So you
don’t always know them all that well.
But he was one that I had worked
with a few nights and I rang him to
say I was a bit worried about him.
And he asked what the story was, and
I told what the story was … the
clinical picture at the time. And he
wasn’t all that concerned initially.
E151/19/ Em … I think this was
before I got to the patient because I
think you can just get yourself in
hackles a little bit. And he said, “that
he was quite busy in [Type 3 area], I’ll
come up in twenty, thirty minutes or
something”.
E151/20/ Em … by the time I got to
the patient I was kind of, ‘oh this
looks a bit beyond’.

E151 stated he thinks when he heard
about this patient … E151 thinks he
had problems with him in previously –
you know – because you go to the
same ward over and over again every
night. He’d had some issues with him
in previous nights. That E151 was a
little bit worried about.
E151 stated the [Type 1] reg that was
on, was a really nice [Type 1] reg. You
know – you get a different [Type 1]
reg on every set of nights. So you
don’t always know them all that well.
But he was one that E151 had worked
with a few nights and he rang him to
say he was a bit worried about him.
And he asked what the story was, and
E151 told what the story was … the
clinical picture at the time. And he
wasn’t all that concerned initially.
E151 stated he thinks this was before
he got to the patient because he
thinks you can just get your-self in
hackles a little bit. And he said, “that
he was quite busy in [Type 3 area], I’ll
come up in twenty, thirty minutes or
something”.
E151 stated when he got to the
patient he was kind of, ‘oh this looks a
bit beyond’.

E151/21/ Because I think where the
difficulty is … is you wonder what
you’re supposed to deal with before
you ask for help.

Because E151 thinks where the
difficulty is … is you wonder what
you’re supposed to deal with before
you ask for help.
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E151 recognised the seriousness of
the test results and that they were
consistent with his assessment of
the patient’s symptoms so there
was no denying that the patient
condition was very serious.
E151 described he felt immediately
out of his depth with this patient.
E151 described that there was no
other medical support in the
immediate area to help him with
this specific problem.
E151 described that his first
concern was to care for the
patient. E151 described he was left
in the room on his own without
anyone else to support him.
E151 described that if he had
thought the situation out more
thoroughly, E151 would have been
more aware that he needed to
keep this nurse in the room to
support him.
E151 understood his inexperience
in managing deteriorating patients
meant that he didn’t think to keep
someone in the room with him in
case he needed to confirm that he
should call the medical emergency
team.
E151 understood from his previous
encounters with the patient that
this patient could easy deteriorate
and this worried E151 enough to
plan and seek help even before he
was at the bedside.
E151 described trusting the other
junior doctor enough to seek help
from him before he had laid eyes
on the patient at the bedside.

E151 described the junior doctor
not being particularly concerned
about this patient at the present
time. E151 did not feel reassured
that doctor would make it to the
bedside in time, to support him
with the patient.
E151 assessed the situation
immediately and knew straight
away he did not have the
experience to deal with this by
himself.
E151 described he felt that there is
an expectation that you will do
what you can before calling for
help. But in this real life situation

E151/22/ Like now you have the label
‘doctor’ (laughs). The nurses look at
you and sometimes they know
gazillions more than you do because
they have been nursing for twenty
years or whatever. And you’re like,
‘aw’. They obviously look to you to
say, ‘look actually we need to do a
[medical emergency team] call’.

E151 stated like now you have the
label ‘doctor’ (laughs). The nurses
look at you and sometimes they know
gazillions more than you do because
they have been nursing for twenty
years or whatever. And you’re like,
‘aw’. They obviously look to you to
say, ‘look actually we need to do a
[medical emergency team] call’.

E151/23/ (long pause) and the OBS
chart everything was going awry.

E151 (long pause) and then stated
that on the OBS chart everything was
going awry.

E151/24/ Take me back to when you
first got on the ward, what happened
then? Can you remember? It’s not a
crystal clear one. Em … but the nurse
was already doing the [test]. It was
also one of those phone calls that you
say, expedite these things, do
another set of OBS and I’ll be – you
know – because physically the
hospital is quite big.
E151/25/ So you needed to get there?
Ya so, they were already expediting
those things and as an experienced
nurse they already had bits and
pieces out there. I don’t think he had
any morphine at the time.

The interviewer asked the lead up to
seeking help. E151 stated It’s not a
crystal clear one. But the nurse was
already doing the [test]. It was also
one of those phone calls that you say,
expedite these things, do another set
of OBS and I’ll be – you know –
because physically the hospital is quite
big.

E151/26/ But he was really
[struggling]. He’d already had the
oxygen on him and he didn’t normally
have an oxygen requirement. Em …
he just looked worse than I had seen
him on previous nights and obviously
in a lot of discomfort.

The interviewer asked that E151
needed time to arrive at the patient
bedside. E151 stated ya so, they were
already expediting those things and as
an experienced nurse they already
had bits and pieces out there. E151
doesn’t think he had any morphine at
the time.
E151 stated but he was really
[struggling]. He’d already had the
oxygen on him and he didn’t normally
have an oxygen requirement. He just
looked worse than he had seen him on
previous nights and obviously in a lot
of discomfort.

E151/27/ So I said to, ‘go get him
some morphine’. And then I was in
the room on my own.

E151 stated to, ‘go get he some
morphine’. And then E151 was in the
room on his own.

E151/28/ And I was thinking he was
actually going to fall off the mortal
coil as I am watching! (nervous
laugh). Em … and okay now I’ve got
no nurse to say – you know – to have
that back up of going, ‘this is really
bad isn’t it’? That kind of – you know
– when you haven’t seen many of
them situations.
E151/29/ So I kind of stuck my head
out. There are all single rooms in
[name of hospital] now, ‘okay’. So
there is not that sort of room where
you’d see the nurses all around and
where they go to get the medications
is some distance down the corridor.
So I sort of stuck my head out
thinking, ‘come back, come back,

E151 stated he was thinking he was
actually going to fall off the mortal coil
as he was watching! (nervous laugh)
and okay now he’s got no nurse to say
– you know – to have that back up of
going, ‘this is really bad isn’t it’? That
kind of – you know – when you
haven’t seen many of them situations.
E151 stated he kind of stuck his head
out. There are all single rooms in
[name of hospital] now, ‘okay’. So
there is not that sort of room where
you’d see the nurses all around and
where they go to get the medications
is some distance down the corridor.
So E151 sort of stuck his head out
thinking, ‘come back, come back,
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E151 described he felt it was not
for him test his skills out given how
critical the patient was.
E151 described he felt that in the
early years of having the title
‘doctor’ it is a pseudo title. E151
understood that it was difficult to
take a clinical leadership role when
those around you had so much
more experience. All E151 felt he
could do was to trust that if he
discerned he could deal with the
situation that he could seek help
without being judged.
E151 described knowing instantly
from the chart that the patient had
been trending downwards for
some time and the situation
needed urgent attention from a
more senior doctor before the
patient deteriorated further.
E151 understood that making
effective use of time while he was
on route was crucial to ensure that
when he arrived at the bedside he
could make a quick decision to
seek help or not.

E151 described that the bedside
nurse anticipated what E151
would need to make a quick
clinical decision on what to do next
and was facilitating different
protocols to aid the patient and
assessment.
E151 described he discriminated
that the patient had made a
significant change since his last
clinical assessment. E151
described that nurses had
autonomously provided lifesaving
protocols to the patient and E151
was grateful for the nurse’s
expertise.
E151 described that he was so
concerned with alleviating the
patient’s distress that he didn’t
consider the ramifications of
ordering a drug which would leave
him in the room with no support.
E151 described he felt extremely
vulnerable without the support of
the nurse in the room. E151
understood in the past he had
reinforced his decisions with the
nurses. E151 learnt a valuable
lesson to always keep someone in
the room when patients are
deteriorating for backup.
E151 described he felt alone in the
single room with a patient that
was deteriorating as he waited for
help to arrive. E151 realised that
help was not going to get there in
time before he needed to make a
critical decision to seek help from
the medical emergency team.

come back’, because I knew the [Type
1] reg, he wasn’t going to be there for
some time.
E151/30/ And I thought, ‘I’m going to
have to do a MET call’. I think it is the
first time I’ve physically had to do the
MET call by myself and I was like, am I
being over (elongates the
pronunciation of over).
E151/31/ But I just thought, ‘I need
the [Type 1] reg’. And I think I rang
him then again to say, ‘I was just a
little bit concerned’. Then things were
just trickled on for the next five
minutes I was thinking, ‘no this isn’t’.

come back’, because I knew the [Type
1] reg, he wasn’t going to be there for
some time.
E151 stated he thought, ‘I’m going to
have to do a MET call’. E151 thinks it
is the first time he’s physically had to
do the MET call by himself and he was
like, am I being over (elongates the
pronunciation of over).
E1151 stated he just thought, ‘I need
the [Type 1] reg’. And E151 thinks he
rang him then again to say, ‘I was just
a little bit concerned’. Then things
were just trickled on for the next five
minutes E151 was thinking, ‘no this
isn’t’.

E151/32/ Did the nurse come back
yet? The … I think, ‘gosh it’s terrible.
I’m sorry, I’m not a very good case for
you’. The nurse had (long pause) he’d
just come back with the morphine,
given him the first bit of morphine.
No, I definitely MET called before he
came back. No, then he came in and
gave him the morphine. But it was
one of those, I didn’t know how long
he was going to be and I couldn’t
physically leave him in case I needed
to start doing CPR (nervous laugh) or
something.

The interviewer asked if the nurse was
back in the room. E151 stated, ‘gosh
it’s terrible. I’m sorry, I’m not a very
good case for you’. The nurse had
(long pause) he’d just come back with
the morphine, given him the first bit
of morphine. No, E151 definitely MET
called before he came back. No, then
he came in and gave him the
morphine. But it was one of those,
E151 didn’t know how long he was
going to be and he couldn’t physically
leave him in case E151 needed to start
doing CPR (nervous laugh) or
something.
E151 stated that it’s night-time, so
there are less nurses around anyway.
It was the early hours of the morning
whatever this is.

E151/33/ It’s night-time, so there are
less nurses around anyway. It was
the early hours of the morning
whatever this is.
E151/34/ Tell me about going over
the bed and hitting the button. What
were you feeling? ‘Am I being a bit
stupid? Should I be able to deal with
this?’ I guess was my first thought.
Then I thought, ‘well, if I’m being a bit
stupid then I would rather be a bit
stupid and he stay alive’ (nervous
laugh). ‘Then not feel stupid and
actually it go [the] wrong way and not
do the MET call’.
E151/35/ And obviously it was all
because the nurse [observation]
probes. He was just becoming more
and more [worse].
E151/36/ Tell me what happened
after you hit the button. What were
you and the nurses doing? Then I got
my morphine in em … (nervous laugh)
we were all just standing around a bit
panicked I think.
E151/37/ Em … then I think the
person was a [Type 1] reg first. [Type
5 area] got to us first. Obviously the
trolley comes down with whoever
came down first. And then the [Type
1] reg was up not long after that.

The interviewer asked what E151 felt
at that moment. ‘Am I being a bit
stupid? Should I be able to deal with
this?’ I guess was his first thought.
Then I thought, ‘well, if I’m being a bit
stupid then I would rather be a bit
stupid and he stay alive’ (nervous
laugh). ‘Then not feel stupid and
actually it go [the] wrong way and not
do the MET call’.

E151/38/ Then I stood back a bit and
let them.

Then E151 stood back a bit and let
them.

E151/39/ What did they say to you?
Did they ask for a history? Ya,
obviously as I said, ‘I’d seen him a few

The interviewer asked what happened
next. E151 stated ya, obviously as
E151 said, ‘I’d seen him a few nights. I

E151 stated that obviously it was all
because the nurse [observation]
probes. He was just becoming more
and more [worse].
The interviewer asked what happened
after the alarm was raised for the
medical emergency team. E151
stated, then he got his morphine in
(nervous laugh) we were all just
standing around a bit panicked I think.
E151 stated he thinks the person was
a [Type 1] reg first. [Type 5 area] got
to us first. Obviously the trolley
comes down with whoever came
down first. And then the [Type 1] reg
was up not long after that.
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E151 described he agonised over
his own feelings of keeping the
patient safe with the perception
that he was erring on the side of
caution instead of managing the
patient.
E151 described he sought help
again from the registrar but didn’t
actually say that he was
considering calling the medical
emergency team. E151 felt his first
responsibility was caring for the
patient and this was a decision
decider for him.
E151 described the decision to call
the medical emergency team
himself after considering what the
chances were that the registrar or
nurse were going to make it back
into the room in time.

E151 described he felt that he had
to make the decision to call the
medical emergency team himself
as there was no one else around
now.
E151 described questioned his
abilities as a doctor to deal with
this situation himself. E151 put
these thoughts to one side and
decided that the patient’s wellbeing was more important than his
own self-image of what a junior
doctor should be capable of
providing.
E151 described he anticipated that
this patient situation was going to
continue to deteriorate.
E151 described he was inundated
with a number of emotions when
he sought help. E151 described
this left him almost frozen in time
and not able to communicate
further with the nurse in the room.
E151 described that by seeking the
help of the medical emergency
team, the registrar that he had
been waiting for, re-prioritised
their job list and attended soon
the medical emergency team
arrived.
E151 described standing back and
observing the team and learning
what the next steps were to
reverse the situation.
E151 described that his role did
continued after the medical
emergency team arrived. E151

nights. I knew his clinical story’.
That’s the other thing about a ward
call is sometimes it is the first time
you ever met someone. You don’t
actually know much of their
background. You’re just in the
situation with no background. But I
did know the background of this man
at the time, so it would have helped a
little bit.
E151/40/ Did they ask you to
participate when they came in? Not
particularly, maybe I just looked too
horrified! I don’t know. Em … I think
the [Type 5] reg pretty much took
over because he was there first and
he had started.
E151/41/ The [Type 5 area] people
were there? Ya, the [Type 5] reg. In all
MET calls in [name of hospital] you
get [Type 5] reg. The [Type 1] reg and
an [Type 3] reg most of the time. I
don’t think an [Type 3] reg came up
maybe because the [Type 1] reg was
down in [Type 3’s area] at the time
and said, ‘I’ll go’.
E151/42/ The [Type 5] reg was
already starting up some [type
medications]. Again, I can’t
remember what he gave him but
something to [slow] everything down
I guess. I think he was going about
[rate] something like that and
obviously uncomfortable. Yes. Em …
he did survive that night but didn’t
last that much longer.
E151/43/ I think I had a look over his
[chart] on the next run of nights.
Obviously he was very poorly at the
time. But I think it is difficult, the
[certain condition] ones.

knew his clinical story’. That’s the
other thing about a ward call is
sometimes it is the first time you ever
met someone. You don’t actually
know much of their background.
You’re just in the situation with no
background. But I did know the
background of this man at the time, so
it would have helped a little bit.

provided vital information and
back ground history on how the
patient had arrived in this
situation. E151 felt that this
information provided a valuable
clues on how to treat the patient.

The interviewer asked if E151
participated in any other way when
the emergency management team
arrived. E151 stated not particularly,
maybe he just looked too horrified!
E151 doesn’t know. E151 thinks the
[Type 5] reg pretty much took over
because he was there first and he had
started.
The interviewer asked who attended
the MET call. E151 stated ya, the
[Type 5] reg. In all MET calls in [name
of hospital] you get [Type 5] reg. The
[Type 1] reg and an [Type 3] reg most
of the time. I don’t think an [Type 3]
reg came up maybe because the [Type
1] reg was down in [Type 3’s area] at
the time and said, ‘I’ll go’.
The [Type 5] reg was already starting
up some [type medications]. Again,
E151 can’t remember what he gave
him but something to [slow]
everything down he guesses. E151
thinks he was going about [rate]
something like that and obviously
uncomfortable. Yes. He did survive
that night but didn’t last that much
longer.
E151 thinks he had a look over his
[chart] on the next run of nights.
Obviously he was very poorly at the
time. But E151 thinks it is difficult, the
[condition] ones.

E151 describe he may have looked
too overwhelmed for the senior
doctor to ask him to participate in
saving the patient.

E151/44/ [Type 6 speciality] in
general because you don’t know how
much to push things … like.
E151/45/ Tell me, did you and the
nurse have a conversation after that
incident - that night if you were
saying in the corner of the room
there? No, I spoke to the [Type 1] reg
about it after wards. But didn’t
debrief with the nurses or anything
like that. But suppose may have been
a bit useful em (trails off).
E151/46/ Tell me how you felt? How
[that] affected your help-seeking? I
think it was appropriate at the time.
Em … and ya, I definitely needed that
support.

[Type 6 speciality] in general because
E151 doesn’t know how much to push
things … like.
The interviewer asked if E151 had any
further conversations with the nurse.
E151 stated no, E151 spoke to the
[Type 1] reg about it after wards. But
didn’t debrief with the nurses or
anything like that. But suppose may
have been a bit useful.

E151/47/ I wouldn’t have known,
quickly enough and definitely – sort
of – em … fussing on what doses of
medications and things … and all
those kind of things. I am still at a
point where things like that … I would
want to double check dosing in those
critical situations. You just need to

E151 stated he wouldn’t have known,
quickly enough and definitely – sort of
– fussing on what doses of
medications and things … and all those
kind of things. He is still at a point
where things like that … he would
want to double check dosing in those
critical situations. You just need to be

The interviewer departs from
description to ask how he felt. E151
thinks it was appropriate at the time.
Em … and ya, E151 definitely needed
that support.
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E151 described that by pushing the
medical emergency button, three
separate senior doctors needed to
prioritise the patient when it could
have been more efficient if the
first doctor had supported his
help-seeking.
E151 tried to focus on what the
registrars were doing so he knew
what to do next time he was in this
situation.

E151 described seeking
reassurance for himself that his
actions provided this patient the
best chance of survival. E151
concluded that his decision not to
wait for the other doctor was
reasonable.
E151 described he felt that he
made the right decision to seek
help.
E151 described that he missed an
opportunity to debrief with the
nurse about the incident, but took
advantage of speaking to the
senior doctor about how the
process was managed.

E151 reflected that at the time his
actions were made in the best
interest of the patient without
much thought to what other
doctors would think about him
seeking help.
E151 described that at that point
in his development, he would want
to seek help before administering
drugs in that situation. E151
described he felt that if he would
have administered the drugs
himself, he may have slowed
efforts to seek help.

be sure. But I don’t think I could have
done that without the help.
E151/48/ There is that thing where
you think people are looking at you to
be the doctor and know the answer.

sure. But he doesn’t think he could
have done that without the help.
E151 stated that there is that thing
where you think people are looking at
you to be the doctor and know the
answer.

E151/49/ And as a [young] doctor you
often ... a [number of years] out, you
only learn as a doctor by the
experiences you have. And
sometimes you don’t come across
them situations. And when you do,
when it’s a situation like that, where
you haven’t – you don’t see people
what they do.

E151 stated that as a [young] doctor
you often ... a [number of years] out,
you only learn as a doctor by the
experiences you have. And
sometimes you don’t come across
them situations. And when you do,
when it’s a situation like that, where
you haven’t – you don’t see people
what they do.

E151 reflected that there is a
pressure to live up to the title of
doctor and perform to those
expectations and this causes
uncertainty of how far you try to
the save the patient on your own
before you seek help.
E151 reflected that as junior
doctor, you cannot know
everything until you experience a
variety of situations and observe
and learn how to manage those
patients safety.

E161’s transformed data
Experience from E161’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed in as
much as possible in E161’s
language

Transformations

E161/1/ Em … sure em (trails off).
The experience I am going to talk
about today em … occurred when I
was a [junior doctor] medical officer.
Em … and I was on my own em …
running the [Type 1] unit.
E161/2/ Which is a unit where [this
type of patient] can drop in at any
time em … for a check-up. Or if they
have any concerns.

E161 stated the experience he is
going to talk about today occurred
when E161 was a [junior doctor]
medical officer. And E161 was on his
own running the [Type 1] unit.

E161 understood from the onset
that he had been given responsibility
for an area in which he had limited
expertise.

E161 stated that the unit where [this
type of patient] can drop in at any
time for a check-up. Or if they have
any concerns.

E161/3/ It is staffed by a doctor and
two [Type 1] nurses, who are hugely
experienced.

E161 stated that it is staffed by a
doctor and two [Type 1] nurses, who
are hugely experienced.

E161/4/ I just moved from the
[country] and was … and had never
done any [Type 1] work before.

E161 stated he just moved from the
[country] and was … and had never
done any [Type 1] work before.

E161/5/ And I was placed onto a
roster at a level of someone who
should have had a 3 - 6 months
experience in the specialty already.

E161 stated that he was placed onto
a roster at a level of someone who
should have had a 3 - 6 months
experience in the specialty already.

E161/6/ Em … I was already feeling
out of my depth and em … not
particularly in control of my work
environment. Em … and I started on
my first day on this [Type 1] unit.
E161/7/ And a patient came in later
on in the afternoon and it had
already been a really busy day. Em
… and people were stacking up and
there was lots to chase.

E161 stated was already feeling out
of his depth and not particularly in
control of his work environment and
E161 started on his first day on this
[Type 1] unit.
E161 stated that a patient came in
later on in the afternoon and it had
already been a really busy day and
people were stacking up and there
was lots to chase.

E161 described that this unit had a
specific service function but was run
on a ‘no appointment necessary
model’ which meant that the
workload and type of presentations
varied dramatically and you could
not predict what type of patient
would come through the door.
E161 described that the staffing
model seemed appropriate on paper
but it didn’t work when the lead of
the team was a new junior doctor
without the expertise in the area.
E161 described that he knew no one
in his unit or hospital which meant
that he could not rely on
professional relationships to seek
help when needed.
E161 described that the role
description had been designed for
someone with much more
experience than himself and that
meant that the designed supervision
was not adequate for his expertise
level. E161 described he felt he
would not live up to others’
expectations and he would be
singled out for being incompetent.
E161 described he felt extremely
anxious about being rostered in a
role that needed to work
independently in this unit.
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E161 described the workload as
demanding and he felt behind and
under pressure.

E161/8/ A man came in who I was
quite concerned about instantly. He
didn’t look very well and I suspected
he probably had [condition] and was
going to need urgent care.

E161 recognised immediately that a
patient had presented with a life
threatening condition and would
need urgent care that he would need
to seek help to organise.

E161/9/ Em … the system, the
hierarchy was that … I was supposed
to discuss any patients I was
concerned about with the em ...
[Type 1] registrar that covers the
[another area].
E161/10/ That is a [number] bedded
[name of area]. I think that is usually
pretty busy. There is always things
going on they spend most of their
day in theatre.
E161/11/ Em …so you can already
see the problems lining up. They’re
supervised on top by a consultant
who is usually running the [Type 1]
area and usually doing a few other
things at the same time. Em … so I
kind of knew already that it was
going to be difficult to get a hold of
someone.
E161/12/ Em … so I think before I
even started, I was feeling quite
over-wrought and a bit stressed. And
going like, ‘I’m not sure I can deal
with this. And I don’t think there is
anyone that can help me’.
E161/13/ Em … so we – you know –
usual clinical history and
examination. You send off the
appropriate investigations. Em …
but clinically – you know – someone
is unwell. And you know that you
are going to be doing things.
E161/14/ Em … and I remember at
the time the feeling – you know –
that … a sense of urgency that I need
to make something happen.

E161 stated that a man came in who
E161 was quite concerned about
instantly. He didn’t look very well
and E161 suspected he probably had
[condition] and was going to need
urgent care.
E161 stated the system, the
hierarchy was that … E161 was
supposed to discuss any patients he
was concerned about with the [Type
1] registrar that covers the [another
area].
E161 stated that is a [number]
bedded [name of area]. I think that is
usually pretty busy. There is always
things going on they spend most of
their day in theatre.
E161 stated so you can already see
the problems lining up. They’re
supervised on top by a consultant
who is usually running the [Type 1]
area and usually doing a few other
things at the same time. So I kind of
knew already that it was going to be
difficult to get a hold of someone.
E161 stated he thinks before he even
started, E161 was feeling quite overwrought and a bit stressed. And
going like, ‘I’m not sure I can deal
with this. And I don’t think there is
anyone that can help me’.
E161 stated … so they – you know –
usual clinical history and
examination. You send off the
appropriate investigations. But
clinically – you know – someone is
unwell. And you know that you are
going to be doing things.
E161 stated he remembered at the
time the feeling – you know – that …
a sense of urgency that he need to
make something happen.

E161 described feeling overwhelmed
as he knew he was new and had no
prior relationships to rely onto
support his help-seeking.

E161/15/ And I was sort of phoning
and em ... the registrar was hanging
the phone up which was what they
do when they are [performing a
procedure]. They can’t answer the
phone. And when they are
[specifically utilising a mechanical
device] no one else in that room is
feeling calm enough to go, oh I’ll
answer that phone and have a
conversation because the [Type 1]
nurse there is busy and the [the
patient having the procedure] is
busy.
E161/16/ Em … so there is no one to
talk to. So you’re phoning and
you’re getting a busy tone all the
time. Em … meanwhile you’re
thinking, ‘aw’ – you know – ‘I think
I’ve got someone maybe sicker than
whoever you’re looking at and we
need to talk’. So – you know, after
doing that for (gets cut-off)
E161/17/ Were you in the room with
the patient when you were phoning?
No, no I’d had stepped out at that

E161 stated he was sort of phoning
and the registrar was hanging the
phone up which was what they do
when they are [performing a
procedure]. They can’t answer the
phone. And when they are
[specifically utilising a mechanical
device] no one else in that room is
feeling calm enough to go, oh I’ll
answer that phone and have a
conversation because the [Type 1]
nurse there is busy and the [the
patient having the procedure] is
busy.
E161 stated so there is no one to talk
to. So you’re phoning and you’re
getting a busy tone all the time.
Meanwhile you’re thinking, ‘aw’ –
you know – ‘I think I’ve got someone
maybe sicker than whoever you’re
looking at and we need to talk’. So
you know, after doing that for (gets
cut-off).
The interviewer asked if E161 was
with the patient when he sought
help. E161 stated no, no E161 had
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E161 described that his immediate
supervisor covered another busy
area in the hospital that was
separate from the area that he
worked in and this meant he felt
unsupported.
E161 described he felt that his
supervisor had an extremely
demanding position. E161 assumed
that they would not have time to
deal with his help-seeking.
E161 described that the reporting
structure was very narrow and
workload was such that everyone
was very busy and wouldn’t have
time to support his help-seeking.

E161 described approaching this
patient problem like any other to
make a differential diagnosis. E161
sensed without having test results to
back it up, that that this patient was
sick.
E161 described he felt very strongly
that the patient was his
responsibility and he needed to own
the care of this patient. E161
described that he needed to make a
plan and strategy to seek help for
the patient.
E161 described feeling ignored by
the registrar for not answering the
phone when he was seeking help.
E161 felt the registrar was
prioritising their other work over
their responsibilities as his
immediate supervisor.

E161 described the busy signal as an
indication that everyone was too
busy to support his help-seeking.
E161 described he felt that there
was no redundancy built into the
system for help-seeking.

E161 described the system was
poorly designed. E161 described he
felt that he shouldn’t have to leave

point. And that … that’s I suppose is
the other problem you (trails off).
When you have someone you’re
looking at who you think is clinical
unwell and possibly unstable, it’s
difficult to leave the room. You want
to be keeping … I want to be
eyeballing them all the time. So if
something goes wrong, I know. But
equally, I don’t think it is appropriate
to have those conversations that,
‘this man is sick, come down now’.
In front of the patient and their
[relatives] because how upsetting is
that?

stepped out at that point. And that
… that’s what E161 supposes is the
other problem you (trails off). When
you have someone you’re looking at
who you think is clinical unwell and
possibly unstable, it’s difficult to
leave the room. You want to be
keeping … he want to be eyeballing
them all the time. So if something
goes wrong, he knows. But equally,
E161 doesn’t think it is appropriate
to have those conversations that,
‘this man is sick, come down now’.
In front of the patient and their
[relatives] because how upsetting is
that?
E161 stated so he was kind of torn
between this leaving and then
coming back all the time. And E161
was sure that agitation and faff
stresses out the patient as well,
because they know that something’s
– you know – not happy.

the room of a sick patient to get the
help he needed. E161 described the
dilemma of seeking help for the
patient but not adding to the
patient’s worries when discussing
their problem in front of them. E161
described he felt a strong sense of
owning the patient’s care.

E161 described soothing the patient,
trying not to alarm them. But at the
same time providing them with a
truthful answer. E161 articulated
directly to the patient that he was
intending to seek help.

E161/21/ So what happen next?
After the first time you tried how
many times did you try? I would say
ten or fifteen tiny things. And I’d
sent a couple of text messages. The
department worked on phones, if
that didn’t work, try texting, if that
doesn’t work, phone a mobile and
things. So let’s go through that whole
sequence. Okay sure, so I’d tried
phoning multiple times and phoned
a few numbers. Tried the [specific]
phone that they have and that didn’t
work. So then I tried the pager and
got no response to that which told
me that they were busy in a room.

The interviewer asked what
information the patient was told. Oh,
E161 doesn’t know if he can
remember the right words but E161
probably said … he’s usually pretty
honest and E161 thinks he said, ‘as
you’ve come in to day because
you’re worried, and I am worried
about you too. We need to get the
right people down to make the right
decisions’. This kind of thing (trails
off).
E161 stated he thinks it is difficult to
reassure someone when when you
don’t know when that help is
coming. Because E161 doesn’t ever
lie to a patient and he won’t say they
will be here in 10 minutes if he
doesn’t know that. So you’re kind of
saying, ‘so we need to get someone
down but it might be a little while’.
And kind of these empty rapid
promises and that is not a very good
way to build up a trusting
relationship between a doctor and a
patient. Especially when someone
feeling concerned and upset
themselves.
The interviewer asked what E161
tried and the sequence. E161 would
say 10 or 15 tiny things. And he’d
sent a couple of text messages. The
department worked on phones, if
that didn’t work, try texting, if that
doesn’t work, phone a mobile and
things. So let’s go through that whole
sequence. Okay sure, so he’d tried
phoning multiple times and phoned a
few numbers. Tried the [specific]
phone that they have and that didn’t
work. So then E161 tried the pager
and got no response to that which
told me that they were busy in a
room.

E161/22/ Em … then I remember
that I did a little walk around
because sometimes you could find

E161 stated he remembers that he
did a little walk around because
sometimes you could find another

E161 described changing strategy.
Instead of seeking help from a
specific doctor with expertise, he

E161/18/ So you’re kind of torn
between this leaving and then
coming back all the time. And I am
sure that agitation and faff stresses
out the patient as well, because they
know that something’s – you know –
not happy.
E161/19/ What did you tell the
patient when left the room, when
you were leaving? Oh, I don’t know
if I can remember the right words
but I probably said … I’m usually
pretty honest and I think I said, ‘as
you’ve come in to day because
you’re worried, and I am worried
about you too. We need to get the
right people down to make the right
decisions’. This kind of thing em
(trails off).
E161/20/ But I think it is difficult to
reassure someone when em … when
you don’t know when that help is
coming. Because I don’t ever lie to a
patient and I won’t say they will be
here in 10 minutes if I don’t know
that. So you’re kind of saying, ‘so we
need to get someone down but it
might be a little while’. And kind of
these empty rapid promises and that
is not a very good way to build up a
trusting relationship between a
doctor and a patient. Em …
especially when someone feeling
concerned and upset themselves.
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E161 was annoyed that access to
help in this environment was so
difficult. E161 was concerned that
his efforts to seek help could adverse
effect the patient.

E161 described his empathy for the
patient as the long wait for help put
needless stress on them. E161 was
frustrated that he was being made to
look as though his help-seeking was
not effective when it was an
ineffective system that was to
blame.

E161 described changing modes of
technology to make contact with his
supervisor. E161 was monitoring his
efforts to seek help successfully.
E161 understood he needed to
change tactics to get the help he
needed.

another registrar that was in clinic.
Someone else that you could just say
quickly, ‘come and give me a hand
here’. But it was a busy afternoon
and there was no one else
wandering around aimlessly. And so
there wasn’t anyone I could get.
E161/23/ Em … the consultant that
was on was not (long pause) there
were very few consultants in that
department who I would have felt
comfortable directly phoning after a
week or two in the job. And that,
the one who was on, I certainly
didn’t feel that was appropriate.

E161/26/ Em … now maybe I would
be a little bit more comfortable with
jumping straight in and just saying, ‘I
don’t care about your silly rules. This
is what I am going to do’. Em … but
at the time I felt … I did not feel
empowered to do that. Em … which
I think is probably why it was so
stressful for me.

registrar that was in clinic. Someone
else that you could just say quickly,
‘come and give me a hand here’. But
it was a busy afternoon and there
was no one else wandering around
aimlessly. And so there wasn’t
anyone he could get.
E161 stated that the consultant that
was on was not (long pause) there
were very few consultants in that
department who he felt comfortable
directly phoning after a week or two
in the job. E161 feels that he
certainly didn’t feel that it was
appropriate to call the one that was
on.
E161 stated that especially because
although his senses said that this was
someone that they really did need to
do something with … E161 could
have been – you know – E161 could
have been wrong. And E161 didn’t
have the blood test results back or
anything.
The interviewer asked that there was
a consultant on-call that day? Ya,
they were. But very much it was felt
that you went through the registrar,
then you went up.
E161 reflected that maybe now he
would be a little bit more
comfortable with jumping straight in
and just saying, ‘I don’t care about
their silly rules. This is what he is
going to do’. But E161 did not feel
empowered to do that. E161 thinks
this is probably why it was so
stressful for him.

E161/27/ So I remember the kind of
helplessness of walking around the
corridors … feeling please someone
just walk out of a room. Anyone to
give me hand and I couldn’t find
anyone.
E161/28/ And em … I’d phone up
one of the other [junior doctors].
Just to be like, ‘this is what is going
on, I’m right aren’t I?’ “You’re right,
you need to do something”.

E161 stated he remembered the kind
of helplessness of walking around
the corridors … feeling please
someone just walk out of a room.
Anyone to give me hand and I
couldn’t find anyone.
E161 stated he had phone up one of
the other [junior doctors]. Just to be
like, ‘this is what is going on, I’m right
aren’t I?’ “You’re right, you need to
do something”.

E161/29/ I was like, ‘could you come
down and give me a hand?’ And they
were like, “aw we’re a bit busy on
the ward with this”… kind of thing.
And that’s fine, that’s what happens.
E161/30/ Em … so I guess that is
parallel help-seeking behaviour,
when you can’t go up you go across.
E161/31/ But just having that
reassurance from someone else that
you’re not crazy. And you are right
that this needs to happen … kind of
thing.

E161 stated, ‘could you come down
and give me a hand?’ And they were
like, “aw we’re a bit busy on the
ward with this”… kind of thing. And
that’s fine, that’s what happens.
161 reflected. So E161 guesses that
this is parallel help-seeking
behaviour, when you can’t go up you
go across.
E161 stated but just having that
reassurance from someone else that
you’re not crazy. And you are right
that this needs to happen … kind of
thing.

E161/32/ So at that point … I had a
chat to the [Type 1] nurses and they
were very much in agreement with

E161 stated so at that point … E161
had a chat to the [Type 1] nurses and
they were very much in agreement

E161/24/ Em … especially because
although my senses said that this
was someone that we really did need
to do something with … I could have
been – you know – could have been
wrong. And I didn’t have the blood
test results back or anything.
E161/25/ Were they on-call that
day? Ya, they were. But very much it
was felt that you went through the
registrar, then you went up.
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sought help from any senior doctor
that could help.

E161 described he felt that he did
not know and therefore he was not
comfortable to seek help from the
consultants. E161 could not trust
the consultants that were scheduled
on-call to provide help that was not
judgemental.
E161 understood that he could be
discredited by others if it was found
that he had sought help for a
problem that was not an emergency
and something he should have been
able to clinically manage on his own.
E161 understood that there was
strict rules that he was to follow
when seeking help and he should not
vary from these rules.
E161 described he felt obliged to
follow (what he believed to be) strict
rules. E161 described that he was
aware that there could be
ramifications from his help-seeking if
he choose to seek help from the
consultants directly. E161 described
that he was not confident at the
time to directly seek help from the
consultants.
E161 described he felt helpless when
his efforts to interact with the
closest senior doctor failed. E161
described he felt he was safer to find
someone in the hallway, then to
seek help from the consultant.
E161 described he felt he could trust
another junior doctor. E161 was
encouraged by the other junior
doctor confirming that his diagnosis
was correct. E161 found it
encouraging that the other [junior
doctor] felt it was necessary to seek
help for this patient.
E161 was disappointed that the
junior doctor couldn’t help but he
understood the situation.
E161 provided an analyses of his
behaviour.
E161 was comforted with his
exchange with the other junior
doctor. E161 described he felt he
had recognised the problem
correctly and that he was not making
it up about how serious it was.
E161 sought help from the other
health professionals once he was
confident that his diagnosis was
correct. E161 described he felt the

me. And they had twenty years more
experience than me.

with me. And they had twenty years
more experience than me.

E161/33/ Obviously em … but they
were (long pause) quite stressed as
well because the little assessment
unit that we have is a limited
provision service and they can’t cope
with actually unwell patients.
E161/34/ And em … we often have
the situation. We used to have this
situation when I worked there … the
situation where if this patient gets
unwell are we taking them to
emergency department are we going
to call a MET call?
E161/35/ You know – what is
actually (long pause) it worked very
well for people that came in … which
were most people. That came in
who were saying have I [this
compliant]? And you’d have a look
and say, ‘no’. Those were really
easy. But sometimes – you know –
people come in say, “aw, I just don’t
feel right” and they would be
actually very unwell. And then there
wouldn’t actually be an appropriate
escalation procedure about how we
dealt with those people.
E161/36/ And they would be stuck in
essentially in this little clinic area,
which isn’t safe and didn’t have the
equipment needed.

E161 stated obviously but they were
(long pause) quite stressed as well
because the little assessment unit
that they have is a limited provision
service and they can’t cope with
actually unwell patients.
E161 stated and they often have the
situation. They used to have this
situation when E161 worked there …
the situation where if this patient
gets unwell are we taking them to
emergency department are they
going to call a MET call?
E161 stated you know – what is
actually (long pause) it worked very
well for people that came in … which
were most people. That came in
who were saying have I [this
compliant]? And you’d have a look
and say, ‘no’. Those were really
easy. But sometimes – you know –
people come in say, “aw, I just don’t
feel right” and they would be actually
very unwell. And then there wouldn’t
actually be an appropriate escalation
procedure about how we dealt with
those people.
E161 stated that patient could
essentially get stuck in this little clinic
area, which wasn’t safe and didn’t
have the equipment needed.

E161/37/ And so the [Type 1] nurse
were feeling the pressure a little bit.
Of that … if this goes wrong, we’re
not the right people but we’re not
sure how to get the right people.

E161 stated so the [Type 1] nurse
were feeling the pressure a little bit.
Of that … if this goes wrong, we’re
not the right people but we’re not
sure how to get the right people.

E161/38/And I think that’s the kind
of crux of my story maybe? This
feeling of helplessness.

E161 stated he thinks that’s the kind
of crux of his story maybe? This
feeling of helplessness.

E161/39/ When you know,
definitively this man just needed to
have [this procedure]. The man
needed to have [this procedure], he
needed to have [this procedure with
this outcome]. And I was not going
to be able to make that happen, on
my own. I could do a lot of other
things. But I wasn’t going to be able
to do that and not being able to get
the person that could do that
involved was really frustrating.

E161 stated when you know,
definitively this man just needed to
have [this procedure]. The man
needed to have [this procedure], he
needed to have [this procedure with
this outcome]. And E161 was not
going to be able to make that
happen, on his own. E161 could do a
lot of other things. But he wasn’t
going to be able to do that and not
being able to get the person that
could do that involved was really
frustrating.
E161 summarised the actions he
took in his experience. E161 stated
so after all the phone calls,
wandering around the corridors
(laughs). The parallel help. E161
remembers … E161 … because the

E161/40/ And so after all the phone
calls, wandering around the
corridors (laughs). The parallel help. I
remember … I … because the [area]
is upstairs. And I walked up the
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[nurse specialists’] experience could
provide him with a perspective other
than his own. E161 felt reassured
that nurses felt as he did, that they
had limited resources to care for a
sick patient.
E161 understood that the [nurse
specialists] were equally concerned
with the situation. E161 understood
that through bad planning on the
hospital’s part, they had been left to
navigate admitting the patient alone.
E161 understood that an ambiguity
existed in how patients were
categorised. E161 understood
where he sought help depended on
how you categorised the patient
(outpatient or inpatient).
E161 described he felt that the
overall unit’s function serviced the
public well, but a lack of procedural
planning around how staff should
seek help for sick patients was
absent and this put patient safety in
jeopardy.

E161 described he felt that the lack
of procedural planning around how
staff should seek help for sick
patients was absent and this
ultimately endangering lives.
E161 understood that he and others
could end up being blamed if
something went wrong with this
patient. E161 described he felt this
would be unfair as there were
multiple layers of administration and
senior medical staff from the
hospital that would have been
involved in planning this service.
E161 describe he felt that his helpseeking was being unfairly
influenced by a number of factors
that were not in his control from a
lack of policy and procedures to poor
work place design.
E161 described he felt exasperated
that seeking help for a high priority
patient couldn’t be accomplished
easily.

E161 described he felt conflicted as
he sought help from the consultant.
E161 was desperate to get help for
the patient, but on the other hand
didn’t want to break the rules or be
wrong in his differential diagnosis.

stairs. Leaving (speaks softly) ‘Oh my
goodness am I doing the right thing?’
E161/41/ They were in [area]
scrubbed doing another operation.
And I was like, ‘okay’, the consultant
was there as well and I just … I just
really didn’t know what to do then
because I knew I wasn’t going to be
able to get anyone. And so (gets cutoff).
E161/42/ So you didn’t scrub in? No,
no they were scrubbed so, I kind of
though (exhales deeply) … do I go in
and interrupt the operation? And
say (elongates the em) … what’s
going on and things … and then I
(gets cut-off)
E161/43/ How were you feeling just
then? Ah (nervous laugh) pretty,
pretty terrified. Em … because in
reflection what is a systems failure
clearly em … felt like my failing. That
I was failing this patient and I wasn’t
getting what I needed for them.
E161/44/ Em … but actually this is
just … in hindsight this is a wider
problem and nothing to do with me.
But at the time … you’re the … you
are the only person who knows so
(snaps fingers) so it’s all on you.

E161/45/ Em … and things. And so I
remember walking down the stairs
just thinking, ‘I don’t really know
what I am going to do here. Can I
wait 45 minutes until they finish?
Maybe it’s okay? But I don’t have
enough knowledge to know – kind of
thing. Em ... and should I be
starting’ – you know – there are
drugs that we start. There’s [name
of drug], there [are] these things. I’d
never started them before – you
know. I don’t know and [Type 1]
area being a special area, it’s not
something you come across a lot of
the time.
E161/46/ So kind walking back down
the stairs, few deep breaths (nervous
laugh) kind of thing. And that at that
moment one of the senior registrars
walked past and I sort of jumped on
him (laughs) in a kind of physical and
emotional way. And I said, ‘you have
to come now and I need this’. And he
said, “yah, okay” and he came with
me and we got it sorted.
E161/47/ Tell me what happened?
He came in and viewed the patient.
He looked at the blood results. He
said exactly what I said … was saying,
“yes, we need to have [a procedure]
and we need to have [this procedure

[area] is upstairs. And E161 walked
up the stairs. Leaving (speaks softly)
‘Oh my goodness am I doing the right
thing?’
E161 stated his supervisors were in
[area] scrubbed doing another
operation. And E161 was like, ‘okay’,
the consultant was there as well and
E161 just … E161 just really didn’t
know what to do then because he
knew he wasn’t going to be able to
get anyone. And so (gets cut-off).
The interviewer asked if E161
scrubbed in and interrupted his
team. E161 stated no, no they were
scrubbed, so E161 kind of though
(exhales deeply) … does he go in and
interrupt the operation? And say
(elongates the em) … what’s going on
and things … and then he (gets
cutoff).
The interviewer asked how E161 was
feeling at that moment. Ah (nervous
laugh) pretty, pretty terrified
because in reflection what is a
systems failure clearly felt like E161’s
failing. That E161 was failing this
patient and he wasn’t getting what
E161 needed for them.
E161 stated … but actually this is just
… in hindsight this is a wider problem
and nothing to do with E161. But at
the time … you’re the … you are the
only person who knows so (snaps
fingers) so it’s all on you.

E161 stated he remembered walking
down the stairs just thinking, ‘I don’t
really know what I am going to do
here. Can I wait 45 minutes until they
finish? Maybe it’s okay? But I don’t
have enough knowledge to know –
kind of thing. Em ... and should I be
starting’ – you know – there are
drugs that they start. There’s [name
of drug], there [are] these things.
E161 had never started them before
– you know. He didn’t know and
[Type 1] area being a special area, it’s
not something you come across a lot
of the time.
E161 stated so kind walking back
down the stairs, few deep breaths
(nervous laugh) kind of thing. And
that at that moment one of the
senior registrars walked past and
E161 sort of jumped on him (laughs)
in a kind of physical and emotional
way. And E161 said ‘you have to
come now and I need this’. And he
said “yah, okay” and he came with
E161 and they got it sorted.
The Interviewer asked with E161 the
detail of the experience. E161 stated
that he came in and viewed the
patient. He looked at the blood
results. He said exactly what E161
said … was saying, “yes, we need to
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E161 described he had a choice to
interrupt the procedure and seek
help. E161 described he felt this was
a big risk to his professional safety.
E161 described he felt that the
system had no redundancy and
sensed his clinical problems and
welfare were not important to his
supervisors.
E161 described he felt enormous
pressure to make the right decision
amongst a lot of unknowns including
how they would react if he were to
interrupt his supervisors.

E161 described he felt terrified of
the prospect of interrupting the
senior doctors as they were busy
with another patient. E161 felt guilt
for not getting the help his patient
needed.
E161 reflected that he needed to put
this experience into perspective.
E161 described he felt that poor
workplace design and procedures
left junior doctors struggling to seek
help. E161 described he felt very
alone with no one to share the
burden of this help-seeking decision
with.
E161 refocused and tried to come up
with an alternative plan to treat the
patient. E161 discerned if he had
the knowledge and skills to start
these alternative treatments.

E161 described he felt a surge of
relief as he intentionally approached
a senior doctor and sought help.
E161 sensed that doctor was willing
to help him. E161 described he felt
immediately the doctor listened to
his concerns and prioritise him and
the patient.

E161 described he felt justified for
seeking help when the senior doctor
agreed with him that the patient was
sick.

soon]”. Em – you know – “Let’s get
up to [a more appropriate area for
the procedure]. Let’s do that”.
E161/48/ And he … kind of … had the
authority to make those decisions
and make that movement happen.
Which when I was phoning up
[areas] without a registrar backing
me saying, ‘I’ve got this man … I
think he needs to be there’. They
were saying, “oh, we only have one
spare room and there’s a [patient]
somewhere else that might be
coming” and things.
E161/49/ And they didn’t know me.
So they didn’t know if I was an idiot
… if I was going to send them up
someone that didn’t need to be
there. Which is a big problem.

have [a procedure] and we need to
have [this procedure soon]”. You
know – “Let’s get up to [a more
appropriate area for the procedure].
Let’s do that”.
E161 state the senior doctor … kind
of … had the authority to make those
decisions and make that movement
happen. Which when E161 was
phoning up [areas] without a
registrar backing me saying, ‘I’ve got
this man … I think he needs to be
there’. They were saying, “oh, we
only have one spare room and
there’s a [patient] somewhere else
that might be coming” and things.
E161 stated and they didn’t know
him. So they didn’t know if E161 was
an idiot … if he was going to send
them up someone that didn’t need
to be there. Which is a big problem.

E161/50/ Em … so – you know –
probably rightly they were being a
bit like …“[squeaks the sound em] …
probably find someone else to see
this”.

E161 stated so – you know –
probably rightly they were being a bit
like …“[squeaks the sound em] …
probably find someone else to see
this”.

E161/51/ And then obviously the
[Type 2] registrar rocks up, “No this
is happening”. And everyone says,
“Yah okay”. Em … and … so that kind
of – you know – then everything
happened. And then the man was off
my hands and everything. But it’s
just this remarkable transition from
nothing…kind of stonewalling. Not
getting anywhere. To the right
person walking past, 10 minutes
later everything has happened and
we are go.
E161/52/ Em … and as a junior
doctor that is the frustration … and
the kind of helplessness of not being
able to make anything happen,
without a senior doctor.

E161 stated that then obviously the
[Type 2] registrar rocks up, “No this is
happening”. And everyone says,
“Yah okay” and … so that kind of –
you know – then everything
happened. And then the man was
off E161 hands and everything. But
it’s just this remarkable transition
from nothing…kind of stonewalling.
Not getting anywhere. To the right
person walking past, 10 minutes later
everything has happened and we are
go.
E161 stated that as a junior doctor
that is the frustration … and the kind
of helplessness of not being able to
make anything happen, without a
senior doctor.

E161/53/ And even though you
probably know what you’re doing
and you’re probably right … but due
to kind of institutional bias or … I
don’t know what you want to call it.
Em … maybe other health
professionals thinking, oh well we
can’t really take you at face value
because you don’t know what you
are talking about … and things.
E161/54/ Tell me how the rules
stopped you in that situation from
going further? Em … em … I think
(long pause) I guess the question,
that’s an interesting question
because are these rules ever written
down anywhere? If I went and said,
‘what are the escalation rules?’ I’m
not sure they are actually
documented and I was certainly
wasn’t provided with them before I
started. The rules are probably …

E161 stated that even though you
probably know what you’re doing
and you’re probably right … but due
to kind of institutional bias or… E161
doesn’t know what you want to call
it. Maybe other health professionals
thinking, oh well we can’t really take
you at face value because you don’t
know what you are talking about …
and things.
The interviewer asked how the rules
stopped E161 from seeking help
further. E161 stated. E161 thinks
(long pause) E161 guesses the
question. That’s an interesting
question because are these rules
ever written down anywhere? If
E161 went and said, ‘what are the
escalation rules?’ E161 not sure they
are actually documented. And E161
was certainly wasn’t provided with
them before he started. The rules
are probably…the rules E161 made
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E161 recognised that senior
expertise provided power that
opened doors that were otherwise
shut to junior doctors. On a deeper
level, E161 felt if patients’ problems
were owned by everyone, then
someone that he sought help from
would have made the effort to
deduce if the patient needed to
come to them or not.
E161 described he felt that junior
doctors were judged as one entity,
not on an individual basis. It was
clear to E161 that his colleagues
didn’t know him and couldn’t trust
his clinical judgement.
E161 understood that it was
impossible to know every junior
doctors’ level of experience and
expertise. E161 described he felt if
every decision had to be signed off
by a senior doctor then workplace
designed needed to make senior
doctors available.
E161 described he felt he had
encountered a number of dead ends
while help-seeking. E161 described
he felt surprised at how easy helpseeking could be when you could
access the right person and the right
time.

E161 described his frustration with a
system that demands that every
decision be discussed with a senior
doctor but doesn’t provide resources
to support junior doctors at that
same level.
E161 described that he felt there
was a general mistrust of junior
doctors. E161 described he felt that
the lack of trust of junior doctors,
this along with the lack of shared
ownership and poor workplace
design, put his patient in jeopardy.

E161 described that the help-seeking
rules were only implied and never
were explicitly provided or
communicated to him.

the rules I made up in my head. If
that makes sense – you know.
E161/55/ ‘Oh I have to speak to the
registrar and then I will speak to the
consultant … or things’.

up in his head. If that makes sense –
you know.
‘Oh I have to speak to the registrar
and then I will speak to the
consultant … or things’.

E161/56/ Em … and in case you get
more experience and grown a bit
more confidence. You maybe scrub
those rules out and say, ‘well that
doesn’t matter … and I will just do
what I need to do’.
E161/57/ Em … but I think you start
in a new place and you don’t know
anyone. So the kind of hierarchy
maybe feels more daunting or
maybe more fixed and rigid.
E161/58/ Em … so definitely what I
perceived at that time to be the
rules were stopping me from
probably escalating and making
more of a fuss em … at the time.
E161/59/ And now I suppose, a
[period of time] later … looking back.
Em … that was, I should probably
have just phoned up another
consultant. Em … even if everyone
else … even if those … the guys that
were on-call in theatre. There was
someone I could have phoned.
Rather than the kind of helplessness
I was feeling. I could have probably
spoken to someone. But at the time
I didn’t feel empowered enough to
just pick up the phone and just say,
‘you’re not on-call but I need you to
come and do this for me’.
E161/60/ Em … and I think, that’s …
this is specific example of time in
[Type 1] area. I’ve done [number of]
years of clinical practice. I worked in
lots of departments and that’s … I
think always been a problem for me
… and other people, I assume. That
when you move between
departments and suddenly you’re
the new guy, you don’t know what
really is going on. Those things …
actually accessing the right help, at
the right time and from the right
person is the struggle.
E161/61/ And a few weeks later
once you have worked out where
you sit and where everyone else sits
… it’s really easy. But that initial
month or so when you’re finding
your feet and everyone else kind of
assessing you em … can be really
tough because it is the time when
you know the least about what
you’re doing, the new specialty. And
also when you, actually have the
least access to the people that do
know because you don’t know them
professionally or personally.
E161/62/ Em … and so that is
something I find, I am about to start
a new job next week and I am
terrified em … about going through

E161 stated that when you get more
experience and grown a bit more
confidence. You maybe scrub those
rules out and say, ‘well that doesn’t
matter … and I will just do what I
need to do’.
E161 stated that but he thinks you
start in a new place and you don’t
know anyone. So the kind of
hierarchy maybe feels more daunting
or maybe more fixed and rigid.
E161 stated so definitely what he
perceived at that time to be the rules
were stopping him from probably
escalating and making more of a fuss
at the time.
E161 reflects that now a [period of
time] later … looking back. That was,
he should probably have just phoned
up another consultant. Even if
everyone else … even if those … the
guys that were on-call in theatre.
There was someone E161 could have
phoned. Rather than the kind of
helplessness E161 was feeling. E161
could have probably spoken to
someone. But at the time E161
didn’t feel empowered enough to
just pick up the phone and just say,
‘you’re not on-call but I need you to
come and do this for me’.
E161 reflects, that’s, this is specific
example of time in [Type 1] area.
E161 has done [number of] years of
clinical practice. E161 worked in lots
of departments and that’s … E161
thinks always been a problem for
him … and other people, he assumes.
That when you move between
departments and suddenly you’re
the new guy, you don’t know what
really is going on. Those things …
actually accessing the right help, at
the right time and from the right
person is the struggle.
E161 stated and a few weeks later
once you have worked out where he
sits and where everyone else sits …
it’s really easy. But that initial month
or so when you’re finding your feet
and everyone else kind of assessing
you, E161 feels that it can be really
tough because it is the time when
you know the least about what
you’re doing, the new specialty and
also when you, actually have the
least access to the people that do
know because you don’t know them
professionally or personally.
E161 reports and so that is
something E161 finds, E161 is about
to start a new job next week and he’s
terrified about going through that all
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E161 described he felt that hierarchy
was fixed and that his help-seeking
should follow chain of command.
E161 described he felt compelled to
seek help from the registrar first
before going onto the consultant in
this situation.
E161 described he felt that only with
more experience could he put
aspects of the clinical training
environment like rules, norms and
expectations into perspective.
E161 understood that not knowing
anyone in your environment means
you are ultimately seeking help from
strangers that you don’t know or
trust and this could be difficult.
E161 described he felt that without
explicit explanation of how helpseeking should be carried out, the
hierarchy dominated and felt very
restrictive.
E161 reported to have gained a
broader perspective of his helpseeking through further examination
of his experience. E161 described he
felt in retrospect that he should have
just sought help from any consultant
on-call. E161 understood in reality
he didn’t have the knowledge then
that he has now. Seeking help from
another consultant altogether would
have needed authorisation.

E161 described starting in a new
working environment brought the
uncertainty of who you were seeking
help from, what skills they had and
what their reaction would be to your
help-seeking to the fore.

E161 described that once he had
built relationships and had people to
trust he felt less exposed and
overwhelmed by all the uncertainty.
E161 described he felt others would
judge him harshly for seeking help
and not take into account that he
was new.

E161 described a repeating cycle of
intense vulnerability when he starts
working in a new environment. E161

that all again. Em … so and I don’t
know if I answered your question.
E161/63/ Tell me how you felt? How
[that] affected your help-seeking?
Ya, ya well … I think. I went home
that night and had a little [upset].
But I do that a lot really (laughs). Em
… chatted it, my [family relation is] a
doctor and we chatted it through
together and things. And I [said off
record] that my [name] – my
[relation] has a very different style of
… than me practicing and he
probably would have just coped and
kept the patient and not really made
a fuss until the other people were
out of theatre. He would have been,
“they’re here, their fine. I’m not
going to stress”.
E161/64/ But that is just not my
personality and that is just not who I
… who I am ever going to be. And so
part of reflection is talking to other
people, finding what they would
have done. And working out if it is
what you can do because a lot of our
own personality traits affect the way
we can make decisions.
E161/65/ And I am never going to be
someone who can sit back and say,
‘aw, it will probably be fine’ because
I’m thinking about that five percent
chance that it’s going to go really
wrong.
E161/66/ So you reflect on the
event. And this event, I’ve thought
about a lot. And it has caused a lot
of sleepless nights and things. I
didn’t want to go back to work the
next day.
E161/67/ Em … but what I kind of
took from it by talking through it
with other people. I took – you know
– I took a sense of – you know –
actually you weren’t helpless
because you had made a clinical
diagnosis, you’d done the
appropriate steps, you’d made the
patient safe.
E161/68/ And then the bit … was the
problem, was actually someone
else’s problem. It was the help bit
that was the issue. So you take away
the blame you kind of assigned to
yourself and say this is someone
else’s issue and then … it’s … how do
you then stop that happening again?
Which was your question I suppose.
E161/69/ How do you empower
yourself the next time this happens?
Em … and I don’t know whether this
event has empowered me
particularly or is it having done an
extra [time] of practice. You grow in
that confidence and you’re
reassured by the fact that you’re not
sort of killing people (laughs).
E161/70/ Or you start to think,
actually now I do trust myself and …

again. So and E161 doesn’t know if
he answered [the interviewer’s]
question.
The interviewer departs from
description to ask how he felt. E161
stated ya, ya well … E161 thinks.
E161 went home that night and had
a little [upset]. But E161 does that a
lot really (laughs). Chatted it, his
[family relation is] a doctor and they
chatted it through together and
things. And as E161 [said off record]
that his [name] – his [relation] has a
very different style of … than his
practicing and he probably would
have just coped and kept the patient
and not really made a fuss until the
other people were out of theatre.
He would have been, “they’re here,
their fine. I’m not going to stress”.
E161 stated that it is just not his
personality and that is just not who
he … who E161 is ever going to be.
And so part of reflection is talking to
other people, finding what they
would have done. And working out if
it is what he can do because a lot of
our own personality traits affect the
way they can make decisions.
E161 stated he is never going to be
someone who can sit back and say,
‘aw it will probably be fine’. Because
he is always thinking about that five
percent chance that it’s going to go
really wrong.
E161 reflected on the event. And
this event, E161 has thought about a
lot. And it has caused a lot of
sleepless nights and things. E161
didn’t want to go back to work the
next day.
E161 stated … but what he kind of
took from it by talking through it
with other people. E161 took – you
know – E161 took a sense of – you
know – actually he wasn’t helpless
because he had made a clinical
diagnosis, he’d done the appropriate
steps and he’d made the patient
safe.
E161 stated that then the bit … was
the problem, was actually someone
else’s problem. It was the help bit
that was the issue. So you take away
the blame you kind of assigned to
yourself and say this is someone
else’s issue and then … it’s … how
does he then stop that happening
again? Which was your question
E161 supposes.
E161 stated he doesn’t know
whether this event has empowered
him particularly or is it having done
an extra [time] of practice. You grow
in that confidence and you’re
reassured by the fact that you’re not
sort of killing people (laughs).
E161 makes meaning through
describing his experience. E161
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doesn’t feel safe to seek help from
those around him.
E161 continues pre-reflectively that
he became very emotional after his
shift ended. E161 compared his
help-seeking to that of another
doctor after the experience. E161
described he felt that their attitude
and coping strategies were too
different from his own and that
adopting their help-seeking strategy
wouldn’t be possible.

E161 described trying to understand
what made him different from
others who would have waited for
help to arrive instead of actively
seeking out help for a patients
whose condition was serious.

E161 described he felt that he was
focussed on what could go wrong
with the patient. E161 described he
felt that any sense of risk that
patient was sick was converted into
an equivalent need to get help
sooner than later.
E161 described a process of coming
to terms with his actions and
inactions to further his development
through this help –seeking
experience.
Through reflection, E161 realised
that he had the patients’ best
intentions, he had clinically
completed the steps that a junior
doctor would have been expected to
have performed and he never
stopped searching for help.
E161 described he felt that he
cannot blame himself for a system
that does not explicitly explain the
help-seeking rules nor provides the
resources to gain easy access to help
when sought.

E161 described that it took time to
prove to himself that he was capable
of providing high quality healthcare
and was worth listening to when he
felt a patient was sick.

E161 described he felt that he would
have to defend his decisions to seek

and I’m probably right here. So if I
am going to make a fuss I’m
prepared to back myself up. And
maybe that’s it … maybe that’s the
crux isn’t it? If I’m going to scream
and shout and say, ‘no, I need your
help’. I have enough confidence now
to say – you know – if they say,
“you’re being ridiculous!”, ‘No I’m
not!’ And this is the reason why
E161 is not! And be prepared that if
this person still continues, that
you’re going to say, that you’re
wrong. Or I am happy enough in my
decision-making that I think you’re
wrong. Em … ya so I guess it’s that.

stated that you start to think actually
now E161 does trust himself and …
and E161 is probably right here. So if
E161 is going to make a fuss he is
prepared to back himself up. And
maybe that’s it … maybe that’s the
crux isn’t it? If E161 is going to
scream and shout and say, ‘no, I
need your help’. E161 has enough
confidence now to say – you know –
if they say, “you’re being
ridiculous!”, ‘No I’m not!’ And this is
the reason why E161 is not! And be
prepared that if this person still
continues, that you’re going to say,
that you’re wrong. Or E161 is happy
enough in his decision-making that
E161 thinks you’re wrong. Ya so
E161 guess it’s that.
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help in the future. Backing himself
up with evidence that the problem
he has sought help for was a genuine
problem.

E171’s transformed data
Experience from E171’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E171’s
language

E171/1/ So ya, reiterating again
(long pause) that all apart for this
one, my help-seeking experiences
have been fabulous. And I’ve never
felt at all that I’ve needed … that I’ve
been left hanging.
E171/2/ The one time that I have,
which has stuck in my head.

So ya, reiterating again (long pause)
that all apart for this one, his helpseeking experiences have been
fabulous. And he’d never felt at all
that he’d needed … that he’d been
left hanging.
E171 stated the one time that E171
has which has stuck in his head.

E171/3/ I was on nights a couple of
months ago. Ya, a couple of months
ago … I was on nights covering one
of the [areas]. Covering a number of
different specialties [names them].

E171 stated he was on nights a
couple of months ago. Ya, a couple
of months ago … E171 was on nights
covering one of the [areas].
Covering a number of different
specialties, [names them].
E171 expresses that so a whole heap
of people who aren’t normally on his
… aren’t normally patients that he’s
aware of because you are covering –
whatever emergencies – or
whatever – fluid orders – or
whatever – that comes up during the
night.
E171 stated it was probably 2am and
in the middle of a Friday or Saturday
night. So E171 had been on nights
for at least for five nights in a row
before then. So where you get to
the very slump of … E171 exhausted
and this is all horrible.
E171 stated that it was getting to a
weekend where things fall through
the cracks because it is a weekend
and it’s … you’re short staffed and
it’s often not normal teams.
E171 stated that having a number of
[Type 1] patients who had various
worrying things … trying to deal with
them. Which is fine. Which is
exciting and E171 quite likes that
about nights. That you actually get
to make clinical decisions, opposed
to doing paper work and things.
E171 stated that it was a patient
who’d been transferred from [name
hospital] a couple of days ago.
[Name of hospital] had it as a
[specific] patient. But it was more of
a … really unidentifiable … what was
wrong with him. And he ended up in
[specific ward] rather than
necessarily being this one thing that
we could fix.
E171 stated that there had been a
few things missed. It was still in the
transfers and what not. And it was
still very undifferentiated as what
we were doing.
E171 stated that the nurses were
starting to get worried about it
because he [was distressed] more
and his [location on body] is tight
and painful.

E171/4/ So a whole heap of people
who aren’t normally on my … aren’t
normally patients that I’m aware of
because you are covering –
whatever emergencies – or
whatever – fluid orders – or
whatever – that comes up during the
night.
E171/5/ It was probably 2am and in
the middle of a Friday or Saturday
night. So I’d been on nights for at
least for five nights in a row before
then. So where you get to the very
slump of … I’m exhausted and this is
all horrible.
E171/6/ And getting to a weekend
where things fall through the cracks
because it is a weekend and it’s …
you’re short staffed and it’s often
not normal teams.
E171/7/ Having a number of [Type 1]
patients who had various worrying
things … trying to deal with them.
Which is fine. Which is exciting and I
quite like that about nights. That you
actually get to make clinical
decisions, opposed to doing paper
work and things.
E171/8/ But it was a patient who’d
been transferred from [name
hospital] a couple of days ago.
[Name of hospital] had it as a
[specific] patient. But it was more of
a … really unidentifiable … what was
wrong with him. And he ended up in
[specific ward] rather than
necessarily being this one thing that
we could fix.
E171/9/ And there had been a few
things missed. It was still in the
transfers and what not. And it was
still very undifferentiated as what
we were doing.
E171/10/ The nurses were starting
to get worried about it because he
[was distressed] more and his
[location on body] is tight and
painful.
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Transformations

E171 described that help-seeking was
a routine activity that he was familiar
with. E171 felt that this experience
was the first time he had difficulty
seeking help for a patient.
E171 described that this help-seeking
experience left a lasting impression
on him.
E171 described that on that
particular night shift, his
responsibilities were distributed over
a number of different clinical areas.
E171 described being responsible for
patients that he had no prior
relationship with or where he knew
their clinical history.

E171 described he felt exhausted
from a roster of nights and found his
current workload draining.

E171 described being left to deal
with the patient problems that had
not been resolved throughout the
day, without the necessary resources
available.
E171 understood that night shift
afforded him the freedom to escape
the usual mundane junior doctor
tasks. It allowed him to conduct his
own independent clinical decision
making.
E171 understood that the patient’s
condition had perplexed the day staff
and it was currently undifferentiated
when he started his shift that night.

E171 described he felt that no clear
management plan on how to treat
the patient had been documented
and this left him with uncertainty.
E171 described how the worry of the
nurses alerted him, and compounded
his own worry about the patient’s
worsening condition.

E171/11/ I’ve never seen this man
before but … that looks bad. [He]
looks bad. I know that X and X have
happened … are going on in his
[body] but has something changed?

E171 stated he has never seen this
man before but … that looks bad.
[He] looks bad. I know that X and X
have happened … are going on in his
[body] but has something changed?

E171/12/ Call the [Type 1] registrar
who is not on-site overnight but is
perfectly happy to be woken up and
is a nice dude that I get on with. Say,
‘hey look, I’d really like to get a [test]
on this man. Just wanted to know
what’s happening? What do you
think?’ “Yup that sounds totally
reasonable, please do. Thanks for
letting me know”. ‘Excellent’.
E171/13/ Call the [Type 2] reg. Who
is also on-call and who is also not onsite. The [Type 2] reg says, “look
with all due respect, you’re just [a
junior doctor] and I want a [Type 1]
registrar to lay hands on this patient
before I will come and do a [test] on
this patient”.
E171/14/ This is 2am and they get a
huge amount of money to be
brought back in. I said, ‘fine, I will
see what I can do’.

E171 called the [Type 1] registrar
who is not on-site overnight but is
perfectly happy to be woken up and
is a nice dude that E171 gets on
with. Say, ‘hey look, I’d really like to
get a [test] on this man. Just wanted
to know what’s happening? What
do you think?’ “Yup that sounds
totally reasonable, please do. Thanks
for letting me know”. ‘Excellent’.
E171 stated he called the [Type 2]
reg. Who is also on-call and who is
also not on-site. The [Type 2] reg
says, “look with all due respect,
you’re just [junior doctor] and I want
a [Type 1] registrar to lay hands on
this patient before I will come and
do a [test] on this patient”.
E171 reported that this is 2 am and
they get a huge amount of money to
be brought back in. E171 said ‘fine, I
will see what I can do’.

E171/15/ Don’t bother calling the
[Type 1] registrar because there is
always a [Type 3] reg on-site, if you
need it.

E171 stated that he doesn’t bother
calling the [Type 1] registrar because
there is always a [Type 3] reg on-site,
if you need it.

E171/16/ And most of the time they
… whatever reg … like. You’ve been
on nights and something will happen
with a patient medically and you’ll
call the [Type 4] reg and the [Type 4]
reg is amazing and they will come
and help you deal with the slightly
more complicated things that you
don’t feel comfortable dealing with
because they are there.
E171/17/ Call the [Type 3] reg –
point blank – refuses to come. “Nah,
not my patient, [Type 1] area. You
have to call the [Type 1] reg in”. ‘I’m
like seriously?’

E171 reported most of the time they
… whatever reg … like. You’ve been
on nights and something will happen
with a patient [clinically] and you’ll
call the [Type 4] reg and the [Type 4]
reg is amazing and they will come
and help you deal with the slightly
more complicated things that you
don’t feel comfortable dealing with
because they are there.
E171 stated called the [Type 3] reg –
point blank – refuses to come. “Nah,
not my patient, [Type 1] area. You
have to call the [Type 1] reg in”. ‘I’m
like seriously?’

E171/18/ And he’d done something
similar the night before with
someone else who I’d just ended up
calling [Type 1] area and we dealt
with it.
E171/19/ Call [Type 3] registrar, “I’m
not coming, not my patient”. I tried
to say, ‘seriously, I just … all I need is
someone to lay hands on this patient
and I can get him seen to. That’s all I
need, it will take you two minutes,
please’. “Nah, nah, nah, nah NAH!”
(explosion sound from lips).

E171 stated the doctor had done
something similar the night before
with someone else who E171 just
ended up calling [Type 1] area and
we dealt with it.
E171 stated he called [Type 3]
registrar, “I’m not coming, not my
patient”. I tried to say, ‘seriously, I
just … all I need is someone to lay
hands on this patient and I can get
him seen to. That’s all I need, it will
take you two minutes, please’. “Nah,
nah, nah, nah NAH!” (Explosion
sound from lips).
The interviewer asked if the registrar
hung-up on E171? E171 stated ya,

E171/20/ Did he hang up on you? Ya,
well basically after cutting me up a
number of times (laughs).
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E171 described how difficult it is to
recognise change in a new patient,
when you are examining the patient
for the very first time. E171
described having to balance what
others you trust are telling you is
happening with the patient against
what information you know already.
E171 understood that there was a
strong enough professional
relationship between himself and the
senior doctor on-call to predict that
there would be no consequences to
waking this senior doctor up to
consult with him about his patient.

E171 described that the second
registrar that he called to conduct
the test on the patient did not trust
his clinical assessment and ordered
him to get a second opinion before
he would support his help-seeking.
E171 understood that he was not
asking for a favour from the registrar
that as part of their paid work the
registrar would be compensated for
the support they provided.
E171 understood that his
professional relationship with the
first registrar did not extend to
coming in from home to assist him
therefore he needed to find an
alternative [Type 3] registrar that was
on-site to complete the task.
E171 described the professional
conduct of the colleagues is usually
more in line with what he would
expect for a profession that is caring
for sick patients.

E171 described being shocked by the
doctor’s refusal to provide any
support. E171 described this refusal
surprised him, but didn’t undermine
his underlying belief that most
registrars do the right thing when
he’s sought help.
E171 remembered that he had had a
similar help-seeking experience with
this senior doctor the night before
that ended in the same way – him
refusing to support his help-seeking.
E171 described that the senior
doctor was adamant that this request
for help was not part of his role
responsibilities and he directed his
elsewhere to seek help.

E171 described he felt that the
doctor verbally abused him for
seeking help. E171 described he felt

well basically after cutting me up a
number of times (laughs).
E171/21/ So I am sitting at the front
desk at this stage and everyone just
been, not my problem, not my
problem, not my problem.
E171/22/ I hung up the phone and
I’m just steaming on – you know –
on days five or six of nights.

E171 stated he was sitting at the
front desk at this stage and everyone
just been, not my problem, not my
problem, not my problem.
E171 stated je hung up the phone
and he was just steaming on – you
know – on days five or six of nights.

E171/23/ No one bloody getting up
to do anything. And I’m getting to
my … I get frustrated and exhausted
… nearly crying stage. The closest
I’ve bloody been. ‘Someone please,
I’m worried!’

E171 stated that no one bloody
getting up to do anything. And E171
is getting to his … E171 is getting
frustrated and exhausted … nearly
crying stage. The closest he’s bloody
been. ‘Someone please, I’m
worried!’

E171/24/ And the nurses say, “hey
do you want us to call a MET?” I’m
like, ‘aw … not really because this is
all … he’s not yet worrying enough,
he just needs more investigations’.

E171 stated the nurses say, “hey do
you want us to call a MET?” E171 is
like, ‘aw … not really because this is
all … he’s not yet worrying enough,
he just needs more investigations’.

E171/25/ So leave it … do a couple
more tests. Leave him for a bit.
While I am still dealing with these
other vaguely [difficult] patients that
are doing things.

E171 stated so leave it … do a couple
more tests. Leave him for a bit.
While I am still dealing with these
other vaguely [difficult] patients that
are doing things.

E171/26/ Can’t call the [Type 4] reg
because the [Type 4] reg isn’t a
[Type 3] reg and the [Type 2] reg
won’t, anyway.

E171 stated can’t call the [Type 4]
reg because the [Type 4] reg isn’t a
[Type 3] reg and the [Type 2] reg
won’t, anyway.

E171/27/ As I am trying to work out
what the hell to do next. Fifteen to
twenty minutes later the [Type 2]
reg calls back and says, “I’m coming
in for something else anyway, I’ll just
do it” (laugh).
E171/28/ So (big inhale) so it got
done.

E171 state as he was trying to work
out what the hell to do next. Fifteen
to twenty minutes later the [Type 2]
reg calls back and says, “I’m coming
in for something else anyway, I’ll just
do it”. (laugh).
E171 stated so (big inhale), so it got
done.

E171/29/ It turned out that there
was nothing acute happening
anyway.

E171 stated that it turned out that
there was nothing acute happening
anyway.

E171/30/ But it was just one of those
hideously frustrating … come on …
show some damn collegiality and
just …“Nah”.
E171/31/ Okay take me back to
nurse, when you were at the desk.
How did that interaction begin? They
… so the nurse that wanted to call
the MET? (Shook head to indicate
yes). Ah … they … so the ward that I
was on was my home ward,
although it wasn’t one of my home
patients. The nurses there are very,
very good. So I had been working
with them all night … all week.
Which is another wonderful thing of

E171 stated that it was just one of
those hideously frustrating … come
on … show some damn collegiality
and just …“Nah”.
The interviewer asked how the
interaction between E171 and the
nurse started. E171 stated ah … the
nurses … so the ward that E171 was
on was his home ward, although it
wasn’t one of his home patients.
The nurses there are very, very
good. So E171 had been working
with them all night … all week.
Which is another wonderful thing of
nights … is the small team that is
actually there.
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it was within this doctor’s
professional role to support his helpseeking.
E171 described he felt infuriated with
his medical colleagues who were not
owning the care of the patient.
E171 described that he was
exhausted and that this made him
less able to control his emotions and
cope with being refused help-seeking
support.
E171 described he felt frustrated at
not being able to advance the plan he
had made with the first doctor he
sought help. E171 understood he
would have to call them back and ask
them to come in. E171 felt this was
going to make him look really bad in
front of this doctor which he
respected.
E171 was provided help-seeking
support from the nursing staff. E171
was thankful this support. E171
reported however, did not take them
up on their suggestion to gain
attention for the patient by calling
the medical emergency team.
E171 decided to not seek any further
support. E171 described attending
other patients while he thought of an
alternative way of seeking help, that
didn’t involve calling the first doctor
back in.
E171 understood that he was in a
hopeless situation where the helpseeking procedure lead to the same
people that were refusing to help, or
it was known that they did not come
in at night.
E171 described was surprised when
the second doctor he sought help
from, called him aback and offered to
support his help-seeking.
E171 described he felt a sense of
relief that the original plan that he
and the doctor agreed on could be
carried on without him having to
bother the registrar at home again.
E171 described the tests did not
determine any underlying reason for
the patient’s condition. E171
understood that he was justified to
seek help to determine this.
E171 described he felt strongly that
his fellow doctors failed to support
him when he specifically asked for
help.
E171 described that he had a strong,
trusting relationship with the nurses
that were on his home ward. This
made his work-life and work-load
much more fulfilling and easier.

nights … is the small team that is
actually there.
E171/32/ So they’d been the ones.
He’d … this is the [senior nurse] and
he’d said, “look I’m worried about
this patient … will you deal with it
because I think X is going on”.
E171/33/ So this was him … getting
very … just being pure wonderful.
And being very defensive on my
behalf and on the patient’s behalf.
And trying to get something done,
“Do you want to call the MET?”
E171/34/ And it was … I don’t think
anyone of us thought that it was at
the stage where we thought it was
appropriate response. But he
obviously thought it was. The
appropriate response to get
somebody to bloody do something
because (laughs) (long pause) ya.
E171/35/ What about when the
[Type 2] reg, did come in. Tell me
how that transpired? Well that was
really, that is how it transpired. It
was nice of him to call me back and
let me know that was happening.

E171/37/ Did you talk to the reg
after the patient had gone and had
the procedure? The [Type 2] reg?
No. Em … the [Type 3] reg actually …
a couple of hours ago came and
talked to me (long pause) he paged
me when I was up on the [another]
ward and said, “Look can I come talk
to you about this patient that you
called me about earlier?”
E171/38/ And I wasn’t feeling
comfortable talking with him
without the other nurses and things
around … who’d been there. So I
said that’s fine, ‘I’ll meet you on
[number of ward]’.

So they’d been the ones. He’d…this
is the [senior nurse] and he’d said,
“look I’m worried about this patient
… will you deal with it because I
think X is going on”.
So this was him … getting very … just
being pure wonderful. And being
very defensive on E171’s behalf and
on the patient’s behalf. And trying
to get something done, “Do you
want to call the MET?”
And it was … E171 doesn’t think
anyone of us thought that it was at
the stage where we thought it was
appropriate response. But he
obviously thought it was. The
appropriate response to get
somebody to bloody do something
because (laughs) (long pause) ya.
The interviewer asked what
happened when the [Type 2]
registrar came in? E171 stated that
well that was really, that is how it
transpired. It was nice of him to call
me back and let me know that was
happening.
The interviewer asked where E171
was, when the registrar came in?
E171 stated that he wouldn’t have
been at the bedside. E171 thinks he
would have still been on that ward
because everyone…that was the
ward because they come in runs of X
ward will be issued one night. E171
wouldn’t have been at the bedside
because he wasn’t bad enough that
he needed constant attention
because if he had then, we would
have just hit the button. But he was
in that – if we leave it and something
nasty is going on, then by the
morning it will be far too late
(nervous laugh).
The interviewer clarifies if E171 had
any further interactions the [Type 2]
reg? No. E171 stated the [Type 3]
reg actually … a couple of hours ago
came and talked to E171 (long
pause) he paged me when E171 was
up on the [another] ward and said,
“Look can I come talk to you about
this patient that you called me about
earlier?”
E171 stated he wasn’t feeling
comfortable talking with him
without the other nurses and things
around … who’d been there. So
E171 said that’s fine, ‘I’ll would meet
you on [number of ward]’.

E171/39/ Met him on that ward and
he (long pause) kind-of apologised …
whilst also telling me, “It wasn’t his
problem” (laughs). But he turned
up, so (laughs). And so did they talk
about the clinical aspects of it? No
(laughs). No, he said, “When you
called, I was in a trauma code and
also that isn’t my patient” (laughs).

E171 stated he met the doctor on
that ward and he (long pause) kindof apologised … whilst also telling
E171, “It wasn’t his problem”
(laughs). But he turned up, so
(laughs). The interviewer asked if the
clinical aspects of the case were
discussed. E171 stated No (laughs).
No, he said, “When you called, I was

E171/36/ Were you at the bedside
when he came in? I wouldn’t have
been at the bedside. I think I would
have still been on that ward because
everyone … that was the ward
because they come in runs of X ward
will be issued one night. I wouldn’t
have been at the bedside because he
wasn’t bad enough that he needed
constant attention because if he had
then, we would have just hit the
button. But he was in that – if we
leave it and something nasty is going
on, then by the morning it will be far
too late (nervous laugh).
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E171 described he trusted the senior
nurses’ instincts and expertise. E171
understood that he needed to listen
to the senior nurse as they felt the
patient was deteriorating.
E171 described he felt that the senior
nurse was providing a range of
options to him to ensure helpseeking was successful.
E171 described he felt the nursing
staff were supporting him, even
though their suggestion was not the
right response for the situation.

E171 described he harboured no ill
will against the doctor that
reconsidered their decision to
support E171 with the patient.

E171 described he felt that the
patient was not at risk of
deteriorating quickly. E171 described
he got on with his other duties while
he mulled over his options to seek
help further. E171 felt if the patient
was at risk of deteriorating quickly,
he would have not hesitated to
seeking help from the emergency
management team, by-passing the
other doctors

E171 described that he didn’t speak
to anyone in the medical hierarchy
about the trouble he had helpseeking except the doctor that had
been rude to him.

E171 described he felt unsafe
speaking to this doctor without the
other nurses around him for support.
E171 suggestion that he meet him on
his home ward were he could have
his team support him, if the doctors
plan was reprimand him more for
seeking help.
E171 described he felt that the
registrar was not there to apologise
for their behaviour but to criticise his
decision to seek help from him.

E171/40/ That is their job being a
[doctor], isn’t it? Well technical
overnight, no the [Type 3] registrar
covers, [name of areas].

in a trauma code and also that isn’t
my patient” (laughs).
The interviewer asked that is their
job being a [doctor], isn’t it? E171
stated well technical overnight, no
the [Type 3] registrar covers, [name
of areas].

E171/41/ But if you need something
for the [Type 1] area then you call
the [Type 1] reg. But they don’t
come in and that is kind of
understood.
E171/42/ And if you … the [Type 4]
reg will definitely come and help for
any patient in the entire hospital
because that’s … kind of … their job.

E171 stated if you need something
for the [Type 1] area then you call
the [Type 1] reg. But they don’t
come in and that is kind of
understood.
E171 stated the [Type 4] reg will
definitely come and help for any
patient in the entire hospital
because that’s … kind of … their job

E171/43/ Anyway, it’s only been that
particular registrar that I’ve had
issues with. He’s just mentally
flagged on the registrar’s that I don’t
like list (laughs).
E177/44/ Tell me, did you have any
interaction with the patient
throughout that whole experience?
Ya. Do you just want to give a little
bit of what they knew was going on?
So he was bloody worried (soft
voice). And that was one of the …
that was one of the things that was
making us more worried. Was that,
he was saying that, “I don’t feel
right”.
E171/45/ And you can be reassuring
but you can only be so reassuring …
when you yourself don’t know
what’s going on. So em … What did
you say to him? I don’t remember. I
would have said something along
the lines of look, (long pause) ‘I think
we need to do some more [tests] to
double check that there is nothing
serious going on now … that we
need to deal with now’. That
conversation happened but I don’t
remember what I would have said.

E171 stated it’s only been that
particular doctor that E171 has had
issues with. He’s just mentally
flagged on the registrar’s that E171
doesn’t like list (laughs).
The interviewer asked what
interactions did E171 had with the
patient. E171 stated so he was
bloody worried (soft voice). And
that was one of the … that was one
of the things that was making us
more worried. Was that, he was
saying that, “I don’t feel right”.

E171/46/ Tell me how you felt? How
[that] affected your help-seeking? I
don’t know … I don’t know whether
it has. I think because this is such an
abnormal experience I’ve had
compared to every other single …
other help-seeking experience. I
don’t think it has affected it, other
than to have obviously have … been
something that which really annoyed
me at the time.
E171/47/ I don’t think there would
have been anything I would have
changed. And I don’t think it has
changed the way that I deal with
seeking help. And … and since then
… I mean you do have patients that
you [are] worried about on a fairly

E171 stated and you can be
reassuring but you can only be so
reassuring … when you yourself
don’t know what’s going on. So …
What did you say to him? E171
doesn’t remember. E171 felt he
would have said something along
the lines of look, (long pause) ‘I think
we need to do some more [tests] to
double check that there is nothing
serious going on now … that we
need to deal with now’. That
conversation happened but E171
doesn’t remember what he would
have said exactly.
The interviewer departs from
description to ask how they felt
about the experience. E171 stated
that he doesn’t know … he doesn’t
know whether it has. E171 thinks
because this is such an abnormal
experience E171 had compared to
every other single … other helpseeking experience. E171 doesn’t
think it has affected it, other than to
have obviously have … been
something that which really annoyed
me at the time.
E171 stated he doesn’t think there
would have been anything E171
would have changed. And E171
doesn’t think it has changed the way
that he deals with seeking help. And
… and since then … E171 has had
patients that he has worried about
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E171 understood that it was
technically not the responsibility of
this senior doctor to field helpseeking calls for this type of patient,
but there was no other alternative,
as the on-call doctor did not come in
from home at night.
E171 understood he had to make up
his own help-seeking procedures at
night as the protocols were not
followed by other senior doctors.
E171 described that it should not
have to be in senior doctor’s job
description that they would provide
help when help was sought for a
particular patient. Instead every
time a junior doctors seeks help it
represents a patient needing help.
E171 understood that this doctor’s
unprofessionalism and lack of loyalty
to his fellow colleagues was good
indication that he was someone not
to call and to avoid.
E171 described he relied on the
patient and nurse’s assessment that
condition had changed and
deteriorated. E171 felt this change in
the patient’s condition warranted
having these investigations
completed before morning.

E171 understood that the only
reassurance that he could give the
patient was he was actively seeking
help to address this complaint.

E171 reflected that this experience
annoyed him and he was shocked at
the behaviour of the registrar in the
clinical setting but that it hasn’t
discouraged him from seeking help in
the future.

E171 reflected that after having this
experience he has coped and moved
on. Not letting it change helpseeking tactics. E171 felt it is the
right thing to do when a patient
needed help.

regular basis and I haven’t had any
other problems with getting help.

on a fairly regular basis and he
hasn’t had any other problems with
getting help

E181’s transformed data
Experience from E181’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E181’s
language

E181/1/ Em (long pause) all the
stories seem to be bad, don’t they,
huh?

E181 stated (long pause) all the
stories seem to be bad, don’t they,
huh?

E181/2/ When I was an [junior
doctor] which was [number] years
ago, and this was not in this hospital
and not in this state. Different state,
different hospital.

When E181 was an [junior doctor]
which was [number] years ago, and
this was not in this hospital and not
in this state. Different state,
different hospital.

E181/3/ Em … we had a … it’s always
very similar that help-seeking can be
impeded by relationships between
specialties in the hospital.

E181 reflected we had a … it’s
always very similar that help-seeking
can be impeded by relationships
between specialties in the hospital.

E181/4/ So I think I was an [Area 1]
junior doctor and a patient came in
and was triaged much lower than
what was appropriate as he had [a
serious medical condition].

E181 stated he thinks he was an
[Area 1] junior doctor and a patient
came in and was triaged much lower
than what was appropriate as he had
[a serious medical condition].

E181/5/ And em … we had in that
hospital [number of] beds in the
[Area 1] and [number] bed was
around a corner. And we all used to,
we nicknamed it [name area] …
because if you got put around the
corner no one could see you. And
that was never good because we had
a traditional flight deck model … an
[Area 1] layout there. And generally
speaking people were cognizant of
that and they wouldn’t put people
around there unless they were quite
well.
E181/6/ But in this instance, a
gentleman who was about [age] I
think, had come in with a [medical
condition] and had a background
history of [name disease]. Which
means that they are prone to
[serious event] on and off. And they
probably just thought it was another
episode of that. It was likely to
require a medical admission for
[procedure] and he would go home
in a few days. So he got put around
in bay [number].
E181/7/ And I happened to have a
medical student who was shadowing
me that night even though I was just
an [junior doctor].

E181 stated we had in that hospital
[number of] beds in the [Area 1] and
[number] bed was around a corner.
And we all used to, we nicknamed it
[name area] … because if you got put
around the corner no one could see
you. And that was never good
because we had a traditional flight
deck model … an [Area 1] layout
there. And generally speaking
people were cognizant of that and
they wouldn’t put people around
there unless they were quite well.

E181/8/ And I remember just going
around the corner and seeing [the
patient] and seeing his bed soaked in

E181 stated he remembered just
going around the corner and seeing
[the patient] and seeing his bed

But in this instance, a gentleman
who was about [age] E181 thinks,
had come in with a [medical
condition] and had a background
history of [name disease]. Which
means that they are prone to
[serious event] on and off. And they
probably just thought it was another
episode of that. It was likely to
require a medical admission for
[procedure] and he would go home
in a few days. So he got put around
in bay [number].
And E181 happened to have a
medical student who was shadowing
me that night even though E181 was
just an [junior doctor].
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Transformations

E181 reflected that all the stories
that he had to share of help-seeking
were stories that demonstrated how
difficult it was to access support.
E181 described that this experience
of help-seeking took place in another
place and time when he was just
starting out in the medical profession
he didn’t have the experience he has
now to deal with these situations.
E181 described this help-seeking
experience as one that was impeded
by professional rivalry and division
between medical specialities in the
hospital.
E181 described he assessed the
patient as being much sicker than his
triage level indicated. E171 felt a
mistake had been made triaging this
patient. E171 described he should
have never been assigned this patient
as his experience level did not match
what this patient needed.
E181 understood that certain areas
within the environment he worked in
had less visual supervision or access
to supervision due to their location.

E181 understood that too much
emphasis had been placed on the
patient’s background episodes and
this had jeopardised the patient’s
safety on admission.

E181 described that every decision
he made was being watched by the
medical student. E181 described he
felt compelled to act as an
independent practitioner even
though he was junior himself.
E181 described arriving to assess the
patient to find the patient
deteriorating and the nurse

blood. The floor was soaked in
blood and nurses is frantically just
mopping up blood. And I … I just
knew straight away that was bad
news. It was like your intuition is
that this patient that has been
triaged far too low – by accident –
by the nursing staff that bring them
through the [Area 1].
E181/9/ And he clearly needed
immediate intervention. So we went
to the emergency way of dealing
with a patient [as] opposed to
normal information seeking. Went
to the ABCDEs, getting cannulas in,
getting fluid … resuscitating this man
etc. And I remember saying to the
[Type 1] reg that was on…
181/10/ And oh … I saw him
bleeding and I went over and during
the assessment process, I put my
hand on his [location on body] and it
was [abnormal] and that is always a
bad sign and that is usually a [Type
2] [location of procedure]. And em
… (gets cut off).
E181/11/ Who was around you?
This is in [Area 1] department. So it
was an evening shift, so it must have
been … I think it would have been
about six or seven pm. So you
actually have a crossover of the day
shift and the night shift. So there
was actually a lot of staff around.
And I remember em … but (long
pause) in the particular environment
you worked in [Area 1] teams. That
had two interns, two residents, two
registrars and you would report to
one of the on floor consultants. So
you worked in a team.
E181/12/ But I remember putting
my hands on his [location on body]
and thinking he’s so much more,
sicker than what we think he is. And
I’m worried that he had a
[complication]! And he is bleeding
into his [location on body] and he
has now got [another sign] and now
he is going to have to go [Area 2].
And em … I went to … once I
stabilised him, in terms of putting in
lines and things like that … and
giving him fluid.
E181/13/ I found the registrar
immediately … and said ‘he’s really
sick, I think he is really sick and you
need to see him’. And he was like
“nah, I’m too busy. I can’t come and
see him. You need to ring [Type 2]
area and tell them what you have
found”.
E181/14/ So I rang [Type 2] area and
they like, “oh he has [disease]
therefore the [Type 3] area have to
look after him”. And I was like, ‘yes
he does have [disease] but he has a
[abnormality], it’s a [Type 2
problem] until proven otherwise,
you need to see him’. “No, we’re

soaked in blood. The floor was
soaked in blood and nurses is
frantically just mopping up blood.
And he … he just knew straight away
that was bad news. It was like your
intuition is that this patient that has
been triaged far too low – by
accident – by the nursing staff that
bring them through the [Area 1].
E181 stated he clearly needed
immediate intervention. So we went
to the emergency way of dealing
with a patient [as] opposed to
normal information seeking. Went
to the ABCDEs, getting cannulas in,
getting fluid resuscitating this man
etc. And I remember saying to the
[Type 1] reg that was on…
E181 stated he saw him bleeding
and he went over and during the
assessment process, E181 put his
hand on his [location on body] and it
was [abnormal] and that is always a
bad sign and that is usually a [Type
2] [location of procedure]. And (gets
cut off).
The interviewer asked who was with
the junior doctor in the department.
E181 stated this is in [Area 1]
department. So it was an evening
shift, so it must have been … I think
it would have been about six or
seven pm. So you actually have a
crossover of the day shift and the
night shift. So there was actually a
lot of staff around. And E181
remembers but (long pause) in the
particular environment you worked
in [Area 1] teams. That had two
interns, two residents, two registrars
and you would report to one of the
on floor consultants. So you worked
in a team.
E181 stated he remembers putting
his hands on his [location on body]
and thinking he’s so much more,
sicker than what we think he is. And
I’m worried that he had a
[complication]! And he is bleeding
into his [location on body] and he
has now got [another sign] and now
he is going to have to go [Area 2].
And I went to … once I stabilised
him, in terms of putting in lines and
things like that … and giving him
fluid.
E181 stated he found the registrar
immediately … and said ‘he’s really
sick, I think he is really sick and you
need to see him’. And he was like
“nah, I’m too busy. I can’t come and
see him. You need to ring [Type 2]
area and tell them what you have
found”.
E181 stated so he rang [Type 2] area
and they like, ‘oh he has [disease]
therefore the [Type 3] area have to
look after him”. And E181 was like,
‘yes he does have [disease] but he
has a [abnormality], it’s a [Type 2
problem] until proven otherwise,
you need to see him’. “No, we’re
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desperate for help. E181 recognised
immediately that help was needed
from a senior doctor.

E181 described being completely
focused on the patient and seeking
help from the next doctor above him
in the clinical area.

E181 described he discovered a vital
clue to what the patient would need
in terms of treatment while
conducting the assessment on the
patient.

E181 described that there were many
doctors in the environment at the
time of this emergency, but it was
explicit that a junior doctor was to
report to team members in a linear
sequence from the more senior
junior doctors to senior doctors.

E181 described he recognised that
that the patient needed to be
reprioritised. E181 worried about the
patient and their outcome.

E181 described that he sought help
from the doctor above him, but the
doctor had other conflicting priorities
which prevented him from
supporting his help-seeking. E181
was instructed to seek help in
another area.
E181 described that the patient’s
prior medical history made it easy for
others to not take ownership of the
patient’s care.
E181 described he felt the registrar
was rude and dismissive when he
sought help from them and failed to
listen to him about the patient’s
current signs and symptoms.

not coming in its [Type 3] area”. And
I was like (exasperated sound).
E181/15/ And I was a [junior doctor].
I was probably only maybe [short
time] into my career as a doctor …
huh. So you don’t really know that
you can’t argue at that point with a
registrar.
E181/16/ So I hung up and said,
‘now what do I do?’

not coming in its [Type 3] area”. And
E181 was like (Exasperated sound).
E181 stated he was a [junior doctor].
E181 was probably only maybe
[short time] into his career as a
doctor … huh. So you don’t really
know that you can’t argue at that
point with a registrar.
E181 stated he hung up and said,
‘now what do I do?’

E181/17/ So I rang the [Type 3]
registrar and explained the situation,
including the fact that I’d rung the
[Type 2] registrar. And they were
like, “look it is a [Type 2 problem]
and I shouldn’t have to come in, but
I can hear the desperation in your
voice and I will come”. So he came
from home and em … and saw the
patient.
E181/18/ And as he … and all the
while this was happening … the
nurses kept ringing me saying, “he’s
going downhill, he’s going downhill,
he’s going downhill”. So I would just
have to keep on running back to him
to just stabilise him just a bit more.
E181/19/ Just while I was trying to
get someone a little bit more senior
to do something about it, to sort out
the problem.

E181 stated so I rang the [Type 3]
registrar and explained the situation,
including the fact that he’d rung the
[Type 2] registrar. And they were
like, “look it is a [Type 2 problem]
and I shouldn’t have to come in, but
I can hear the desperation in your
voice and I will come”. So he came
from home and and saw the patient.

E181/20/ And em … so as it turns
out the [Type 3] registrar came.
And when he arrived, he literally had
a [emergency event] and started
bleeding everywhere. So the
emergency bells went off in [Area 1].
E181/21/ The [Type 2] registrar had
to come down, who was on-site
(spoken loudly) in-fact, but had
refused to come down. So the [Type
2] registrar came down and my
registrar who had also been refusing
my (laughs) … attempts to get him to
come and see the patient also went
and saw the patient.

E181 stated and so as it turns out
the [Type 3] registrar came. And
when he arrived, he literally had a
[emergency event] and started
bleeding everywhere. So the
emergency bells went off in [Area 1].
E181 stated the [Type 2] registrar
had to come down, who was on-site
(spoken loudly) in-fact, but had
refused to come down. So the [Type
2] registrar came down and his
registrar who had also been refusing
his (laughs) … attempts to get him to
come and see the patient also went
and saw the patient.

E181/22/ So as it turns out, all three
of them were seeing the patient at
the same time. And he had to have
[lines] placed … all the typical things
that happen in [Area 1] … suddenly
had to be placed really quickly.
When they could have happened
hours before. But I kept saying to
people hours before that,
‘something needed to happen …
something needs to happen … this
isn’t as simple as it appears’.
E181/23/ And then the em … [Area
2] bosses became involved as well.
And there was a remediation
process for the [Type 2] registrar
who got in trouble for refusing to …
because the [patient] did go straight
to theatre from [Area 1] for a
[procedure]. So [gets cut off].

E181 stated so as it turns out, all
three of them were seeing the
patient at the same time. And he
had to have [lines] placed … all the
typical things that happen in [Area 1]
… suddenly had to be placed really
quickly. When they could have
happened hours before. But E181
kept saying to people hours before
that, ‘something needed to happen
… something needs to happen … this
isn’t as simple as it appears’.
E181 stated then the [Area 2] bosses
became involved as well. And there
was a remediation process for the
[Type 2] registrar who got in trouble
for refusing to … because the
[patient] did go straight to theatre
from [Area 1] for a [procedure]. So
[gets cut off].

E181 stated all the while this was
happening … the nurses kept ringing
him saying, “he’s going downhill,
he’s going downhill, he’s going
downhill”. So E181 would just have
to keep on running back to him to
just stabilise him just a bit more.
Just while E181 was trying to get
someone a little bit more senior to
do something about it, to sort out
the problem.
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E181 understood that as a junior
doctor he did not have the medical
experience or the position within the
medical hierarchy to challenge a
senior doctor’s refusal to provide
help-seeking support.
E181 experienced a moment where
he didn’t know what his plan was
having been denied help from two
consecutive senior doctors.
E181 decided to seek help from
another doctor in an attempt to find
help for his patient. E181 described
that the next doctor empathised with
his situation and acted in the best
interest of the patient, agreeing to
come from home and help him.

E181 described that he was aware
the nurses were becoming
increasingly concerned that the
patient was not getting the medical
assistance that they so urgently
needed.
E181 understood that he needed to
find someone senior with enough
experience, but not so senior that it
looked like he’d gone over the other
doctor’s head.
E181 understood the nurses could
not wait anymore for help to arrive
and pushed the medical emergency
button to get help.
E181 described he was amused that
everyone that he had sought help
from (and was denied support from),
was forced to come to the bedside
and care for the patient when the
emergency alarm was activated.
E181 described he discovered that
one of the doctors had lied to him,
when he said he was not on-site.
E181 described he felt this exposed
this doctor’s unprofessional
behaviour.
E181 recounted that if the senior
doctors had listened and trusted his
clinical assessment when he first
sought help, the patient wouldn’t be
in the critical situation they are in
now.

E181 described he felt vindicated for
his efforts to seek help for the
patient when the doctor was
reported and reprimanded for
refusing to support his help-seeking.

E181/24/ What happened when all
three of the registrars got into the
room and were there … what was
the conversation? The [Type 3]
registrar said to the other two, “your
[junior doctor] has been trying to tell
you for hours that something was
wrong with this patient. I shouldn’t
even be here but he was scared and
I came”. So he’s like, “this is just
inappropriate!”
E181/25/ And my [Type 1] reg
apologised to me after and said, “I
should have listened to you,
probably from now on we should
have a safe word that you don’t
necessarily need to even explain to
me what is wrong, but if your
intuition is this patient is much
sicker, then you should be able to
say that to me and I will just come
without question”.
E181/26/ Because as it turned out
he really did need to be there and he
should have placed [name of items]
well before that point.

The interviewer asked what
happened in the room. E181 stated
the [Type 3] registrar said to the
other two, “your [junior doctor] has
been trying to tell you for hours that
something was wrong with this
patient. I shouldn’t even be here but
he was scared and I came”. So he’s
like, “this is just inappropriate!”

E181 understood that his senior
supervisors had ignoring the
seriousness of what E181 had
described to them and had not
prioritised their work accordingly,
and this was seen as unprofessional
and unsafe clinical practice.

And E181’s [Type 1] reg apologised
to him after and said, “I should have
listened to you, probably from now
on we should have a safe word that
you don’t necessarily need to even
explain to me what is wrong, but if
your intuition is this patient is much
sicker, then you should be able to
say that to me and I will just come
without question”.

E181 described he was offered an
apology from his more senior
colleague for not trusting his clinical
judgement. E181 was instructed in
the future that he needed to say
more than what was wrong with the
patient he needed a code word.

E181 stated because as it turned out
he really did need to be there and he
should have placed [name of items]
well before that point.

E181/27/ Em … and then I’m not
really sure what happened to the
[Type 2] registrar because his…he
actually had to em … undergo a
review process because of that
event … by his seniors and he was
quite a senior registrar. But there
had been issues with this particular
registrar anyway.
E181/28/ But I guess that was one of
the events that really highlighted the
fact that his (long pause) because all
they were doing is being territorial
about who was going to admit the
patient. The [Type 2] registrars were
saying if I don’t see them and don’t
think there is a problem … then I
don’t have to admit them. And it is
just one more person for me to take
care of and that’s a problem. So
there’s always this inevitable fight
when you’re working in [Area 1] to
get inpatient teams to admit
patients. And they will argue to the
point of ridiculous whether or not
they own that patient.
E181/29/ And now with the four
hour rule being in place in the
[Emergency departments] across
Australia, it really has made that
situation a lot more tense because
you have to move people out
quickly. So – you know – your sort
of I … I would say (long exhale) that
a good proportion of shift in [Area 1]
is spent fighting with other teams in
the hospital to take over care of a
patient from [the area]. And … and
the appropriate team too because a
lot of time the four hour rule is
meant that people are getting
admitted inappropriately to the
wrong teams. So it’s sort of been a
bit dangerous.

E181 stated and then E181 was not
really sure what happened to the
[Type 2] registrar because his … he
actually had to undergo a review
process because of that event … by
his seniors and he was quite a senior
registrar. But there had been issues
with this particular registrar anyway.

E181 described he internally justified
that the apology that he was given
was appropriate, as he had been
refused help for a legitimate
problem.
E181 was indifferent to the doctor’s
predicament as there had been other
issues that lead to this doctor’s
professionalism being exposed.

E181 reflected that it was one of the
events that really highlighted the
fact that his (long pause) because all
they were doing is being territorial
about who was going to admit the
patient. The [Type 2] registrars were
saying if he doesn’t see them and
doesn’t think there is a problem …
then he doesn’t have to admit them.
And it is just one more person for
him to take care of and that’s a
problem. So there’s always this
inevitable fight when you’re working
in [Area 1] to get inpatient teams to
admit patients. And they will argue
to the point of ridiculous whether or
not they own that patient.
E181 provides context to the
experience expressing that now with
the four hour rule being in place in
the [Emergency departments] across
Australia, it really has made that
situation a lot more tense because
you have to move people out
quickly. So – you know – your sort
of E181 … E181 would say (long
exhale) that a good proportion of
shift in [Area 1] is spent fighting with
other teams in the hospital to take
over care of a patient from [the
area]. And … and the appropriate
team too because a lot of time the
four hour rule is meant that people
are getting admitted inappropriately
to the wrong teams. So it’s sort of
been a bit dangerous.
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E181 summarised that there was no
steadfast system that governed who
a patient is admitted under. Instead
admissions were completed through
negotiations with available experts
that have the authority to admit
patients at the point of care. Senior
doctors had the opportunity to
manipulate priorities and make
reasons for not assessing a patient
and this meant that they could
control their workload.

E181 summarised that the policies
that use time critical targets are
doing more damage than good. E181
described he felt that these time
targets degraded relationships
between areas and created unsafe
working conditions that put patients’
lives at risk.

E181/30/ So ya, so I guess in that
case it was just em … I feel like I
asked for help really early in the
piece, but that the people that I
asked for help from weren’t
forthcoming with that help. And it
wasn’t until the patient became
critically unwell that I got it. But up
to that point, I was being forced to
manage somebody that really should
have been already upstairs in [Area
2]
E181/31/ You said that there was
other people in ED at the time, was
the senior consultant there … is
there? [The senior doctor goes]
home at a 10pm … so I think he had
his [emergency event] after 10pm.
So theoretically, I could have
escalated above the level of my
[more experienced junior doctor]
but that is going outside the medical
hierarchy. So – you know – you
really –the reporting structures are
quite clear. The intern reports to
the resident, the resident reports to
the registrar and registrar to the
staff specialist.
E181/32/ So the failure there, wasn’t
my reporting to the registrar. It was
probably the registrar failing to do
something and reporting it to his
senior. And maybe that relates to
his relationship to them and
whether or not he should have
asked for help or if he was senior
enough to manage it himself.
E181/33/ Tell me how you felt? How
[that] affected your help-seeking?
Em … I think probably the remainder
of my shifts in [Area 1] after that
point … I was just really … very em …
aggressive, in making sure that I
handed over patients as EARLY as
possible to the registrars.
E181/34/ So that … and … and said,
that – you know – but this is my …
this is my … I’m worried that it could
be THIS. I’m really worried. And I’ve
done these tests, but I just wanted
to let you know that I have this
patient that is potentially that
unwell.
E181/35/ ‘Just in case something
goes wrong and you need to step in.
So it probably just made me a little
bit more pedantic about making sure
that the right people knew. Because
I think I’m very aware of em (trails
off).
E181/36/ I think … I actually think I
am reasonably, a reasonably good
doctor. But I am also aware of how
junior I am. The fact you … as a
junior doctor … you don’t know
everything and you don’t have the
body of experience to tell when you
don’t know something. So I always
feel if you tell the right people
earlier enough then they can help fill
in those holes in your own
knowledge. So I think probably that.

E181 stated so ya, so E181 guesses in
that case it was just he felt like he
asked for help really early in the
piece, but that the people that he
asked for help from weren’t
forthcoming with that help. And it
wasn’t until the patient became
critically unwell that he got it. But
up to that point, he was being forced
to manage somebody that really
should have been already upstairs in
[Area 2]
The interviewer clarifies who was in
the unit as this experience unfolded?
E181 stated [the senior doctor goes]
home at a 10pm … so he thinks he
had his [emergency event] after
10pm. So theoretically, E181 could
have escalated above the level of his
registrar but that is going outside the
medical hierarchy. So – you know –
you really – the reporting structures
are quite clear. The intern reports to
the resident, the resident reports to
the registrar and registrar to the
staff specialist.

E181 felt that he fulfilled his duties as
a junior doctor by having recognised
the problem and seeking help from a
more senior doctor quickly. E181 felt
that he was ignored by senior
colleagues that were there to
support him. E181 described he felt
he was unfairly forced to care for a
patient that was beyond his skill
level.

E181 stated so the failure there,
wasn’t him reporting to the registrar.
It was probably the registrar failing
to do something and reporting it to
his senior. And maybe that relates
to his relationship to them and
whether or not he should have
asked for help or if he was senior
enough to manage it himself.
The interviewer departs from
description to ask how they felt.
E181 thinks probably the remainder
of his shifts in [Area 1] after that
point … E181 was just really … very
em … aggressive, in making sure that
he handed over patients as EARLY as
possible to the registrars.
E181 stated so that … and … and
said, that – you know – but this is my
… this is my … I’m worried that it
could be THIS. I’m really worried.
And I’ve done these tests, but I just
wanted to let you know that I have
this patient that is potentially that
unwell.
E181 stated, ‘just in case something
goes wrong and you need to step in’.
So it probably just made me a little
bit more pedantic about making sure
that the right people knew. Because
I think I’m very aware of (trails off).

E181 understood that it was not for
him to seek help from the senior
consultants in the department. E181
described he felt other doctors failed
to recognise that they were
struggling to care for patients and
support junior staff.

E181 stated he thinks … E181
actually thinks E181 is a reasonably,
a reasonably good doctor. But he is
also aware of how junior he is. The
fact you … as a junior doctor … you
don’t know everything and you don’t
have the body of experience to tell
when you don’t know something. So
E181 always feels if you tell the right
people earlier enough then they can
help fill in those holes in your own
knowledge. So E181 thinks it’s
probably that.
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E181 described he felt he was
professionally unsafe to go above his
immediate senior. E181 described he
felt he would be regarded as
untrustworthy to break the helpseeking rules dictated by the medical
hierarchy.

E181 reflected that this experience
has made him more aware of the
consequences and the barriers of
seeking help in clinical environment.
E181 described he didn’t take no for
an answer if he felt he needed to
seek help.
E181 reflected that the experience
has made him verbalise his worries
and the risks to the doctor he is
seeking help from.

E181 reflected that the experience
has made him acutely aware of his
surroundings and who is available if
he needs help-seeking support. E181
stated that he needed to advocate
hard on behalf of his patient if he felt
they needed expert care.
E181 reflected that ‘you don’t know
what you don’t know’. Help-seeking
provides opportunities to learn and
fill in the blanks.

E181/37/ I don’t think it is
necessarily (long pause) for me
personally. I don’t see that as a
failing on anything I did … I think it’s
probably a failing at a higher level.

E181 stated he doesn’t think it is
necessarily (long pause) for him
personally. E181 doesn’t see that as
a failing on anything he did … he
thinks it’s probably a failing at a
higher level.

E181/38/ But I could imagine
somebody else at the same level as
me … as a [junior doctor] at that
time … might have taken that
differently and might have thought it
was their fault. Not recognising that
they were just contending with what
are shitty systems. Ya. And
(exaggerated sigh) it might come
down to the fact that I am a
postgraduate medical student that I
had another career and that I am
much more use to dealing with other
people and other people’s politics.
E181/39/ Whereas somebody that is
straight out of school … and straight
out of med school might not have
that ability to negotiate with people
… when they’re being – you know –
not necessarily fulfilling their duty in
the hospital ... ya.

E181 reflected but I could imagine
somebody else at the same level as
me … as a [junior doctor] at that
time … might have taken that
differently and might have thought it
was their fault. Not recognising that
they were just contending with what
are shitty systems. Ya. And
(exaggerated sigh) it might come
down to the fact that E181 is a
postgraduate medical student that
he had another career and that he is
much more use to dealing with other
people and other people’s politics.
E181 reflected, whereas somebody
that is straight out of school … and
straight out of med school might not
have that ability to negotiate with
people…when they’re being – you
know – not necessarily fulfilling their
duty in the hospital ... ya.

E181 reflected that it might be
construed that he didn’t take any
action to alert the senior doctor
above that of his immediate
supervisor. But in reality the line of
command was very explicit and he
was following direct instructions.
E181 reflected that his previous work
experience shielded him from
internalising this experience and
blaming himself for the outcome.
E181 understood that the systems
that were in place to get patients the
help they needed did not always
work.

E181 described that he believed that
his maturity and past career
experience has provided him with the
necessary skills to negotiate with
senior doctors when they are not
necessarily fulfilling their supervision
and patient care duties.

E191’s transformed data
Experience from E191’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E191’s
language

Transformations

E191/1/ You mentioned that you
thought there was a difference
between [acute areas] and ward
scenarios? Do you have [an
experience you can share?]. (Long
pause) I was just trying to think
about that. Em … there are a few.
But I don’t think any of them were …
I certainly have heard other people
and I’m sure you will find this where
they really don’t know how to find
the help. And I haven’t had that
issue.
E191/2/ Where my very [number]
term … where I was very likely to
happen … I had a very supportive
[junior doctor].

The interviewer prompts E191 to
share an experience. E191 states
that he was just trying to think about
that. There are a few. But E191
doesn’t think any of them were … he
certainly has heard other people …
and I’m sure you will find this where
they really don’t know how to find
the help. And E191 hasn’t had that
issue.

E191 described that different
specialities in hospital provided
different amounts of supervision for
their junior doctors, this can make it
difficult for junior doctors to access
help-seeking support.

Where E191 is very [number] term …
where it was very likely to happen …
E191 had a very supportive [junior
doctor].

E191/3/ And since then I am very
assertive personality … so I was able
to go, ‘no, this needs something
more’ or to deal with most of it
myself.
E191/4/ The few times I have had a
deteriorating patient (long pause)
there is one in my very first term.
Em … it was on a ward where seniors
didn’t like MET calls to be called. Em
… and while that (long exhale).
There are issues on both sides of
that. Their reasoning made sense …
even though I don’t agree with the
(long pause) approach that they

And since then E191 is a very
assertive personality … so E191 was
able to go, ‘no, this needs something
more’ or to deal with most of it
himself.
The few times E191 have had a
deteriorating patient (long pause)
there is one in his very first term. It
was on a ward where seniors didn’t
like MET calls to be called and while
that (long exhale). There are issues
on both sides of that. Their
reasoning made sense … even
though he didn’t agree with the
(long pause) approach that they

E191 described he felt that he never
had difficulty accessing help in areas
where the person supervising made
themselves available and easy to
approach.
E191 described that he had the
ability to recognise if he needed to
seek help or discern if he could care
for the patient himself.
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E191 described an experience early
on in his career where the senior
doctors explicitly communicated that
you should not seek for help from the
medical emergency team. E191
described junior doctors were fearful
and anxious to seek help for the
patients.

shouldn’t be called. It meant that
we were nervous to do so.
E191/5/ They often had things … if
you called a MET call … the
management that would be
instituted would be inappropriate
for that patient. It is a [name] ward
so if you do [life-saving technique]
when you just needed to change the
[machine] setting that are there. You
can undo or cause more damage
from the [procedure] because
everything is very unstable. So
they’d had a few situations that led
to this very uncomfortable situation
on the ward where nurses were
scared to call METS and junior
doctors were aware that you
shouldn’t call METS on these
patients … you should call the
registrar and things like that.
E191/6/ I was an [junior doctor]. It
was my very [number] term, it was
probably four or five weeks in.

shouldn’t be called. It meant that
we were nervous to do so.
E191 expresses that they often had
things … if you called a MET call …
the management that would be
instituted would be inappropriate
for that patient. It is a [name] ward
so if you do [life-saving technique]
when you just needed to change the
[machine] setting that are there. You
can undo or cause more damage
from the [procedure] because
everything is very unstable. So
they’d had a few situations that led
to this very uncomfortable situation
on the ward where nurses were
scared to call METS and junior
doctors were aware that you
shouldn’t call METS on these
patients … you should call the
registrar and things like that.
E191 was an [junior doctor]. It was
his very first term, it was probably
four or five weeks in.

E191/7/ And I walked past a room
with a patient in it. Where one of
the [Type 1] health professional who
happened to be on the ward that
day, had just called the staff alert
button. And he called out the door,
“We need to call a MET” (long
exhale). And I looked to see this
patient and I could see him from the
door and this was a patient I knew
well.
E191/8/ Em … [the patient] had a …
recently he had a [abnormality] that
had been found on screening CT or
an X-ray that had been further
evaluated by CT and had come in for
[location] [procedure] of that. And it
ended up that … we were pretty
sure it was going to be a very [life
ending disease] and it ended up that
a few days later. He was having
[treatment] and he was really
[having difficulties], in [type of]
distress, he looked incredibly
uncomfortable.
E191/9/ Em … so I yelled out, ‘call a
MET’ to which someone close to me
said, “but it’s a [type of patient]”.
‘No they need a MET’ (laughs). We
called the MET and they got there
and em (trails off).

And E191 walked past a room with a
patient in it. Where one of the [Type
1] health professional who
happened to be on the ward that
day, had just called the staff alert
button. And he called out the door,
“We need to call a MET” (long
exhale). And I looked to see this
patient and I could see him from the
door and this was a patient I knew
well.
E191 stated [the patient] had
a…recently he had a [abnormality]
that had been found on screening CT
or an X-ray that had been further
evaluated by CT and had come in for
[location] [procedure] of that. And it
ended up that…we were pretty sure
it was going to be a very [life ending
disease] and it ended up that a few
days later. He was having
[treatment] and he was really
[having difficulties], in [type of]
distress, he looked incredibly
uncomfortable.
E191 stated he yelled out, ‘call a
MET’ to which someone close to him
said, “but it’s a [type of patient]”.
‘No they need a MET’ (laughs). We
called the MET and they got there
and (trails off).

E191/10/ I got one of the other
nurses to call the registrar as well.

E191 got one of the other nurses to
call the registrar as well.

E191/11/ We were … I think we
were a very reliable junior doctor
team and that was fed back to us.
And so the registrars were often all
in [area] all day and it was the two of
us on the wards.
E191/12/ Em … and ours came
running and said, “Why have we
called a MET?” Because – you know
– em … they are far more nervous
about the [type] patients than the

E191 stated they were … E191 thinks
they were a very reliable junior
doctor team and that was fed back
to us. And so the registrars were
often all in [area] all day and it was
the two of us on the wards.
E191 stated … and ours came
running and said, “Why have we
called a MET?” Because – you know
– they are far more nervous about
the [type] patients than the [these
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E191 understood that his helpseeking experience played out in a
setting where the clinical leadership
had made seeking help something to
think twice about before actioning
and it confused E191 and at times
made working on the ward very
uncomfortable.

E191 described he was aware of his
inexperience and noted that he was a
new doctor when this experience
occurred.
E191 described he recognised the
patient was deteriorating rapidly and
needed urgent emergency medical
support. E191 understood that he
needed to justify his actions for
seeking help. E191 described he
recognised the expertise the health
professional had, based on this
judgement of their expertise.
E191 described he recognised that
patient didn’t fit into the category of
patients that the clinical leadership
felt were most at risk, if the medical
emergency team did attend. E191
felt that he could effectively argue
that it was appropriate in this
circumstance to seek help.

191 described his request to seek
help was challenged by a fellow
nursing colleague, who was a
reminding him that the medical
emergency team was not to called.
E191 described overriding that rule
and seeking help anyway.
E191 described he exculpated himself
by informing his superiors that he
had sought help from the medical
emergency team.
E191 felt that past feedback had
indicated that he had good clinical
judgement and so why would this
case be any different?
E191 described he felt that his clinical
judgement was being questioned and
this was difficult. E191 described he
stood his ground and specified why

[these types of] ones and this was a
[the first type] patient. Who had
dropped his saturations to [low
number] percent (nervous laugh)
and em … he was obviously in [type]
distress. And I stated that.
E191/13/ And the nurses were all
petrified. The [Type 1] nurse … the
nursing [Type 2] were comfortable,
as well. And we both stood there as
well and said, ‘they needed a MET’.
And he accepted that and it was
fine.

types of] ones and this was a [the
first type] patient. Who had
dropped his saturations to [low
number] percent (nervous laugh)
and he was obviously in [type]
distress. And I stated that.
E191 stated the nurses were all
petrified. The [Type 1] nurse … the
nursing [Type 2] were comfortable,
as well. And we both stood there as
well and said, ‘they needed a MET’.
And he accepted that and it was fine.

E191/14/ It was usual that people
often didn’t think when they called
MET. And so they did … it was a
difficult situation in that the
personality of the senior doctors in
that ward (long pause) often clashed
with some of the nursing staff. And
things that they knew that they
thought were obvious weren’t
picked up. So there were one or
two episodes where [junior] nurses
on that ward had called a MET
without putting oxygen on because
they had decreased SATs. And
things where you could see how it
had ended up in the situation. But it
wasn’t ideal.
E191/15/ So this patient em … did
need to go to [Area 2] and had an
enormous [abnormality] pulled out
of him. And it was all justified.
E191/16/ But at the same time em
(long pause) I do remember the
feeling on some of those … is there
something I should do first before
calling the MET? Is it something we
can manage here? I think you do
that anyway.
E191/17/ It … it has helped. It has
ended up in a good situation for me
that. I walk into something and
before I go, they need help, I can
evaluate, are they sick enough or
not? Those few minutes I am
comfortable enough that if someone
does deteriorate I can manage it
until [Area 2] gets there.

E191 stated it was usual that people
often didn’t think when they called
MET. And so they did … it was a
difficult situation in that the
personality of the senior doctors in
that ward (long pause) often clashed
with some of the nursing staff. And
things that they knew that they
thought were obvious weren’t
picked up. So there were one or
two episodes where [junior] nurses
on that ward had called a MET
without putting oxygen on because
they had decreased SATs. And
things where you could see how it
had ended up in the situation. But it
wasn’t ideal.
E191 stated so this patient did need
to go to [Area 2] and had an
enormous [abnormality] pulled out
of him. And it was all justified.
E191 stated but at the same time
(long pause) E191 does remember
the feeling on some of those … is
there something he should do first
before calling the MET? Is it
something we can manage here?
E191 thinks you do that anyway.
E191 stated it … it has helped. It has
ended up in a good situation for
E191 that. E191 walks into
something and before he goes, they
need help, he can evaluate, are they
sick enough or not? Those few
minutes E191 is comfortable enough
that if someone does deteriorate he
can manage it until [Area 2] gets
there.
E191 stated but actually looking at
the patient … there is something
wrong here. We need senior
assistance and he thinks he gets the
right balance of that.
E191 stated but it is certainly … it
also highlighted to him … that if he’s
worried, he can always justify it.
And ya that was needed there.

E191/18/ But actually looking at the
patient … there is something wrong
here. We need senior assistance.
Em … and I think I get the right
balance of that.
E191/19/ Em … but it is certainly … it
also highlighted to me … that if
you’re worried you can always
justify it. And em … ya that was
needed there.
E191/20/ One … that one where the
[name] came to the door and said
we need a MET… tell again what
happened just then? So it was one
of the [Type 1] health professional in
the ward and he was actually with
the patient trying to do a bit
[location] [technique], hands on

The interviewer asked the events
leading to E191 seeking help. E191
stated so it was one of the [Type 1]
health professional in the ward and
he was actually with the patient
trying to do a bit [location]
[technique], hands on [location]
[technique]. Where he said … and
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this patient needed the medical
emergency team.

E191 described that some nurses
were intimidated by the doctor and
afraid of getting into trouble for
breaking the rules by activating the
medical emergency team. E191
described other nurses rallying with
him, standing their ground against
the doctor which was questioning
their judgement to seek help for the
patient.
E191 described he felt that the
unnecessary activation of the medical
emergency team by a nurses in the
past had the striped everyone’s right
to decide for themselves, who to
seek help from and when to act.
E191 described that the relationship
between senior doctors and nurses in
the area was fractured. E191
described he felt this rule was unsafe
and contributed to junior doctors and
nurses hesitating to seek help.

E191 felt vindicated for seeking help
from medical emergency team, when
it was discovered the severity of the
patients’ condition.
E191 felt pressured to stop and
assess the situation to make sure he
was not just on auto pilot and
jumping to the conclusion that he
needed to seek help before
everything was done to avoid that
situation.
E191 described he appreciated how
this experience had taught him how
to recognise the signs of
deteriorating patient and evaluate
the situation, discern if he could
handle the problem on his own or
not.

E191 described he recognised,
discerned and acted. He felt that he
could provide safe care for his
patients.
E191 understood that no one could
question his efforts to seek help if his
intention was to ensure a patient
remained safe.
E191 described to responding to his
colleague seeking help for a patient.
E191 felt he didn’t have to assess the
patient’s room fully, as he could tell it
was a genuine emergency situation
which he needed to get support for.

[location] [technique]. Where he
said … and he yelled out … and
looked at me because we knew each
other, “Call a MET”. Because he just
pushed the staff assist button and
people come running. And I think I
was one of the first one to the door.

he yelled out … and looked at me
because we knew each other, “Call a
MET”. Because he just pushed the
staff assist button and people come
running. And I think I was one of the
first one to the door.

E191/21/ Em … and one, I absolutely
trust his judgement. I could see the
patient … even if hadn’t been able to
… he was a very senior [Type 1]
health professional. He is incredibly
intelligent and he has really … really
good – you know. You know – the
people that you trust at work. And if
he thought it was a MET… it was a
MET (laughs). And em (trails off).

E191 stated he absolutely trusted his
[colleague’s] judgement. E191 could
see the patient … even if hadn’t
been able to … he was a very senior
[Type 1] health professional. He is
incredibly intelligent and he has
really … really good – you know. You
know – the people that you trust at
work. And if he thought it was a
MET… it was a MET (laughs). And
(trails off).
E191 stated he could see the patient,
he needed help. Especially if there
was a senior [Type 1] health
professional in there. He had oxygen
on and there is a senior [Type 1]
health professional in there trying to
do [location] [technique] you are …
can already tell there is something
more serious going on.
E191 reports that the button push is
the staff assist so it lets everyone on
the ward know it’s an emergency.
So he pressed that at the bedside.
Which gets everyone coming then
you tell someone. Because
sometimes it’s a staff assist that
actually someone has fallen on
ground. Do we need a MET? Maybe
… maybe not. That sort of thing …
where you just need assistance then.
And then there are the ones that you
need assistance and it is obviously a
MET call. And with MET calls …
some wards they have a big button
in one or two places on the ward
where you can press a MET call and
others ones you call. And other
places in the hospital you press
[number] and get emergency line to
switch and they put out MET call.

E191 described he valued and trusted
his colleagues’ judgement to
effectively assess if a patient needed
medical emergency treatment.

E191 described he relied his
professional relationship with the
senior nurse to action his call for
help, so he could go care for the
patient.

E191/25/ And there are only a few
doctors on these wards being a
[Type 1] area. You … often through
the day … we had few situations that
… we were the only doctors there.
So just my team … a [junior doctor]
and myself. Which for me was great
because we had one or two arrests
on the ward which was good … it
was going to happen anyway.

The interviewer asked how help was
called in this experience. E191
stated he didn’t do it … he yelled out
to one particular nurse he knew …
the nurse [Type 2] and said [name]
can you call a MET and he went,
“Absolutely”. And this is the ward
this is the room and E191 went in to
help.
E191 stated there are only a few
doctors on these wards being a
[Type 1] area. You … often through
the day … we had few situations that
… we were the only doctors there.
So just his team … a [junior doctor]
and himself. Which for me was
great because we had one or two
arrests on the ward which was good
… it was going to happen anyway.

E191/26/ And I found that the most
exciting thing. You have an arrest on

And E191 found that the most
exciting thing. You have an arrest on

E191 described he relished an
environment where there was less

E191/22/ But I could see the patient,
he needed help. Especially if there
was a senior [Type 1] health
professional in there. He had
oxygen on and there is a senior
[Type 1] health professional in there
trying to do [location] [technique]
you are … can already tell there is
something more serious going on.
E191/23/ So ya, I called someone
[gets cut off]. Is that a call or a
button push? So the button push is
the staff assist so it lets everyone on
the ward know it’s an emergency.
So he pressed that at the bedside.
Which gets everyone coming then
you tell someone. Because
sometimes it’s a staff assist that
actually someone has fallen on
ground. Do we need a MET? Maybe
… maybe not. That sort of thing …
where you just need assistance then.
And then there are the ones that
you need assistance and it is
obviously a MET call. And with MET
calls … some wards they have a big
button in one or two places on the
ward where you can press a MET call
and others ones you call. And other
places in the hospital you press
[number] and get emergency line to
switch and they put out MET call.
E191/24/ So in this case? I didn’t do
it … I yelled out to one particular
nurse I knew … the nurse [Type 2]
and said [name] can you call a MET
and he went, “Absolutely”. And em
… this is the ward this is the room
and I went in to help. Thanks just
needed to clarify that.
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E191 described he recognised if his
colleague couldn’t fix what was
wrong with the patient, then he
didn’t have the skills to fix it either,
and the next option was to seek help.

E191 described the different
procedures that were available to
summon help in the area.

E191 described working in an
environment where he needed to
step up and make decisions and
manage patients independently with
a peer.

the ward you knew you could
manage it. You knew help was on its
… coming, sort of. It gave you a
chance to be a bit … to step into a
more senior role for a second or
two. So … I was comfortable with it.
E191/27/ Other junior doctors were
not comfortable on this ward for this
reason … that being a [Type 1] ward
all the registrars were in [another
area]. You couldn’t get on them
immediately for some teams and
some teams just had an intern. They
didn’t even have a resident.
E191/28/ So luckily the [Type 2]
team was always there and we were
comfortable with it but other
situations it might not have been.

E191/29/ When that registrar came
into the ward and said why did you
call a MET, what was his
demeanour? Em … this reg has a
pretty good rapport with everyone,
he is very cheerful em (trails off).
E191/30/ Em … the pressure … the
thing that I realised with this team
was that the pressure comes from
above. So, if there was a MET called
on a patient the consultant is the
one that is very unhappy. And again
it is because of previous situations
but it has resulted in a very
unhealthy approach on that ward.
Em … and it is not something that
feels supported, “And this is why we
do it and here is what we want you
to do”. It is a “Do not call, call us!”
(Spoken very sternly).
E191/31/ So the registrar is a very
senior registrar. So he came on and
he did trust our team and that was
all fine. And I was very happy to say,
‘nah, they needed a MET’. And that
is absolutely fine, he said, “okay,
right if you say that”.
E191/32/ But he certainty had run
from [another area]. You could tell
because he was puffing. He’d heard
– you know – someone had called
him and said, “we’d just called a
MET”. And he’d un-scrubbed and
sprinted to us. And he said, “why is
this a MET?” It wasn’t angry but it
was certainly very direct. You need
to have a reason to have called a
MET.
E191/33/ And again with other
people … other people did find it
intimidating. Certainly junior nurses
and other interns since would not
have been comfortable but (long
exhale) ya, it is difficult one. I felt
comfortable with it because I was –
you know – you never want
someone to (long pause) I was very
comfortable being the one who said

the ward you knew you could
manage it. You knew help was on its
… coming, sort of. It gave you a
chance to be a bit … to step into a
more senior role for a second or
two. So … E191 was comfortable
with it.
E191 stated that the other junior
doctors were not comfortable on
this ward for this reason … that
being a [Type 1] ward all the
registrars were in [another area].
You couldn’t get on them
immediately for some teams and
some teams just had an intern. They
didn’t even have a resident
E191 state that luckily the [Type 2]
team was always there and we were
comfortable with it but other
situations it might not have been.

E191 stated his reg has a pretty good
rapport with everyone, he is very
cheerful (trails off).

E191 stated the pressure … the thing
that I realised with this team was
that the pressure comes from above.
So, if there was a MET called on a
patient the consultant is the one
that is very unhappy. And again it is
because of previous situations but it
has resulted in a very unhealthy
approach on that ward and it is not
something that feels supported,
“And this is why we do it and here is
what we want you to do”. It is a “Do
not call, call us!” (Spoken very
sternly).
E191 stated so the registrar is a very
senior registrar. So he came on and
he did trust our team and that was
all fine. And E191 was very happy to
say, ‘nah, they needed a MET’. And
that is absolutely fine he said, “okay,
right if you say that”.
E191 stated they certainty had run
from [another area]. You could tell
because he was puffing. He’d heard
– you know – someone had called
him and said, “we’d just called a
MET” And he’d un-scrubbed and
sprinted to us. And he said, “why is
this a MET?” It wasn’t angry but it
was certainly very direct. You need
to have a reason to have called a
MET.
E191 stated again with other people
… other people did find it
intimidating. Certainly junior nurses
and other interns since would not
have been comfortable, but (long
exhale) ya, it is difficult one. E191
felt comfortable with it because he
was – you know – you never want
someone to (long pause) E191 was
very comfortable being the one who
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supervision. As he could experience
managing more complicated patient
situations for a couple of minutes
prior to support arriving.

E191 felt that other junior doctors
felt out of their depth without
accessible help to step them through
the initial stages of recognising and
responding to an emergency. E191
understood that some junior doctors
suffered anxiety working in areas
which help-seeking support was not
readably available.
E191 described he felt that in some
situations the amount of supervision
on the ward were not adequate to
have a rule which stated they could
not seek help from the medical
emergency team. E191 understood
that patients’ lives were in danger.
E191 described he felt he was
professionally safe to seek help and
that this registrar was a professional.

E191 described he recognised it was
not the less experienced doctors that
were mandating these unreasonable
help-seeking rules, it was the senior
doctors. E191 described he
empathised with immediate
supervisor for having to enforce rules
that were dictated by senior doctors,
at the potential cost of safe patient
care.

E191 understood that there was trust
between him and his immediate
supervisor and that this aided in
diffusing the situation when he
sought help from the medical
emergency team.
E191 described he recognised that it
was his immediate supervisor who
would be scrutinised by the senior
medical staff, when they called the
MET.

E191 described he believed that
going against the explicit rules of the
ward and calling METS was
frightening for junior nurses and
junior doctors. E191 felt that he was
comfortable with his decision to call a
MET because it kept the patient safe.

this patient needed something. And
not everyone is able to do that.
E191/34/ Tell me how you felt? How
[that] affected your help-seeking?
That was a really good term to have
first because it really made me
clarify in my mind why I do things
and em … when I need help now I do
… I express myself with that.
E191/35/ Em … that was my very …
very first clinical employment
situation em … that term.
E191/36/ And certainly since then
I’m very comfortable managing quite
a few things being a [Type 1] ward
and [other areas] and there were
quite a few things that … where you
just needed to sit [the patient] up
into a different position to clear
airway and give oxygen.
E191/37/ So I was good (long pause)
at finding out the story and
assessment at the end of the bed.
Seeing if do you need a MET right
there and then or not. If you don’t
… figuring out the story. Seeing
what you can do … seeing if you can
avoid that not because the MET
team is a great resource em … but
there are somethings that can be
dealt with without them.
E191/38/ That’s not avoiding calling
them, but recognising when it’s
simply a step has been missed and
em … could be rectified on the ward.
E191/39/ So I was much more
confident with that and I was
certainly managing patients on my
own. But I was very happy to call
someone. And that ward really
reinforced that fact that a MET can
be called because you are
concerned.
E191/40/ And if you say, ‘look I’m
more junior than that … I may have
missed something really obvious. I
didn’t want to miss something
bigger’. Em … and that is the
approach the MET team should have
and they don’t always. Em … that
the team should have and they don’t
always.
E191/41/ Usually people are pretty
okay. If you stand there and go, ‘I’m
worried … not sure why really, sorry
if this isn’t the case’. They’re okay
with that. When you stand going em
… ‘well the oxygen was low and
that’s just that you’re worried but
there’s nothing else to grab onto
and that is all you can see and you
haven’t even put oxygen on them’.
E191/42/ It was … it was … it really
highlighted – you know – in those
situations that communication
needs to be short and sharp. You
need to be clear em … in why you’re
actually doing something and that
there are people on the other end

said this patient needed something.
And not everyone is able to do that.
The interviewer departs from
description to ask how they felt.
That was a really good term to have
first because it really made him
clarify in his mind why he does
things and em … when E191 needs
help now he does … E191 expresses
himself with that.
E191 stated that was his very … very
first clinical employment situation
that term.
E191 stated that certainly since then
he is very comfortable managing
quite a few things being a [Type 1]
ward and [other areas] and there
were quite a few things that …
where you just needed to sit [the
patient] up into a different position
to clear airway and give oxygen.
So E191 was good (long pause) at
finding out the story and assessment
at the end of the bed. Seeing if do
you need a MET right there and then
or not. If you don’t … figuring out
the story. Seeing what you can do …
seeing if you can avoid that not
because the MET team is a great
resource but there are somethings
that can be dealt with without them.

E191 described he felt he was better
prepared to recognise when he could
manage and couldn’t manage alone,
and when it was appropriate to seek
help.

E191 described that one of the first
things that he learnt to do was seek
help for situations where he was not
in control.
E191 reflected that he can manage
similar patients that are deteriorating
by employing the techniques the
learnt to help stabilise the patient.

E191 reported that the medical
emergency team is a great resource
which should be used for
emergencies. Not for nonemergencies. E191 described he felt
that junior doctor’s need to just plan
ahead and see if the treatment that
they’re providing resolves the
problem or not.

E191 stated he’s not avoiding calling
them, but recognising when it’s
simply a step has been missed and
could be rectified on the ward
E191 stated he was much more
confident with that and he was
certainly managing patients on his
own. But E191 also was very happy
to call someone, and that ward really
reinforced the fact that a MET can
be called because you are
concerned.
E191 stated if he says, ‘look I’m
more junior than that … I may have
missed something really obvious. I
didn’t want to miss something
bigger’ and that is the approach the
MET team should have and they
don’t always. That the team should
have and they don’t always.

E191 describe he never hesitated to
seek help, if he discerned he didn’t
have the skills to deal with the
situation.
E191 described he felt that he had
achieved a balance between working
independently and patient safety.

E191 stated usually people are
pretty okay. If you stand there and
go, ‘I’m worried … not sure why
really, sorry if this isn’t the case’.
They’re okay with that. When you
stand going, ‘well the oxygen was
low and that’s just that you’re
worried but there’s nothing else to
grab onto and that is all you can see
and you haven’t even put oxygen on
them’.
E191 stated it was … it was … it really
highlighted – you know – in those
situations that communication needs
to be short and sharp. You need to
be clear in why you’re actually doing
something and that there are people
on the other end that also have

E191 described he felt help-seeking
was better received when a junior
doctor had logically gone through the
steps to resolve the issues.
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E191 described that he needed to
defend his help-seeking on occasions
from those he has sought help from.
E191 described he felt this was
sometimes unfair as it was the role
and responsibility of senior doctors
and medical emergency teams to
ensure patients are cared for safely.

E191 described he felt that if you
were going to seek help his
assessment and actions needed to be
clearly articulated so the doctor on
the other side of this interaction
could effectively prioritise the patient

that also have other sicker people.
So if you’ve called it you’ve needed
them.
E191/43/ I don’t usually go too much
further but there’s something I want
to explore with you. You said you
trusted the [Type 1] health
professional? And say if I’m wrong,
but you also mentioned that you
looked at that other nurse in the
[name of] ward and said call a MET.
There sounds like there is trust there
too? Can you describe what, how
you trust people? Em … I’m … I think
you do learn … I think you do have
interaction with a lot of people on a
daily basis and when you are on a
ward em … it is the same people.
You see them again and again and
again
E191/44/ You know – which nurse’s
em … are helpful and which ones are
obstructive.

other sicker people. So if you’ve
called it you’ve needed them.

above all the rest of the patients they
are caring for.

The interviewer departed from
description and asked how E191
came to trust his colleagues. E191’s
… E191 thinks you do learn … E191
thinks you do have interaction with a
lot of people on a daily basis and
when you are on a ward it is the
same people. You see them again
and again and again.

E191 described he felt that trust in
his colleagues developed through
daily interactions with the same
people and how they react to
different medical scenarios.

E191 stated you know – which
nurse’s are helpful and which ones
are obstructive.

E191/45/ You know – which ones
are good clinically and which ones
either need more practice or seem
to not be as good.

E191 stated you know – which ones
are good clinically and which ones
either need more practice or seem
to not be as good.

E191/46/ You know – which ones
care about their job and which ones
don’t.

E191 stated you know – which ones
care about their job and which ones
don’t.

E191/47/ So there are ones that say
to you, “This needs further
assistance” Em … you don’t always
need to see the patient. And you
know who’s comfortable.
E191/48/ Em … certainly on this
ward I learnt who was comfortable
saying, “This one needs a MET. Yes
I’m happy to say that in front of your
registrar”. Opposed to, “I need help,
can you as the junior doctor who is
nicer, help me?” Who if you call a
MET would wither and never come
back to work again.
E191/49/ Em … so you learnt that.
He was a very experienced [Type 1]
health professional. So it wasn’t
that I just knew him, knew that his
manner was going to cope with any
other scrutiny that he fell under.
But also he knew more than me,
with a lot of things. Particularly at
that stage.
E191/50/ He was an [Type 1] health
professional! So if he thought
someone needed [specific] support
that he wasn’t able to give them …
he was 100% correct (laughs). So em
… so it partly just that I knew them,
it was partly I knew their
background, it was partly the way
they would interact with me as a
very new [junior doctor].
51/ And you do learn that as well,
that there are some people that are
very … very … distrusting. Em …
don’t believe [junior doctors]…a bit
dismissive of them. And that’s not

E191 stated so there are ones that
say to you, “This needs further
assistance”. You don’t always need
to see the patient. And you know
who’s comfortable.
E191 stated that certainly on this
ward he learnt who was comfortable
saying, “This one needs a MET. Yes
I’m happy to say that in front of your
registrar”. Opposed to, “I need help,
can you as the junior doctor who is
nicer, help me?” Who if you call a
MET would wither and never come
back to work again.
E191 stated so you learnt that. He
was a very experienced [Type 1]
health professional. So it wasn’t that
E191 just knew him, knew that his
manner was going to cope with any
other scrutiny that he fell under. But
also he knew more than me, with a
lot of things. Particularly at that
stage.
E191 stated he was an [Type 1]
health professional! So if he thought
someone needed [specific] support
that he wasn’t able to give them …
he was 100% correct (laughs). So …
so it partly just that I knew them, it
was partly I knew their background,
it was partly the way they would
interact with me as a very new
[junior doctor].
E191 stated you do learn that as
well, that there are some people
that are very … very … distrusting.
Don’t believe [junior doctors]…a bit
dismissive of them. And that’s not

E191 described he felt one could
differentiate those colleagues that
displayed a readiness to help him and
were trustworthy.
E191 described he evaluated nurse’s
expertise and how they dealt with
complex situations to determine if
they were trust worthy and he could
seek help from them.
E191 described he judged nurses on
how they cared about their jobs and
their patients, and determined if they
were trust worthy and he could seek
help from them.
E191 described he could worked out
who he trusted in the clinical
environment then he could prioritise
his work accordingly.
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E191 described that determining who
could be trusted in the clinical
training environment was crucial to
understanding who would back him
up and who could withstand the
scrutiny if senior staff questioned
their decision to seek help.
E191 understood that trusting a
colleague was not one dimensional.
It couldn’t be put down to just
knowing them, you needed to
respect their clinical competence and
be able to predict how they would
react under scrutiny when help was
sought.
E191 understood that trusting
another colleagues was also not one
way, it also had to be reciprocated.

E191 understood the same criteria
that allows you to trust someone in
the clinical environment can also be
applied to those that you don’t trust.
E191 felt that the doctors that

unreasonable of them in some
settings. You understand why that
has come around. Em … but those
are people that knew that situation
with [specific Area]. Knew the limits
on that ward and were also clinically
good.
E191/52/ Em … and yes. I worked
with both of them for a while there.
Yes … so I was very comfortable and
I also knew that em … I believed he
knew looking at me … knew that I
would escalate that. And I did
feedback the whole closed loop
communication where I’ve gone,
‘yep, MET called’. Em … and with
[name] I trusted that if I said, ‘go and
do this’, he’d go and do this rather
than going, “how do I, and do I need
just need to do this other thing first
and maybe I should”. And all that
sort of thing.

unreasonable of them in some
settings. You understand why that
has come around. But those are
people that knew that situation with
[specific Area]. Knew the limits on
that ward and were also clinically
good.
E191 stated and yes. E191 worked
with both of them for a while there.
Yes … so he was very comfortable
and E191 also knew that E191
believed he knew looking at him …
knew that E191 would escalate that.
And E191 did feedback the whole
closed loop communication where
he’d gone, ‘yep, MET called’ and
with [name] E191 trusted that if he
said, ‘go and do this’, he’d go and do
this rather than going, “how do I,
and do I need just need to do this
other thing first and maybe I
should”. And all that sort of thing.

orchestrated this difficult situation
were all known, clinical experts but
allowed this difficult help-seeking
situation to persist in full knowledge
that it limited junior doctors’ options
to seek help, and put patient’s lives
at risk.
E191 described he felt that for helpseeking and supporting help-seeking
scenario to work effectively that you
need to have mutual trust on both
sides. E191 understood that verbally
using closed loop communication
provided feedback to the other
person that you have trusted
someone’s judgement and acted on
their request further building the
relationship and completing the
request.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E110’s
language

Transformations

E110’s transformed data
Experience from E110’s naive
transcript, divided into meaning
units
E110/1/ So I’ve worked in [town],
and I was an [junior doctor] there
and it was a small [type] hospital it
had general medical, general surgical
and [some sub-specialities]. It was
just two floors, [number] beds on
each and an outpatient patient sort
of area.
E110/2/ And we had a patient come
in with terminal [disease] and he
(long pause) he hadn’t quite got to
the acceptance stage.

So E110 worked in [town], and E110
was an [junior doctor] there and it
was a small [type] hospital it had
general medical, general surgical and
[some sub-specialities]. It was just
two floors, [number] beds on each
and an outpatient patient sort of
area.
E110 stated they had a patient come
in with terminal [disease] and he
(long pause) he hadn’t quite got to
the acceptance stage

E110/3/ But his family knew and we
knew he was going to die. And in
the [number] months that I was
there he came in five times for
varying lengths of admission.
E110/4/ And the final time he came
… he had … his [abnormality] started
obstructing his [location on body] so
he was struggling to [sustain life] and
he was [violently ill] and he was
getting very distressed by this. As
well as getting [anything] in.
E110/5/ So we wanted the [Type 2]
doctors to come and see him.

E110 stated but the patient’s family
knew and we knew he was going to
die. And in the [number] months
that E110 was there he came in five
times for varying lengths of
admission.
E141 stated the final time he came …
he had…his [abnormality] started
obstructing his [location on body] so
he was struggling to [sustain life] and
he was [violently ill] and he was
getting very distressed by this. As
well as getting [anything] in.
E110 stated so we wanted the [Type
2] doctors to come and see him.

E110/6/ And had a great deal of
trouble getting the [Type 2] doctors
to do that because the consultant
wasn’t on the ward. And em …
would come in usually most
mornings but briefly. But not every
morning. And would come to his

E110 stated he had a great deal of
trouble getting the [Type 2] doctors
to do that because the consultant
wasn’t on the ward. And would
come in usually most mornings but
briefly. But not every morning. And
would come to his ward round and
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E110 described that he started his
career in a smaller hospital where the
services were limited to the space
and personnel that worked there.

E110 understood that the patient
hadn’t accepted the diagnosis and
that his role was to make the
remaining time as comfortable as
possible.
E110 described that the patient had
deteriorated over a number of
months, but had not necessarily
accepted that the illness was
terminal.
E110 described that the patient’s
quality of life continued to
deteriorate as the medical problem
worsened. E110 described that the
advancement of the condition
distressed both E110 and patient.
E110 described a problem with a
patient which he clearly couldn’t
manage alone.
E110 described owning the patient’s
care and wanted others to be
involved in the patient’s treatment.
E110 described his help-seeking not
being supported. E110 understood
that the senior doctor could leverage
their seniority and put pressure on
these doctors to act, but the
consultant was not accessible and
the other doctors didn’t feel any

ward round and say, “Yep, no, sort
that out”. Em … and would leave.
E110/7/ The registrar wasn’t
particularly assertive and wasn’t
going to get (long pause) he found it
very busy and stressful and I took it
on myself to chat to the [Type 2]
doctors.

say, “Yep, no, sort that out” and
would leave.
E110 stated the registrar wasn’t
particularly assertive and wasn’t
going to get (long pause) he found it
very busy and stressful and E110
took it on himself to chat to the
[Type 2] doctors.

pressure to support E110’s helpseeking.
E110 described having no choice but
to follow the senior doctors up
himself as he felt his immediate
supervisor was overwhelmed with
the system and was finding it hard to
advocate for the patient.

E110/8/ He was happy that we have
told the [Type 2] doctors and now
we have to wait for them to come to
do something.

E110 stated that his registrar was
happy that they had told the [Type
2] doctors and now they had to wait
for them to come to do something.

E110/9/ And they hadn’t come. And
it ended up being about ten days
from the first time I engaged them
to the time I finally got a consultant
to come because the registrar wasn’t
doing it.

E110 stated that the [Type 2]
doctors hadn’t come. And it ended
up being about ten days from the
first time E110 engaged them to the
time E110 finally got a consultant to
come because the registrar wasn’t
doing it.
E110 stated the [Type 2] registrar …
so E110 called them couple of times
a day and documented it because he
knew that this was going to be real
problem. Called them. No answer.
Called them answer said, they’d
come … said, they already knew
about this one. Paged, called,
attended theatre.
E110 stated did all this … chatted to
their interns to figure out when E110
could see them in person. All that
sort of thing.
E110 stated this patient, E110 felt
needed a [specialised equipment].
He was distressed. But E110 knew,
in this size of the hospital without
consultant support or active
involvement they weren’t going to
see a patient with a [this type of
specialised equipment]. Even if it
was for [type of procedure] … could
still be warranted.
So E110 sat on this [number] bed
ward being the [replacement for this
specialised equipment], giving
aliquots of [drugs]. Which E110
thinks could be very … very unsafe
and a lot of [junior doctors] hands.
E110 stated so he was chatting to
the [Type 1] nurse saying, ‘I think
they need a [specialised equipment]
but if I put it up they won’t get the
[procedure] they need (trails off).
Are you comfortable if I chart [these
drugs] as needed? At this rate? And
I will cast my eye over them every
fifteen minutes?’ He was happy and
E110 was happy and we were
helicoptering over this room for the
next couple of days. So instead of
putting up a [specialised equipment]
we had to … E110 felt we still
needed to deliver that but still
weren’t able to do it the best
possible way.
The interviewer asked the
impression E110 received from those

E110 described he felt that the
registrar’s complacency to wait for
something to happen rather than
actively insisting that the senior
doctors supported their help-seeking
was lax and contributed to the
patient suffering.
E110 described he felt that his
request was complicated with the
patient’s terminal diagnosis and the
patient was not deemed a priority.
E110 felt he alone needed to
shoulder the burden of seeking help
for the patient.
E110 described his difficulty in
engaging his immediate most senior
doctor. E110 described using
numerous tactics to try to interact
and dialogue with them. E110
described being fed rhetoric and false
hope that the senior doctors would
support his help-seeking and care for
the patient.
E110 described seeking help from
peers and those that worked closely
with the senior doctors he was trying
to seek help from.
E110 described that he didn’t want to
make a decision about treatment
without a senior doctors supporting
the choice. In case the treatment
option, biased the patient from
receiving the care they needed.

E110/10/ The [Type 2] registrar … so
I called them couple of times a day
and documented it because I knew
that this was going to be real
problem. Called them. No answer.
Called them answer said, they’d
come … said, they already knew
about this one. Paged, called,
attended theatre.
E110/11/ Did all this … chatted to
their interns to figure out when I
could see them in person. All that
sort of thing.
E110/12/ Em … this patient, I felt
needed a [specialised equipment].
He was distressed. But I knew, in
this size of the hospital without
consultant support or active
involvement they weren’t going to
see a patient with a [this type of
specialised equipment]. Even if it
was for [type of procedure] … could
still be warranted.
E110/13/ So I sat on this [number]
bed ward being the [replacement for
this specialised equipment], giving
aliquots of [drugs]. Which I think
could be very … very unsafe and a lot
of [junior doctors] hands.
E110/14/ So I was chatting to the
[Type 1] nurse saying, ‘I think they
need a [specialised equipment] but if
I put it up they won’t get the
[procedure] they need em (trails
off). Are you comfortable if I chart
[these drugs] as needed? At this
rate? And I will cast my eye over
them every fifteen minutes?’ He
was happy and I was happy and we
were helicoptering over this room
for the next couple of days. Em … so
instead of putting up a [specialised
equipment] we had to … I felt we
still needed to deliver that but still
weren’t able to do it the best
possible way.
E110/15/ When you were talking to
the consultants did they give you the
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E110 described making difficult
clinical decisions for the patients
care. E110 understood that in his
attempt to provide care, he was not
able to provide best practice.
E110 described confiding in the nurse
about his fears of prejudicing the
patient chances of a longer term
solution. E110 described
collaborating closely with the nurse
to work out a plan to ensure the
patient was safely looked after.

E110 described he felt that
consultants were completely

impression that they were coming?
Em … they gave me the impression
that they were totally disinterested
(laughs). And they knew about it
and of course they’d come as it was
a part of their job but they already
knew about this patient and, “Yes
we will do that”.
E110/16/ The problem … as well as
having different consultants
on…being in a [rural] hospital. The
main [Type 2] consultant … who is
fantastic and did come back and
said, “this should have been done a
while ago”. Had gone up to do his
[name of city and town stint] every
fortnight he’d do some work up
there and then come back. So he’d
gone.
E110/17/ And the locum said, “aw –
you know – wait until the others
come back”. And I said, ‘you need to
come see them … Aw’.

he was trying to seek help from.
E110 stated they gave him the
impression that they were totally
disinterested (laughs). And they
knew about it and of course they’d
come as it was a part of their job but
they already knew about this patient
and, “Yes we will do that”.
E110 stated the problem … as well
as having different consultants
on…being in a [rural] hospital. The
main [Type 2] consultant … who is
fantastic and did come back and
said, “This should have been done a
while ago”. Had gone up to do his
[name of city and town stint] every
fortnight he’d do some work up
there and then come back. So he’d
gone.
E110 stated and the locum said, “aw,
you know, wait until the others
come back”. And I said, ‘you need to
come see them … Aw’.

E110/18/ And the registrar was just
being quite passive and being very
unhelpful, “aw – you know – we’ll
wait until this doctor comes back”.

E110 stated and the registrar was
just being quite passive and being
very unhelpful, “aw, you know, we’ll
wait until this doctor comes back”.

E110/19/ And it was … frustrating!
And there was no way to escalate it
because we couldn’t get through to
any of the consultants. I kept calling.

E110 stated that it was … frustrating!
And there was no way to escalate it
because we couldn’t get through to
any of the consultants. E110 kept
calling.

E110/20/ Like for switch here …
you’ll get onto a mobile and they will
say, “that’s awful, we’ll come and do
that”. There are other teams to rely
on if one doesn’t agree.

E110 reflects like for switch here …
you’ll get onto a mobile and they will
say, “that’s awful, we’ll come and do
that”. There are other teams to rely
on if one doesn’t agree.

E110/21/ There was this one team …
the consultant I wanted to chat to.
And when I finally got onto him … I
finally got onto him when he was in
[Town]. And understandably … and
there was a totally understandable,
why he hadn’t been available. ‘Look
here is the issue … I’m really sorry to
call you … here is the issue I am
facing’. And he said, “that’s really
not good, I will call the registrar and
call the locum”. He took that on and
that’s when it started to happen.

E110 stated there was this one team
… the consultant he wanted to chat
to. And when he finally got onto him
… E110 finally got onto him when he
was in [Town]. And understandably
… and there was a totally
understandable, why he hadn’t been
available. ‘Look here is the issue …
I’m really sorry to call you … here is
the issue I am facing’. And he said,
“that’s really not good, I will call the
registrar and call the locum”. He
took that on and that’s when it
started to happen.
E110 stated the locum basically told
him, “I’m not doing that”. Partly
because the locums you get in small
areas might not have expertise in
certain areas.

E110/22/ And the locum basically
told him, “I’m not doing that”.
Partly because the locums you get in
small areas might not have expertise
in certain areas.
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uninterested in supporting his helpseeking. E110 felt the senior doctors
never had any intention of caring for
the patient and were actively
avoiding their responsibilities.

E110 described he felt the setting
and unfamiliarity of staff contributed
to the difficulty he experienced with
his help-seeking. E110 described he
felt that having to work with senior
doctors that were just at the hospital
to relieve, not to actually own and
resolve problems, made it
particularly difficult to get them to
own the care of the patient.
E1110 described the senior doctor as
oblivious to the suffering the patient
was experienced. E110 described the
visiting senior doctor was not taking
ownership of the patient and this
was delaying the patient’s treatment.
E110 described that his immediate
senior doctor was not proactive.
E110 described the doctor as being
complacent, waiting for things to
happen without making them
happen. E110 described he felt the
patient was left to suffer as a
consequence. E110 described that
his immediate senior doctor was not
proactive.
E110 described that he had no one to
seek help from or to help advocate
for the patient, as all the senior
doctors were avoiding the situation.
E110 described repeatedly seeking
help, wasting valuable time and
resources and getting no-where.
E110 differentiated the experience at
this hospital to what he has
experienced at his current hospital.
E110 described that this help-seeking
experience revealed that there was
no redundancy built into the system
for junior doctors to seek help.
E110 described going above and
beyond in their help-seeking to
ensure the patient was cared for.
Seeking the senior consultant out
when he was out of town to help sort
the problem out. E110 described the
senior doctor being surprised by the
lack of care the patient was receiving.
E110 felt justified for seeking the
senior doctor out and reporting the
situation.

E110 described that his help-seeking
was partially refused due to the
visiting senior doctor’s inexperience
and skill level. E110 understood that
an unqualified visiting doctor put
patients’ lives at risk.

E110/23/ So when he came back.
The senior consultant there … he
came back and he came and did it.
But it meant that there was a ten
day lag.

E110 stated so when he came back.
The senior consultant there … he
came back and he came and did it.
But it meant that there was a ten
day lag.

E110/24/ And it was ten days.
Where luckily that weekend I trusted
the [junior doctor] that was on that
weekend em … because you don’t
have … you have a [junior doctor]
cover and I said, ‘here’s what we
need’. And I had nurses … senior
nurses each night … which I was able
to trust but it wasn’t a safe situation.
E110/25/ And it is suboptimal for
that patient. And you’ve got a
patient in for ten days instead of
three. On a whole number of levels
… right from the patient through to
finance, it’s really, really not good.
E110/26/ Did you ever see that
locum down … at all? No, no. We
often didn’t’ see the locum’s and we
didn’t know them very well.

E110 stated it was ten days. Where
luckily that weekend he trusted the
[junior doctor] that was on that
weekend because you don’t have …
you have a [junior doctor] cover and
E110 said, ‘here’s what we need’.
And E110 had nurses … senior nurses
each night …which he was able to
trust but it wasn’t a safe situation.
E110 stated it is suboptimal for that
patient. And you’ve got a patient in
for ten days instead of three. On a
whole number of levels … right from
the patient through to finance, it’s
really, really not good.
The interviewer asked if E110
interacted face-to-face with the
locum? E110 stated no, no. We
often didn’t’ see the locum’s and we
didn’t know them very well.

E110/27/ Em … and the [Type 2]
team was difficult to get a hold of.
And I was good friends with that
[junior doctor] on that team and
said, ‘look, ‘I’m having so much
trouble’. And he’d go, “I can barely
see them”. And – you know – “they
come for a two minute ward round
in the morning and then leave and
I’m supposed to manage all these
patients”. Luckily he was incredibly
intelligent and medically inclined, so
he sorted a few things out.

E110 stated the [Type 2] team was
difficult to get a hold of. And he was
good friends with that [junior
doctor] on that team and said, ‘look,
I’m having so much trouble’. And
he’d go, “I can barely see them”.
And – you know – “they come for a
two minute ward round in the
morning and then leave and I’m
supposed to manage all these
patients”. Luckily [the Type 2] junior
doctor was incredibly intelligent and
medically inclined, so he sorted a
few things out.
E110 reported but there were a few
problems in that hospital as well.
And that was another thing we
found … we didn’t trust the clinical
expertise of some of the seniors.
Which as junior doctors’ you can’t do
anything about it. But it creates a
really difficult situation where you
don’t want the advice of some of
them because you don’t feel it will
serve that patient well. And there
were one or two situations that
occurred when we were there that
reinforced that. Where we went,
thank goodness that we are
comfortable relying on each other,
but this is not ideal.
E110 stated so … ya, that was a
really difficult situation because it
was frustrating.
E110 stated he had the nurse in
charge of the medical ward on his
side going, “This is appalling”. He
was engaging the Health Directorate
… he was … we were going through
quite a few things at that time where
it was attacked from a number of
different angles.
E110 stated the only thing that
saved them in the end was that the

E110/28/ But there were a few
problems in that hospital as well.
And that was another thing we
found … we didn’t trust the clinical
expertise of some of the seniors.
Which as junior doctors’ you can’t
do anything about it. But it creates a
really difficult situation where you
don’t want the advice of some of
them because you don’t feel it will
serve that patient well. And there
were one or two situations that
occurred when we were there that
reinforced that. Where we went,
thank goodness that we are
comfortable relying on each other,
but this is not ideal.
E110/29/ So … ya, that was a really
difficult situation because it was
frustrating.
E110/30/ I had the nurse in charge
of the medical ward on my side
going, “This is appalling”. He was
engaging the Health Directorate …
he was … we were going through
quite a few things at that time where
it was attacked from a number of
different angles.
E110/31/ And the only thing that
saved us in the end was that the
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E110 felt that the lag time for the
patient to get procedure completed
was unsatisfactory and he
questioned a healthcare system that
could make a distressed patient wait
that long.
E110 described he felt that part of his
responsibility was to ensure that the
patient had the care they needed
when he was not there. E110
described bringing other trusted
peers and senior nurses into his circle
to protect the patient from any
further harm.
E110 described that on a number of
different levels this experience
highlighted that there were systemic
flaws that contributed to inadequate
patient care and to the high cost of
healthcare.
E110 described that visiting senior
doctors were not introduced to the
teams in the hospital. E110 felt this
distanced the visiting senior doctors
from the patients they had
responsibility for and those that
would be seeking help from them.
E110 described he utilised colleagues
he knew to gain access to the
seniors. E110 reported that his
colleague had similar difficulties
accessing help and they frequently
had to work beyond their experience
level to care for patients.

E110 reported that there were
occasions where junior doctors didn’t
trust the answers they would get
from senior doctors and in these
instances it was best not to ask for
help from senior staff due to their
lack of expertise. E110 felt it was
safer to seek help from junior
colleagues that had up current
knowledge and information.

E110 described he felt frustrated by
not being able to seek help in a
timely way for the distressed patient.
E110 described he united with the
nurse with similar intentions to
provide care to the patient. E110
described together, they tried to
influence what was happening in the
hospital by involving local
government authorities.
E110 described that the system had
no redundancy and there were

consultant happens to be a really
nice guy … who’s clinically
competent and then came back from
his other work.
E110/32/ You obviously had many
conversations with the nursing staff
about this … what did they [gets cut
off]. They were similarly frustrated.
Except I was there for [number]
months and they were living with
this.

[Type 1] consultant happens to be a
really nice guy … who’s clinically
competent and then came back from
his other work.
The interviewer asked the content of
the conversations E110 had with
nursing staff. E110 stated they were
similarly frustrated, except E110 was
there for [number] months and they
were living with this.

E110/33/ So there were … the
particular [Type 1] nurse on my ward
… and worked in a number of very
senior, well regarded and high acuity
tertiary centres in [City]. Particularly
in [speciality], he was a very skilled
[type] nurse. He was very … very
reasonable and really … really
supported us quite a bit. He was
similarly frustrated.
E110/34/ And I had frustrations with
my consultant not coming in and the
fact that this is really hard to get
things done as the [junior doctor]
because I am aware that I don’t
know enough about this here and I
can’t get a straight answer from the
registrar that’s too scared to do
things without the consultant. The
consultant isn’t here.

E110 stated so there were … the
particular [Type 1] nurse on his ward
… and worked in a number of very
senior, well regarded and high acuity
tertiary centres in [City]. Particularly
in [speciality], he was a very skilled
[Speciality] nurse. He was very …
very reasonable and really … really
supported us quite a bit. He was
similarly frustrated.
And E110 had frustrations with his
consultant not coming in and the
fact that this is really hard to get
things done as the [junior doctor]
because he is aware that he doesn’t
know enough about this here and
E110 can’t get a straight answer
from the registrar that’s too scared
to do things without the consultant.
The consultant isn’t here.

E110/35/ And so he was a great
support to me. But he was pulling his
hair out over this. They were
engaging the head of the hospital …
the head of the health network the
head of the [state] health. They
actually at one point went towards
the Minister.
E110/36/ It was a difficult
environment to work in. And at one
or two points that [Type 1] nurse
said, “thank goodness you’re
proactive! Thank goodness we have
junior doctors that are proactive”.
Because when they have had
registrars competent and
comfortable doing things on their
own things can run reasonably
smoothly.
E110/37/ Em … my registrar was
very nice and was competent but
was a more junior registrar. And was
nervous about making calls without
the consultant because the
consultant often disagreed and not
always in line with best evidence.
And that made it really difficult to
work on, as a ward.

E110 stated he was a great support
to me. But he was pulling his hair
out over this. They were engaging
the head of the hospital … the head
of the health network the head of
the [state] health. They actually at
one point went towards the
Minister.
E110 stated it was a difficult
environment to work in. And at one
or two points that [Type 1] nurse
said, “thank goodness you’re
proactive! Thank goodness we have
junior doctors that are proactive”.
Because when they have had
registrars competent and
comfortable doing things on their
own things can run reasonably
smoothly.
E110 stated that his registrar was
very nice and was competent but
was a more junior registrar. And was
nervous about making calls without
the consultant because the
consultant often disagreed and not
always in line with best evidence.
And that made it really difficult to
work on, as a ward. It was a difficult
situation.
E110 stated it was a difficult
situation … that was one where helpseeking … I actually hadn’t
considered that way before. Usually
the bad things about help-seeking
you find are when people don’t
know how to do it … and they’re
dismissed. Whereas … E110 was …
E110 believes … he is very, very

E110/38/ It was a difficult situation
… that was one where help-seeking
… I actually hadn’t considered that
way before. Usually the bad things
about help-seeking you find are
when people don’t know how to do
it … and they’re dismissed. Whereas
… I was … I believe … I am very, very
assertive. And I was quite vocal
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systemic issues with ownership of
patient care through the continued
reliance and utilisation of out of area
locums.
E110 described he was relieved that
he only had to put up with this
situation over a number of months.
E110 felt sympathy for the nursing
staff, who on the other hand, were
dealing with incompetent
(replacement) senior staff that did
not support junior doctors helpseeking and did not own patient care.
E110 described he felt supported and
backed up by a nurse who he trusted
and respected they’re expertise.

E110 described that his ability to
complete tasks was hampered by the
inaccessibility of the senior doctors
and the immediate supervisors’
inability to make independent
decisions.

E110 described the nurse was
backing him with his compliant. E110
described that the problems were so
systemic at this hospital that it was
brought to the attention of the
highest authority in government.
E110 described that the environment
could mask that the senior doctors’
accessibility especially when
registrars’ were confident to take on
decisions themselves. E110 reported
the nurse praised him for being
proactively and standing up to
complain.

E110 described that the registrar’s
inexperience in dealing with such a
difficult senior doctor resulted
ineffective and drawn out decisions
and in adequate patient care.

E110 described this experience by
differentiating it with other helpseeking experiences he was familiar
with. E110 described he felt that he
knew what to do and who to contact
to solve the problem. But this did
not aid his help-seeking as the senior
doctors were not taking their

about this and personally following
these [Type 2] registrars (laughs).
And not getting anywhere with that.

supervision roles seriously, or owing
the care of their patients.

E110/39/ And that was really
difficult and em … very frustrating!
And to turn up to the patient every
day and say, ‘were still waiting on
the [Type 2] doctors, I’m really sorry.
How are you going with your soup
today?’ “Well I [was violently ill] only
seven times yesterday”. It was
really, really frustrating.

assertive. And E110 was quite vocal
about this and personally following
these [Type 2] registrars (Laughs).
And not getting anywhere with that.
E110 stated that was really difficult
and very frustrating! And to turn up
to the patient every day and say
‘were still waiting on the [Type 2]
doctors, I’m really sorry. How are
you going with your soup today?’
“Well I [was violently ill] only seven
times yesterday”. It was really,
really frustrating.

E110/40/ And in a smaller hospital I
didn’t know how to escalate it.

E110 stated that in a smaller hospital
he didn’t know how to escalate it.

E110/41/ So I was chatting to … and I
did call my consultant once and got
very little help. So didn’t bother
doing that again. “Aw”, he went,
“keep calling the [Type 2] doctors,
they need to come and see him”.
‘Yep, okay’.

E110 stated so he was chatting to …
and he did call his consultant once
and got very little help. So didn’t
bother doing that again. “Aw”, he
went, “keep calling the [Type 2]
doctors, they need to come and see
him”. ‘Yep, okay’.

E110 described that seeking help in a
small hospital is more difficult as
there are very few options to seek
help or report that help-seeking is a
problem.
E110 described seeking help from a
very disinterested senior doctor, who
didn’t volunteer to step in and help
him solve the problem but instead
just left it for the junior doctor to sort
out.

E110/42/ Em … it certainly
contrasted with my experiences here
where if you escalate it … even if
they aren’t … don’t agree with it,
they usually will take some kind of
action.

E110 stated it certainly contrasted
with his experiences here where if
you escalate it … even if they aren’t
… don’t agree with it, they usually
will take some kind of action.

43/ And that was the interesting
thing about working in a [location]
hospital. Where you had different
competencies and caring of both
nursing and medical staff.

E110 stated that was the interesting
thing about working in a [location]
hospital. Where you had different
competencies and caring of both
nursing and medical staff.
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E110 described letting the patient
down every day when he showed up
at the bedside as their help-seeking
was not successful.

E110 described this experience in
contrast with his other experiences
working in larger hospitals. E110 felt
you have the redundancy of
resources and can always find
someone to seek help from and they
will act.
E110 felt that you couldn’t judge a
health professional’s competence or
commitment to care for patients
from their position in this hospital.

Appendix B:
E221’s transformed data
Experience from E221’s
transcript, divided into meaning
units.
E221/1/ The situation was in the
[Type 1], at [name hospital]. We
were in one of the, one of the [Type
1] bed areas.
E221/2/ I was looking after a [specific
type of] patient post [procedure],
who was otherwise stable in every
respect. However the blood gas had
a high [test result], which clinically
couldn’t be explained to look at the
patient.
E221/3/ And it wasn’t a huge
concern from my perspective.
Clinically [the patient] was on
pathway and was following em …
everything I was expecting him to do
at that particular stage.
E221/4/ Em … and I only became red
flagged when we noticed over a
series of blood gasses that it was
actually increasing. So immediately
after post [procedure] it was
[number] and it had gone up to
[triple the number]. Em … by the
time – you know – I had pointed it
out to the [junior doctor] who was
looking after that patient.
E221/5/ I suppose to answer the
question (long pause) my
interactions with the doctor at that
time were, that the [test result] is
going up. Em … there is no clinical
signs – you know – to say he’s
deteriorating, or that he’s
compromised in any respect … just
so you know.
E221/6/ And within a space of a few
minutes around the bed area, while I
was doing other things, he started
asking a few questions about why
that might be happening?
E221/7/ And I don’t think I realised
em … that he thought it was an issue
that he had to deal with. And I didn’t
think it was something that we
needed to fix as an isolated result
because there was no clinical signs
that patient was compromised in any
respect.
E221/8/ Em … and so it was only
when I got the next blood gas back
about … well we decided at that
point to check it, again an hour later.
And it was only when we got the
next blood gas back and once again it
had increased to [higher number].
Em … when we expecting it to be
[around these numbers]. Em … in a
post [procedure] patient. That’s

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E221’s
language

Transformations

E221 stated the situation was in the
[Type 1] area, at [name hospital].
They were in one of the [Type 1] bed
areas.
E221 stated he was looking after a
[specific type of] patient post
[procedure], who was otherwise
stable in every respect. However the
blood gas had a high [test result],
which clinically couldn’t be explained
to look at the patient.
E221 stated that it wasn’t a huge
concern from his perspective.
Clinically [the patient] was on
pathway and was following
everything E221 was expecting him to
do at that particular stage.
E221 stated he only became red
flagged when he noticed over a series
of blood gasses that it was actually
increasing. So immediately after post
[procedure] it was [number] and it
had gone up to [triple the number].
By the time – you know – E221 had
pointed it out to the [junior doctor]
who was looking after that patient.

E221 described the area where the
experience took place in an acute
teaching hospital.

E221 stated he supposed to answer
the question (long pause) his
interactions with the doctor at that
time were, that the [test result] is
going up. There is no clinical signs –
you know – to say he’s deteriorating,
or that he’s compromised in any
respect … just so you know’.

E221 described notifying the junior
doctor to the patient’s abnormal
result. E221 described he
communicated the result to the
junior doctor, clearly articulating
that this was not an emergency but
it was something together they
needed to monitor.

E221 stated and within a space of a
few minutes around the bed area,
while E221 was doing other things,
the junior doctor started asking a few
questions about why that might be
happening?
E221 stated he doesn’t think he
realised that he thought it was an
issue that he had to deal with. And
he didn’t think it was something that
they needed to fix as an isolated
result because there was no clinical
signs that patient was compromised
in any respect.
E221 stated that so it was only when
E221 got the next blood gas back
about … well they decided at that
point to check it, again an hour later.
And it was only when we got the next
blood gas back and once again it had
increased to [higher number]. When
they expected it to be [around these
numbers]. In a post [procedure]
patient. That’s he started asking

E221 described the junior doctor
seeking support from him and
asking his expert opinion about the
abnormal result.
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E221 described he felt the patient’s
recovery was on track, however he
was puzzled as to why the patient
had returned an abnormal result.

E221 described he felt that there
could be a reasonable explanation
for the result.

E221 described he recognised that
there was something not right when
the result continued to be abnormal
and this alerted him to seek help
from the junior doctor.

E221 described that he was at first
oblivious to the reasons why the
junior doctor was seeking help, as
he himself was not overly
concerned about the result.

E221 understood that the result
concerned the junior doctor and
that the junior doctor was relying
on E221’s expertise to answer why
this was happening.

when he started asking more
questions around – you know – “Is
this something we’ve seen before?
Why would this be happening?”
E221/9/ And I was sort of (long
pause) I suppose … was giving advice
around this specific patient. Em … as
far as I was could see, there were no
clinical indications to say there was
any good reason for his [test results]
to go up. He had a good [vital signs].
E221/10/ Em … and so em (trails off).
I suppose the help-seeking started
from my perspective, started with
him asking em … “what would you
usually do with a patient like this?”
After a couple of other questions
which were, “have you seen this
before? Have” (trails off). You know –
“Is this something” –you know –
“Would usually happen with these
patients after this type of surgery?”
And me going, ‘no’.
E221/11/ Once again referring back
to observations everything looks
fine. ‘I’ll check it again in an hour
and we’ll see’. And em … “So what
would we do about it?” And I said,
‘well we could give him some fluid
and see if that helps, because that
usually suggests that he is [over
functioning a specific system]
somewhere’.
E221/12/ And with most [specific
type] patients there is a risk that they
have an [specific] episode to some
part of their [location on body] or
periphery. And so the suspicion could
be that there is some [function] that
isn’t getting somewhere it needs to
be. And fluid might help.
E221/13/ But as I said, ‘clinically he
looked pristine in every other respect
so it was only the [test result]. We
planned to give some [therapy] and
planned to check the [test result] in
another hour’. Em … and it hadn’t
improved it. Stayed about the same I
think, it was [a number lower] so it
had come down a little bit.
E221/14/ So this doctor who I
thought was very nice and who I
thought was very competent. But
seemed very insecure about this
particular change and why it was
happening and not being able to
explain it and not exactly sure how to
treat it.
E221/15/ Em … was then saying,
“should we give some more fluid?” I
said, ‘well look as far as I could see
there’s no indication. He has got
good urine output, good heart rate,
good blood pressure – you know – if I
wasn’t looking at that [test result] I
would say there was no reason to
give [the patient] any fluid. And so I
can’t understand why the [test
result] is up specifically, when every
other thing that we are looking at or
would be looking at is okay. So it

more questions around – you know –
“Is this something they’d seen
before? Why would this be
happening?”
E221 stated he was sort of (long
pause) E221 suppose … was giving
advice around this specific patient.
As far as E221 was could see, there
were no clinical indications to say
there was any good reason for his
[test results] to go up. He had a good
[vital signs].
E221 stated that he supposed the
help-seeking started from his
perspective, started with him asking,
“what would you usually do with a
patient like this?” After a couple of
other questions which were, “have
you seen this before? Have” (trails
off). You know – “Is this something” –
you know – “Would usually happen
with these patients after this type of
surgery?” And E221 going, ‘no’.

E221 described supporting the
junior doctor with his help-seeking,
reassuring him that the patient was
not deteriorating but that it was an
abnormal result nonetheless.

E221 described the junior doctor
was seeking help from him by
asking about his past experience
with these types of patient and
targeting his expertise.

E221 stated once again referring back
to observations everything looks fine.
‘I’ll check it again in an hour and we’ll
see’. And “So what would we do
about it?” And E221 said, ‘well we
could give him some fluid and see if
that helps, because that usually
suggests that he is [over functioning a
specific system] somewhere’.

E221 provided the junior doctor
with his own clinical viewpoint of
the problem and a potential
solution for the patient.

E221 stated and with most [specific
type] patients there is a risk that they
have an [specific] episode to some
part of their [location on body] or
periphery. And so the suspicion could
be that there is some [function] that
isn’t getting somewhere it needs to
be. And fluid might help.
E221 stated he said, ‘clinically he
looked pristine in every other respect
so it was only the [test result]. We
planned to give some fluid and
planned to check the [test result] in
another hour’ and it hadn’t improved
it. Stayed about the same E221
recalled it was [a number lower] so it
had come down a little bit.
So this doctor who E221 thought was
very nice and who E221 thought was
very competent. But seemed very
insecure about this particular change
and why it was happening and not
being able to explain it and not
exactly sure how to treat it.

E221 proposed to treat the patient
and monitor if any change occurred.

E221 stated that the junior doctor
was then saying “should we give
some more fluid?” E221 said, ‘well
look as far as I could see there’s no
indication. He has got good urine
output, good heart rate, good blood
pressure – you know – if E221 wasn’t
looking at that [test result] E221
would say there was no reason to
give [the patient] any fluid. And so
E221 couldn’t understand why the
[test result] is up specifically, when
every other thing that they were
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E221 understood that management
plan was ineffective and other
options would need to be
considered.

E221 described that this junior
doctor did know how to go about
solving this particular problem and
was not seeking help elsewhere.
E221 described that this concerned
him as previously the junior doctor
had been quick to solve problems
and seek help effectively.
E221 described he realised that the
junior doctor was seeking help from
him. E221 described providing
support but felt uneasy having the
last say on the decision to continue
therapy or not.

seems an aberrant result. Em … so I
wouldn’t be doing anything about it’.

E221/20/ Which is nice em ...
because I didn’t think it was a big
thing to worry about but it didn’t
give me a lot of confidence in that I
didn’t know if it was a big deal.

looking at or would be looking at was
okay. So it seems an aberrant result.
So E221 wouldn’t be doing anything
about it’.
E221 stated that ‘Maybe you should
go speak to the other [junior
doctor]?’ And it was only at that
point, two hours into that questions
and the queries around the [test
result] (long pause) that E221 realised
that he had to say, ‘you need to go to
speak to one of the other [junior
doctors] and see if they have a good
explanation for this’.
E221 stated the way they allocated
the patients in the [area], one [junior
doctor for the area] is allocated to a
number of patients and overnight
[the junior doctor] had [number].
With another [doctor] looking after
[equal numbers of patients], and a
senior registrar who has the on-call
phone.
So in E221’s mind after his first
conversation about the [test result],
E221 had assumed [the junior doctor]
would have gone and spoken to
somebody else. And … and got – you
know – either an explanation of why
the [result] could have been up or a
treatment. So when they talked
about it another hour and then
another hour down the track. E221
was a bit surprised that [the junior
doctor] didn’t have a reason for why
it was happening. And hadn’t sought
any queries from anybody else about
it and just kept to himself.
E221 stated and whether that was
because [the junior doctor] was too
busy or he didn’t feel confident in his
skills or was busy doing other stuff.
E221 didn’t know but … and E221
thinks some of it was [the junior
doctor] wasn’t particularly concerned
because he wasn’t concerned.
E221 stated which is nice because
E221 didn’t recall it was a big thing to
worry about but it didn’t give him a
lot of confidence in that E221 didn’t
know if it was a big deal.

E221/21/ In isolation the patient
seemed okay in every other respect,
but that was always going to be at
the back of my mind that the [test
result] was high. And I was relying
on him to be the last word. To say, it
was okay (Big inhale). And I think in
some respects … I think he was
relying on me because of my
experience with the [specific]
patients. Em … but if I wasn’t
worried he wasn’t going to be
worried. And that probably wasn’t a
good scenario for us to be in as nurse
and doctor.
E221/22/ It was only at 5am. So
another two hours. When we did
another blood gas and it was

E221 stated in isolation the patient
seemed okay in every other respect,
but that was always going to be at
the back of his mind that the [test
result] was high. And E221 was
relying on [the junior doctor] to be
the last word. To say, it was okay (Big
inhale). And E221 thinks in some
respects … E221 thinks he was relying
on him because of his experience
with the [specific] patients. But if
E221 wasn’t worried he wasn’t going
to be worried. And that probably
wasn’t a good scenario for us to be in
as nurse and doctor.
E221 stated it was only at 5am. So
another two hours. When we did
another blood gas and it was resolved

E221/16/ ‘Maybe you should go
speak to the other [junior doctor]?’
And it was only at that point, two
hours into that questions and the
queries around the [test result] (long
pause) that I realised that I had to
say, ‘you need to go speak to one of
the other [junior doctors] and see if
they have a good explanation for
this’.
E221/17/ The way they allocated the
patients in the [area], one [junior
doctor for the area] is allocated to a
number of patients and overnight
[the junior doctor] had [number].
With another [doctor] looking after
[equal numbers of patient], and a
senior registrar who has the on-call
phone.
E221/18/ So in my mind after our
first conversation about the [test
result], I assumed he would have
gone and spoken to somebody else.
And … and got – you know – either
an explanation of why the [result]
could have been up or a treatment.
So when we talked about another
hour and then another hour down
the track. I think I was a bit
surprised that he didn’t have a
reason for why it was happening.
And hadn’t sought any queries from
anybody else about it and just kept
to himself.
E221/19/ And whether that was
because he was too busy or he didn’t
feel confident in his skills or was busy
doing other stuff. I don’t know but
em … and I think some of it was he
wasn’t particularly concerned
because I wasn’t concerned.
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E221 understood after time passed
that he needed to instruct the
junior doctor to seek help from
other medical staff.

E221 described that each junior
doctor has a number of patients
that they are responsible for
throughout the evening, but they
can always seek help from the oncall doctor if they need it.

E221 understood he was surprised
that the junior doctor hadn’t sought
help from his medical colleague.
E221 described that he questioned
the junior doctor’s trustworthiness.

E221 described he felt that his
indifference to the problem
influenced the junior doctor’s
decision not to seek help further.

E221 described he felt conflicted
about why the junior doctor didn’t
seek help elsewhere. On the one
hand he was flattered that the
junior doctor trusted his clinical
expertise, but on the other hand
E221 didn’t know for sure what was
causing the problem.
E221 understood that he and the
junior doctor were in a professional
relationship where there was
mutual trust. E221 described he
unknowingly influenced the junior
doctor decision about seeking help.
E221 understood that his role was
to provide informal supervision and
that he should have directly
communicated that he was not
totally about the support he was
providing and that the junior doctor
should seek help.
E221 understood the junior doctor
hadn’t sought help and therefore
didn’t have an accurate explanation

resolved slightly, but still elevated at
[number]. The consultant had come
on now so 5am now. And the
consultant was handed the blood gas
and he said, “oh everything is fine
except his the [test result] is high”.
E221/23/ And the consultant
immediately said, “[The patient has]
a [specific disease]?” And [the junior
doctor] said, “yes”. And [the
consultant] said, “aw [the patient is]
usually on [drug]? Is [the patient]
not?” And [junior doctor] said “ya, I
think so”. “And [the patient] didn’t
get his [drug] yesterday?” And
[junior doctor] said “nope”. So
[junior doctor] said, – instantly – [the
junior doctor] knew that consultant
picked up when they are [on drug]
the [drug] changes the [raw
materials] into [test result] and these
people run around with a normal …
an increased [test result] production.
E221/24/ But in their normal lives
their [organs] are functioning
normally and effectively and they are
well [functioning] and they haven’t
gone through a shock process. And
so their [test result] is cleared.
However, immediately after
[procedure] or injury the [type]
procedure the [organ] and the
[another organ] are shocked and so
they are under [functioning]. And
em … they are not hydrated as well
as they usually would be so that [test
result] production increases for a
period and then as their organs start
functioning normally again the levels
drop dramatically. So it is a routine
rise in [test result] that we would see
in a patient who’s on [drug]. After a
shock. A [type] shock like [specific
procedure].
E221/25/ And [the consultant]
explained this to the doctor. And I
went, ‘aw that makes perfect sense’.
E221/26/ And so the two of us had –
you know – had a realisation I
suppose … together. That this was
something we could have picked up
if we’d looked a little bit deeper into
what medications he was on. And
what side effects those medication
were. And maybe had an insight into
the physiology into how those
medications worked.
E221/27/ I probably had the
expectation that he was going to do
that. But I think from his perspective
em … he should have realised that.
But from his perspective he wasn’t
too concerned because I was
confident in the patient. Clinically
how he looked. And this number
seemed to be an odd number,
separated from everything else.
E221/28/ And realistically if it was a
hyper-[functioning] organ or [part of
body] we wouldn’t have done
anything about it in the middle of the
night anyway. It would have been

slightly, but still elevated at [number].
The consultant had come on now so
5am now. And the consultant was
handed the blood gas and he said “oh
everything is fine except his the [test
result] is high”.
E221 stated the consultant
immediately said, “[The patient has] a
[specific disease]?” And [the junior
doctor] said, “yes”. And [the
consultant] said, “aw [the patient is]
usually on [drug]? Is [the patient]
not?” And [junior doctor] said “ya, I
think so”. “And [the patient] didn’t
get his [drug] yesterday?” And
[junior doctor] said “nope”. So
[junior doctor] said, – instantly – [the
junior doctor] knew that consultant
picked up when they are [on drug]
the [drug] changes the [raw
materials] into [test result] and these
people run around with a normal …
an increased [test result] production.
E221 stated but in their normal lives
their [organs] are functioning
normally and effectively and they are
well [functioning] and they haven’t
gone through a shock process. And so
their [test result] is cleared. However,
immediately after [procedure] or
injury the [type] procedure the
[organ] and the [another organ] are
shocked and so they are under
[functioning]. And they are not
hydrated as well as they usually
would be so that [test result]
production increases for a period and
then as their organs start functioning
normally again the levels drop
dramatically. So it is a routine rise in
[test result] that we would see in a
patient who’s on [drug]. After a
shock. A [type] shock like [specific
procedure].
E221 stated [the consultant]
explained this to the doctor. And
E221 went, ‘aw that makes perfect
sense’.
E221 stated so the two of us had –
you know – had a realisation E221
supposes … together. That this was
something we could have picked up if
we’d looked a little bit deeper into
what medications he was on. And
what side effects those medication
were. And maybe had an insight into
the physiology into how those
medications worked.
E221 stated he probably had the
expectation that he was going to do
that. But I think from his perspective,
he should have realised that. But
from his perspective he wasn’t too
concerned because I was confident in
the patient. Clinically how he
looked. And this number seemed to
be an odd number, separated from
everything else.
E221 stated that realistically if it was
a hyper [functioning] organ or [part
of body] they wouldn’t have done
anything about it in the middle of the
night anyway. It would have been
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for what was happening with the
patient’s result.

E221 understood that senior doctor
sensed immediately that junior
doctor hadn’t put enough effort
into investigating why this problem
had occurred with the patient.
E221 understood that this would be
interpreted as not fulfilling their
duties and could make the junior
doctor appear less trustworthy to
the senior doctor.

E221 described he felt that the
senior doctor provided a full
explanation of why the result was
abnormal. E221 understood that
the senior doctor provided this
information without criticising the
junior doctor for not knowing it.

E221 described he felt that he and
the junior doctor learnt a valuable
lesson in owning the patient and
sharing that responsibility as team.
E221 understood that this
experience highlighted that to
owning and sharing the patients’
care included knowing the patients’
history. E221 also described he felt
that as a senior nurse he should
have instructed the junior doctor to
seek help earlier.
E221 described he recognised that
he influenced the junior doctor not
seeking help further. The fact that
E221 didn’t have an explanation for
the abnormal result should have
triggered the junior doctor to seek
help elsewhere for an explanation
and not to rely solely on E221’s
experience.
E221 justified that he didn’t seek
help from the standpoint that the
problem wouldn’t have been
something that was urgent enough
to treat on a night shift.

something we would have
investigated during the day.
E221/29/ So I think I answered all
those questions.
E221/30/ Tell me how you felt? I
think my immediate thought when I
realised at that two hour time frame
that he hadn’t gone and asked em …
anyone else about the [test result].
Was a realisation that I hadn’t
suggested to him to do that?
E221/31/ And that’s something that I
have consciously done with junior
doctors that I feel have been out of
their depth in the past. I’ve directed
them to go and speak to one of the
senior medical or seek advice from
medical staff.
E221/32/ Especially if they are asking
me to do something that I don’t feel
confident doing for that particular
clinical situation. Not that it happens
that often but it does happen to time
to time. And that has been met with
varying responses – sometimes, “No,
I want you to go and do that” or
“Okay I’ll go and do that”.
E221/33/ And how they sometimes
respond to that question, ‘I think you
should go talk to someone else’,
gives me a good indication of their
confidence level. In terms of their
treatment decisions.
E221/34/ And so I think I just gave
myself a mental reminder, ‘why
didn’t I say that earlier?’ I should
have … maybe should have told him
to go talk to the other [junior
doctor].
E221/35/ I think I explained it ‘wayto-myself. That I was less worried
about him because he had been in
the unit for some period of time and
he worked with [this particular junior
doctor] before and I know he had
been around for a while. So I didn’t
consider him a [new] doctor. I didn’t
consider him to be not capable. And
so I felt he didn’t need that
reminder.
E221/36/ So I made a bit of excuse to
myself for not saying (coughs)
anything. But em … it was a nice
reminder to me that I should
regardless [of] who it is or their
experience [ask], ‘have you spoken
to anyone else? Have you asked
them about why this could be the
case?’
E221/37/ Em … it didn’t change how
it ended or our treatment in any
respect. And the fluid certainly
didn’t hurt the patient. I don’t even
think it was directly responsible for
the [test result] coming down. That
slight dip. I think it was going to just
come down anyway.
E221/38/ Excellent. Can you tell me
more about when you said your
experience of seeing [junior doctor] a

something that would have
investigated during the day.
E221 stated that he has covered the
prompts in front of him to describe
his experience in detail.
The interviewer departs from
description to ask how they felt.
E221 thinks his immediate thought
when E221 realised at that two hour
time frame that he hadn’t gone and
asked anyone else about the [test
result]. Was a realisation that E221
hadn’t suggested to him to do that?
E221 stated and that’s something
that he has consciously done with
junior doctors that E221 felt have
been out of their depth in the past.
E221 has directed them to go and
speak to one of the senior medical or
seek advice from medical staff.
E221 stated if they are asking E221 to
do something that he doesn’t feel
confident doing for that particular
clinical situation. Not that it happens
that often but it does happen to time
to time. And that has been met with
varying responses – sometimes, “No,
I want you to go and do that” or
“Okay I’ll go and do that”.
E221 stated how they sometimes
respond to that question, ‘I think you
should go talk to someone else’, gives
him a good indication of their
confidence level. In terms of their
treatment decisions.
E221 stated he just gave himself a
mental reminder, ‘why didn’t I say
that earlier?’ E221 should have …
maybe should have told him to go
talk to the other [junior doctor].

No transformation
E221 reflected he was apologetic
that he didn’t prompt the junior
doctor to seek help.

E221 reflected that he felt this
experience was different from
previous experiences, as he trusted
this junior doctor clinically and
therefore didn’t think to remind him
to seek help initially.
E221 understood that he had been
working with junior doctors for a
long time and he trusted his own
ability to pick out which junior
doctors were trustworthy and
which junior doctors were not
based on how they responded to his
feedback.
E221 described how trustworthy a
junior doctor was judged was
closely related to how confident
they were with their own clinical
decisions.
E221 described he learnt a lesson to
always prompt a junior doctor to
seek help, no matter if he trusted
them clinically or not.

E221 thinks he explained it ‘way to
himself. That he was less worried
about him because he had been in
the unit for some period of time and
he worked with [this particular junior
doctor] before and E221 knew he had
been around for a while. So he didn’t
consider him a [new] doctor. E221
didn’t consider him to be not capable.
And so E221 felt he didn’t need that
reminder.
E221 made a bit of excuse to himself
for not saying (coughs) anything. But
it was a nice reminder to him that he
should regardless [of] who it is or
their experience [ask], ‘have you
spoken to anyone else? Have you
asked them about why this could be
the case?’

E221 understood that he worked
with this junior doctor differently
from other junior doctors when he
didn’t remind them to seek help.
E221 described he felt that he
already trusted the junior doctor’s
intentions and didn’t need to
remind them to seek help.

E221 stated it didn’t change how it
ended or their treatment in any
respect. And the fluid certainly
didn’t hurt the patient. E221 doesn’t
even think it was directly responsible
for the [test result] coming down.
That slight dip. E221 reflects it was
going to just come down anyway.
The interviewer asked E221 to
describe how being familiar with a
junior doctor made him forget to

E221 reflected that their treatment
although not clinically needed did
not cause an adverse event.
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E221 described he felt that he
assumed that a junior doctor would
seek help and this was a wake-up
call to never assume anything.
E221 described he felt that in all
cases to err on the side of caution
and remind junior doctors to seek
help in the future.

E221 reflected that it was not the
physical presence of the junior
doctor being around that provided

lot … that you get so familiar with
them that you forget to tell them? Ya
… absolutely. And because it’s not
just seeing him around though. Em
... I suppose. Being a senior member
of staff in the [area] you get
exposure to [junior doctors] doing
procedures and how they act around
deteriorating patients. How they
perform those, gives you. Well I
think it gives you a good perspective
of their medical knowledge and
medical confidence and capacity.
And so it’s just … just not them being
there. Or how long they have been
there. It’s what they’ve done when
they are there.

prompt the junior doctor to seek
help. E221 stated ya … absolutely.
And because it’s not just seeing
[junior doctors] around though. E221
supposed. Being a senior member of
staff in the [area] you get exposure to
[junior doctors] doing procedures and
how they act around deteriorating
patients. How they perform those,
provides you. Well E221 felt it
provided you with a good perspective
of their medical knowledge and
medical confidence and capacity. And
so it’s just … just not them being
there. Or how long they have been
there. It’s what they’ve done when
they are there.

him with the indication that he
could trust of their abilities but it
also was how the junior doctors
conducted themselves and how
they managed patients clinically
that provided the evidence if they
should or should not be trusted.

E221/39/ And certainly with this
particular doctor I felt. I knew he
was very clinical, very competent
with his procedures. How he
performed his procedures and his
decision-making around
deteriorating patients has been
prompt – you know – and has always
been concise and certainly effective.
E221/40/ So I think he didn’t fall into
that junior doctor … not quite sure
and I’ve seen you here and I know
you‘ve been here for six months, but
I don’t know what you are capable
of, role either. [This junior doctor]
was definitely someone who I
thought – you know – that was
competent and comfortable.

E221 state and certainly with this
particular doctor E221 felt, E221
knew he was very clinical, very
competent with his procedures. How
he performed his procedures and his
decision making around deteriorating
patients has been prompt. You know
and has always been concise and
certainly effective.
So E221 stated so I think he didn’t fall
into that junior doctor … not quite
sure and E221 has seen you here and
E221 knew you‘ve been here for six
months, but E221 doesn’t know what
you are capable of, role either. [This
junior doctor] was definitely
someone who E221 thought – you
know – that was competent and
comfortable.
E221 stated it was funny ‘cause that
night and the previous … it was that
night and the next night. I was
working with him. And that was his
last night in the unit. And he thanked
me when he was leaving because he
was going back overseas. “I really
appreciate your help and I really
appreciate – you know – you talking
me through things”.
E221 stated and E221 didn’t realise
he thinks, how much he specifically
(long pause) had been maybe relying
on his experience for interactions like
that one.
E221 stated when he said that …
because so many doctors come and
go all the time. And I’m quite happy
to say, ‘goodbye and hope they have
a good time and look forward to
seeing you next time when you come
back’. But very rarely do they say,
“Thanks very much, I really
appreciate your insights, your
comments and your help”. And that
sort of thing.
E221 stated that because although
they do contribute to a lot of what
goes on and they think they impact
on some of the decision that are
made. A lot of the decisions are
made prior to them coming into the
room. And they are just saying what
they thought anyway because they
are on the same wave length or they
got enough experience to know this

E221 understood that he trusted
this junior doctor through their
repeated demonstration of effective
care of the patients he was
responsible for.

E221/41/ And it was funny ‘cause
that night and the previous … it was
that night and the next night. I was
working with him. And that was his
last night in the unit. And he
thanked me when he was leaving
because he was going back overseas.
“I really appreciate your help and I
really appreciate – you know – you
em … talking me through things”.
E221/42/ And I didn’t realise I think,
how much he specifically (long
pause) had been maybe relying on
my experience for interactions like
that one.
E221/43/ And when he said that …
because so many doctors come and
go all the time. And I’m quite happy
to say, ‘goodbye and hope they have
a good time and look forward to
seeing you next time when you come
back’. But very rarely do they say,
“Thanks very much, I really
appreciate your insights, your
comments and your help”. And that
sort of thing.
E221/44/ Because although we do
contribute to a lot of what goes on
and we think we impact on some of
the decision that were made. A lot
of the decisions are made prior to
them coming into the room. And
we’re just saying what they thought
anyway because we are on the same
wave length or we got enough
experience to know this situation
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E221 noticed that he did not
consider the junior doctor as a
junior anymore and in E221
awareness had graduated to a new
status that meant E221 needed to
provide less monitoring.

E221 was humbled by the junior
doctor’s praise and gratitude for
E221’s support while in working in
the unit.

E221 hadn’t been conscious of how
much trust the junior doctor had
put into his clinical expertise and
experience.
E221 was flattered that the junior
doctor respected his clinical
knowledge and his support,
especially as it was rare for any
junior doctors to thank them for
their informal supervision.

E221 described he felt that nurses
do support junior doctors and that
their role is sometimes not
acknowledged. E221 described he
felt that many of the clinical plans
for the patients were already set by
senior doctors and the junior
doctors were executing them, so
there was not much opportunity to
participate in the decision making.

requires. And our input is surplus to
what their decision is going to be.
E221/45/ But maybe in this same
case me not being concerned about
[the patient] clinically stopped
[junior doctor] doing something else
that he could have done.

situation requires. And our input is
surplus to what their decision is going
to be.
E221 stated that maybe in this same
case him not being concerned about
[the patient] clinically stopped [junior
doctor] doing something else that he
could have done.

E221/46/ Or maybe he was thinking
in his head was, “okay, I am going to
give more fluid”. But my reassurance
that in every other respect [the
patient] was stable, really he didn’t
need the fluid. If [the junior doctor]
said, “can we start fluid?” I would
probably have said ‘okay’. But I don’t
know what his thought processes
were at the time. So maybe he was
happy … that he was em … with my
contribution. I don’t know, he
seemed to be.

E221 stated or maybe he was thinking
in his head was, “okay, I am going to
give more fluid”. But his reassurance
that in every other respect [the
patient] was stable, really he didn’t
need the fluid. If [the junior doctor]
said, “can we start fluid?” I would
probably have said ‘okay’. But I don’t
know what his thought processes
were at the time. So maybe he was
happy … that he was with his
contribution. I don’t know, he
seemed to be.

E221 reflected that on paper he
may think nurses do not have an
opportunity to participate in
decision making but how he acts
and what he communicates is and
isn’t a problem may influence junior
doctors decision making.
E221 reflected that it is difficult to
know what someone else is thinking
and he vowed to be conscious of his
own behaviour and actions and
remind junior doctors to seek help
regardless of what he perceives
their experience level is.

E222’s transformed data
Experience from E222’s
transcript, divided into
meaning units.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E222’s
language

E222/1/ I have mixed scenarios and
I have more than one example.

E222 stated that he had mixed
scenarios and he had more than one
example.

E222/2/ I think broadly the [Type
1] team do extremely well because
they have each other to bounce off
issues with and they have their …
have their [junior doctors] and they
also work very closely with [other
staff]. So the [other health
professionals] are very important
on the [Type 1] and the doctors
just can’t discharge the patient
without the whole da … da … da
process.
E222/3/ Em…and I guess I have the
final say because I’m the one who
has to draw it all together.

E222 stated that he thought that
broadly the [Type 1] team do
extremely well because they have
each other to bounce off issues with
and they have their … have their
registrars and they also work very
closely with [other staff]. So the
[other health professionals] are very
important on the [Type 1] ward and
the doctors just can’t discharge the
patient without the whole da … da …
da process.
E222 stated that he guesses he had
the final say because he’s the one
who has to draw it all together.

E222/4/ So em … there was one
occasion just recently when the
doctors did rotate. And there was
one doctor that was fairly
standalone compared to the
others. Kind of em … seemed to be
a little bit more egotistical in some
ways in comparison to the others.
E222/5/ Who em … knew from
previous [junior doctors], that the
way to get through the [Type 1]
rotation was to work as a team,
even though they divided up their
patients.
E222/6/ This particular [junior
doctor], I was alerted to straight
away because from the get go he
particularly didn’t want to be in
that team play.

E222 stated so there was one
occasion just recently when the
doctors did rotate. There was one
[junior] doctor that was fairly
standalone compared to the others.
Kind of seemed to be a little bit more
egotistical in some ways in
comparison to the others.
E222 stated that who knew from
previous [junior doctors], that the
way to get through the [Type 1]
rotation was to work as a team, even
though they divided up their patients.
This particular [junior doctor], E222
was alerted to straight away because
from the get go he particularly didn’t
want to be in that team play.
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Transformations

E222 reflected that he could describe
numerous of experiences of
supporting help-seeking with junior
doctors.
E222 described he felt that junior
doctors had plenty of opportunities to
seek help from a variety of health
professionals and that the system was
setup so that close team relationships
were forged to encourage care that
was focussed on the patient.

E222 described that it was his
responsibility to ensure that the
systems in place worked and that they
were being properly utilised.
E222 described he didn’t trust a junior
doctor that seemed absorbed in
them-self and was not building
relationships with his peers or
patients.

E222 understood that this junior
doctor was ignoring advice to work as
a team member so they could both
survive and be successful in this
rotation.
E222 described getting a feeling from
the junior doctor that he wasn’t a
team player and this meant he
wanted to monitor what he was doing
because he didn’t trust him.

E222/7/ And I just happened to be
walking to see this patient this one
morning and I walked past this
patient’s room. And I could see
that this patient’s heart rate was
very elevated and I would
anticipate around [high number].
E222/8/ And this [junior doctor]
was hovering over the bed quite
nervously with the nurse there and
I walked in and said, ‘what’s
happening?’ I said, ‘this patient
looks very unwell we need to call a
MET’.
E222/9/ “No, I’m okay. I’m doing
bloods. I’ve ordered an X-ray”. I
said, ‘you need support’. I said,
‘with a heart rate of [number].
Odds are we need support for the
patient’.

And E222 just happened to be
walking to see this patient this one
morning and he walked past this
patient’s room. And E222 could see
that this patient’s heart rate was very
elevated and E222 would anticipate
around [high number].
And this [junior doctor] was hovering
over the bed quite nervously with the
nurse there and E222 walked in and
said, ‘what’s happening?’ E222 said,
‘this patient looks very unwell we
need to call a MET’.

E222 recognised immediately that a
patient’s vital signs were a concern.

E222 stated that the junior doctor
said, “No, I’m okay. I’m doing bloods.
I’ve ordered an X-ray”. E222 said,
‘you need support’. E222 said, ‘with
a heart rate of [number] odds are we
need support for the patient’.

E222/10/ So I activated the MET
call.

So E222 activated the MET call.

E222/11/ And now em … the
situation was that the patient had
come in for a [injury to specific
location on body]. Was day
[number day] post [operation].
Was … my evaluation was, that the
patient was in [distress], struggling
to [sustain life], saturations were
low. Effect was the patient was
very drowsy despite using [area of
body] to [function] quite hard. So
a quick clinical bedside assessment
in 30 seconds told me that this
patient was very unwell.
E222/12/ So the [junior doctor]
was attempting to do a
[procedure]. And [I recognised]
that he was having a go and didn’t
want an audience watching.
E222/13/ So I activated the MET.

E222 stated that now the situation
was that the patient had come in for
a [injury to specific location on body].
Was day [number day] post
[operation]. His evaluation was, that
the patient was in [distress],
struggling to [sustain life], saturations
were low. The effect was the patient
was very drowsy despite using [area
of body] to [function] quite hard. So
a quick clinical bedside assessment in
30 seconds told me that this patient
was very unwell.

E222 described that the junior doctor
disputed that a MET needed to be
called as they felt they had patient’s
care under control. E222 understood
that the junior doctor didn’t recognise
that those specific vital signs should
trigger a review.
E222 understood that he needed to
take control of the situation and
sought help from the medical
emergency team.
E222 described the patient being in a
precarious state and that he
recognised immediately that the
patient was deteriorating.

E222/14/ He immediately stood
back when the MET team arrived
and despite them encouraging him
to participate and get involved he
took a back seat.
E222/15/ So we had … the patient
was then transferred to [another
area].
E222/16/ For myself I felt a bit em
… deflated because I didn’t want
that experience for the [junior
doctor] to be a bad one. But I was
also mixed with being very angry as
well because he didn’t follow
protocol for a deteriorating
patient.
E222/17/ But then equally with the
nurse that was actually assisting
him. Who did say, “We should
activate a MET”. He should have
just done it any way. So I think it
was a learning experience for both
of them.

E222 stated [the junior doctor]
immediately stood back when the
MET team arrived and despite them
encouraging him to participate and
get involved he took a back seat.
E222 stated that so we had … the
patient was then transferred to
[another].
E222 stated he felt a bit deflated
because E222 didn’t want that
experience for the [junior doctor] to
be a bad one. But E222 was also
mixed with being very angry as well
because he didn’t follow protocol for
a deteriorating patient.

So the [junior doctor] was attempting
to do a [procedure]. And [I
recognised] that he was having a go
and didn’t want an audience
watching.
So E222 activated the MET.

E222 stated but then equally with the
nurse that was actually assisting him.
Who did say, “We should activate a
MET”. He should have just done it
anyway. So E222 thought it was a
learning experience for both of them.
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E222 sensed immediately that the
junior doctor was not prioritising the
patient and was out of their clinical
depth, but that he didn’t seem aware
of it.

E222 described he felt that the junior
doctor was putting his needs to
practice a new procedure in front of
patient’s care needs at that particular
moment.
E222 described that he recognised
that he needed to take control of the
situation and sought help from the
medical emergency team.
E222 observed the junior doctor not
taking the opportunity to learn when
offered and refusing to integrate into
the team once again.
E222 described that his assessment
was correct and that the patient
needed special care.
E222 described he felt concerned with
this junior doctor’s performance and
choices. E222 described he felt
irritated that the protocols that were
in place to make it easier for junior
doctors to seek help weren’t utilised
and put this patient’s life in risk.
E222 understood that the nurse
should have done more to encourage
the junior doctor to seek help. But
E222 understood that it would have
appeared that the nurse was going
over the junior doctor’s head to have
done so.

E222/18/ And I spoke with him
afterwards and said, ‘why didn’t
you activate MET?’ And he said, he
basically that he had it under
control and that he was doing the
blood gas and ordered the chest Xray.
E222/19/ You know – but one, ‘you
didn’t alert the in-charge of the day
or the other members of your
team that the patient was unwell
so we could come and assist you’.
E222/20/ ‘You’ve got a relatively
junior nurse here who couldn’t
really support you with all aspects
of the follow up and care that was
needed’.

And E222 spoke with him afterwards
and said, ‘why didn’t you activate
MET?’ And he said, he basically that
he had it under control and that he
was doing the blood gas and ordered
the chest X-ray.

E222 described he felt that as much as
the junior doctor wanted him to
believe that he had the best of
intentions for the patient and that he
had the situation under control, this
was not the case.

E222 stated that you know – but one,
’you didn’t alert the in-charge of the
day or the other members of your
team that the patient was unwell so
we could come and assist you’.
E222 stated, ‘you’ve got a relatively
junior nurse here who couldn’t really
support you with all aspects of the
follow up and care that was needed’.

E222 understood that the junior
doctor could have approached any
number of health professionals on the
ward and they would have been
happy to support his help-seeking.
E222 described he felt that junior
doctor was unware of his own
limitations as well as those that were
supporting him. E222 described he
felt if the junior doctor had the
patient’s best intentions, he would
not have made a number of bad
choices which led to the safety of the
patient being jeopardised.
E222 understood that there were
rules and protocols that the junior
doctor should be following to assist
them in their help-seeking and patient
management. E222 knew that by
failing to follow hospital protocol
would need to be an issue followed
up by his medical supervisor.
E222 recognised that the junior
doctor was not owning the care of the
patient and this concerned him
immediately. E222 described he felt
that from the beginning there was no
trust between him and the junior
doctor.
E222 understood that there was
ample opportunity for the junior
doctor to seek help from someone
and he questioned this junior doctor’s
priorities and intentions.

E222/21/And em … ‘that you’re not
following hospital protocol with
the deteriorating patient’.

E222 stated, ’that you’re not
following hospital protocol with the
deteriorating patient’.

222/22/ Em … so that to me wasn’t
a good way to start our
relationship because the [Type 1
area] is very based on clear
communication every day, four or
five times a day

E222 stated that to him it wasn’t a
good way to start our relationship
because the [Type 1 area] is very
based on clear communication every
day, four or five times a day.

222/23/ Because we are fortunate
that our [more senior doctors] are
on our ward all the time. And if
they are not then there is another
[Type 1] team that knows about
their team anyway. So that point
of view em (long pause).
222/24/ The other thing that didn’t
happen was he didn’t inform the
family that the patient was unwell
and subsequently needed an [Area
2] transfer. So I rang the family
because he didn’t feel comfortable
to do that. So again, we had a bit
of a discussion that he was happy
to do [a specific procedure]
unsupervised and that was his first
one. But not ring the family. And
not inform the patient what was
going on as well.
E222/25/ ‘Is this …’ Exactly (long
pause) ‘down the right track?’
E222/26/ So he was quite off me
that day, which was okay. I just
carried on the professional
communication that we need to do
on the ward.

E222 stated because we are
fortunate that our [more senior
doctors] are on our ward all the time.
And if they are not then there is
another [Type 1] team that knows
about their team anyway. So that
point of view (long pause).
E222 stated that the other thing that
didn’t happen was [the junior doctor]
didn’t inform the family that the
patient was unwell and subsequently
needed an [Area 2] transfer. So E222
rang the family because he didn’t feel
comfortable to do that. So again, we
had a bit of a discussion that he was
happy to do an [procedure]
unsupervised and that was his first
one. But not ring the family. And not
inform the patient what was going on
as well.
E222 stated ‘is this …’ Interviewer
reassures E222 they should continue
stating, “Exactly” (long pause). E222
stated, ‘down the right track?’
E222 stated he was quite off E222
that day, which was okay. E222 just
carried on the professional
communication that they need to do
on the ward.

E222/27/ Em … and I did feed that
back to his supervisor as well,
[senior doctor name].

E222 stated he did feed that back to
his supervisor as well, [senior doctor
name].
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E222 described he felt that the junior
doctor’s behaviour and
professionalism was lacking. E222 was
dismayed by his lack of patient
ownership and team work.

No transformation

E222 understood that there would be
initially some bad feelings between
the junior doctor and himself as he
had sought help for the patient even
after the junior doctor said they were
in control. E222 described he felt the
only way to continue to work
effectively was to act professionally
and interact as normal.
E222 described he felt it was
important to feedback the incident to
the junior doctor’s supervisor to avoid

E222/28/ Em … who had a
feedback session with him two
days later. Saying that it was very,
very important that [the junior
doctor] had open discussions with
the nursing staff and particularly
the [senior nursing role] if there is
an unwell patient. And
encouraged the use of the MET call
and following procedure.
E222/29/ And the doctor was on
the roster the next day as usual
and I treated him exactly as I would
any of the other members of staff.
E222/30/ And em … I think from
example of the other teams and
how things work on the ward, he
could see. And had spoken since,
that you can’t survive doing it on
your own – you know – from a
safety perspective and supportive
perspective as well and for patient
care. So it was actually a good
outcome and it could have gone
either way.
E222/31/ That is very interesting.
When you said that you gave some
feedback when was that feedback
done? Was that done hours after
the incident? Em … I was very
mindful not to do it at the bedside
where if possible. But I walked into
that situation and I did question,
‘did you activate a MET?’ Because
sometimes you don’t have to push
all the bells and the whistles, you
can do it through switch and that
can be very orchestrated. You can
call them so all the bells are not
going off on the ward. “No, it
hadn’t been called”. So I said to
him, ‘I’m going to activate MET’.
E222/32/ What was his body
language when you said that? Like
he’d been caught out. Ya, because
he was quite nervous because my
feeling was that he didn’t want to
be observed doing the blood gas.
But wanted to have a go because
the patient was quite unwell
wasn’t putting up a fight … what
have you … [repeats what have
you]. That was my initial
impression that … which worried
me. So his body language was like
Aw … I’ve been busted sort of
thing. And was flapping around a
lot. Very not comfortable with
what he was doing em (trails off).
E222/33/ Is a blood gas something
that you can do unsupervised? It’s
your call whether you’re
competent like any task. So he
would have had that in his medical
training. Whether he has done
that on a real person is something
that to me … I said, ‘have you done
this before?’ He’s like em … “sort
of”.

E222 stated that the [senior doctor]
had a feedback session with him two
days later. Saying that it was very,
very important that [the junior
doctor] had open discussions with
the nursing staff and particularly the
[Nurse Manager] if there is an unwell
patient. And encouraged the use of
the MET call and following
procedure.
E222 stated the doctor was on the
roster the next day as usual and E222
treated him exactly as E222 would
any of the other members of staff.
E221 stated that he thought from
example of the other teams and how
things work on the ward, he could
see. And had spoken since, that you
can’t survive doing it on your own –
you know – from a safety perspective
and supportive perspective as well
and for patient care. So it was
actually a good outcome and it could
have gone either way.

any further incidents and protocol
lapses.
E222 reported that his feedback was
acted on by the senior doctor, where
the senior doctor emphasised his
expectations of when the junior
doctor should seeking help.

E222 understood that he needed to
move on from the incident and
support this junior doctor as he would
any of the other junior doctors.
E222 understood that the junior
doctor was exposed to systems that
worked and picked up on cues that
helped them realise that owning
patients’ care was something that
each person in the team needed to
commit to as it was a much safer way
to practice medicine.

The interviewer asked at when the
feedback was given. E222 stated that
… he was very mindful not to do it at
the bedside where if possible. But
E222 walked into that situation and
he did question, ‘did you activate a
MET?’ Because sometimes you don’t
have to push all the bells and the
whistles, you can do it through switch
and that can be very orchestrated.
You can call them so all the bells are
not going off on the ward. “No, it
hadn’t been called”. So E222 said to
him, ‘I’m going to activate MET’.

E222 reported that he was cognisant
not to embarrass the junior doctor in
front of the nursing staff but he did
need to question if the junior doctor
had sought help yet, as it is not always
obvious if you have sounded the
alarm or not.

The interviewer asked what the
junior doctor’s body language was
like. E222 stated like he’d been
caught out. Ya, because he was quite
nervous because his feeling was that
he didn’t want to be observed doing
the blood gas. But wanted to have a
go because the patient was quite
unwell wasn’t putting up a fight …
what have you … [repeats what have
you]. That was his initial impression
that … which worried me. So his
body language was like Aw … I’ve
been busted sort of thing. And was
flapping around a lot. Very not
comfortable with what he was doing
(trails off).
The interviewer asked if the
procedure is allowed to be completed
unsupervised. E222 stated it’s your
call whether you’re competent like
any task. So he would have had that
in his medical training. Whether he
has done that on a real person is
something that to me … I said, ‘have
you done this before?’ He’s like, “sort
of”.

E222 described that the junior
doctor’s intentions served their
purpose more than the patient’s.
E222 sensed that the junior doctor
was partially dishonest and unsafe.
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E222 described he felt that the junior
doctor’s intentions were focused on
completing the task and they had not
accurately assessed their own skill
level to complete this task alone on a
deteriorating patient.

E222/34/ So I said, ‘look’… I took it
from a supportive angle which is
what you call a MET for anyway.
Em … that – you know – ‘you may
want to wait until the MET team
comes’ – you know. ‘Do you want
us to do some [drug] or’ – you
know. Started off doing blood
sugars and all the routine things
that we should do with a review.
E222/35/ And [junior doctor] said,
“he’d ordered a chest X-ray”. But
he was very sheepish. Like he’d
been caught out.

E222 stated he said, ‘look’. E222 took
it from a supportive angle which is
what you call a MET for anyway. That
– you know – ‘you may want to wait
until the MET team comes’ – you
know. ‘Do you want us to do some
[drug] or’ – you know. Started off
doing blood sugars and all the routine
things that we should do with a
review.
E222 stated and [junior doctor] said,
“he’d ordered a chest X-ray”. But he
was very sheepish. Like he’d been
caught out.

E222 described he felt like he needed
to direct the junior doctor in a way
that would allow them make
independent decisions but make the
patient safe and ready for the review.

E222/36/ How long was [junior
doctor] in there for? I don’t know!
I really don’t know. I’d … because I
spoke to my nursing staff
afterwards. And em … because
the nurse looking after [the
patient] was quite junior and then
there was a level [number] who
was on the scene as well and I said
to him, ‘how long have you been in
here?’ And he said, “about five
minutes”.
E222/37/ Five minutes was too
long as far as I was concerned for a
senior staff member because that
evaluation should [snaps fingers]
sparked something happening way
before then. So they were all just
hovering and they both said to me
later that they had asked to
activate the MET. “We should be
calling MET call”. And both were
told, “no I’ve got it under control at
the moment. Let me just do a
blood gas ...” sort of thing.

The interviewer asked how long the
junior doctor was in the room. E222
stated he didn’t know! He really
didn’t know. He’d … because E222
spoke to his nursing staff afterwards.
And because the nurse looking after
[the patient] was quite junior and
then there was a level [number] who
was on the scene as well and E222
said to him, ‘how long have you been
in here?’ And he said, “about five
minutes”.
E222 stated that five minutes was too
long as far as he was concerned for a
senior staff member because that
evaluation should [snaps fingers]
sparked something happening way
before then. So they were all just
hovering and they both said to me
later that they had asked to activate
the MET. “We should be calling MET
call”. And both were told, “no I’ve
got it under control at the moment.
Let me just do a blood gas ...” sort of
thing.

E222/38/ So were both the people
in the room at the time were they
both junior nurses? One was junior
and one was a level [number] so a
senior nurse.

The interviewer asked if both nurses
in the room were junior nurses. E222
stated one was junior and one was a
level [number] so a senior nurse.

E222 reports that the second nurse
was senior and this is what surprised
him when he entered the situation
and determined that help had not
been sought.

E222/39/ [What experience did the
junior doctor have]? [Minimal
rotation experience] but he’d come
from [Type 2 area] so it was the
first real acute clinical area.

The interviewer asked what
experience the junior doctor had.
E222 stated the junior doctors had
[minimal rotation experience] but
he’d come from [Type 2 area] so it
was the first real acute clinical area.

E222 reports that junior doctor’s skill
set would have been lacking as their
other rotations hadn’t included acute
clinical areas.

E222 described he perceived that
junior doctor was embarrassed, as
though he knew they had put their
own professional progression ahead
of the patient care was wrong.
E222 understood that the patient had
been deteriorating over a period of
time with neither the medical or
nursing staff seeking help.

E222 described he felt that his nurses
that were around the junior doctor,
should have insisted that help be
called even if it was a difficult to say
to the junior doctor that you have
reached your limitations. The patient
should always be the first priority.

E223’s transformed data
Experience from E223’s
transcript, divided into
meaning units.
E223/1/ I think so, ya. So another
night shift, this is when everything
happens with our [junior doctors].
E223/2/ So we had a [patient] who
was on [apparatus receiving]
support but was having frequent
[episodes] so they needed
[procedure] and they needed to be

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E223’s
language

E223 stated he thinks so, ya. So
another night shift, this is when
everything happens with our [junior
doctor].
E223 stated so we had a [patient] who
was on [apparatus receiving] support
but was having frequent [episodes] so
they needed [procedure] and they
needed to be [changed over] because
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Transformations

E223 understood that the night
time was a critical period for junior
doctors to discern their limitations
and access help appropriately.
E223 understood that it was
elective procedure and therefore
not so urgent that the junior doctor
didn’t have time to seek help from
senior doctors.

[changed over] because the clinical
picture was not good and with
everything else going on … it was
compromising. So we … it was an
elective [procedure].
E223/3/ Em … so what the [junior
doctor] decided to do again was to
call the [more senior doctor than
them] not the consultant on-call.
Em … and they said, “yup okay I’ll
come in”.

the clinical picture was not good and
with everything else going on … it was
compromising. So we … it was an
elective [procedure].

E223/4/ So we said, ‘okay, so if you
are literally going’…because we
had time to play with, it wasn’t an
emergency situation. We said,
‘should you call the [family]?’ “No,
no, no we will tell them when they
come in … in the morning. That’s
just fine we will just [complete this
procedure] on this [patient] and we
can tell them in the morning”.
E223/5/ So what happened next
was the [more senior doctor] had
arrived and everything was ready,
everything went to plan.
E223/6/ But when they were trying
to [procedure] the [patient], they
must have caused some trauma
around the [specific area] and so
there was lots of blood and then
they tried to [resuscitate the
patient]. But because there was
lots of blood in the [specific area]
this [patient deteriorated] and
became [distressed] and we
started [another technical
procedure]. We started [drugs]
and it came to a point where the
[the more senior doctor] taken
over and was suctioning copious
amounts of [type of] blood from
the [specific area] and the [more
senior doctor] was getting
flustered as well.
E223/7/ And I guessed he was a
new [more senior doctor] and so
he basically said, “alright this
[patient] is going to die if we don’t
get the [procedure completed]”.

E223 stated so we said, ‘okay so if you
are literally going’… because we had
time to play with, it wasn’t an
emergency situation. We said, ‘should
you call the [family]?’ “No, no, no we
will tell them when they come in … in
the morning. That’s just fine we will just
[complete this procedure] on this
[patient] and we can tell them in the
morning”.
E223 stated that so what happened
next was the [more senior doctor] had
arrived and everything was ready,
everything went to plan.
E223 stated that when they were trying
to [procedure] the [patient], they must
have caused some trauma around the
[specific area] and so there was lots of
blood and then they tried to
[resuscitate the patient]. But because
there was lots of blood in the [specific
area] this [patient deteriorated] and
became [distressed] and we started
[another technical procedure]. We
started [drugs] and it came to a point
where the [the more senior doctor]
taken over and was suctioning copious
amounts of [type of blood from the
[specific area] and the [more senior
doctor] was getting flustered as well.

E223/8/ What we didn’t know was
the consultant that was on-call –
that wasn’t told about this, lived
about ten minutes away. “Okay
right, one of the other consultants
[is at the hospital] call them!”
Luckily, I had [that senior doctor’s]
phone number. I called the other
consultant in the middle of the
night, he was able to [complete the
procedure] within two minutes.
E223/9/ Meanwhile we were doing
[technical procedure]. Afterwards
the [patient] recovered okay. Em
… although there was a lot of
trauma.
E223/10/ Afterwards … as the
senior nurses –we kind of said to
the doctor, ‘you should have
spoken to the parents. You should

E223 stated what we didn’t know was
the consultant that was on-call – that
wasn’t told about this, lived about ten
minutes away. “Okay right, one of the
other consultants [is at the hospital] call
them!” Luckily, I had [that senior
doctor’s] phone number. I called the
other consultant in the middle of the
night, he was able to [complete the
procedure] within two minutes.

E223 stated so what the [junior doctor]
decided to do again was to call the
[more senior doctor] not the consultant
on-call and they said, “yup okay I’ll
come in”.

And E223 guessed he was a new [more
senior doctor] and so he basically said,
“alright this [patient] is going to die if
we don’t get the [procedure
completed]”.

E223 described the junior doctor
seeking help from a more senior
doctor, but this was not the legally
responsible doctor on-call. E223
described he felt this was not the
correct person to contact for help
and that the junior doctor shouldn’t
be attempting this procedure.
E223 described the junior doctor
not following protocol and making
decisions that were not in the best
interest of the patient.

E223 summarised that the help that
was sought arrived and in the end
the procedure was completed.
E223 described that the procedure
had complications and this
compromised the patient’s health.
E223 described he felt that this
could have been avoided if the
junior doctor had sought help from
the senior doctor in the first
instance.

E223 described that the more
senior doctor was signalling to the
rest of the team around him that
more help was needed and the
situation had become an
emergency.
E223 described that the more
senior of the two junior doctors
asking him to seek the help of
another doctor in the hospital.

Meanwhile we were doing [technical
procedure]. Afterwards the [patient]
recovered okay. Although there was a
lot of trauma.

E223 understood that the patient’s
life had been saved but felt the
trauma that had been inflicted was
unnecessary and regrettable.

E223 stated afterwards … as the senior
nurses – we kind of said to the doctor,
‘you should have spoken to the parents.
You should have spoken to the

E223 described that senior nurses
banded together to provide very
prompt feedback to the junior
doctor on their professionalism and
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have spoken to the consultant’
(exasperation sound). This
(patient) was known as very hard
kind of … was very hard to [reverse
the procedure on]. Wouldn’t say
[the start of the procedure] but
really hard to manage. So really
should have waited or called, or
had a more senior person.
E223/11/ So when did this
feedback happen … this didn’t
happen at the time obviously? So
this happened just as the
[procedure ended]. So where were
you? So we were in [Type 1] unit
at the bedside, the [patient] was
stabilised. I said to the [junior
doctor], ‘you should have called
the [family]. You need to call the
[family] now’. To which they said,
“no, no we will wait until morning”.
‘No, you need to call the [family]
now because they need to know’.
E223/12/ And this [patient] was in
grave danger if this [consultant
hadn’t been in the hospital]. Who
knows what would have happened.
But ya. So even then they were
“no, no, no”. It was almost like
they were scared of getting in
trouble with the [family]. It was
really bizarre, but they were very
reluctant to make the phone call to
the [family].
E223/13/ I was quite, in a way I
could kind of feel like … could see
this happening. I just … it just had
bad news all over it. Even though
we were quite adamant like,
‘maybe you should speak to the
consultant, maybe you should
speak to the registrar’.

consultant’ (exasperation sound). This
(patient) was known as very hard kind
of … was very hard to [reverse the
procedure on]. Wouldn’t say [the start
of the procedure] but really hard to
manage. So really should have waited
or called, or had a more senior person.

help-seeking. E223 described he
felt that at the time, he had spoken
up and made it clear who the junior
doctor who he should call for help,
but that they did not listen to him.

The interviewer asked when the
feedback occurred. So this happened
just as the [procedure ended].
Interviewer asked where E223 gave the
feedback. E223 stated so we were in
[Type 1] unit at the bedside, the
[patient] was stabilised. I said to the
[junior doctor], ‘you should have called
the [family]. You need to call the
[family] now’. To which they said, “no,
no we will wait until morning”. ‘No,
you need to call the [family] now
because they need to know’.

E223 described he felt the same
resistance to his requests to call the
patient family after the procedure
as before the procedure started.

E223 stated that this [patient] was in
grave danger if this [consultant hadn’t
been in the hospital]. Who knows what
would have happened. But ya. So even
then they were “no, no, no”. It was
almost like they were scared of getting
in trouble with the [family]. It was
really bizarre, but they were very
reluctant to make the phone call to the
[family].

E223 understood that the junior
doctor’s reluctant behaviour was an
indication of the junior doctor’s lack
of confidence and their aversion to
communicate with family members
after adverse event. E223 described
he felt the junior doctor was being
unprofessional and untrustworthy.

E223 was quite, in a way E223 could
kind of feel like … could see this
happening. E223 just … it just had bad
news all over it. Even though we were
quite adamant like, ‘maybe you should
speak to the consultant, maybe you
should speak to the registrar’.

E223/14/ But we were also quite
angry that they did it. As well that
we weren’t more assertive. And
maybe we could have as well called
the [family]. But we spoke about it
afterwards and said, ‘well that
really isn’t our job. That’s what the
medical officers are there for’.
E223/15/ So who else is in the
room? Because you keep on saying
‘our’. Oh right, well so there was a
couple of other senior nurses there
as well. As obviously everyone
came and ran. So I was the
[particular role and task in the
team].
E223/16/ So I left because as you
know in a resus situation you
should just do what you’re doing
and let the other people do … I had
the consultant’s phone number so I
just jumped out of doing that and
called [the other consultant]
quickly. Em … got [the consultant]
to come up.
E223/17/ The whole thing was just
ah quite … really chaotic. So there
were other senior nurses, everyone
was just coming to lend a hand and

E223 stated that we were also quite
angry that they did it. As well that we
weren’t more assertive. And maybe we
could have as well called the [family].
But we spoke about it afterwards and
said, ‘well that really isn’t our job.
That’s what the medical officers are
there for’.
The interviewer asked who else was in
the room with E223. Oh right, well so
there was a couple of other senior
nurses there as well. As obviously
everyone came and ran. So E223 was
the [particular role and task in the
team].

E223 described he felt that this
procedure was not going to go as
planned. E223 described he felt
that their support role was to
encourage junior doctors to seek
help from the correct person but
they did not have any power to
enforce who they should seek help
from.
E223 described he felt angry that he
was not listened to by the junior
doctor when he tried to provide
support for their help-seeking.
E223 didn’t feel it was appropriate
to take over different aspects of the
junior doctor’s role just because
they weren’t owning it.
E223 described that a number of
senior nurses assembled to support
those preforming the procedure.

So E223 left because as you know in a
resus situation you should just do what
you’re doing and let the other people
do … E223 had the consultant’s phone
number so E223 just jumped out of
doing that and called [the other
consultant] quickly. Got [the
consultant] to come up.

E223 understood that it was critical
to get a hold of the other consultant
in the hospital and proactively
sought their help.

E223 stated that the whole thing was
just ah quite … really chaotic. So there
were other senior nurses, everyone was
just coming to lend a hand and there

E223 described he felt that
everyone came together as a team
in this very intense situation where
the patient was deteriorating and
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there was the [more senior doctor]
and the [junior doctor] and that
was all.

was the [more senior doctor] and the
[junior doctor] and that was all.

those performing the procedure
were getting more agitated.

E223/18/ So what happened with
that [junior doctor] and the [more
senior doctor] … did they move off
to the side? No, because they were
still trying to [complete the
procedure] and I was trying to
arrange someone to come in. So I
called the consultant on-call and
they said they were five – ten
minutes away. And I called the
consultant that was [in the
hospital] and they came up.
Meanwhile, they were just giving
resus to this [patient] giving
[technical procedure], [drugs],
trying to [complete procedure].
E223/19/ So when the [more senior
doctor] came were they also not
told that the consultant and the
parents hadn’t been [gets cut off].
Ya, I’m not quite sure why. I think
the [more senior of the two junior
doctors] though maybe, “I’m here,
this is okay we can [perform this
procedure with] this [patient]”. I
didn’t think … like … they were
going to foresee the trauma they
were going to cause. And they just
[were having difficulty with an
aspect of the procedure] and that
is why they couldn’t get the
[procedure apparatus] in so.
E223/20/ But did you witness of
them chatting back and forth to
each other because I am just
interested in … (gets cut-off) I’m
sure they would have debriefed
afterwards. But not in that
immediate.

The interviewer asked if the more
senior doctor moved off to the side
when the patient started deteriorating.
E223 stated no, because they were still
trying to intubate and E223 was trying
to arrange someone to come in. So
E223 called the consultant on-call and
they said they were five – ten minutes
away. And E223 called the consultant
that was [in the hospital] and they
came up. Meanwhile they were just
giving resus to this [patient] giving
[technical procedure], [drugs], trying to
[complete procedure].

E223 described that he took on the
role of calling for more help for the
both the doctors.

The interviewer asked if the more
senior of the two junior doctors made
an effort to seek help from the
consultant? E223 stated ya, he was not
quite sure why. E223 thought the
[more senior doctor] thought maybe,
“I’m here, this is okay we can [perform
this procedure with] this [patient]”.
E223 didn’t think … like … they were
going to foresee the trauma they were
going to cause. And they were just
[were having difficulty with an aspect of
the procedure] and that is why they
couldn’t get the [procedure apparatus]
in so.

E223 described the more senior
doctor not discerning their
limitations either. Also that E223
described he felt that the more
senior of the two junior doctor’s
may have not known that the senior
consultant doctor hadn’t been
notified. E223 understood that this
might have been from lack of
awareness on the more senior
junior doctor’s behalf and a
reflection of knowledge of the
patient and risks involved.

The interviewer asked if there was any
conversation between the two doctors?
E223 was sure they would have
debriefed afterwards. But not in that
immediate.

E223/21/ [Interviewer stated a
feeling he got from listening to the
story] That’s interesting. You … at
first … you said, something about
culture [I’d need to check the tape]
... Can you tell me what you meant
by that? Alright ya. With the [junior
doctor] so we, have a lot of our
nurses have worked there for many
years, so I guess we have a big
culture. So there are ways … we
like to do things especially on night
shifts.
E223/22/ So it is almost like em … a
culture of mentorship of junior
doctors. So we often support them
and we go to [different
procedures] and em … different
high risk things. We support them.
Okay, ‘you should call the registrar,
you should call the consultant, you
should do this. I will get … will get
you this piece of equipment and
this is what you should do’ and we
are very, very helpful. And we kind

The interviewer asked what E223
meant when he mentioned culture.
E223 stated alright ya. With the [junior
doctor] so we, have a lot of our nurses
have worked there for many years, so I
guess we have a big culture. So there
are ways … we like to do things
especially on night shifts.

E223 described he felt that there
was minimal conversation during
the procedure except for a clear
indication that the senior doctor
needed to take over from the junior
doctor and that more help was
needed as the patient deteriorated.
E223 assumed that the more senior
of the two doctor’s would have
provided feedback to the less
experienced doctor after the
procedure was over.
E223 understood that the
environment shifted at night
because access to fast medical help
became more difficult. Nurses were
extra vigilant and tried to guide
junior doctors to have the right
expertise at hand before starting
technical procedures in case of
emergencies.

E223 stated so it is almost like a culture
of mentorship of junior doctors. So we
often support them and we go to
[different procedures] and different
high risk things. We support them.
Okay, ‘you should call the registrar, you
should call the consultant, you should
do this. I will get … will get you this
piece of equipment and this is what you
should do’ and we are very, very
helpful. And we kind of nudge them
along the way and say, ‘okay you need
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E223 described a network of nurse
mentoring for junior doctors that
ensured they worked effectively,
efficiently and safely with patients.
E223 described he felt that part of
this role was to encourage junior
doctors to get more help sooner
rather than later.

of nudge them along the way and
say, ‘okay you need the consultant.
You need to this now, have you
thought about this?’
E223/23/ Because overnight they
are by themselves and they don’t
have … don’t have another
[doctor]. They are the only doctor
in [Type 1] unit unless they have
the people on-call. Which they are,
like ten minutes away. That is long
time to wait.
E223/24/ And are they receptive to
that usually? Absolutely, ya. Very
receptive … well it depends on
their personality. Some of them
like to just figure things for
themselves. Some are quite
receptive em … to the point where
they will come and talk to us
before they talk to their senior
doctors.
E223/25/ But there is definitely a
hierarchy of who they should go to
on the medical side? Oh ya,
definitely. We often have to say,
‘look maybe you should ask’ … ya
and we know that quite well too so
em … we can gauge, who they
should be speaking to and the most
appropriate person to ask about
something.
E223/26/ Can you provide a bit
more of description of where the
support was and the relationships
were in that [experience]? So I
think with mine the support was
from [the more senior junior
doctor] that [junior doctor] trying
to [perform the procedure] [on the
patient]. They just couldn’t
[complete the procedure] and the
[junior doctor] didn’t even say, “I
can’t do this”, they kept going and
going. And the [more senior junior
doctor] was like, “okay I need to
take over”. Em … quite clearly, but
you know without em … I guess em
(trails off).
E223/27/ So at that time the [more
senior doctor] had come but it was
the [junior doctor] that was
actually trying to [complete the
procedure] [Nod from E223] Okay
yes. [The more senior doctor] was
just standing by [the junior doctor]
and they said, “Look I need to do it
now”. And it wasn’t like you failed
or anything … like that it was a,
“We need to do something here”.
E223/28/ And in the way they kind
of said, “Okay this [the patient] is
going to die in a minute if we don’t
do something”. That was really
supportive … more a cue for us to
say, ‘okay we need to call someone
we need to get even more help’
E223/29/ Did they say that out loud
and everyone was just attuned to
it? Can you [tell me more about]
that? So we could see what was
going on … on the monitor. And

the consultant. You need to this now,
have you thought about this?’
E223 stated that because overnight
they are by themselves and they don’t
have don’t have another [doctor]. They
are the only doctor in [Type 1] unit
unless they have the people on-call.
Which they are, like ten minutes away.
That is long time to wait.

E223 understood this mentoring
was needed because systems failed
to adequately account for lag times
in receiving help in time to save a
patient that could deteriorate and
die in a matter of couple of
minutes.

The interviewer asked if the junior
doctors are receptive to the nursing
support. E223 stated, absolutely, ya.
Very receptive … well it depends on
their personality. Some of them like to
just figure things for themselves. Some
are quite receptive to the point where
they will come and talk to us before
they talk to their senior doctors.

E223 described he felt that majority
of junior doctors he worked with
were happy to be guided and
supported by the senior nurses in
the unit.

The interviewer asked if there was a
hierarchy they should go through to
seek help? E223 stated oh ya,
definitely. We often have to say, ‘Look
maybe you should ask’ … ya and we
know that quite well too so em…we can
gauge, who they should be speaking to
and the most appropriate person to ask
about something.

E223 described that senior nurses
were well positioned in the
organisation to gauge who a junior
doctor should seek help from, and
what the plan should be next.

The interviewer requests more
description of what the support was
like in the experience. E223 stated so
he thinks with his the support was from
[the more senior junior doctor] that
[junior doctor] trying to [perform the
procedure] [on the patient]. They just
couldn’t [complete the procedure] and
the [junior doctor] didn’t even say, “I
can’t do this”, they kept going and
going. And the [more senior junior
doctor] was like, “okay I need to take
over”. Quite clearly, but you know
without, I guess (trails off).

E223 described that the more
senior doctor in the experience was
trying to provide a safe learning
environment, but it became
necessary to step in and take over
to ensure the patient was safe.
When they did this, E223 described
he felt it was conducted in a nonthreatening way which would
ensure the less experienced junior
doctor sought help from them
again.

The interviewer asked who was trying
to complete the procedure. [The more
senior doctor] was just standing by [the
junior doctor] and they said, “Look I
need to do it now”. And it wasn’t like
you failed or anything … like that it was
a, “We need to do something here”.

E223 described he felt that the way
the more senior doctor took over
the situation was also through the
concern for the patient.

E223 stated that in a way they kind of
said, “Okay this [the patient] is going to
die in a minute if we don’t do
something”. That was really supportive
… more a cue for us to say, ‘okay we
need to call someone we need to get
even more help’.
The interviewer asked E223 to describe
how they sought help from them? E223
stated so we could see what was going
on … on the monitor. And that … and
there was just no tracing on the

E223 understood the more senior
doctor was signally to the nursing
staff to find more help as this
patient was deteriorating rapidly.
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E223 described that the senior
nurses recognised that junior
doctors needed help and were cued
to support them immediately.

that … and there was just no
tracing on the [saturation monitor]
and the [specific] rate and monitor
the second level of [drugs]. And
we knew that like was not … we
just needed them to say this is
what is happening, “We need more
help now!”
E223/30/ What tone did they use?
It was quite, it wasn’t panicked or
anything but they just basically
said, “This [patient] is going to die
in a minute if we don’t do
something else”. So em … it was
really good. And they almost didn’t
stop what they were doing but
they really directed it at us as the
nurses to say, “Okay we need more
help”. So … and we were quite
receptive to that.

[saturation monitor] and the [specific]
rate and monitor the second level of
[drugs]. And we knew that like was not
… we just needed them to say this is
what is happening, “We need more
help now!”
E223 stated it was quite, it wasn’t
panicked or anything but they just
basically said, “This [patient] is going to
die in a minute if we don’t do
something else”. It was really good.
And they almost didn’t stop what they
were doing but they really directed it at
the nurses to say, “Okay we need more
help”. So … and we were quite
receptive to that.

E223 described that the senior
nurses were receptive to the
doctors seeking help and would be
ready to support them.

E223/31/ And is that culture that
you mentioned previously? It’s
true. We are a bit of a well-oiled
machine when we are in a resus
situation, everybody has their jobs.
So we kind of know and we kind of
anticipate what is happening but
when someone says something like
that … it’s like ya. You’re not
saying it because obviously this is
what’s happening … but we need
to do something different.
E223/32/ It … though that was
quite supportive and really quite
productive in a way because it’s
just the best way to go about it on
reflection.

The interviewer asked if that is an
expression of the culture E223 alluded
to earlier? E223 stated, it’s true. We
are a bit of a well-oiled machine when
we are in a resus situation, everybody
has their jobs. So we kind of know and
we kind of anticipate what is happening
but when someone says something like
that … it’s like ya. You’re not saying it
because obviously this is what’s
happening … but we need to do
something different.
It … though that was quite supportive
and really quite productive in a way
because it’s just the best way to go
about it on reflection.

E223 understood that it was part of
the job to try to read a situation and
anticipate when the doctors needed
support for their help-seeking.

E223/33/ So the consultant hadn’t
come up at that stage? This is like
what … when I got my phone out
and trying to find their mobile
numbers so I thought I call the
consultant on-call they were five
minutes away and they said this
other consultants here call them
now and I did and that’s when they
came up. So it was very fortunate.

The interviewer asked that this was
before senior doctors arrived. E222
stated this is like what … when I got his
phone out and trying to find their
mobile numbers so I thought I call the
consultant on-call. They were five
minutes away and they said this other
consultants here call them now and I
did and that’s when they came up. So it
was very fortunate.

E223 reflected that turning the
focus on to the patient needing
more help exonerated the doctors
from feeling inadequate and drew
the other health professionals
attention on what mattered most –
saving the patient.
E223 described being proactively
supporting the help-seeking effort,
taking control of the situation and
calling the necessary people who
could help the junior doctors.

E224’s transformed data
Experience from E224’s
transcript, divided into
meaning units.
E224/1/ Okay an experience. So em
… it was em … it was probably two,
two or three months ago. This
particular example is not
uncommon. It is very common
example.
E224/2/ Em … so it was
approximately five-thirty in the
afternoon. And that time in the
afternoon in our hospital we have
[number] [junior] medical officers
doing ward call. So we have

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E224’s
language.

Transformations

E224 stated okay an experience. So it
was … it was probably two, two or
three months ago. This particular
example is not uncommon. It is very
common example.

E224 described he felt that the
experience he was about to describe
was typical of those he has
experienced in the clinical setting
previously.

E224 stated that it was approximately
five-thirty in the afternoon. And that
time in the afternoon in our hospital
they have [number] [junior] medical
officers doing ward call. So they have
[number] surgical, [higher number]

E224 described that the late
afternoon shift decreases the number
of senior doctors in the hospital
leaving junior doctors with limited
access to help-seeking support.
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[number] surgical, [higher number]
medical. Em … and one medical
registrar that covers the wards but
also does the admissions in
[emergency department].
E224/3/ So part of our role is to …
so the afternoon shifts in our
hospital which is very typical of
other hospitals. Em … is the
busiest time in regards to
admissions from ED to the wards.
So afternoon shift you are peaking
in activity and we are actually
decreasing in staffing resource.
And that is a very common model
throughout most hospitals as you
probably know.
E224/4/ So … so part of our role is
to check in with each of the [junior
doctors] and basically see how they
are going with their level of
activity. And if they require
assistance. And if they do, what
assistance they actually require?
And then we will look at the afterhours team. I guess, the resources
we have and possibly deploy
resources to go and help them.
E224/5/ So I was up on one of the
medical wards em … that is one of
our medical wards of [name of
area]. And I bumped into this
particular [junior doctor]. And I
was looking for him. Bumped into
him and we … and I hadn’t worked
with him that much in the past. He
was a [number] year [junior]
medical officer. And I introduced
myself and said, ‘we met a couple
of weeks ago da … da … dah’. And I
said, ‘how’s your afternoon going’?
E224/6/ So [junior doctor] went,
“oh can we talk about it, not
here?” Because we were at the
nurses’ desk with a couple of the
nurses. So I said, ‘yep’.
E224/7/ So we went into a private
room and [junior doctor] was quite
emotional. Em … when we got
away from the nursing staff that he
was around. And [junior doctor]
was like, “I have no idea how to
manage my workload, like it’s
overwhelming me can you help
me?”
E224/8/ So this particular [junior
doctor] had four wards to cover for
their afternoon shift, so I sat down
with him and I had a list. So we
rounded the wards so we have a
good idea of what activity is
occurring. Em … and I knew [this
junior doctor’s] area was high
activity so that’s why we found him
first.
E224/9/ Em … so I said to him, ‘so
what jobs do you have on your
list?’ Because I knew most other
jobs are around. ‘So let’s have a
look what jobs you have on your
list’. So he had quite a long list of
jobs. From memory it would have

medical and one medical registrar
that covers the wards but also does
the admissions in [emergency
department].
E224 stated so part of our role is to …
so the afternoon shifts in our hospital
which is very typical of other
hospitals. It is the busiest time in
regards to admissions from ED to the
wards. So afternoon shift you are
peaking in activity and they are
actually decreasing in staffing
resource. And that is a very common
model throughout most hospitals as
you probably know.

E224 reported that the hospital is
typical of other hospitals in Australia.
E224 described that with peaking
activity you have a decrease in
staffing which makes seeking help
difficult.

E224 stated, so part of our role is to
check in with each of the [junior
doctor’s] and basically see how they
are going with their level of activity.
And if they require assistance. And if
they do, what assistance they actually
require? And then they will look at
the after-hours team. E224 guesses,
the resources they have and possibly
deploy resources to go and help
them.
So E224 was up on one of the
medical wards, which is one of our
medical wards of [name of area]. And
E224 bumped into this particular
[junior doctor]. And E224 was
looking for him. Bumped into him
and they … and E224 hadn’t worked
with him that much in the past. He
was a [number] year [junior] medical
officer. And E224 introduced himself
and said, ‘we met a couple of weeks
ago da … da … dah’. And E224 said,
‘how’s your afternoon going’?
So [junior doctor] went, “oh can we
talk about it, not here?” Because they
were at the nurses’ desk with a
couple of the nurses. So E224 said,
‘yep’.
E224 stated they went into a private
room and [junior doctor] was quite
emotional. When they got away from
the nursing staff that he was around.
And [junior doctor] was like, “I have
no idea how to manage my workload,
like it’s overwhelming me can you
help me?”

E224 understood that the system as
described was not safe for patients as
junior doctors had limited access to
help when their workload was
increasing. E224 described he felt
that his role was to provide informal
supervision and resourcing to ensure
junior doctors were adequately
supported in their help seeking and
had the resources they needed.
E224 described he scoped out the
medical ward to get a sense of the
activity level. E224 described he felt
the area was peaking activity. E224
described intentionally looking for the
junior doctor to ask them how they
were handling the workload.

E224 described that the junior doctor
was not comfortable speaking to him
in front of the other nursing staff and
instead requested to speak to him
privately.
E224 described the junior doctor
seeking help from him. E224 was
primed to support this junior doctor’s
help-seeking, having a good idea of
what needed to prioritised from his
experience.

E224 stated this particular [junior
doctor] had four wards to cover for
their afternoon shift, so E224 sat
down with him and E224 had a list.
So they rounded the wards so they
have a good idea of what activity is
occurring and E224 knew [this junior
doctor’s] area was high activity so
that’s why he found him first.

E224 understood that part of his job
was to support junior doctors helpseeking and to provide the junior
doctor with guidance on how to plan
and prioritise clinical tasks.

E224 stated to the junior doctor, ‘so
what jobs do you have on your list?’
Because E224 knew most other jobs
are around. ‘So let’s have a look what
jobs you have on your list’. So he had
quite a long list of jobs. From
memory it would have been

E224 understood he needed to calm
the junior doctor down by instructing
the doctor to focus on the jobs at
hand and what patients needed
priority from a safety perspective.
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been anywhere between twelve
and sixteen jobs. Em … and they
range from simple jobs from
recharting medication because
they have run out of room to sign
on the med chart nursing staff.
From cannulations to pathology, to
assessing patients that the nursing
staff had – you know – were under
the impression that they were
deteriorating.
E224/10/ So I quickly had a quick
chat to him and went, ‘okay, I’ll
help you with your work’, I said.
And we will just go through your
list and we will prioritise what we
need to do. There were two lists
that he had on his job-sheet that
patient were potentially
deteriorating. So I said, ‘right, this
patient sounds like that they’re
probably are the worst’. The other
patient I happened to know, just
because we get to know a lot of
them quickly. ‘So we’ll go check
this patient out and I’ll help you
reviewing patient’.
E224/11/ So we went and
reviewed the patient – you know –
and the patient just needed a little
bit of TLC in regards to their mild
[functional] distress and we just
treated them appropriately with a
little bit of [drugs] and [life
sustaining therapy]. Got a
[diagnostic test] and did those
things.
E224/12/ And once the [junior
doctor] had done [their]
assessment and worked out the
management plan that we were
instituting, I just said to [them], ‘do
you feel what you’re doing with
this patient is appropriate with this
patient? Do you feel the need to
escalate this patient to a more
senior medical officer?’ Em … and
[the junior doctor] said, “ya I think
the [Type 2] registrar should know
about this patient”.
E224/13/ He said, “but the last
time I rang when I was on ward
call, the [Type 2] registrar … I got
yelled at down the phone”. So I
said, ‘okay’ and I explained to him
the dynamics between – you know
– a [junior doctor] ward call and
the [Type 2] registrar. That a [Type
2] registrar … that he’s got
[number] wards and the [Type 2]
reg has got every ward plus
admissions in [other areas]. So the
[Type 2] registrar is busy but that
shouldn’t excuse unprofessional
behaviour.
E224/14/ So I went through some
tips on how to communicate over
the phone to a more senior
medical officer. Em … so we went
through that and he rang the [Type
2] registrar. Em … and basically he
already written down stuff based

anywhere between twelve and
sixteen jobs and they range from
simple jobs from recharting
medication because they have run
out of room to sign on the med chart
nursing staff. From cannulations to
pathology, to assessing patients that
the nursing staff had – you know –
were under the impression that they
were deteriorating.
E224 stated so E224 quickly had a
quick chat to him and went, ‘okay, I’ll
help you with your work’, E224 said.
And we will just go through your list
and we will prioritise what we need
to do. There were two lists that he
had on his job-sheet that patient
were potentially deteriorating. So
E224 said, ‘right, this patient sounds
like that they’re probably are the
worst’. The other patient E224
happened to know, just because we
get to know a lot of them quickly. ‘So
we’ll go check this patient out and I’ll
help you reviewing patient’.

E224 described he felt this junior
doctor would be receptive to him
providing more than support for helpseeking. E224 described being
proactive and modelling tactics that
would help the junior doctor in the
future with his workload.

E224 stated that he went and
reviewed the patient – you know –
and the patient just needed a little bit
of TLC in regards to their mild
[functional] distress and they just
treated them appropriately with a
little bit of [drugs] and [life sustaining
therapy]. Got a [diagnostic test] and
did those things.

E224 described that he assisted in the
review of the patient by simply being
at the bedside and lending support for
the decision making. E224 described
he felt that the treatment that they
administered reversed the trending
decline in the patient.

E224 stated once the [junior doctor]
had done [their] assessment and
worked out the management plan
that we were instituting, E224 just
said to [them], ‘do you feel what
you’re doing with this patient is
appropriate with this patient? Do you
feel the need to escalate this patient
to a more senior medical officer?’
And [the junior doctor] said, “ya I
think the [Type 2] registrar should
know about this patient”.

E224 described taking a hands off
approach. E224 prompted the junior
doctor to complete the review by
guiding them to ask themselves, ‘was
there anything else they could do for
the patient to ensure they were cared
for and safe?’

E224 stated he said, “but the last
time I rang when I was on ward call,
the [Type 2] registrar … I got yelled at
down the phone”. So E224 said,
‘okay’ and E224 explained to him the
dynamics between – you know – a
[junior doctor] ward call and the
[Type 2] registrar. That a [Type 2]
registrar … that he’s got [number]
wards and the [Type 2] reg has got
every ward plus admissions in [other
areas]. So the [Type 2] registrar is
busy but that shouldn’t excuse
unprofessional behaviour.

E224 understood that the junior
doctor’s previous help-seeking
experience had left them distressed
and isolated to point he didn’t trust
them enough to seek help. E224
acknowledged that the previous
behaviour of the senior doctor was
unprofessional and should not deter
the junior doctor from seeking help
from senior doctors.

E224 stated so he went through
some tips on how to communicate
over the phone to a more senior
medical officer. So we went through
that and he rang the [Type 2]
registrar and basically he already
written down stuff based on some

E224 understood that the quick and
easy communication tips that he
promoted and had provided to the
junior doctor enabled the doctor to
gain confidence and effectively
communicate the patient’s status to
senior doctor.
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on some coaching I’d given him on
how to communicate.
E224/15/ And he went through
that with the [Type 2] registrar and
[Type 2] registrar’s reply was, “yep
sounds like you’re going good. Go
back and review the patient in an
hour or get the nursing staff to ring
you within that hour if they are
deteriorating any more. If not,
review them in hour and just give
me an update, but I think you are
on the right track”.
E224/16/ So then we went and
assessed the next patient. And the
next patient was an easy fix
because they were a regular em …
and at that stage again, I just
coached him, ‘do you think a more
senior medical officer needs to
know about this deterioration?’
And he like, “no” and I was like,
‘yep, I don’t think so either’.
E224/17/ And so we just went
through the list, ‘and I’ll go do the
cannulations and pathology for
you. But re-writing meds isn’t
within my scope so I’ll do this job,
you that job, I’ll do this job’. And
we just divvied up the job list. And
his job list was done in about
ninety minutes. And then I actually
did a round with him again after
those jobs were done and made
sure the work hadn’t backed up
again. Which it hadn’t. So after
that he was a lot more
comfortable.
E224/18/ What did he say to you
that made you feel that he was
comfortable? Oh, something along
the lines, “[thanks E224’s name] for
the [his specific role] or something
like that” – you know.
E224/19/ Em … and I just explained
to him that … don’t em – you know
– don’t feel bad or beat up
yourself. The fact that you felt so
overwhelmed that you were very
emotional in front of me. I’m not
going to tell anyone – you know.
I’ve been through this with dozens
and dozens and dozens of doctors
that feel overwhelmed on ward
call. And it’s a normal feeling.

coaching E224 had given him on how
to communicate.
E224 stated that he went through
that with the [Type 2] registrar and
[Type 2] registrar’s reply was, “yep
sounds like you’re going good. Go
back and review the patient in an
hour or get the nursing staff to ring
you within that hour if they are
deteriorating any more. If not, review
them in hour and just give me an
update, but I thinks you are on the
right track”.
E224 stated so then we went and
assessed the next patient. And the
next patient was an easy fix because
they were a regular and at that stage
again, E224 just coached him, ‘do you
think a more senior medical officer
needs to know about this
deterioration?’ And he like, “no” and
E224 was like, ‘yep, I don’t think so
either’.
E224 stated they just went through
the list, ‘and I’ll go do the
cannulations and pathology for you.
But re-writing meds isn’t within my
scope so I’ll do this job, you that job,
I’ll do this job’. And they just divvied
up the job list. And his job list was
done in about ninety minutes. And
then E224 actually did a round with
the junior doctor again after those
jobs were done and made sure the
work hadn’t backed up again. Which
it hadn’t. So after that he was a lot
more comfortable.
The interviewer asked E224 what
made he know the junior doctor was
comfortable. E224 stated something
along the lines, “[thanks E224’s
name] for the [his specific role] or
something like that” – you know.
E224 stated he just explained to the
[junior doctor] that … don’t – you
know – don’t feel bad or beat up
yourself. The fact that you felt so
overwhelmed that you were very
emotional in front of me. I’m not
going to tell anyone – you know. I’ve
been through this with dozens and
dozens and dozens of doctors that
feel overwhelmed on ward call. And
it’s a normal feeling.

E224 reported that the junior doctor
thanked him for his help-seeking
support and this was an indication
that they were back on track.

E224/20/ And you did the right
thing to come up to someone who
you felt like you could trust to say,
‘that you were overwhelmed can
you help me because when you do
that problem solved in ninety
minutes. Shift’s back on track and
everyone’s feeling okay and you’re
feeling okay’. Em … and stuff like
that.
E224/21/ Em … and so ya. The shift
went quite well.
E224/22/ And three months down
the track he’s done another round
of ward call since then. And at the
start of the shift he would normally

E224 stated and you did the right
thing to come up to someone who
you felt like you could trust to say,
‘that you were overwhelmed can you
help me because when you do that
problem solved in ninety minutes.
Shift’s back on track and everyone’s
feeling okay and you’re feeling okay’.
And stuff like that.

E224 understood that it was
important to make it explicit that
seeking help was important and that
there were people that junior doctors
could rely on. E224 understood and
conveyed that seeking help solved
more problems than they created for
everyone.

E224 stated the shift went quite well.

E224 reported that he felt that rest of
the shift was managed effectively.
E224 understood that spending time
and supporting the junior doctors
help-seeking meant that the junior
doctor was now proactive and

E224 stated three months down the
track [the junior doctor has] done
another round of ward call since
then. And at the start of the shift he
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E224 understood that the helpseeking support they had provided to
the junior doctor was effective. E224
described he felt that the senior
doctor responded positively to being
provided the patient’s information in
a way that they could make a quick
assessment if they needed to review
the patient directly or not.
E224 described assessing if the junior
doctors could accurately assess his
limitations and when he should seek
help. E224 was satisfied that this
junior doctor could do this but his
previous experience with the medical
registrar had degraded the trust in
them to support his help-seeking.
E224 described his method of
supporting help-seeking, as
supporting both the junior doctors’
fear of seeking help and the practical
side, of prioritising their work.

E224 described he felt that he needed
to provide some assurance to the
junior doctor that what they had
experienced was common among all
junior doctors. E224 described telling
the junior doctor that he could trust
him to keep their experience private
and would be there in the future for
them.

ring the [someone in the role], “I’m
on, I’ll let you know if I need a
hand. I’ll let you know any patients
I’m escalating to the [Type 2]
registrar”. So he has also a more of
a comfortable relationship with the
[role].
E224/23/ Because before that
incident, it wasn’t that he was
uncomfortable. It’s just that he
had only done one or two ward call
shifts. And hadn’t experienced I
guess em … the benefit of a senior
nurse that can triage. Can
prioritise and can recognise
deterioration in patient – senior
clinical experience.
E224/24/ Em … and with those –
you know – communication skills
that we can teach them how to
escalate things in a quick. But – you
know – enough detail so the [Type
2] registrar knows … do I need to
come and review the patient?

would normally ring the [someone in
the role], “I’m on, I’ll let you know if I
need a hand. I’ll let you know any
patients I’m escalating to the [Type 2]
registrar”. So he has also a more of a
comfortable relationship with the
[role].
E224 stated that before that incident,
it wasn’t that he was uncomfortable.
It’s just that he had only done one or
two ward call shifts. And hadn’t
experienced E224 guesses, the
benefit of a senior nurse that can
triage. Can prioritise and can
recognise deterioration in patient –
senior clinical experience.

engaged with senior nurses on his
shift – keeping them well-informed of
hid movements and treatment
decisions.

E224 stated and with those – you
know – communication skills that we
can teach them how to escalate
things in a quick. But – you know –
enough detail so the [Type 2]
registrar knows … do I need to come
and review the patient?

E224 understood that he had the
necessary skills and experience to
support the junior doctor’s helpseeking. E224 had to seek help many
times in the past from senior doctors
and had some quick tips for the junior
doctor to relay information quickly

E224/25/ How did you feel about
that? That is our role. Em … so
anytime that that we can. It
doesn’t matter if they are nurse,
doctors, AO or social worker.
Anytime that we can mentor
another health professional
whether they be more junior or
senior or more experience, less
experience. That’s what we are
here for. Em … so we always feel
good about our role. Not just me.
E224/26/ But when we catch an
[junior doctor] that is sinking so
badly. Em … and ya. And we just
think that’s what we are here for
and we know that patients are
going to have better outcomes
because we do have I guess … us as
a safety net. So and we put lots of
things in place to ensure that we
are always that safety net.
E224/27/ So if we’re – you know –
under the pump and having a bad
day ourselves. We do a lot of … I
guess we do a lot of reflection not
only as a team but individually. So
right, if you’re having a bad day so
there’s a lot of codes or particularly
distressing codes. When a [junior
doctor] does come to you, if it
happens on that shift as well and
they are distressed. You have to
make sure … you are more – you
know – technically the more senior
person. Em … you need to make
sure that our busy-ness and
possibly our distress from a bad
code or whatever … we’re not
going to put onto them because
they are already in a vulnerable
situation.
E224/28/ And if we don’t have
time to talk to them straight away
… don’t just say to them, I don’t
have time. It’s, I understand you
are struggling, I’m just busy at the

Interviewer asked how E224 felt.
E224 stated, that is their role. So
anytime that that they can … it
doesn’t matter if they are nurse,
doctors, AO or social worker.
Anytime that they can mentor
another health professional whether
they be more junior or senior or
more experience, less experience.
That’s what they are here for. So they
always feel good about our role. Not
just E224.
But when they catch an [junior
doctor] that is sinking so badly and
ya. And we just think that’s what we
are here for and we know that
patients are going to have better
outcomes because they have us as a
safety net. So and we put lots of
things in place to ensure that senior
nurses are always that safety net.

E224 described he was able to
support the junior doctor’s helpseeking, as it is part of his role to
mentor all junior health professionals
to some extent. E224 believed that
each person in his role felt it was an
honour and that it built trust between
professionals.

E224 stated if they’re – you know –
under the pump and having a bad
day themselves. [Senior nurses] do a
lot of … E224 stated he guesses they
do a lot of reflection not only as a
team but individually. So right, if
you’re having a bad day so there’s a
lot of codes or particularly distressing
codes. When a [junior doctor] does
come to you, if it happens on that
shift as well and they are distressed.
You have to make sure … they are
more – you know – technically the
more senior person. They need to
make sure that our busy-ness and
possibly our distress from a bad code
or whatever … they’re not going to
put onto them because they are
already in a vulnerable situation.

E224 understood that it took a lot of
self-regulation not to let one’s own
work troubles dictate emotions and
deter junior doctors from seeking
help.

E224 stated if they don’t have time to
talk to them straight away … don’t
just say to them, I don’t have time.
It’s, I understand you are struggling,
I’m just busy at the moment but I’m

E224 understood that clear
communication to clear up any
assumptions of not providing help
immediately needed to be provided
up-front to counter any impressions
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E224 described that the junior doctor
gained experience through helpseeking and could now see the
benefits of participating in this
proactive activity.

E224 described he felt this experience
was significant as there was a chance
that patients’ lives could have been
jeopardised if he hadn’t supported
this junior doctors’ help-seeking.

moment but I’m going to try to find
you in the next twenty minutes or
thirty minutes and we can sit down
and chat about what you’re
struggling with and try to get you
through that. Em … and if we can’t
get there in twenty or thirty
minutes. We make sure we
contact them to say, we haven’t
forgotten about you. I’ve been just
tied up with another situation. I’m
going to get to you. Give them
another timeframe.
E224/29/ So I think that experience
with that [junior doctor] just shows
– you know – what senior nurses
can give to junior medical staff.
And how it helps them develop
into a really good rounded health
professional.

going to try to find you in the next
twenty minutes or thirty minutes and
we can sit down and chat about what
you’re struggling with and try to get
you through that. And if we can’t get
there in twenty or thirty minutes.
We make sure we contact them to
say, we haven’t forgotten about you.
I’ve been just tied up with another
situation. I’m going to get to you.
Give them another timeframe.

that their help-seeking was not going
to be supported. E224 describe how
he felt a reliable and respectful
professional relationship needed to
be maintained in a busy clinical
environment.

E224 stated je thinks that experience
with that [junior doctor] just shows –
you know – what senior nurses can
give to junior medical staff. And how
it helps them develop into a really
good rounded health professional.

E224 described he felt this experience
in particular exemplified how helpseeking could fix the immediate
problem and also aid the
development of junior doctors whilst
creating strong professional
relationships between health
professionals.
E224 describes that there has been a
shift in focus within the system. E224
understands that instead of providing
resources only for when junior health
professional staff are in trouble they
are re-routing funding into preventing
the trouble from occurring in the first
place.

E224/30/ Em … our service at
[name hospital] is about [number
of years] old now. We completely
revamped our service and what we
do almost [number] years ago.
And now our service focuses more
on making sure any health
professional in the hospital that
feels like they aren’t getting their
job done because of overwhelmed
or busy-ness … we make sure that
we can mentor them before that.

E224 stated that our service at
[hospital] is about [number of years]
old now. They completely revamped
our service and what they do almost
[number] years ago. And now their
service focuses more on making sure
any health professional in the
hospital that feels like they aren’t
getting their job done because of
overwhelmed or busy-ness … they
make sure that they can mentor
them before that.

E224/31/ Our role very much
focused on purely … well not
purely focused … more on nursing.
But if we don’t have our [junior]
officers comfortable enough to
approach a senior nurse we
understand the impacts on patient
safety.

E224 stated our role very much
focused on purely … well not purely
focused … more on nursing. But if
we don’t have our [junior] officers
comfortable enough to approach a
senior nurse we understand the
impacts on patient safety.

E224/32/ And so we completely
revamped our service and so now
we’re at a point where some of our
junior [doctors], our [officers] that
have always had very good
therapeutic relationships with the
[the role] and those [doctors]. This
is the feedback from all nursing
staff, senior medical staff that they
escalate things to and also for us.
Em … we get the feedback that
they are more team orientated. So
what we are seeing here is a
patient issue, medicine, nursing,
allied health … whatever. We have
to work together to get the best
outcome.
E224/33/ Whereas my experience
as a nurse em … that has been in a
senior nurse not only in
[state/territory] health but other
health services for over [a number
of years]. Before that the [junior
doctors] … my experience is … is
that I’ve just become a [doctor],
I’m ten foot tall and bulletproof.
And I don’t have to take advice
anymore. Or I don’t need to talk,
to bounce ideas off someone. Em

E224 stated so they have completely
revamped their service and so now
they’re at a point where some of
their junior [doctors], their [officers]
that have always had very good
therapeutic relationships with the
[the role] and those [doctors]. This is
the feedback from all nursing staff,
senior medical staff that they
escalate things to and also for them.
They get the feedback that they are
more team orientated. So what they
are seeing here is a patient issue,
medicine, nursing, allied health …
whatever. They have to work
together to get the best outcome.
Whereas E224’s experience as a
nurse that has been in a senior nurse
not only in [state/territory] health
but other health services for over [a
number of years]. Before that the
[junior doctors] … E224’s experience
is … is that, They’ve just become a
[doctor], they’re ten foot tall and
bulletproof. And they don’t have to
take advice anymore. Or they don’t
need to talk, to bounce ideas off
someone and I have seen adverse
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E224 understood this change to
prevention was initially to ensure
support for nurses help-seeking. E224
described he felt that not including
other health professionals like junior
doctors into this system would
jeopardise patient care as junior
doctors and senior nurses need to
work closely if safety is to be
maintained.
E224 described he felt that extending
the service to junior doctors has paid
off in the long run with junior doctors
and nurses working now as a team to
ensure patient have safe care.

E224 understood that an openness to
seeking help from nurses has become
a norm rather than a last resort for
junior doctors. E224 understood that
this fundamental change of attitude
and behaviour was needed for patient
safety.

… and I have seen adverse patient
outcomes happen because of that.
E224/34/ Whereas now it’s sort of,
it’s quite nice for us now, because
now em … entering a stage where
all the junior [doctors] throughout
their [junior years] … part of their
mentoring and development has
actually been done by a senior
nurse team that has a common
goal. Em … and we use a lot of the
same strategies so we feel really
comfortable and then they use
those skills that they learnt from
nurses. And use those
communication skills with a lot of
other nurses. Em … so for us it’s
em … we can see the difference we
have made. So it is quite
rewarding. For myself and our
whole team.
E224/35/ Having had that
experience with that one junior
doctor have you had any other
interactions with him? Oh ya. Ya
he – you know – best buds. We
see each other in the corridor and
a lot of the [junior doctor’s] that
I’ve worked closely with … purely
because of opportunity because
they have been on the same shifts.
Em … once we build a very good
rapport they don’t actually even
call me by my real name they call
by my nick-name, “hey, [Name]
how you going? You going good?”
‘Ya mate, I’m going good’ (laughs).
E224/36/ So Aw … you often hear
em … “Ya I’ve got a good”… that’s
right … “I’ve got a good
[professionals] around”. Because
sometimes us permanent, senior
[role] are on leave. Which has to
happen. Em … we’ll have junior
[nurses in the role] still learning the
fine points of how to mentor and
stuff like that so. So when the
[junior doctor’s] see one of us
permeant [nurses]. They say, “[aw
you guys are Awesome]”. So
there’s always that really good
positive reinforcement that we get.
E224/37/ And – you know – we
know because of that rapport that
we have. When we have multiple
medical emergencies which
happen in a facility of this size. You
know – we can ring one of the
[junior doctor’s] and say, ‘we got a
third code blue happening. And it’s
on the surgical wards and they
might be one of the medical [junior
doctors] – you know – you don’t
have this, “I’m doing medicine, I’m
the medical [junior doctor]. Why
do I have to go there?” [Instead]
“What ward? Yep not a worry
[name], I’ll go up there and give
them a hand”. So you get a lot
more team work.
E224/38/ Can you just give me a
little bit more detail of what
happened when you walked in the

patient outcomes happen because of
that.
E224 states that now it’s sort of, it’s
quite nice for them now, because
now they were entering a stage
where all the junior [doctors]
throughout their [junior years] … part
of their mentoring and development
has actually been done by a senior
nurse team that has a common goal.
They use a lot of the same strategies
so they feel really comfortable and
then they use those skills that they
learnt from nurses. And use those
communication skills with a lot of
other nurses. So for [senior nurses]
it’s … they can see the difference
they have made. So it is quite
rewarding. For himself and our
whole team.

E224 described he felt the new
support model in the clinical training
environment has translated into
supporting junior doctors daily with
useful help-seeking strategies.

The interviewer asked if there was an
on-going professional relationship
with the junior doctor in the
experience. Oh ya. Ya he – you
know – best buds. They see each
other in the corridor and a lot of the
[junior doctor’s] that I’ve worked
closely with…purely because of
opportunity because they have been
on the same shifts. Once they build
a very good rapport they don’t
actually even call him by his real
name they call by his nick-name,
“hey, [Name] how you going? You
going good?” ‘Ya mate, I’m going
good’ (laughs).
E224 stated they often hear, “Ya I’ve
got a good”… that’s right … “I’ve got a
good [professionals] around”.
Because sometimes [the] permanent,
senior [role] are on leave. Which has
to happen. They have junior [nurses
in the role] still learning the fine
points of how to mentor and stuff
like that so. So when the [junior
doctor’s] see one of us permeant
[nurses]. They say, “[aw you guys are
Awesome]”. So there’s always that
really good positive reinforcement
that we get.

E224 described he felt that the
compassion and support provided to
junior doctor has meant that they
have a formed a trusting professional
relationship where junior doctor can
safely access help when needed.

E224 stated – you know – we know
because of that rapport that we have.
When we have multiple medical
emergencies which happen in a
facility of this size. You know – we
can ring one of the [junior doctor’s]
and say, ‘we got a third code blue
happening. And it’s on the surgical
wards and they might be one of the
medical [junior doctors] – you know –
you don’t have this, “I’m doing
medicine, I’m the medical [junior
doctor]. Why do I have to go there?”
[Instead] “What ward? Yep not a
worry [name], I’ll go up there and
give them a hand”. So you get a lot
more team work.

E224 described reciprocation between
junior doctors and senior nurses.
Junior doctors could seek help from
senior nurses and in return senior
nurses can ask for their help in
situations.

E224 stated he went in to the room
with the [junior doctor] E224 went in
there and he’s a pretty laid back

E224 perceived that the junior doctor
was worried. E224 understood that
he did not know this junior doctor
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E224 understood from the feedback
provided by junior doctors to him and
his colleagues that the support was
needed and was appreciated. E224
understood that maintaining the
support was a future goal but was
difficult due to rostering and staff
turnover.

room in the beginning? So when I
went in to the room with the
[junior doctor]. Em … I went in
there and I’m a pretty laid back
person. So I said to [junior doctor],
‘okay mate, so what’s happening?
What’s the issue? Because I could
see that he was anxious’.
E224/39/ And that’s when he
looked at me and began to cry.
Not sob but tears come-out-of-hiseyes cry. “I don’t know what to do.
I don’t know where to start. I don’t
know what to do and I‘ve got
nurses ringing me and harassing
me and this was my [number]
time”. I’m pretty sure it was his
[same number] time on ward call.
And “No-one bloody teaches us
what to do”. And his speech was
quite pressured and things like
that.
E223/40/ So I just looked at [junior
doctor] and I said, ‘okay that’s cool
that’s okay. It’s okay for you to
feel overwhelmed because ward
call in this facility is not easy. So
let’s just sit down’. So … and the
reason why I did that with him is
because I was validating [junior
doctor’s] anxiety because he had
every right to be anxious over his
work load because that particular
day in his area was a huge work
load. And too much for one
person.
E224/41/ And I think it is very
important, particularly with junior
staff, that when they are anxious
about something … if it is a true
thing to be anxious about … that I
don’t believe we should cover it up
because it just adds to their
anxiety. I think we need to validate
it. So the first thing I did for him
was validate his anxiety just went,
‘yup you’re right. Workload in your
area today is peaking and it’s busy.
So that’s okay because things’.
[The] reason we say to them, ‘it is
okay’ is because we can find a
solution. If I can’t find a solution I
would have been very honest with
him but I know I can find a
solution.
E224/42/ So I said, ‘that’s a call.
Take a breath. Let’s sit down and
you go through your list, I’ll go
through my list and we’ll see if the
lists are matching up and with
regard to work load’. And I knew
they were going to because I knew
his workload. And then let’s sit
down and formulate a plan so we
can get all these jobs completed.
E224/43/ But make sure we do it in
order of priority for patient safety.
And we quickly merged them
together. And our first priority out
of that list was to go see the two
potentially deteriorating patients.

person. So E224 said to [junior
doctor], ‘okay mate, so what’s
happening? What’s the issue?
Because I could see that he was
anxious’.

very well and needed to remain calm
and respectful if the junior doctor was
to ever seek help from him again.

E224 stated he looked at E224 and
began to cry. Not sob but tears
come-out-of-his-eyes cry. “I don’t
know what to do. I don’t know where
to start. I don’t know what to do and
I‘ve got nurses ringing me and
harassing me and this was my
[number] time”. E224 is pretty sure it
was his [same number] time on ward
call. And “No-one bloody teaches us
what to do”. And his speech was
quite pressured and things like that.

E224 recognised that this junior
doctor was seeking help and that their
current workload was causing them
stress.

So E224 just looked at [junior doctor]
and E224 said, ‘okay that’s cool that’s
okay. It’s okay for you to feel
overwhelmed because ward call in
this facility is not easy. So let’s just
sit down’. So … and the reason why
E224 did that with him is because he
was validating [junior doctor’s]
anxiety because he had every right to
be anxious over his work load
because that particular day in his
area was a huge work load. And too
much for one person.

E224 understood that he needed to
provide a safe area for the junior
doctor to compose themselves. E224
empathised with the junior doctor,
agreeing that the workload was
enormous that day.

E224 thinks it is very important
particularly, with junior staff, that
when they are anxious about
something … if it is a true thing to be
anxious about … that E224 doesn’t
believe they should cover it up
because it just adds to their anxiety.
E224 thinks they need to validate it.
So the first thing E224 did for him
was validate his anxiety just went,
‘yup you’re right. Workload in your
area today is peaking and it’s busy.
So that’s okay because things’. [The]
reason we say to them, ‘it is okay’ is
because we can find a solution. If I
can’t find a solution I would have
been very honest with him but I know
I can find a solution.

E224 understood that his past
experience provided him an
overarching view and formal
strategies to tackle the clinical
problems that the junior doctor was
experiencing. E224 described that
seeking help put immense stress onto
junior doctors and he wanted to
ensure that this junior doctor
understood that seeking help was a
good strategy and would solve their
problems.

So E224 said, ‘that’s a call. Take a
breath. Let’s sit down and you go
through your list, I’ll go through my
list and they’ll see if the lists are
matching up and with regard to work
load’. And E224 knew they were
going to because E224 knew his
workload. And then let’s sit down
and formulate a plan so they can get
all these jobs completed.
E224 stated that they needed to
make sure they do it in order of
priority for patient safety. And they
quickly merged them together. And
their first priority out of that list was
to go see the two potentially
deteriorating patients.

E224 described calming the junior
doctor down so they could think
clearly so they could make some plans
to tackle the patient care priorities
together. E224 understood that the
junior doctor felt overwhelmed and
this was contributing to their feelings
of anxiety and isolation.
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E224 described working together to
merge and prioritise lists so that the
patients that need help are
immediately identified.

E224/44/ And so I just said to [the
junior doctor], ‘so we’ll go and see
these patients first’, and gave him
a rationale as to why, because I
knew the other patient. I knew
[the patient] was okay and that’s
when I said to him, ‘I’m going to
come with you and we will review
the patient together, so you don’t
feel alone because you’re not
alone’.

And so E224 just said to [the junior
doctor], ‘so we’ll go and see these
patients first’ and gave him a
rationale as to why, because I knew
the other patient. E224 knew [the
patient] was okay and that’s when
E224 said to him, ‘I’m going to come
with you and we will review the
patient together, so you don’t feel
alone because you’re not alone’.

E224 reassured the junior doctor that
he would continue to support their
help-seeking and clinical decisions
until their jobs were complete.

E224/45/ What did he say back to
after that? Aw … he really didn’t
say too much. I think from
memory, he said, “Aw thanks
[name], ya lets go review the
patient”. And stuff like that. And
as we were walking to the other
ward I remember saying to [junior
doctor], ‘there’s a staff toilet just
there – just go in and wash your
face and I meet you at the
bedside’.

The interviewer asked what the
junior said back to the nurse who was
providing the support. E224 stated
he really didn’t say too much. E224
thinks from memory, he said, “Aw
thanks [name], ya lets go review the
patient”. And stuff like that. And as
we were walking to the other ward
E224 remembers saying to [junior
doctor], ‘there’s a staff toilet just
there – just go in and wash your face
and I meet you at the bedside’.

E224 understood that junior doctor
was thankful for the support. E224
described he recognised that he
needed to protect the junior doctor
from any scrutiny that may come from
appearing to have been upset and
suggested the junior doctor refresh
and compose themselves prior to
attending the bedside.

E225’s transformed data
Experience from E225’s
transcript, divided into meaning
units.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E225’s
language.

E225/1/ So getting to work we are a
[Type 1] referral centre so we have a
lot of [Type 1 of injuries].
E225/2/ So the treatment modalities
are essentially the same but our
junior doctors aren’t always aware of
them.

E225 stated that getting to work they
are a [Type 1] referral centre so we
have a lot of [Type 1 of injuries].
E225 stated that so the treatment
modalities are essentially the same
but our junior doctors aren’t always
aware of them.

E225/3/ So a junior doctor’s earlier
on just asking if they want to give
[type of fluid], what rate they should
start the [number] percent on? Em …
but there are other alternatives. So it
was just a question, what did I think?

E225 stated that so a junior doctors
earlier on just asking if they want to
give [type of fluid], what rate they
should start the [number] percent
on? But that there are other
alternatives. So it was just a
question, what did E225 think?
The interviewer asked how the junior
doctor approach the participant.
E225 stated that junior doctors are
used to approaching E225 in his role.
A couple of us are [senior nurses] so
it was just (long pause).
So E225 was doing his own rounding
on the patients and they intersected
[with the junior doctor] as they were
coming out of the patient’s room that
had the [name of injury].
And just said, ‘What do we usually
run the [type for fluid] at? And then
the conversation ensued from there.
E225 asked, ‘what for? What were
they trying to achieve?’
The interviewer asked for more
description of that part of the
experience. E225 stated, okay, so
E225 asked, ‘why are you asking?’
And he said, “for this patient”.

E225/4/ How did they approach you?
They are used to approaching us in
our role. A couple of us are [senior
nurses] so it was just (long pause).
E225/5/ So I was doing my own
rounding on the patients and we
intersected as we were coming out of
the patient’s room that had the
[name of injury].
E225/6/ And just said, “What do we
usually run the [type for fluid] at?”
And then the conversation ensued
from there. I asked, ‘what for? What
were they trying to achieve?’
E225/7/ Lets go through all that.
Okay, so I asked, ‘why are you
asking?’ And he said, “for this
patient”. Because part of the
treatment modality the [treatment
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Transformations

E225 described the type of
environment that he works in deals
with the most severe patient cases.
E225 described that he worked with
junior doctors that were still
training and these doctors needed
to seek help when they didn’t know
the best treatment for a patient.
E225 described that junior doctor
was asking for his help, possibly
unaware that other options to treat
this patient were available.

E225 was aware that part of his role
was to support junior doctors’ helpseeking.

E225 described that the junior
doctor took the opportunity to seek
help as he was in the same place at
the right time.
E225 described taking a supportive
approach to the question being
asked –not giving the answer but
helping the junior doctor to work
through the answer themselves.
E225 described seeking more
information from the junior doctor
to establish what they were trying
to achieve with this patient.

modality name] for [name injury] is
[type of fluid]. That is to establish [an
effect in] the patient’s [body] and
causing increase [result]. So we have
a [number] percent [fluid], [type of
fluid] that comes in [number]
millilitres and they can run it at 40 to
60 millilitres an hour.
E225/8/ However when you have a
significant [type injury], and the
patient has already been fluid
resuscitated, it can be problematic.
So we have [different treatment
regime] and they can prescribe that,
but they also must give it. A
[registered nurse] can’t give it. So we
discussed … discussed those choices
em (trails off).
E225/9/ And as I had been on days
off, I needed to know more about the
patient, which involved some hand
over type information.

Because part of the treatment
modality the [treatment modality
name] for [name injury] is [type of
fluid]. That is to establish [an effect
in] the patient’s [body] and causing
increase [result]. So we have a
[number] percent [fluid], [type of
fluid] that comes in [number]
millilitres and they can run it at 40 to
60 millilitres an hour.
E225 states that when you have a
significant [type injury], and the
patient has already been fluid
resuscitated, it can be problematic.
So we have [different treatment
regime] and they can prescribe that,
but they also must give it. A
[registered nurse] can’t give it. So we
discussed … discussed those choices
(trails off).
And as E225 had been on days off,
E225 needed to know more about the
patient, which involved some hand
over type information.

E225/10/ And then we referred to a
consultant.

E225 stated then they referred to a
consultant.

E225/11/ Whose suggestion was
that? My suggestion. So we go to
the consultant, not the senior
registrar or anything. We just go to
the consultant to confer with them
what … where [the patient] are up to
with their [number and type of
therapy].

The interviewer asked whose
suggestion it was to seek help from
the consultant. E225 stated it was his
suggestion. So they went to the
consultant, not the senior registrar or
anything. We just go to the
consultant to confer with them what
… where [the patient] are up to with
their [number and type of therapy].
E225 stated that hospital has another
thing called the [another type of
therapy], where you’re looking at
implementing certain things. And
this [type of fluid] comes into that.
E225 stated that as a [junior doctor]
they shouldn’t be ordering [number]
percent [type of fluid]. They needed
more senior involvement, but it is
also a teaching hospital.
E225 stated again that they do a lot
of teaching as well.

E225/12/ We also have another thing
called the [another type of therapy],
where you’re looking at
implementing certain things. And
this [type of fluid] comes into that.
E225/13/ And as a [junior doctor]
they shouldn’t be ordering [number]
percent [type of fluid]. We needed
more senior involvement, but it is
also a teaching hospital.
E225/14/ But also we do a lot of
teaching as well.

E225/15/ Can you tell me just a little
bit more about who initiated that
conversation about going to the
consultant? Oh sure. So I can’t
remember where we were in the
conversation. And I happen to know
that not their … senior registrar, but
their consultant was nearby. So I just
called that consultant over.
E225/16/ I called that consultant over
and we had a discussion of the
treatment modalities for [type of
injuries] and for this patient in
particular.

The interviewer asked E225 to
provide more information about who
initiated the help-seeking. E225
stated oh sure. So E225 can’t
remember where they were in the
conversation. And E225 happen to
know that not their … senior
registrar, but their consultant was
nearby. So E225 just called that
consultant over.
E225 stated that he called that
consultant over and they had a
discussion of the treatment
modalities for [type of injuries] and
for this patient in particular.
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E225 described that they became
aware and concerned that the
junior doctor had overlooked a
better treatment option for the
patient. E225 tried to delicately
explore this further with the junior
doctor.

E225 described that he had no prior
knowledge of this patient and
didn’t feel comfortable giving a
help-seeking support without
seeking help from the senior
doctor.
E225 described he felt that in this
situation it was appropriate to bring
this help-seeking straight to the
attention of the senior doctor.
E225 described he felt that this was
a complex help-seeking situation,
where he needed to seek the
support of an expert with
experience in supporting junior
doctor’s help-seeking, to guide the
junior doctor in making the correct
treatment choice for the patient.
E225 described the decision to use
alternative therapy as complicated
but needing to be explored.
E225 described that there were
certain protocols that junior
doctors needed to seek help for and
this fell into this category.
E225 understood that this situation
in particular was a great
opportunity for the junior doctor to
learn something new. E225
described that these teaching
opportunities were also vital for
junior doctors to form relationships
with their senior doctors.
E225 described being aware of who
was around him in the clinical
environment, where help could be
sought from.

E225 described he felt completely
comfortable seeking help from the
senior doctor as this case was
complex and there was a high

E225/17/ And I encouraged him to
handover or give more information
so we could decide. So the consultant
was informed and could consider the
treatment modalities and we looked
at the pathology.

E225 stated that he encouraged him
to handover or give more information
so they could decide. So the
consultant was informed and could
consider the treatment modalities
and they looked at the pathology.

E225/18/ We looked at the [scans]
again and then [number] percent was
decided upon with some education
for both of us and the nurse at the
bed-side along the way.
E225/19/ What happened next after
that? So the consultant got the
[junior doctor] to write up … so we
use [name of system] which is an
electronic monitoring … electronic.
And they prescribe electronically to
write up the [number] percent
ampule. And we went through, with
the consultants help, how to
prescribe that.
E225/20/ And once that was done
the nurse was made aware that this
was going to be given.

E225 and the others looked at the
[scans] again and then [number]
percent was decided upon with some
education for both of them and the
nurse at the bed-side along the way.
The interviewer enquires what
happened next. E225 stated so the
consultant got the [junior doctor] to
write up…so we use [name of system]
which is an electronic monitoring …
electronic. And they prescribe
electronically to write up the
[number] percent ampule. And they
went through, with the consultants
help, how to prescribe that.
E225 stated that once that was done
the nurse was made aware that this
was going to be given.

E225/21/ So we went and looked for
the ampule and we got it and
checked but the doctor must give it.
And we had the consultant stay
because it has to be given very slowly
because it can cause a [complication
that can arise].
E225/22/ So this is only given on a
significant [type of injury] and after
you tried other things.

E225 stated so they went and looked
for the ampule and they got it and
checked but the doctor must give it.
And they had the consultant stay
because it has to be given very slowly
because it can cause a [complication
that can arise].
E225 stated so this is only given on a
significant [type of injury] and after
you tried other things.

E225/23/ So it actually turned out to
be a great teaching session for all of
us involved.
E225/24/ And how did it make you
feel? I’m up for any education. So
[junior doctor] asking me? Made me
feel … ah … oh (long pause)
respected.
E225/25/ Because there is always
that slight distance between doctors
and nurses, even though I am a
senior nurse.

E225 stated so it actually turned out
to be a great teaching session for all
of those involved.
The interviewer asked how it made
E225 feel. I’m up for any education.
So [junior doctor] asking me? Made
me feel … ah … oh (long pause)
respected.
E225 stated because there is always
that slight distance between doctors
and nurses, even though E225 am a
senior nurse.

E225/26/ It is part of my job, so it just
made me feel that like I am
[supporting his help-seeking].
27/ And then it got more involved.

E225 stated that it is part of his job,
so it just made him feel that like E225
was [supporting his help-seeking].
E225 state and then it got more
involved.
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degree of risk to the patient if the
treatment was incorrect.
E225 described he encouraged the
junior doctor to explain the patient
problem and treatment plan to the
senior doctor. E225 described he
felt the senior doctor would pick up
on the fact that another treatment
modality was a much better option
in this case. E225 described he felt
that the senior doctor would be
able to easily turn this into a
teaching opportunity.
E225 understood taking this helpseeking support approach to junior
doctors’ help-seeking benefited
everyone with the added
education.
E225 described supporting helpseeking provided technical and
clinical skills for junior doctors.

E225 described the bedside nurse
was also informed about the
change in the patient’s treatment,
so that they would know how to
care for the patient in the future.
E225 described going through
proper drug protocols. E225
planned ahead and ensured that
the patient was safe at all times by
ensuring the right expertise was in
the room as the treatment was
administered.
E225 described that by supporting
the junior doctor’s help-seeking in a
way that brought colleagues
together, the patient was being
provided the correct treatment.
E225 described that supporting
help-seeking could lead to further
development for junior doctors.
E225 described he felt that his
expertise was respected by the
junior doctor when they sought
help from him.
E225 described that supporting
help-seeking needed to maintain
professional boundaries. E225
understood that it was important
that the junior doctor’s lack of
knowledge in this area was not
exposed in a way that humiliated
them or could drive a divide
between them.
E225 understood that it was part of
his job to support junior doctors’
help-seeking.
E225 understood that the junior
doctor’s help-seeking had certain
elements of risk to the patient that
the junior doctor was not aware of.
E225 described he felt it was more
appropriate to step in and ask for

E225/28/ And I felt this collaborative
approach. I ensured that the nurse at
the bedside was included. So we had
a team approach.
E225/29/ If I reflect on it now it
makes me feel glad and helpful l…
like I guess. I don’t really analyse
how I feel.
E225/30/ So just going back to him
approaching you and then you calling
over the consultant can you tell me a
little more about what was said by
the junior doctor there? Well he was
asking me, “how many millilitres he
should prescribe of the [number]
percent [type of fluid]”. And I know
what it is. But I need more
information and so I collected more
clinical information on the patient
and said, ‘so what is your … what do
you want to achieve?’ This was part
of the [therapy].

And E225 felt this collaborative
approach. E225 ensured that the
nurse at the bedside was included.
So they had a team approach.
If E225 reflect on it now it makes me
feel glad and helpful … like E225
guess. E225 doesn’t really analyse
how E225 feels.
The interviewer asked for more
description. E225 stated he was
asking him, “how many millilitres he
should prescribe of the [number]
percent [type of fluid]”. And E225
knows what it is. But he needed
more information. And so E225
collected more clinical information on
the patient and said, ‘so what is your
… what do you want to achieve?’ This
was part of the [number type
therapy].

E225/31/ And then I initiated, ‘why
don’t we talk to the consultant about
this because this patient has been
here and things aren’t working’.

And then E225 initiated, ‘why don’t
we talk to the consultant about this
because this patient has been here
and things aren’t working’.

E225/32/ And so we need to escalate
and we need some input.

E225 stated that they needed to
escalate and they needed some
input.
E225 stated that it wasn’t that he
solely suggested. E225 is sure this
[junior doctor] would have said, ‘I’m
about to ask the consultant — you
were walking past’.

E225/33/ And it wasn’t that I solely
suggested. I’m sure this [junior
doctor] would have said, ‘I’m about
to ask the consultant — you were
walking past’.
E225/34/ So it was a moment of
convenience. They didn’t seek me
out as such in this example I am
thinking of.
E225/35/ And the consultant just
happened to be four rooms away.
(Interviewer makes sound Hum). So it
was very easy.

So it was a moment of convenience.
They didn’t seek me out as such in
this example E225 recalls.

E225/36/ So I called him over and we
started that discussion.

So E225 called him over and we
started that discussion.

E225/37/ And then we went back
inside that patient’s room. So we
have [type] rooms in [working area].
Got onto the computer that has
[program] and has [type of program],
so we could look at the [diagnostic
tests]. And also included the bedside
nurse because they need to monitor
the patient after the treatment as
well.
E225/38/ So how did it end? It ended
with the patient being given an
ampule of [number] percent by the
[junior doctor] with the consultant
and the nurse and myself watching.
And talking through the numbers on
the … physiological data that is on the
monitor system. Doing it very slowly.
We discussed what adverse events

E225 stated that then they went back
inside that patient’s room. So we
have [type] rooms in [working area].
Got onto the computer that has
[program] and has [type of program],
so we could look at the [diagnostic
tests]. And also included the bedside
nurse because they need to monitor
the patient after the treatment as
well.
The interviewer asked how the
experience ended. E225 stated it
ended with the patient being given
an ampule of [number] percent by
the [junior doctor] with the
consultant and the nurse and himself
watching. And talking through the
numbers on the … physiological data
that is on the monitor system. Doing

E225 stated that the consultant just
happened to be four rooms away. So
it was very easy.
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help on behalf of the junior doctor,
then risk the patient’s safety.
E225 understood that the way the
situation was handled benefited
everyone and probably most of all
the patient.
E225 reflected he was satisfied with
the result, having managed the
situation well.
E225 described the moment that he
understood the junior doctor was
not proposing the correct
treatment for the patient and he
would need to seek help.

E225 described he felt that he
needed to deal with this lack of
knowledge in a way that would
protect the junior doctor’s
independence and their
relationship.
E225 described that he initiated
and took on the burden of seeking
help.
E225 described that the junior
doctor did not single him out
specifically. But instead would have
easily have gone to the consultant if
he hadn’t been fortuitously in the
same area, at the same time.
E225 down played the fact that
junior doctor asked him for helpseeking support and not the
consultant first.
E225 described that he was aware
that the consultant was only a
couple of rooms away and the
junior doctor could have easily
asked them for help instead of him.
E225 described seeking help and
making nothing of it, modelling how
easy it was to seek help from a
senior doctor.
E225 described the steps that were
involved in prescribing the correct
drugs for the patient. E225 was
aware that the bedside nurse
needed to be involved in every
detail of the patient’s care to
ensure they were on top of any
changes that occur after the
doctors have left the room.
E225 described that they did not
anticipate any problems but had
planned for a worst case scenario.
E225 described he felt good that he
had helped engineer this situation
where the patient was safe and
getting the treatment they needed.

could occur and what all our roles
would be in that. So we had backup
[drug] etc.
E225/39/ Em … we all felt reassured
having the consultant there, because
these things can go wrong.

it very slowly. They discussed what
adverse events could occur and what
all our roles would be in that. So they
had backup [drug] etc.
E225 stated that they all felt
reassured having the consultant
there, because these things can go
wrong.

E225/40/ So it was given … I don’t
know the results of that yet …
hopefully the [pathology] will be
reduced and the [effect of trauma]
will [be reduced].

E225 stated so it was given … E225
doesn’t know the results of that yet …
hopefully the [pathology] will be
reduced and the [effect of trauma]
will [be reduced].

E225/41/ You said that you did some
planning there. Can you just talk me
through who that was led by? Lead
by the consultant asking, “What are
the effects of giving this drug? What
are the positive things, what are the
contraindications and what could go
wrong?” It was done rather than
saying, “We have to be prepared for
this this and this”… it was all …
E225/42/ This wasn’t an emergency
situation so it can be all be discussed.
And the [junior doctor] was doing the
answering.

The interviewer asked who lead the
planning. E225 stated that the
planning was led by the consultant
asking, “What are the effects of
giving this drug? What are the
positive things, what are the
contraindications and what could go
wrong?” It was done rather than
saying, “We have to be prepared for
this this and this”… it was all …
E225 stated that this wasn’t an
emergency situation so it can be all
be discussed. And the [junior doctor]
was doing the answering.

E225/43/ And the bedside nurse can’t
move from the bedside and I can so I
went and got what was required
because I was right there.

E225 stated that the bedside nurse
can’t move from the bedside and
E225 could so he went and got what
was required because E225 was right
there.
E225 stated that they had a plan of
what everyone would do and a
backup.

E225/44/ So we had a plan of what
everyone would do and a backup.
E225/45/ And at the end, did the
registrar say anything to you at the
end? Just relieved to have done it.
No there was no comment … no (long
inhale) follow up plan or anything.
E225/46/ I was thinking of a thank
you or something? No, No. Okay,
how did you feel about that? In this
instance, disappointed. Not that I
need to be thanked, but the three of
us should have been … it would have
been nice. The bedside nurse is
involved as well so.
E225/47/ The consultant did that
though. He came and thanked
everyone.

The interviewer asked what the
registrar said. E225 stated that the
junior doctor was just relieved to
have done it. No there was no
comment … no (long inhale) follow up
plan or anything.
The interviewer asked if junior doctor
thanked them and how they felt.
E225 stated No, No. In this instance,
disappointed. Not that E225 needs to
be thanked but, the three of us
should have been … it would have
been nice. The bedside nurse is
involved as well so.
E225 stated that the consultant did
that though. He came and thanked
everyone.

E225/48/ Reminded us what to look
out for and the bedside nurse.

E225 stated that the doctor reminded
them what to look out for and the
bedside nurse.

E225/49/ I think for the [junior
doctor] they were still a little bit
overwhelmed.

E225 reflected that he thought the
[junior doctor] was still a little bit
overwhelmed.

E225/50/ But we do find and I am
speaking very generally that [the
junior doctors] will seek information.

But they do find and E225 is speaking
very generally that [the junior
doctors] will seek information. So if
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E225 reiterated that he felt
reassured that they would be able
to deal with the patient if
complications were to arise as they
had a plan and knew each other’s
roles in that plan.
E225 described that by supporting
the junior doctors help-seeking, the
right treatment was now being
administered to the patient.
E225 understood that it was not
helpful to spoon feed young
doctors. E225 instead felt it was
important to get junior doctors
thinking and exploring the reasons
behind the care they provided.

E225 understood that his initial
proactive approach meant that
everyone had ample time to
explore the options in a safer
environment.
E225 described his role in the
session to facilitate the setup for
the procedure.
E225 described they had planned
their roles out when providing the
patient treatment as it was a risky
procedure.
E225 described he felt that the
junior doctor was relieved to have
finished the procedure, with no
immediate danger to the patient
detected.
E225 reflected he did feel that his
effort to ensure that the junior
doctor was protected through this
help-seeking experience, did
deserve to be acknowledged by the
junior doctor.
E225 described he felt that the
senior doctor picked up on this and
made an effort to cover the junior
doctor’s missed opportunity to
thank them all.
E225 described he felt that again
the senior doctor modelled what a
doctor should do and reminded the
nurses specifically what to look out
for if the patient should change.
E225 reflected he felt that junior
doctor in this instance plainly forgot
to say thank you and was anxious
from the procedure and a bit
overcome with all the excitement.
E225 was aware that junior doctors
do help-seek from nurses before
senior doctors so that they have a

So if they aren’t sure about
something, they feel safer perhaps
going to senior or junior nurses
before they go ask their consultant.
E225/51/ So [junior doctors] get
some backup information and then
they can feel like they can ask the
consultant. They don’t want to look
foolish I guess.

they aren’t sure about something,
they feel safer perhaps going to
senior or junior nurses before they go
ask their consultant.
So [junior doctors] get some backup
information and then they can feel
like they can ask the consultant. They
don’t want to look foolish E225
guesses.

E225/52/ Em … some will say thank
you most will not.

E225 stated that some will say thank
you most will not.
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better idea of how to manage the
problem before going to their
superiors.
E225 sensed that this was one such
case where this might have
happened but understood that
junior doctors don’t want to look
foolish. E225 understood that
there was a cost to seeking help,
and would support help-seeking
into the future if it makes patient
safer.
E225 described in general that
junior doctors do not take the time
or effort to thank nurses for the
help-seeking support they provide
and this was an indication that they
were overwhelmed.

Appendix C:
E331’s transformed data
Experience from E331’s
transcript, divided into meaning
units.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E331’s
language.

Transformations

E331/1/ If you’re talking about a
problem based on what happens
every day … many times in a day.
Where a [junior doctor] would see a
patient in the [department] or our
[Type 1] area over here and [seek
help for] it with the [doctor]. Is there
one particular that you want to … I’m
happy … listening.
E331/2/ Okay. I had a call the day
before yesterday from the [area]
where a senior clinician from the
acute care team had seen a patient
and he had wanted the [junior
doctor] to review the patient. And
they both reviewed and then they
called me, already with a decided
plan of action. Which was to
discharge the patient and have that
person followed up by phone call.
E331/3/ But when I heard the story, I
didn’t agree with both of them.

E331 stated if you’re talking about a
problem based on what happens
every day … many times in a day.
Where a [junior doctor] would see a
patient in the [department] or our
[area] over here and [seek help for] it
with the consultant.

E331 described that junior doctors
sought help every day from him for
problems based around patients.

E331 stated okay. E331 had a call the
day before yesterday from the [area]
where a senior clinician from the
acute care team had seen a patient
and he had wanted the [junior
doctor] to review the patient. And
they both reviewed and then they
called E331, already with a decided
plan of action. Which was to
discharge the patient and have that
person followed up by phone call.
E331 stated that when E331 heard
the story, E331 didn’t agree with both
of them.

E331 understood that he actively
encouraged his junior doctors to
seek help. E331 expectation was
that when they sought help, they
would have anticipated what the
patient needed and have a plan
formulated.

E331/4/ And so I had to carefully …
because the person … both the
[junior doctor] and the clinician were
[advanced], not [interns]. They are
very good, both are very good
workers, clinicians and doctors. But
despite that I didn’t agree with their
plan.
E331/5/ Okay, take me back to the
phone call. What do you mean? I
need the detail in that phone call and
how that played out, using the words
that were used.
E331/6/ Okay. This was … I think em
(trails off). This [patient] was about
[age] or so. Em … he came in after
having. Oh no sorry, not [that age]!
He was only about [this age]. He had
come in after having [activity that
produced trauma]. And managed to
[damage] his [part of anatomy].
Fortunately things happened and he
was cleared [Type 1] specialist. Em …
seen by the [type of doctor] – you
know – [junior doctor] and then
referred to us.
E331/7/ In the assessment, what
they found was it was a significant
degree of [confounding factors],
which [were] involved. He was like,
how do they say [turn of phrase to
describe a person that is not fully

E331 stated so he had to carefully …
because the person … both the
[junior doctor] and the clinician were
[advanced], not [interns]. They are
very good, both are very good
workers, clinicians and doctors. But
despite that E331 didn’t agree with
their plan.
The interviewer asked that more
detail was needed about the
experience. E331 stated what do you
mean?
E331 stated okay. This was … E331
thinks (trails off). This [patient] was
about [age] or so. He came in after
having. Oh no sorry, not [that age]!
He was only about [this age]. He had
come in after having [activity that
produced trauma]. And managed to
[damage] his [part of anatomy].
Fortunately things happened and he
was cleared [Type 1] specialist. Seen
by the [type of doctor] – you know –
[junior doctor] and then referred to
us.
E331 stated in the assessment, what
they found was it was a significant
degree of [confounding factors],
which [were] involved. He was like,
how do they say [turn of phrase to
describe a person that is not fully
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E331 described he felt the junior
doctor had underestimated the risk
to the patient. E331 described he
felt that he had no choice but to
disagree with the junior doctor
because his experience told him
that this patient should not be
discharged.
E331 understood that going against
a decision that two colleagues had
made together could pose problems
for their professional relationship in
the future. E331 had years of
experience and knew supporting
this junior doctor’s help-seeking
needed to be handled carefully.

E331 understood that there were
many confounding factors that
made this patient problems
complex, which less experienced
doctors would not necessarily pick
up on.

E331 described he felt that both the
junior doctor and his senior
colleague over-looked the
seriousness of the patient’s
condition.

conscious] kind of thing. With
multiple kinds of [problematic
factors] and it was in that context
that he had [been hurt]. So when he
had [woke-up] em … he had, had only
a [dim] recollection of what he had
done and absolute no recollection of
why he did it. Em … he couldn’t say
this was [facts leading up to the
situation] or [any other information].
E331/8/ Em … but [this patient’s]
previous history [pointed to evidence
which provided them a clue].

conscious] kind of thing. With
multiple kinds of [problematic
factors] and it was in that context
that he had [been hurt]. So when he
had [woke-up] he had, had only a
[dim] recollection of what he had
done and absolute no recollection of
why he did it. He couldn’t say this
was [facts leading up to the situation]
or [any other information].
E331 stated but [this patient’s]
previous history [pointed to evidence
which provided them a clue].

E331/9/ So their feeling was that this
guy didn’t have any major [type]
illness. It was more of an [random]
kind of thing [that happened] in the
context of significant [confounding
factors]. And he did not have any
[relapse]. So we could safely
discharge him with appropriate
follow up care.
E331/10/ Which on some level I
guess makes sense. But my point
was [they didn’t know the whole
history]. Em … but in order to
prevent him [getting injured] again …
[and being hurt]. Even that he
survived with such a small amount –
you know – damage to him was a
miracle. Em … but next time he
might not survive.
E331/11/ And I don’t think we could
take the risk. Put him in there.
Watch him, observe him for a couple
of days. Have a proper assessment
done in the cold light of the day as
they say. And – you know – start the
services around him and then we will
discharge [the patient].
E331/12/ So I could sense a certain
degree of resistance because like I
said, both of them were quite
convinced that he was safe to go.

E331 stated that their feeling was
that this guy didn’t have any major
[type] illness. It was more of an
[random] kind of thing [that
happened] in the context of
significant [confounding factors].
And he did not have any [relapse].
So we could safely discharge him with
appropriate follow up care.
E331 stated that on some level he
guesses this makes sense. But his
point was that [they didn’t know the
whole history]. But in order to
prevent him [getting injured] again …
[and being hurt]. Even that he
survived with such a small amount –
you know – damage to him was a
miracle. But next time he might not
survive.
E331 stated and E331 doesn’t think
we could take the risk. Put him in
there. Watch him, observe him for a
couple of days. Have a proper
assessment done in the cold light of
the day, as they say. And – you know
– start the services around him and
then we will discharge [the patient].
E331 stated he could sense a certain
degree of resistance because like he
said, both of [the junior doctors]
were quite convinced that he was
safe to go.

E331/13/ And obviously I was on the
phone and they were there. You
see? That makes a huge difference.
And sometimes when we read
something on paper, ‘Wow, how
could they have discharged this
person’. But actually when I see
them later on, I see why they could.
You see?
E331/14/ So I am not saying they are
always wrong but em … at that point
and time I hadn’t seen the patient
and I didn’t feel comfortable. So I
had to insist that they go back and
change their plan.

E331 stated obviously he was on the
phone and they were there. You see?
That makes a huge difference. And
sometimes when they read
something on paper, ‘Wow, how
could they have discharged this
person’. But actually when E331 sees
them later on, he can see why they
could. You see?
E331 stated he is not saying [junior
doctors] are always wrong. But at
that point and time E331 hadn’t seen
the patient and he didn’t feel
comfortable. So E331 had to insist
that they go back and change their
plan.
E331 stated this including putting him
under the [title of legislation] and
admitting him against his will. Which
is not always an easy thing to do.
Because you are taking someone’s
liberty in a sense (trails off).

E331/15/ Em … including putting him
under the [title of legislation] and
admitting him against his will. Which
is not always an easy thing to do.
Because you are taking someone’s
liberty in a sense em (trails off).
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E331 described he felt there were
significant risks with this patient
and that his medical history should
be taken into account when
deciding to release the patient or
not.
E331 recognised that this was not a
case of junior doctor not owning
the patient. Instead, E331
understood that less experienced
staff didn’t have the necessary
expertise to sometimes make
decisions that were safe for
patients.
E331 understood his colleague’s
experience was guiding their own
view of the risks associated with
this patient.

E331 understood that early
intervention, coupled with a
thorough investigation of the
underlying causes of the patient’s
health problems could mean better
health outcomes for the patient.
E331 described he felt that his
decision to disagree with the
discharge of the patient had upset
his colleagues. E331 understood
that he would not have disagreed if
he didn’t believe it was in the best
interest of the patient.
E331 understood that providing
help-seeking support when you
were not at the bedside could prove
difficult, as a doctor could not pick
up on the subtle cues from both the
patient.

E331 described he felt he had to
utilise his vast experience and
emotional intelligence to guide his
decision and support the junior
doctor’s help-seeking.
E331 understood that he had to
fulfil all his roles here, to adequately
support the junior doctors’ helpseeking and the patients care.

E331/16/ What was the junior
doctor’s response to that? Em … I
could sense a sense of hesitation in
[junior doctor]. But at the same
time, once I gave him my reasoning,
what was the basis … which was
simply not over-ruling him, just for
the pleasure of doing so. I was doing
it because there was some em … a
degree of – you know – of discomfort
on my part.
E331/17/ Em … a level of risk which
we would take if we were to
discharge [the patient]. And
ultimately I wasn’t going to take it
because it is my head on the
chopping block. You see?
E331/18/ So I said to him and the
[the person] that was the senior
clinician, ‘look, four months back if
you had said this to me – the same
story, I would have allowed them to
go home. But the last four months
we have had few people that have
[got sick] and with somewhat similar
histories. Not exactly, but somewhat
similar. So based on this, I don’t think
I’m going to accept – you know – the
decision to let him go’. Which is
another explanation that I gave
them.
E331/19/ How did it end? He was
admitted. And the language again
on the phone to you, was there
another call back? No, that was the
end of the thing. That’s what
happened. Once you make the
decision then the reply … unless of
course something a bit unusual came
up again. When they’ve gone to
facilitate that, something else came
up that is completely – you know –
out of the blue. Trying to sort things
out – you know.
Sure.
E331/20/ Then they would come
back to me and say look – you know
– this is what is happening. He would
be under twenty-four hour by his
[guardians]. Em … [put other
strategies in place]. Em no one is
going to [harm them] then … yup.
But that wasn’t going to happen lets
follow the plan.
E331/21/ [Interviewer reiterates a
section of the description just
described. Tell me more about the
doctor’s risk for the patient?] [Long
pause] it can work both ways
actually. People can become quite
you know [unfeeling] in their
approach – you know – desensitised.
On the other hand they can go the
other way. They can be over
sensitive and everything gets put into
hospital. Neither of them are good.
You See?
E331/22/ If you always try to strike a
balanced response. If you become
too casual about your approach, then
that is not good. And if you become
over conscientious about safety and
risk adverse kind of the thing – you

E331 stated he could sense a sense of
hesitation in [junior doctor]. But at
the same time, once E331 gave him
his reasoning, what was the basis …
which was simply not over-ruling him,
just for the pleasure of doing so. E331
was doing it because there was some
a degree of – you know – of
discomfort on E331’s part.

E331 understood that he had to act
quickly, providing an explanation to
the junior doctor that conveyed
that he was trying to protect both
the junior doctor and the patient
from adverse event. E331
described he felt that his
explanation to the junior doctor
provided the necessary reasoning
for his decision.

E331 stated that there was a level of
risk which they would have to take if
they were to discharge [the patient].
And ultimately E331 wasn’t going to
take it because it is his head on the
chopping block.
So E331 to him and the [the person]
that was the senior clinician, ‘look,
four months back if you had said this
to me – the same story, I would have
allowed them to go home. But the
last four months we have had few
people that have [got sick] and with
somewhat similar histories. Not
exactly, but somewhat similar. So
based on this, I don’t think I’m going
to accept – you know – the decision
to let him go’. Which is another
explanation that I gave them.

E331 understood that he was
ultimately responsible for the
wellbeing of the patient and this is
why supporting junior doctors’
help-seeking is so important.

The interviewer asked how the
experience ended. E331 stated no,
that was the end of the thing. That’s
what happened. Once you make the
decision then the reply … unless of
course something a bit unusual came
up again. When they’ve gone to
facilitate that, something else came
up that is completely – you know –
out of the blue. Trying to sort things
out – you know.

E331 understood he had the final
say on the patient being discharged
or not. E331 described he felt that
his explanation was sufficient to
provide his colleagues with the
means to carry out his request
without alterations.

E331 stated that if they came back to
him and said look – you know – this is
what is happening. He would be
under twenty-four hour by his
[guardians]. [Put other strategies in
place]. No one is going to [harm
them] then … yup. But that wasn’t
going to happen lets follow the plan.

E331 understood it was very
unlikely that any further
information would change his mind
about the patient’s discharge.

The interviewer departs from
description to ask a question about
risk. [Long pause] E331 stated it can
work both ways actually. People can
become quite you know [unfeeling] in
their approach – you know –
desensitised. On the other hand they
can go the other way. They can be
over sensitive and everything gets
put into hospital. Neither of them
are good.

E331 reflected he felt that junior
doctors only have the experiences
they have and their sense of risk is
developed through those
experiences.

E331 stated that if you always try to
strike a balanced response. If you
become too casual about your
approach, then that is not good. And
if you become over conscientious
about safety and risk adverse kind of

E331 reflected that both extremes
of the risk spectrum did not help
the patient nor the healthcare
system. E331 understood that the
senior doctor’s role when providing
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E331 described providing insight in
to his reasoning not to discharge
the patient by sharing his
experience to date. E331 had
previously lost trust in himself to
anticipate how these patient would
manage their condition outside of
the clinical environment.

know – behaviour. It’s not good for
anyone.
E331/23/ I think experience does
play a role and I think that would be
the difference. If I look at my [junior
doctors] … the more advanced ones.
In terms of knowledge, even skills,
they are as good as or better than
me. But what they are missing is the
years of experience I’ve had in this
field.
E331/24/ That’s what you gain as you
grow older. You see? Em … possibly
my knowledge is … they been much
more in the latest stuff. Reading
about this stuff which I don’t
basically [chuckles]. So yup, that’s
makes a lot of difference.
E331/25/ [Can you just describe to
me what routines you have with the
junior doctors?] So report? So
because consultants aren’t many. So
there is usually like a tiered kind of
thing as you go up and up. You’re
going to have less and less
consultants. And as you down the
base is much broader.
E331/26/ So you’ve got the clinicians,
the [junior doctors], the consultants.
So not every patient is going to be
seen by a consultant. Not every
patient is going to be discussed with
a consultant. If a [junior doctor] feels
uncertain with particular factors in a
patient which is causing them
concern, they have to discuss with
the consultant.
E331/27/ Of late our [type of
manager] has actually made it much
more prescriptive as to … there is a
very clear set of guidelines as to
when and how. And – you know –
and which circumstance the [junior
doctor] has to call the first tier, the
second tier and then advanced
training. So there are three
categories, first years, second years
and advanced trainees.
E331/28/ So each of them will have a
different level which they will have to
call the consultants. The more lower
you go, the more frequently you
have to call the consultant. The
higher up you become, the less you
have to call. So they have a very
good procedure around this as to
when and how call.
E331/29/ So going back to your
question so we em … have in our
[Type 2] care team [a number of]
different parts to it. One part is our
triage intake system, then we have
the [other] team, and then the
[departments] so there is [number of
departments]. But out of these
[areas], [a number] are covered by
the [junior doctors]. [Number]
different [junior doctors]. Two
different [departments] are covered
by one [junior doctor] each and
we’ve got [another junior doctor]

the thing – you know – behaviour.
It’s not good for anyone.
E331 thinks experience does play a
role and E331 thinks that would be
the difference. If E331 looks at his
[junior doctors] … the more advanced
ones. In terms of knowledge, even
skills they are as good as or better
than him. But what they are missing
is the years of experience he’s had in
this field.
E331 states that that’s what you gain
as you grow older. Possibly his
knowledge is … they been much more
in the latest stuff. Reading about
this stuff which he doesn’t basically
[chuckles]. So yup, that’s makes a lot
of difference.
The interviewer asked E331 to
describe his routines in regards to
help-seeking. E331 clarified so
report? So because consultants aren’t
many. So there is usually like a tiered
kind of thing as you go up and up.
You’re going to have less and less
consultants. And as you down the
base is much broader.
E331 stated that so you’ve got the
clinicians, the [junior doctors], the
consultants. So not every patient is
going to be seen by a consultant. Not
every patient is going to be discussed
with a consultant. If a [junior doctor]
feels uncertain with particular factors
in a patient which is causing them
concern, they have to discuss with
the consultant.
E331 states of late our [type of
manager] has actually made it much
more prescriptive as to … there is a
very clear set of guidelines as to
when and how. And – you know –
and which circumstance the [junior
doctor] has to call the first tier, the
second tier and then advanced
training so there are three categories,
first years, second years and
advanced trainees.
E331 stated so each of them will have
a different level which they will have
to call the consultants. The more
lower you go, the more frequently
you have to call the consultant. The
higher up you become, the less you
have to call. So they have a very
good procedure around this as to
when and how call.
E221 stated that so going back to
your question so they have in their
[Type 2] care team [a number of]
different parts to it. One part is our
triage intake system, then they have
the [other] team, and then the
[departments] so there is [number of
departments]. But out of these
[areas], [a number] are covered by
the [junior doctors]. [Number]
different [junior doctors]. Two
different [departments] are covered
by one [junior doctor] each and
they’ve got [another junior doctor]
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help-seeking support was to provide
balanced approach.
E331 reflected he felt that his junior
doctors had the knowledge but
needed time to convert that
theoretical knowledge into concrete
clinical judgements.

E331 reflected he felt that to
practice of medicine junior doctors
needed both knowledge and
experiences.

E331 described that the area he
worked in had many junior doctors
working up to only a few senior
doctors.

E331 understood that he relied on
the junior doctors to recognise sick
patients and to seek help with
patients that concerned them.

E331 reported that recently
guidelines have been developed to
provide junior doctors with
guidance on when and how to seek
help for patients they are caring for.

E331 described that experience was
very important and junior doctor’s
needed to seek less help with more
experience. E331 reported that the
guidelines mandated that junior
doctors seek help frequently – but
also gave them permission to seek
help.
E331 described the area he worked
in as one that was decentralised,
busy and relied heavily on junior
doctors working at the front line of
patient care. E331 described he felt
that junior doctors needed to work
within their boundaries and seek
help when necessary for this system
to work effectively.

based here in [this area] for the
[other] patients.
E331/30/ So the two [departments]
we cover over the phone because it
is not always possible or feasible to
run up and down to [them]. So much
of the work we do is over the phone.
E331/31/ But at times if there is
something really difficult or complex
then we should be there personally
to see what’s happening.

based here in [this area] for the
[other] patients.
E331 stated so the two [departments]
they cover over the phone because it
is not always possible or feasible to
run up and down to [them]. So much
of the work they do is over the
phone.
E331 stated but at times if there is
something really difficult or complex
then they should be there personally
to see what’s happening.

E331/32/ But over here, because I’m
based over here, I can more easily
see the patient or have face-to-face
discussions with the [junior doctors].

E331 stated because he is based over
here, he can more easily see the
patient or have face-to-face
discussions with the [junior doctors].

E331/33/ They often walk into my
room and say, “this is what I’ve just
seen. I’ve just seen this person. This
is what I am feeling, I just want to run
this past you”. ‘Yup that’s fine’.
E331/34/ Or if I’m feeling I might go
see the patient myself. Which is rare.
Whatever I say, ‘then book it in and
I’ll see the patient next time’. And
I’m seeing one patient to day and
have two others.
E331/35/ I’m wondering if there is
anything from your junior doctor’s
days that sparks out that you asked
for help? (Smiles) A month before I
became a trainee in [type of
discipline], I was just [a junior doctor]
working in a big hospital in [another
country]. And I was working there
with the [Type 3] area and I … it was
a department. As – you know –
departments can be very hectic, –
you know – all kinds of things
happening around you.
E331/36/ So I saw this young boy I
think he was around sixteen or
something. And people has said
before that had seen him said, “That
there was – nothing there – there
was nothing to see in his condition”.
E331/37/ But something about [the
patient] got me a bit worried. And
then em … I tested him em … we do
certain types of tests that are called
[name of test], [describes how to do
the test]. And with that I could see
[pathological feature] It was a very
jerky kind of movement, very, very
unusual, normally for most [describes
what it is should be].
E331/38/ So that rang alarm bells for
me.

E331 stated they often walk into his
room and say, “this is what I’ve just
seen. I’ve just seen this person. This is
what I am feeling, I just want to run
this past you”. ‘Yup that’s fine’.
E331 stated that he feels he might go
see the patient himself. Which is
rare. Whatever E331 says, ‘then
book it in and I’ll will see the patient
next time’. And E331 is seeing one
patient to day and have two others.
The interviewer asks if there is an
experience of help-seeking as a junior
doctor, the senior doctor can share?
(Smiles) A month before E331
became a trainee in [type of
discipline], E331 was just [a junior
doctor] working in a big hospital in
[another country]. And E331 was
working there with the [Type 3] area
and E331 … it was a department. As
– you know – departments can be
very hectic, – you know – all kinds of
things happening around you.
So E331 saw this young boy. E331
thinks he was around sixteen or
something. And people has said
before that had seen him said, “That
there was – nothing there –there was
nothing to see in his condition”.
E331 stated that something about
[the patient] got him a bit worried.
And then E331 tested him … they do
certain types of tests that are called
[name of test] [described how to do
the test]. And with that E331 could
see [pathological feature] It was a
very jerky kind of movement, very,
very unusual, normally for most
[describes what it is should be].
E331 stated that rang alarm bells for
him.

E331/39/ So then I informed my
senior consultant that was covering
the [Type 3] area that night. He
came and he checked [the patient]
out and was immediately convinced
that [the patient] had a very serious
[type] condition.

E331 stated that he informed his
senior consultant that was covering
the [Type 3] area that night. He came
and he checked [the patient] out and
was immediately convinced that [the
patient] had a very serious [type]
condition.
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E331 understood that much of the
help-seeking support he provided to
junior doctors was over the phone.
E331 relied on his junior doctors
seeking help when they needed it,
to ensure that patients were safe.
E331 described he felt that there
were times when he could not
provide the help-seeking support
the junior doctor needed over the
phone and instead joined them at
the bedside.
E331 understood that having
someone close by to have face-toface help-seeking support was best
practice but this was not feasible all
the time.
E331 described he felt that when he
was accessible on-site the junior
doctors felt they could seek help
before problems arose.
E331 described he didn’t feel the
need to see the majority of the
patients his junior doctors’ sought
help for, except those who needed
his experience.
E331 described a vivid experience
where he was a junior doctor
working in a busy clinical setting.

E331 described recognising a
problem with a patient and knowing
he couldn’t manage the patient on
his own.
E331 described he recognised a
problem with a patient in the
clinical environment and discerned
he needed to seek help.

E331 described he recognised a
problem that others had not
recognised and he knew he had to
seek help immediately.
E331 described that when he
sought help it was rewarded as the
senior doctor agreed that the
patient was deteriorating.

E331/40/ So he’d appreciated what I
had done. And so, I still recall telling
my colleagues, young doctors back
then, many, many years back now.
That I’d felt like I’d been given a
lollipop – you know? (Both laugh).

E331 described the help-seeking
from his senior doctor as sweet
reward.

E331/41/ It felt so good to be
appreciated and acknowledged. You
had picked up something that was
most likely to be missed if I hadn’t
done that particular test. So ya.

E331 stated that he’d appreciated
what E331 had done. And so, E331
still recall telling his colleagues,
young doctors back then, many,
many years back now. That he’d felt
like he’d been given a lollipop (both
laugh).
E331 stated it felt so good to be
appreciated and acknowledged. You
had picked up something that was
most likely to be missed if I hadn’t
done that particular test. So ya.

E331/42/ But I guess … I’m sure all of
have had this I think. There is
nothing usual about it. But ya
sometimes you don’t get good
support, you don’t get good feedback
and it works both ways. I don’t think
anyone of us can claim to have only
got good feedbacks and never not so
good ones.

But E331 guesses … E331 is sure all of
have had this he thinks. There is
nothing usual about it. But ya
sometimes you don’t get good
support, you don’t get good feedback
and it works both ways. E331
doesn’t think anyone of us can claim
to have only got good feedbacks and
never not so good ones.

E331 described that getting good
help-seeking support and feedback
is essential to ones well-being in a
clinical setting. It doesn’t always
happen and that is why he tries to
provide support that maintains trust
and relationships between him and
his junior doctors.

E331 described that help-seeking
could help build trust with senior
doctors and be considered
trustworthy.

E332’s transformed data
Experience from E332’s
transcript, divided into
meaning units.
E332/1/ Alright, the case that
comes to mind that I’d like to talk
about today, happened when I was
on-call. Em … our on-call for the
day shift starts at 6 o’clock in the
morning and em … I think the call
would have come fairly soon after
that about anytime between 6 and
6:30. So clearly I was at home
asleep.
E332/2/ Em … got the phone call
from the em … one of our [junior
doctor’s]. Em … who had
essentially managed the patient
quite well initially.
E332/3/ Em … and had phrased the
question as saying he was in a
dilemma because further
management decision had … that
there was a difference in opinion
between the [his junior doctor]
and the [another junior doctor]
from the team who was accepting
care of the patient as an admission.
Em … so that is how it was framed.
E332/4/ Em … over the phone I
gave instructions on a … what
needed to happen. Which was
namely starting up an infusion.
And I also gave them the dose. I
went through the story of what
had happened with this … it was a
[type of patient]. What had
happened [type of patient] just to
make sure there was nothing else
going on.
E332/5/ Em … and I said, ‘I was
coming in to see the [patient]’. So
got dressed and came in. Em … saw

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E332’s
language.

Transformations

E332 stated that the case that comes
to mind that he would like to talk
about today happened when E332
was on-call. Their on-call for the day
shift starts at 6 o’clock in the morning
and E332 thinks the call would have
come fairly soon after that about
anytime between 6 and 6:30. So
clearly E332 was at home asleep.

E332 described an experience of being
woken-up early in the morning by a
junior doctor seeking help.

E332 stated got the phone call from
one of their [junior doctor’s], who
had essentially managed the patient
quite well initially.

E332 described he felt that the junior
doctor had effectively managed the
patient up to this point.

E332 stated and junior doctor had
phrased the question as saying he
was in a dilemma because further
management decision had … that
there was a difference in opinion
between the [his junior doctor] and
the [another junior doctor] from the
team who was accepting care of the
patient as an admission. So that is
how it was framed.
E332 stated that over the phone he
gave instructions on a … what needed
to happen. Which was namely
starting up an infusion. And E332
also gave them the dose. E332 went
through the story of what had
happened with this … it was a [type
of patient]. What had happened
[type of patient] just to make sure
there was nothing else going on.

E332 described he felt unconvinced
that the reason the junior doctor gave
for seeking help was the real reason.

E332 stated that he said, ‘I was
coming in to see the [patient]’. So
got dressed and came in. Saw [the

E332 described his set practice of
coming in the department as soon as
a junior doctor sought help.
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E332 described supporting the junior
doctor’s help-seeking. E332
understood that this was an unusual
clinical problem and did not hesitate
to provide further direction the junior
doctor for the safety of the patient.

[the patient]. Worked it out em …
everything went smoothly.
E332/6/ I didn’t see the [junior
doctor] from the other team.
There were no further
conversations about what the em
… disagreement or disparate
reviews on further treatment were
about.
E332/7/ Essentially ‘cause when I
walked into the department there
were quite a few other cases that
were going on.
E332/8/ Actually I digress. Em … in
that phone call after … in that
initial phone call, after that first
case was presented em … then my,
the … [junior doctor] then said,
“em … oh by the way I’ve got
another two cases that I wouldn’t
mind running past you as well”. So
in total it was three cases that
were discussed over the phone.
E332/9/ Em … I came and then at
the end of that … we discussed it. I
gave instructions and I got dressed
and went into work. Em … and we
went through those cases again.
And em … we went through them
carefully just make sure there was
no other issues.
E332/10/ Em … clearly this [junior
doctor] was overwhelmed or had
felt overwhelmed, or there were
enough questions there that they
felt they needed to ring me. So I
thought it was safer to just to
come in, which is my practice.

patient]. Worked it out. Everything
went smoothly.
E332 stated he didn’t see the [junior
doctor] from the other team. There
were no further conversations about
what the disagreement or disparate
reviews on further treatment were
about.

E332/11/ Em … and em … quite
interestingly when we sorted out
those three patients, I sort of gone
through the rest of the department
because what usually happens
when you’ve got two or three that
cause a lot of grief, there is a lot
more bubbling in the background.
E332/12/ That perhaps the [junior
doctor] isn’t even aware of
because they have been diverted
by these three.

E332 stated that quite interestingly
when we sorted out those three
patients. E332 sort of gone through
the rest of the department because
what usually happens when you’ve
got two or three that cause a lot of
grief, there is a lot more bubbling in
the background.
E332 stated that perhaps the [junior
doctor] isn’t even aware of because
they have been diverted by these
three.

E332/13/ So I always make a point
of going through the rest of the
place. And yes … there was
another patient there that was
actually quite sick. That wasn’t
being managed as well as it should
have been. And so we pulled that
one into the resus area and started
on that one as well.
E332/14/ Em … it was … the thing
that sticks out in my mind is em …
the [junior doctor] came up to me
afterwards and said, “thank you
very much”. And said, to me, “I felt
a little bit … I had to think twice
because I know your practice is … I
know you will come in if you get
rung in … in the night”.

E332 stated he always made a point
of going through the rest of the place.
And yes … there was another patient
there that was actually quite sick.
That wasn’t being managed as well as
it should have been. And so we
pulled that one into the resus area
and started on that one as well.

E332 understood that following up
the junior doctor’s claims of a dispute
over treatment options was not his
first priority.

E332 stated that essentially ‘cause
when he walked into the department
there were quite a few other cases
that were going on.
E332 stated that he digressed. In
that phone call after … in that initial
phone call after that first case was
presented, then his, the … [junior
doctor] then said, “em … oh by the
way I’ve got another two cases that I
wouldn’t mind running past you as
well”. So in total it was three cases
that were discussed over the phone.

E332 reported that when he arrived
there were a number of patients that
needed his attention.

E332 stated he came and then at the
end of that … we discussed it. E332
gave instructions and he got dressed
and went into work. They went
through those cases again. And they
went through them carefully just
make sure there was no other issues.

E332 described a process of checking
on the patients that the junior doctor
sought help. E332 wanted to ensure
he could entrust the junior doctor to
know their limitations and seek help
when appropriate.

E332 stated that clearly this [junior
doctor] was overwhelmed or had felt
overwhelmed, or there were enough
questions there that they felt they
needed to ring him. So E332 thought
it was safer to just to come in, which
is his practice.

E332 described he felt that this junior
doctor had a number of difficult cases
to deal with at once. E332 described
he felt that having a clinical presence
in the unit would support the junior
doctor’s help-seeking and ensured
patients were taken care of
effectively.
E332 described that his practice was
to check the rest of the unit for
patients that might have missed, after
help was sought.

E332 stated that the thing that sticks
out in his mind is the [junior doctor]
came up to him afterwards and said,
“thank you very much”. And said to
him, “I felt a little bit … I had to think
twice because I know your practice is
… I know you will come in if you get
rung in … in the night”.
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E332 described he felt the junior
doctor must have not sought help
immediately, but instead held off
seeking help until they had many
problems at once.

E332 understood that workload and
the process of seeking help,
contributed to junior doctors being
distracted. E332 was proactive in
ensuring all patient had the care they
needed.
E332 understood that his practice to
review all patients when he was called
in to help a junior doctor provided a
necessary step in patient safety. E332
described owning the care of the
patient that he was responsible.

E332 described being surprised that
junior doctor confided to him that his
practice to come in after a junior
doctor sought help, made him
hesitate to seek help rather than
empower them to seek help.

E332/15/ And now, I thought that
was … yah that made me think a
little bit because em … I thought it
would be something that would
make it easier for the [junior
doctors]. But it obviously put in
another stumbling block for them.
E332/16/ In our department, our
previous director who is now the
[management] has written a very
concise summary of situations
where the [Type 1] consultant
must be rung during after-hours,
when [senior doctors] are not onsite. That was done basically, I
think to help the [junior doctors] …
ring. Em … and get over that
stumbling block of actually waking
people from their sleep.
E332/17/ Em ... now the [patient]
that this particular [junior doctor]
wanted to discuss didn’t fall in that
category em … and he rang me
which was more than appropriate.
E332/18/ But he obviously thought
twice again em … because he knew
I would come in.

E332 stated that was … yah that
made him think a little bit because he
thought it would be something that
would make it easier for the [junior
doctors]. But it obviously put in
another stumbling block for them.

E332 described that his current
practice to support help-seeking may
putting up some barriers to seeking
help.

E332 stated that in their department,
their previous director, who is now
[management] has written a very
concise summary of situations where
the [Type 1] consultant must be rung
during after-hours, when [senior
doctors] are not on-site. That was
done basically, E332 thinks to help
the [junior doctors] … ring and get
over that stumbling block of actually
waking people from their sleep.

E332 understood others colleagues
were taking different approaches to
encourage help-seeking from junior
doctors. E332 understood that it was
not possible to know which method of
supporting help-seeking worked best.
E332 noted that everyone was trying
to minimise the cost of seeking help
for junior doctors.

E332 stated...now the [patient] that
this particular [junior doctor] wanted
to discuss didn’t fall in that category
and he rang him which was more
than appropriate.
E332 stated but he obviously thought
twice again because he knew E332
would come in.

E332 reflected he felt that the junior
doctor made their own judgement to
seek help in this instance.

E332/19/ So something I had made
it known fairly widely … that I was
happy to do. Ended up being a bit
more of a stumbling block for the
[junior doctor] which kind of stuck
in my mind. I don’t know if he said
that just so it was a way of
apologising for getting me out of
bed. Or whether … I didn’t explore
with him it makes them more
comfortable knowing that I’m
going to come in.
E332/20/ Because my reasoning
for coming in is for them to ring us
at night … they have already made
that massive step.

E332 stated he had made it known
fairly widely … that E332 was happy
to do. Ended up being a bit more of a
stumbling block for the [junior
doctor] which kind of stuck in his
mind. E332 doesn’t know if he said
that just so it was a way of
apologising for getting him out of
bed. Or whether … E332 didn’t
explore with him if it makes them
more comfortable knowing that he’s
going to come in.
E332 stated that his reasoning for
coming in is for them to ring us at
night … they have already made that
massive step.

E332/21/ So whatever they tell you
over the phone there is often an
underlying issue, concern,
whatever … that sometimes
doesn’t get transmitted by the
phone.

E332 stated so whatever they tell you
over the phone there is often an
underlying issue, concern, whatever
… that sometimes doesn’t get
transmitted by the phone.

E332/22/ So I’ve always made that
rule. Em … so it was quite
interesting the way … it may well
be the way he presented it as an
apology. But maybe it is another
stumbling block to ringing me, I
don’t know.

E332 stated he always made that
rule. So it was quite interesting the
way … it may well be the way he
presented it as an apology. But
maybe it is another stumbling block
to ringing me, I don’t know.

E332/23/ Em … anyway I felt good
at the end of it because I think the
… the process that I’ve set up
personally, where you ring me … I
come in no questions asked.
Nothing … no problems, means

E332 stated that he felt good at the
end of it because E332 thinks the …
the process that he’s set up
personally, where you ring him…
E332 comes in no questions asked.
Nothing … no problems means that
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E332 described it troubled him that
his practice was perceived as further
barrier to the help-seeking. E332
described he felt suspicious that the
junior doctor was trying to be loyal to
him and not bother him to come in.
E332 described his intention was to
make himself more accessible to
junior doctors and to ultimately
support junior doctors help-seeking.
E332 described he felt that the junior
doctor may have communicated that
they hesitated to seek from him to
help re-direct the inconvenience of
coming in, back onto E332. E332
understood this comment from the
junior doctor had perplexed him and
he should have followed it up.
E332 understood that his intentions
and commitment to supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking was genuine.
E332 described that he was trying to
reward junior doctors for working
proactively but modelling the same
practice back to them.
E332 described he felt that it was
difficult to get the whole patient story
over the phone. E332 described that
junior doctors did not, or could not
always pinpoint what the problem
was over the phone. E332
understood this made entrusting
them to work within their boundaries
and seek help appropriate – difficult.
E332 described he felt he had made
this practice the rule instead of the
exception to attend the unit if help
was sought after hours. E332
understood that he did not have
conclusive proof that junior doctors
were seeking help more confidently as
he envisioned.
E332 described a process of
supporting junior doctors’ helpseeking where no one need feel guilty
for asking for help. E332 described he
felt this process avoided adverse
events for both the patients and

that there is no issue afterwards. I
mean for me, I consider it a nobrainer.
E332/24/ I don’t go back to bed
thinking, ‘oh my God, have they
thought about this, that and the
other. Was I really listening? Was
I half asleep?’ It’s a win,-win for
me and I think it is a win-win for
them as well.
E332/25/ But it was quite
interesting the way he phrased it at
the end.
E332/26/ Em … will I change
anything? ‘No’. I still think if they
are ringing me, I’ll come in always.
I have had [junior doctors] in the
past that have rung me, talked
something through over the phone
to me at night and they have said
at the end of the conversation,
“Now that I’ve spoken to you and
laid it out like that I don’t think I
need you anymore. I’ll sort it out
myself”. I’ll still come in.
E332/27/ Em … I don’t think I’ll
change my practice (long exhale).
I’ll keep it going. Em … it was just
interesting, yah. It made me
reflect whether I should change
the practice? Is that an extra
stumbling block for them?
E332/28/ I think at the end of the
day I think it probably isn’t. I think
it was just his way of phrasing it as
an extra apology for dragging me
in.

there is no issue afterwards. E332
means for him, he considers it a nobrainer.
E332 stated he doesn’t go back to
bed thinking, ‘oh my God, have they
thought about this, that and the
other. Was E332 really listening?
Was E332 half asleep?’ It’s a win, win
for him and E332 think it is a win, win
for them as well.
E332 stated that it was quite
interesting the way he phrased it at
the end.
E332 questioned if he will change
anything E332 still thinks if they are
ringing him, he’ll come in always.
E332 has had [junior doctors] in the
past that have rung him, talked
something through over the phone to
him at night and they have said at the
end of the conversation, “Now that
I’ve spoken to you and laid it out like
that I don’t think I need you anymore.
I’ll sort it out myself”. E332 still
comes in.
E332 stated that he doesn’t think
he’ll change his practice (long
exhale). He’ll keep it going. It was
just interesting, yah. It made E332
reflect whether he should change the
practice? Is that an extra stumbling
block for them?
E332 thinks at the end of the day he
thinks it probably isn’t. E332 thinks it
was just his way of phrasing it as an
extra apology for dragging me in.

junior doctors that was caring for the
patient.

E332/29/ Can you tell me more
about that initial phone call what
did he sound like on the phone?
Yep. So he sounded, he sounded …
he was very calm. It was presented
very subsequently, concisely em
(trailed off).
E332/30/ It was interesting that he
felt he had to give me a reason for
calling me in. He couldn’t say, I em
… I em … I’m not sure or I don’t
feel confident enough to override.
He presented it as a not a clinical
em … not a lack of knowledge but a
… lack of confidence … not a
clinical lack of confidence but he
presented more of a process issue
a systems issue of arguing between
two teams.
E332/31/ Where it wasn’t just that.
I’m sure that the [Type 2] junior
doctor would have been quite easy
to have damped down, if [the
junior doctor had] been more
confident enough clinically. So it
was quite interesting that [the
junior doctor] didn’t … I saw it as
an issue of I’m not confident
enough to call it. Em … but he
presented it as a systems issues of
two teams clashing, which it wasn’t
really.
E332/32/ [The junior doctor had]
never seen this kind of thing

The interviewer asked the junior
doctor’s sounded like on the phone.
E332 stated yep. So he sounded, he
sounded … he was very calm. It was
presented very subsequently,
concisely (trailed off).

E332 perceived the junior doctor was
in control and presented the case with
confidence.

E332 stated it was interesting that he
felt he had to give me a reason for
calling me in. He couldn’t say, I’m not
sure or I don’t feel confident enough
to override. He presented it as a not
a clinical, not a lack of knowledge but
a … lack of confidence … not a clinical
lack of confidence but he presented
more of a process issue a systems
issue of arguing between two teams.

E332 described he felt that junior
doctor had exaggerated the
disagreement with the other junior
doctor to gain access to support for
their help-seeking from him, without
having to acknowledge their own
patient management deficits. E332
described he felt this was dishonest of
him not to admit his clinical
limitations.

E332 stated it wasn’t just that. E332
sure that the [Type 2] junior doctor
would have been quite easy to have
damped down, if [the junior doctor
had] been more confident enough
clinically. So it was quite interesting
that [the junior doctor] didn’t … I saw
it as an issue of I’m not confident
enough to call it. But he presented it
as a systems issues of two teams
clashing, which it wasn’t really.

E332 understood that if the junior
doctor was clinically confident then
they could have refuted any plans that
were not in the best interests of the
patient.

E332 stated [the junior doctor had]
never seen this kind of thing before.

E332 described he felt that this was
an unusual clinical situation and that
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E332 reflected that coming in ensured
that the information had been
properly communicated and that the
best possible care for the patient and
support for the junior doctor was
being provided.
E332 was puzzled to the meaning of
the junior doctor’s approach for
seeking help.
E332 described he felt his standard
and consistent practice supported the
junior doctor help-seeking and
reassured himself that there were no
undetected problems in the unit.

E332 reflected that to date no past
experiences had changed the way he
responded to supporting junior
doctors’ help-seeking and this would
be no different.
E332 described he felt that this
experience had provided an
opportunity to reflect about his
practice and work out what was
important.

before. He had never dealt with it
and it is something fairly rare that
you would put up this type of
infusion on a [patient] in a ways.
So I think it was quite … I found the
phrasing interesting.
E332/33/ Em … and I think the
other thing that drives it home,
was a couple of days later he was
chatting in the corridor with the
[manager for professional
development] from our
department and em … and I walked
past and I heard [junior doctor] say
em ...that. And he was obviously …
he was discussing the case because
he said, “I wasn’t sure of the
infusion dose, I rang up [name] at
home, he took me through it and
he came in blah, blah, blah”.
E332/34/ So [junior doctor]
obviously went back later to
another person and he had said, “It
was his lack of confidence, so his
lack of knowledge”.

He had never dealt with it and it is
something fairly rare that you would
put up this type of infusion on a
[patient] in a ways. So E332 thinks it
was quite … E332 found the phrasing
interesting.
E332 stated he thinks the other thing
that drives it home, was a couple of
days later he was chatting in the
corridor with the [manager for
professional development] from our
department and E332 walked past
and he heard [junior doctor] say that.
And he was obviously … he was
discussing the case because he said,
“I wasn’t sure of the infusion dose, I
rang up [name] at home, he took me
through it and he came in blah, blah,
blah”.

alone was sufficient to seek help
creditably without using the
embellishment to mask the junior
doctor’s deficit in knowledge.

E332 stated that so the [junior
doctor] obviously went back later to
another person and he had said, “It
was his lack of confidence, so his lack
of knowledge”.

E332/35/ So I think it is a big
stumbling block for the junior
doctors in not being able to come
out, straight-out and say, I don’t
know, give me help. That it needs
to be skirted around almost.

So E332 thinks it is a big stumbling
block for the junior doctors in not
being able to come out, straight-out
and say, I don’t know, give me help.
That it needs to be skirted around
almost.

E332/36/ Em … I think there is lots
of issues about that. I … I em …
think the hierarchy. Just the way
we have been all brought up em …
the type A the … whatever. And
you can’t admit that you don’t
know. It has to be presented in a
different sort of manner.
E332/37/ Em … I think the other
thing peculiar to our department at
the moment … that has major
repercussions and probably to the
hospital as well. Is there has been
a lot of sacking going on. And I
think that is a massive problem
that has not been addressed
properly or even looked at. Em … I
think there is a fear almost that
“I’m next”.
E332/38/ It’s almost like when you
see business companies go through
an em … an em … what is called
when they go smaller …
redundancy? So ya … so there is
that survivor guilt almost. I think
that is a massive problem in the
hospital at this stage.
E332/39/ So I see it as a bit of em
… they don’t want lose – you don’t
want to lose face, but also you
don’t want to be the next one in
the firing line.

E332 stated he thinks there is lots of
issues about that. E332 … E332 thinks
the hierarchy. Just the way we have
been all brought up the type A the …
whatever. And you can’t admit that
you don’t know. It has to be
presented in a different sort of
manner.
E332 reflects the other thing peculiar
to our department at the moment …
that has major repercussions and
probably to the hospital as well. Is
there has been a lot of sacking going
on. And E332 thinks that is a massive
problem that has not been addressed
properly or even looked at. E332
thinks there is a fear almost that “I’m
next”.

E332 described he felt disappointed
that the junior doctor put up a façade
and didn’t confide in him that it was
an unusual clinical problem and seek
help directly. E332 understood this
undermined his trust in this junior
doctor.
E332 described he felt that junior
doctors avoided admitting to senior
doctors that they did not know
something clinically. E332 knew being
honest about what junior doctors
didn’t know was one way to build
trust.
E332 described that it was difficult for
junior doctors who are trying to
advance in the training environment
to seeking help directly from senior
doctors. E332 described that helpseeking may not be easy for different
personality types.

E332/40/ Okay. When you walked
in to the department, where was
the [other junior doctor]? So they
were in the resus area of the

The interviewer asked where the
[other junior doctor] was. E332
stated so they were in the resus area
of the emergency department. So

E332 knew it was important to listen
attentively when junior doctors
sought help-seeking support, as they
may be seeking help without actually
saying what the real problem is for
them. E332 felt in the future he
couldn’t trust the junior doctor to
seek help reliably.

E332 attributed recent contract
terminations as an underlying reason
for junior doctors trying to hide their
knowledge deficits from their
supervisors.

E332 reflects it’s almost like when
you see business companies go
through a … what is called when they
go smaller … redundancy? So ya … so
there is that survivor guilt almost.
E332 thinks that is a massive problem
in the hospital at this stage.

E332 reflected that he felt there were
similarities with other industries that
had laid off staff. Those employees
that kept their jobs felt remorseful as
they had the same level of experience
but had hidden their deficits better
than others.

E332 stated that they don’t want lose
– you don’t want to lose face, but
also you don’t want to be the next
one in the firing line.

E332 described that junior doctor’s
needed to give up their humility and
admit to not knowing something.
Alternatively, they could risk not
seeking help and risk not getting help
for the patient fast enough and losing
their job in the process.
E332 was alerted by the junior doctor
that a number of patients needed his
expert guidance. E332 described that
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emergency department. Can you
just tell me what was going on
there in that situation? Em … so
there were at least two and
possibly … so we have three beds
in the resus room. There are at
least two possibly three beds. I
can’t recall. Two of them needed
my input em … the third one was in
another area, the one that he had
discussed on the phone. And that
one stayed in that area.
E332/41/ The forth one that he
hadn’t told me about, but
discovered later – that I had to pull
back into the room, into the resus.
Which is another reason I’ve made
the rule that I come in just because
there is often stuff that they do
know but it’s the stuff they haven’t
had a chance to look at as well.

there were at least two and possibly
… so we have three beds in the resus
room. There are at least two possibly
three beds. E332 can’t recall. Two of
them needed his input, the third one
was in another area, the one that he
had discussed on the phone. And that
one stayed in that area.

the patients were in different parts of
the area awaiting further treatment.

E332 the forth one that he hadn’t
told E332 about, but discovered later
– that he had to pull back into the
room, into the resus. Which is
another reason E332 has made the
rule that he comes in just because
there is often stuff that they do know
but it’s the stuff they haven’t had a
chance to look at as well.

E332 understood that finding a
patient that was deteriorating,
confirmed his practice of coming in
when a junior doctor sought help.
E332 understood that help-seeking
distracted junior doctors. Sometimes
to the detriment of seeing other sick
patient in time.

E332/42/ So yah, em (long pause)
it was quiet … it wasn’t messy.
Everyone was calm. There wasn’t
any urgency about anything. It was
just was the next step in
management. So it was no sort of
blood flying everywhere, it was all
very calm and it was the next
process, the next step. The initial
stuff had been done the em … the
more definitive management that
needed sorting out.

E332 stated so yah (long pause) it
was quiet … it wasn’t messy.
Everyone was calm there wasn’t any
urgency about anything it was just
was the next step in management.
So it was no sort of blood flying
everywhere, it was all very calm and
it was the next process the next step.
The initial stuff had been done the
more definitive management that
needed sorting out.

E332 relies on junior doctor to seek
help for initial and on-going clinical
decisions. It is not always obvious
when walking into a room what
support is needed without a junior
doctors intentionally approaching
them to seek help.

E332/43/ As a junior doctor do you
have an [experience] of helpseeking? Aw (laughs) Yes, I do … I
do and em (trails off). Ah it was
awful.
E332/44/ Em … again it is hard to
know what is personally inflicted
upon oneself and what comes from
outside. Em … I do remember
feeling awful every time you had to
ask a question. Em … perhaps
because I felt I should know that.
E332/45/ Like I’m looking back on
intern days. As an intern you just
felt like you were swimming badly.
E332/46/ And there was very little
support as everyone was frantically
busy. Em … you always felt like
you were adding onto someone
else’s load.
E332/47/ Em … so yes. I would
always think about things very
carefully. Clearly get it stuck in my
mind what I wanted to ask. Have a
specific question rather than just a
rambling blah, blah, blah. Em …
then ask the question.
E332/48/ Em … I don’t think I was
an incompetent intern by any
means. I think I was very highly
regarded at that level but having
said that I still had the issues of
asking. Why do I think I was highly
regarded? I was working at [city] at
the time and being considered for
[specific] training very early on.

The interviewer asked if there is an
experience of help-seeking as a junior
doctor, the senior doctor can share?
E332 stated Aw (laughs) Yes, I do … I
do and (trails off). Ah it was awful.
E332 stated that again it is hard to
know what is personally inflicted
upon oneself and what comes from
outside. E332 does remember feeling
awful every time you had to ask a
question, perhaps because E332 felt
he should know that.
E332 stated he is looking back on
intern days. As an intern you just felt
like you were swimming badly.
E332 stated and there was very little
support as everyone was frantically
busy. He always felt like he was
adding onto someone else’s load.

E332 described he felt dread as a
junior doctor he needed to seek help.

E332 stated that so yes. E332 would
always think about things very
carefully. Clearly get it stuck in his
mind what E332 wanted to ask. Have
a specific question rather than just a
rambling blah, blah, blah. Then ask
the question.
E332 stated that he doesn’t think he
was an incompetent intern by any
means. E332 thinks he was very
highly regarded at that level but
having said that E332 still had the
issues of asking. Why does E332
think he was highly regarded? E332
was working at [city] at the time and
being considered for [specific]
training very early on.

E332 described discerning which part
of the management was the problem
and planning his help-seeking
interactions with senior staff.
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E332 described he couldn’t distinguish
what made help seeking so difficult
but sensed that it was a mixture of his
own personality and experience to
date coupled with the medical culture
at the time.
E332 described that he was aware
that he didn’t have the all the
necessary skills to work effectively.
E332 described not wanting to be a
burden. But this left him with little
help-seeking support.

E332 reported that he achieved his
milestones and was singled out for
early for further training.

E332/49/ So I knew that I was
being watched and had the
capacity to go on. I didn’t think it
was knowledge issue but there still
massive stumbling blocks.
E332/50/ I remember one
particular case where I was really
worried about a patient that was in
the [Type 1] department. I’d asked
a [senior doctor] that was in
middle … was in the end of their
ward round seeing their other
patients in [Type 1 area] with their
team.
E332/51/ Em … this … and I was
fobbed off basically. Yah, (lowers
voice) so. It’s always stuck in my
mind what he said to me (nervous
laugh).
E332/52/ Feeling as … as probably
as one of the people who felt a
little bit more clinically competent
in that field … I was having issues
and being fobbed off. I thought
was very difficult.

E332 stated he knew that E332 was
being watched and had the capacity
to go on. E332 didn’t think it was
knowledge issue but there still
massive stumbling blocks.
E332 remembers one particular case
where he was really worried about a
patient that was in the [Type 1]
department. He’d asked a [senior
doctor] that was in middle … was in
the end of their ward round seeing
their other patients in [Type 1 area]
with their team.

E332 described that he knew he was
always being evaluated and was
constantly aware of how he
performed and interacted with senior
doctors.
E332 described an experience where
he was owning the care of the patient
and sought help as he discerned he
could not manage alone.

E332 stated he was fobbed off
basically. Yah, (lowers voice) so. It’s
always stuck in his mind what he said
to me (nervous laugh).

E332 described he felt that he had
been dismissed rudely by the senior
doctor for seeking help.

E332 stated feeling as … as probably
as one of the people who felt a little
bit more clinically competent in that
field … E332 was having issues and
being fobbed off. E332 thought was
very difficult.

E332/53/ Do you think you support
your junior doctors now like … [gets
cut off]. I try to. The issue with us
at the moment. Well not at the
moment but anytime. It is just a
disgusting environment to work in.
Time-wise, pressure-wise em – you
know.
E332/54/ I always keep it in the
back of my mind that experience
that I’ve had. And try to change it.
That’s why I’ve always said things
like at night, ‘I will come in’. So to
try to break down some of that
problem.
E332/55/ Em (long exhale) am I
perfect? No because I’m hungry,
I’m tired, I’m stressed. There will
be other times. So yes, I can’t say
100% of the time, I do what I
would like to do. I will go home at
times and think em … shoot I could
have handled that a bit better.
E332/56/ So I just wanted to go
back to that room, when you
walked in, can you just clarify if the
[the junior doctor] and [Type 2]
junior doctor were together and
were they amicable? Yah, So I
never saw the [Type 2] junior
doctor. It was just something that I
dealt with the [specific location
junior doctor].
E332/57/ I’m (long pause) it was
something that I never actually
bothered to follow up onto find
out what the conversation was like
between the two of them. There
was certainly no off-loading from it
from my [junior doctor] because
often when they have a blowout
they need to off load. And there
was none of that.

The interviewer departs from
description to ask a question. E332
stated he tries to. The issue with us
at the moment. Well not at the
moment but anytime. It is just a
disgusting environment to work in.
Time-wise, pressure-wise – you
know.
E332 always keeps it in the back of
his mind that experience that E332
had. And try to change it. That’s
why E332 has always said things like
at night, ‘I will come in’. So to try to
break down some of that problem.

E332 described an experience where
seeking help from a senior doctor
resulted in harbouring feelings of
bitterness for years after event. E332
was shocked by the help-seeking
support the senior doctors provided.
E332 worried that others less
experienced colleagues at the time
were treated worse when they sought
help.
E332 described the current hospital
environment was particularly hard to
work in. E332 felt that current
environment was very demanding and
supporting junior staff help-seeking
on top of patient care was difficult.
E332 described he felt his own
experiences in help-seeking, shaped
his current practice to provide ready
support for help-seeking.

E322 states that (long exhale) is E332
perfect? No because I’m hungry, I’m
tired, I’m stressed. There will be
other times. So yes, He can’t say
100% of the time, he does what he
would like to do. E332 will go home
at times and think shoot I could have
handled that a bit better.
The interviewer asked if there was an
amicable resolve to the situation
between the two junior doctors. Yah,
so E332 never saw the [Type 2] junior
doctor. It was just something that he
dealt with the [specific location junior
doctor].

E332 described the demands of the
job made making everyday
interactions difficult. But his goal was
to be a good role model for junior
doctors and support their helpseeking to the best of his ability.

E332 stated he (long pause) it was
something that E332 never actually
bothered to follow up onto find out
what the conversation was like
between the two of them. There was
certainly no off-loading from it from
his [junior doctor] because often
when they have a blowout they have
off load. And there was none of that.

E332 sensed that the junior doctor
had exaggerated the disagreement to
make an excuse to seek help. E332
recognised that junior doctors often
would debrief about arguments with
other junior doctor to their
supervisors.
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E332 reported that he never
encountered any other junior doctors
that were mentioned in the original
help-seeking phone call.

E332/58/ My gut feeling was … it
was just a way of … instead of
acknowledging he didn’t know ... it
was just a way of opening the door
essentially more than anything
else. I don’t think it was a massive
fight or anything like that.
E332/59/ Em … the bottom line is
well if the patients are in the
[department] then the treatment
… the [treatment] belongs to us.
So they all know that.

E332’s gut feeling was … it just a way
of … instead of acknowledging he
didn’t know … it was just a way of
opening the door essentially more
than anything else. E332 don’t think
it was a massive fight or anything like
that.
E332 stated that the bottom line is
well if the patients are in the
[department] then the treatment …
the [treatment] belongs to us. So
they all know that.

E332 perceived the disagreement was
exaggerated by the junior doctor to
allow them to seek help without
losing face over not knowing the
answer. E332 described he felt the
junior doctor was not being honest
with him.
E332 refuted the claim that there was
a large disagreement between the
two junior doctors. E332 recognised
that there were systems that dictated
who had the authority for care of
patients in this area and this negated
most arguments over care of patients.
E332 understood that he had
priorities to care for patients first and
did not have the resources to follow
up all junior doctor that sought help
from him.
E332 recognised that the patient that
hadn’t made it on the junior doctor’s
help list needed urgent medical
attention. E332 recognised that his
practice of reviewing all the patients
in the area saved lives.

E332/60/ So I really didn’t see that
as an issue. But it’s something I
should have gone back and
examined but there were so many
other things going on at the time.
E332/61/ The fourth patient in the
other room was the one that
probably missed. And probably
needed a bit more doing. And it
was that team that was causing
more grief. I was more focused on
sorting out the problems with the
[department] and that other team
and left the [Type 2] junior doctor
alone.

E332 stated he really didn’t see that
as an issue. But it’s something E332
should have gone back and examined
but there were so many other things
going on at the time.
E332 stated the fourth patient in the
other room was the one that
probably missed. And probably
needed a bit more doing. And it was
that team that was causing more
grief. E332 was more focused on
sorting out the problems with the
[department] and that other team
and left the [Type 2] junior doctor
alone.

E332/62/ Did you know if that
junior doctor spoke to anyone else
in that area? Did you have a
conversation with any of the
nurses? Em … no. All I know was
that he had that conversation with
the [Type 2] junior doctor em …
because he said that to me over
the phone.
E332/63/ Whether … I do recall
now looking back that … there was
talk … in that initial phone call to
me that the [Type 2] junior doctor
had spoken to the [specialist]
consultant. Had, or was thinking
of. But the consultant had been
involved. Yah, so I don’t know if
that actually happened or said they
were going to. And that may have
been another trigger for him to
escalate it to me. Because now it
was consultant to consultant as
opposed to [their] level. Yah.
Probably should have checked that
out if something was going on.

Interviewer asked E332 if he
interacted with anyone else in the
clinical environment. E332 stated no.
All I know was that he had that
conversation with the [Type 2] junior
doctor because he said that to me
over the phone.

E332 reported he was only aware of
one other health professional being
involved in this medical case other
than two junior doctors.

E332 stated whether … E332 do recall
now looking back that … there was
talk … in that initial phone call to me
that the [Type 2] junior doctor had
spoken to the [specialist] consultant.
Had, or was thinking of. But the
consultant had been involved. Yah, so
E332 doesn’t know if that actually
happened or said they were going to.
And that may have been another
trigger for him to escalate it to me.
Because now it was consultant to
consultant as opposed to [their] level.
Yah. Probably should have checked
that out if something was going on.

E332 reported he felt that if there was
an indication that another senior
doctor was going to be involved but
was not sure of if that interaction
happened.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E333’s
language.

Transformations

E333’s transformed data
Experience from E333’s
transcript, divided into
meaning units.
E333/1/ Relatively fresh. Could I
comment first on …Yes, yes please
do. I think em … being on the
receiving end … I suspect em ...
from our end there’s a bias on
getting em ... contacted by the
junior doctors who are more

E333 stated [his experience was]
relatively fresh. The interviewer
stated that E333 could comment on
anything he would like. I think being
on the receiving end … he suspects
from their end there’s a bias on
getting contacted by the junior
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E333 described he felt he only had
stories about those junior doctor’s
that had been proactive and sought
help from him. E333 wants the
interviewer to understand that junior
doctor sometimes do not seek help.

proactive and contact us because
em (trails off).
E333/2/ There are occasions where
we find out things later on, secondhand and third-hand, and wonder
like, ‘why we weren’t contacted
earlier?’

doctors who are more proactive and
contact us because (trails off).
E333 stated that there are occasions
where E333 finds out things later on,
second-hand and third-hand, and
wonder like, ‘why he wasn’t
contacted earlier?’

E333/3/ But then we end up
focusing more on the issue they
(long pause) the effect at hand,
rather than going back and sorting
out why you wasn’t, weren’t
contacted. What issues were
there. So I think there’s a bit of
bias in deeply in our position.
E333/4/ So em ... the experience is
em ... from a couple of months ago.
And em ... I was at home. So I was
on-call for [Type 1] admissions and
I got a call, which is not unexpected
in the late afternoon by one of the
doctors in our [unit].
E333/5/ And it was about a patient
who had a very unique condition,
which [junior doctor] had never
come across.
E333/6/ So the doctor had got the
patient referred to [Type 1] unit
from the [Type 2] department.
And they found that this is the
condition we are meant to address
and the doctor had no idea what it
is and how to go about it.
E333/7/ And so obviously [junior
doctor was] quite flustered about
this over the phone. This guy was
like, “I’ve got this condition and
that they referred to me. And I
don’t know if it will be … the other
speciality or us. And if it’s us, what
do I do? What do we have to
offer?”
E333/8/ So, terrible
communication. The junior doctor
was coming from a … the bare …
there was a lot of confusion and
uncertainty regarding patient
management. Yes.

But then E333 ends up focusing more
on the issue E333 (long pause) the
effect at hand, rather than going back
and sorting out why you weren’t
contacted. What issues were there.
So he thinks there’s a bit of bias in
deeply in the position.

E333 understood from other sources
that junior doctors sometimes
delayed or didn’t seek help from him
when they should have.
E333 understood junior doctors made
themselves less trustworthy for not
seeking help in appropriate time
frames.
E333 described his workload was so
high that he only can concentrate on
the patient problem at hand and does
not have time investigate and feed
back to junior doctors about their
help-seeking practices most of the
time.

E333 stated that the experience is
from a couple of months ago. And he
was at home. So he was on-call for
[Type 1] admissions and he got a call
which is not unexpected in the late
afternoon, by one of the doctors in
the [unit].
E333 stated it was about a patient
who had a very unique condition,
which [junior doctor] had never come
across.
E333 stated so the doctor had got the
patient referred to [Type 1] unit from
the [Type 2] department. And they
found that this is the condition we
are meant to address and the doctor
had no idea what it is and how to go
about it.
E333 stated that [junior doctor was]
quite flustered about this over the
phone. This guy was like, “I’ve got
this condition and that they referred
to me. And I don’t know if it will be
…the other speciality or us. And if it’s
us, what do I do? What do we have to
offer?”

E333 described that he expected to
receive calls from junior doctors
seeking help as it was part of his role
as a senior doctor.

E333 stated that the [junior doctor
had] terrible communication. The
junior doctor was coming from a …
the bare … there was a lot of
confusion and uncertainty regarding
patient management.

E333 described he felt that junior
doctor didn’t articulate the problem
very well and was very flustered when
speaking to him about their patient
problem.

E333/9/ And over-seeking guidance
on how to navigate that
uncertainty.

E333 stated [that the junior doctor
was] over-seeking guidance on how
to navigate that uncertainty.

E333/10/ What did they actually
say? Do you remember the
conversation? Em ... so, “I’ve got
this patient with this condition.
And em ... I don’t want to do
Google medicine. I’m very
uncomfortable.” Em … so I think
those were his words. “I’m very
uncomfortable because I’ve never
heard about this condition and I’ve
looked into Google and its rare and
I don’t want to do Google
medicine.”
E333/11/ This was his initial first
term … things. So we talked

The interviewer asks E333 to provide
more detail. E333 stated that [the
junior doctor] said, “I’ve got this
patient with this condition. And I
don’t want to do Google medicine.
I’m very uncomfortable.” So I think
those were his words. “I’m very
uncomfortable because I’ve never
heard about this condition and I’ve
looked into Google and its rare and I
don’t want to do Google medicine.”

E333 understood that junior doctor
was seeking their help about a
problem that they had never
encountered before and this was
causing them anxiety.
E333 understood the junior doctor
considered seeking information from
an online source first but instead
sought help from him.

E333 stated this was his initial first
term … things. So we talked through
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E333 described he recognised that
this junior doctor had sought help for
a problem that was causing them
some uncertainty.
E333 described listening to the junior
doctor help-seeking and recognising
that the junior doctor could not
manage the patient on their own.

E333 described the junior doctor from
the start, felt overwhelmed and had
no idea how to treat the patient’s
condition.

E333 understood the junior doctor
was inexperienced and under

through how to navigate the
processes, to address and deliver
the care. So – you know – who are
the other relevant people to
contact. And how ... so I helped
[junior doctor] in finding, ‘okay this
is the first person you should call,
and then if there’s no headway this
is the second’.
E333/12/ And then pulled out the
notes and then he was reading
through the notes with me on the
phone, so I can try to focus down
on this particular [type of] clinic [if
the patient] has been to it. And
yes, this patient was in this
particular clinic. Who was the
physician at this time? So find the
name of the physician [what
patient they manage]. And then
try to find out where that physician
is if they’re not on-call.
E333/13/ So [junior doctor]
eventually he found out the [Type
3] senior doctor is a VMO who does
visiting clinics here but is based at
the [another hospital], and is very
happy to take an after-hours call.
And once they communicated that
[doctor] everything else what a
breeze.
E333/14/ So that [senior doctor]
was very helpful, happy to be
contacted at any hour of the day.

how to navigate the processes, to
address and deliver the care. So –
you know – who are the other
relevant people to contact. And how
... so I helped [junior doctor] in
finding, ‘okay this is the first person
you should call, and then if there’s no
headway this is the second’.

enormous strain with this problem.
E333 described he felt that he needed
to be supportive and provide a step
by step plan to seek help from a
number of other clinicians in the
hospital to help with this patient.

E333 stated that then [junior doctor]
pulled out the notes and then he was
reading through the notes with him
on the phone, so E333 could try to
focus down on this particular [type
of] clinic [if the patient] has been to
it. And yes, this patient was in this
particular clinic. Who was the
physician at this time? So find the
name of the physician [what patient
they manage]. And then try to find
out where that physician is if they’re
not on-call.
E333 stated that [the junior doctor]
eventually he found out the [Type 3]
senior doctor is a VMO who does
visiting clinics here but is based at the
[another hospital], and is very happy
to take an after-hours call. And once
they communicated that [doctor]
everything else what a breeze.

E333 described supporting the junior
doctor with their help-seeking by
navigating them through patient’s
notes to find the specialists needed.

E333 stated so that [senior doctor]
was very helpful, happy to be
contacted at any hour of the day.

E333/15/ Sent an e-mail detailing
the whole management plan,
which we tried scribing into the
patient’s notes.
E333/16/ And then I got in touch
with the [senior doctor] to kind of
clarify certain points. So we
focused on the medical aspects.
But then we got help for this em ...
kind of niche [patient problem].
E333/17/ When you got off the
phone with the junior doctor. Yes.
Your instructions were to then talk
to this [senior doctor], is that
correct? The instruction was to,
yes, talk to the [senior doctor] and
then I’m going to call you back
around 20 minutes to half an hour.
And we’ll see where we are going.
E333/18/ And tell me about that
phone call in 20 minutes. [The
junior doctor] said, “oh, everything
is fine now. I’ve got a plan, they’ve
given me the contact details, and
he’s emailed me a plan. And this is
what we’re doing, the work is just
starting”.
E333/19/ [Junior doctor] discussed
it with the family of this patient
and em ... they’re happy with it.
And they’re happy we’ve contacted
that clinician.

E333 stated that they were sent an email detailing the whole
management plan, which they tried
scribing into the patient’s notes.
And then E333 got in touch with the
[senior doctor] to kind of clarify
certain points. So we focused on the
medical aspects. But then we got
help for this kind of niche [patient
problem].
The interviewer asked the senior
doctor’s instructions to the junior
doctor. E333 stated the instruction
was to, yes, talk to the [senior doctor]
and then I’m going to call you back
around 20 minutes to half an hour.
And we’ll see where we are going.

E333 described that other senior
doctors in their network were equally
as supportive with junior doctor’s
help-seeking. E333 described that
when doctors owned the care of their
patients, help-seeking for junior
doctors was easy.
E333 described the support the other
senior doctor provided the junior
doctor included sharing information
on how to best treat this patient.
E333 described owning the care of the
patient by clarify medical points with
the other senior doctor to ensure they
had understood the instructions
correctly.

The interviewer asked the details of
the phone call with the junior doctor.
E333 stated [the junior doctor] said,
“oh, everything is fine now. I’ve got a
plan, they’ve given me the contact
details, and he’s emailed me a plan.
And this is what we’re doing, the
work is just starting”.
E333 stated that the [junior doctor]
discussed it with the family of this
patient and they’re happy with it.
And they’re happy we’ve contacted
that clinician.
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E333 understood that junior doctor
was relieved to have found someone
to help further with the problem.

E333 described providing helpseeking support, which included E333
reassuring the junior doctor that he
would contact them later onto make
sure they had solved the problem and
didn’t need his help further.

E333 described that the junior doctor
had a remarkable turnaround in their
anxiety levels, once their help-seeking
had been supported.

E333 described that the time he had
put in with the junior doctor, had set
them on a path where he could
complete tasks independently, but
trusted him to be there when they
discerned they could not manage
alone.

E333/20/ And em ... the doctor was
very reassured. So … because
they’d found path of management.

E333 stated and the doctor was very
reassured. So … because they’d
found path of management.

E333/21/ Whereas prior to that
they were floundering and
wondering how to manage this
case.

E333 stated that prior to that they
were floundering and wondering how
to manage this case.

E333/22/Ok, sorry. Em … can we
go back to the original phone call
with the junior doctor when they
said … you mentioned they were
flustered. How did you manage
that on the phone? Can you tell me
what you did? So em … yes. First I
was like, ‘alright let’s step back,
let’s identify what are the different
things we need to do’ and then,
‘how we are going to go about it’.
E333/23/ So like, ‘what is the
condition? Okay? What has been
done? And now let’s identify
which are the relevant people we
need to get involved’. And that will
be looking up the notes and
making a few phone calls.
E333/24/ So in the end it boiled
down to a specific phone … the two
on-call. There is an on-call [Type 4]
specialist, there is another second
on-call. And finally, after we called
them, they didn’t know much
about this condition or this patient.
They said, “Okay now call the
doctor who visits although realise
… he is not on-call. But
nevertheless just contact him.”
[Interviewer asked with participant
the story experience thus far]
E333/25/ So that’s probably a more
dramatic one. One that comes to
my mind.
E333/26 / You said dramatic. [How
could you tell?] You could tell. [The
junior doctor was speaking at] a
higher pitch. Talking very rapidly.
Em … did not actually have a
coherent plan.
E333/27/ The whole discussion was
about, “I don’t know how to go
about this. I’m very uncomfortable
about it.”

The interviewer asked E333 describe
the phone conversation with the
junior doctor. E333 stated so, yes.
First E333 was like, ‘alright let’s step
back, let’s identify what are the
different things we need to do’, and
then, ‘how we are going to go about
it’.

E333 described that by building
confidence in the junior doctor, he
was advancing their help-seeking
practice.
E333 described he felt that prior to
solving the patient problem, the
junior doctor was panicking and had
lost all ability to focus and plan the
patients care.
E333 understood that his experience
allowed him to remove the emotional
element of this problem from the
equation and focus on what needed
to be accomplished.

E333 stated so like, ‘what is the
condition? Okay? What has been
done? And now let’s identify which
are the relevant people we need to
get involved’. And that will be
looking up the notes and making a
few phone calls.
E333 stated so in the end it boiled
down to a specific phone … the two
on-call. There is an on-call [Type 4]
specialist, there is another second
on-call. And finally, after we called
them, they didn’t know much about
this condition or this patient. They
said, “Okay now call the doctor who
visits although realise … he is not oncall. But nevertheless just contact
him.”

E333 understood to support this
junior doctors’ help-seeking he
needed he needed to stay calm and
be clear with questions and
instructions, careful not to upset the
junior doctor even more.

E333 stated so that’s probably a
more dramatic one. One that comes
to his mind.
The interviewer asked about E333’s
use of the word dramatic. E333
stated that he could tell. [The junior
doctor was at] a higher pitch. Talking
very rapidly, did not actually have a
coherent plan.
E333 stated the whole discussion was
about, “I don’t know how to go about
this. I’m very uncomfortable about
it.”

E333 described his experience with a
help-seeking junior doctor as intense.

E333/28/ So, there was actually
two issues – one is managing the
patient. And one is helping the
junior doctor formulate a plan and
then get a plan and then get some
confidence in, in … and moving
forward from it. Yeah.

E333 state that so there was actually
two issues – one is managing the
patient. And one is helping the junior
doctor formulate a plan and get a
plan and then get some confidence
in, in … and moving forward from it.

E333/29/ Ok great, that’s good.
Sorry I cut you off. But you said
that word and I went ‘Oh’. So that
was as I said hence ‘dramatic’.
Although on a more kind of a
regular – like when I’m covering

The interviewer apologies for cutting
the senior doctor off. E333 stated so
that was as E333 said hence
‘dramatic’. Although on a more kind
of a regular – like when E333’s
covering the ward. So the ward
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E333 described that in his experience
the junior doctor needed to go
through a number of other senior
doctors to find the one that could
provide the plan.

E333 described that he supported a
lot of junior doctors help-seeking and
could sense that this junior doctor
was stressed and couldn’t think
rationally about how to solve this
patient problem.
E333 described that he could sense
the level of ambiguity the problem
posed, left the junior doctor
struggling on a number of different
levels. E333 described he felt he
needed to support the junior doctor
to formulate a plan and be able to
anticipate what problems may
eventuate with this patient.
E333 described he felt that by
supporting this junior doctor through
this experience in a way that built
their confidence - both would be
achieved.

E333 described he felt that this
experience of supporting junior
doctor’s help-seeking could be
contrasted with others that he has
experienced. E333 described other
junior doctors might have recognised

the ward. So the ward [junior
doctor] calls me almost every day
before or after lunch, after they do
the morning rounds, and gives me
an update. Em … or we meet here
for a face-to-face. So I guess it’s
not just phone calls, this is just
general help-seeking.
E333/30/ Em … and the way em …
every [junior doctor] is a bit
different in the ways they … they
approach or present cases.
E333/31/ And so I give them some
space or opportunity to do things
their way initially.

[junior doctor] calls me almost every
day before or after lunch, after they
do the morning rounds, and gives me
an update. Or we meet here for a
face-to-face. So E333 guesses it’s
not just phone calls, this is just
general help-seeking.

that they can’t manage alone, but still
made an effort to present the
problem accurately and work out a
plan.

E333 state that the way every [junior
doctor] is a bit different in the ways
they … they approach or present
cases.
And so E333 gives them some space
or opportunity to do things their way
initially.

E333/32/ So they might come and
they can describe their case. And
some would just stop there okay
and say, “This is my case and this is
what they’ve come in with”. And
kind of anticipate that I will give
the management plan.
E333/33/ And some will say …
continue on, “I have done this and
this and this but I think it is this.
And this is the test that I have
requested. And do you agree with
it or do you have anything more to
add?”

So they might come and they can
describe their case. And some would
just stop there okay and say, “This is
my case and this is what they’ve
come in with”. And kind of anticipate
that I will give the management plan.

E333 understood that not all junior
doctors came with the same
personality or patient management
style. They were individuals.
E333 described allowing the junior
doctors to explore approaches and
communication styles before
providing guidance.
E333 understood that some junior
doctors failed to progress with their
patient management skills.
Completing all the initial
investigations but not going further
and developing a plan on their own.

E333/34/ As a junior doctor do you
have an [experience] of helpseeking? Em … I probably have a
more cumulative experience …
rather than … em … what I mean by
cumulative is, memory is on
cumulative, rather than one event.

The interviewer asked if there is an
experience of help-seeking as a junior
doctor, the senior doctor can share?
E333 states that he probably has a
more cumulative experience … rather
than … what E333 means by
cumulative is, memory is on
cumulative, rather than one event.
E333 hasn’t had a very difficult
situation himself. E333 has had
colleagues who have had difficult
situations and have had colleagues
who have reported to him that
they’ve had difficult situations with a
particular [senior doctor], whom
E333 hasn’t had a difficult situation
with.
E333 stated he has sought help. And
E333 has called them. And E333 has
called that particular [senior doctor]
in very odd hours as well.
E333 stated and his take on that was
(long pause) it wasn’t that the [senior
doctor] didn’t like to be contacted. It
was more that they wanted the
information in a particular way.

E333/35/ I haven’t had a very
difficult situation myself. I have had
colleagues who’ve had difficult
situations and have had colleagues
who have reported to me that
they’ve had difficult situations with
a particular [senior doctor], whom I
haven’t had a difficult situation
with.
E333/36/ Em … and I have sought
help. And I have called them. And
I’ve called that particular [senior
doctor] in very odd hours as well.
E333/37/ And my take on that was
(long pause) it wasn’t that the
[senior doctor] didn’t like to be
contacted. It was more that they
wanted the information in a
particular way.
E333/38/ Actually in a very succinct
and directed way. And they also
wanted to know my plan, what I
had formulated and what I had the
patient on, before they gave their
input.
E333/39/ So in my experience I
think that prevented or avoided
any bad experiences of the
interaction becoming very
stressful.
E333/40/ Yes, em … I would
probably think a bit more through

And some will say … continue on, “I
have done this and this and this but I
think it is this. And this is the test
that I have requested. And do you
agree with it or do you have anything
more to add?”

Actually in a very succinct and
directed way. And they also wanted
to know his plan, what E333 had
formulated and what E333 had the
patient on. Before they gave their
input.
E333 stated that so in his experience
E333 thinks that prevented or
avoided any bad experiences of the
interaction becoming very stressful.
E333 stated yes, he would probably
think a bit more through his
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E333 understood that other junior
doctors were advancing their patient
management skills, demonstrating
they had completed the investigations
and coming up with their own
differential diagnosis. E333 entrusted
these junior doctors help-seeking and
understood they were developing
their clinical practice.
E333 described that his experiences
all folded into one large experience
but he knew he had sought help.

E333 understood that his colleagues
had identified a senior doctor that
they described was not approachable
and did not encourage them to seek
help.

E333 described he felt that his
colleagues had misinterpreted the
senior doctor’s intentions to provide
help.
E333 described he felt the senior
doctor wanted junior doctors to seek
help but when they did, he wanted
them to articulate what they wanted
help for in a concise way.
E333 described he felt the senior
doctor wanted to evaluate the junior
doctor communication and clinical
decision making.
E333 described he felt he caught onto
how the senior doctor wanted junior
doctors to seek help from him and he
avoided leaving the interaction feeling
he shouldn’t have sought help.
E333 understood to prepare for the
help-seeking interaction he would

my conversation before calling that
[senior doctor] and think these are
the things I need to go through and
kind of rehearse it. But it wouldn’t
actually stop me or avoid and go to
someone else for an opinion.
E333/41/ So you really are planning
your interaction? Just take me
through what you would do. So
what I’d do? How do I verbalise
the clinical scenario? I need to
convey what the patient has come
in with and what my assessment is.
And what I am backing up my
assessment up in terms of
investigations and findings. And
then what other things I have
done. Then what is my particular
question about this case.
E333/42/ Amongst the various
interactions I’ve had with that
[senior doctor] (coughs) and other
[senior doctor] – some of them
have been that I just need you to
know because I think the patient is
very sick and I am going to call the
ICU. And this is just for you to
know. And this is what we’ve done
and I think this is what might
happen.
E333/43/ From that spectrum to
the other is like – this is what I’ve
done but this is what I don’t know.
And there are some points that I
don’t know really what’s
happening. But this is all the
parameters. This is the tests of I’ve
done and this is the people that
I’ve spoken to all ready. Do you
have any further thoughts?
E333/44/ Going back to that
particular [senior doctor]. How did
you figure out that they just
wanted that information in a
particular way? Because on their
rounds. When we do ward rounds
that’s … that’s the way it would be
discussed in the round. They
would say what is your
assessment? What’s your plan?
E333/45/ And em … and it also
comes across that they are a bit em
… temperamental, in the sense that
they didn’t have a lot of patience
to listen to a lot of long
descriptions.
E333/46/ [The senior doctor] just
wanted everything bullet pointed
for them. And they also wanted
every decision backed up.
E333/47/ So there would be times
when [the senior doctor] didn’t
agree and say, “I don’t think this is
happening. But it is good that
you’ve done that and back it up”.
Or, “you can em … or why did you
do this test?” And if you say, ‘It’s
just routine’ then they’d get a bit
upset. Like why are you doing
something as routine?

conversation before calling that
[senior doctor] and think these are
the things E333 needs to go through
and kind of rehearse it. But it
wouldn’t actually stop him or avoid
and go to someone else for an
opinion.
The interviewer asked how E333
would plan his interaction. E333
stated he needs to convey what the
patient has come in with and what
his assessment is. And what E333 is
backing up his assessment up in
terms of investigations and findings.
And then what other things E333 has
done. Then what is his particular
question about this case.

ensure he was ready to provide the
information and the question in a
format that would be suitable to the
senior doctor.

E333 stated that amongst the various
interactions E333 has had with that
[senior doctor] (coughs) and other
[senior doctors] – some of them have
been that E333 just need you to
know because E333 thinks the
patient is very sick and E333 is going
to call the ICU. And this is just for
you to know. And this is what they’ve
done and E333 thinks this is what
might happen.
E333 stated that from that spectrum
to the other is like – this is what I’ve
done but this is what I don’t know.
And there are some points that I
don’t know really what’s happening.
But this is all the parameters. This is
the tests of I’ve done and this is the
people that I’ve spoken to all ready.
Do you have any further thoughts?

E333 understood that some of this
interactions with senior doctors were
more about information seeking or
giving and this was different from
help-seeking.

The interviewer asked how E333
deciphered how the [senior doctor]
wanted the information in a
particular way. E333 stated because
on their rounds. When we do ward
rounds that’s … that’s the way it
would be discussed in the round.
They would say what is your
assessment? What’s your plan?

E333 described he felt that senior
doctor was indirectly training junior
doctors on how to provide him
information when they sought help
from him while on rounds.

E333 stated that it also comes across
that they are a bit temperamental, in
the sense that they didn’t have a lot
of patience to listen to a lot of long
descriptions.

E333 described that the senior doctor
could be impatient in their support for
junior doctors’ help-seeking if the
junior doctor didn’t articulate what
help they wanted in a succinct format.

E333 stated that [the senior doctor]
just wanted everything bullet pointed
for them. And they also wanted every
decision backed up.
E333 stated so there would be times
when [the senior doctor] didn’t agree
and say, “I don’t think this is
happening. But it is good that you’ve
done that and back it up”. Or, “you
can or why did you do this test?” And
if you say, ‘It’s just routine’ then
they’d get a bit upset. Like why are
you doing something as routine?

E333 described he felt that senior
doctor was wanted to teach junior
doctor to communicate effectively in
a busy clinical training environment.
E333 described that the senior doctor
was providing junior doctors with
feedback through how they
approached clinical problems and
what they did prior to seeking help.
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E333 described he felt that there was
a very good reason that senior doctor
wanted the junior doctors to
communicate clearly when they
sought help. E333 understood that if
you could articulate each of the steps
you had done it provided the senior
doctor a window into exactly how fill
in the gaps, recognise risks and add
value to the solution.

E333 describes genuine help-seeking
interactions as one where there is a
problem to solve.

E333/48/ But if you could justify
that and … ‘maybe it could be this,
it’s unlikely but I wanted to see if
that happened’. They would say,
“ya, it is very unlikely so don’t do
it”. But they wouldn’t get as upset.
E333/49/ So having a real goal in
mind of why you were doing,
different tests. Okay that’s
interesting. So how did they
encourage to call you them back?
No, they wouldn’t say, “Call me
back”. Or they wouldn’t say em …
it would be very much a
conversation driven by the [junior
doctor]. And the [senior doctor]
would provide the input.

E333 stated but if you could justify
that and … ‘maybe it could be this,
it’s unlikely but I wanted to see if that
happened’. They would say, “ya, it is
very unlikely so don’t do it”. But they
wouldn’t get as upset.
The interviewer asked how the senior
doctor encouraged E333 to seek help.
E333 stated no, they wouldn’t say.
“Call me back”. Or they wouldn’t say
… it would be very much a
conversation driven by the [junior
doctor]. And the [senior doctor]
would provide the input.

E333 understood that the senior
doctor’s feedback was direct but
provided opportunities for junior
doctors to learn.

E333/50/ And I also knew that
particular [senior doctor] was very
sharp. He had a very good clinical
acumen. So provided that I had
given him the right information, I
was confident that they would give
me the right plan and the right
advice.

And E333 also knew that particular
[senior doctor] was very sharp. He
had a very good clinical acumen. So
provided that E333 had given him the
right information, E333 was confident
that they would give me the right
plan and the right advice.

E333 understood that he trusted the
help he received from the senior
doctor and so planning to get it might
have taken some work but it was
worth seeking help from him.

E333 understood the way this senior
doctor supported help-seeking was to
get the junior doctor on the correct
path and them let them go.

E334’s transformed data
Experience from E334’s
transcript, divided into meaning
units.
E334/1/ Em … that particular event
was a patient of ours who is in our
high dependency unit and em
(coughs). And em … was becoming
more and more unwell.
E334/2/ And the junior doctor
approached me and asked me, “what
we are going to do”, basically, “with
this particular patient?’ Em … so the
… the concern basically was [the
patient] already had had a certain
amount of medication and what
other medication we could use or
what other treatment plan we would
sort of implement. That was the
main concern.
E334/3/ How should I continue,
should I just talk? Interviewer nods.
Alright. The em … so I asked [the
junior doctor] to come in to the office
and he sat down and em … and he
explained to me what happened …
what had occurred.
E334/4/ Can you give me a little
detail of what occurred? Em … so this
patient had if I think … if I remember
correctly had been on our [Type 1]
area which is sort of where people
are … have more space to
themselves. For example they also
don’t have to give up [certain items]
and there is more interaction. There
is more em … more a freer place but
there is more interaction between
patients and between staff. And

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E334’s
language.

E334 stated that the particular event
was a patient of theirs who was in the
high dependency unit and (coughs).
And was becoming more and more
unwell.
E334 stated that the junior doctor
approached him and asked E334,
“what they’re going to do basically,
“with this particular patient?” So the
… the concern basically was [the
patient] already had had a certain
amount of medication and what
other medication they could use or
what other treatment plan they
would sort of implement. That was
the main concern.
E334 stated alright after asking the
interviewer if he should just talk.
E334 stated that so E334 asked [the
junior doctor] to come in to the office
and he sat down and he explained to
me what happened what … had
occurred.
The interviewer asked E334 to
provide more detail. E334 stated that
this patient had if I think … if I
remember correctly had been on our
[Type 1] area which is sort of where
people are … have more space to
themselves. For example they also
don’t have to give up [certain items]
and there is more interaction. There
is more a freer place but there is
more interaction between patients
and between staff. And sometimes
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Transformations

E334 described an experience
where a junior doctor sought help
for a patient who was
deteriorating.
E334 described listening to the
junior doctor and trying to work out
the source of the uncertainty for
the junior doctor.

E334 described providing the junior
doctor with a quiet and secure area
to support his help-seeking.

E334 described that part of the
treatment for patients was
providing a clinical setting that was
tailored to their health needs. E334
described that on this occasion the
patient was not thriving in the
environment they had been
provided.

sometimes there is more stimulus in
that environment. So in there [the
patient] became [not well] and had to
be moved into [another area], em …
and then in to [this area], which is
usually a lower stimulus
environment, but on that particular
day there were a few patients that
had em … were quite [unwell] at that
time.
E334/5/ And he … this patient that
the junior doctor asked me about
[had certain behaviours that were not
tolerated by other patients].

there is more stimulus in that
environment. So in there [the
patient] became [not well] and had to
be moved into [another area] and
then into [this area], which is usually
a lower stimulus environment, but on
that particular day there were a few
patients that had were quite [unwell]
at that time.

E334/6/ If he had remained in there
or remained in there untreated. So …
well he wasn’t untreated but with the
same treatment he had already.
E334/7/ So em … this junior doctor
that comes in, is actually not junior
from an age point of view. He’s
probably [described relative age]. Em
… but hasn’t worked in [this field]
before. He started here about [time]
ago, or so and had come from a
different job before that. Em … so he
is not very experienced in [Type 1]
discipline.
E334/8/ And em … [the junior doctor]
sort of asked, “What we are going to
do with this patient?”

E334 stated if he had remained in
there or remained in there untreated.
So … well he wasn’t untreated but
with the same treatment he had
already.
E334 stated that this junior doctor
that comes in, is actually not junior
from an age point of view. He’s
probably [described relative age].
But hasn’t worked in [this field]
before. He started here about [time]
ago, or so and had come from a
different job before that. So he is not
very experienced in [Type 1]
discipline.
E334 stated that [the junior doctor]
sort of asked, “What we are going to
do with this patient?”

E334/9/ So [the patient] had one
[drug] that hadn’t worked to the
extent we wanted it to. And, “What
are we going to do?” And em … so he
explained to me what I just heard,
what I just said. This is what I heard
on the day.
E334/10/ I’d said, ‘right let’s go
downstairs and see first-hand what’s
going on’. And then we went
downstairs and the setup that is
there is a nursing station in [describes
nursing station] that you can basically
see pretty much everything which is
in the common area of the [area].
And pretty much we could just see
that [the patient’s behaviour was
disturbing] one of the other [patients]
[and this was causing trouble] and it
was all getting a bit much.
E334/11/ And … and ya. Then the
decision making process of what
medication to give [the patient].

E334 stated that [the patient] had
one [drug] that hadn’t worked to the
extent we wanted it to. And, “What
are we going to do?” And so he
explained to me what I just heard,
what I just said. This is what I heard
on the day.
E334 stated that he said, ‘right let’s
go downstairs and see first-hand
what’s going on’. And then they went
downstairs and the setup that is
there is a nursing station in [describes
nursing station] that you can basically
see pretty much everything which is
in the common area of the [area].
And pretty much they could just see
that [the patient’s behaviour was
disturbing] one of the other [patients]
[and this was causing trouble] and it
was all getting a bit much.
E334 stated then the decision making
process of what medication to give
[the patient].

E334/12/ So how did you go through
that with him? So basically we went
through all the side effects, that are
possible with the – you know – all the
pros and cons basically of a number
of different medications. A number
of the medications were completely
… what we had to choose from were
completely [type] medications or
[type affect] with a [this mediation]
effect. We went through which ones
were available, feasible. Like all the

E334 stated that basically they went
through all the side effects, that are
possible with the – you know – all the
pros and cons basically of a number
of different medications. A number
of the medications were completely
… what they had to choose from were
completely [type] medications or
[type affect] with a [this mediation]
effect. They went through which
ones were available, feasible. Like all
the oral ones were out of the

E334 stated and he … this patient
that the junior doctor asked me
about [had certain behaviours that
were not tolerated by other patients].
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E334 described that the junior
doctor was concern for the
patient’s well-being and safety in
the current environment in which
they were convalescing.
E334 understood that that the
junior doctor was seeking help in
regards to providing the patient a
better treatment option.
E334 described distinguishing the
junior doctor’s age in years with
their clinical experience. E334
described the junior doctor was
junior in all respects except for his
age.

E334 understood the junior doctor
was concerned about the patients’
health. E334 described that junior
doctor phrasing the help-seeking as
an opportunity to work together to
solve a patient problem.
E334 described that junior doctor
uncertainty lay in prescribing
medication for the patient.

E334 described prioritising the
junior doctors’ help-seeking by
coming with the junior doctor right
away to see the patient. E334
described through this action that
he was owning the care for patient.
E334 described agreeing with the
junior doctor’s assessment of the
problem and the severity of the
patient’s situation.

E334 described that at the bedside
they discussed what would be the
best treatment for the patient.
E334 described supporting the
junior doctor with their helpseeking with medication education
and away of deciding which
medication was the correct one to
prescribe.

oral ones were out of the question
because [the patient] wouldn’t take
oral medication. Then we went
through the side-effect profile of
what we could do. Making sense of
what made less sense.
E334/13/ And em … in the end it was
a … and then interestingly enough the
nursing staff were also there. And we
discussed that and they had their
opinions or preferences for drugs and
em … the nursing staff had
mentioned a medication that I
thought about but then just
discarded. And that in the end was
the one we chose.
E334/14/ And so we just went
through all the medications and
weighted up the benefits and the
risks. The medication gave [the
patient] a longer period of time
where he could just settle and calm
down and basically relax for a while
as well was the way to go.
E334/15/ How did you feel when the
junior doctor approached you with
this question? Em … I’m not sure how
I felt. It was sort of a very normal
situation. It’s what happens all the
time.
E334/16/ My door here is normally
open. They just sit [a few] meters
down the road. We’ve got our
consultant offices here and the
[junior doctors] have the open plan
office. I don’t know how often it
happens, maybe ten times?
Someone comes in and asks. I usually
have two junior doctors – an intern
and registrar, sometimes more. And
we usually have medical students
here and they basically walk in and
out.
E334/17/ So I expect that to happen
and I want that to happen. Especially
for someone that hasn’t been around
for so long.

question because [the patient]
wouldn’t take oral medication. Then
they went through the side-effect
profile of what they could do.
Making sense of what made less
sense.
E334 stated that in the end it was a …
and then interestingly enough the
nursing staff were also there. And
they discussed that and they had
their opinions or preferences for
drugs and the nursing staff had
mentioned a medication that E334
thought about but then just
discarded. And that in the end was
the one we chose.
E334 stated that they just went
through all the medications and
weighted up the benefits and the
risks. The medication gave [the
patient] a longer period of time
where he could just settle and calm
down and basically relax for a while
as well was the way to go.
The interviewer departed from
description to ask asked E334 a
question. E334 stated that he not
sure how I felt. It was sort of a very
normal situation. It’s what happens
all the time.
E334 door here is normally open.
They just sit [a few] meters down the
road. They have consultant offices
here and the [junior doctors] have
the open plan office. E334 doesn’t
know how often it happens maybe
ten times? Someone comes in and
asks. I usually have two junior
doctors – an intern and registrar,
sometimes more. And we usually
have medical students here and they
basically walk in and out.
E334 stated that he expects that to
happen and E334 want that to
happen. Especially for someone that
hasn’t been around for so long.

E334 described voicing his
expectations and actively
encouraging new junior doctors to
seek help often.

E334/18/ Is it explicit that you have
an open door policy? Yup, that is
explicit at the start of the year. They
kind of joked about … because
sometimes my door is more closed
and then a bit more open. So alright
they know that it has to be more
important (Laughs). The problem has
to be a little bit more urgent or
important to come in.
E334/19/ But it is explicit that they
have to ask about things that are
really important … absolutely. And
this absolutely did because this is a
medication change and a change in
behaviour and higher risk to staff and
patient and other patients in the
area, so I think that was clear to
everyone.

Interviewer asked E334 if his open
door policy was explicit. E334 stated
that it is explicit at the start of the
year. They kind of joked about …
because sometimes his door is more
closed and then a bit more open. So
alright they know that it has to be
more important (Laughs). The
problem has to be a little bit more
urgent or important to come in.
E334 stated that it is explicit that they
have to ask about things that are
really important … absolutely. And
this absolutely did because this is a
medication change and a change in
behaviour and higher risk to staff and
patient and other patients in the area
so E334 think that was clear to
everyone.

E334 reported coordinating his
time with the junior doctors where
he could detail his expectations and
how he could signal that he was
available to provide support for
junior doctors’ help-seeking.

E334/20/ And how did it end the
conversation you had? The
conversation ended and we made a

E334 stated the conversation ended
and they made a decision about the
medication that was going to be
given.

E334 described he felt the helpseeking support ended when they
had finished the interaction and
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E334 described being responsive to
inter-professional sources of
support from other team members.
E334 described that good patient
care needed to balance what was
good for the patient and what was
good for the other patients and
staff.
E334 described that he provided a
decision tree for the junior doctor
to adopt when working out the
best option for the patients
treatment.

E334 reflected he found this help
seeking situation was very normal.
E334 described listening, discussing
and negotiating with all staff were
necessary to get the best patient
outcomes.
E334 described that he has an open
door policy and actively encourages
junior doctors to come in and
discuss patients with him.

E334 reported he felt that junior
doctor had accurately understood
and followed his instructions of
when to seek help from him.

decision about the medication that
was going to be given.
E334/21/ And em … and we (long
pause) actually no. There were a
couple of steps in between. We then
went in and talked to the patient
first. [Repeats] We went in and talked
to the patient first. We talked to [the
patient] about what preferences of
medication he had.
E334/22/ And then came out and
then I think the nurse interaction was
afterwards. And then actually
changed our mind and said, ‘alright’.
This is actually … we switched to this
medication that I mentioned earlier.
That had already thought about, but
then thought maybe I can get away
with something that is less [type of
effect].
E334/23/ And then em … after taking
all these views into account. I said,
‘let’s go for that … it keeps everyone
at the time … they need to settle’.
E334/24/ And then em … we went in
again to [area] to talk to the patient
and said, ‘this is what we are going to
do. Does that sound alright?’ [The
patient] actually agreed to it and then
we wrote it down. The [junior
doctor] wrote it down and that was
it.
E334/25/ Tell me about the
interaction with the nurse started?
Em … we were talking about that
particular [drug] that we thought that
is what we are going to use. And
then the nurse said, “Well what
about [drug] don’t you think that
would be the right thing?”
E334/26/ Something like that I’m not
exactly sure [the nurse] exactly used
[those words]. I said, ‘yah, I had
thought about it, but I am not 100%
convinced’. And em … but that got
me thinking that other people were
thinking that way.
E334/27/And em … and also to an
extent (long exhale). [The nurses] are
always pushing for that medication.
It’s actually not true. Some nurses
are pushing for it, some others are
not. This is something that I almost
expect from the nursing staff to ask
because it works, but it also has more
side effects.
E334/28/ And em ... it is medication
that is especially when you are in
[area]. Em … when one patient is
[feels a certain way] it makes another
patient [feel a certain way]. So you
want people to be as safe as they
possibly can be. So I wonder if it is
generally good for the patient or
whether more for the staff? So that
was my thought at the time. But
then we thought through what was
best for the whole unit at this point in
time.

E334 stated that they (long pause)
actually no. There were a couple of
steps in between. They then went in
and talked to the patient first
[repeats]. They went in and talked to
the patient first. They talked to [the
patient] about what preferences of
medication he had.
E334 stated that then they came out
and then E334 thinks the nurse
interaction was afterwards. And then
actually changed our mind and said,
‘alright’. This is actually … we
switched to this medication that E334
mentioned earlier. That had already
thought about, but then thought
maybe he could get away with
something that is less [type of effect].
E334 stated that then after taking all
these views into account. E334 said,
‘let’s go for that … it keeps everyone
at the time … they need to settle’.
E334 stated that they went in again
to [area] to talk to the patient and
said, ‘this is what we are going to do.
Does that sound alright?’ [The
patient] actually agreed to it and then
they wrote it down. The [junior
doctor] wrote it down and that was it.
Interviewer asked E334 to describe
the interaction with the nurses. E334
stated that they were talking about
that particular [drug] that they
thought that was what they were
going to use. And then the nurse
said, “Well what about [drug] don’t
you think that would be the right
thing?”
E334 stated something like that I’m
not exactly sure [the nurse] exactly
used [those exact words]. E334 said,
‘yah, I had thought about it but I am
not 100% convinced’. But that got
me thinking that other people were
thinking that way.
E334 stated that to an extent (long
exhale). [The nurses] are always
pushing for that medication. It’s
actually not true. Some nurses are
pushing for it, some others are not.
This is something that E334 almost
expects from the nursing staff to ask
because it works, but it also has more
side effects.
E334 state that it is medication that is
especially when you are in [area].
When one patient is [feels a certain
way] it makes another patient [feel a
certain way]. So you want people to
be as safe as they possibly can be. So
E334 wonders if it is generally good
for the patient or whether more for
the staff? So that was his thought at
the time. But then we thought
through what was best for the whole
unit at this point in time.
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had come to a solution to the
problem.
E334 described practicing patient
centric care when he involved the
patient in the decision to change
their medication.

E334 described owning the patient,
going even further to making a
correct decision with the junior
doctor and nurses on which
treatment was best for the patient.

E334 described being responsive to
other views and valuing nursing
input into his decision making.
E334 described he felt that
collaboration was important part of
owning the care of the patient.
E334 described a number of best
practice steps that he employed as
he supported the junior doctors
help-seeking.

E334 described an environment
that valued nurses input and their
expertise and experience.

E334 described reconsidering his
initial decision after the nurse
highlighted what the benefits
would be to use this medication in
this situation.
E334 described a tension between
medical and nursing staff when
prescribing certain medications for
patients.

E334 understood that with every
medication decision, it was
important to weight up the costs
and benefits to patients and the
how it could affect others.

E334/29/ When you were speaking to
junior doctor were you … was he
taking this in?] Em (long pause) I
think this was actually before we had.
We just recently actually … we went
through one of our supervision
sessions. In our training programs
they are mandated they are required.
So we have [time period] supervision
with every [junior doctor] not with
the interns with the [other junior
doctors]. And in one of the
[educational] sessions we talked
about the [drugs].
E334/30/ Because I always ask [the
junior doctors], ‘is there anything you
want to talk about in the supervision
session?’ He said that was his. And
em … I noticed that one of his major
concerns then was … but I don’t think
I was aware of it at the time was –
how do we choose [the type of
drug]?
E334/31/ What [type of drug] do you
give to what patient? Because the
research or the guidelines don’t really
guide you in that sense. So there is a
lot of em … there is a lot of em …
personal preference in that. Or
personal anecdotal experience, I
guess. Just what you use to, is what
you do. But also you can to an extent
think about due to their actions or
side effects that kind of work.
E334/32/ Em … so I knew not the
extent, I think of what [the junior
doctor’s] uncertainty was but I knew
he was uncertain about [these types
of drugs].
E334/33/ The question was what do I
think he would take in right? Em [the
junior doctor] knew the medications
that we had discussed so they
weren’t coming out of left field, there
was a set that we use often. He knew
the side effects of all of these and the
benefit profile and so on. So he
knows all of that and he came up
with most of that answers, so I
thought he was probably in the
position to weight that all up.
E334/34/ Did he thank you for your
input into the decision? I don’t know
if he formally thanked me I don’t
know. But he gives you the
impression that he is grateful for
what you do.
E334/35/ Who initiated the
conversation with the nurse? I’m not
sure if at that time I asked the nurse
or I … I think at that time the nurse
just mentioned it. So em … I often do
ask the nurses specifically and
sometimes I forget. And down there
the situation was we were standing a
couple of meters from where the
desk was and behind the desk is the
windows and the nurse was standing

The interviewer asked if E334 felt the
junior doctor understood his clinical
decision. E334 stated that (long
pause) E334 thinks this was actually
before they had. They just recently
went through one of our supervision
sessions. In our training programs
they are mandated they are required.
So we have [time period] supervision
with every [junior doctor] not with
the interns with the [other junior
doctors]. And in one of the
[educational] sessions we talked
about the [drugs].
E334 stated that because he always
asks [the junior doctors], ‘is there
anything you want to talk about in
the supervision session?’ He said that
was his. E334 noticed that one of his
major concerns then was, but E334
doesn’t think he was aware of it at
the time was – how do they choose
[the type of drug]?
What [type of drug] do you give to
what patient? E334 stated that
because the research or the
guidelines don’t really guide you in
that sense. So there is a lot of there
is a lot of personal preference in that.
Or personal anecdotal experience,
E334 guesses. Just what you use to,
is what you do. But also you can to
an extent think about due to their
actions or side effects that kind of
work.
E334 stated knew not the extent, he
thinks of what [the junior doctor’s]
uncertainty was but he knew he was
uncertain about [these types of
drugs].
E334 stated the question was what
do I think he would take in right?
[The junior doctor] knew the
medications that we had discussed so
they weren’t coming out of left field,
there was a set that we use often. He
knew the side effects of all of these
and the benefit profile and so on. So
he knows all of that and he came up
with most of that answers, so E334
thought he was probably in the
position to weight that all up.
The interviewer asked if the junior
doctor appreciated his help-seeking
support. E334 stated he didn’t know
if he formally thanked him, E334
doesn’t know. But he gives you the
impression that he is grateful for
what you do.
E334 was not sure if at that time E334
asked the nurse or E334 thinks at that
time the nurse just mentioned it. So
E334 often does ask the nurses
specifically and sometimes E334
forgets. And down there the situation
was they were standing a couple of
meters from where the desk was and
behind the desk is the windows and
the nurse was standing a meter from
the left there doing something. And
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E334 reflected that they had
recently had a training session on
prescribing medications with their
junior doctors.

E334 understood that he hadn’t
realised that the junior doctor had
been really struggling with the
ambiguity of prescribing drugs until
the junior doctor wanted to review
it again later on.

E334 described he could relate to
the junior doctors confusion as he
described he felt that it took a
combination of theory and
experiential knowledge and further
observation - to know what drug to
give, to what patient in a particular
environment.

E334 described he felt that he
didn’t know and didn’t have to
know the magnitude of the junior
doctor’s confusion, just that it
existed, to support the junior
doctor’s help-seeking.
E334 understood that junior doctor
needed more experience but had a
good knowledge base which he
trusted. E334 described he felt
going forward he would entrust the
junior doctor to work
independently, relying on his past
examples of help-seeking.

E334 reported E334 felt that the
junior doctor appreciated the helpseeking support he had provided.

E334 described being responsive to
other views and valuing nursing
staff input into his decision making.

a meter from the left there doing
something. And then sort of jumped
in and said, “Have you considered the
[drug]? I think that would be really
helpful”. That’s how that all started.

then sort of jumped in and said,
“Have you considered the [drug]? I
think that would be really helpful”.
That’s how that all started.

E334/36/ I think I mentioned it earlier
it wasn’t such an out of ordinary
experience it was more the norm.
But I think that being the norm, the
junior doctors here know they can
ask. I hope and I hope they feel
relatively comfortable that they can
ask and we can go and solve
whatever problem it is and they can
ask questions. So yes, I think that is
probably the outcome.

E334/39/ And then I went back to
[country] and did some … a couple of
years of my training there and em …
one of the first on-call shifts actually
where I assessed a couple of patients
and called the consultant on-call.
And got an earful of abuse, “What I
was thinking, calling him at”.
E334/40/ It wasn’t the early hours of
the night. But it wasn’t the late at
night. It was 10 pm at night or
something. So that was quite
interesting.
E334/41/ It was also a person, like a
friend of a friend. I was already a
[more senior – junior doctor] and this
guy was a fairly junior consultant.

E334 states that he thinks he
mentioned it earlier it wasn’t such an
out of ordinary experience it was
more the norm. But E334 thinks that
being the norm, the junior doctors
here know they can ask. E334 hopes
and E334 hopes they feel relatively
comfortable that they can ask and
they can go and solve whatever
problem it is and they can ask
questions. So yes, E334 thinks that is
probably the outcome.
The interviewer asked if there is an
experience of help-seeking as a junior
doctor, the senior doctor can share?
(Laughs out loud) well obviously E334
sought for help many times. Any?
Interviewer responds Any.
E334 stated that it is quite
interesting, E334 worked in many
different countries and E334 started
working in Australia and E334 did his
[number of years] of training here,
where it is expected, you call the
consultant afterhours, with – as E334
said – any important decision.
E334 stated that he went back to
[country] and did some … a couple of
years of his training there and one of
the first on-call shifts actually where
E334 assessed a couple of patients
and called the consultant on-call.
And got an earful of abuse, “What I
was thinking, calling him at”.
E334 stated it wasn’t the early hours
of the night. But it wasn’t the late at
night. It was 10 pm at night or
something. So that was quite
interesting.
It was also a person, like a friend of a
friend. E334 was already a [more
senior – junior doctor] and this guy
was a fairly junior consultant.

E334/42/ The age gap wasn’t big and
I knew this guy from some of the
parties, through a friend of mine.

The age gap wasn’t big and E334
knew this guy from some of the
parties, through a friend of mine.

E334/43/ It was quite interesting I
thought alright, this is obviously the
culture here. And it was the culture.
It wasn’t a single incident, it was … it
was … clear. If you’re on-call, you’re
on-call. You don’t call … you’re oncall (nervous laugh).
E334/44/ How did you feel? How
that affect you? [Chuckles] Em … well
that is an extreme experience. I had
lots of other good experiences and
others that were in between
somewhere.

E334 stated that it was quite
interesting E334 thought alright, this
is obviously the culture here. And it
was the culture. It wasn’t a single
incident, it was clear. If you’re on-call,
you’re on-call. You don’t call, you’re
on-call (nervous laugh).
The interviewer departs from
description and asks how he felt.
E334 [chuckles]. E334 stated that
well that was an extreme experience.
E334 had lots of other good
experiences and others that were in
between somewhere.
E334 stated but (long pause) E334
would like to get the message

E334/37/ The interviewer asked if
there is an experience of help-seeking
as a junior doctor, the senior doctor
can share? (Laughs out loud) well
obviously I sought for help many
times. Any? Any.
E334/38/ It is quite interesting, I’ve
worked in many different countries
and I started working in Australia and
I did my [number of years] of training
here, where it is expected, you call
the consultant afterhours, with – as I
said – any important decision.

E334/45/ But em (long pause) I’d like
to get the message through that
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E334 reflected that E334 had
cultivated an environment that
ensured junior doctors were
supported in their help-seeking and
felt free to ask questions when they
discerned they had a problem they
could not manage on their own.

E334 understood that he had
sought help many times and could
provide countless examples of help
seeking as a junior doctor.
E334 reflects that expectations of
seeking help are different in
different training environments.
E334 reports that in Australia,
junior doctors are expected to seek
help after hours.
E334 recalls an experience in
another country where the training
environment had very different
approaches to junior doctors helpseeking. E334 described that
seeking help was not encouraged in
other clinical training
environments.
E334 recalls that he sought help at
a reasonable hour but still was
abused for it.
E334 described he felt shocked at
the senior doctor would not
support his help-seeking even when
he had a personal link to this
individual.
E334 understood that the senior
doctor were of similar age but had
trained in different countries and
environments where the
expectations of junior doctors to
seek help were very different.
E334 understood he should not
take this experience personally.
E334 understood that seeking help
was obviously not a part of the
training environment he had
previously worked in.
E334 reflected he has other helpseeking experiences that balance
and put into perspective this one.

E334 reported that junior doctors
may not feel that they can ask for

really we’re there to support. And if
they need to ask, they should ask. If
they feel they should ask, they should
ask.
E334/46/ And em … which is sort of
is, because you em … you obviously
need to let them do things. And make
some mistakes or otherwise … so it is
a constant weighting up of how …
should we … ‘cause if we make it too
obvious if they should ask they will
always ask never do anything on their
own. It’s also, it’s a bit tricky, I’m not
sure.
E334/47/ Em … so the way I do it … I
sort of constantly. Or when
something happened or when they
come and discuss things I say, ‘yes, I
would have done exactly that and
next time … but that was absolutely
fine’. So they feel that they can make
those decisions.
E334/48/ Which is a bit tricky
because I am not 100% consistent
with what I do. We have lots of
discussion about leave. Where some
patients get leave, for other patients.
I think some patients … something
you give some person it would be
counterproductive for another
person. Especially when you deal
with rewards and enforcements and
what not. We got some quite difficult
[patient problems]. Or where the
[problem] is quite difficult in the
interaction. So I think [the junior
doctors] must be quite confused at
times.
E334/49/ So I like them to feel they
can ask. But I haven’t solved the
problem of making them
independent enough. I’m not sure.

through that really they’re there to
support. And if they need to ask,
they should ask. If they feel they
should ask, they should ask.
E334 stated that is sort of is, because
you obviously need to let them do
things. And make some mistakes or
otherwise so it is a constant
weighting up of how should they …
‘cause if we make it too obvious if
they should ask they will always ask
never do anything on their own. It’s
also, it’s a bit tricky, I’m not sure.

help. E334 can identify with that
feeling and would encourage junior
doctors to seek help anyway.

E334 stated that the way E334 does it
… E334 sort of constantly. Or when
something happened or when they
come and discuss things E334 says,
‘yes, I would have done exactly that
and next time … but that was
absolutely fine’. So they feel that
they can make those decisions.
Which is a bit tricky because
E334 is not 100% consistent with
what he does. We have lots of
discussion about leave. Where some
patients get leave, for other patients.
E334 thinks some patients …
something you give some person it
would be counterproductive for
another person. Especially when you
deal with rewards and enforcements
and what not. E334 has some quite
difficult [patients problems]. Or
where the [problem] is quite difficult
in the interaction. So E334 thinks
[the junior doctors] must be quite
confused at times.

E334 understood that he aimed to
provide junior doctors with
feedback when appropriate that
confirmed that they did something
correctly and that this is something
they could now on their own.

E334 would like them to feel they can
ask. But E334 hasn’t solved the
problem of making them
independent enough. E334 is not
sure.

E334 described he felt that we have
to come back to the basics – seek
help if you are unsure.

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E335’s
language.

Transformations

E334 understood from a
supervisor’s perspective that it is
difficult to articulate and support
junior doctors so they develop into
independent practitioners but still
know when it is necessary to seek
help.

E334 understood that medicine was
very complex and that there was
never just one way of doing
something, which makes practicing
medicine incredibly difficult for
junior doctors as they work out
what works in one patient does not
work in another.

E335’s transformed data
Experience from E335’s
transcript, divided into meaning
units.
E335/1/ Oh sure so I’ll pick
something from last week. I was in a
… at one point I was on-call.

E335 stated oh sure so he’ll pick
something from last week. E335 was
in a … at one point E33 was on-call.

E335/2/ So I work in [specific care
area] but sometimes we deal with
[other types of patients] as a bridge
to transfer to a [type of patient care]
unit in [name of city].

E335 stated he works in [specific care
area] but sometimes they deal with
[other types of patients] as a bridge
to transfer to a [type of patient care]
unit in [name of city].

E335/3/ So this was, this happened
around six-thirty or seven o’clock in
the afternoon.
E335/4/ And there was a sick [age of
patient] that was two days [post
procedure] sitting in [another ward]
who was having [decrease vital signs]
as well as having [other problems]

E335 states so this was, this
happened around six-thirty or seven
o’clock in the afternoon.
E335 stated that there was a sick [age
of patient] that was two days [post
procedure] sitting in [another ward]
who was having [decrease vital signs]
as well as having [other problems]
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E335 described his experience
supporting a junior doctor’s helpseeking started with him being oncall at home.
E335 described caring for patients
that are less familiar to them than
their regular patients as they are
usually being transferred through
the area with complicated
problems.
E335 described that this experience
took place in the early evening just
as he had gone home.
E335 described the patient was
deteriorating and needed specialist
care and treatment.

because of the [decreased vital
signs]. Required [type] drugs so that
[vital signs] increase. Medication
needed to be given through [access
point].
E335/5/ So em … my [junior doctor]
asked me for help and “what can we
do about it?” So the challenges there
were em … so em (trails off).

because of the [decreased vital
signs]. Required [type] drugs so that
[vital signs] increase. Medication
needed to be given through a [access
point].
E335 stated that his [junior doctor]
asked him for help and “what can we
do about it?” So the challenges there
were (trails off).

E335/6/ So what did that initially ask
you? So what he asked was … he
described the patient and said, “it’s a
[type] patient em … who’s sick and
needs our help and I do not have the
capacity to manage this patient.
What can we do about this?”

The interviewer asked why the junior
doctor was seeking help. E335 stated
that he asked was … he described the
patient and said, “it’s a [type] patient
who’s sick and needs our help and I
do not have the capacity to manage
this patient. What can we do about
this?”
E335 stated he understood [the
junior doctor’s] limitation of looking
after a [type] patient because he is a
[junior doctor] in [type of care area].

E335/7/ So em … then I mean … I
understand [junior doctor’s]
limitation of looking after a [type]
patient because he is a [junior
doctor] in [type of care area].
E335/8/ So I said, ‘this [type] patient
is sick we need to [stabilise the
patient] before we transfer’.
E335/9/ But we need to bring the
patient in and I will come in and with
the help of everyone together we will
make things work for the [patient].
E335/10/ ‘And we can tag the
retrieval team in time and tag the
nursing bed management team to
organise a bed. Em … and then we
go from there’. That’s what I said.
E335/11/ Em … and I was at home
and I decided to come in. He didn’t
request me to come in. But I decided
to come because I felt it was little bit
over … for him to deal with himself.
E335/12/ And also then I em …
because it was a [age and type of
patient] to start the [drugs] you need
to have [access] and it is not easy to
get that without [a complicated
procedure].
E335/13/ So I contacted the [type of
specialists] on that day to send the
[patient to them] to get the [access
and procedure]. And in the mean
time we will do the communication
with the [city] team and try to safely
transfer that.
E335/14/ Em … so em. So I came in
but then the nursing staff was
struggling to find a space and nurses.
So I negotiated with them to bring
the patient in with available staff and
in the meantime told my [junior
doctor] to talk to the [city] team and
let them know the story and get
them prepared to come and take the
patient.
E335/15/ And em … said to my
[junior doctor], “Yes, we will send a
team across”. And the [type] nurse
came in and he said, “We should do it
under [certain conditions]”. Fine
that’s happened like that.

E335 described his junior doctor
sought help from him at home.
E335 described he felt that junior
doctor correctly recognised that he
could not manage the patient
alone.
E335 described the junior doctor
was concerned about the patient
and his capacity to provide the care
needed and was relying on him to
for help-seeking support.

E335 agreed with the junior doctor’
assessment that he would need
further resources to safely care for
the patient.

So E335 stated ‘this [type] patient is
sick they need to [stabilise the
patient] before we transfer’.
E335 stated they needed to bring the
patient in and he will come in and
with the help of everyone together
we will make things work for the
[patient].
E335 stated that they ‘would tag the
retrieval team in time and tag the
nursing bed management team to
organise a bed and then we go from
there’. That’s what he said.
E335 stated he was at home and
E335 decided to come in. He didn’t
request E335 to come in. But E335
decided to come because he felt it
was a little bit over … for him to deal
with himself.
E335 stated that because it was a
[age and type of patient] to start the
[drugs] you need to have [access] and
it is not easy to get that without [a
complicated procedure].

E335 described discussing a plan to
the junior doctor so the patient can
be safely transferred.
E335 prioritised and reassured the
junior doctor he would support his
help-seeking.

So E335 contacted the [type of
specialists] on that day to send the
[patient to them] to get the [access
and procedure]. And in the mean
time they will do the communication
with the [city] team and try to safely
transfer that.
E335 stated he came in but then the
nursing staff was struggling to find a
space and nurses. So E335
negotiated with them to bring the
patient in with available staff and in
the meantime told his [junior doctor]
to talk to the [city] team and let them
know the story and get them
prepared to come and take the
patient.
E335 stated to his [junior doctor],
“Yes, we will send a team across”.
And the [type] nurse came in and he
said, “We should do it under [certain
conditions]”. Fine that’s happened
like that.

E335 described that he was
proactive and divided up the jobs
that needed to be completed
between him and junior doctor.
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E335 described sharing the patient’s
care with the junior doctor to
ensure the best outcomes for the
patient.
E335 described he had listened to
his junior doctor and he knew he
would need more than phone
advice to organise this patient’s
care.
E335 understood that there were
higher risks with this type of patient
that needed to be taken into
account and managed accordingly.

E335 described working closely with
his team to ensure care was well
coordinated and the best care was
provided to the patient.

E335 described being receptive to
the senior nurse’s suggestion on
how to deliver the best care to the
patient.

E335/16/ And then at the same time
we got the [access and drugs]
started. My [junior doctor] updated
the family [and the] same as me. I
had chat to the admitting specialist
who was a surgeon at home as well.
E335/17/ Then the [type of care]
team came in and we handed over to
them.
E335/18/ Tell me, go back to when
you first walked into the unit and you
first saw your [junior doctor]. What
was exchanged? What was
exchanged the words the emotions?
Look I … I … I felt very em … I felt my
[junior doctor] had done what he
should be doing.
E335/19/ But it is not always nice to
come back in from home. And I had
to accept that. But I never expressed
that to [the junior doctor] or the
patient or anybody. Em … but I was
little bit em … no.
E335/20/ I think my [junior doctor]
was a little bit overwhelmed and he
was thinking he can deal with that,
but in my opinion, I thought I need to
come in for his moral support.
E335/21/ You know – I’m there and
[the junior doctor] feels comfortable
for something that cannot be done.
E335/22/ And then the [Type 2]
doctor, who is also very cooperative
and also a very nice person came in.
It worked well at the end.
E335/23/ Em … I don’t think there
was any specific emotions. Specific,
how would I say, specific em … [can’t
hear word] to negotiate. But we
were working as a team em … for the
one goal and we all knew our roles
and we worked together. And that
worked well.
E335/24 What else was going on in
the unit did you speak to anyone else
about the scenario that was playing
out? Em … so the unit had some
other sick patients definitely. But we
had plans for them.
E335/25/ Em … so. There was
another patient coming in after
[procedure] with high [test results].
And he had already had his
[procedure]. Already had [type]
surgery but we had a plan for that
and that was the two sort of patient’s
em … of concern. And then there was
another [type of] patient. A [type of
patient] day I would say … who was
waiting to be transferred.
E335/26/ Which the flight that came
in from [city] to take that … the
previous patient brought the team to
take this patient.

E335 stated that then at the same
time they got the [access and drugs]
started. E335’s [junior doctor]
updated the family [and the] same as
him. E335 had chat to the admitting
specialist who was a surgeon at home
as well.
E335 stated then the [type of care]
team came in and we handed over to
them.

E335 described sharing the
workload to provide timely care to
the patient. E335 described
prioritising a number of tasks
simultaneous and utilising his
networks to advance the patients
care.
E335 described that it ended with
the arrival of the retrieval team.

The interviewer asked what
happened when E335 first arrived
back at the hospital. E335 stated
what was exchanged the words the
emotions? Look E335 … E335 … E335
felt his [junior doctor] had done what
he should be doing.

E335 described he felt that his
junior doctor accurately assessed
their level of expertise and sought
help for the patient as he would
expect them to do.

E335 stated that it is not always nice
to come back in from home. And
E335 had to accept that. But E335
never expressed that to [the junior
doctor] or the patient or anybody.
But E335 was little bit no.
E335 thinks his [junior doctor] was a
little bit overwhelmed and he was
thinking he can deal with that, but in
E335’s opinion, E335 thought he
needed to come in for his moral
support.
E335 stated that he’s there and [the
junior doctor] feels comfortable for
something that cannot be done.

E335 understood that returning to
hospital to support junior doctors
was part of his role and he accepted
it.

E335 stated and then the [type of
specialist], who is also very
cooperative and also a very nice
person came in. It worked well at the
end.
E335 stated he doesn’t think there
were any specific emotions. But they
were working as a team for the one
goal and they all knew their roles and
they worked together. And that
worked well.

E335 described putting himself in
the junior doctor’s position and
determined that the right course of
action would be to support the
junior doctor to ensure the patient
care had priority.
E335 described that his presence
would calm the junior doctor if any
problems arose where he needed
further help-seeking support with
finding an alternative plan.
E335 described the environment
was had a number of supportive
colleagues around that were there
to support help-seeking.
E335 described the experience as
one where everyone was sharing
the care of the patient, to ensure
that the patient had the best
outcome.

The interviewer asked what else was
happening in the area at the time.
E335 stated so the unit had some
other sick patients definitely. But
they had plans for them.

E335 understood that there were
other patients in the area, but they
were being managed and care plans
had been implemented.

E335 stated that there was another
patient coming in after [procedure]
with high [test results]. And he had
already had his [procedure]. Already
had [type] surgery but they had a
plan for that and that was the two
sort of patients of concern. And then
there was another [type of] patient.
A [type of patient] day E335 would
say … who was waiting to be
transferred.
E335 stated that the flight that came
in from [city] to take that previous
patient brought the team to take this
patient.

E335 was aware that there were
other patients that had serious
health problems but their
management plans had already
been devised.
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E335 described the level of
coordination and communication
between all the staff involved in this
patient’s care was fundamental to

ensuring the patient could be
transferred quickly.
E335 described the service they
were relying on was stretched to its
limits but still managed to
coordination the care of this patient
in timely manner.

E335/27/ This is sort of how it
happened. I think they should have
another plane to take them back
from there. And I would say its em …
relatively tight but it wasn’t
unmanageable situation.

E335 stated this is sort of how it
happened. E335 thinks they should
have another plane to take them
back from there. And E335 would say
it’s relatively tight but it wasn’t
unmanageable situation.

E335/28/ So how did it end this
interaction with your [junior doctor]?
Em … I actually haven’t met him after
that but … so I asked before I leave,
‘is everything okay…you’re fine?’ He’s
looking okay and he’s really
comfortable.

The interviewer asked so how did it
end this interaction with your [junior
doctor]? E335 stated he actually
hasn’t met him after that but … so
E335 asked before he left, ‘is
everything okay…you’re fine?’ He’s
looking okay and he’s really
comfortable.
E335 stated and he’s usually a guy
with a good resonance and he can
usually trust [can’t hear word] that is
his opinion about him. And he was
fine.
E335 stated that he had given
feedback to one of the [Type 2]
[junior doctors]. And E335 felt he
should have been called a little bit
earlier for that patient. E335 said,
‘just to make sure that next time
when you’re in that situation’. That
situation went well.
The interviewer clarified that E335
provided feedback to another junior
doctor? E335 stated they had seen
the patient several times during the
day. And they were in their mind
what they were doing will help the
[patient] and get better. And they
would not need [our area] to be
involved. And that’s, E335
understood [the other doctors] were
always well involved in the care of
the patient.

E335 understood that he hadn’t had
the time to debrief with his junior
doctor but he left the hospital
knowing the junior doctor was
comfortable and could manage the
situation from there.

E335 felt if he had involved us earlier
than we would have started the
medication earlier. And that
understanding was what was what
E335 hoped to (trails off).
E335 stated that looking back he
can’t say they did something wrong.
But E335 can say that it is probably
best to do it that way. But another
person might think another way. It’s
that mental … that mental decision.
Oh differences of opinion.

E335 understood he didn’t want to
reprimand the junior doctor but to
support their help-seeking practice.
E335 advocated to seek help in the
future sooner rather than later.
E335 reflected that it is hard to fault
the other care team. E335
described he felt he had to respect
their clinical choices but he
described he felt that shorter
deadlines for improvement may
have determined the patient was
deteriorating and that should have
triggered them to seek help.
E335 reported that the junior
doctor and he had full responsibility
for the patient while they were in
their area.

E335/29/ And he’s usually a guy with
a good resonance and he can usually
trust [can’t hear word] that is my
opinion about him. And he was fine.
E335/30/ I think em. But I had given
feedback to one of the [Type 2]
[junior doctors]. And I felt he should
have been called a little bit earlier for
that patient. I said, ‘just to make
sure that next time when you’re in
that situation’. That situation went
well.
E335/31/ So you fed back to another
[junior doctor] that this should have
been called earlier? That’s right,
that’s right. Had they called their
seniors on their side? They had seen
the patient several times during the
day. And they were in their mind
what they were doing will help the
[patient] and get better. And they
would not need [our area] to be
involved. And that’s, I mean is [the
other doctors] were always well
involved in the care of the patient.
E335/32/ Em … I felt if he had
involved us earlier then we would
have started the medication earlier.
And that understanding was what
was … what I … I hoped to (trails off).
E335/33/ I mean, looking back I can’t
say they have done something
wrong. But I can say that it is
probably best to do it that way. But
another person might think another
way. It’s that mental … that mental
decision. Oh differences of opinion.
E335/34/ Can you tell me was there
ever a time when all the doctors that
were treating the patient, all —at the
bedside? No, not at all because em …
so there is a lot of other things
happening in [area]. And everyone
has their own things to do and ward
rounds were happening. And that
patient with the [other] issue,
someone else was dealing with.
E335/35/ So my [junior doctor] was
with the patient and together with
[Type 2] doctor and I was kind of
coordinating the things across. That
was what was happening there were

The interviewer asked if at any point
all the doctors treating the patient
were at the bedside at the same time
E335 stated no, not at all because
there is a lot of other things
happening in [area]. And everyone
has their own things to do and ward
rounds were happening. And that
patient with the [other] issue,
someone else was dealing with.
So E335’s [junior doctor] was with
the patient and together with [Type
2] doctor and E335 was kind of
coordinating the things across. That
was what was happening there were
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E335 described the junior doctor as
someone that he could trust.

E335 described he felt it was
necessary to provide feedback to
another junior doctor for not
seeking help early enough for the
patient in the first place.

E335 described he felt that in this
instance the original plan that had
been put in place for the patient in
the ward, failed to produce the
outcomes they expected and the
ward junior doctor didn’t seek help
until they recognised the patient
was still deteriorating.

E335 described he felt there was a
team supporting them in providing
the patient with the care that they
needed.

only three of us. And one nurse that
was looking after that patient and
another one that was helping that
was the whole team.
E335/36/ Not everybody was. But it
wasn’t a situation where everything
was going out of control that you
need ten people that you need to
come and help. But it was under
control but it was an area that people
were not comfortable with … an area
where people were not always use to
deal with, and that support was
needed. It wasn’t that out of control
situation.

only three of us. E335 stated and one
nurse that was looking after that
patient and another one that was
helping that was the whole team.
E335 stated not everybody was. But
it wasn’t a situation where everything
was going out of control that you
need ten people that you need to
come and help. But it was under
control but it was an area that people
were not comfortable with … an area
where people were not always use to
deal with, and that support was
needed. It wasn’t that out of control
situation.

E335/37/ Did you speak to the nurse
at the bedside when you came in?
Em … yes. I actually spoke to the
nurse at the bedside because there is
a bit of delay to bring the patient in
because the nurses were drawing the
medication and getting infusion in
and all. So I said, em … I came and
talked to him and said, ‘so should I
bring [the patient] in when you are
getting things ready? We can
together do all those things?’ And
then I asked the team leader to bring
the patient in. But as I said, I didn’t
try to draw the medication for him
but did it together, but it kind of
happened at the same time.
E335/38/ And I felt doing things
simultaneously would make things
faster than getting one thing done
and then moving to the next step. At
that time I didn’t think that it was the
best option in that step, for that
patient.

The interviewer asked if E335 spoke
to the nurse. E335 stated that he
spoke to the nurse at the bedside
because there was a bit of delay to
bring the patient in because the
nurses were drawing the medication
and getting infusion in and all. So
E335 said, ‘so should I bring [the
patient] in when you are getting
things ready? We can together do all
those things?’ And then E335 asked
the team leader to bring the patient
in. But as E335 said, E335 didn’t try
to draw the medication for him but
did it together, but it kind of
happened at the same time.

E335 described negotiating with
staff to bring the patient into the
unit prior to them being completely
setup.

And E335 felt doing things
simultaneously would make things
faster than getting one thing done
and then moving to the next step. At
that time E335 didn’t think that it was
the best option in that step, for that
patient.

E335 described he felt although it
was not an emergency, more time
was needed to assess and have the
patient ready for retrieval.

E335/39/ Did the junior doctor
feedback to you for saying thanks for
coming in or anything? I think he
should have said that ya. He did say,
“thanks for coming”, but I can’t
remember. I had a good feeling.

The interviewer asked if the junior
doctor provided any feedback or
thanked E335 for coming in. E335
stated that he thinks he should have
said that ya. He did say, “thanks for
coming”, but E335 can’t remember. I
had a good feeling.
E335 stated he was especially
sensitive to [this type of patient] as
well because E335 is a [more familiar
with other patient types]. E335
stated his skills are limited in this
area. So that is why E335 just want
to do things by the book all the time.
It doesn’t mean E335 doesn’t want to
look after [another type of patient] in
that way. But yes. But E335 was a
little bit more anxious to look after a
[these types of patients than the
others].
E335 stated that probably a lot.

E335 described he felt that the
junior doctor did provide him with a
feeling of appreciation but he
couldn’t say for sure what he did to
make him feel that way.

The interviewer asks for more detail
of an experience of help-seeking
when E335 was a junior doctor. E335
stated he means (trails off).

No transformation

E335/40/ Em … I especially sensitive
to [this type of patient] as well
because I am [more familiar with
other patient types]. My em ... my
skills are limited in this area. So that
is why I just want to do things by the
book all the time. It doesn’t mean I
don’t want to look after [another
type of patient] in that way. But yes.
But I am little bit more anxious to
look after a [these types of patients
than the others].
E335/41/ The interviewer asked if
there is an experience of helpseeking as a junior doctor, the senior
doctor can share? Did he ever seek
help? Em … probably a lot.
E335/42/ Does anything come to
mind like that? So em … if you
specify a little bit what type of
situation you’re asking? If I asked for
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E335 understood different
situations caused stress to staff.
This patient problem was not an
emergency but the staff described
he felt unfamiliar with the type of
patient and the associated health
concerns.

E335 understood that he felt he had
limited skills and knowledge about
this specific type of patient, so he
supported his team members in the
best way possible and followed
protocol and sought help from
specialist to help care for the
patient.

E335 described seeking help
thousands of times over the many
years he had practiced in the
training environment.

help and then I got it or I asked for
help and provided. I mean, it em
(trails off) Any story.
E335/43/ I think I asked for help
probably more than a thousand
times, from starting from an intern to
becoming a specialist. It’s all, all that
you know, that at various stages.
E335/44/ There were things that I felt
comfortable doing, there were things
that I wasn’t comfortable doing. And
always when I wasn’t comfortable, I
asked for help.
E335/45/ And then there were other
times – you know – that yes, I know
that I feel, I know what I am doing.
But there is still, I want someone
else, like a bit senior to check on me.
To see if I did the correct thing or
not. And there are situations like
that.
E335/46/ I definitely asked for help.
Can you describe how you were
supported?
E335/47/ I think it is a little bit of a
mixed bag I would say. The support I
received … there were very
supportive people and there were
people who just, em … just not that
supportive. There were some of my
senior colleagues that were very
much into that. And some who were
not. So there was a whole mixed
bag.
E335/48/ I guess and it was over
about 10 years and things have
changed a lot and also across two
countries. So one in Australia and
one in another [country]. And I
initially started in [the other country].
E335/49/ So I tried to em … I try
always to support as best as I can. I
am very interested in education and
supervision and in addition to
providing support I enjoy that
education bit on that.
E335/50/ And I feel and this is my
personal view. Em … ah … I do, I
always try to do better than what I
got. That’s my opinion but I don’t
know how my [junior doctors]
compare me to that.
E335/51/ I get nice feedback and my
trainees say, “It was nice to have this
week with you”. But if that really is
the case or they just tell us that, I
don’t know.
E335/52/ But I feel people around
me look happy and there are happy
faces. They are responsive and
smiling. And that is especially telling
in an [certain type of] environment
where there is a lot of stress and a lot
of demand for work
E335/53/ Our supply is more - less
than the demand all the time. And I
think that is a good thing. And that is
how I see it.

E335 stated that he thinks he asked
for help probably more than a
thousand times, from starting from
an intern to becoming a specialist.
It’s all, all that you know, that at
various stages.
E335 stated there were things that
E335 felt comfortable doing there
were things that E335 wasn’t
comfortable doing. And always when
E335 wasn’t comfortable, he asked
for help.
E335 stated that there were other
times – you know – that yes, he knew
that he felt, he knew what he was
doing. But there is still, he want
someone else, like a bit senior to
check on him. To see if I did the
correct thing or not. And there are
situations like that.
The interviewer departed from
description and asked how he was
supported.
E335 stated that he thinks it is a little
bit of a mixed bag, he would say. The
support E335 received there were
very supportive people and there
were people who just not that
supportive. There were some of his
senior colleagues that were very
much into that. And some who were
not. So there was a whole mixed bag.

E335 described that seeking for
help was routine and normal
throughout the various transitions
from intern to senior doctor.

E335 stated that he guesses that it
was over about 10 years and things
have changed a lot and also across
two countries. So one in Australia
and one in another [country]. And
E335 initially started in [the other
country].
E335 stated that he tries always to
support as best as he can. E335 is
very interested in education and
supervision and in addition to
providing support E335 enjoys the
education bit on that.
E335 stated that he feels and this is
his personal view. E335 always tries
to do better than what he got. That’s
his opinion but he doesn’t know how
his [junior doctors] compare him to
that.
E335 states he gets nice feedback
and his trainees say, “It was nice to
have this week with you”. But if that
really is the case or they just tell us
that, E335 doesn’t know.
E335 stated he feels people around
him look happy and there are happy
faces. They are responsive and
smiling. And that is especially telling
in an [certain type of] environment
where there is a lot of stress and a lot
of demand for work
E335 stated that they’re supply is
more - less than the demand all the
time. And E335 thinks that is a good
thing. And that is how he sees it.

E335 described he felt that how
junior doctors are supported now
may have changed since he was
junior doctor. E335 reports that he
was a junior in two different
countries.
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E335 understood that as a junior
doctor he was aware of when he
should seek help. E335 trusted his
assessment of himself to know
when he had reached this limit.
E335 described that trusting one’s
self to know if he was doing the
right thing was difficult. In these
situations, the hesitation was
enough to seek help.

No Transformation
E335 reports that like society itself,
he found supervisors that were
interested in supporting helpseeking and those that were not.

E335 reported that he is interested
in both supervision and the
education of junior doctors and so
the support he provides always has
an element of what he wanted as a
junior doctor
E335 reported that he tries to
provide the best help-seeking
support he can but he doesn’t know
what the junior doctors think of his
support.
E335 described that junior doctors
thank him after completing a
rotation. But he couldn’t decide if
they were being genuine.
E335 described he felt that it was
more accurate to rely on less
summative assessments of support
and focus on how junior doctor
perform and cope on a daily basis
when he was around.
E335 described that junior doctors
are happy even working in a busy
demanding area.

E336’s transformed data
Experience from E336’s
transcript, divided into meaning
units.
E336/1/ The most recent and
probably significant story I can tell
you is in the last month I have had
contact with a junior doctor that is
[years out] so about so he’s been a
doctor for about [number of time].
E336/2/ Em … and the context is that
[the junior doctor] was seeking help
from me because the [patient
problem].
E336/3/ Unfortunately em … [the
patient problem had been
exacerbated] em … and this got
[escalated up].
E336/4/ So the initial contact from
the junior doctor to me was really
just to say this has happened. Em …
and in actual fact he didn’t ask me a
question as such. But it was … was
said as such that what he needed was
support and some direction from the
outset. Do I go on? Yes. Sure.
E336/5/ So at the time I was actually
on a day off and em … he just phoned
me to say, “Is it okay if I send you
some documents, there has been a
[problem]. I have formulated a [plan].
Would you mind looking at the
documents for me? And telling me
what I should do, from here”.
E336/6/ Em … so at the time I only
had about five minutes to speak to
him because I was about to [go to
another scheduled event].
E336/7/ But I decided in the five
minutes … what I mostly wanted to
impart to him was that it was going
to be okay. I told him … even without
knowing what the clinical scenario
was [that E336 knew he had
managed the problem to the best of
his ability].
E336/8/ That he needed to know a
number of things. Firstly, that there
was no [problem] that I hadn’t
[encountered] myself in my career.
E336/9/ And I kind of understood
how devastating it was to discover
that you had potentially had made
[clinical problem], or certainly at the
very least that you had caused a
[problem or others to perceive that
you had caused a problem]
E336/10/ Em … and I spent the time
just assuring [the junior doctor] I
understood and that I could

Discriminated meaning units (in
third person) expressed as
much as possible in E336’s
language.

E336 state that the most recent and
probably significant story E336 can
tell you is that in the last month E336
has had contact with a junior doctor
that is [years out] so about so he’s
been a doctor for about [number of
time].
E336 stated that the context is that
[the junior doctor] was seeking help
from E336 because [patient
problem].
E336 stated that unfortunately [the
patient problem had been
exacerbated] and this got [escalated
up].
E336 stated that the initial contact
from the junior doctor to me was
really just to say this has happened.
In actual fact he didn’t ask me a
question as such. But it was said as
such that what he needed was
support and some direction from the
outset.
E336 stated that at the time I was
actually on a day off and he just
phoned me to say, “Is it okay if I send
you some documents, there has been
a [problem]. I have formulated a
[plan]. Would you mind looking at
the documents for me? And telling
me what I should do, from here”.
E336 stated that at the time E336
only had about five minutes to speak
to him because E336 was about to
[go to another scheduled event].
E336 stated that he decided in the
five minutes he had, what E336
mostly wanted to impart to him was
that it was going to be okay. E336
told him even without knowing what
the clinical scenario was [that E336
knew he had managed the problem
to the best of his ability].
E336 stated that he needed to know
a number of things. Firstly, that there
was no [problem] that E336 hadn’t
[encountered] himself in E336’s
career.
E336 stated that he kind of
understood how devastating it was to
discover that you had potentially had
made an [clinical problem], or
certainly at the very least that you
had caused a [problem or others to
perceive that you had caused a
problem].
E336 stated that he spent the time
just assuring [the junior doctor] that
E336 understood and that he could
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Transformations

E336 understood that he had many
experiences with junior doctor
help-seeking but this experience
was recent and stands out from the
rest.
E336 described that the junior
doctor had sought help for a
serious problem with a patient.
E336 understood that problem was
complex and the situation had
gotten slightly out of control. With
a number of other people involved.
E336 understood the junior doctor
was seeking help and was looking
for support for the problem.

E336 understood that under the
formal request for support, the
junior doctor was confiding in him
and was hoping that he could
provide support.

E336 reassured that he had a
limited time to speak now but he
would support his help-seeking.
E336 voiced his intentions to
support the junior doctor’s helpseeking.
E336 described wanted to remain
trustworthy as this junior doctor
had come to him with this problem,
above everyone else.

E336 described he needed to show
solidarity with the junior doctor.
E336 described he knew that trust
between them was important.
E336 described he felt it was
important to address the shame
that the junior doctor might
harbour with this particular
situation.

E336 described that he could
identified with how the junior
doctor must be feeling.

empathise with the [range] of
emotions that [junior doctor] must
have been feeling.
E336/11/ But most of all that he was
going to be okay. And I knew he was
going to be okay because I knew he
was a good conscientious doctor who
[provided] a high level of care and I
was confident that despite whatever
the detail might be that this was
going to end up okay. And that was
the main thing that I wanted to say to
him.
E336/12/ And we planned at the time
that he would send me an email and
that I would phone him back later
that afternoon to have a more
detailed discussion.
E336/13/ Em … it was around [time]
and I think on a Friday evening and I
knows that because of [prior
scheduled engagement] is [around
that time].
E336/14/ What happened next is that
I awaited [junior doctor’s] email and
then I read through it. I read through
the details of the case. And I think
what I had at hand at the time was
the initial [type of document]. And I
had his initial response [about the
care of the patient].
E336/15/ From then I decided two
things. I decided em … that my role
in this really needed to be a support
and mentor.
E336/16/ And em … and em… for
various reasons, I wanted to separate
myself from [other roles].
E336/17/ And I advised him basically
… I advised [the junior doctor] of the
role demarcation. I’d advised him I
would be his support and that we
needed to contact some other people
[help fix this problem]
E336/18/ So there were layers to
that. I initially directed him to the
person in the [area] who deals with
[these types of problems].
E336/19/ The reason I did that
because mainly because it is the right
thing to do. But secondly because
this does require some level of
expertise and experience. Which I
don’t have. I’m very happy to delve
into the support the mentorship the
touchy feely stuff but I know my limit
is. Where the expertise and the
[formal problem solving] and the
formalities come in.
E336/20/ Em … and I anticipated
once we had done that the matter
would be escalated to the hospitals
[specific] team and they would look
after all of this from a formal more
point of view.
E336/21/ So in the two weeks that
followed we had a number of emails
back and forth. And most of our
communication was via email.

empathise with the [range] of
emotions that [junior doctor] must
have been feeling.
E336 stated that most of all that he
was going to be okay. And E336
knew he was going to be okay
because E336 knew he was a good
conscientious doctor who [provided]
a high level of care and E336 was
confident that despite whatever the
detail might be that this was going to
end up okay. And that was the main
thing that E336 wanted to say to him.
E336 stated that they planned at the
time that he would send E336 an
email and that E336 would phone
him back later that afternoon to have
a more detailed discussion.
E336 stated that it was around [time]
and E336 thinks on a Friday evening
and E336 knows that because of
[prior scheduled engagement] is
[around that time].
E336 stated that what happened next
is that E336 awaited [junior doctor’s]
email and then E336 read through it.
E336 read through the details of the
case. And E336 thinks what he had at
hand at the time was the initial [type
of document]. And E336 had his
initial response [about the care of the
patient]
E336 stated that from then he
decided two things. E336 decided
that his role in this really needed to
be a support and mentor.
E336 stated that for various reasons,
E336 wanted to separate himself
from [other roles].
E336 stated he advised basically … he
advised [the junior doctor] of the role
demarcation. E336 would be his
support and that they needed to
contact some other people to [help
fix this problem].
E336 stated that there were layers to
that. E336 initially directed him to
the person in the [area] who deals
with [these types of problems].
E336 stated that the reason he did
that because mainly because it is the
right thing to do. But secondly
because this does require some level
of expertise and experience. Which
E336 doesn’t have. E336 was very
happy to delve into the support the
mentorship the touchy feely stuff but
E336 knows where his limit is. Where
the expertise and the [formal
problem solving] and the formalities
come in.
E336 stated he anticipated once they
had done the matter would be
escalated to the hospitals [specific]
team and they would look after all of
this from a formal more point of
view.
E336 stated so in the two weeks that
followed they had a number of emails
back and forth. And most of our
communication was via email.
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E336 understood that the junior
doctor’s previous demonstrated
professionalism was a testament to
the importance he put on patient
care. E336 trusted the junior doctor
clinical judgement and made this
explicit to them.

E336 made it explicit that he would
support the junior doctor and
affirm when they would discuss the
problem further.
E336 reported that the experience
took place when another scheduled
event was occurring.
E336 described setting aside time
to support the junior doctor’s helpseeking.

E336 described to fulfil his role, it
was best to stick with his strengths.
E336 described knew this junior
doctor’s well-being was a stake.
E336 understood that he needed to
focus on supporting the junior
doctor and leave others to support
the patient.
E336 understood he needed to
clarify his role so the junior doctor
trusted his judgement and choice to
involve others. E336 described he
sought help from other colleagues.
E336 reported the junior doctor to
a colleague that could further
support his help-seeking.
E336 perceived his own level of
expertise in this area would not be
enough and sought help from a
colleagues.

E336 described that he planned
ahead about what steps needed to
be taken to solve the problem.
E336 sought to involve more
colleagues to help solve the
problem than just him.
E336 described that most of the ongoing support he provided to the
junior doctor was outside his
normal everyday duties and

Mainly because there was just a lot of
information to impart, some
attachments. But also because it was
late-night-type dialogues and that
was just logistically more feasible.
E336/22/ In the dialogue that
followed in the two weeks … initially
the doctor [solved the problem inpart]. And I had … was quite satisfied
[that he had done] a good job and he
had provided a good … provided a
good level of care.
E336/23/ It was apparent to me [that
an expectation of care was not
perceived by a third party]. Em … was
what was basically where the gap
was, between [this person’s
expectation] and what was actually
delivered.
E336/24/ This doctor, sort of true to
his previously track record, was
extremely conscious, [outlining] not
only the step by step [approach], but
also acknowledging [the problem].
Em … [thanking] everyone for the
opportunity for [supporting his helpseeking].
E336/25/ And apart from that in
terms of his approach, everything
that he done he backed up with
literature and guidelines. So I was
more than satisfied that this doctor
had at least provided a [good] level of
care for this patient if not more.
E336/26/ And now what we needed
to do was really to try to anticipate
what the [plan going forward].

E336/27/ From there em … I guess
there were two arms. There was
myself providing the mentorship the
support and there was my colleague
in the emergency department that
escalated things to the [specific]
department.
E336/28/ And at this stage we have
now [in contact with] the [official
organisation]. But we are pretty
confident the [outcome].
E336/29/ Take me back to the initial
conversation. How did it evolve how
did [junior doctor] start that
conversation with you? So he
introduced himself. He’s incredibly
respectful, so despite the fact that I
know him and know him well, he will
always introduce himself and
describe himself to me as if I
probably don’t remember him. And I
guess that reflects a significant
humility on his part.
E336/30/ And he just started off with
the words of (long pause) that’s right,
“I’ve been contacted by the [specific
area] because a patient has [had a
problem]”.

Mainly because there was just a lot of
information to impart, some
attachments. But also because it was
late-night-type dialogues and that
was just logistically more feasible.
E336 stated that in the dialogue that
followed in the two weeks … initially
[solved the problem in-part]. And
E336 had was quite satisfied [that he
had done] a good job and he had
provided a good provided a good
level of care.
E336 stated that it was apparent to
him [that an expectation of care was
perceived by a third party]. Was
what was basically where the gap
was, between [this person’s]
expectation and what was actually
delivered.
E336 stated that this doctor, sort of
true to his previously track record,
was extremely conscious, [outlining]
not only the step by step [approach
to provide care], but also
acknowledging [the problem].
[Thanking] everyone for the
opportunity for [supporting his helpseeking].
E336 stated and apart from that in
terms of his approach, everything
that he done he backed up with
literature and guidelines. So E336
was more than satisfied that this
doctor had at least provided a [good]
level of care for this patient if not
more.
E336 stated that now what they
needed to do was really to try to
anticipate [the plan going forward].

E336 stated that there were two
arms. There was himself providing
the mentorship the support and
there was his colleague in the
emergency department that
escalated things to the [specific]
department.
E336 stated that at this stage they
have now [in contact with] the
[others]. But they are pretty
confident the [outcome].
The interviewer asked how the
conversation was initiated with the
junior doctor. E336 stated so he
introduced himself. He’s incredibly
respectful, so despite the fact that
E336 knows him and knows him well,
he will always introduce himself and
describe himself to E336 as if E336
probably doesn’t remember him.
And I guess that reflects a significant
humility on his part.
E336 stated he just started off with
the words of (long pause) that’s right,
“I’ve been contacted by the [specific
area] because a patient has [had a
problem]”
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therefore it has to be conducted in
his personal time.

E336 described he felt that junior
doctor had provided excellent care
for the patient. E336 described that
he still trusted the junior doctor to
seek help and work within in their
limitations.
E336 described he discerned the
problem originating from not
stating expectations clearly.

E336 described that his previous
assessment of this particular junior
doctor’s clinical judgement and
professionalism was accurate. E336
described that he still trusted the
junior doctor.

E336 described he felt that junior
doctor reputation had been
vindicated through their account of
the care they provided.

E336 described anticipating how to
further support the junior doctor’s
help-seeking and devising the next
step. E336 described actively
planning and forecasting what he
could do to support the junior
doctor in the future.
E336 describes working with a team
of other trusted professionals to
support this junior doctor’s helpseeking.

E336 described ongoing dialogue
between the different parties to
resolve the problem.
E336 described the junior doctor as
a respectful and courteous
individual that doesn’t take his
position for granted.

E336 described the junior doctor as
stating the problem and the
seriousness of the problem very
plainly and honestly.

E336/31/ And I sensed immediately
and not just because of the words
and the emotion behind the words,
but because I knew him. I sensed
immediately what that would have
been like. As I said before, he would
have sensed a [range] of emotions.
E336/32/ He would have felt
devastated. He would have felt
afraid, he would have felt anxious. I
know [junior doctor] well enough
that his first reaction would have
been maybe I did do something
wrong. And maybe something bad
did happen because I did do
something wrong. And I think it was
[the issues of time] that me respond
immediately with my priorities to
make him feel okay first.
E336/33/ And what is the on-going
support? I am providing at this
stage? My most recent contact was
on Monday where my emergency
colleague and I [continued to support
the junior doctor]. So while my
support has been informal at mentor
level it has … has creeped into the
formal. In that I [has supported the
junior doctor in a formal way]. Just
attesting to the fact that he is a – you
know – an outstanding doctor within
our service and we have no concerns
about his professionalism or his
competence.
E336/34/ The doctor involved has
been very respectful and contentious
in that [with all the correspondence].
E336/35/ So we know [the problem
will resolve itself].
E336/36/ How did that make you feel
[junior doctor] contacting you? It
makes me feel good. So just for a
little bit of context I’ve spent
[number] years in the role [clinical
training and administration] and in
that time I have basically overseen
the professional but also the personal
well-being of our junior doctors.
E336/37/ That role ended for me at
the end of [month] and it is now
[time] on and to my dismay that role
hasn’t been formally filled as yet. So I
have significant concerns that there is
a gap in our service in terms of the
support that we provide for junior
doctors.
E336/38/ I am heartened that a
junior doctor within our service still
knows that I am available. I am
heartened that they consider me to
be approachable and on my part, I
am proud of the fact that I make
myself available in order to bridge
the gap.

E336 stated that he sensed
immediately and not just because of
the words and the emotion behind
the words but because E336 knew
him. E336 sensed immediately what
that would have been like. As E336
said before, he would have sensed a
[range] of emotions.
E336 stated he would have felt
devastated. He would have felt
afraid, he would have felt anxious.
E336 knew [the junior doctor] well
enough that his first reaction would
have been maybe [the junior doctor]
did do something wrong. And maybe
something bad did happen because
[junior doctor] did do something
wrong. And E336 thinks it was [the
issue of time] made him respond
immediately with his priorities to
make him feel okay first.
The interviewer asked what the ongoing support for the junior doctor
was. E336 questioned E336 was
providing at this stage? E336 stated
his most recent contact was on
Monday where his emergency
colleague and himself [continued to
support the junior doctor]. So while
his support has been informal at
mentor level it has … has creeped
into the formal. In that E336 [has
supported the junior doctor in a
formal way]. Just attesting to the fact
that he is a – you know – an
outstanding doctor within our service
and we have no concerns about his
professionalism or his competence.
E336 stated that the doctor involved
has been very respectful and
contentious [with all the
correspondence].
E336 reported stated so they know
[the problem will resolve itself].
The interviewer departed from
description to ask a how it felt. E336
reported it makes him feel good. So
just for a little bit of context E336 has
spent [number] years in the role
[clinical training and administration]
and in that time E336 has basically
overseen the professional but also
the personal well-being of their junior
doctors.
E336 stated that the role ended for
E336 at the end of [month] and it is
now [time] on and to his dismay that
role hasn’t been formally filled as yet.
So E336 has significant concerns that
there is a gap in their service in terms
of the support that they provide for
junior doctors.
E336 is heartened that a junior
doctor within our service still knows
that E336 is available. E336 is
heartened that they consider him to
be approachable and on his part,
E336 is proud of the fact that he
makes himself available in order to
bridge the gap.
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E336 described listening
attentively, and hearing the
emotion behind the words the
junior doctor was relaying. E336
described he felt that junior doctor
must have been very brave to share
his problem with him.
E336 described prioritising and
validating the emotion the junior
doctor must have felt. E336
empathised with the junior doctor
after receiving the news about the
problem. E336 understood no one
else other than someone who had
already gone through a similar
experience would understand what
the junior doctor was going
through.
E336 described that he was
trustworthy, providing help-seeking
support that was pledged to the
junior doctor in the beginning.

E336 described he felt reassured
that junior doctor had maintained a
high degree of professionalism
throughout the experience.
E336 described he felt assured that
the problem would be resolved for
the junior doctor.
E336 reported having held a formal
role that supported junior doctor’s
help-seeking directly. E336
described that junior doctor’s wellbeing has and will always be a
priority for him.

E336 described he felt concerned
that junior doctors entering the
organisation would not have the
support opportunities that this
junior doctor was provided with.
E336 described that they were
concerned that junior doctor would
not have anyone to trust.
E336 reported he felt honoured to
be sought out for help-seeking
support by this junior doctor. E336
reported feeling proud of this
selfless act.

E336/39/ And while I do not want the
gap to remain unacknowledged by
the service. I cannot countenance
the fact that our junior doctors are
unsupported.
E336/40/ And I will continue to make
myself available for that.

E336 stated that while he does not
want the gap to remain
unacknowledged by the service.
E336 cannot countenance the fact
that their junior doctors are
unsupported.
E336 stated he will continue to make
himself available for that.

E336 described feeling distain for
administrators that did not
prioritise supporting junior doctors
help-seeking as they trained in the
clinical environment.
E336 understood he would always
keep his door open to junior
doctors that were seeking help.
E336 described being proactive in
advertising that they would support
junior doctors’ help-seeking.
E336 described that their
experience of being a junior doctor
seeking help was very vivid and
they could recount experience
without hesitating.

E336/41/ I have one more question
and it is the usually the one I ask at
the end. If you indeed remember
being a junior doctor and to seek help
and what was that like? Oh vividly
(laughs) and probably the first
example that … what first comes to
mind, is a very similar story to this.
E336/42/ And I think this is why I feel
so empathetic towards this doctor.
And it was a patient that I saw one
evening when I was acting in a [type]
role … because I just finished [some
activity]. And I was probably feeling
quite invisible.
E336/43/ And developed a rapport
with [the patient] very quickly
because I had seen him a few times
that week.

The interviewer asked if the E336
could recall an experience of helpseeking as junior doctor. E336 stated,
Oh vividly (laughs) and probably the
first example that … what first comes
to mind, is a very similar story to this.

E336/44/ And I think that I acted
correctly but unfortunately for
various reasons [a serious event
happened]
E336/45/ I was paralysed for about
twenty four hours. And once I
overcame my paralysis, I
[communicate with others]
E336/46/ And I remember a senior
colleague of mine, a very senior
colleague supporting me.

E336 stated that he thinks he acted
correctly but unfortunately for
various reasons [a serious event
happened].
E336 stated he E336 was paralysed
for about twenty four hours. And
once E336 overcame his paralysis,
E336 [communicate with others].
E336 stated he remembers a senior
colleague of his, a very senior
colleague supporting him.

E336/47/ Em … and he has a
completely different demeanour to
me. He is completely, a completely
different demographic to me.

E336 stated he has a completely
different demeanour to him. He is
completely, a completely different
demographic to him.

E336/48/ But he just provided
support in an extremely practical
way. And em … I just immediately
trusted his expertise and his
experience.
E336/49/ And I felt confident to put
my entire professional well-being into
his hands and it was a huge relief to
be so well supported.

But he just provided support in an
extremely practical way and E336 just
immediately trusted his expertise and
his experience.

E336 described seeking help from a
trusted senior doctor which he
could utilise to reinforce his
decisions.
E336 described he felt that in every
other way this senior doctor was
different from him but they had
one thing in common they were
doctors.
E336 described that the senior
doctor provided practical support.
E336 described the senior doctor as
someone he could trust.

And E336 felt confident to put his
entire professional well-being into his
hands and it was a huge relief to be
so well supported.

E336 described that it was a relief
to have help-seeking support that
he knew prioritised his interests
and well-being.

E336 stated that he think this is why
he feels so empathetic towards this
doctor. And it was a patient that he
saw one evening when he was acting
in a [type] role … because he just
finished [some activity]. And I was
probably feeling quite invisible.
E336 stated and developed a rapport
with [the patient] very quickly
because E336 had saw him a few
times that week.
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E336 recalled an experience where
he was making decisions for the
first time as fairly independent
junior doctor.

E336 described getting to know and
his the patient he was caring and
genuinely understanding their
health problems from their
perspective. E336 described
owning the care of his patient.
E336 described an experience
where the patient outcomes were
not as expected.
E336 described he was in a state of
shock.
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